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Module A: Introduction
 



Workshop on 

Efficient Marketing of Fertilizers in Cameroon 

March 28-April 8,1994 
Bamenda, Cameroon 

Serial Activity 

Number Number Time Activity 

Monday, March 28, 1994 

Module A: Introduction 

Al 0830 Registration 

2 A2 0900 Inauguration 
Official opening.
Welcome speech to participants. 

0930 Break 

3 A3 1000 Program Description, Participant Introductions, 
and Baseline Exercise 
An overview of program objectives and activities. 
Participant introductions. Opportunity for 
participants to obtain an indication of their 
knowledge of fertilizer marketing and use through 
an IFDC test exercise. 

4 A4 1130 IFDC Story 
An overview of IFDC, including asummary of 
program activities, staffing, funding, physical
facilities, etc. with focus on IFDC-Africa. 

1200 Lunch 

Responsibility 

R.S.Giroti 
IFDC 

S.Njinyam 
Minister 
Ministry of Agriculture 

R.S.Giroti/ 
T.A.Nix 
IFDC 

R.S.Glroti/ 
H.G.M. Gerner 
IFDC 
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Serial Activity 
Number Number Time Activity Responsibility 

Monday, March 28, 1994 (Continued) 

Module B: Cameroon Agricultural Sector 

5 B1 1300 Agriculture in Cameroon B. Nami 
An overview of the agricultural sector in Ing6nieur G6n ral 
Cameroon, including policy, production, 
marketing, and outlook. 

d'Agriculture H.C. 
Director 

Department of Agriculture 
Ministry of Agriculture 

F. Nkonabang 
Ing6nieur Agro-Planificateur 
Sub-Director 
Sub-Department of 

Agricultural Production 
Administrative Coordinator 
FSSRP Technical Support 

Unit 
Department of Agriculture 
Ministry of Agriculture 

6 B2 1400 Global Fertilizer Use Perspectives H.G.M. Gerner 
Perspectives on world fertilizer production and 
consumption. Africa and Cameroon's place 
therein. 

1430 Break 

7 B3 1500 Fertilizer Use Data in Cameroon B. Tarounga 
Presentation of time-series farm- and macro-level Statistician 
data on fertilizer use in Cameroon. Distribution AEERD 
of reports. 

8 B4 1615 Cameroon Fertilizer Sub-Sector Overview R.Molu 
Breakdown and overview of sub-sectoral 
breakdown of Cameroon's fertilizer sector. 

Ing6nieur Agro-Pedologue 
Technical Coordinator 
FSSRP Technical Support 

Unit 
Department of Agriculture 
Ministry of Agriculture 

1645 Adjourn 
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Serial Activity 
Number Number Time Activity Responsibility 

Tuesday, March 29, 1994 

Module B: Cameroon Agricultural Sector 
(Continued) 

9 B5 0830 Subsidized/Small Farmer-FSSRP F. Nkonabang 
Overview of the FSSRP program: Characteristics 
and results, including discussion on the role of the 
subsidy. 

1000 Break 

10 B6 1030 SODECOTON-PSIE D. F. Sim6on 
Overview of the PSIE program: Characteristics and 
results. 

Economist/Statistician 
Ministry of Plan and Regional 

Development 

1200 Lunch 

11 B7 1300 Modern Agricultural Sector Representatives of 
Series of brief, 20-minute presentations by
representatives of Cameroon's plantation sector. 

Modern Agricultural 
Sector 

1445 Break 

12 B8 1500 Cameroon's Agri-Input Markets 
Overview of seeds and pesticide sectors in 

J. Elang 
Deputy Director 

Cameroon. Department of Agriculture 

Mr. Djongue 
Sub-Director 
Sub-Department of Plant 

Protection 
Department of Agriculture 

13 B9 1600 The FSSRP Technical Support Unit R. Molu 
Presentation of the GRC' Fertilizer Information 
Unit, its role and functions. 

1630 Adjourn 
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Serial 
Number 

Activity 
Number Time Activity Responsibility 

Wednesday, March 30, 1994 

Module C: Fertilizer-Technical Aspects 

14 C1 0830 Essential Nutrients and Their Role in Crop 
Production 
The essential nutrients (including micronutrients) 
needed for crop production are discussed. 
Nutrient deficiency symptoms in crops are 
identified and the need for a balanced fertilization 
program in sustaining good yields is discussed. 

F. Meppe 
Soils/Systems Agronomist 
Institute of Agricultural 

Research 
Ministry of Scientific and 

Technical Research 

15 C2 0930 Fertilizer Products and the Product Decision 
Physical and chemical specifications of fertilizer 
materials are discussed. Recent trends in 
nitrogen, phosphate, and potash fertilizers are 
examined. 

T. A. Nix 

1030 Break 

16 C3 1045 Developing a Soil Testing Program 
A discussion of the use of soil tests to assess 
fertilizer needs. Methods of assessing soil 
nutrients, estimating nutrient needs to satisfy 
yield targets, and determining expected nutrient 
uptake efficiency are examined. Fertilizer use 
and soil pH relationships are discussed. 
Customer service is emphasized. Availability 
of soil testing in Cameroon. 

M. Doube 
Chief 
Soil Science Department 
University of Dschang 

1200 Lunch 

17 C4 1300 Field Trip: North West Province 
1. Fertilizer Retailer: The Farmers House 
2. Fertilizer Storage: NWCA-Nkwen Rural 

Development Center 
3. Fertilizer Stockist: Akum Farm Services Center 
4. Coffee Processing: NWCA, Santa Union 

Provincial Delegation of 
Agriculture 

North West Province 

1630 Adjourn 
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Serial 
Number 

Activity 
Number Time Activity Responsibility 

Thursday, March 31, 1994 

Module C: Fertilizer- Technical Aspects 
(Continued) 

18 C5 0830 Economics of Fertilizer Use 
The profitability of fertilizer use is discussed. 
The most commonly used indicators of the profit-
ability of fertilizer are examined. Data for 
Cameroon are presented. 

F. Kamajou 
Dean, Faculty of 
Economics and Management 
University of Dschang and 
H.G.M. Gerner 

19 C6 0930 Price Policy Anaiysis/Fertilizer 
Data from a UCD study sponsored by the FSSRP 
are presented by the investigator for discussion. 

F. Kamajou 

1015 Break 

19a 

20 07 

1030 

1100 

Devaluation and Fertilizer Use 
A brief examination and discussion of the effects 
of the recent devaluation of the FCFA on fertilizer 
use and crop production in Cameroon. 

Fertilizer Quality Control and Regulations 
Discussion of the importance of quality control 
and fertilizer legislation in fertilizer sector 
development. 

R. Longang 
Economist 
Office of Economic 
Analysis and Policy 
Reform Implementation, USAID 

S. Diouf, IFDC/ 
Representative of Soci6t6 

Gdn6rale de Surveillance 

1200 Lunch 

21 C9 1300 Response Database Presentation 

Presentation of the IFDC-Africa fertilizer data base. 

R. Molu/H.G.M. Gerner 

Module D: Fertilizer Marketing 

22 D1 1415 What is Marketing? 

Film/discussion on the evolution of marketing. 

T. A. Nix 

1500 Break 

23 D2 1530 Introduction to Marketing Fertilizer 
Marketing is defined and the marketing functions 
required at the macro/micro-levels are discussed. 
Examination of major decisions confronting 
marketing managers to match resources of 
organization with needs and opportunities in their 
markets. 

H.G.M. Gerner 

1630 Adjourn 
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Serial Activity 
Number Number Time Activity 

Friday, April 1, 1994 

24 C8 0830 Field Trip: West Province 
1.Fertilizer Stockists: Foumbot Market 
2. Modern Agricultural Sector: PROLEG 
3.Coffee Plantation: COOPAGRO 
4.Soils Testing: UCD 

Saturday, April 2, 1994 

Rest 

Sunday, April 3, 1994 

Rest 

Responsibility 

Provincial Delegation of 
Agriculture, West Province 
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Serial Activity 
Number Number Time Activity Responsibility 

Monday, April 4 

Module D: Fertilizer Marketing (Continued) 

25 D3 0830 Fertilizer Marketing Channels in Cameroon R. Molu 
As a lead-in to participant presentations, an 
overview of Cameroon's fertilizer marketing 
channels is presented. 

26 D3 0845 Fertilizer Marketing in Cameroon Participants/IFDC 
Participants from each company make 10-minute 
presentations including company profile, their role 
within the company, and the company's fertilizer 
marketing system and/or strategy. For commercial 
banks, their bank's perspectives on financing 
fertilizer importation and distribution are presented. 

1000 Break 

D3 1030 Fertilizer Marketing in Cameroon (Continued) Particlpants/IFDC 

1200 Lunch 

D3 1300 Fertilizer Marketing in Cameroon (Continued) Participants/IFDC 

27 D4 1530 Market Information Sources for Fertilizers P. Volkert 
The importance of accurate and timely market IFDC 
information to support fertilizer business decision
making is discussed. The availability of market 
information from various sources is discussed. 

1630 Adjourn 
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Serial Activity 
Number Number Time Activity Responsibility 

Tuesday, April 5 

Module D: Fertilizer Marketing (Continued) 

28 D5 0830 Fertilizer Procurement S. Diouf 
Key factors involved in efficient fertilizer 
procurement are outlined, with focus on market 
intelligence, procurement techniques, financing 
considerations, cargo inspection, etc. 

0945 Break 

29 D6 1000 Fertilizer Pricing S. Dlouf 
Fertilizer pricing practices are discussed. A 
recommended approach to pricing in a market
based economy is presented. 

30 D7 1100 Fertilizer Packaging T. A. Nix 
The principal considerations in fertilizer packaging 
are discussed. Bag specifications, method of 
closure, and handling and storage considerations 
are examined. 

1200 Lunch 

31 D8 1300 Fertilizer Storage I.J. Scarr 
The principals of fertilizer storage are discussed, 
including facility location, warehouse size, 
inventory control, and technical considerations. 

Fertilizers & 
Chemicals, Ltd. 
Nigeria 

1400 Break 

32 D10 1430 Fertilizer Bulk Blending and Bagging I.J. Scarr 
The characteristics of fertilizer bulk blending and 
bagging faci!ities, and their role in product
flexibility and price. An examination of bulk 
blending and bagging potential for Cameroon. 

1630 Adjourn 
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Serial Activity 
Number Number Time Activity Responsibility 

Wednesday, April 6 

Module D: Fertilizer Marketing (Continued) 

33 D14 0830 Demand Forecasting Techniques P. Volkert 
A discussion of fertilizer demand forecasting 
techniques. 

0930 Break 

34 D15 1000 Dealer Selection and Development S. Diouf 
The role of the fertilizer (and agri-inputs) dealer is 
reviewed. The dealer selection and development 
process is discussed. 

35 D13 1100 Fertilizer Promotion Programs S. Diouf 
The importance of promotion in fertilizer marketing 
is discussed, with emphasis on farmer meetings, 
fertilizer demonstrations, production contests, 
promotional literature, and radio advertising. 
Examples from Cameroon are presented. Group 
assignment: Develop a cost-effective fertilizer 
promotion campaign for a target market in 
Cameroon. 

1200 Lunch 

36 D16 1300 The Role of Credit in Fertilizer Marketing Representative of Cameroon 
The role of farm-level credit in fertilizers 
marketing is discussed. Types of credit 

Cooperative Credit Union 
League (CamCCUL) 

arrangements are presented, with examples 
from Cameroon. 

1400 Break 

37 D17 1430 Group Presentations R. S. Giroti/ 
Work groups present their marketing projects. T. A. Nix 

1630 Adjourn 

\.
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Serial 
Number 

Activity 
Number Time Activity Responsibility 

Thursday, April 7 

Module D: Fertilizer Marketing (Continued) 

38 D9 0830 Fertilizer Transportation 
The principles of fertilizer transportation are 
discussed, including technical and efficiency 
considerations. 

T. A. Nix 

0930 Break 

39 D12 1000 Consumer Identification and Buyer Behavior 
A discussion of the techniques used in evaluating 
buyer behavioral patterns and in identifying target
markets for the fertilizer marketing organization. 
Examples from Cameroon are discussed. 

R. S. Giroti 

Module E: Business Management 

40 El 1100 Developing a Fertilizer Dealers Association 
The potential role and utility of a fertilizer trade 
association for Cameroon. Guidelines for
formation of such an association. Examples from 
other associations are discussed. 

R. S. Giroti/ 
T. A. Nix 

1200 Lunch 

41 E2 1300 Effective Communication in Fertilizer 
Marketing 
Effective methods of communication are 
discussed. Participants will be involved in a 
"hands-on" exercise. 

R.S. Giroti 

42 E3 1400 What Managers Do 
A film presentation on the role of the manager in 
the modern business world. 

R. S. Giroti 

1500 Break 

43 E4 1530 Working Smarter, Not Harder 
A film presentation on improving time use 
efficiency. 

R.S. Giroti 

44 E5 1600 Financial Management and Analysis 
Techniques of financial management used in 
business management and planning are 
discussed. 

T. A. Nix 

1700 Adjourn 



Serial 
Number 

Activity 
Number Time Activity 

Responsi 

Friday, April 8 

Module E: Business Management 
(Continued) 

45 E6 0830 Financing of Fertilizer Importation and 

Distribution 
Methods and arrangements of financing fertilizer 

importation and distribution are discussed, with 

specific examples drawn from Cameroon. 

A. Ngu 
Account Relationship 

Manager 
Standard Chartered Bank 

Cameroon 

A. Khan 
Corporate and Institutional 

Banking Man3ger 
Standard Chartered Bank 

Cameroon 

0945 Break 

46 Dl 1015 The Fertilizer Market Plan 
Adiscussion on the components of a marketing 

T.A.Nix 

plan. 

Module F: Conclusion 

47 F1 1100 Program Summary R. S. Giroti 

48 F2 Followup Exercise/Program Evaluation 

Participants are allowed an opportunity to test their 

post-course knowledge of fertilizer marketing. 

R. S. Giroti/ 
T. A. Nix 

49 F3 1230 Closing Ceremony A.A. Innocent 
Secretary General 
Ministry of Plan and Regional 

Development 
Chairman 
FSSRP Technical Supervisory 

Committee 

1300 Lunch 

50 F4 1430 Individual Meetings 
Participants and/or IFDC staff may schedule 

individual meetings to discuss points of interest. 

IFDC 

1630 Program Concludes 
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LISTE DES PARTICIPANTS AU SEMINAIRE
 

"EFFICIENT MARKETING OF FERTILIZERS IN CAMEROON"
 

NOMS & PRENOMS 

1. Monsieur ANYE Joseph 


2. Monsieur BANKOUE Dieudonn6 


3. Monsieur BATOCK Daniel DIKANDA 


4. Monsieur BETRU GEBREGZIABHER 


5. Monsieur BEUNANG 


6. Monsieur Dominic ASONGANYI 


7. Monsieur DOUNTSOP KAFO 


8. Monsieur EBOT ABAN 


9. Monsieur EL-HADJ MBOHOU M. 


10. Monsieur Fru 
Roland NGWA 


!I. Monsieur FOTSO DOPNA Simdon 


12. Madame Grace N. TI1{A 


13. Monsieur Henry NGOMESIA 


TITRE 

Distributeur 


Directeur d'Agence 


Directeur General 


Adjoint 


Directeur General 


Chef Service Adm. Fin 


I 


Marketing officer 


BMBC Bamenda 


Director 


Charg6 du Marketing 


Directeur 


Charg6 d'Etudes 


Assistant 

Chief of Section 


Extension and

Training 


Trainee 


SOCIE~TE 

Independent distributor 


ADER (Bafoussan) 


AFRICAN TRADING COMPANY 


IBEX CAMEORUN 


Cooperative des Planteurs de 

Melong
 

MERIDIEN BIAO 


Ets DOUNTSOP and C2 


AFRICAN TRADING COMPANY 


Ets MBOHOU 


BAKAH ENTERPRISES 


(MINPAT) Secretariat G~n~ral 


Provincial Delegation of 

Agriculture N.W.P 

Bamenda 
- Cameroon
 
AMITY BANK 


ADRESSE 

T6I. 42.41.62
 

BP 591 Douala
 
T61. 44.24.59
 

49-15.15
 
BP .
 989 Bafoussam
 
T61. 43.20.00
 

43.32.32 

I BP . 1613 Douala
 
T61. 43.04.18
 

BP . 5853 Douala
 
BP . 121 Melong
 

T1. 42.80.11
 

42.98.05

BP. 


BP 
4001 Douala
 
3481,Dual~a
BP. 
 3481 Douala
 

T61. 43.20.00
 

43.32.32
 
B 1613 Douala
 
T61. 39.01.45
 

BP . 9071 Douala
 
Tel. 30.13.57
 

BP .
 4818 Douala
 
T61. 23.32.91
 

YaoundC
 
T61. 36.11.29
 

36.32.39
 

ThL. 43.20.55
 
BP 
. 2705
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http:42.41.62


NOMS & PRENONLS 


14. Monsieur John AKWAR 
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38. Monsieur TEGNI Victor 
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DISCOURS DU MINISTRE DE L'AGRICULTURE 

A LA CEREMONIE D'OUVERTURE I)U SEMINAIRE 
SUR LA COMMERCIALISATION EFFICACE DES 
ENGRAIS AU CAMEROUN 

(BAMENDA, 28 Iars-9 Avril 1994) 

MONSIEUR LE GOUVERNEUR, 

MONSIEUR LE DELLGUE DU GOUVERNEMENT AUPRES 

DE LA COMMUNE URIBAINE DE BAMENDA, 

MONSIEUR LE SECRETAIRE GENERAL DU MINISTERE DU 

PLAN ET DE L'AMENAGEMENT DU TERR1TOIRE, 

MESSIEURS LES REPRESENTANTS DE I.F.D.C, 

MESS!EjRS LES REPIESENTANTS DU F.E.D, 

HONORABLES INVITES, 

MESDAMES ET MESSIEURS, 

C'EST POUR MOI UN REEL PLAISIR D'AVOIR A PRESIDER, AU 
NOM DE MONSIEUR LE MINISTRE DE L'AGRICULTURE EMPECHE, 
LA CEREMONIE D'OUVERTURE DU SEMINAIRE SUR LA 
COMM ERCIALISATION EFFICACE DES ENGRAIS AU CAMEROUN. CE 
SEMINAIRE QUI CONSTITUE L'UN DES MAILLONS DE NOTRE 
POLITIQUE DE LIBERALISATION ET DE PIIVATISATION REVET UNE 
TRES GRANDE IMPORTANCE, DANS LA MESURE OU LE COMMERCE 
DES ENGRAIS QUI, PENDANT LONGTEMPS, CONSTITUAIT UN 
MONOPOLE DE L'ETAT, ETAIT ET EST ENCORE MAL.MAITRISE PAR 
BEAUCOUP DE NOS OPEIATEURS ECONOMIQUES QUI 
CONNAISSENT IPOURTANT BIEN TOUS LES ROUAGES DE L'IMPORT-
EXPORT. 

EST-IL BESOIN AUSSI DE RAPPELEI QU'A CAUSE DU 
MONOPOLE DE L'ETAT, IL SE POSAIT DE NOMBREUX PROBLEMES 
TELS QUE LENTEURS ADMINISTRATIVES, COUT ELEVE DES 
FINANCEMENTS, RUPTURE DE STOCKS, ETC. 
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A CAUSE DE TOUTES CES TARES ET DE BEN D'AUTRES 
ENCORE, LE GOUVERNEMENT, AVEC L'APPUI FINANCIER ET 
TECHNIQUE DU GOUVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE 
PAR LE BIAIS DE SON ORGANISME DE COOPERATION, L'USAID, A 
ENTREPRIS UNE VASTE REFORME DE CE SOUS-SECTEUR DONT LES 
3 OBJECTIFS MAJEURS ONT PORTE SUR : 

- LIBERALISATION DE L'IMPORTATION ET DE LA 
DISTRIBUTION DES ENGRAIS, 

- LA PRIVATISATION DU COMMERCE DES ENGRAIS, 
- LA SUPPRESSION DE LA SUBVENTION ETATIQUE SUR LES 

ENGRAIS. 

GRACE AUX DISPOSITIONS INSTITUTIONNELLES MISES EN 
OEUVRE ET AUX APPUIS FINANCIERS ET TECHNIQUES DE L'USAID, 
JE PUIS DIRE QUE LE BILAN DE CE PROGRAMME EST HAUTEMENT 
POSITIF POUR LES RAISONS SUIVANTES : 

I- AU NIVEAU DE LA LIBERALISATION: 

* LES APPELS D'OIFFRES, OBJET DE TANT DE PROCEDURE ET 
DE TRANSACTIONS DE COULISSES, ONT ETE SUPPRIMES 

* LES QUOTAS D'IMPORTATION N'EXISTENT PLUS 
* LES ALLOCATIONS QUANTITATIVES FAITES AUX SOCIETES 

D'ETAT ET AUX COOPERATIVES ONT DISPARU ; 
* LE MONOPOLE DE DISTRIBUTION QUE DETENAIT L'EX-

FONADER A DISPARU AVANT CELUI-CI. 

2- AU NIVEAU DE LA PRIVATISATION: 

* UN FONDS DE CREDIT RENOUVELABLE, CONSTITUANT UN 
FONDS DE CREDIT COMMERCIAL A TAUX D'INTERET BONIFIE A 
ETE MIS EN PLACE POUR FACILITER L'ACCES DES OPERATEURS AU 
CREDIT; 

* UN FONDS DE CREDIT D'INVESTISSEMENT A MOYEN TERME 
A ETE CREE POUR FACILITER LES INVESTISSEMENTS PRIVES ; 

* UN SYSTEME INSTITUTIONNEL A ETE ELABORE POUR 
PERMETTRE UNE PARTICIPATION AISEE DES OPERATEURS 
ECONOMIQUES NATIONAUX AU PROGRAMME. 
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3- AU NIVEAU DE LA SUBVENTION: 

CELLE-CI A ETE DEGRESSIVE, PASSANT DE PLUS DE 70 %EN 
1986 A 0 % EN 1994, CE QUI A PERMIS A L'ETAT DE REALISER DES 
ECONOMIES BUDGETAIRES IMPORTANTES. 

4- AU NIVEAU DES IMPORTATIONS : 

JE PUIS DIRE QU'APRES QUELQUES FLUCTUATIONS 
INHERENTES AUX NOUVEAUX MECANISMES, CELLES-CI SE SONT 
STABILISEES AUTOUR DE 65/80.000 T, QUI CONSTITUENT LES 
BESOINS REELS. 

5- AU NIVEAU DES PRIX: 

ON PEUT DIRE QUE CEUX-CI ONT SUBI UNE HAUSSE DE 
L'ORDRE DE 35-40 %, ALORS QUE LA SUBVENTION PASSAIT DE 
PLUS DE 80 % SUR CERTAINS PRODUITS A 10 %. 

IL VA SANS DIRE QUE CE PROGRAMME N'A PAS CONNU QUE 
DU POSITIF. 131EN DES ECUEILS ONT AUSSI ETE ENREGISTRES, PAR 
EXEMPLE AU NIVEAU DE LA DIMINUTION DU NOMBRE DE 
PARTICIPANTS REELS, AU NIVEAU DE L'APIlROVISIONNEMENT DE 
CERTAINES ZONES DU PAYS JUGEES PEU ATTRACTIVES 
COMMERCIALEMENT, ETC. 

POUR DIRE DONC QUE L'OPTION DU GOUVERNEMENT EN 
MATIERE DE DESENGAGEMENT A ETE TENUE, CE QUI A PERMIS DE 
REDUIRE CONSIDERABLLEMENT SES CHARGES BUDGETAIRES QUI 
DEVENAIENT DE PLUS EN PLUS ELEVEES. 

CELA ETANT, QUEL PEUT ETRE LE ROLE DU SECTEUR PRIVE 
DANS L'IMPORTATION ET LA DISTRIBUTION D'UN PRODUIT PAS 
TOUJOURS TRES BIEN CONNU, MEME DES UTILISATEURS, ET DONT 
LES CONDITIONS DE TRANSPORT, DE STOCKAGE ET DE 
DISTRIBUTION NE SONT PAS AUSSI FACILES QU'ON LE CROIT? JE 
VEUX PARLER DES ENGRAIS MINERAUX. 

LES ENGRAIS MINERAUX, QUOI QU'ON DISE, CONSTITUENT 
LE PRINCIPAL FACTEUR DE PRODUCTION DANS UNE 
AGRICULTURE QUI DOIT NON SEULEMENT PERMETTRE DE 
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NOURRIR UNE POPULATION A FORT TAUX D'ACCROISSEMENT, 
MAIS AUSSI DEGAGER UN SURPLUS POUR L'EXPORTATION. 

LE ROLE DU SECTEUR PRIVE APPELE A PRENDRE LE RELAIS 
DE L'ETAT DANS UNE ECONOMIE QUI DE SURCROIT CONNAIT UNE 
CRISE AIGUE DEVRAIT PORTER SUR LES PRINCIPAUX VOLETS 
SUIVANTS : 

- ASSURER L'INFORMATION ET LA FORMATION DES 
CONSOMMATEURS ; 

- ASSURER UN APPROVISIONNEMENT CONSTANT, A MOINDRE 
COUT, EN PRODUITS ADEQUATS ; 

- ASSURER DES CREDITS SAISONNIERS COMPTE TENU DE 
L'ABSENCE D'UN SYSTME DE CREDIT RURAL ADAPTE ET DU 
DECALAGE ENTRE LA PERIODE DE VENTE DES PRODUITS ET 
CELLE D'ACIIATS DES INTRANTS. 

LE SEMINAIRE QUI S'OUVRE CE JOUR PARTICIPE A CE SOUCI 
MAJEUR DE DONNER AUX OF'ERATEURS UNE FORMATION 
ADEQUATE QUI COUVRE TOUS LES ASPECTS TECHNIQUES, 
COMMERCIAUX ET FINANCIERS LIES A CE SOUS-SECTEUR. 

QUEL VA DONC ETRE LE ROLE DE L'ETAT, CAR D'AUCUNS 
POURRAIENT DIRE QUE CELUI-CI DEMISSIONNE EN QUELQUE 
SORTE ? 

IL N'EN EST RIEN, ET LE ROLE DE L'ETAT VA PORTER SUR 
L'ASSISTANCE AU SECTEUR PRIVE PAR: 

- LA DETERMINATION DES BESOINS EN VUE D'ORIENTER LES 
IMPORTATIONS ; 

- LE RENFORCEMENT DES STRUCTURES DE LA RECHERCHE 
ET DE LA VULGARISATION QUI CONSTITUENT UN MAILLON 
ESSENTIEL DANS LE COMMERCE DES ENGRAIS ; 

- LE CONTROLE DE LA QUALITE AFIN DE PRESERVER LES 
INTERETS DES PAYSANS ET ASSURER LA PROTECTION DE 
L'ENVIRONNEMENT, ETC; 
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- LA MISE EN PLACE DE MESURES FINANCIERES INCITATIVES; 
- LA DETAXATION DES IMPORTATIONS ET I 'ALLEGEMENT 

DES PROCEDURES LIEES AUX OPERATIONS D'IMPORTATION ET DE 
DEDOUANEMENT,
 

-ETC.
 

LE ROLE DE L'ETAT VA AUSSI CONSISTER A DES SPONSORS 
QUI PUISSENT APPUYER LES ACTIONS ET LES TRAVAUX DE LA 
RECHERCIHE ET DE LA VULGARISATION DANS LE SECTEUR DES 
ENGRAIS, CES SPONSORS POUVANT REVETIR DES FORMES 
DIVERSES TELLES QUE : 

- L'EXECUTION DE PROGRAMME DE DEMONSTRATION DANS 
UNE APPROCJIE SEQUENTIELLE (PROGRAMME DE COURTE DUREE 
DANS UNE ZONE LIMITEE) OU GENERALE; 

- DES AIDES ET DONS EN ENGRAIS ; 
- LA FORMATION DES OPERATEURS ECONOMIQUES ET 

AUTRES, ETC. 

A CE TITRE, JE CONTINUE A PENSER AUSSI QUE LES 
ORGANISATIONS TELLES QUE LA FAO, L'ONUDI, LA BIRD, IFDC, 
ETC ONT ENCORE IJN ROLE A JOUER DANS LA MISE EN OEUVRE 
D'UNE STRATEGIE ADAPTEE A LA CONJONCTURE ACTUELLE, 
L'APPUI AUX OPERATEURS ECONOMIQUES QUI DOIVENT FAIRE 
FACE A UNE PENURIE FINANCIERE DE PLUS EN PLUS DRASTIQUE, 
L'AIDE AUX PAYSANS DONT LES REVENUS SE SONT 
COMPLETEMENT ERODES. 

QUE DIRE DE FEMMES DONT DEPEND A PLUS DE 90 % LA 
PRODUCTION ET LA COMMERCIALISATION, DES PRODUITS 
VIVRIERS '? C'EST LE MOMENT DE LES IMPLIQUER DAVANTAGE 
COMPTE TENU DE LEUR DYNAMISME DEBORDANT. 

POUR TERMINER, JE DOIS DIRE QUE DEUX ENJEUX MAJEURS 
SE POSENT A NOUS, A SAVOIR : 

- ACCROITRE LA PRODUCTION ALIMENTAIRE POUR FAIRE 
FACE A UNE DEMOGRAPHIE GALOPANTE ET SUBVENIR A NOS 
DEPENSES D'IMPORTATION ; 

- PROMOUVOIR LA CONSOMMATION, ET PARTANT LE 
COMMERCE DES ENGRAIS. 
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A CET EFFET, LES EXIGENCES DE LA NOUVELLE PO ITIQUE 
AGRICOLE DONT LES PRINCIPAUX AXES PORTENT SUR: 

- LA RESPONSABILISATION DES OPERATEURS AGRICOLES 
DANS LE CADRE D'UNE LIBERALISATION DE L'ACTIVITE 
AGRICOLE; 

- LA DIVERSIFICATION DES PRODUCTIONS AGRICOLES; 
- LA PROMOTION DES EXPORTATIONS, ETC, LES EXIGENCES 

DE LA NPA, DIS-JE, QUI SONT AUSSI CELLES DU MARCHE, NOUS 
CONDAMNENT A MIEUX NOUS ORGANISER, A NOUS GROUPER 
POUR MIEUX GERER NOS FAIBLES MOYENS ET MIEUX AFFRONTER 
LES MARCHES EXTERIEURS CE QUI, DANS LE CADRE DU 
COMMERCE DES ENGRAIS QUI NOUS CONCERNE, DOIT PERMETTRE 
DE REDUIRE CERTAINS COUTS. 

JE NE SAURAIS TERMINER MON PROPOS SANS REMERCIER LES 
AUTORITES DE LA BELLE CITE DE BAMENDA QUI ONT BIEN VOULU 
ACCEPTER D'ABRITER CE SEMINAIRE. 

JE TIENS A ADRESSER LA RECONNAISSANCE DU 
GOUVERNEMENT AU ')IRECTEUR DU CENTRE INTERNATIONAL 
POUR LE DEVELOPPE) c;NT DES ENGRAIS (IFDC) QUI A BIEN VOULU 
ORGANISER CE SEMI) AIRE AU CAMEROUN. 

NOTRE RECONNAISSANCE S'ADRESSE TOUT 
PARTICULIEREMENT A L'USAID, NOTRE PARTENAIRE DE 
TOUJOURS, GRACE A QUI LE PROGRAMME DE REFORME DU SOUS-
SECTEUR ENGRAIS A ETE MIS EN OEUVRE, ET QUI A ASSURE LE 
FINANCEMENT DE CE SEMINAIRE. 

JE REMERCIE TOUTES LES PERSONNALITES SCIENTIFIQUES 
QUI ONT ACCEPTE DE PRENDRE PART A CE SEMINAIRE, ET DONT 
LA PRESENCE CONTRIBUE A LUI DONNER UN ECLAT PARTICULIER, 
EN MEME TEMPS QU'ELLE MONTRE L'INTERET PORTE AU ROLE 
DES ENGRAIS DANS L'ACCROISSEMENT DES RENDEMENTS ET 
DANS LA PRODUCTION AGRICOLE. 

JE PENSE QUE LA FORMATION QUE LES UNS ET LES AUTRES 
VONT RECEVOIR ICI, ET L'EXPERIENCE QU'ILS VONT TIRER DES 
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VISITES DE TERRAIN, LEUR PERMETTRONT D'ETRE MIEUX 
OUTILLES POUR AFFRONTER LES DIFFERENTS DEFIS QUE NOUS 
AVONS EVOQUES. 

JE SOUHAITE A TOUS UN AGREABLE SEJOUR A BAMENDA ET 
FRUCTUEUSE FORMATION. 

JE DECLARE OUVERT LE SEMINAIRE DE BAMENDA SUR LA 
COMMERCIALISATION EFFICIENTE DES ENGRAIS. 

VIVE LA REPUBLIQUE DU CAMEROUN 

VIVE LA COOPERATION INTERNATIONALE 
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"International Fertilizer Development Center:
 
Toward 2000"
 

As we approach the 21st Century, the
International Fertilizer Development

Center is refocusing its efforts
 
to meet the changing needs
 
of the developing countries--its
 
mandate area.
 

The Center is addressing a new set of
issues that these tropical and subtropical countries are now confronting.
 

A state of transition is pervading the
fertilizer sectors and agriculture, in

general. This phenomenon has been
 
brought on by economic and political
change agents over the past few decades.
 

The current trends occurring in the

fertilizer sector are reshaping the
composition of the fertilizer picture

in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
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Looking first at Asia, let's examine the

agricultural scene in developing countries.
 
Our Asian example is Bangladesh bounded on
 
either side by India.
 

Here we see fields of golden grain,

ripened and ready for harvest...Or is
 
it an illusion?
 

It is reality, created through the
 
perfect mix of good seeds, adequate

rainfall, and soil enriched with
 
appropriate fertilizers.
 

Bangladesh is making remarkable strides

in agricultural development by using its
 
agromineral resources to produce
 
fertilizers...
 

then marketing these products to its
 
farmers...
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"If high-yieldina

varieties were the 

catalyst for the Green 

Revolution, fertilizers 

were the fuel.--" 

Dr. Norman Borlaug 

(Superimposed over rice
 
or wheat field)
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Photo of Indian women 

transplanting rice and 
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cultivating a 
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who are applying fertilizer to their
 
fields...
 

and seeing the results in increased
 
yields per acre of cropped land.
 

The adoption of high-yielding fertilizer
responsive varieties of rice and wheat and
 an abundant and low-cost supply of fertilizer
created the Green Revolution in Asia and
Latin America during the past two decades.
 

As a result, South Asia increased by more
than fourfold its food production over the
 
past 20 years.
 

Because some developing countries have

achieved self-sufficiency in many of
the basic food crops like rice, wheat
and maize, they are now diversifying

their crop mix to include crops such
 
as groundnuts, fruits, and vegetables.

Each country has to choose the crops

that provide it with a comparative

advantage in exports or where growing

domestic demand is unsatisfied.
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Sustaining the bountiful harvests in
 
developing countries that are plagued
 
by uncertain climates and growing
 
populations and removing economic and
 
geographic constraints so that food
 
will be accessible to all developing
country people--These are two of the
 
challenges that...
 

IFDC and other international
 
agricultural research centers
 
are confronting during the last
 
two decades of the 20th Century.
 

By the year 2000 the United Nations
 
predicts that world population will reach
 
6.1 billion, up from 4.8 billion in
 
1985. Ninety percent of this increase
 
will occur in developing countries.
 

Feeding the additional population of
 
developing countries will require a 3 percent
 
annual increase in food, which must result
 
from increased fertilizer use since
 
additional arable land is severely limited.
 

In Asia 80 percent of arable land area
 
is now under cultivation. Although land
 
expansion is possible in Africa and Latin
 
America, the soils in these areas are often
 
poor in quality and expansion may endanger
 
ecologically fragile areas, such as tropical
 
forests. Therefore, intensive agriculture iE
 
necessary to provide increased food require
ments of developing countries.
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In spite of the advances made in the last two
decades, food grain production in Asia and
Latin America has stagnated. What is needed
 
now in 
These regions is a balanced nutrition
 
for the soil, including not only nitrogen but
 
also phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, calcium
 
and sulfur fertilizers. A variety of
 
multinutrient fertilizers will provide

the means to achieve a "Second Green
 
Revolution."
 

In his "Twelfth Francis New Memorial Lecture,"
presented before the Fertiliser Society of
 
London, IFDC's founder and first Managing

Dii'ectojc 
Dr. Donald L. McCune pointed out that
 
fertilizers accounted for at least 50% 
of the
 
rice yield incleases recorded duiring the first
 
Green Revolution.
 

In fact, one ton of fertilizer nutrients often
 
translates into 10 or more tons of grain.
 

To achieve the necessary food increases to
 
feed the expanding population, fertilizer
 
use in developing countries is expected to
 
double by the y2ar 2000.
 

The benefits of fertilizer use are many.

Besides increasing food production, fertili2er
 
use raises income levels through higher

profits for farmers, extra weges on other
 
farms, and lower prices paid for agricultural
 
products.
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A farm survey conducted in Bangladesh by
 
IFDC has shown that on the average
 
$100 worth of applied fertilizers increased
 
the incomes of farmers by more than $200 in
 
the form of added profits; this translates
 
into a value:cost ratio of 3. In some other
 
countries, profitability has been as high as
 
$300 to $500 per $100 invested for a value:
 
cost ratio of 4 to 6.
 

Another benefit of fertilizer use is employ
ment generation. Fertilizer use generates

employment because of the additional manpower
 
needed in the production, marketing, and use
 
of fertilizers.
 

The use of fertilizers provides developing
 
countries an opportunity to earn foreign
 
exchange when the increased production of
 
agricultural products is exported or to save
 
foreign exchange when such production reduces
 
imports; $100 worth of fertilizer saves or
 
earns $200-$400 of foreign exchange.
 

In addition, fertilizers are necessary to
 
sustain food crop production. The best
 
results are obtained by combining organic
 
and chemical fertilizers. But, attempts
 
to increase productivity without adding
 
fertilizer nutrients to the soil will
 
ultimately fail.
 

The challenge for IFDC and other internationa
 
agricultural research centers 
is to transfer
 
the types of successes recorded in Asia
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Field scene in Africa 
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and Latin America
 

to Africa, so that the countries of that

continent can achieve food self-sufficiency
 
by the year 2000.
 

At present Africa's population is increasing

at a rate of 3 percent per year. Approxi
mately 75 percent of the people of tropical

Africa live in rural areas and are dependent
 
on agriculture for their livelihood.
 

On the other hand, food production is in
creasing at a rate of only 2 percent per year.

Therefore, this results in a decline of
 
1 percent in per capita food production. If

these trends continue, tropical Africa could
 
be producing only 75 percent of its food
 
requirements by the year 2000.
 

The challenges facing African farmers
 
are varied and numerous. Not only must
 
they battle against harsh environmental
 
conditions such as drought, but also they

have to contend with diseases and insects
 
that attack their food crops.
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Madagascar slide showing 
 Most of Africa's soils are 	highly weathered
 
erosion 	 and leached and low in organic matter and
 

plant nutrients. As a result, the desert
 
is rapidly encroaching and erosion has
 
accelerated.
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(Bar Chart) Compounding these problems is a low level of

With plants inserted fertilizer use. Tropical Africa uses only


in bars 
 7 kilograms per hectare of fertilizer; Latin
 
America uses almost 5 times as much; and Asia
 
uses more than 11 times as much.
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To help improve the fertility of the soils

Slide of building and, thus, to help get agriculture moving


in Togo 
 in tropical Africa, IFDC in 1987 established
 
a regional base in Togo, West Africa.
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P 	 K Accomplishing the goals of the West Africa

Resources Resources 	 Division will be made much easier due to the
 

existence of a wealth of agromineral
 
resources. About 20 sub-Saharan countries
 

Nat. S have phosphate deposits, 10 have natural
 
Gas & Oil Resources gas, and others have potash and sulfur that
 

MT can 	be used to produce a range of fertilizers
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As the African people chart a new course
"Compass Headings" 	 for their agriculture sectors, they realize
 
Slide 	 that necessary advances will require invest

ments in irrigation, fertilizer, improved

seeds, research, training, and extension
 
services.
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While IFDC continues to pursue its goal of
IFDC aerial view 
 developing a greater presence in the
 
developing countries, the Headquarters

facilities will serve as the "hub" of

activity for a network of fertilizer
 
research centers.
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At Headquarters, the "modus operandi,, for
developing new products and practices begins
'Modus Operandi', slide 
 with identifying the route to increased
 
fertilizer efficiency and expanding food

production. 
Engineers, soil scientists,

chemists, agronomists, economists, and
sociologists are all involved in this search.
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In laboratories, work is conducted to deter-
Lab scene 
 mine the technical and economic feasibility

of manufacturing and handling fertilizer
 
products.
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Pilot plant scene 
IFDC's pilot plants, or miniature fertilizer
plants, are used extensively for producing
 
a wide range of fertilizer materials.
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Greenhouse scene 
 In our greenhouses, experiments are
 
then conducted to determine the
 
agronomic effectiveness of these
 
products.
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developing countries 
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The most promising fertilizer products and
 
practices are then field tested in developin
 
countries to determine their agronomic
 
effectiveness under diverse agroclimatic
 
conditions. Before newly developed fertiliz(
 
technology can be effectively transferred to
 
developing country, there must be establishe(
 
a fertilizer sector, composed of efficiently

functioning supply, marketing, and
 
distribution systems.
 

IFDC is unique in that it can draw upon a
 
multidisciplinary, multilingual staff to
 
provide an unbiased opinion across the entire
 
fertilizer sector. Besides carrying out
 
research to develop new products and
 
practices, IFDC offers to its developing
country clients a myriad of services in the
 
production, marketing, and use 
of fertilizerE
 

Specific services may include feasibility
 
studies, technical and basic process design,

agromineral resource evaluations, bench-scalE
 
laboratory processing, policy development
 
and evaluation, environmental and industrial
 
hygiene studies, to name a few.
 

As we approach the next century, the Center's
 
training component is becoming more diverse,
 
individualized, innovative, and more sharpiy
 
focuced in transferring agromineral technoloc
 
to the developing world. 
Among the multitudE
 
of offerings available are programs on
 
fertilizer production, marketing, and use.
 

Special programs on quality control of
 
products, process economics, investment
 
analysis and decisionmaking, and fertil
ization and irrigation practices are
 
materializing to assist developing-country
 
personnel in meeting their changing needs.
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Another effective means of transferring
technology is through publications.

The Center holds firm to its commitment to
 
communicate its research results and
fertilizer production technology through a
wide range of publications.
 

If you would like to know more about the

Center and its programs, you may request
our Publications List, Newsletter, Annual
Report, and other general information
 
booklets.
 

No voice, only music.
 

Music.
 
(Zeroing in on "research" plus enlarged view)
 

Music.
 
(Zeroing in on "technical assistance"
 
plus enlarged view)
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Music.
 

(Zeroing in on "national programs" plus

National enlarged view)
 
Programs
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Music.
 

(Zeroing in on "training" plus enlarged view)
Training
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An era of exciting challenges in the
 
"IFDC: Toward 2000" developing world.
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cours dos p rioduirs de base,

]'agricul r (tmIneu rv h llvnt -p an do W cw'iCi vlie. La di 'crI;;iL, Icolog
iquv

du pays off.-e 
on poLentiel impora;nlt do 
relance do 
la production dc 
I'agri
culture et do i'Dlevage. Le Cameroun h ce jour jouit do l'autosuifisance alimentaire. A cause 
do l'importance qlU 
 I ELY. cahlerouiais a Lonjours Iccordc
 
au d6 velol)pement 
de son agriculture, 
I'administration du 
sect-ur agricole
 
conna t 
a cc jour uoe deccntralisation 
(Os plus poussdes qui so rationnalise
 

toujours davantage.
 

des PosLes Agr 
 M t es A;IIt. do Vullga .risalLIn
does Vi j lj o 
au 
nivvau des grinds a'lloaii. 
ions , avec pour obiectiF 
d'at
teridre 2(; 'xp1.'i.tan-s agri .:nAus1pa\Ma pour n Agent de0 V l

gar isa tion. 

- Plus do 500 inO,!'li ours 
agro om .n, 
- Des cadres techniques qui 
sonL presque 
tous pass6s par une ins

titution de formation agricole primaire et moyene,
 
- Des budgets de 
fonctionnement 
en croissance 
: 2.366.381 
en 1972/73
 

17.200.113 on
- l0!; projvL de 1988/89(Ilv,, lnpp(cviiiiiL ;NgriclI 
 dons pr;rt:c IOnLPSl. 
s 

l ' v i nl 
rs; 1; ' h I l n,( - d are oc I: l I nI c l 6ron.
H ( i q i ns pir o 
V n" Vr 2 o!L'IIL i.i'<aIS lile ' '! i all in


I dut.;lr:'de 1 iI , eto: 1.
 
d(I(Yloippomenu 
 agricole par i lfr,. 



Rappel historigue
 

Depuis le milieu des annees 60, le secteur agri ole :-orna i ine
 

croissance moyenne de 4,4 %, et 
 i v a ou des .iles o6 le talux de croissance 

de ce secteur a d6pass6 6 %. Do 1970 I 1 t5 cc tauC. CS!. descendu A 3,4 %, 

soit moins que les 4,2 % du PIB/an. Entr. 1986 e:t 1988, Ie sectour i Commi 

une croissance de 4 %, en raison des recolLes excep Lioneilles de 85!87, alors 

que l'6conomie hiationale voyait sa croissance annuelle tomber A 1%. 

Dans le 6e Plan 1985/1990, le Couvernement s'est donn6 des objec

tifs ambitieix : (inrgi 
 r t uodor ni:;,,r h- sv :cii- ngricolc ifin d'a;tunrcr
 

la sicurirt alimentiirc, e(courager 
et diversifier les exportation;, (L reie

ver les .. a Zitrevenu!s 1i-l'
1 vers Li c ion dies .xploit~l: jns do y,,'eni:e 

Importanice (IAMI) (,t 'ini l.e ;ilii - I ' uiplni k'. t,. ir';foiumil i oll l !i piedui ; 

agricoles du pays. 

La Banque Mondiale a effectu6 une 6tude du secteur agrico]e en Mars 

1989 (Rapport No 7486-CM), dont Ies pri cipales recomminndations sonrt repri<res 

dans le P.A.S qui (1n ,ITIuno place imps(,rf iNme iix incir-Ition; qui a"i seni: p ll, 

le biais des pri x on ;IlItr reient . L (C;oI,(. rieuiunt- I-id ui t- l part ici pitini a" 

la production et 'tla comnercialisaion des prodriLu; d basC de. entrcpris s 

publiques (riz-suIc re- 1u ile de pa1me!). A ternme, ces foncLi1 as do i Ve!ilt e tre 

privatistes. Le Gouverneinent it 6galelit pris de rocentes m-surcs pour r6

duire les co~ts intermidia 1ires pour to cafe , le cacao, le coton, (La Nouvelle 

Loi coopdrative). 

La _prodici I-ien aI iicolo 

Les donn(e:; ;tir li; producLioi:; vivyri, 'ros Vilrient. eiorinm( ienLt. La 

production a I ient; t pair pcI 'T-soL 1 . L1ij ) if nitn i;i Ve r I-,;,I Ii I i (!i des 

70 I, S,!;cl le 'Ie i,x pI)(,-1 pan t es . ' C io i 4,1w;11 ; p , ,: i l) i Iar , p)liI L 

les progrLes; des cultures vivrierTs, iime s;i Jes, prilicipurix ceiLtres de pro

duction alimentaire des provinces de G'Ouest et du Nord-Ouest o les terres 



se font rares 
n'aient plus gu±re de possibilits d'augmenter leurs superfi

cies.
 

Les cultures d'exportation qunt h l elos, nont dorn& que des r6

sultats mitig&s depui s plus 
 de 25 ans. 

Le cacao, par excmple sou7,Ure d'ahsence d'infrastructures, du carence 

de main-d'oeuvre, de l'irrbgularit des approvisionnements en incrants 
(fon

gicides notamment).
 

.e Camronln a I;nchance dp Io::se r enco-e d vasrs Perres :nralies
 

dans de nombreu.s;es provinces, mais In m rit & t
idi di velolp)l:ieil: des iul ras

tructures en limite 1'accis. En labsence d'un meilleur rdseau de dcsencla

vement des r6gions, 
la seule option viable pourrait tre l'intensification
 

de 1'agriculture. En effet, la superficie cultKivee 
 durant une ann.e W'atteint
 

qu'envirou 30 %, du totalt des terres 
cilliv ble. . 

Caract6ristiques des exploitations agricoles
 

- 1.000.000 de petites exploitations ont en moyenne 1,8 ha, 

- 70 % des exploitations ont mains de 2ha et travaillent 40 % de 

leurs terres,
 

- 5 % des exploitations cultivent 5 ha,
 

- Depuis 20 ans, l'agriculture traditio:nelle fournit 90 % do Pen

semble de Ia production agrnicolp, HO I de In product:ion commer

cialisde et plus de 75 % de tots los emplois. Elle produit tout le 

cacao, le caf6 et le coton. 

In prodnri inn esi Inne rini d, I: div rsil, re lu ,giqm vi' des do"hi-

SiSt s I . i us*"n:,mai des : ihhabil "bh :1 il ,ne: iim.fii a 

Cotnn - mil - sorgho - nrach idc.s - ignons dans le Nrd, M r'cemment 

le mafs.
 



Caf6s - cacao - mals - banane - palmier i huile dans le Sud.
 

Le potentiel d'accroissement des rendements des cultures est 
fonc

tion de la diffusion de messages de vulgarisation appropri6es, des 
semences 

de qualitb, de la capacit6 de transformation qui constitue la plus grande 

chance d'dlargissement du march6 de placement de la production agricoe,
 

et bien entendu, do l'accessibilitd des intrants incontournables.
 

R8le des femmes
 

Les femmes sont 
les principaux producteurs des produits alimentaires
 

au Cameroun.
 

Semences
 

La semence, 
avec le sol constituent la base de l'agriculture. A 

travers la MIDEVIV, puis PIONEER, toutos les deux on liquidation, le Gouver

nement voulait so doter d'un puissant r6seau de production et de distribution
 

des semences.
 

A l'heure actuelle, un Programme National Semencier nouveau est 

en cours d'6laboration, car un instrument do nise en oeuvre du Conseil Se

mencier National. La figuration en bonne place du volet semence dans le nou

vel organigramme du inist;re de l'Agriculture confirme l'importance que 

le Gouvernement attache am ddveloppement d'un secteur semencier porLOtur/r

mun6rateur. II se diveloppera A traver; un roseau de producteurs privds 

formes en cons6quence. Un noyau pilote form6 par la FAO se d6veloppe h Ntui,
 

a Ndop.
 

Le Cr6dit Aricole
 

I1Iest de cr_;,tion rcen , mais S d~veloppu darts e styJe de 

banque commerciale. Des nmgociation:; sont en cours pour la mise on place 

d'un syst~me vWritable de prAt agricole. 



Pour le moment, le FIMAC dans une certaine mesure 
pout Arte consi
dr6 comme palliatif. A ce 
jour, cc Projet a octroy6 i 704 groupes pros de 
500 millions de francs. Le •nombre do membres b-nkticiaires es d'environ 

6.153.
 

La vulgarisation agricole
 

Trois principales approches assurent 
la vulgarisation agricole sur
 

le terrain
 

- La formation et 
visite (T & V) 6 provinces ( PNVFA dans 6 provinces)
 

-
Le groupement (SODECOTON-SODECAO)
 

- L'approche diffuse de m;;, d; ns les; zones non couvertes par .es 

deux premieres approches. 

Le Credit Agricole
 
La Banque Crddit Agricole du Cameroun (GAG) est 
de cr 6 ation r~cente 

sur financement allemand et 
camerounais. Ses modalits de prit sont les mmes 
que celles des 
banques commerciales de place. On peut donc dire qu'en
Ia 


dehors du nom, le CAC n'a encore ri, d'agricole. Toutefois, le Gouvernement
 

est entrain de n6 gocier la mise 
 en pl;ce d'un fonds 6destinG sp cialement
 

au financement des prits agricoles A des 
Laux compararbies h ceux des ins
titutions financi~res similaires 
dans les autres pays (taux d'int6r~t bonifi6s). 

Pour pallier i cette carence du CAC, 
le Gouvernement a mis en 
place
 
le FIMAC (Fonds d'Investissement do 
Micro-projets Communautaires), qui prite
 
des montants relativemont modestes, jusqu'A hauteur de 
6 millions do francs
 
cfa A des groupes de paysans 
 au taux d'in&Lurs t:-s bas. A cc jour, 704
 
groupes pour 
 6.153 membres ont dtj& oben des financements d'un montant 

global do plus do 500 millions.
 

La vulgarisation agricole 

L'appropriation des objec:ifs des 
politiques agricoles successives 

du pays depuis 1'i :d~pendance s'e.L;. olG cl 'op re ecnore A travers de 

nombreuses approches de vulgarisation des techniques agricoles 6prouv6es 



en milieu paysan, par les services traditionnels d l'agriculture, les ONG,
 

l'Universite, 
les projets sp6cifiques comportant un volet vulgarisation :
 

- Lb syst~me Formation et Visites, (Training and Visits) anglais
en 


met l'accent sur la liaison 
permanente Recherche, Vulgarisation, les parcelles
 

de d~monstration en milieu paysan, la 
r6gularit6 des visites de 
terrain et
 

la participation active du paysan h l'identification des th6mes de vulgari

sation et i l'6laboration de 
la mise en place des d6monstrations.
 

- Le groupement participatiF vise i transmettre aux 
paysans regroup~s
 

par affinitd vari~e. Trois 
fonctions essentielles qui affectent les 
revenus
 

des membres u groupe, i savoir I'approvisionncment, la producLin et la com

mercialisation des produits. La 
SODECAO et la SODECOTON qui utilisent cette
 

approche ont permis aux paysans 
de rdaliser d'importants gains qui jusque-lh
 

allaient dans les poches des interm6diaires,en plus de la mattrise de ces
 

fonctions.
 

- Les services traditionnels utilisent un 
m6lange d'approche par
 

groupe, ou 
par paysans individuels, sans un planning de travail prdcis.
 

- La multiplication des approches 
au gr6 des organismes de finan

cement pose sur 
le terrain des problimes de chevauchement et de duplication
 

de r6les anti-6 conomiques. Do plus, cette constellation de chacune d'ellcs,
 

repousse toujours davantage la gestation et l'cclosion d'une approche authen

tiquement endog~ne, adapte aux conditions sociales, 6 conomiques et 
culturelles
 

locales, et qui int~gre les 
objectifs essentiels d'une approche acceptable
 

que sont:
 

- l'institutionnalisation de In liaison Recherche/Vulgarisation, 

- la participation active et la responsabilisation des paysans dans 

la recherche des solutions qui sont les leurs,
 

- Ia lormaLont eM Ia demonsLraLi on permanentes,
 

- la supervision,
 

- la comptabi]isatinn do 
 r qutirnr,i-' -Io-.-.
 



bn6ficiaires, 

-- pI) p si;onnoI il is OI es(1.;eI1Cau(Irei rs. 

Conclusion
 

L'agriculture occupe une 
place do choix dans la pr6occupation des
 

pouvoirs publics du Cameroun. La 
situation alimentaire et nutritionnelle 

a partir des ressources locales est satisfaisanie. L'agriculture camerounaise 

rec~le d'6normes potentialit6s pour 1 induction d;uns industrie alimentaire 

locale prosphre, eL tr s hi cn vari(,. L!; promoteurs economiques avisus 

devraient d6jh le savoir, et engager des actions dans le sons do l'exploi

tation de co:; c'hanre;. 

PrdsentN par 

NAM] Benjamin 
I)irectour de I'Agriculture
 

Source : La Nouvelle Politique Agricole
 
Base des caract6ristiques des groupes agrdds FIMAC
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CHAPTER 1.8 

The use and supply of fertilizers in 
Sub-Saharan Africa 
H. Gernera' and G. Harris" 

a International Fertilizer Development Center-Africa, B.P. 4483, Lome, Togo
b International Fertilizer Development Center, P.O. Box 2040, Muscle Shoals, 
Alabama 35662, U.S.A. 

Summary
In 1990, fertilizer use in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) amounted to 8.4 kg perha. Within SSA great differences exist, ranging from 1.1 kg per ha inCentral Africa to 14.6 kg in southern Africa. Six countries (Nigeria,Zimbabwe, Kenya. Sudan, Ethiopia and Zambia) account for about three
quarters of total fertilizer use in SSA.
Annual fertilizer consumption in SSA increased 3.4% over the period1975- 1990 but in the second half of the 1980s growth stagnated. In manycountries, subsidies on fertilizers have been abolished through theimplementation of structural adjustment programmes. Farmers oftencomplain that fertilizers have become too expensive for use in food cropproduction. Slightly more than half of the fertilizer consumption in SSA is
used on cereals, particularly on maize.
Fertilizer production in Africa is located ,n regions where raw materials
and/or sources of energy are locally available. The main fertilizerproducing countries in SSA are Nigeria, Zimbabwe and Senegal. Whereasfertilizer production increased in the late 1980s, fertilizer importsdecreased to 80% of the total consumption. Many countries rely on aidsupport to finance their fertilizer imports but the part of aid-financedfertilizer imports diminished to one-third in 1990. Therefore, manycountries depend more and more on their own foreign exchange forfertilizer imports. There is a need to develop national procurement and 

marketing structures. 

Introduction 

This paper gives an overview of the fertilizer sector in Sub-SaharanAfrica (SSA), including the demand (growth levels, fertilizer use bycrop, and returns to farmers from fertilizer use), the supply(developments in fertilizer production, and reforms in fertilizermarketing systems) and finance, with special emphasis on theshare of fertilizers procured with donor assistance vis-,a-vis 
commercial imports.
SSA is defined as Africa minus North Africa (region 1) and SouthAfrica (region 7). In this paper we have used the FAQ classificationof African countries in agro-ecological regions [5], as shown in 
Table 1. 
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TABLE 2. Fertilizer use arid trends infeil.lhzer consumption 1975-1990 per region in Africa.TABLE 1. Ciassficaion of African countries in agro-ecological regions. 

Region nr FAO name Name in this paper Region 	 Fert use Fertilizer consumption in Africa from 1975-1990 

1990 1975 1980 1985 1990 Annual growth1. Medtprranroan and and North Africa North Afr;ca 

2. 	 Sidnano-Sareian Africa Sudano Sahel 
kg 0001 ' '000t3. Humid and sub humid West Africa Coastal West Africa 	 ia 

4. Huniet Cotira!Africa 	 Conirai Aft-ca 

5. SLb hurivd ard mounlan East Africa East Africa 	 2. SudanoSahel 53 158 1 128.1 173.1 167.5 0.9 1.6 

397.3 460.0 4.9 22.86. Sub humid and semi arid Southern Africa Southern Africa 3 Coastal West Africa 	 104 1299 251 0 

7. South Af;ca Scuth Africa 	 4 Central Africa 1.1 276 456 737 19.1 2.6 0.5 

5. East Africa 8.0 108.5 142.3 216.7 229.8 4.8 11.1 

6 Southern Africa 146 268 5 391.4 359.6 353.6 1.7 6.1 

Most of the data used in this paper was coliected through the 20 
8.4 6926 958.5 12204 1230.0 3.4 42.0national correspondents of the African Fertilizer Trade and Sub Saharan Africa 

Marketing Information Network (AFTMIN). a net,,ork coordinated 

by International Fertilizer Deve;opment Center-Atrca (IFDC), 1, North Africa 596 878.3 1273.4 1598.8 1566.0 4.0 62.0 

Lome, Togo 2. South Alrica 59.3 772.7 1064.3 865.3 780.6 -1.1 8.6 

In 	this paper, fertilizers relate to mineral fertilizers, and fertilizer 
2343.6 3296.2 3684.6 3576.6 2.7 95.4nutrients are defined as N+PO,+K-,O, where N = nitrogen, PO 5 Africa 	 19.1 

phcsphate, and K,O = potassium. Fertilizer statistics reported in a 
Use per hectare is calculated by dividing fertilizer consumption .n 1990 in nutrients tonnes by hectares offertilizer year are attributed to the first year: 1990,;91 data is 

arable land and land under permanent crop in 1989 (these are both latest statistics available)attributed to 1990. 

Growth caiculated over 1990 consumption level
 

Fertilizer use in SSA 
than 80% of consumption in Coast-il West Africa. Zimbabwe's 

Worldwide. the average use in 1990 was 93 kg of fertilizer nutrients consumption amounted to 170,500 t, which is around 50% of 

per ha arable land and land under permanent crops. In developing consumption in Southern Africa. Kenya and Ethiopia consumed 

just over 100,000 t in 1990, together accounting for more than 80%countries, the 1990 average was 81 kg per ha in 1990. In that 
same year fertilizer use in SSA amounted to 8.4 kg of fertilizer of consumption in East Africa. Sudan consumes more than 50% in 

the Sudano-Sahel.nutrients per hectare of arable land and land under permanent 
Fertilizer use was 5.3 kg per ha in the Sudano-Sahelian region in crops, as against 59.6 kg per ha in North Africa, 59.3 kg in South 
1990, and 1.1 kg per ha in Central Africa. With the exception ofAfrica, arid 19.1 kg in Africa. 

was less than one third of Senegal there is no production of fertilizers in these regions. TheTotal fertilizer consumption in SSA 
majority of the countries in these regions are clearly in theAfrica's consumption, and amounted to 1.230 thousand tof 

fertilizer nutrients in 1990, equiva!ent to around 75.CO-80,000 introduction stage of fertilizer use, when fertilizers are being 

introduced to farmers, but farmers do not know the benefits andtruckloads of 35 t each. Coastal West Africa consumed 460 
the proper use. Extension services and infrastructure are weak andthousand I. Southern Africa 354 thousand t, and East Africa 230 

thousand t.Ferti!izer consumption in the Sudano-Sahel region t Jerdeveloped. At this stage fertilizer use is low. generally below 

10 kg per ha. There are often regions within a country thatamounld to 167 thousand t in 1990. much hirher than the 
consume much higher levels of fertilizer, i.e. those where cashconsumption in tie humid zones of Central Aftica. 19 thousand t 
crops are abundant, and there are also regions which use virtually

(Table 2). 
no fertilizer.
 
Coastal West Africa and Southern Africa are in the beginning of the


Fertilizer consumption is highly concentrated r a fuw countries. 
take-off stage, when an awareness of the benefits of fertilizer useNigeria, Zinibabwe. Kenya. Sudan. Ethiopia, ano Zambia account 
has been created and commitments to the development of the

for about three-quarters of total fertilizer use in SSA (Appendix 1). 
required physical arid instilutonal infrastructure have been made.

Nigeria cotsumed 400,000 tof fertilizers in 1990. which is more 
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In these two regions 90% of fertilizer production n SSA takes 
place. Nigeria, following 10 years of intensive campaigning to 
increase fertilizer consumption and local production, has now 
entered the take-off stage Malawi is also moving in that direction. 

Trends in fertilizer use in SSA 

Fertilizer use continues to increase in some countries, such ;.s 
Burkina Faso. Ethiopia, Nigeria and Malawi. Other countries, with a 
relatively high fertilizer consumption, seem to have already 
reached a plateau, and fertilizer use has remained constant since 
1985: e.g. Kenya (44 kg per ha), Zimbabwe (60 kg per ha).
Future levels of fertilizer consumption can be estimated by 
extrapolating historical growth levels. Fertilizer consumption data
from 1975 to 1990 for each of the regions. is analyzed in the IFDC-
Africa Fertilizer Information Data base by means of a linear 
regression model (Table 2 and Appendix 1). The correlation 
between the calculated and real data is indicated by the correlation 
coefficient (R:). A high value means that the model calculates the 
values weUl. In some countries, one notices a linear trend in 
fertilizer use. The model shows high R7 for these countries. 
Fertilizer use trends in other countries in SSA show wide annualfluctuations, and the model shows a low R-2. Economic, political, 
institutional, and climatic changes appear to be the cause of thesefluctuations. 

he annual consumption of fertilizers in SSA increased 3.4% over 
the period 1975-1990. representing an average of 42,000 t per 
year. but in the second half of the 1980s growth ceased. Annual 
growth was almost 5% in Coastal West Africa and East Africa.
There was no growth in the Sudano-Sahelian region and in Central 
Africa. and annual growth in Southern Africa was about 2.00. 
Nigeria's fertilizer consumption increased by 23.500 tannually 
between 1975-1990, i.e. 5.9,. per year calculated over 1990 
consumption level. Nigeria's fertilizer use level increased from 0.5 
kg per ha in 1973 to 10 kg per ha in 1988. and 12.8 kg per ha in 
1990. The average annual increase in fertilizer consumption in 
Kenya was 5.400 t and in Ethiopia 4.300 t. Fertilizer use in Malawiincreased from 7 kg per ha in 1971 to 12 kg per na in 1976, and to 
19.9 kg per ha in 1990. 

Fertilizer consumption in Central Africa almost tripled (from 28,000 

tto 74.000 t) over the period 1975-1985, but decreased in the late 
eighties to 19,000 t in 1990. mainly because of a drop in coffee 
prices in Cameroon Fertilizer consumption in Cameroon depends 
primarily on inlernational coffee prices: 60% of fertilizers is use.,d oncoffee. In 1989 official producer prices for coffee dropped by 50%. 
These low producer prices, coupled with the non-payment of 
arrears owed to coffee producers by the National Produce 
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Marketing Board, negatively affected tiledemand for fertilizers. 
Because of farmers' cash flow problems, much less fertilizer was 
purchased for use on food crops [7]. 

Fertilizer use by crop
International Fertilizer Association (IFA), IFDC and FAO have 
recently conducted surveys on fertilizer use by crop in countriesthroughout the world. The results for approximately 80 countries 
were published in October 1992 in a joint report entitled Fertilizer 
Use by Crop [6]. Unfortunately, participation by SSA countries was 
low, but results from the 14 countries that did participate give an 
indication of fertilizer use in SSA. Total fertilizer use in these 
countries represented about 550,000 t (Table 3) or about 43% of 
the actual usage in SSA. However, because the countries included 
were not randomly selected, these figures give only a rough 
indication of usage patterns. It should also be pointed out that 
official data on use by crops is not available so data for each 
country is based on knowledgeable estimates. However, despite
these limitations. it is the most complete information available on 
fertilizer use by crop in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

TABLE 3. Fertilizer use by crop in 14 counries representing about 43% ofSSA. 

ofarea pianted 
lhat received 

N PC, K20 

Appcator rates Quantity used 
kg ha 
-_ 

N PO, KO N PO K20 

Total 
400l 

__ 

'0001 % 

Mai,7e 
Milet 
Sorghum 
Rice 

Wheat 
Groundnuts 
Vegetables 

17 18 16 
13 13 13 
16 22 22 
It 12 12 
51 50 14 
4 4 4 

35 35 26 

74 30 16 86 31 15 
20 11 3 9 5 1 
35 11 4 34 8 3 
45 19 12 14 6 4 

117 17 57 64 11 4 
10 26 26 1 1 1 
66 32 4U 6 J 2 

131 24 
14 3 
45 8 
24 4 
78 14 
3 1 

12 2 

Cotton 
Oil Palm 

Soybeans 

Sugarcane 
Tobacco 
Olher crops 

63 62 81 
NA* NA NA 
60 60 60 

100 100 100 
96 94 96 

NA NA NA 

56 28 20 56 22 16 
24 41 50 1 1 2 
20 55 49 1 2 2 
113 39 115 27 9 23 
59 100 88 7 11 10 

NA NA NA 23 13 19 

93 17 
4 1 

4 1 
59 11 
28 5 
55 100 

Total NA NA NA 326 124 100 550 100 

NA -No data available 
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IFDC-Africa statistics show that, compared to the amount of 

nitrogen sold, only 57% as much phosphate and 30% as much 

potash were sold in SSA in 1990/91. The same statistics, based on 

estimates for these 14 countries, indicated that 38% as much 

phosphate and 31% as much potash were applied compared to 

nitrogen. This indicates that the consumption ratios in the sample

of 14 countries may include crops that are low phosphate users 

relative to nitrogen. Slightly more tfan half of the fertilizer used in 

these 14 countries is applied to cereals, and maize receives almost 

one-half of that amount. Although the area of millet and sorghum is 

also large, very little is fertilized and application rates are low. 

These statistics indicate that the crops which have the highest 

percentage of their area fertilized include sugarcane. tobacco and 

cotton. A high percentage of maize, sorghum, groundnuts, millet 

and rice is not fertilized.
 

Returns to farmers from fertilizer use 


Many governments in SSA are implementing structural adjustment 

programmes, and have phased out fertilizer subsidies [11]. As a
 
consequence, many farmers complain that fertilizers are too 

expensive for intensifying the agricultural system, and in particular

the food crop areas. 

Often it is stated that the Value Cost Ratio (VCR). defined as the 

incremental value of production divided by the incremental costs of 
fertilizer use. should be at least 2 in order to interest farmers in 
fertilizer use. The VCR depends on the quantity of fertilizer used,
the price of the fertilizers, the expected incremental output of the 
crop and the price of the crop. In other words, the VCR is just the 
crop response (kg output,'kg fertilizer nutrients) mult;plied by the
price ratio (price of crop/price of fertilizers). 
The physical crop response at farmer level (how' much extra output 
a farmer gets per unit of fertilizer) is often not measured, because it 
depends on many environmental (soil type. clinatic, other inputs)
and crop management factors. Crop responses are normally 
provided by research stations in data ranges. For instance tie 
maize response to 15-15-15 on station X in a g:ven year ranges
from 5-10, and such crop resporses are often used for fertilizer 
recommendations. 

The fertilizer/crop price ratio is much easier to calculate. Fertiiizer 
retail prices are often uniform throughout the country and 
determined at the beginning of the agricultural season. Whereas 
cotton prices are fixed throughout the country and the year, cereal 
prices vary considerably during the year, with the lowest trough just 
after harvest. We have used average cereal prices inour analysis. 
Table 4 shows the fertilizer/crop price ratio (in local currency) for 
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the major crops in some countries in SSA: Burkina Faso, Mali, 
Rwanda, Senegal, Sudan, Togo, and Zambia. (These data were 
obtained from the AFTMIN correspondents in 1991). A value of 2.9 
(Burk;na Faso, maize, 14-23-14+6S+1 B) means that 1kg of major
nutrients supplied (N+P205+K20) in this fertilizer is almost 3 times 
as expensive as 1kg of maize. 
The VCR is the crop response multiplied with the price of the crop
and divided by the costs of fertilizers applied, or the crop response
is the VCR multiplied by the price of fertilizers and divided by the 
price of the crop. Hence, if a farmer wants to have a minimum VCR 
of 2, then he needs at least to obtair a crop response which is 
twice the fertilizer/crop price ratio. An important assumption is 
necessary in order to estimate the profilability of fertilizers: a 
physical crop response of 6 kg of crop output per kg of nutrient is 

TABLE 4. Fertilizer crop price-ratio in 1991 in local currency per kg crop output'nutrients (N+P20.-K20 )[Source: AFTMIN]. 

Burkina Mali Rwanda Senegal Sudan Togo Zambia 

Urea 

Maize 8.5 2.82.8 2.4 2.2 
Millet 2.8 2.6 
Sorghum 3.0 2.8 2.23.5 1.1 3.7 
Cotton 2.6 1.52.0 2.0 
Rice 3.0 3.5 2.4 2.2 2.6 
Groundnut 1.1 
 1.5 
Wheat 2.2 

15-15-15 

Maize 4.2 
Millet 4.2 
Sorghum 4.2 36 2.2 
Rice 3.3 2 

Cotton 14-23-14+ 14-22-12+ 12-22-12+ 
formulae 6S+1B 7S+1B 5S+1B 

Maize 2.9 3.3 
Millet 2.9 
Sorghum 2.9 
Cotton 20 3.0 2.0 
Rice 2.4 
Groundnut 2.9 
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not easy to obtain under farming conditions. This means that
fertilizer nutrients cannot be more than 3 times as expensive as the 
croo ifthe farmer wants a VCR of 2. A ferti!izer crop price ratio of 3 
is considered here as the critical limit. 

Some conclusions can be drawn from Table 4: 
- Fertilizer pices are lowest :n relation to cotton prices in SSA, 
generally below 3 (except Mali). 
- Because of high logistical costs, the returns from fertilizer use in 
Mali are marginal as fertil;zer is more than three times as 
expensive when compared to crop output. 
- In Burkina Faso. relalive cost of fertilizers is critical with values 
approaching 3.but still much lower than inMa:i. 

- In Senegal, where fertilizers are loca~ly produced, almost all 

fertilizers are three times as expensive as crop Prices. 

-
 In Togo relative fertilzer prices are lower than in other countries 
inthe region. However, the cotton fertilizer used on maize is 

expensive. 

- InRwanda relative fertilizer prices are high for maize, sorghum

and rice. but low for groundnuts. wheat and beans. 

- In Zambia, relative fertilizer prices are not very high. 

Supply of finished fertilizers in SSA 

Only 13 of 50 countries in Africa produced fertilizers in 1990. SouthAfrica, and five countries in North Africa, account for 78% of the 
continental production. In these regions raw materials and-or 
sources of energy are locally avaiiable. North Africa (Algeria.
Morocco. and Tunisia) produces large quantities of P fertilizer 
(DAP) for exports outside Africa. and N fertilizer (urea) in Egypt 
and Libya (Table 5). 

Whereas SSA consumed only one-third of ferti,:zers used in Africa,
it imported almost two-thirds of Africa's imports. Imports in SSA 
were almost 80% of total consumption. This does not mean that 
production was only 20% of consumption levels, because some of 
the imports were used for manufacturing fertK, zers. Fertilizer 
consumption in SSA almost doubled from 1975 to 1985. but 
remained static in the late 1980s (Figure 1). Fertilizer :mports
increased to 90% in 1985. but since then have gradually 
decreased to around 80%. Local fertil!zer production oecreased to 
15-16% in 1985. but tripled to 46, in 19901 Exnorts (including
trade in the region) Increased in the late 1980s to around 10-20%. 

Which of the macro-elements are responsible for this effect? The 
changes in consumption, imports, Producticn and exports of 
nitrogen fertilizers, phosphate ferldizers, and potassium fertilizers 
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are shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4. Relative stagnation in
consumplion in the late 1980s is observed for nitrogen, phosphate
and "otassium. SSA already produces two-thirds of its 1990 
nitrogen consumption. The gap between production and use of 
phosphate fertilizers has narrowed because phosphate productiondoubled in the late 1980s whi!e demands remained static. imports
of both ntrogen and phosphate fertilizers decreased in the second 
half of the 1980s. 
All countries in SSA depend on the importation of fertilizer (raw
materials). Although at least 29 countries in SSA have phosphate 
sources )9]. only 3 countries use these phosphates for local
fertilizer production. Senegal and Zimbabwe still need to import 
nitrogen and potassium. Nigeria produces a large quantity of 
nitrogen, and imports potassium and phosphates, as local 
production of phosphates cannot meet the demand. There is no
production of potassium in SSA. nor has the use of potassium for 
the production of complex fertilizers been considered. 
The production of fertilizers in SSA increased considerably in 1988
with a new ammonia-urea plant in Nigeria: nitrogen-production 
increased from an average of 24 thousand t in 1986-88 to 284
thousand t in 1990. Before 1987 most fertilizers in Nigeria were 
importled (Box and Table 6). 

Fertilizer trade and aid 

Many countries in SSA depend on fertilizer imports to meet their 
dc-neslic fertilizer requirements. Although a country-level analysis
of imports might throw some light on the annual fluctuations in 
fertilizer imports, the general slow down in imports in the 1980s 
compared with the 1970s would suggest that foreign exchange 
shortages and debt crises played a more important role in this 
deceleration than world fertilizer prices because fertilizer priceswere generally lower in the 1980s than in the 1970s [1].
To the extent that fertilizer imports are constrained by foreign
exchange shortages, aid-financed fertilizer and other kinds of aid 
can play an important role in relieving this constraint in the short 
run. However. the long-run solution may be either to improve the 
production base or to increase foreign exchange availability or 
both [1].
 
Furthermore. 
many countries were able to use mineral fertilizers in 
the mid-1980s simply because these were made available through 
aid. Even an oil-e-xporting country I ke N:geria had to rely on a 
World Bank loan in 1983 to finance its fertilizer imports during the 
1983-86 period
The ralio of aid-financed fertilIzers to total imports is calculated 
from data provided by Fertilizer Economic Studies. Limited. 
Ferlecon (Table 7). Almost two-thid of imports in SSA were 
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.GURE 1 Evolurion '000 N4 P205 K20 importing countries are relatively accurate, and determine to a
 
toa fertiizer flows 1.0 -,n Ftd~ Epnlarge 
 extent the reliability of the SSA ratio. Most of the smallerSub Saharan At,ica ' - £A 	 fertilizer consuming countries do not report all their imports, and 

,ourcp FAO and their ratio of aid-financed fertilizers should only be considered as 
rTMIN1 1,000 indicative. 

8o-- Although the ratio of fertilizer aid to fertilizer imports for SSA 

decreased from 1985 to 1990, dependence on fertilizer aid 
remained high for many countries. For 21 of these countries all600 *-,_S 	 fertilizer imports were financed through donor programs. Another 
five small consuming countries received donor funding for more 

400 - than 50% of fertilizer imports. Some of these countries were 
Burkina Faso, Chad, Gambia, Ghana. Madagascar, Sudan, 
Tanzania, Togo, and Zaire [1]. 

Of the larger fertilizer consuming countries, only the three countries 
_,___'" __without a fertilizer production capacity (Sudan, Kenya. and 

1975 t 980 1985 9o Ethiopia) received more than 50% of imports in aid. Ethiopia inYear particular received much more aid in 1989 and 1990 than in the 
period 1985-1988. The other large countries received less thanfinanced by aid in 1985. The ratio dropped to one-third in 1987, 10% of their imports in aid. These fertilizer producing countries 

regained a little in 1988 and 1989. but dropped again to around (Nigeria. Zimbabve, Senegal, C6te divoire, and Zambia) hardly
one-third of fertilizer imports in 1990. The statistics for the larger benefited from fertilizer aid at the end of the 1980s. Nigeria 

received al! its fertilizers as aid in 1985 and 1986. but since the 
TABLE 5. Consumrpon. exporis. mports and producton of ,eritizers in '000 establishment of the NAFCON' plant has to find its own foreign
nutrient I(N. P. K.O] per region in A!t:ca 1990 [Source data !tron FAg and exchange for the importation of raw materials (mainly potassium)
AFTMIN obtained from IFDC-Africa Fenti~zer ln!ormation Dataiase: and spare par s for tee fertilizer prodiction plant. Although 

NAFCON cannot yet satisfy !he local market, it is obliged to export
Recgon Production Imports Consurrption Exports- fertilizers in order to obtain hard curren-cy. 

A major problem in connection with loans and grants for fertilizer
2. Sudano-Sahel 67 180 167 36 has been the different proceCures adopted by some bilateral and 
3 Coastal West Africa 350 251 460 122 multilateral donors and agenc;es. Conditions imposed by fertilizer 
4 Central Atrica 0 33 19 0 	 aid donors (e g. limitations to origins, transporters, and certain 
5. Eas: Africa 14 242 230 3 	 fertilizer prcducts) may lead to excessive marketing costs and 
6. Southern Africa 139 236 354 4 margins [4]. 

Sub-Saharan Africa 570 942 1230 165 A future perspectiveAfrica 12 63 34 6 

Fertilizers contribute to increased food security in SSA, as more
1.North Africa 3562 409 1566 2338 than half of the 75,000-80,000 truckloads of fertilizers is used on 
2. Soulh Africa 810 132 781 174 cereals. After a period of steady growth from 1975 to 1985, 

fertil:zer use in SSA stagnated at 8-9 kg of fertilizer nutrients per
Africa 4942 1484 3577 2677 	 ha. This level is largely insufficient to replenish soi!s with the 

nutrients taken away by plants, erosion and other factors. Regional 
SProduciton and mpoils is not the sameas availabihdy, since stock levels in the comparison demonstrates, however, that Coastal West Africa and 

beg,ini]rj and at end of tie year are not taken info consideralon 	 East Afica perfortned better titan the Sudano-Sahelian region,
Expoil inrrlur,;s Itadi helwimtn African cniinltrs Central Africa and Southern Aft ic;l. 
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31GURcEen flow,, ,ni7o0 

, Saaan Aica[Source 

]Source FAO ane 
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TABLE 6. Fertizer produtctior, (000 nutrienl ) in seven African Countries, 1986-1988 average and 1990.
data from FAO and AFTMIN obtained from IFDC-Africa Fertdizer Information Dalabase].

Country N P.1T 

4 

C6e d'lvoire 
Mauritius 

1986-1988 

1.7 

10.2 

1990 

6 1 

12.0 

1981-1988 

2.1 

1990 

9.9 

1986-1988 

3.8 

1990 

16.0 

20-Senegal 

t00 

1975 19WO 1965 

. 

1990 

Nigeria 

TanzaniaZambia 

Zimbabwe 

24.3 

112 

4.39.9 

71.7 

284.0 

207 

1.13.8 

83.3 

5.0 

34.2 

-

45.8 

50.2 

43.1 

1.5 
7 

41.1 

10.2 
29.3 

454 
4.3 
9 

117.5 

12.0 
334.2 

63.8 
2.6 

11.7 

124.7 

FIGURE 3 Evoiuronel "t P'20 

phlosphorus flows in
Suo Searan Aica 

400 -
Total 1333 411.0 87.1 154.0 220.4 565.0 

;Souce FAQandAFrTINJ 300 _--/ -300 

The fertilizer production capacity of SSA increased considerably in 
the late 1980s. with the establishment of a ranulation plant andseveral bulk blending units in Nigeria. The scope for more world

class fertilizer plants in other countries is rather limited, since the 
200 BOX 

•- -

There %%ere 1¢;o ciemica! ferti,zer piirils; Po;1Harcourt and Kad na) and 5 buLk blend.g units in 1991in Nigeria Tue ederalSuperp'ospate Ferthzer Company tFSFC). Kaduna and the Nation ' FerliizerCompany of Nigeria tNAFCON). Onne. Port-Harcour. constjlite the vo main fertliszer producing plants 
in , and have cornbrid capacity for 800.000 1 of product NAFCON has :ne capacity to produce 

iGURE .1. Esoiuton 

ub Sararan Afiica 

o _[4__ 
-

000IK20 

j.Zimbabwe 

1975 180185 
I UY..'" K 

,*, 
199 

50,000 1 of ra I CO I of DAP and 250.000 1 o compound ferozers. Kaduna chemical plant has a
capacty of 100.00 1 of SSP Around 610,000 ! o compound lerlt':ers are bulk blended in Kaduna(200,0')D t), f/inra (20.0000 ), Kano (100.000 1). Maidugurl (100,000 1), and a second un~t in Kano(10 003.O;, !121 11 , *' jr b;t tht NAFCO ,", Nf',e a) e pcrts a lot of ea to Europe, and that Other 
West Arican coint r,u?, import a 'o: of kirea fron Europe 

,oT;NA athous-ind ,s tIi, mater fNithzer p'oducer in !ne Sour*fhern Ah,ca eg',.., 
t of P1.O. n 1900 !! ranly supphes the doneslc inaikut 

. , thousand t of N. and 41 

200 20 -
. 

100-

5,o 
Senegals phospha!.depos:saa-e n-e f'or tte produclon of p;nosphcric acid, and the production of a
large variety of cus:ornmade cotton fi.h.te-s (,NPKS8's) for e.port to other West African counlr;es. e.g. Ma:. 6jrkna Faso. Togo, andBenn Arond 30% of !ertlzers produced is consumend oca.ly. 

Cole d'lvore has a qraniilaion piari! with a capacty of 300400 p..,r day and a bulk.blending plant with 

" - +-- ' - ' + f1 " 1'1' 'I ' - 1, " " 

acapact yof 500 1 per day Th, plarils use imported rawv matenial and produce during the fertilizercarpairr tSipVtir ,r.Aril) appro irrately 160.000 t AUoul 507% of the fertilizer is sold nationally and50% if' enporled to Wes Africa The bulk blending products are usually slightly less expensive than the 
g ra n u l atle d ;p r o d u c l s; 

tot% 
flt1 It?-) 

Y181 
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TABLE 7. Sub Sanaran Alrica %aid linanced fertizers in total imports 1985-1990 [Source: Fertilizer 
Ecoromnic S;ud~es:. L-1-mted (Fertecon)] 


domestic demand for fe' 7 is Currently too small, and the
c n o i e 1 d 1Fco 1987 1988 1989 	 o versup p ly o f fertilize rs o n th e wo rld m a rket h a s le d to1990 
correSpo-:,nc low prices. Notw;!hstanding low world market prices,returns ,o farmers from fOrilZ'er use -t Current prices is a 

Ariqola 50 24100 54 263 38 100 231 100 100	 bottleneck restricting the wvdesoread use of fertil-zers in SSA.0 0 0 NA" NA 100 
aso 10 10, 100 	 Sub-Saharan importers in Coastal. West and Central Africa mainly94 47 0import.wurna 100 97 704 	 ta;lor-made100 and expensive granulated fertilizers in small


am0eon 2 0 0 quantities from tne region, Europe and North Africa. Small
44 64 34

:rai Arc Rep 100 100 quantities mean
100 100 26 100 higher per unit transport costs. Fertilizer plants inSSA face severe compettion from SUOpiers outside the region,,'>ad 100-,Orlqn 100 64 100 100 100100 100 100 	 10085 100 	 especially for larger transactions. Currently, several counties areexperimenting with the cheaper bulk blended NPKs. Fertilizer.::6t d l;vofr, 0Lqualorial Guinea 0 0 18100 100 100 100 0 11NA NA 	 plants producing NPKs based on bulk blending as their final27 	 products, cost much less to build and are easier to operate than6 13 21 100 60

G inon 100 100 100 100 comparably sized granulation plants. Local bulk blending has a100 100ClIamba 100 64 82 100 100 100 	 comparative advantage for small transacions, because blendingfTaria 
 67 100 91 82 100 100 
plants offer more flexibility than granulation plants, both in 

Guinea Bssau 100 100 100 
changing formlations and in the number of grades they can100 100 100 

'unea 	 produce [14]100 100 100en,,a 32 	 100 100 NA17 53 56 78 52 All countries in SSA depend on,b11a0 	 the importation of fertilizers and/or.eag13 	 0 77 0100 66 100 NA NA95 100.laagascar 	 raw materials. The ratio of aid-financed fertlizer imports reduced100 co 100 47 from tWo-thWrd in 	 1985 to one-third in 1990. Countries that started50 66.la100 03 7360 620 7 	
fertiizer production in SSA did not benefit from aid for the

importation of raw 
.	 materials. Special governm,ent structures were100 :00.aujIana 100 100 100 77 100 100100 100 
 100 78 
 set up in the 1 970s and 1980s for the distribuon of mostly aidfinanced fert:izers land other.1j.Js0 	 I to target areas, in order0 0 0
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to raise food production. These structures are primarily responsible
for the timely distribution of these fertilizers, and for transmitting the 
level of demands for terti!izer aid to the donor community.
Government involvement often resulted in ferilizer sectors that 
were subjected to excessive regulation, including import and
foreign exchange allocation, licensing, price controls and import
monopolies [10]. Few incentives are provided to improve the 
management, accountability, arid cost-efficiency of these 
distribution systems. 

The challenge of the 1990s is to make fertilizer use for farmers in 
SSA more attractive. This can be achieved by aleviating
constraints regarding education, supply, pricing, marketing and
distribution The call for a more entrepreneurial approach has 
therefore become stronger. More arid more countries in SSA are 
Corrlll ted to crealing open artd competitive furldizer marketing 
systems which respond efficiently to niarket signals and ensure 
that the right kind of fertilizer is available to the tartier in the right
quantity, at tli(i right time, at tIte right price (and minimum cosls). 
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and in the right place (i.e., as close to the farmgate as possible) [iR estructuring the fertilizer m arketing system is a difficult processthat cannot be achieved overnicht. If this process is not carefully
planned and supported there is a risk that fertilizer trade will be 

conducted in a vacuum, resulting in decreased fertilizer use anddisruption and irregularity of supply. Fertilizer is a politicallysensitive commodity: any serious reduction in consumption durin 
the iransition from a state contro!led to a privatized marketing 

system can be po~lically and economically unacceptable.
 
par',:culary if it tends 
 o impair food security. Therefore. theof transition becomns a crucial issue, and needs to 
be accompanied by institutional orientation and training to enable 

the state and private sectors to cope more effectively with It 
changes in the market place. This orientation and training should 

such as the legal enviionment, business planning,finance and marketing, particularly in economies which are just
beginning to adopt economic reforms. In the fertilizer subsector, 
short training programs for private dealers have proved extremely 

useful in several devetoping countries [13]. 
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Lt FONADEIR a o:,ntrih6 a ntnter la xatrre de la ccrnaccition d'engrais aLnive ,u de 153. 602 t~ines en 1983/84. La ib~ralPsation du sous-eect ur enrais 
qui a entrdine la suppresion prg-re-ssive de la subvention par 1'Etatle niveau a ramen6-n descous de 100.00) tonnies L r an. Au total 18(0.974 tonnesd'engraio s'ubventioui~ts ont ete Jvoart*ts dans le circuit PRSSE entreet 1991/92 ave 1988/89tine valeur CAF de 10,2 milliards deetient FCFA. Les soci6t~s quia imlrttiontsintes iLes iux d'engrais par ct circuit se sontretrouve b av-!des tockt<s invendus atteignant 39. 000 tonnets en 1989/90 devantla chute brutale de la dernkade d'engrais dans le pays de 61% peldant la m(meannee. Ce-pndant, la conso!nxntion d'engrais subventionn)sprc'gression est en nettedans la "-nePSIE allant de 12. 143 tonnes en 1989/90 A 18. 100tonnes en 1993/94. 

Face A la taisse du c.c ut des rnti!reB premires sur le nmrcli6 n~dial, lesriit.:zsC sent r3solus A abandonner icn cultures d'exl rtationde. cilt.Liret vivri reis qui au profit.oont d&scmniias fertilis6es en prliorit'. Ceci estvrai atIssi bien dams la zane PFSSE que dams la zone PSIE. 

b) La subyent
 

Les frais de subvention ceouverts par 
1'Etat pOW. sOItenilr le 5us-seteurengrais otlt 6,notims, particuli6.vexnt sc'us le FONADER, Le nmontant b-nuel aaugr1ent,6 trtgs rapidement de 2 milliards de FCv,"A en 1980/81 A 6,5 milliards deFCFA en 19884/85 soit iu accaoissvmieent de 225%"o, ' 'espondanthausse de la cwosc"kition & 48% de lai'engrais sUbventjon&s. Le niveau meyen desubvention des engrais scus le PRASSE a dJlninut, confom~nleent au prilncipelib ralisation dedu OD*is-secteur egrrais, de en A36,25"' 1988/89150D1/K. dus la zone 19,4) enFTSSE. Lets frais annuels de a sutbventioncCnditi,n dais cesse L-nt Kev,6s A 1,25 milliard de FCTA. Las'E-~st plut6t subvention de 1'engraisfaite de mnwii -r i direct dansdexonration la zone PSIE scxs fometotale des droits de dcx uae et de mi]iimisation des frais dedistritution par la limitation du nombre des intermz iaires.
 
Le circuiit parallkie d'importation d'engrais 
 enSubventici a tcujcours existe. 'vxv3 

dehors du systime de
la p6riode du WnDopole public sursecteur enwrais, le sousles grandes plantations conxmerciales ir portaient les engraispar voie d.irecte pxir leur propre, consoxmation. Celles qui le dsiraientpcivaient dem-nder et obtenir des res*bourtsements A titne de subvention. Lecercie des imp rtateurs d'engrais non-subventionn6s s'est nm.me 61argip6riode de lib.ralisation. Tban sous lala zone A1SE,traditionnelles A c6tA des grandes plantationstie ce' circuit telles que CAMSIretrouve O, S(',SUCA1 et CDC, l'ond6sormais des sc,<i6t~s de n teiles.goceccniezrcialisenit que S(PA quzi importent etellez-m4n leurs otmwindes d'engrails sans reCoLuxs Al'assistkance des services 1xiblics. 

C)ha- "i umm a 
Sous le ntnopole ublic, les engrais subventionn6s 6t!lient distribu6s par lesscifdt6 de D.velopiexj.nt, les I.lk16gatlons Provilicialeii de 1'Agricultureles ceop6ratives. ette etpratique a disiparum avec rformela du steUS-S3cyttjUl •e*jgrais dams la zone 
Mnai6re 

PRSSE. 'Sulct les ccoptratives g r es d6somaits deautknc4e assurent encore- la distrlhjtion des engrais c1imiques A leuu'sin~mbres. L'Etat est enoxr impliqu6 mais de ant6re llrmit.,e dans la zone PMIE.}P)neffet, dans ce.tt zne, la SO)DEC(X O(N les avecimporte engraisfonds renoCuvelable dIu PSIE et les rtiprtit entre la SF,'1B, 
]'aide du 

le ProJet Nord-Esti -o-:, t la J)6kgations Provinciales de l'Agriculture de l'Adamaoua, du Nord 
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et de I Extr m-Nordx pourjt la distributinxi MI jaYSaxw. La1R)DECC"rO participe 
Agalernent A cette activit,6. 

d) iest exxitzailtes du isI-~ctt nri 

De~s contiraintes d'ordre adminitratives et techniques ont~ t;6 relev&ee dane10 S.ous-LkeCte-Ux Engra1-iie Lees fra'i% 9diistratift3 exIcessifs, la lenteur de lapi'cxiore de keubventicn et d'octti de viaa et aisi que le manque d'inte-rl-tpouir la f'ertilisation dee utu vivrijji'es sonlt souvent citesj comDeconitrainitte maJetaw dU eo±-e tew'egr-ai So)US la ptriode du monopolePublic. Lee conttraintes d'ordre g61leet.; qul Pera)istenit encore actuellenent00ont:' lets inauvaisena conditions dee ivoutes deplortee paiticuli,remrnent dans 1spr'ovinces dii nte du Skid-W~est et du Nord-(West, 1'insuffisaniced'infrastructuree-. de Stckage- et lee fais de tranisport 6lev&s. Leeccntrijnte-s nJeiires specifiqueS A la zone PRSSCE sc'nt: lee3 conditionsdrcnenede fbkincem~enit, lees flnanlciel-3fr~aio 6levts et la longuepzyocdUre- d'6tabliets~~2jjt de la lettre de cr~iit et de coneignlation deS folidSd"- subventicin. Lee: , diffic-ultees de rx&-uvive'nt des cv6dltz d'engrais auxpamysa3, le coflit potenltiel e-itr-e lees inrte,&rRts de la SODECCYTON et ceux duPSIE, et i-'inplic-ati.4onnLu lirnlite6e de l'Etat dans la distribution des engraisSOnt lee PrIinlCiPtLM POinlts faibles du h~'cr- C;P&-ial d' Importation
d'Engrais, 

ennag dam 13 - In~tmed 'afi(Aorat J nde ja -prducttvlte riQI 

J,'engrais a 6t,-
la 

ecoynu t.116 tZ~t aIi CamerouAn c-Oo~ne, un facteur determinant pourprodcRItionl agiiCo-le. ceC' e1t qui explique l' augmentation rapide de lacon&Yillmticil noyenne anulede cet intranit de,13 entre 1974/75 et 1980.Grice A 1'enpL:)ol d'engiraie, le-a Iend ziets dee cultue dwexprainott

stabilis~s A des niveaux eatisfaisante3. Parmi lets cultures vivri, res, le
mwAioc et la bxane oat connUR dee atgmentatione. de leurs rendements de 4,5
T/'a et 2,6 T/ha A 12,7 T/ha et 16,2 T/hia, reespectivenent. D~es payeans
utilisant lee engrais chimique-S dane les condlfitions, traditionnelleS ont
afrxilioIr6 leurs1- rendients Lie riaYs de 24% A 54% selon lee3 varit&~S. 

Cepenidanut, pour tire-r le milleur b6ice de 1' engrais, sonl einploi doit tqtrea,--na~i de tediniquetS cgricolee zipproprte, de 1 'utilieation dete varict6sadapt&ees, cle 1 acquisiticdi des 6quipementz n&-,esezaires et des facteLurs nonlconti-6lables tels Iaqut pluivicntrie. (h constaite qUe lee agriculteurBcamerounais sont de mobs enl wins dispos3 &e A se procuirer lee 6quipenmentsagricoloas, les s&encv-es stelecticxnn&,s et lee3 engrlais ciziques. Cettesitiiation cconpcinet la Lxolitique duI GoUVe.esrment enl faveur de l'am~liorationde la compeitivite dee prodiuitzs agricolei3 caeoni Our If- mnrch-1 

Le P-iy.rtfdeRk cbtSu~-etfor Rnigrai-6 (PP&'EE) et le Prograrrrreri Irrp')rt.~tior 

trarlit iCIT F, 


Sr~iI d'~ ris repr&aerttent dc.ux rrxx-s ea gestion de lae.d~xx Ve-rS bystesP totaleffferat lib.,,"ral. La PRSSE estadIiqu U4L ctt*--tP-de-j&un libfral et le P3WSDe demrartiue par la priserice
lirhaitAfe de l'EtAt. 
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FERTILIZER SUB-SECTOR REFORM PROGRAM (FSSRP):

SURVEY FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A FERTILIZER MARKET
 

INYORK.TION SYSTEM IN CAMEROON
 

In order to efficiently perform its information dissemination
 
function with regard to fertilizer marketing in Cameroon, the
 
Technical Support Unit 
(TSU) wishes to strengthen its fertilizer
 
market information system. 
To this end, the questionnaire hereunder
 
will help the TSU appraise the information needs of the private
 
sector.
 

The filled questionnaires should be returned to the following
 
address:
 

Mr.
 
Tel:
 
Fax:
 
P.O. Box........, Yaounde, Cameroon
 

We thank you in advance for your kind collaboration and
 
understanding.
 

QUESTIONNAIRE
 

MODULE 1 : GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE FIRM
 

1.1 
 Position of individual interviewed:
 
(1) Proprietor, (2) Director, (3) Senior Staff Member,
 
(4) Others (to be specified)
 

Survey Date:
 
Day/Month/Year
 

1.2 
 Where is the firm located?
 

1.3 P.O. Box 
 Town Telephone Fax
 

1.4 Main Activity:
 

1.5 
 How long has the firm been operating? years
 

MODULE 2 : INFORMATION ON THE ROLE OF THE TECHNICAL SUPPORT UNIT
 

2.1 Do you know the Technical Support Unit (TSU)?

(1) Yes (2) No (if no, skip to question 2.4)
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2.2 	 Have you ever received useful information from the TSU with
 
regard to your activities? (1) Yes (2) No (if no, skip
 
to question 2.4)
 

2.3 	 Which information?
 

2.4 	 Which type of information would you like to receive with regard
 
to your activities?
 

2.5 	 Through which means would you like to receive such information?
 
(1) Fax, (2) post, (3) telephone, (4) at the
 

TSU, (5) others (to be specified)
 

2.6 	 Would you need specific documentation on fertilizer such as: (a)
 
the TSU "Conjoncture" leaflet, (b) information pamphlets, (c)
 
international fertilizer trade journals, (d) others (to be
 
specified)? (1) Yes (2) No. If yes, specify
 
which documents and the time intervals at which they should be
 
sent to you.
 

2.7 	 Would you be interested by practical training sessions,
 
seminars, workshops or conferences organized by the TSU to
 
better inform the various fertilizer market participants?
 

(1) 	Yes (2) No
 

MODULE 3 : INFORMATION ON THE FERTILIZER MARKET IN CAMEROON
 

3.1 	 What type of information do you need on the fertilizer types
 
sold in Cameroon?
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3.2 	 Do you know some of the major world fertilizer suppliers?

(1) Yes (2) No. If yes, how did you get to know
 

them?
 

3.3 	 Do you know some fertilizer importers in Cameroon?
 
(1) 	Yes (2) No. 
 If yes, how did you get to know them?
 

3.4 	 Do you know some fertilizer distributors in Cameroon?
 
(1) 	Yes (2) No. 
 If yes, how did you get to know them?
 

3.5 	 Are you familiar with the selling prices of all types of
 
fertilizers on the world market? 
 (1) Yes (2) No
 

3.6 	Are you familiar with the bulk and retail selling prices of all
 
types of fertilizers on the local market? 
 (1) Yes
 
(2) No
 

3.7 	 Have you ever participated in any farmer field day organized by
the Ministry of Agriculture? _ (1) Yes (2) No. If yes,
which lessons thereof helped you most in the framework of your
activities?
 

3.8 	 Do you know the doses to be used for each type of fertilizer,
 
each soil and in each location? (1) Yes (2) No.
 
If yes, how did you get to know?
 

If not, please answer the following question:
 

Do you think you could do with some training to acquire such
 
knowledge? (1) Yes (2) No.
 



2 African Fertilizer Trade Summary Table Date. March 25, 1994 page 
tNbr Product I f.I1 Country Buver Destination Price Terms2 

Funded Supplier/Origin Closed 

1 
! Nitrogenous Fertilizers 

Ureai4 g o Fr SFFRFi ". SD Unkown CIP hag EC ICH South Africa 
77 

17-09-93 
7 

172 Urea t.laa' Lonrho ? US) Urrlnnown Optrchem/Maa..wi 15-12-93 
195 Urea 5,000 ,Malawi SFRFM Mzuzu USD 277 00 CIP bag ICH'South Africa 25-02-94 
195 Urea 5.000 t.talawi SFFRFM Blantyre USD 247 00 CIP bag ICH/South Africa 25-02-94 
195 Urea 5.000 ,a.i SFFRFM Lilongwe USD 25700 CIP bag ICHSouth Africa 25-02-94 
199 Urea 5000 Mawr.. Tea Associaton 7 USD Reqiest 25-02-94 
002 Urea 3.069 Mali VIB Koutiala USD 279 89 CFR FOT bag Holand Chemirne.,'Brazil 03-11-92 o 
002 Urea 7.191 MabI VIB Sikasso USD 26632 CFR FOT bag Holland Chemimex./Brazl 03-11-92 0 
124 Urea 17.100 P.n, C%'DT Different USD 261 07 CFR LO 120day bag Norsk Hydro/ 08-10-93 * 
052 Urea 955 tMocarabique MoA USD Request ADB 14-01-93 
196 Urea 1.000 Niger MoA ? USD 38889 Japan /Japani 15-11-93 
180 Urea 10.000 N*peria MoA - USD Request 31-01-94 
106 Urea 2.000 Sierra Leone Dep. of Agr & ? USD Request IDA 24-05-93 
013 Urea 190.000 Sudan Gezira Board " USD Request 27-02-93 
115 Urea 30.000 Sudan Private Unknown USD Request 
049 Urea 15.000 Tanzania TFC Dar el Salaam USD 171 30 CIF LO bag Kalim-ind Toepfer/Kuwait 15-11-92 
050 Urea 71.4-60 Tanzania Government ? USD Request 
123 Urea 10.000 Tanzania Private ? USD Request 
134 Urea 3.000 Tanzania TFC Dar es Salaam/Tanga USD 30000 CIF bag Japan Mitsubishi/Japan 24-08-93 
166 Urea 22.688 Tanzania Sukita ? USD Unknown One World Co 01-10-93 
187 Urea 25.000 Tanzania TFC "; USD Unknown 15-02-94 
081 Urea 800 Togo SEMP ? USD Request 03-03-93 
1 2 Urea 2.700 Togo SEMP Lom& USD 20478 CIF LO bag SICREP (Interore)/ 22-12-93 * 
190 Urea 6,000 Togo Sotoco Lorne USD 185 00 CIF LO bag Indian Ocean Fert.,'South Africa 15-01-94 
095 Urea 23.000 Zambia Lima bank 7 USD Request 15-05-93 
120 Urea 10.000 Zambia Private Lusaka USD 21500 CPT Sulmark/ 01-07-93 
141 Urea 35.030 7ambia ?, USD Request Japan 31-08-93 
165 Urea 15.000 Zambia Lusaka USD 262 00 CIF bag Norad Hydro AgridZambia./South Africa 11-10-93 

[ Phosphate Fertilizers 
1.58 DAP 1.500 Burkina Faso DIMA;VIE Bobo-DIoU4asso USD 278 30 CFR FOT bag Holland Chemimex$,S6ngal 25-11-93 a 
158 DAP 1.500 BEurk;na Faso DIMAVIB Ouagadougou USD 28602 CFR FOR bag Ho!land Chemime.PS~n6gai 25-11-93 o 
069 DAP 1.400 enin SONAPRA Cotonou USD 25750 CiF FO bag 0,.-,n STEPC/C6:e d'lvoire 10-12-92 9 
011 DAP 50.000 Ethiopia AISCO Assat USD 211 90 CiF LO bag ADB Norsk Hydro/USA 15-02-93 
012 DAP 18.000 Ethopia AISCO Assab USD 204 70 C!F LO bag !,Ui!y JPMC/Jordan 15-02-93 
027 DAP 4U.200 Ethiopin AISCO A.sab USD 22620 CER LO bag EC SenclrrmS6n(rqaJ 09-02-93 

1(i) I .,ni - ,,!),') Iv.t3V.r'rrky 7clefax fRcport and sources of IFOC - Africa) 

'1 t rrr.immarrc,. W1- i-i i.jhl, uro r.aldtr iI (,12)-idr r " : . i;iJr & In. cln - inrrrr , ifl lii trf ii) !,mt'r . Cr -ir, fiihI,rtil. Iti-.rrr ,, , r-r.. . rn-1,o , 1- -A 



African Fertilizer Trade Summary Table Date- March 25, 1994 page 1
LNbr Product i Mt Country Buyer Destination Price Terms Funded Su heriOn in Closed 

Nitrogenous Fertilizers 
053 AN 40.000 Zmba.e o- USD Request CIF LO WB089 AS 28-10-927.425 Ghana 'Aenco Tema USD 161 45 CFR LO bag Japan BASF/Befgium088 AS 14-09-926.000 Kenya Bell Chemacals -' USD Unknovvr
099 AS 15-03-922.500 Malawi SFFRFM B:antyre USID 174 ri CIP132 AS bag Cargo Chem/Sellers option 28-05-93 *3.000 Malawl SFFRFM B;antyre USD 19422 CIP bag ICHSouth Africa171 AS 17-09-93 0Malam I USD Unknown Optichem/Maawi 15-12-93079 AS 48,960 1 anzania Governmen! USD Request
120 AS 10.000 Tanzania Mohammed ' USD Request
122 AS 10.000 Tanzania PrIvatc - USD Request133 AS 21.90-1 Tan-ain~a TFC Dar es SalaamjTanga USC 20000 CIF bag Japan Mitsubishi/Japan163 AS 9.000 Zambia 7 

24-08-93 
USD 189 12 CIF 180daybag Cargochem/036 ASN 06-10-935.000 Kenya MoA %1ombassa USD 19328 CIF LO bag Stabex Transagro,,Germany034 CAN 30.000 Kenya 04-03-93 *,MoA Mombassa USD 172 18050 CAN 

CIF LO bag Stabex Hydro Agri Belgium/Germany 04-03-93 S5.000 Kenya KGGCU "' USD Unknown
086 CAN 5,000 Kenya 03-02-93Chemagro Mombassa USD 16200 CIF LO185 CAN 40.000 Ken,,ya 15-03-93MoA %lombassa USD 168 07 EU Hydro Agri/Belgium046 CAN 15-02-9430.000 ;'Ma~a,.l SFFRFM Dar es Sa!aam USD 13700 CIF LO 120day bag Hydro Agri/Holland051 CAN 1.100 Mocambque ,MoA -

26-03-93 
USD Request ADB 14-01-93078 CAN 66.650 Tanzania Government - USD Request

121. CAN 5.000 Tanzania Mohammed USD Request
001 Urea . .2.400 Burkin a Paso D;maVIB Bobo D ouiasso USD 246 20 CIF FOR
001 Urea bag Holland Hydro Agri Sluiskil,'Holland 23-10-922.400 *Burkina Paso Dima.VIB Ouagadougou USD 262 57 CIF FOR154 Urea bag Holland Hydro Agri Sluiskil'Holland 23-10-928.500 Burk:na Paso Sofitex &Bobo-Dcuasso USD 242 52 Cl: FOT bag HydtochemC0,,e d'lvoire157 Urea 14-07-931.150 Durkina Faso *DIMAN,,! B Bobo-Dioulasso USD 24053 CFri FOT bag Holland HydroAgri/Holland 25-11-93 e 

1.150 soUrea 1 Burkina CIMAVIB Ouagadougou USD005 Urea 24000 C:R FOR bag Hol;and HydroAgri,'Holland 25-11335.500 B5nrm Sonapra Cotonou USD 181 73 Ci068 Urea FO bag Own Hydrochem/Cte d'lvoire4.000 B R.n SDI 10-12-92 * Cotonou USD 20527 CIF LO bag Own Hydrochem/C6te d'lvoire153 Urea 15-12-923.500 Benin SONAPRA Cotonou 0 
USD 17949 CIF F0 bag Hydrochem/C6te d Ivoire175 Urea 21-12-934.600 Benin SDI 0

Cotonou USD Unknown CIF FO bag 7'7176 Urea 21-12-931.000 Benin SAMAC Cotonou USD Unknown CIF FO bag198 Uea 21-12-9310.000 C6e d'vore 7 Abidjan USD 136 00 CFR bulk ,'Yuhnzy026 Urea 15-02-945000 Kenya Private ? USD Unknown 
035 Urea 15-03-9310.000 Kenya MoA Mombassa USD Unknown177 Urea Transagro 7/Germany - .400 Kenya Amirm ;'ombassa USD 15500 CFR FO bag Helm/E. Europe100 Urea 01-12-9310.000 Malav, SFFRFM Blan, re USD 22907
114 Urea 25.000 Mala., 

CIP 180day bag ICH/South Africa 28-06-93 .SFFRFM Loncwe USD 236 28 CiP bag EC ICHiSouth Africa 17-09-93 * 1(bb) ,)uk birnd 
iIO C, F1 IBI'ekiy Telefax Report and sources of IFDC -Attca)2 Of= cost insurance and freight cfr= cost and freight. cip= carriage & insurance paid o. cp! carriage paid to. for- free on rail. fot= free on truck. fo free out. Io= liner out 



African Fertilizer Trade Summary Table Date: March 25, 1994 page 3 
[Nbr Product I Mt Country Buyer Destinatioan Price Terms 2 ' Funded Sin Closed 

L Phosphate Fertilizers028 DAP 25.000 Eth;opia A SC0 Assat, USD 189 93 CIF LO bag039 USAID Hydro Agri/DAP 13300 Ethiopia A;SCO (V 2; Assab 
31-03-93 

USD 19043 CF. LO bag094 DAP Hoiland JPMC/Jordan27.000 EtiioFr;a AiSCO 27-01-93Assab USD 19063 CIF142 LO bag USAID Alied Int/USADAP 31-03-9344,000 Etlhopa AISCO USD Request EC159 DAP 15-01-9416.3C0 Ethiopia Assab USD 22484 CFR LO bag Ho:land Ferrochem/Turkey194 17-11-93DAP 35.000 Ethiopia AlSCO Assab USD Request EU022 OAP 8.000 Kenya Private "' USD Unknown023 CAP bag30.000 Kenya PV Grain USD 13500 FOB brlk Phoscheml038 DAP 8.845 Kenya 15-10-92Coop Bank ? USD Unknown Danida048 DAP . .30,000 Kenya KNTC ' USD Unknown
054 DAP 31,450 15-01-93Kenya MEA Ltd. Mombassa USO 20800 CIF LO084 DAP 20.500 Kenya 15-03-93Chemagro Mombassa USD 23000 CIF LO087 DAP 15-03-934.000 Kenya Super Expo Mombassa USD 21000 CiF LO097 DAP 30.000 Kenya 15-03-93MoA USD Request 
 bulk Stabex 20-06-93152 DAP 
 10.000 Kenya Private ? USC Request
167 DAP 
 15.000 Kenya Private!Transagr ? USD Request
170 DAP 
 15,000 <enya KNTC ? USD Request178 DAP 
 1.500 Kenya Tea Zone Dev. ? USD Request 
 bag
182 DAP 08-03-94Kenya MoA 
 ? USD Request 
 WB184 DAP 31-01-9425,000 Kenya Chemagro ? USD Unknown Hana-Farmland/USA045 DAP 01-01-9420.000 Malav., SFFRFM Richards Bay USD 177.16 CIF FOR 180daybag ICH/South Africa131 DAP 15.000 MalaM 26-03-93 *SFFRFM Richards Bay USC 177 16 CIF FOT ICH,'South Africa193 DAP 17-09-935.000 Malaw. SFFRFM * Mzuzu USD 331 00 CiP bag ICHiSouth Africa193 DAP 25-02-945.000 Malawm SFFRFM Biantire USD 303 00 CIP bag ICH/South Africa193 OAP 25-02-9-15.000 Mala;A SFFRFM Liloogwe USD 30900 CiP
058 DAP bag ICH/South Africa 25-02-947,000 Tan-ania TFC ? 
 USD Unknown WB Trammo/ 15-10-92077 DAP 
 10.000 Tanzania Government ? USD Request

119 DAP 5.000 Tanzana Mohammed Unknown
021 MAP USD Request


8.100 Kenya MoA Mombassa USD Unknown CIF LO bag Japan Mitsui/055 MAP 15-12-923.200 Kenya MEA Ltd M cmbassa USD 20000 CIF LO057 MAR 3.700 15-03-93Kenya Breweries. Kenya? USD Unknown 
183 MAP 4.400 Kenya Mitsu 15-10-92
 

-' USD Unknown 
 Japan Mitsui/Japan186 MAP 01-01-9425.000 Kenya MoA Mombassa USD Unknown
108 SSP Japan Mitsui/Japan 01 -01-94250 Sierra Leone Dep of Agri & 7 USD Request IDA
004 TSP 24-05-93870 Burkina Faro Cima!"V0 Bobo Diou;a so USD 31371
004 CFR FOR bag Hluland Cheniimed!MoroccoTSP 23-10-92 *580 Birkira Faso Dima,'IfB Ouagadougou USD 330 3.1 CFR FOR bag Holland Chemime %Morocco 23-10-92 S(bb) - huik blend 

ISoL. 'coo: F8 W'eekly TeleI'x Report and sources of IFDC -Africa) 
cif=
cost insurance and freight, cfr=cost and freight: cip= carriage & insurance paid to. cpt. carriage paid to. fort free on rai,fot free on truck. fo free out. lo- Irier out 



African Fertilizer Trade Summary Table Date March 25, 1994 
LNbr 	 Product MtI 

[ Phosphate Fertilizers 
070 TSP 50 

029 TSP 4.000 
030 TSP 10.000 

200 TSP 1.000 

015 TSP 47.000 
156 TSP 10.000 

076 TSP 5.000 

118 TSP 10,000 

Potash Fertilizers 
071 MOP 650 

189 MOP 2,000 
107 MOP 800 

1 Compound Fertilizers 
104 0-0-20 250 

161 10-20-10 1.400 

064 10-20-10 12.500 
0'35 10-20-10 12.500 
0£'6 10-20-10 

136 10-20-10 15,000 

002 10-20-20 1.400 
128 10-30-10 1.000 
191 12-22-12.5s.1b 10.700 

063 12-22-'2.s.b 12.000 

0'--3 14-22-12-7s,, 2.235 
0'9 14-22-12. 7s -Ib 2.950 
029 14-22-12,7s Ib -1.650 
0-09 14-22-12 +7s tlb 5.190 

0 	 l4-22-12.7s. l b 5.535 
409 1 -22-12.7s lb 7,130 	Ma'ji CMDT Koutiala USD 302 18 CFR FOR bag

1
4037 -22-12.7s, lb (b) 1.040 ,:a CM%*DT Otner USD 344 73 CFR FOR bag

037 14-22-12,7s. lb (bb) 480 Mali CMDT Slasso USD 33735 CF7 FOR bag
03 14 2-12.7s. lb bbi 430 %la!I CMDT Fana USD 357-13 CFR FOR bag
125 14 22-12.Ts. 15920 Mai CMDT D terent USD 31562 CFR FO 12-daybag
147 14 22-12, 7s-I r (bb) 2.9-10 %%0 CIDT Ofiorent USD 300 C2 CR FO 120day bag 

-t ;:- .,e, 

, ,i-,.' , FMB VW'eAly 
2 cJf C r.5Urarce and reji;t. cfrz cost an-, frelrjh. cip= carriqa e & iisr :x , ! c 

ns u 
..1-cira-r, e oiantI frr- ,i- r ll f r- fr.-,r r t 	 I-- - , ..- -

Country Buyer Detirnation Price Terms' Funded 

BeT11 SONAPiiA Ctcur-,ou USD 322 82 CIF FO bag Own 

Kenya KGGCU 
 USD Request
 
Kenya MoA Mombassa USD kequest 
 Siabex 
Mail Tea Assoc:atoon ' USD Request 

Sudnan Gezira Board " 
 LSD Request 
Sudan Acit Port of Sudan USD 11000 FOB bulk 

Tanzania Government I 
 USD Unknown CFR LO bag 

Tanzania Mohammc; Unknown USD Request
 

n SO'AP.RNA CCooou USD 253 80 CIF FO bag Own 

%%a.-' Tea Associa:ion ? USD Request
 
Sierra Leone Dep ot Ac; & -& 
 US , Request IDA 

Sierra Leone Dep of Acr. & USL 	 Unknown IDA 
Togo SEMP Lome USD 27304 CIF LO bag 
Zambja NCZ ? USD Unknown 

Zambia NC- ? 
 USD 	 Unknown 
Zambia Lima Bank ? USD Request 
Zambia Lusaka USD Unknown USAID 
Togo SEMP ? USD Request 
Cameroun Sodecoton Douali USD 221 20 CFR bag 
Togo Sotoco Lome USD 22550 CIF LO bag 
Togo SOTOCOIOTP 7 	 USD Request 

Mlai CMOT Others USD 32708 CFR FOR bag
Ma CMDT Karangana USE 31627 CFR FOR bag 
Mali CMDT Sikasso USD 33530 CFR FOR bag 
Mi CMDT Kou;Joro USD 31806 CFR FOR bag 
Mali CMDT Koumantou USD 30933 CFR FOR bag 

Suplier/Oriin 

page 4 

Closed 

S1EPCC6e d Ivoire 10-12-92 * 

/ACP or EC Countries 

/Tunisia 

Norks Hydro/ 

08-02-93 

25-02-94 

27-02-93 

01-09-93 

15-08-93 

STEPC-C6e d'lvoire 10-12-92 * 

24-05-93 

Melchemie/ 

SICREP(Interore)/ 

ICH' 

Hydro Agri/ 

ICH/South Africa 

HydrochemiCOte divoire 

Indian Ocean Fer1,South Africa 

Senchim/S~n6ga 

Seochim,S6n6gal 

SenchimSe.t- J 

Senchim!S6n6ga 

Senchim,'S6n6gal 

SenchimiSenegal 

HydrochemCite d'!voire 

Hydrochem,"C6!e d'voire 

Ffydrochem'C6te d'ivoire 

Hydrochem!Cot d Ivoire 

Hrdrochem'C6:e d'Ivoire 

24-05-93 

22-12-93 

15-09-92 

15-09-92 

15-05-93 

16-08-93 

03-03-93 

08-07-93 

15-01-94 

23-10-92 

15-07-92 

15-07-92 

15-07-92 

15-07-92 

15-07-92 

15-07-92 

15-07-92 

15-07-92 

15-07-92 

08-10-93 

08-10-93 

. 

* 

. 

0 

* 

0 

. 

0 

0 

e 

0 

Te!efax Report and sources of IFDC - Africa) 

http:22-12.Ts
http:22-12.7s
http:1-22-12.7s
http:l4-22-12.7s
http:12-22-12.5s.1b


African Fertilizer Trade Sum-mary Table Date: March 25, 1994 page 5
Nbr Poduct1 Ml Countrv 8uyer Oeslination Price Terms Funded SupnlierOrgi

Compound Fertilizers 
Clo 

169 .:.2 2 
-12. ib ., a: CMZ-.T D:!!etent USD 273 70 CFPF F0 baai Sench~mS6ngal 08-10-93 003 5.400 Bairkina Faso C:maV!S003 14-2.14 2.700 

Bobo Dioulasso USO 282 72 CFR FOR bag HollandBurkina Faso Hvdrochem/C61e d'lvolreDtmaVIB Ouaoadougou USD 299 12 
23-10.92 s 

003 14-23-145s. CFR FOR bag Holand Hydrochem/Cote d'voirelb 14.000 Benin 23-10-92 *Sonapra Coroou USD 24463 CIF FO bag044 14-23-14.5s- lb O'..n Senchm:..Sen6aaJ9.500 B6,i.n SDI .C-12-92 *Cotonou USD 22599 CIF LO bzo146 i 4 
-23-14,5s.1b (bb) O.vr-, Senchm,'S6n6ga 15-12-929.500 Benin eSONAPRA Cotonou4 USD 24786 CIF FO134 1 -23-14.5!1b bag HydrochemC6*e dlvoire12.000 Banin SDI,"UNDP 21-12-93 eCotonou4 USD Unknowvn174 I -23-14.5s.lb CIF FO bag Japan ?,22.400 Benin 21-12-93 *SAMAC Cotonou 

14 USD Unknown CIF FO bag007 -23-14.6s,1b 2,"5.000 Burkina Fao 21-12-93Sofitex Koudougou4 USD 30321 CIF FOR bag003 1 -23-14+6s.1b Hydrochem/CUtedlvoire4.000 Burkina Faso 15-08-92Sofitex Koudougou USD 30904 CIF FOR008 1.,-23-14 6s,.1b bag STEPCIC6ted'voire20,000 Borkina Faso 15-08-92Sofitex Bobo Dioulasso USD 298 1914 CIF FOR bag008 -23-146s STEPCC6e dlvoire.b 1.000 Burkina Faso 15-08-92Sofitex Ouagadougou USD 31526113 14-23-14.6s. lb CIF FOR bag STEPC/C6tedlvoire4.000 Burkna Faso Sofitex 15-08-92Bobo-Dioulasso4 USD 271 43 CIF FOT113 1 -23-14,6s1b bag STEPC/C6'e d'voire6.000 Burktna Faso 14-07-93 sSofitex Bobo-Oroulasso1 4 USD 257 14 CIF FOR150 -23-14,6sIb bag STEPCC6te d'voire(bb) 1.500 Eulrkirla Faso Sofitex 14-07-93 *Koudougu USD 26463 C;F FOR bag155 14-23-14,6s 1b Hydrochem,'C06e dlvoire2.500 Buri:na Faso 14-07-93Sofitex Bobo-Dioulasso * 
4 USD 27653 CIF LO155 1 -23-146s.lb bag Hydrochem'C6e d'!voire1.000 Burkina Fao 14-07-93 *Sofitex Bobo-Dioulasso USD 26224 CIF LO bag HydrochemCte divoire010 15-15-15 2.455 ' Mal: 14-07-93 *CMDT Others USD 29643 CFR FOR010 15-15-15 bag Senchim!S6n6ga1.530 '.lai, 15-07-92 * Koumantou USD 277.78010 15-15-15 

CMOT 
CFR FOR bag Senchim/Sen~ga1.774 Mali CMDT 15-07-92 *Koutiala USD 281 75 CFR FOR bag010 15-15-15 Senchim.'S6n6g-i1.928 Mali 15-07-92 eCMD T Sikasso USD 31466110 15-15-15 CFR FOR bag Senchim.,St-nlg--,(bb) 6C8 %'ah 15-07-92CMDT aOthers USD 33753110 15-15-15 (bb) CFR FOR bag Hydrochem/C6e divoire1;2 Mali 15-07-92CMDT Sikarso * USD 321 69 CFR FOR148 15-15-15 bag Hydrochem,'06te Slvoire(bb) 735 %'ali 15-07-92 *CMDT Diferent USD 29047 CFR FO149 15-15-15 

CMDT 
120day bag Hydrochem/C6Ote dvoire5.115 Mali 08-10-93 *Different 


168 15-15-15 Mahi C.iDT 
USD 302 05 CFR FO 120day bag HydrochemC6Ie d'voire 08-10-93 *
2.050 DI'f. USD 26448 CFR FO bag197 15-15-15 Senchim'Stn6g-,678 l.;gtr ,1oA ? 08-10-93 a
USD 43426103 15-15-15 Japan /Japan1.500 S"-rra Leone 15-11-93Dep of Ag., &' ? USD Unknown062 15-15.15 IDA Melchemie/3.000 Togo SOTOCO:'OTP ? 24-05-93
USD Request083 2,900 Togo 20-10-9215-15-15 

? 
T 

SEMP USD Request160 15-15-15 2.700 ogo SEMP Lor6 03-03-93
USD 26962 CIF LO bag192 15-15-15 2.700 Togo So to SICREP (Inlerore)/ 22-12-93 co Lorn6 USD 224.50 CIF LO140 15-15.15,65- lb (bb) 40.Co0 Co d',voure 

bag Indian Ocean FertSouth Africa 15-01-94CIDT AbldIan USD 25085 CIF LO105 15-5-mgo bag Hydrochem/C6te d'voire200 Sierra L,.,nn Dop 15-07-93of Alri & " USD Request
127 , 5 20-15, Os. 1b 7.5(0 Carn ioiii 

IDA 24-05-93Sodncntotur Douala USD 221 74 CFR144 15-30-15 bay I fydrocherntC64e dlvoire;1.0455 lurkira '-aI.o 08-07-93DI %'.,A,VI[5 [ioo-D[lotiia,:, USD 27703 CFH FOT bag I olland C'iemimex.lS,r&jal3 25-11-93fhr l-? O,ifW 
,,sa FIK7 W hrr.Iy7e letax Uepnrt and 5ources of IFUC A ffica)If cot Iu ,rsaua Cu, arld Ir -brI0.cft- 1 ijic.st aiil . i-rt.1 clpi lrlr,, F. irrnoij ! prila . .)lcip : arin(;" pa) l I(o. for - frII- on (;I't fo r- re on tr ck. fo- frt Cti. IOIlimer Oti 

http:15-15.15
http:1-23-146s.lb
http:14-23-14.6s
http:1-23-14+6s.1b
http:23-14.5s.lb
http:23-14,5s.1b
http:14-23-14.5s
http:23-10.92
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L.Nbr Product Mtt Country Buyer Destmation Price Terms 2 Funded Supplier/Origin Closed 

Compound Fertilizers 
144 1530-5 2.065 Burkina Fnz o D:.1A'V;3 C,: jA:uDou USD 285 94 CFR FOR bag HoI~and Chemimex."Sen6ral 25-11 -93 
01 7 

151 

01. 

019 

17-17-17 

19-12-19-5s -lb 

20-10-10 

20-10-10 

1.565 

11.702 

4.000 

2.965 

Kenya 

Tchad 

Burundi 

Kenya 

Coop Bank 

Cotton' Growers 

Tea Aithorty, 

Coop Bank 

"' 

' 

7 

USD 

USD 

USD 

USD 

Request 

Unkr;o.n 

Request 

Request 

France IPEP/ 19-10-93 

11-02-93 

032 

059 

201 0-10 

20-10-10 

30.000 Kenya 

Randa 

MoA Mombassa USD 

USD 

12800 

Unknown 

EC Transagro/ 

MCH/ 

01-07-93 

15-11-92 
073 20-10-10 8.505 Tanzania Government 7 USD Request 
025 20-20-0 10,000 Kenya Private 7 USD Request 

056 
102 

20-20-0 
20-20-0 

15.000 
2.000 

Kenya 
Sierra Leone 

MoA 
Dep of Agri & 

Mombassa 
? 

USD 

USD 
19000 

Unknown 
CIF LO bag IDA 

IDA 

Chemimex 
Melchemie/ 

23-12-92 

24-05-93 
018 20-20-10 
024 20-20-20 

126 22-10-15 5s, lb 

047 23-21-0.4s 

095 23-21-0.4s 

135 23-21-04s 

10.9 23-21-0.4s 

2.350 Kenya 
15.0.00 Kenya 

7.500 Cameroun 

15.000 Maia 

15.000 ,Mala, 

15.000 Matai 

15.000 Malawi 

Coop Bank 
Mr:rrstry 

Sodecoton 

SFFRFtA 

SFFRFM 

SFFRFM 

SFFRFM 

? 

Mombassa 

Douala 

Dares Salaam 

Johannesburg 

Btanyre"Lilongwe 

Lilongwe 

USD 

USD 

USD 

USD 

USD 

USD 

USD 

Request 
19000 CFR LO bag 

23043 CFR bag 

21705 CIF 120day bag 

21700 CIF FOR I80day bag 

37888 CPT bag 

37845 CPT bag 

IDA 

Germany 

Germany 

Chemimex 

Hydrochem/O6ted'lvoire 

Kemirai'Finland 

ICH'South Africa 

NUorks Hydro/Germany 

Trans AgroiSouth Africa 

23-12-92 

08-07-93 

26-03-93 

26-03-93 

07-09-93 

07-09-93 
145 23-23-0 10.000 Ethiopia Aisco -' USD Request 
016 

020 

031 

101 

072 

061 

033 

23-23-0 

23-23-0 

23-23-0 

25-25-5 

25-5-5 

25-5-5 

25-5-5-5s 

2.333 Kenya 

Kenya 

20.000 Kenya 

1.600 Uganda 

10.000 Tanzania 

2.800 Uganda 

5,000 Kenya 

Coop Bank 

MoA 

Tea Assoc. 

TFA 

Moa 

? 

-

Mombassa 

7 
? 

? 

USD 

USD 

USD 

USD 

USD 

USD 

USD 

Request 

Request 

245 23 

Request 

207.00 

Request 

Request 

CIF LO 

CFR LO 

bag 

bag 

bag 

bag 

Japan 

Stabex 

Stabex 

Hydro Agri Belgium/France 

Hydro Agri/ 

/ACP or EC Countries 

11-12-93 

04-03-93 

15-08-93 

08-02-93 
111 

129 

179 

181 

067 

25-5-5+5s 

25-5-5.5s 

25-5-5,5s 

25-5-545s 

4-17-15 

41.250 

41.210 

2.880 

18.000 

2.000 

Kenya 

Kenya 

Kenya 

Kenya 

Tanzania 

KTDA 

KTDA 

Tea Zone )ev. 

TeaAssociation 

TFC 

? 

? 

7? 
? 

?' 

USD 

USD 

USD 

USD 

USO 

Request 

Request 

Request 

Request 

Unknown Kemiral 

30-06-93 

08-03-94 

17-03-94 

01-10-92 
074 

117 

06 

4-17-15 
4-17-15 

6-20-18 

2,000 
2.000 

26.000 

Tanzania 
Tanzania 

Tanz,nia 

Government 
TFC 

TFC 

? 
Unknown 

USD 

USD 

USO 

Request 

22600 

Unknown 

CFR LO Kemiral 

Keinira/ 

14-07-93 

01-10-92 
075 6-20-18 28.6;20 Tanzania Government ? USO RD-qluest . . -
116 6-20-18 21.000 Tanzania TFC Unknown USD 25-1 30 CFI LO Kemiraj1 14-07-93 

1(h),)h ik I,(:OI.,.s, 
c tifi(.1 i rnu:nwir ni I * l r (: , and fiight; :ip-, carrin e & irm.tsiiiarc:r, ic iil tu . :it iuiii i ,t)jIi tn. I, ih 1u lailo f t l inall tirmk. 

F&II? W evAly 
Ic. five Oi: ;,)-

7e ltfa.,[kr'ol :Ildsouces of lFOC -Africa) 
II11,r Out 



African Fertilizer Trade Summary Table Date: March 25, 1994 page 7 
lbr Product Mt Countr. Buyer Destination Price Terms Funded Su tier/On in Closed 

Compound Fertilizers 
041 8-14-7 20.000 Zimbab..e Drough! R;&:f Hirare USD 172 00 CF LO WB ICH/085 Np- 15-12-9218.000 Kenya Chemagro tMombassa USD 19000 CIF LO
109 15-03-93Npk 200.000 Nigeria UTEX ? USD Unknown Kemira.,BASF/Hydro/060 Npk . .20.000 Tanzania TFC 7 USD Unknown Norad Hydro Agri/Norway . . 

I (bb) bulk blend 
(Sources: FMB Weekly Telefax Report and sources of IFDC -Africa)2 cif- cost insurance and freight; cfr= cost and freight cip= carriage & insurance paid to; cpt= carriage paid to for= free on rail; fot= free on truck; 1e= free out; lo= liner out 
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I - INTROI)UCTION 

POURQUOI UNE NOUVELLE POLITIQUE AGRICOLE (NPA) ? 

EN QUOI DIFFERE-T-ELLE DES POLITIQUES AGRICOLES 

ANTERIEURES (PAA) ? 

POUR Y REPONDRE: 

1) QUELLES SONT LES CARACTERISTIQUES DES 

POLITIQUES AGRICOLES ANTERIEURES, 

2) CONTEXTE DU CIIANGEMENT QUI A NECESSITE 

LA MISE EN PLACE D'UNE NOUVELLE POLITIQUE 

AGRICOLE 

3) COMMENT SE POSITIONNE LA NPA ? 

4) COMMENT SE DEFINISSENT LES MESURES 

D'ACCOMPAGNEM ENT'? 

5) 	 PERSPECTIVES: ROLE DES PROGRAMMES 

SPECIFIQUES 



PLAN )E L'EXPOSE 

I - CARACTERISTIQUES DES POLITIQUES AGRICOLES 
ANTERIEURES (PAA) (1960-1985) 

1 - ENGAGEMENT DE L'ETAT (Plans de Ddvcloppemcnt, 
Soci'ts de Developpenmnt), SUBVENTIONS ETATIQUES 

2 - MONOPOLE DE COMMERCIALISATION DE 
PRODUITS DE BASE. FIXATION DES PRIX. 
MONOPOLE SUR LE COMMERCE DES INPUTS 

II - CRISE A PARTIR DE 1985 : EFFETS ET CONSEQUENCES 

III - CARACTERISTIQUES DE LA NOUVELLE POLITIQUE 
AGRICOLE (NPA) 1990 

I - Desngagemcnt de l'Etat (Liberalisation) 
2 - Responsabilisation des Planteurs (Privatisation) 
3 - Consolidation de l'Auto-Suffisance Alimentaire 
4 - Restructuration des sous-secteurs et des filieres de production 



CARACTERISTIQUES )ES POLITIQUES AGI COLES 

ANTERIEURES 

1.1 	 DEVEIOI-IEMLNT I)ES CULTURES D'EXPORTATION 

(Caf', Cacao, Coton) AVEC MISE EN PLACE D'UN TRAIN 

DE MESURES D'ACCOMPAGNEMENT TEL QUE: 

- PROMOTION ET UTILISATION DES INTRANTS 

*SUBVENTION DES ENGRAIS A 70 % 

* GRATUITE DES PESTICIDES 

SUBVENTION DES AIPAIAREILS DE TRAITEMENT 

A50 	% 

- PRIME A LA CREATION DE PLANTATIONS NOUVELLES 

- PRIMES A L'ARRACIIAGE ET A LA RE-'PILANTATION 

- CREATION DE SOCIETES DE DEVELOIPPEMENT AVEC 

DE FORTES SUBVENTIONS (SOCIETES BUDGETIVORES): 

SODECAO, ZAPI, SOI)ENKAM, SODECOTON, SODEBLE, 

ETC) 

- TENTATIVES DE DEVELOPPEMENT DE LA
 

MECANISATION EN MILIEU RURAL (WADA, CENEEMA
 

- CREDIT AGRICOLE (FONADER)
 

- SOUTIEN DES RIX A LA COMMERCIALISATION
 

(ONCPB)
 

- RECHEIECI IE AGRONOMIQUE (IRA)
 

- CREATION DE LA MIDEVIV, DU PROJET SEMENCIER
 

CACAO CAFE ET DU PIROJET SEMENCIEIR-NORD
 



1.2 MAINTIEN ET CONSOLIDATION DE L'AUTO-SUFFISANCE 

ALIMENTAIRE PAR LE DEVELOPPEMENT DE CU LTUIES DE FORTE 

CONSOMMATION, CE QUI ENTRAINE LA MISE EN PLACE DES 

SOCIETES DE DEVELOPPEMENT'TELLES QUE: SHM RY, SODERIM, 

SOSUCAM, CAMSUCO, WADA, UNDVA, SODEAILE. 

1.3 	 L'AMELIORATION DU NIVEAU ET DES CONDITIONS DE 

VIE EN MILIEU IRURAI PAR 

* LA CRUA'FION DES STRUCTUIRES D'IENCADREM ENT, 

PO STE S A G R I C O LE S, FO R E STI E R S ET 

PHYTOSANITAI RES, 
* LA CONSTRUCTION DES INFRASTRUCTURES 

DIVERSES : ROUTES, ECOLES, CENTRES DE SANTE, 

CENTRES DE FORMATION SOIT PAR L'ETAT, SOLT PAR 

LES SOCIETES DE DEVELOPPEMENT : SODECAO, 

SODENKANI, SODECOTON, ETC 
* RESTRUCTURATION lT RENIFORCEMENT DE 

L'ENCADIUMFNT (UNITE LOCALE D'ENCADIREMENT 

RAPPROCIIE (ULEIR)) i LEUR EQUIPEMENT 

II - CONTEXTE )U CIIAN(El1IIN'_1W )___TQIE 

-	 EFFONDIREMUNT I)US PRIX DES PRODUITS DE BASE 

AVEC: 



* LA DENONCIATION DES ACCORDS INTERNATIONAUX 

FONDES SUR LES QUOTAS ET LES PRIX FOURCHETTE, 
* LA FAILLITE DES STRUCTURES DE STABILISATION 

DES PRIX ET/OU DE CREDIT MISES EN PLACE PAR 

L'ETAT (ONCPB/ FONADER) 
* FAILLITE POLITIQUE MONOPOLEDE LA DE D'UN 

ETAT SEUL PROMOTEUR DE L'ECONOMIE NATIONALE 
* FAILLITE DES SOCIETES DE DEVELOPPEMENT 

BUDGETIVORES 
* MEVENTE DES PRODUITS DE BASE (CAFE ROBUSTA 

SURTOUT) 
* DIFFICULTES DE TRESORERIE DE L'ETAT 
* ACCUMULATION DES ARRIERES DUS AUX 

PLANTEURS. 

TOUT CECI ENTIZA'IE LE DESENGAGEMENT DE L'ETAT A 
TOUS LLS NIVEAUX. 

III - CAIACTERISTIQUES DE LA NPA 

LA NPA DU CAMEROUN VISE L'AMELIORATION DES 
PERFORMANCES DE 	 L'AGRICULTURE PAR LES PRINCIPALES 
STRATEGIES SUIVANTES AXEES SUR: 

III-	 RESPONSABILISATION DES PRINCIPAUX ACTEURS 

QUE SONT LES PAYSANS (CONSEQUENCE DU 
DESENGAMENT DE L'ETAT) ET LA FIN DE LA 
SUBVENTION ETATIQUE A TERME, AVEC COMME 

PRINCIPAUX COROLLAIRES: 



LA LIBERALISATION ET LA PRIVATISATION DES ACTIVITES DE 

DEVELOPPEMENT DONT LES SOUS-PRODUITS SONT: 

a) LA FIN DE LA SUBVENTION ETATIQUE A 

TERM E 

b) LA FIN DE LA FIXATION DES PRIX PAR L'ETAT 

(VERITE DES PRIX) 

c)LA FIN DU MONOPOLE DE L'ETAT PAR LA 

. DETERMINATION I)ES TYPES DE CULTURES, QUI 

ENTRAINE LA DIVERSIFICATION DES 

SPECULATIONS SUIVANT LA LOI DE L'OFFRE ET 

DE LA I)EMANDE, 

. ACIIAT ET DISTRIBUTION DES INTANTS, 

CONSEQUENCE DE LA LIBERALISATION ET DE LA 

PRIVATISATION DU COMMEICE DE CES SOUS-

SECTEURS, 

. COMM ERCIALISATION DES PRODUITS DE BASE: 

ONCPB ONCC (AVEC POUR ROLE LE 

CONTROLE DE LA QUALITE A L'EXPORTATION ET 

LA STABILISATION DES PRIX) 



111-2 LA FIXATION DES OBJECTIFS PRIORITAIRES 

SUIVANTS AXES SUR LA VALORISATION DES 

POTENTI ELS DE PRODUCTION E LIES POSSIBILITES DE 

COMMERCIALISATION: 

* LA MODERN ISATION DE L'APPAREIL DE PRODUCTION 

* LA MAITRISE DE LA SECURITE ALIMENTAIRE 

* LA PROMOTION ET LA DIVERSIF1ICATION DES 

EXPORTATIONS 
* LE DEVELO1I)E'NIEN'I' DE LA TRANSFORMATION DES 

PRODUI'S AGIRICOLES EN VUE D'UNE PLUS GRANDE 

VALEUR AJOU'I'EE 
* L'EQUILIBIRE DES FILIERES DE PRODUCTION (CAFE, 

CACAO, COTON). 

MODERNISATI(N DE L'A PAREIL DE PRO)UCTION 

ELLE VISE A AUGMENTER LES RIENDEMENTS PAR: 
* L'ACCROISSIIMENT DE LA PRODUCTIVITE DES 

EXPLOITATIONS, 
* LA REDUCTION DIS COUTS DE PIODUCTION ET LA 

COMPEITIVITE' DES P1OIDUI'I'S SUR LES MARCHES 

INTERINATIONAUX. 

PARMI LES PRINCIIPALFS M'SURES D'ACCOMPAGNEMENT, 

ILYA: 



* LA PROMOTION DE LA PRODUCTION DE MATERIEL 

VEGETAL SELECTIONNE AVEC LA CREATION D'UN CONSEIL 

NATIONAL SEMENLC1, 

* LA DECENTRALISATION DE CETTE PRODUCTION, 

* LA REORGANISATION DE L'IRA QUI ASSURE LES 

FONCTIONS DE PRODUCTION DES SOUCHES MERES, DES 

SEMENCES DE BASE, LE CONTROLE DE LA QUALITE ET LA 

CERTIFICATION DES SEMENCES, 

* L'UTILISATION DES ENGRAIS UT PESTICIDES AVEC UNE 

SERIE DE REFORMIS ENGAGEES DANS LE SENS DE LA 

LIBERALISATION ET DE LA PRIVATISATION. 

* LA MECANISATION AGRICOLE AVEC COMME MAITRE 

D'OEUVRE LE - CENEEMA QUI DOlT ASSURER DES
 

PRESTATIONS DE SERVICES.
 

LA REUSSITE DE CE PIROGRAMME IMPLIQUE:
 

- LA MISE EN PLACE D'UN SYSTEME DE CREDIT 

AGRICOLE DECENTRALISE ET ADAPTE QUI EST EN 

COURS, 

- L'AMELIORATION IDE, LA LIEGISLATION FONCIERE ET 

SON ADAPTATION A UNE AGRICULTUIE DE MARCIHE 

- LA C.EATION DES INFRASTRUCTURIS SOCIO-

ECONOMIQUES TELLES QUE LES ROUTES, LES 

MARCIIES, LBES MAGASINS IDE STOCKAGE ET DE 

CONSl.,VA'ITION, I-LBS UNITES DL TRANSFOIMATION, 

- L'ORGANISATION DE LA COMMERCIALISATION, 

- LA RECIIERCIIE DE SOLUTIONS A DES MAUX TELS 

QUE: 



. LA MAUVAISE PLANIFICATION DES 

INVESTISSEMIENTS PUBLICS, 

* LA MAUVAISE GESTION DES PROJETS, 

LE MANQUE, DII POLITIQUE D'INCITATION DES 

AGRICU LTEU RS (I)RIX, TAXES, ORGANISATION), 

* LA FA1I3LE UTILISATION DES INPUTS 

AGRICOLES, 

* ETC. 

IL'ENCAI)Rl,'MIENT AGRICOLE QUI CONSTITUE LA PIERRE 

ANGULAIRE DE CETTE NPA DANS LA MESURE OU IL EST 

L'INSTIIUMINT D'EX1,CUTION El' LE RELAIS PAR LEQUEL 

I'ASSE TOU'I'E INNOVATION SUSCEI7I'IHIIE I)'ENGIENI)IRER LE 

1'ROGItES lEST LA BASE )E CETTE NOUVELLE, I'OLITIQUE 

AG RICOLE. 

IV - OB. CTIIS I)U PNVVA (P1M) 

AMELIORATION DES METIIODES D'INTERVENTION PAR: 

- UNIFORM ISATION DES MIETHODES D'INTERVENTION, 

- UNIFORMISATION I)E LA LIGNE DE COMMANDE, 

- FIN DES CIIEVAUCIIEMENTS ET DES METHIODOLOGIES 

MULTIPLES D'INTEIVENTION, 

- IR NFO(CEM lINT 1)1 LA CONPETENCE DES SERVICES, 

- AME,'LIORATION I)U NIVEAU DES CADRES ET DES 

PERFORMANCES DU PEISONNEL, 



- EFFICACITE DES SERVICES D'APPUI PAR LA MISE EN 
PLACE D'UN SYSTEME DE FORMATION-VISITES 

IMPLICATION DE CES PRINCIPES: VOIR AUTRE EXPOSE. 

V - ROL'E ET 'LACE )U PNVFA 1)ANS LA NPA 

V.1 NPA 

- DESENGAGEMEN' DE L'E'I'AT
 

- LIBERALISATION
 

- RENFORCEMENT DES ACQUIS
 

- PROMOTION DE NOUVELLES SPECULATION PLUS 

PORTEUSES ET PLUS COM PETITIVES 

- EQUILIBRE DES FILIERES. 

V. 1 CONSEQUENCES 

VULGARISATION UNIFORMISATION DES METHODES 

D'INTERVENTION SUR LE TERRAIN SOUS LA RESPONSABILITE 

D'UNE STRUCTURE UNIQUE, LE PNVFA 

FORMATION (D'ORIENTATION ET CONTINUE) 

PERMANENTE POUR ACCROITRE LA PERFORMANCE DU 

PERSONNEL ET CELLE DES ACTEURS QUI DOIVENT DESORMAIS 

OIPERER UN CIIOIX JUICIEUX DANS LE CADRE DE LA 
LII3ERALISATION ET DE LA DIVERSIFIC'ATION )ES CULTURES. 



REDEPLOIEMENT DES RESSOURCES HUMAINES ET 

MATERIELLES EN VUE DE L'ACCROISSEMENT DE LA 

PRODUCTIVITE A TOUS LES NIVEAUX. 

V.3 CONCLUSION PIRSPECTIVES - ROLE DES PROJETS 

SPECIFIQUES
 

AU REGARD DE CET EXPOSE SUR LA NPA DONT LES 
PRINCI PALES CARACTERISTIQUES SONT LE DESENGAGEMENT DE 
L'ETAT E' LA LIBERAI.SATION DE TOUS LES SECTEURS, IL Y A 

LIEU DE SE DEMANDER SI LE PAYSAN VA SURVIVRE FACE AUX 

GRANDS MAUX QUE SONT L'EFIONDREMENT DES PRIX ET LA 

MEVENTE DES PRODUITS DE BASE. 

L'ETAT N'A CEPENDANT PAS ENTIEREMENT ABANDONNE 

LES PRODUCTEURS, TOUTES LES MESURES D'ACCOMPAGNEMENT 

ETANT DES FACTEURS PALLIATIFS QUI DOIVENT ATTENUER 

TOUS LES EFFETS REGIESSIFS. 

LES PROJETS SPECIFIQUES TELS QUE LE PNVFA, LE PRSSE, 
LE PRESCA, LE PSIE, LES PROGRAMMES D'ASSISTANCE DIVERS 

SUR LESQUELS NOUS ALIONS REVENIR EN TRAVAIL EN 
COMMISSION PEUVENT ETRE CONSIDERES COMME AUTANT DE 
MESURES D'ACCOMPAGNEMENT QUI, AJOLTEES A L'INGENIOS:: E 
DES PLANTEURS, DOI VENT PERMETTRIR AU MONDE RURAL DE 
RELEVER LE DEFI QUE NOUS LANCE LA CRISE ECONOMIQUE. 

,JEVOUS REMERCIE
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http:ENGRA.TS


BILAVN DU PROGRANE SPECIAL D'IBPORTATION D'EGRAIS 
APRES 5 ANNEES D'ELXEUTION 

I - GENERALITES 

le Programme Sp6cial d'Importation d'Engrais (PSIE) qui

oouvre les 3 provinces septentrionales du 
pays a d6marr6 son
ex~cution 
en 1989. Son coQt initial 6tait de 22 millions d'ECU
(7,7 milliards de FCFA). 
Ii est cofinancL par une subvention du
FED (68 %) et le Cameroun (32 %) au moyen des fonds STABEX.
 

Le PSIE a pour objectifs :
 

- l'organisation de la gestion des approvisionnements en engrais
 

- de faciliter l'harmonisation de l'ensemble des
 
approvisionnements 
 en
lib~ralisation et engrais au Cameroun
de privatisation,....; (processus de
 

- la suppression & terme de la subvention aux engrais. 

Dans la premiere phase de son ex6cution, le PSIE a
couvert les campagnes agricoles 1989/90 et 
1990/91 et a porte Sur
 
l'achat et la distribution de 53.400 tonnes d'engrais.
 

Dana la seconde phase du programme, Ia vente de ces

'?ngrais a permis la constitution d'un fonds de roulement pour
renouveller leg approvisionnements en engrais au cours des
 
campagnes suivantes.
 

Le PSIE est ex6cut6 avec le concours
 

- d'un Comit6 de Supervision dudit programme (FED.
Administration) ; 

- des organismes de developpement de la r6 gion concernee a 
savoir

la SODECOTON, la 
 SEMRY, la MEAVSB, ainsi que les d~leation
 
provinciales de l'Agriculture de l'Extrime-Nord. du Nord et de
 
l'Adamaoua ;
 

- d'un seul importateur d'engrais (SODECOTON)
 

- des banques abritant le fonds de roulement.
 

S'agissant des proc6dures, il eat 6 
 noter pour

l'essentiel que la passation des march~s engrais se 
fait a l'issue
des appels d'offres internationaux 
 la Commission Sp6 cialea de=
Marches SODECOTON, alors que les d6 boursements & partir du comptEfonds de roulement 
se font sur la base d'un plan previsionnel des

besoins en tresorerie de l'importateur approuv6 par le Comite de
 
Supervision du PSIE.
 

La subvention aux engrais PSIE n'a pas 
concern6 les zones
 
SODECOTON et MEAVSB.
 



Les taux de subvention d~gressifs appliques aux ventee
d'engrais PSIE ont 
6t6 de 44 % en 1989/90 et de 33 % en 1990/91.
Actuellement, lea engrais 
sont vendus aux prix coctants.
 

L'6valuation 
technique et financi~re du PSIE par des
consultants a d6ja lieu deux fois
eu 
 (en 1991 	et en 1993).
 

II. 	EVALUATION TECHNIQUE DU PSIE
 

Apr~s 
 5 ann6es d'ex6cution 
 du PSIE, une analyse
recapitulative des donn~es sur lea 
receptions, lee consommations
et lee stocks d'engrais 
en mars 1994 (voir annexes 1, 2, et 3)
fait ressortir pour l'essentiel les caract6ristiques ci-apr~s
 

- a l'issue de six campaanes d'ex6cution du PSIE, pour des
commandes de 	 tonnes
121.800 d'engrais 
tous types confondus, au
total 121.530 tonnes ont et6 
livr6s par lee fournisseurs ;
 

- lee pourcentages d'engrais 
regus par lea distributeurs aprs 5
campagnes sont 
les suivants : SODECOTON (87 %), SEMRY (9.1 %),
MEAVSB (1,9 %), DPA (2 %) ? 

- l'eneemble des consommations 
apr~s 5 	campagres 
a 6t6 de 68.883
tonnes pour des livraisons de 
96.630 tonnes, soit un taux de
consommation 
de 71 % : lee taux de consommation par 
distributeur
3ont lee 	suivants : SODECOTON (70 %), 
SEMRY (95 %), MEAVSB (71 %),
DPA (96 %) 

- l'ensemble des stocks W'engrais au 20/5/93 s'est 6leve a 27.000
tonnes. Les taux de 
stockage par distributeur 
sont lee 	suivants
SODECOTON 
(90 %), SEMRY (3,2 %), MEAVSB (2,4 %), DPA (4,4 %) ;
 

- !'ensemble des avaries et pertes dans 
lee magasins s'6 1vent a'
948 tonnes, soit environ 
1 % des tonnages r6ceptionns.
 

III. BILAN FINANCIER DU PSIE
 

Les prix 	de %ante des engrais sont les prix de revient
la SODECOTON et 
 a la MEAVSB. Les prix subventionnes ont 6t6appliqu6s 
 aux niveaux des D6l6gations provinciales de
l'Agriculture et de la 
SEMRY au 	courn des 3 premieres campagnes.
Actuellement 
lea ventes se font partout aux prix de revient des
 
engrais.
 

Les prix d'achat et de revient 
des engrais ont connu
g~n6 ralement au cours des 
 5 annees d'ex6cution 
 du PSIE une
evolution 
en dents 	de scie (voir annexes 5 et 6).
 

Au cours des 3 premieres annees du Programme, lea ventes
d'engrais a cr6dit ont 6t6 effactu6es par tous lee distributeurs 
a
des proportions variables. Depuis 1982/83, 
lee ventes d'engrais &cr6dit ne sont autorisaes qu'6 la SODECOTON et 
a la MEAVSB ;leaautres distributeurs effectuent 
leurs ventes au comptant.
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L'analyse r6 capitulative des donn6es sur la gestion
financi~re du PSIE (voir annexes 5,6,7, 
8 et 9) 	permet de d6gager

pour l'essentiel les 
principales caracteristiques ci-apres
 

- En mars 1994, apres 6 campagnes d'execution du PSIE, le costtotal d'achat 
 de 121.530 tonnes d'engrais regus par les
distributeurs a ete de 14.188.021.091 F.CFA. Le co(it 
total d'achat
des engrais a 6t6 de 10.021.997.490 FCFA. Le 
cost total des
transits 	et tran-oorts 
a et6 de 4.166.023.600 FCFA.
 

- S'agissant 
de la pr6 sente campagne, 
le cost 	total de 24.900
tonnes d'engrais import6s 
a 6t6 de 	3.441.000.000 FCFA. Le prix CAF
d'achat 
de ces engrais a 6t6 de 2.538.000.000 FCFA. Les frais de
transits et transports se 
sont 6iev6s a 903.000.000 FCFA.
 

- En ce qui concerne les 
ventes d'engrais et recouvrements de
fonds, 
a i'issue des 5 premieres campagnes du 
PSIE, les resultats
 
annuels cumul~s ci-apr6s ont 6t6 enregistres :
 

" valeur 	des engrais recus 
(96.131 T).. 10.747.021.091 FCFA

* valeur 	des consommations (68.289 T) 8.059.125.884 FCFA
* valeur 	des stocks au 20/5/93 (27.000 T) 2.587.346.444 FCFA
" total des recouvrements 
 7.603.971.923 FCFA
 
pertes et avaries 
 221.470.181 FCFA
* cr~dits a recup6rer 580.734.842 FCFA


* taux global des recouvrements 94,35 % 
* taux global des pertes 2 %
 

- S'agissant de la gestion du fonds de 
roulement du PSIE, la
situation globale dudit 
fonds se pr6sente 
a la date du 20/5/93
 
comme suit
 

* total versements cumule au compte
 
fonds de roulement 
 7.930.989.891


* total cumul6 des int~r~ts des d6p6ts 
FCFA
 

a terme 
 327.017.968 FCFA
* solde du 	compte fonds de roulement 3.355.428.082 FCFA
" 
valeur globale du fonds de roulement 6.523.000.000 FCFA
 

IV. 	OBSERVATIONS
 

D'une 
mani~re 	g6n6rale, l'ex~cution 
du PSIE 	se d6roule
convenablement 
au regard 
des performances enresgistr~es dans les
op~rations d'importations, 
de transports, de distribution, de
ventes et de recouvrements 
du fonds 
 qui se 	 sont effectu6es

jusqu'alors sans entraves 
majeures susceptibles d'entraver 
la
 
viabilit6 du programme.
 

Cependant, 
 au cours des 6 campagnes du PSIE, on 
 a
enregistre lea probl'mes suivanta
 

- des lenteurs adminiatratives dans le proceasus de passation des 
marches d'engrais ; 
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- des difficult6s dans la gestion des stocks d'engrais chez
 
certains distributeurs
 

- des ruptures de stocks chez certaini distributeur: en raison de 
leurs mauvaises performances dans les recouvrements de fonds ; 

- des difficult~s de recouvrements de cr6dits dans certaines
 
structure i ;
 

- du manque d'efficience dans la gestion des fonds issus des 
recouvrements ;
 

- le rench6riseement du co~it des engrais du fait de la d6valuation
 
du FCFA.
 

Toutefois. depuis le debut de la mise en application du
 
protocole de fonctionnement du fonds de roulement du PSIE en
 
ianvier 1993. on observe des amelioration dans la gestion du
 
compte fonds de roulement et dans les procedures de passation des
 
marches des engrais a la Commission Speciale des Marches
 
SODECOTON.
 

Globalement, l'ex6cution du PSIE a connu du succ~s
 
jusqu'alors dans la mesure o6 ce programme a atteint ses
 
principaux objectifs, a savoir :
 

- l'approvisionnement r46ulier de la r~gion concernee engraisen 

et leur mise a disposition aux agriculteurs a des prix
 
competitifs, 6rant entendu que les cr6dits aux distributeurs sont
 
octroyes sans int6rts;
 

- la suppression de la subvention aux engrai;
 

- la conservation du fonds de roulement qui permet d'assurer le
 
financement des approvisionnements des campagnes ulterieures.
 
En effet, le taux global des recouvrements est de 94,35 % et le
 
taux global des pertes est de 2 % ; ainsi, les inter~ts des dep6ts
 
a terme couvrent largement les pertes
 

- le maintient des productions et productivit6s agricoles a des 
niveaux relativement satisfaisants. 

S'agissant des perspectives du PSIE, lea distributeurs 
d'engrais regroupes autour de la SODECOTON qui est chef de file du 
projet continueront pendant un certain temps a solliciter des 
credits du compte fonds de rouleent du PSIE pour leurs
 
approvisionnements en engrais. le Comite de Supervision du PSIE va 
continuer ' superviser lee diff6rentes operations de commandes 
d'engrais, de d6boursements et de recouvrements de fonds./



ANNEXE I : COMANDES D'ENGRAIS PSIE DE 89/90 h 94/95 (en tonnes)
 

TYPE ENGRAIS 1 89/901 90/911 91/921 92/931 93/941 94/951 TOTAL 
I i I 

UREE 1 2.2001 6.800 1 3.500 1 5.0001 7.0001 6.0001 30.500 

22.10.15 1 7.500 8.iO 1 3.200 1 6.0001 2.4001 8.4001 35.600 

15.20.15 11.000111.600 1 2.500 1 7.500! 6.000! 9.0001 47.600 

PHOSPHATE I 1.000! 1 1 1 1 1 1.000 

10.30.10 1 2.0001 2.200 1 1 1 1 1.5001 5.700 

SULPHATE 1 1.000! 1 1 1.000 

20.10.10 1 400! 1 400 

TOTAL 
COMMANDES 124.700128.700 19.200 118.500115.800124.9001 121.800 

TOTAL 
RECEPTIONS 124.655128.575 19.123 118.474115.803124.9001 121.530 



______ ____ 

WM 2 : CO ENAIS PSIE 94/95 (en FCFA) 

ICOUT TRANSIT &l PRIX UNITAIREI PRIX DE
ITYPE I PRIX DE I PRIX CAF 

ID'ENGRAIS I REVIENT I D'ACHAT ITRANSPORT 
 I CAF I REVIENT
 

IUREE I 1 


16.000 T 517.000.0001 440.000.0001 


122.10.15 1 1
 
1 8.400 T 1 1.314.000.0001 933.000.0001 


I I I 
115.20.15 1 1 1 


1 9.000 T 1.348.000.0001 1.003.000.0001 


110.30.10 1I 

1 .500 T 262.000.0001 162.000.0001 


IIIII
 

I TOTAL II 

1 24.900 T 1 3.441.000.0001 2.538.000.0001 

I 
I_______ 

I 
I ____ ______ 

77.000.0001 


381.000.0001 


345.000.0001 


-

100.000.000 


903.000.0001 


I 
73.3331 86.1671 

I 
111.0711 156.4281 

1 
111.4441 149.7781 

1 1 
108.000! 174.6661 

I 
101.9281 138.1931 

I_______ 

http:110.30.10
http:115.20.15
http:122.10.15


ANNEXE 5 :PRIX D'ACHAT UNITAIRES CAF DOUALA
 
PAR TYPE D'ENGRAIS (en FCFA/T)
 

I I I I I 
 I PRIX
 
TYPE ENGRAIS 1 39/901 
90/91 1 91/921 92/931 93,941 94/95 1 MOYEN 

UREE 170.550162.000 182.598 192.357166.082173.333 !74.486 

22.10.15 
 78.514185.202 196.913 178.300171.4921111.071 186.916
 

15.20.15 32.500;80.000 77.866 I75.09466.4881111.L4A182.232 

II 
PHOSPHATE 155.0401 
 I 155.840
 

10.30.10 184.610190.,65 
1 1 1 1108.000187.587
 

SULPHATE 
I 

142.6701 
I 

1 
II 
1 1 1 142.670 

I I 
20.10.10, 1 I 165.0001 1 165.000 

_ _I 

http:10.30.10
http:15.20.15
http:22.10.15


AN EXE 6 : PRIX DRE REVIENT UNITAIRE (EN FCFA/T)
 

I I I II I IPRIX D
 
TYPE 1 89/90 1 90/91 1 91/921 92/93 1 93/94 94/95 IREVIEN
 

D'ENGRAISI 
 I I 	 IMOYEN
 
__ __ _ _ I _ _ I _ _ _ _ __ I _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ I _ I__ _ 

UREE 11O8.3811 98.0901 04.5631 96.0451 73.1911 86.1671 91.07: 

22.10.15 	 1121.2761122.523 130 .6011118.6471lOA.304156.4281125.63I 
__ __ __•_ __ _ . _ __ __" _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ 

15.20.15 1l18.762l109.923I10,.771l109.L971 97.8561149.778[114.76,
 

PHOSPHATE 1 96.8621 I 94.86
 

10.30.10 I111.3231123.4208 1 	 I174.6661136.631
 

SULPHATE 111.5731 1 	 I 111.57
 

20.10.10 	 1 88.0611 88.06
 

N.B I1 y a lieu de noter que les commandes d'engrais son 
passees une ,annee F i '.vance par r-.ipcrr la wamnagne .agricol 
concernee.
 

http:20.10.10
http:10.30.10
http:97.8561149.778[114.76
http:15.20.15
http:22.10.15


ANNEXE 7 : PRIX D'ACFAT DES ENGRAIS DE 89/90 A 94/95 EN F CFA. 

TYPED'ENGRAIS 

Urge 

89/90 

154 857 250 

90/91 

421 600 000 

91/92 

284 219 718 

92/93 

461 785 000 

93/94 

463 101 766 

94/95 

440 000 000 

TOTAL 

2 225 563 734 

22.10-15 

15.20.15 

594 ,29 49A 

900 157 500 

685 109 282 

924 160 000 

308 667 905 

194 431 402 

4'9 330 200 

561 :78 120 

171 230 525 

398 928 000 

933 000 000 

1 003 000 000 

3 161 767 406 

3 982 380 022 

?hosphate 

10.30.10 

55 728 320 

168 035 460 197 612 830 

162 000 000 

55 

527 

728 320 

648 29u 

Sulphate 42 413 980 

20.10.10 

TOTAL 1 915 622 004 2 228 482 112 787 319 025 

26 000 000 

1 518 818 320 1 033 260 291 2 538 000 000 

4: 413 980 

26 000 000 

10 021 997 490 



15-0.15 

TYPES

D'ENGFPAIS 


Ur~e 


'2.!0.15 


Phes9hate 


1U9.30.10 


Sukvhate 


2C.i0.10 


TOTAL 


ANNEXE 8 : PRIX DE REVIENT DES ENGRAIS DE 89/90 A 94/95 EN F CFA
 

89/90 90/91 
 91/92 92/93 
 93/94 


237 896 295 
 667 012 000 
 290 981 283 
 480 225 000 
 512 922 528 


916 10 59, 9S5 207 43 415 964 185 711 170 118 
 249 808 080 


1 - .. 1 830 496 56 619 187 819 037 560 587 136 000 

9..672 276 

22 078 40 269 319 896 

110 903 562 

352 244 000 


2 JR79 543 315 3 191 369 835 9
i963 564 655 2 010 432 678 73
1 702 110 608 


94/95 


517 000 000 


1 314 000 000 


1 348 000 000 


262 000 000 


441 000 000
 

TOTAL
 

706 037 436
 

4 594 330 422
 

5 576 435 425
 

94 672 276
 

753 398 300
 

110 908 562
 

352 244 000
 

14 188 001 000
 

http:2C.i0.10
http:1U9.30.10


Annexe .SITUATION DU PSIE DE 1989 AU 28/0511993 
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_-__34 

40 

) -

4 

4 1. 
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,' 7.08a 

9.344.655 

45704CrQ0_5.$___H 

144.478.0S: 

9.344 55 

0 3,.614.16b 

41 9 
- i, 

5-.971,9.6-:'2129.330.761 

7.'99.600 13.821.396 

75.000 1.639.003 
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0 
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0 

,a 
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0 

7 .242) 
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Arnexe 9 SITUATION DU PSIE DE 1989 AU 28/0511993 

R~ception Consimmation S;ock,. Jen- \":deur stocks Recouvremenms Verscmeni. Cu- Resle r
>1 ic.:re d'engrals tT" d'engrais (T) . d'-Tenurais FCFA F CFA rnul]s mi fond cunrer FCFA Pertes diverses 

-' -- S3._6 5730>25.271.2S7 6.857 413.330 6.385.73.81 .47 68. 
' . -FON S.3 62777-05 _.I 1- 6.(.47 83971 

.S.. '.714 
........ ____•_ __ _.__ _ __ 

7.4 8 
__ __ _ __ __ __ 

i.: 
__ 

, 
_ __ _ 

.. 
_....__ __ 

0 
-_____ __ __ __ 

3:0.0e .0 . , 
-, .... 6: 129.330. 7, 

, '" .1.861 1.744 1-7 1.0..,>.06, i-'.-,.08-- 14a7S.0S: -TA99.600 13.1 1.,9, 

671 620 5 )F> 16 -.34.655 39342-55 .5.000 1.639 on 

__- _ 8 Cu-;-,.60 I7 . . -2{1.8 .5 30.783.95_5 -.ifl-. I656 _-.4 

0~ q n 0 
7.08 0n0 0 2. , . -

T Z-,4kw3 32 32 0 2 0 0 I 0 03 .650.935 

T :,i96.131 67.4S5 27.359 2.585.346.444f 7.106.939.S91 7.930.9,c9.391 .,-.2n"A2_.;'' .. 221 .:TO!IS 



NOTe SUR LA PRODUCTION DES SEMENCES AU CAMEROUN: 
LES ORIENTATION FUTURES 
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INTRODUCTION 

Une semence so d6finit comme tout ou partie d'un organisme animal ou v6g~tal ayant une 

fonction do reproduction. En agriculture, la somence est class6e comme le principal facteur 

de production car, sans elle, cette activit6 devient impossible. On comprend donc 

pourquoi la production des SCeIC1cUS de bonne qtualitt est im1e conlit i-i sine qua none 

Atout d6veloppemeit d secteor agricole. I1est d 'ailIeuls t)rOUV que touteS choses 6gales 

par ailleurs, urne bom somence permet d'auinentoer los rondenents de l'ordre ie30 %. 
Au Cameroun oul 'agriculturo est cu0nsid&6'r Co0111e [IMtelr Io'l'6conomie, l'organisation 

de la production semencihro reste pourtant embryonnaire si! rtout en cc qui concerne les 

cultures vivrires. Quant aux sp&Lulations de rente developpees depuis la colonisation, 

la situation est bien moilleure. 

Des efforts financiers louables ont 6t6 pourtant consentis par tous les gouvernements qui 

se sont succ6d6s ('epuis l'ind6pendance en 1960 pour notamment dynaniser les 

diff6rentes composa'ites de la chane semenciecre que sont 1a recherche, la multiplication 

:wnwuico-s. ' 1lliO IiI0ni111ii 

creation (1e strct ,.s spw&ialises tlles li NI IhE IV, 1'1RA, laSO)ECOTON, la 

SEDE'CAC), le I:ONI_)I., dos cadros, IloChht ' des Iinaiceunts 

et la vulgarisalioln d - Cetie lh iO , II-1J,, s'eSt tradhiite par la 

etc., Ia l,)rial1io' iI 

surtout exterieurs a ou on restiltat tpitot nitigo dans liamesure o6 ttouto cette 

infrastructure n'a pas pU resister a la toute premire crise 6cnomiqtie. 

La situation Il'here actuelle est preoccupante dans la mesure o6 elle se caract6rise par 

un d6sordre i tous les niveaux de la filibre semencihre : production, contr6le de la qualit6 

et commercialisation des semences. Eu 6gard aux consequencos particulihrement graves 

qui peuvent en r~sulter, l'intervention du Gouvernoment dans cc domaine revt tin 

caracthre d'urgence. Pour tre efficace, toute politique semenciro doit s'inspirer do la 

Nouvelle Politiquo Agricole qoi nIet till accent particolier sur Ia privatisation tout en 

preconisant um1phs 'gran de rosponmsalhihi.aStioln (10I, a.1,rictulttiurs. 

' Ia p,1[(1 dos pertormantesL'objectif ,3taiLlt doi 1WIo ttre o itiiliatC1 rs es SelelnMCOS et a 

moindre coot, -anoo:elh: stratLgie sora de d~centraliser Ia production semencidre au 

niveau des villages et rentorcor lc-. structures de conditionnement et de contr6le de la 

quaiit6. 

a.il noovelle.'\fill .- ido : ' :'I .'. L-{'.':.Ia organisation A m ottre en.tll." ' a 

• . ,'I •' ,. car,(:teristi1 es5 do paysage seIgc,-'.",.."'. .• on 
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II SITUATION ACTUELLE DE LA PRODUCTION DES SEMENCES AU CAMEROUN 

2.1 Situation au niveart de la productior des senences certifits 

L'organisation de la production des senences au Cameroun reste m6diocre et no 
reflite pas le niveau de la production agricole qui place cependant le pays parmi
les rares privil~gi6s jouissant de l'autosuffisance alimentaire. Cette situation 
s'explique en partie par le fait que d'une part, 'activit6 agricole est exerc6e par une 
population nombreuse et dynamique et d'autre part, parce que le potentiel est 
tris 6lev6 en raison d'une grande diversit6 des terres et de climats. 

Cette assertion doit n6anmoins trO nuanc6e ptiistjue dans Ia rKalit6, le tableau varie 
selon les types de sp6culation et selon les rdgions du pays. 

En cc qui concerne les cultures de rente pratiqu6es dopuis la p~riode coloniale, ]a 
production semencire est bien organis6e et m6me naitris6e : c'est le cas du 
cacaoyer, du caf6ier, du coton, de la banane, du th6, de l'ananas, du palmier 'a 
huile, do l'h6v6a, du tabac, etc. Les somences de base proviennont gtnmralement 
des structures do recherche et les somences certifi6es sont produites soit en r6gie, 
soit en milieu paysan. Ces cultures sont men5es generalement par los soci6t6s 
priv6es, publiques ou para-tatiques :cans co cadro, on pout citer ]a C.D.C., la 
SOCAPALM, la SODECOTON, la SEIvMRY, I-HEVECAM, la IMIDENO. Si la 
production, le conditionnement et la commercialisation des sernences sont rnaltris6s 
par ces structures qui, pour la plupart sont des filiales des multinationales, ilreste 
n6anmoins certain que l'Etat n'exerce oupas peu de contr6le pour apprecier la 
qualit6 des semences achetees ou vendues par ces compagnies. 

Pour cc qui est des cultures vivrires, Ia situation varie d'une spdculation A l'autre 
et d'une region ) I'autre. 

D'une nanire g6ncrale, 1a production des semences des c6rales est trbs en avance 
dans la partie septentrionale du pays grace aux efforts conitimi6s do I'IRA, des 
structures de nitiltiplication telles I'ex-IP')j ,t Senwl cier NordI, des S0ciet6S priv3es 
dont !echef de filest Pioneer et des organisrnes d'encadrement dont les principaux 
qont la SODECOTON, la Mission d'Etude et d'Am6nagement de la vall6e 

irede la BENOUE, MAISCAM, SEMRY. 
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Les fonctions de production, Lie conditionnement, de commercialisation des 
semences sont assuirees h Ia perfection par ces diftfirev!s ay,.,rts, mais, ?i l'instar des 
cultures de rente, l'Etat n'exerce aucunt contr61e tant au niveau de la qualit6 des 
produits que des dive'ses transactions semencihres i l'intrieur et i 1'ext6rieur du 
pays. 

Dans la partie Nord, les r(sultats issus de l'action synergique des organismes 
participants sont tr~s encourageants : des semences de bonne qualit6 do maYs, 
d'aractide, de Ni6b6, d'oignon sont disponibles et 6 des prix raisonnables. 

Au Suid du pays la situation est moins prospre et caract6ris&e par un 
cloisonnement des organismes pou1rtalal contit pmtr rali.r le rn~m~e objectif, Ia 
promotion duimonde rural. Par ailleiurs, on asiS;e '1tine carence prononce des 
varit6s A hart rendement et adapt6es h l'6cologie. Si la MIIDEVIV et d'autres 
parteiaires impliqu6s dans la filihre semenci re n'ont pas atteint tous leb r6sultats 
escompt6s, ils ont eu n6anmoins le m6rite de sonsibiliser les paysans sur 
l'importance des semences de bonne qualit6 comme premier facteur de production. 

A l'heure actuelle, la demande en semences se6lectionnes augmente tr s 
sensiblement alors que l'offre a tendance ,ibaisser, ce qui favorise ka prolif6ration 
des amateurs en technologie des semences. En effet plusieurs personnes 
s'improvisent en multiplicateurs de semence sans avoir requ une formation 
ad6quate. Ceci est particulihrement vrai dans ICdomaine des plants fruitiers et des 
cultures vivri&res o6i l'on assiste iune 6mergence de producteurs sur le march6. 
Si cette initiative est Aencourager et i organiser, elle doit tre r6primie pour les 
n6ophites car, elle peut avoir des consequences dramatiques parce que, source de 
propagation de parasites et aut_'es micro et macro-organismes pathog? nes. 

Dans le domaine des tubercules et racines, tout reste h faire. La multiplication de 
ces esphces est handicap6e par les facteurs pondcral et sanitaire. Un espoir pointe 
cependant ? lhorizon avec la recherche mende i EKONA sur la Inicropropagation 
qui permettra tie rdsoudre ces deux prub.ines. 

Quant aux cultlures maraichhres, la quasi tot ti ie.; sernences titilise est import~e, 
m0me si do timides efforts sont actulleeniet dphjlox'Vs pour Ia multiplication des 
semences de certaines varikths dans la pkb-ne ,e: t ';e-'-et ) KOUSSERI. 
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Enfin, en ce qui concerne les plants d'arbres fruitiers, les nmimnes problmes relev6s 
pour les tubercules et les racines constituent encor, tin s6rieux frein ati 
d6veloppement de ces cultures. Le pays est cependant quadrill6 de parcs bois qui 
constituent un des 616ments pr6cieux du patrimoine national A pr6server. On en 
retrouve ) N1'UI, Wakwa, Garotia, Marnua, Nsop, Foumbot. Les recherches men6es 
par I'IRA A Kismatari, Nkolbisson, et Njomhe sont porteuses d'espoir. 

1l faut cependant noter que poor I'ensemble des cultures, la plus importante source 
d'approvisionnement reste les semences traditionnelles conservees apres chaque 
recolte. I1n'est pas fallacieux d'estimer ,5moins de 5 % Ies superficies coovertes 
par les semences dies stlection eCs. Le march6 des semences pr6sente encore de 
grandes potentialitds. 

2.2 Situation au nivean di la roditionie seiec'es ue base, d Iari' tatil el 

dy contrle de la quaitL des semen'es 

Au Cameroun la fonction l'obtention est exclusivement exerce par la Recherche 
d'Etat. Cependant cortaines soci6t6s priv6es ou 6tatiques importent directement 
leurs semences de l'6tranger sans contr6le de l'Etat. Cette erreur doit 6tre 
rapidement corrig6e si nous voulons pr6server notre faune et notre flore. Toute 
transaction semencibre devrait faire l'objet d'une investigation s~rieuse par les 
pouvoirs publics. 

Depois le 13 jnnvier 1990 le GouvOrnoemeot avait pris des mesures pour 
l'organisation de la filire semenciire am Cameroun, en crCant d'une part un 
Conseil Semencier National, ort;ane con:iiltatit chari.6 de Ia coordination, du 
controle de la Mise en oeotvre de La poiitil~tiou somenci (irenationale dont Ier6le 
est d'appliquer ls dkcisions dU Conseil So..mencier et, d'autre part, un Secrdtariat 
permanent dont le role est d'appliquer les dcisions du Conseil Semencier. 

Ces structures devaient permettre A l'Etat de r~glementer le secteur semencier aux 
fins de le 1egif6rer et d'exercer tin contr6le h tous les niveaux. Le fonctionnement 
de ces organes est temporairement entrav6 par des problbmes de coordination. 
D'une fagon gdnerale, le secteur semence au Cameroun prcsente les particularits 
tui'IV:2tos: 

V 



1. 	 Parfaite organisation dans la production des SemenceS de base des cultures 
de rente. 

2. 	 Prolif6ration anarchique des producteurs de semences certifi6es des cultures 
vivrihres et des arbres fruitiers. 

3. 	 Pr6doniinance absolue des semences traditionnelles (95 %). 

4. 	 Inexistence des circuits do commercialisation des semences et absence de 
contr6le ' tous les niveaux. 

5. 	 Disparit6s profondes entre le Nord et le Sud dans la production des 
sernences de bonne qualit6. 

6. 	 Recherche .ilawmc6o, p(lr les ctrC6ales par rapport atix tt.berciles et racines 
qui constituent pourtanIt l'aliinlent d+.; base I 3/5 tie la population.denvitron 

7. 	 Absence dI'un dispositif gouvernemental perrnettant de contrdler la qualit6 
des semences et d'arbitrer d'6%entuels conflits entre producteurs et 
utilisateurs de semences. 

II, PROPOSITIONS POUR UNE ORGANISATION RATIONNELLE DE LA FILItRE 

L'objectif poursuivi par la nouvelle approche est de mettre des sernences performantes 
et peu one'reuses 'a la disposition des agriculteurs. Une telle politique plut6t pragmatique 
doit integrer certains paramtres qui en conditionnent le succes : 

La Nouvelle Politique Agricole du Gouvernernert qui pr~conise la privatisation 
progressive des activits agricoles, Ia responsabilisatin plus accrue des agriculteurs 
et la diversification culturale. 

Le pavsage semencier actuel qui favorise davantage les cultures de rente au 
d6triment des cultures vivribres. 

La nouvelle donne de 'environnement 1cononi1ue caractris6e par la d6gradation 
des termes de l'6change et les exigences du march6 exttrieur. 

La situaltion actIelle de l'organisation de la fili~re semencibre qui se r6surne on un 
d6soridre tant mtiiveati do lia prOiluctioil qtl'A celii de la coiiiiiiercialisation des 

I'e;me-: 

- ,i;.lit S1ovel's on resso'rces ,z 

S L,-	 C: i +' tt lc.'I~re qli, non11 seUletInCent intLhgre d' a tres volems Cie 

des t adiquats 
.e r liser sa .mission qui est celle de prtSIelner. : 



Ces bases 6tant pos6es, l'orientation de la nouvelle politique semenci6re peut 6tre d6finie 
i partir des termes de r6f6rence suivantes, prescrits comme tache i entreprendre sans 

d4ai au niveau de chaque d6l6gation provinciale : 

10) 	 Recensement de toutes les superficies cultivcs. 

20) 	 Ouverture d'un catalogue pour routes ls espbces et vari6tds cultiv6es dans chaque 
province. 

30) 	 Identification do tous les producteurs de seniences (Socit6s, Priv6s, Etat etc.). 

40) 	 Crtation au iliveau de chaque province d'un comlission regioniale d'homologation 

des SOIUlntCeS Compos.e COimlie Sui" 

yU 	 Le D6l6gu6 provincial de l'agriculture : Prcsident 

* 	 Le Chef service provincial de l'Agriculture : Secr6taire 

* 	 Le Chef centre IRA (ou Chef station) de la localit6 : Membre 

[ 	 L'obtenteur de Ia varit6 : 

* 	 Les repr6sentants des socits d'encadrement de la r6gion cultiv6e : Membre 

1 	 Un reprdsentant des agriculteurs • Ni'Membre 

50) 	 Formation et information des encadreurs, des utilisateurs et rrt6me des autorit6s 

administratives et politiques qui peuvent joter un r6le d6terminant dans ]a 
diffusion et la commercialisation des semences. 

60) 	 Encouragement des ineilleurs agriculteurs i lia profession do multiplicateur de 
se mences. 

70) 	 D6centralisation de la pro.duction des semences ? l'ichelon dii village. 

L oh. les soci6t6s d'Etat ou priv6es n'interviennent pas, la production semenciere peur 

etre organis6e localement. 

chaqtie coimNproino ph:aWiirs villaies,Au niveau de cantmi t in ou ls agriculteurs oil 

groupes d'a*rictilto, i., c*,, i-.+- ,c . . , , :. ',, :':o',it etru convertis en 



Ceux-ci, regroup6s autour d'un p6rim tre isol6 et pr6sentant d'excellentes potentialit6s 
en agriculture, se verront confier sous l'encadrenent des techniciens do l'agriculture, laproduction des semences des principales cultures de la r6gion dans le souci de r6aliser 
des "villages satur6s" pour 6viter le m6lange des varit6s. Ces agrictilteurs recevront leurs 
semences do base des orgaismes de Recherche agr66s par le Gouvernoment (IRPA, UTA 
etc.). Dans le mnemo ordre d'id6es, les techniciens d'agriculture peuvent aussi 
avantageusement se reconvertir en multiplicateurs de somences, seuls ou regroupos au
sein des coop6ratives. L'encadrement des agriculteurs en gcn6ral et lour formation 
permanente en particulier est un facteur dtterminIant (1 succs. Le contr61e de la qualit'
par les services comp6tents, on plein champ et au laboratoire doivent tre instaur6s. En 
attendant le fonctionnement effectif des structures mises on place , cot effet, les anciens 
cadres de la MIDEVIV, rompus Aces techiques peuvent tre associ6s A ce programme. 

Les op6rations de conditionnement constituent v6ritableun goulot d'6tranglement en
milieu rural. Mais la difficult6 peut 6tro contourn6o par I'utilisation d'un mat6riel simple
commercialist par diverses comnpagnies privesalans certains cas, 1a s6lection massale 
pout dorner des rsultats acceptables. Le stockat;e, le traitoinent et 1'einsachage doivent 
Ctre condUit S da osdes ()caltlx tKs pR ,-es, a erset p6ridiq tInlelnt traites. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

En d6pit d'une agriculture tlorissanto et des effor-s du Gouvernement, l'organisation de 
la production semenci6re reste encore embivonnaire. Cependant, toutes les composantes
de la chaine semenci6re existent. II reste A les dvnamiser et A coordonner leurs actions 
grace 6 la maise en fonctionneini't dti Conseil National Semencier et du Secr6tariat 
permanent. De toute 6vidence, l'environneinent 6coniomnique commandoA, l'heure actuelle 
que les operations de multiplication do semences soient privatis6es transf~r6eset aux 
mains des paysans que le Gouvernement, ) t:avers sa Nouvelle Politique Agricole
souhaiterait Otre irnpliqu6s leplus dans processus ddcisionnel. La production des 
semences par les paysans trouve sontout intrt dans les zones non couvertes par les
societ6s priv6es on les organisme; d'Etat..A conive.;t, les cooptratives, les multiplicateurs
isol6s ou en groupes, les profossionnols pOuveiti leprondre relais, A condition d' tre 
encadr6s el ,uivis. 

des... 
dos casier., , ,:,,: :.:. . . !'L,'1i s ri\ai!Iont dav s' ....... . ...... ' 
:........ .. ... : '.. .,o'endra un pcrim,.Ttre 



LE SOUS-SECIJEUR PESTICIDE AU CAMEROUN.
 

par S. NJOUMGUE
 

L'6conomie camerounaise repose essentiellement sur le secteur agricole
 
domine par de petits exploitants qui assurent la production de 94 % des produits

de base destin6s d l'exportation et 
la presque totalit6 des produits destinhs A
 
la consommation.
 

Si la production de l'huile de palme, de la canne A sucre, de la banane,
 
du caoutchouc est assurhe par de larges plantations industrielles, en revanche
 
celle du cacao, du caf6, du tabac'et du riz est essentiellement domin~e par les
 
paysans. De m~me, le 
secteur vivrier constitu& de plantin,de manioc, de mays, de
 
mils et sorgho, d'ignames, de macabo, de haricots et 
16gumes divers est
 
exclusivement pris en 
charge par les paysans qui couvrent l'essentiel des
 
besoins alimentaires de la population.
 

Pendant longtemps, les cultures destinies a l'exploitation ont b6n6fici!
 
d'une attention toute particuli~re des pouvoirs publics alors que les paysans,
 
jusque dans les ann6es 1990 veillaient sur le secteur vivrier.
 

I). LES PROBLEMES PiYTOSANITAIRES.
 

La diversit6 climatique et 6cologique du Cameroun est tout aussi 
favorable
 
au d6veloppement de plantes diverses qu'A la multiplication des insectes
 
nuisibles et parasites divers. En fonction de l'importance des d6gAts sur 
les
 
productions agricoles, certains insectes et maladies ont 
retenu toute
 
l'attention des pouvoirs publics et class6s 
comme fl~aux nationaux. Le tableau 1
 
ci-dessous donne par culture, les divers fl~aux nationaux.
 

Table n'l. Fl6aux nationaux.
 

CULTURES 
 INSECTES 
 MALADIES
 

Cacao Capsides 
 Pourriture brune
 

Caf6 
 Scolytes - Antestia Anthracnose 

Caf6+Cacao 
 Chenilles d6folatrices
 

Mil et Sorgho Acridiens et oiseaux granivores
 



2). CONSOMMATION DES PESTICIDES.
 

Les produits agricoles destin~s A 1'exploitation, constituant la
 
principale source de devises n~cessaires au d~veloppement du pays, les pouvoir
 
publics ont jusqu'en 1989 subventionn6 A 100 % l'acquisiton, la distribution
 
voire l'utilisation des pesticides destines A la lutte phytosanitaire contre 1E
 
flaux nationaux.
 

Le tableau ci-dessous donne l'6volution de la consommation des pesticideE
 
en g6n~rale pendant les ann~es 1984 A 1994.
 

Tableau n02. Importation de pesticides au Cameroun, de 1984-1991.
 

Annes 1984 1985 11986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

Volume 
(milliers 

tonnes) 

7,6 11,9 3,1 5,5 3,5 3,6 2,0 2,0 2,0 

Estimation 
Cofit 

milliard 

8,9 9,4 11,0 9,6 6,6 10,1 3,6 4,2 

FCFA 

Source : Union Phytosanitaire Afrique Centrale (UPAC)
 

La chute drastigue de la consommation des pesticides est largement
 
tributaire des 
cours du cacao et du caf6 sur le march6 international et surtout
 
du d~sengagement de l'Etat de l'acquisition des pesticides. Le chiffre d'affair,
 
des principales firmes phytosanitaires largement affectes par cette conjonctiol
 
est pass6 de 11,9 milliards en 1985 A 4,2 milliards FCFA en 1991.
 

Pendant le meme temps, 
on assiste A une variation notable de pesticides el
 
fonction des cultures. Alors que jusqu'en 1989, 40% des pesticides importau
 
Cameroun 6taient utiliss sur le cacao, aujourd'hui, la consommation des
 
pesticides sur le cacao ou le caf6 est presque n~gligeable. Et A partir de 1991
 
les principaux domaines d'utilisation de pesticides sont constitu~s par les
 
grandes exploitations de bananes, les cultures maraichers, le coton, le palmier
 
A huile, les plantations de canne A sucre.
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Tableau 3 : 	Consommation par culture des pesticides dans les ann6es
 
1981-1987-1989 et 1992.
 

(milliardfFCFA). 

CULTUES 1981 1987 1989 1991 1992 

Cacao 1,6 4,1 4.0 --
Coton 1,5 2,1 2,0 1,2 0,4 
Caf6 2,3 1,5 1,9 0,5 0,1 
Banane 1,0 0,6 0,9 1,3 1,5 
Canne i Sucre - 0,3 0,3 0,2 0,2
 
Palmier i tuile 0,1 0,3 
 -
tt6v6a 0,3 0,2 0,5 0,3 

-	 _ 

0,2
 
Cult. viv. (1) - 0,3 0,5 
 0,6 0,7
 
Divers (2) 0,2 - 0,1 0,1
 

(1) cultures vivrires : ]utte notamment sur maj's, culture maraichere. 
(2) Divers : notamment semences, conservation des grains eL protection
 

pzo- qn df ?iw~JY jfr 4 e- s. 
Source : Ileureux (1987) Firmes membres UPAC. 

Le tableau ci-dessous donne pour 1991, la r6partitjon par culture des
 
Insecticides, Fongicides eL Herbicides.
 

Tableau 4 : R6partition par culture des 
types de pesticides pour 1991 
(Mill iards FCFA) 

TYPE DE PESTICIDE
 
CULTURES TOTAL % 

INSECTICIDE FONGICIDE IIERBIC D 

Banane 0,8 0,3 0,2 1,3 30,9 
CoLon 

Cult. 
Caf6 
116v6a 

vivri6res 

et Palm. i 1. 

1,1 
0,1 
0,1 
-

-

0,3 
-

0,1 
0,2 
0,4 
0,2 

1,2 

0,6 
0,5 
0,2 

28,5 

14,3 
11,9 
4,8 

Canne i Sucre 0,2 0,2 4,8 
Cacao 
Divers 0,2 - - 0,2 4,8 

Total 	 2,3 0,6 1,3 
 4,2
 

% 	 54,8 14,3 30,9 100.0 

Source : Firmes membres UPAC. 
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Les secteurs bananiers et cotoniers sont les principaux consommateurs
 
d'insecticides, les herbicides sont surtout utilishs dans les plantations de
 
canne A sucre, d'hhv~a, de jeunes palmiers i huiles. Enfin, les fongicides sont 
surtout utilis~s sur la bananes et 
les cultures maraichhres.
 

Jusqu'en 1989, la consommation des diffhrents types de pesticides se
 
pr~sentaient de la manire suivante
 

- FONGICIDE : 42 % 
- INSECTICIDE : 38 % 
- ilERBICIDE : 14 % 
- AUTRES : 6 %
 

3). REFORME DU SOUS-SECTEUR PESTICIDES.
 

Pendant longtemps, l'acquisition, la distribution voire l'utilisation des
 
pesticides destin~s i la lutte phytosanitaire contre les 16pux nationaux
 
6taient entlhrement prises en 
charge par les pouvoirs publics. L'effondrement
 
sur le march6 international des cours des produits agricoles traditionnels
 
destin6s i ]'exploitation a suseit6 et pr(cit6 la lib~ration et la privation de
 
l'acquisition et de la distribution des pesticides.
 

Le programme envisageait la privatisation en quatre ann6es du sous-secteur
 
pesticides suivant le schema ci-apr~s.
 

ANNEE % SUBVENTION DE L'ETAT % CONTRIBUTION DES AGRICULTEURS 

I 75 25 
II 50 50 
III 25 75 
IV 0 10 

Les fl~aux rev~tant un caract~re 6pidmique et pour lesquels tout effort
 
du pays est nul, demeure dans le portefeuille de 1'Etat. I1 s'agit notamment des
 
acridiens, des oiseaux granivores et des chenilles d~foliatrices.
 

Au cours du programme, le paysan prenait progressivement la responsabilit6
 
de la couverture phytosanitaire de sous-exploitation. Et d terme, le r~le du
 
personnel de 1'Etat se limitait i l'encadrement du paysan pour tine meilleure
 
utilisation des pesticides suivant les bonnes pratiques agricoles.
 

La recession 6conomique s'est installe tr~s rapidement et ]a r6forme du
 
sous-secteur des pesticides sur le plan r~glhmentaire est devenue une
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prhocupation majeure dans la mise en oeuvre du prograr.me. Cette r6glementation
 
bas6e sur le code international de distribution et d'utilisation des pesticides

vise essentiellement la protection des utilisateurs, des consommateurs et de
 
l'environnement contre 
l'usage abusif des pesticides.
 

4). PERSPECTIFS DE LA CONSOMMATION DES PESTICIDES AU CAMEROUN.
 

Le march6 des pesticides an Cameroun est aujourd'hui tr~s limit6.
 

C'est bien le 
fondement du retrait observ& depuis 1990 des principales
 
firmes phytosanitaires install6es au Cameroun depuis les annes 1960. Les 
firmes
 
qui se maintiennent 
encore ont r~duit leur personnel au stricte minimum : le
 
responsable et une secr~taire.
 

La tendance future du march6 des pesticides au Cameroun d~pendra
 
essentiellement du prix sur le march6 international des produits agricoles
 
destin~s A l'exploitation. Comme dcjA relev6 ci-dessus, la banane, le coton et
 
surtout le secteur vivrier constituent pour 1'heure les principaux domaines de
 
consommation des pesticides.
 

La mise en application progressive de la nouvelle r~glementation

phytosanitaire permettra 6galement de r~gier la distribution et 
l'utilisation
 
des pesticides sur le territoire national.
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Module C: Fertilizer--Technical Aspects
 



ESSENTIAL NUR jI:JS AND T J -W I _WU	 t 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

In the 	fertilizer marketing, the dealer and timamer or field representative will need to knowthe composition of' products heing sold. Most 	 of those mnarketed products content essentialnutrients for plant growth of 'hich we will 	intend to know their role in crop production. It isnot possible to have an idea all of themnon in one workshop, learning about essential nutrients 
in crops is a never-ending process. 

2. 	 ESSENTIALITY OF FILIMENTS IN PLANT NUTRITION
 

A riineral element is corsidcred cs.cntial 
 o plant 	growth and development if the elementis in-'olv'.l in plant nictaholic functions and the plant completecannot its cycle without the 
element. 

Visual 	 lutrient deficincy sYmptoIms in aIspecific nutrient is usually exhibited by theplant, 	 which normally can he corrected or prevented hy supplying that nutrient. But visualnutrient deficiency symptonis can he caused by many other plants stress factors; therefore caution
should be exercised when diagnosing deficiency symptonms. 
2.1 _nr -n np)plytb	 y!,of nai t 

Deficient - An e:sential elenient is at a low conccit'Vat io that severely Iii11its yield and producesmore or Ih..a distinct visilc deticiency sympni. l-xircne deficiencies can result in plantdeath. With mnoderate or 1-Ilith de;ficicncics/sv ilptoi,; ma, not he visible, but yields will still 
be reduced. 

CriticalRange - r'hc nutrient conccri-ation in the 	plant eh, w which a yield response to addednutrient 	occurs. Critical ianges or levels occurs soijunewhr_ in the transition hetween nutrient 
deficiency and sufficiency. 

Si.[liciet - The nutrient concentration range in which added nutrient will not increase yield but can increase nutrient concentration. i.e. nutrition absorption by the plant doesn't influence yield.Luxury consuniption is cornnion in most plants. Insufficient when the essential nutrient is below 
that required for optimum yields. 

Excessive or Toxic - When the concentration ofI essential or other elements is high enough toreduce plant gro\vth anldi( •c'\eer.ly. Exclusiv nutrient concentration can cause an irnlalance
in other essential nutricnls, whi.,ch a!;Io can reduce vicld. 

[rep 	dcj i y ui't r'L ,
Inst. of AgronomLCv: 	

y:;Lc ;,:- Ajronoiiist (Researcher)f*fS(.'cr(h, l- m)uJ Stat:ion, B. P. 80, Bamenda -Cameroon.
 

http:�c'\eer.ly


2.2 FL. _ITS_ ,QUI_.A1_'iN P ? , ,I1._ANDIU _WJF 

Twenty elemcnis are consildercd essential It plant growth: ot this Iotal 17 are soil-derived 
nutrients and 3 are derived from air and water (Carbon, Hydrogen and Oxygen). C, H, 0 are 
the most abundmt elements in plants. They :re not considered mineral nutrients. 

CO2 4.0 o- '()..  acids, Sugoars, ProtCins, nuclcic acids I oier organic 
OFO6c$'. compounds. 

'rhe classification of niutrlenits is based on heir relative abundance in plants. 

The primary or macromitricntls aire: 

- Nitrogcn (N) 
- Phosphorus (P) 
- Potassiilii (K) 

'rlie sccon(lhir\ ntiricis aire: 

Magnesiun (Mg) 
Calciun ((a) 

Sulfr (S) 

'rhe ninor cleilets (micwomiitricnti): 

- ron (i>)! 
- M'I ,,..,res,,e (NI'lii) 
- rvolvhdcnm (;,lo)) 

- Copper ((0i) 
- ]oron (1o) 
- Zinc (Z7n) 
- Chlorine (0l) 

Sodliunm (Nal) 

Cohalth (Coi) 

- l'anailli "'.;,) 
Sillc'tu (.!il 

"rht,.;€ J:!:,,.,- t !, ,lir )i ::. ;:,;, ,iitd icsil'n Ili a they are lCss;!-rt r . 
Jllipoilafit ith !n;!creltic!l.. ":!Ir dlc icfdI It : !,,:icilv (,;I re.duce plant yield similar ton 

ilnacirotli clt , : Oicfi,t, o' (v.'. All ha',': :11] lw..n i bieil)C requircd f*)r all plant but 
all have ben kmln(d w' c oe',ct'iaiI !o ;ni'. 



I) *1itro~i, .. . 

GivCs dark glUciL. cohr L,0IJ!1lnS 
Promotes r;apidl growth
 
IIcrea:c:; vields (o!,.':i"
 

- I proves qu::li:! l*af*crops
 
- 'rot'rc:-c
il c.l.t'ni Il)()I] and fe':Jc;C)j

d- I Co(~ s"Cil i nicrt - o!'glliistIl.; (Ilrirtl, ir vhotillposijtoll of low - nilt(oen orn ic
111,!hcrialk. 

,Ni;li ,C isaII inlcgn.dliCh!I, . C tif 'h. iht lUiti ,rof ligth cnrgVi.w rv :[tsntylr 

Ali CxcCss of N inrelati nlo other iitricits, such ais11.K. aind S, c:in del:av crop
mtl;trity. Plants n( rmliaIly com.i inbetween I ,and 5% N hV \Vcigl.tt N deLictncnIeC: L.twer 
lcaves l'pi;ntl are 'yClhow. 

2. losphlorus (P) 

" 
it 	ril7., itis sl;!-.(d i itrills of1 avail:Iih photsphate (P:0C,).
 
14;lii,,,.. ;:t - (),.! '",;,
in~Nliq ." Ih; tl 

st.ifs ..-I- .. !;It!:d. , ,, 	 i-11,ILmr uinalitly of cerlalifl fr'uits, forages, 

......-,-I.... ll'' !,e cro~ps.

IS involved in cill', . Nto ac and Iralnsfir (AT .
 AI)I). Phosphate comllpJunds aCt aS 
"energy currercyq" within the plant. 

I is in hilc ill planis, so ai y del icncy sy ii jil is would he observed on lower leaves. P
ocCurIS inllost [laims hi )etl'lraIions h'cl\vCci ().I C]lo 0.4%, a range considlrail'l lower than 
that typical ly 'omnd Iur and K. 

P1.is i;C'l!rs, ,. : .'h, i .,li.:,,,v the celiieit cotntained, in
the old , ti.,ic. .,: wi t:.I 	 :1 ic t...o.is. io....;, cause of the 
inarlkotft.d AN,~ U2'icall(lvc to)'htle tth1i fo liar 

.' .i. 	 W I-I S NNh and1 	 as' 0, 

http:t...o.is
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3) I'(tasilSini (k) 

Trhe conlcentratILion ill Vegetati ve t issue ulsually 
Stated in Ibrin of Potaidi (lK.O) inl fertilizer. 

ra nges from11 I to 4% o11 dry matter basis. 

IIlpail ts inlcre:,!,d vl'oor in( diseaske rpsalc w!afurs. 

- Iflki 1.P1' -054 !!IM* L 

Poasitin is a 11'.okh iuil l fI~i.ie ASCIo the \'tIP'o! I(:li:t'c tissuessf: re 
it' ii ShIortage OCCUS. AS a reS1lt, tile 62-fiCiencv0 SHnptollrN lisillk'aperIiLIn le oe 
leaves of* animaul pflants, proi~resNirlg tow*,Ird(lhe (op a; tile scverity -ithlCIieCov increi.scs. 

K exists ini mohbIe iolic fowil :111d 'its 1,1tuc0on TpearsIC)loe priulimiily cata~vtic inl naIture. 

4) Cailcilili C;I) 

it i~s imoIt'i plki~w. C011neemWral In crops 0.1 -0.41 ,: 

if' Fj.I~n hild ;1(N fldISo.l 

C v ll ':I (A an A DP' thr ug 

- il svrithcs>k 
- ,\crS at:; alC:a I ' ()! ph~osphCliis inl the pli;tII 

- Il COICvr~wICCI %o.,0111." Oinl.,) 



6) Sulfur (S) 

S-containing amino acids which is 90% of the plant's acids protein. 

Synthesizing oofother metabolites vitamins, coenzyme, etc.
 
Compornnt of S-conainiiIg 
 substances -- > lipids --> oil formulation.
Vital part of ferredoxins (nIonhcme) Fe S-protei n-clctron transfer in chloroplast, NOand 
SO*I!eductnons. 
Requireid ii s'fyntlicis oI ch'orophyll
 
RCsnol.)0!1c Ior 
 ash, ."!inl,il
 

- ldcrfs in t]ali:,:ii:;n'iccnrcoltor
 
- In cer !in', , ,ccLN m'il dkali'li,(.
 

7. Boron (Bt) 

Not mobile
 
Required inprocesses.
 

Growth and development of new cells in meristem
 
Pollination and fruit or seed set.
 
"Fransl(oc;tti(m fsugar, starch, N, and P
 
Syntlhc.siS (oJ)r!, ;,n l anhir) acidsI.-I dulce l,:l~
 

R-L'eg'!;ion 'todrl: me
.:! lorl,li.m
 
OlpreCNt dicka.::W, (as imta).
 

Xl iron (ic) 

O(i:tl:io l-r,:dtICi,0 rcICitAs.
 
(ht
Ioion
 

-!.I ucidur: c~iihpo;,co! t u p rlinii1 fi.,1c., i.C., toclirohli. hemncs, heniatine, 
lcirichronic leghaciighubini -- > cxilari ,n-rcdhcci4. 

- Structural componclt of nolheine llo-crille:s, i.c., I'cr'edoxiln 
- Enzyme system. 
Partial substitution for NIo -- metal cofactr. 



Re!ative inuiniobilc 
Evolution of ()., in Ihotosynlthctic 
Oxidation-reduction, decarnl)oxylation, and hydrolysis 
Activates of,*cnZViw inl citric atcid cycle. 

Functiclnal roQ ,'. 

Electron trainsport in p)holosystelnl It 
Maintenance tf chlor)pla.st inelmrainl Struitire 

- v ilr,;illI n E'.VlIT.!s','n .i) 

Acc ' ' 1'* " I) ',!.: .,' .H , . .. t , ,V 

10) Copper (Cu,) 

slinilh'r ll. v";1.,: 1 1ih c 

Not la'hc!: 

fillporiltnt ii ie.'1i111ini" ii'lduilizillg petI inid nuck soils 
Fuinctimal iles 
Oxidase enzyme
 
Terminal oxidalion
 
Electron transport
 
Nodule torfnation, (indirectly). 

11) Zinc (Z:I) 

- ,/\la ilizI 
- i)ciihy i t c:. ,'v,!:"*2c 

,'ipcr /, i * I'.,.!! 

- taili. rii ,..,i)!;' fracJiN, 

S~iNecc.,aI, r l ,:uai dic lo 'yllproduction. 

12) Ato!-r~dew: (.i;, ) 

rll' turltir(t co;!rl.,.twciL ol rJ'"ro'cn, tse -- > .N 
Esserlitjal in I 1()ru..io 

http:chlor)pla.st


Niobife
 

CollIntlcrioll of,K -. r
' itir-!.

1"IVo l tjo)I 1l'0. ill)'()!ON, !::lI If
 

Indirect di:Sca.,c c ntroI.
 

14) Cohllt (Co) 

Formation of Vitamin f12 N-fixing bacteria 
Enzyme activities. 

15) Vanadium (V) 

iPartially • .,,i itt ' N" ill,i f;l'tiO 

16) io (N) 

Haloph "!;iIIt ttgor and'ylic  ycwvhStlCCU CIte.. 

ctvate PIT iQ:t .,1: 

ohb- rkniti _nsu 

- Oxaljic acid a!cculmultio!]
 
- K-sparing actionl
 
- Sto m,11,11 ofJe IIt.1
 

Regulation of'NO 
- rcductas 

17) Silicon (Si.) 

Contributes in cell waldl sh ucture
 
Enzyme-silicon coinlext?:s ;+s
reg~ulator/lprotchor of' photosyn thesis and enzyme activity. 
(Correction toxicit ies 
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Product Decision 

One of the many functions involved in fertilizer marketing is product selection. 
Fertilizer products were developed to meet a need or want of consumers, and a marketing 
strategy has to be designed and implemented to ensure their success in the marketplace. 
Throughout history, farmers have been keenly interested in improving crop yields. Their 
initial efforts were based upon the trial and error application of various materials (manure, 
bones, wood ash, etc.) to the soil to promote crop growth. Today, some of the earlier 
fertilizer materials are still used by farmers. However, the majority of farmers prefer 
chemical fertilizer products as the most efficient means of increasing crop yields. 

The world chemical fertilizer market is a huge market. In 1988 farmers throughout 
the world applied an estimated 400 million mt of fertilizer products to their soils and crops. 
These fertilizer products were in a variety of forms - liquids and solids; granules, prills, and 
fines; bulk and bagged; single and multinutrient grades, etc. The fertilizer package, which 
is classified u - 2r the product decision area, often ranges from a 10-kg bag to a 1-mt bag 
to various-si7 I liquid fertilizer containers. Branding is another key decision area relative 
to product aad is often employed in the strategy of targeting products to specific market 
segments. The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the role of product in the 
marketing mix and to identify some of the factors involved in making the product decision. 
Since other discussions during this seminar will focus on the agronomic suitability of various 
products for specific soils and crops and product quality control matters, these topics have 
been omitted. 

Product
 

Product, along with price, place and promotion, comprise the 4-P's of marketing 
(Figure 1). It is the "P" that is intended to satisfy a consumer's want or demand. The 
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fertilizer product per se is not what the farmer is seeking; rather it is the benefit which may 

be derived from its use in terms of increased crop production and improved profitability. 

Herein iies the most important, findamental requirement of effective product 

decisionmaking. The product should be developed and marketed with the basic question 

in mind, "What is the consumer really buying?" The basic needs of the consumer miust be 
identified and the ability of the product to satisfy those needs must be sold. A farmer's 

acceptance of a fertilizer product for continued use will be based upon its performance in 

the field. In the factory, the National Fertilizer Company of Nigeria (NAFCON) makes 

fertilizer; but in the marketplace the marketer's goal is to sell the hope that the efficient use 

of the fertilizer product will result in increased crop production and improved profitability. 

A simple way to examine the product decision is to view a product as having three 

different levels - core product, tangible product, and augmented product (Figure 2). The 

core product is the end benefit or service which a product offers to the consumer. The 

tangible product is the physical product along with the characteristics and features necessary 

to satisfy the core product benefits. The augmented product includes the additional services 

and/or benefits related to the product to ensure its success. 

Core Product 

Fertilizer Product Choice 

As marketers, how is the decision made regarding which products to market? Ideally, 

the decision should be directed to selecting products that will satisfy at the lowest possible 

cost the crop production needs of farmers in a specific target market; this, in turn, should 

be based upon the technically sound soil and crop-specific fertilization recommendation of 

researchers. However, in reality we know that this may or may not be the case, depending 

upon a number of factors including the following: (a) the efficiency of the research efforts, 

(b) the effectiveness of communicating these research findings to marketer. ,and farmers, 

(c) the success of the marketing system in creating and satisfying the demand for specific 
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products, (d) market specific conditions which allow or restrict the marketing of certain 
products, (e) the influence of traditional fertilization practices, (f) the product mix strategy 
followed by competitors, (g) profitability to the company or manufacturing organization, and 
(h) the fertilizer supply system. 

The selection of the appropriate types and quantities of fertilizers to apply under 
specific soil, climate, and cropping conditions is a highly technical question and one which 
requires extensive research to develop accurate recommendations. National and 
international research organizations and universities often engage in this type of activity. 
Further, growers' associations and large estates often conduct crop-specific fertilizer trials 
to determine appropriate fertilizer recommendations. Brooke Bond, Ltd., the major tea 
producer in Kenya, maintains an extensive research facility to evaluate alternative fertilizer 
products and to develop fertilizer recommendations for the company's 7,000 plus hectare 
tea estate. Similarly, the Coffee Research Foundation in Kenya conducts extensive research 
on coffee fertilization, and the results are published for growers and extension staff. In 
Malawi many of the large estates, including tobacco and sugar estates, maintain research 
programs directed to increasing crop production efficiency (in terms of achieving and 
maintaining long-term goals in terms of production quantity and output quality). Fertilizer 
nutrient recommendations and the most suitable products from which the nutrient needs can 
be supplied are then identified. 

For marketers the product selection decision should be based on technically correct 
fertilizers for the crops grown in a particular agroclimatic zone. However, in order to 
encourage farmers to adopt the use of fertilizers or to change their purchasing habits to buy 
more appropriate fertilizers, a substantial marketing effort may be required (see Appendix). 

Once reliable fertilizer recommendations have been developed, this information must 
be communicated to appropriate parties if it is to be of value. Research findings that 
remain only with the research organization are of little value. Such information should be 
disseminated to marketers, extension staff, and u!lima'lely, to farmers. Many organizations 
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throughout the world have successful systems by which research results are effectively 

disseminated to marketers, extension staff, and subsequently farmers.to One excellent 

example of this is in Zambia where the Commercial Farmers Bureau publishes and provides 
to member farmers, a crop production guide which includes recommended fertilization 

practices. Unfortunately, the booklet is available to only farmer members. Nonmembers 

rely on the Extension Service which offers advice during visits to individual farmers. 

Making sure that the proper types of fertilizer are available to farmers in the 

marketplace is a function of the marketing system. The success of marketing systems in 

performing this function varies considerably. In Kenya, for example, marketing 

organizations specify the particular quantity of each product that they would like to import 

(to meet their expected market demand). However, a government decisionmaking body 

determines the actual import allowance of each company, which may or may not agree with 

the company's product strategy. Mea, Ltd., a private firm in Nakuru, Kenya, is in a 

particularly precarious position regarding its product strategy. The company has invested 

in a soil-testing labo, atory for analyzing fertilization needs of specific crops and a bulk

blending plant for tailoring fertilizer grades to meet individual farmer needs. Given its 

physical facilities and extensive technical and marketing expertise, Mea, Ltd., should be in 

an excellent position to fully develop its product strategy of tailoring fertilizer products to 

the specific needs of farmers. However, since Mea is not allowed a free hand at importing 

its raw material requirements, the blending facility is used on!y intermittently, thereby 

negating Mea's strategic advaptage of being able to (1) focus its product strately toward 

specific market segments and (2) fully utilize its facilities in product differentiation. 

Indonesia is an example of a country where the product strategy is basically dictated 

by its fertilizer production system. Indonesia is fortunate to have vast reserves of natural 
gas and since the early 1960s has invested heavily in the production of urea to meet its 

nitrogen fertilizer recluirements. The fertilizer marketing system is government controlled 

as are the production units. Theiefore, urea, which is agrknomically an excellent fertilizer 

for rice (the staple crop in Indonesia), is the dominant fertilizer product, leaving little 

decisionmaking relative to the product line. Further, because of the nature of the 
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Indonesian fertilizer market, virtually all of the fertilizer sold at the retail level is in bags, 
again leaving little room for product decisionmaking. 

The fertilizer market in the United States offers a contrast to most fertilizer markets. 
It is an example of a market with a range of product forms and fertilizer grades. In 1988, 
U.S. farmers used 42.4 million tons of fertilizer. As indicated in Figure 3, three major 
fertilizer product classifications are used in the United States  bulk (52%), fluid (39%), and 
bagged (9%) of the total market. Bulk blends' usually account for about 50% of all dry 
bulk fertilizers used by U.S. farmers. The product strategy employed by fertilizer marketers 
in the United States is influenced by (1) the availability and use of soil testing facilities and 
cropping history information thus allowing tailoring of fertilizer products for specific crops, 
(2) an extensive infrastructure which permits handling of liquids and bulk shipments, 
(3) large, highly mechanized farms which encourage large quantity purchases of liquid and 
dry bulk materials and often custom application, (4) a marketing system which delivers 
required products to middlemen and/or farmers on a timely basis, and (5) the desire to 
carry a complete fertilizer product line to satisfy the varied needs of customers. 

Often it is necessary to carry certain products in order to provide a full range of 
services to farmers or to meet the competition. It is much easier for the consumer to obtain 
all of his agricultural input nieeds from one source. If competing companies carry a full line 
of inputs, then you may be required to do the same; otherwise, a declining customer base 
will likely be the result. Of course, all decisions on the product mix require monitoring to 
ensure each product line is adding to the company's profitability or is critical to the 
company's overall product mix. 

Product Cost Consideration 

A key consideration in deciding upon which products to market is the cost per unit 
of nutrient. High-analysis products, such as urea and DAP, are in most countries replacing 

'A bulk blend is a physical mixture of solid fertilizer products (preferably of granular fertilizer products)
usually on a custom basis to achieve a desired grade. 
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lower analysis products because of their generally lower price per unit of nutrient on a 
delivered cost basis. For example, today the cost of delivering a metric ton of bagged urea 
(46% N) to India is about $145. The cost of delivering a metric ton of bagged ammonium 

sulfate (21% N) to the same destination is about $100. Excluding the value of sulfur, the 
nutrient values contained in urea and ammonium sulfate are $0.31/kg of N and $0.48/kg 
of N, respectively. Clearly, urea is the lowest cost source of N, and its cost advantage is 
further magnified when ir-country marketing costs are considered. However, rather than 
embarking on a policy of importing only high-analysis products, consideration should be 
given to the importance of the secondary nutrient (e.g., sulfur) requirements of crops. 

Tangible Product Characteristics 

Tangible product characteristics offer marketers an opportunity to fully develop their 
product strategy through decisions concerning branding, packaging, physical Lharacteristics, 

and product quality. 

Brand 

A brand is a name, term, symbol, or design (or some combination of them) which is 
interded to identify the product with a marketing organization or to differentiate the 

product from those of competitors. The brand is usually indicated on the fertilizer bag; 
however, sometimes the product is merely advertised as a specific brand. For example, a 

fertilizer retailer may advertise various fertilizer grades by brand names such as "fast grow," 
"super grow," or "rapid grow." IMC'3 product, potassium magnesium sulfate, normally trades 

by its brand name "Sul-po-mag," whereas Western Ag-Minerals Company markets a 
competing brand known in the market as "K-Mag." Both products contain 22% K20, 11% 

Mg, and 22% sulfur. 

The branding decision offers marketers several potential benefits, including the 

following: 
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i Indicates product quality and reliability. 
* Makes it easier for marketers to process orders. 
* Promotes development of a loyal customer base.
 
,, 
 Helps to segment the market; i.e., coffee fertilizers, home gardeners, cotton grade, 

etc. 
[] Helps to develop a corporate image. 

* Makes the purchase decision easier for farmers. 

While branding does offer several potential advantages, the brand name decision requires 
considerable study to ensure that appropriate brand names are selected. The brand name 
should: 

[] Suggest something about the product's benefits. 
I Indicate product quality. 

* Be distinctive and appealing to consumers. 
* Be easy to pronounce, recognize, and remember. 

Once selected, efforts should be made to protect the brand name through legal channels. 
If successful, the brand name may eventually become identified with the product category. 
This offers a company a unique advantage over competitors. 

The changing marketing environment has created opportunities for new fertilizer 
products and, of course, potential threats to some existing products. For example, 
environmental concerns associated with nitrogen loss have contributed to more emphasis on 
research to increase the amount of nitrogen used by plants. In an effort to capitalize on this 
new marketing opportunity Agrico Chemical Company is now marketing a fertilizer solution 
with the brand name Super N, which includes dicyandiamide (DCD) which acts to stabilize 
nitrogen in the ammonium form which is less susceptible to loss. Agrico bases its promotion 
campaign on the product's ability to provide more complete nitrogen feeding with less 
nitrogen loss than straight UAN. Research trials conducted by various U.S. universities and 
other research centers are often quoted to substantiate the increased yields obtained by 
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using Super N versus straight UAN, a 28-0-0 product without DCD. Super N is a 
nonpressure, 28,% nitrogen solution which may include up to 4% sulfur (i.e., Super N 
plus S). 

While increasing environmental concerns have created marketing opportunities in 
terms of expanded product lines, the market share of some existing products is being 
threatened. In the United States, direct application of ammonia has long been regarded as 
the cheapest method for applying nitrogen; its low cost has contributed to the fact that today 
anhydrous aimmonia accounts for about 30% of the U.S. market. However, market 
intelligen:e sources indicate that farmers and fertilizer dealers are shifting to upgraded 
products such as iiitroger, sO!ltions which are more versatile, safer to handle, and are 
cheaper to transport and store. From the dealer's standpoint, costs associated with handling 
ammoni have increased sharply in recent years; subsequent price adjustments have 
rendered anhydrous ammonia less attractive for both buyers and sellers. 

Packaging 

In most developing countries, fertilizers are packaged in 50-kg bags. However, 
depending upon various market characteristics, different package (bag) sizes may be 
common in specific market segments. The main reasons for placing fertilizers in bags are 
as follows: 

N To allow convenient purchase quantities for farmers. 
0 To facilitate storage, transport, and handling. 

M To provide product protection. 
a To provide information on the bag's contents. 
N To serve as a means of sales promotion. 

N To ensure a guaranteed unit weight. 

It is apparent that the bag is an important part of the product strategy decision. The 
bag is normally printed with such technical information as the name of the fertiJizer, the 
nutrient content (guaranteed analysis), the quantity of fertilizer, instructional information 
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on proper use and handling practices, and the producer's name. Kemira Oy, the Finnish 
fertilizer producer, includes instructional information on the proper use of fertilizer on every 
bag produced for its markets in Finland and Sweden. The message is printed in both 
Finnish and Swedish on the back of the polyethylene bags. In Zambia, where all bags are 
of polypropylene, instructional information is included on a card attached to each bag of 
locally produced fertilizer. 

Company logos and different bag colors are also used to differentiate products of 
various marketing organizations. On a recent visit to Nigeria, urea that had been sold to 
Zambia was being bagged in bags which were printed with the logo of that country's 
fertilizer marketing organization (NAMBOARD). In recent years USAID donor fertilizer 
(diammonium phosphate) for Kenya was imported in bulk and bagged in-country. Mea, 
Ltd., received the bagging contract and placed their logo on the bags even though the 
product was actually marketed by over 20 different marketing organizations. Thereby, 
enhancing Mea's image as a reputable supplier of high-quality fertilizers. This was a clever 
marketing strategy by Mea Ltd. 

Packaging may also play a strategic role in fertilizer market development efforts. In 
many situations, the traditional 50-kg bag is viewed as being too burdensome for farmers 
to transport long distances and requires farmers to make too large a cash outlay when not 
fully convinced of the benefits of fertilizers. In such conditions smaller (25 kg) bags may 
be a more appropriate bag size. An even smaller sized bag (10 kg) has proven effective in 
selected market areas to hasten the fertilizer adoption process. In the Kissii area of 
Western Kenya, cropped areas are very small and the market for fertilizers has developed
 
slowly. 
 In an effort to tap this potential, marketing strategies included the offering of a 10
kg bag, a strategy which has proved successful. 

Of course, small bags are not needed in, nor are they suitable for, all markets. For 
example, in Malawi there are two distinct market segments; one for smallholder farmers and 
the other for estate farmers. Because of the perceived need for small bags to encourage use 
in the smallholder segment, small bags emerged. However, the strategy was not properly 
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planned and implemented, resulting in the emergence of six different bag sizes, from 5 kg 
to 50 kg in size. Not only has this excessive number of bags contributed to a tremendous 
administrative burden but also has caused logistical problems with channel members in areas 
comprised of large farmers receiving small bags and vice versa. 

Product Form 
The form in which fertilizer is marketed is usually dictated by farm size, the level of 

agricultural mechanization and infrastructure development in an area. As previously 
indicated, U.S. farmers rely on extensive use of heavy equipment to cultivate large areas. 
Fertilizer application is normally done with tractor-driven mechanical applicators or self
contained spreaders or applicators. Aerial application of fertilizers isalso common in some 
areas, particularly in rice production and forestry crops. The U.S. agricultural sector is able 
to take advantage of cost efficiencies available through the use of high-analysis fertilizer 
materials including the direct application of anhydrous ammonia. Further, because of the 
extensive use of mechanical applicators, bulk and liquid fertilizers dominate the market. 
Today, only about 9% of all fertilizer sales are in bagged form. Conversely, in many 
countries, cropping of small land areas and the predominance of traditional agricultural 
practices necessitate that retail sales be primarily in the form of bagged fertilizers. Another 
factor which favors the sale of fertilizer in bags is that farmers with small cropping areas and 
limited financial resources unableare to afford purchases of more than 50-100 kg of 

fertilizer. 

Product Quality 

Product quality is a key to any successful product strategy. As marketers, it is critical 
to develop and maintain a reputation of marketing quality products. The principal quality 
features of dry fertilizer products are that they should be: 
" Free flowing (uncaked). 

" Uncontaminated. 

" Of the weight stated on the bag. 
" Of the guaranteed analysis (should be accurate). 
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Most manufacturers provide a guarantee of product quality for the fertilizers that 
they produce. For countries that import fertilizers, procurement contracts normally include 
an inspection clause that stipulates that an independent inspection agency will verify the 
cargo quantity and quality at the port of loading and/or port of discharge. Any deviation 
from the contracted quantity or quality is then properly documented to allow for the proper 
settlement of any claim. As marketers it is our responsibility to ensure that the fertilizer 
products remain in good quality condition through proper handling and storage until they 
reach the consumer. Improper handling and storage results in lost revenue through product 
losses and/or quality deterioration. Zambia offers an example of a country confronted with 
a long supply line where, due to excessive handling and improper storage and shipment
practices, losses are estimated at 12% of annual throughput; this must be one of the world's 
highest loss rates. A sizable portion of the tonnage sold in the country is also of poor 
quality and is sold at about one-half of the official price. Hence, inattention to quality 
control is costing the marketing organization a considerable amount termsin of lost 
revenues. 

Augmented Product 

Technical Services 

In order for farmers to obtain the maximum benefit their infrom investment 

fertilizers, they must know when and how to apply the fertilizer to their crops. 
 Generally, 
such information may be obtained from a number of sources (friends, community leaders, 
extension agents, etc.), but one of the most important sources, and the one duly obligated 
to provide the information because of his position in the marketing system, is the retailer. 
In a competitive market, if you ask a farmer what separates a top dealer from the others,
 
"good service" is often 
 the answer. Retailers should provide farmers technical services
before, during, and after the sale of fertilizers (and other agricultural inputs). Further, 
farmers are more likely to make future purchases from retailers who are willing to provide 
accurate advice on efficient crop production practices. In order to fully utilize this all
important link with the farmer, efforts should be made to train dealers in the proper use of 
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fertilizers. Routine dealer contacts with extension staff, regularly scheduled dealer meetings, 
and providing dealers with literature on appropriate fertilizer use are methods that can be 
used to ensure that retailers have an understanding of fertilizer use technology. 

Credit 
Farmers are businessmen. They invest in fertilizer to promote crop production and, 

ultimately, improved profits. Farmers, like businessmen, rarely have the working capital 
necessary to carry on their business operation. They generally have to secure credit with 
which to operate their enterprise. 

Although the individual credit needs of most farmers are not high by industrial 
standards, they must nonetheless be able to borrow money to purchase the inputs needed 
in crop production. Your need and ability as marketers to provide credit to consumers will 
vary depending upon such factors as the availability of other credit sources, your financial 
resources, the needs of your target consumers, and of course government policies. Some of 
the more important criteria which should be considered in meeting the farmer's credit needs 
are as follows: 

" Ease of access to credit facilities. 

" Type of collateral required. 

" Repayment terms (including interest rate). 

" Bureaucracy involved in securing credit. 

Providing farmers easy access to a :easonable level of credit isa service area relative 
to the product decision that can contribute to your organization's growth. 

Fertilizer retailers also require credit to carry their fertilizer inventory. The more 
lenient the credit terms, the greater the likelihood that they will carry a complete product 
line, maintain inventories at their shop during the off season, and invest in market 
development activities. As marketers, we should recognize the benefits and opportunities 
associated with a well-founded credit system. 
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Product Life Cycle 

Any discussion on product strategies would be incomplete without addressing the 
problems, opportunities, and strategies associated with the product life cycle. A product life 
cycle is the various phases through which a product moves from new product development 
to market growth to market maturity to sales decline and eventually phasing out the product 
(Figure 4). Each of these life-cycle phases has specific characteristics and the length of time 
a product remains in any phase may be affected by such factors as the nature of the product, 
changes in the marketing environment, success in new product research and development, 
and the success of marketing strategies to extend the life of a product. In the fertilizer 
market, product life cycles tend to be quite long and product obsolescence is not a major 
problem. It is apparent that the worldwide trend is toward higher analysis fertilizers. Many 
countries are also increasing their use of multinutrient fertilizer based upon bulk blending. 
Bulk blends tend to be popular in areas where soil testing yields exact nutrient requirements 
of crops and where the physical infrastructure and basic market characteristics favor the 
handling of fertilizers in bulk. Long established products such as ammonium sulfate have 
lost some of their market share because of the availability of more advanced technology 
capable of producing more concentrated fertilizers at a lower cost per mt of nutrient; not 
necessarily because they are agronomically inferior, although this may be the case in some 
areas. As mentioned previously, environmental concerns will impact the market for 
anhydrous ammonia. 

As a product begins to move into the sales-deciine phase of the product life cycle, 
a decision should be made on whether or not the product (a) is still a potentially profitable
 
product, (b) is needed to maintain 
a complete product line to satisfy consumers, (c) offers
 
new marketing opportunities because 
 of changing market conditions, or (d) should be 
phased out. If the product is viewed as an asset, efforts should be made to identify target 
markets within which the product offers the greatest potential for success. A unique 
marketing strategy (to market the product as a speciality product or as a preferred bulk 
blend material because of its sulfur content, etc.) will likely be needed to enhance the 
product's viability. 
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Summary 

Product is one of the four key variables in an organization's marketing mix. Although 
of no more or no lesser importance than the other Ps, the product provides farmers with the 
end value they want. Fertilizers improve crop yields and farmer profitability - this is what 
they are investing in when they purchase fertilizer. Any successful product strategy must 
evolve around the consumer's needs or wants. 

As marketers, your ability to fully develop a product strategy will, to a large degree, 
be dependent upon the (1) government policy relative to the fertilizer sector, (2) cropping 
system in the market area, (3) efficiency of the research system in developing and 
disseminating fe.rtilizer recommendations, (4) stage of fertilizer market development, 
(5) product line carried by competitors, and (6) degree of mechanization in the agriculture 
sector. Product cost on a unit of nutrient basis is a key factor in any product mix decision. 
The tangible product characteristics offer marketers an opportunity to (1) develop a loyal 
customer base, (2) project a favorable image of the company, (3) ensure product quality, 
(4) differentiate products, and (5) target their marketing efforts to specific market segments. 
The various phases in the product life cycle can be influenced through the development and 
implementation of an appropriate product strategy. 

An organization's product strategy is critical to the firm's However, thesuccess. 
product strategy must be viewed as an integral part of the company's overall marketing 
strategy. The product decisions must be consistent with the organization's goals and 
complement the other variables in the overall marketing mix. 
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Product Decision--A Three-Level View 
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Fertilizer Use by Product Classification in the United States. 
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Introduction
 
Fertilizer marketing seeding programs have been used on a large scal in t 0 fertilizer 
industry since the early 1950s. Even today, after fertilizer seeding programs nave been
in use for some 35 years, there does not appear to be a standard understanding or defini
tion of the term. Very often the following terms are used interchangeably: seeding pro
g-ram, pilot program, trial marketing, marketing startup, and test marketing. lb some 
p, ple a fertilizer marketing seeding program simply means the introduction of only 
a new fertilizer to farmers. A seeding program, however, is much more than this one ac
tivity. Seeding programs have proven to be highly successful in developing and developed
countries alike when they have been properly designed and implemented. They have also 
faled when inadequately defined and planned. lb be effective, fertilizer marketing seeding 
programs must be tailored to accomplish specific goals. 

A fertilizer marketing seeding program can be defined as a planned marketing activity
designed to introduce a new product, technology, procedure, or a combination of these 
on a limited basis into a market. The information gathered while the seeding program
is being conducted can be used to gain experience or knowledge, adjust concepts, and
refine operational procedures prior to a full-scale marketing operation. A seeding pro
g-:am involves a period of trial before the initiation of a full-scale marketing effort. Pro
ven concepts are tested in a new and previously untried area. Fertilizer seeding programs 
are usually carried out 1 to 3 years prior to the startup of a fertilizer factory or prior
to the time when a full-scale marketing effort will be required. When a seeding progran
is conducted, concepts are tested and new experiences are gained. 

The limitations of a seeding program can be determined on the basis of geography and
product quantity. The geographic limitation refers to the physical geography or specific 
area where the program will be carried out. The area may be a village or series of villages, 
a district, a state, a country, or some other area. T he area selected for the sepding pro
gram should be representative of the fertilizer market to be covered at a later date. If
the area selected is not a representative sample, the data collected can he misleading
to those who formulate future marketing policy and management procedures. The area 
selected should be large enough to render valid information and yet small enough to 
be finely tuned with management to eliminate as many possibilities for error as is prac
tical. Since a seeding program is a learning experience, care should be taen to select 
an area that is manageable from all aspects. The quantity linitation refers to the amount 
of product that will be offered for sale or disbursed in a seeding program. The quantity
could be a small percentage-10% to 50%-of the quantity to be sold in a full-scale 
marketing program. 

Test Marketing 

A fertilizer seeding program should not be confused with premarket testing of a pro
duct. Preimarket te:,ting of a product includes such basic research activities as deter
mining the agronomic suitability, the "shelf life" or long-term quality of a product, its 
performance under field conditions, and the economics of use. A product that will not 
perform in the field should not be marketed. Only when favorable results can be predicted
is the product ready to be included in a seeding program. Premarket testing should precede 
the seeding program. 



The product will continue to be refined as 
long as it is on the market. It is impossible 
to pretest a fertilizer product under all soil 
and ecological conditions before it is placed 
on 	the market. Information on means of im-

A fertilizer seeding program is a series of ac-
tivities designed to accomplish one or more 
of the following goals: 

1. 	 Introduce to the farmers a fertilizer pro-
duct that they are not accustomed to 
using. This can be a new and improved
fertilizer, or it can be an old product that 
is new to the farmers. This activity may
include creating brand identity and 
loyalty. 

2. 	 Introouce a new technology to farmers. 
The new technology may include the 
following: 
a. A new method of using fertilizer, pro-

per placement, foliar application, time 
of application, etc. 

b. 	 New farming practices associated 
with the use of the fertilizer, such as 
a package of practices, interplanting, 
new high-yielding varieties of seed, or 
population per hcctar,., 

3. 	 Test a new marketing system or some 

I-

The plan for a seeding program is a miniplan, 
an exact model of a larger fertilizer marketing
plan. The plan maps a course of action to lead 
the marketing organization to its goal, with 
checkpoints along the route to determine per-
forrmance. A seeding program plan is 
analogous to a full-scale fertilizer marketing
plan in the same way that a small watch is 
analogous to a large watch. The small watch 
has all the parts of a large watch: the lif-
ference is the size. The marketing system
used in a seeding program will have all the 
component parts of a system used in a larger
marketing effort. The parts may be smaller 
and of a somewhat temporary nature rather 
than constructed for long-term performance. 

proving the product, farmer acceptance. and 
how to best use the product will continue to 
accumulate especially during the seeding pro
gram and also during the routine marketing 
phase. 

component of the system, including the 
agronomy program, retail-dealer concept,
warehousing, transportation, credit 
scheme, sales promotion, and training re
quirements. Information gathered during 
the seeding program can be used to 
modify and improve the product. use 
technology, or marketing procedures. 

4. 	 Determine the constraints to fertilizer use 
and design a component of the fertilizer 
marketing system to overcome the con
straints; these include agronomic, educa
tional, cultural, political, economic, and 
government support policy constraints. 

5. 	 Determine the institutional support re
quired or that which can be expected to 
support an effective fertilizer marketing 
system, such as extension service, bank 
credit programs, irrigation schemes, 
government policy, and crop produce
marketq, and appropriate school curricula 
for fertilizer marketing management. 

Yet all of the component parts of a marketing 
system must be used to provide a true test 
of the system that will be used in the larger
marketing effort. The marketing system used 
in the seeding program should be designed to 
sell the farmers the benefits of fertilization 
and practices and not just bags of fertilizer. 
The benefits of fertilization are dependent 
upon the other crop production practices used 
by the farmer. A full-scale marketing system
will provide education in product use. Many
times in the initial stages of a seeding pro
grain, however, the educational aspects of pro
duct use are omitted with the expectation
that they will be added in due time. When this 
happens, the seeding program results can he 



misleading. The seeding program must have 
all of the same components and be im-
plemented with the same vigor as the larger 
marketing program if comparative results are 
to 	be obtained. 

The fertilizer marketing plan for the seeding 
program and the larger marketing effort 
should have eight component parts or in-
dividual plans. These components are as
follows:' 

1. 	Product and supply plan.
2. 	Sales plan. 

3. 	Agronomic plan. 

4. 	Advertising and sales promotion plan. 


5. 	 Market research plan. 
6. 	 Distribution plan. 
8. 	Personnel development plan. 


Each individual plan will have stated quan-
titative objectives and assigned activities for 
accomplishing them. Fertilizer marketing em-
braces all business activities involved in the 
flow of the product and services from pro
ducer 'i farmer, including the elements of 
forecasting, determining the need for and 
nature of the product, providing place utili-
ty, product pricing, and promotion. The 4 P's 
in fertilizer marketing--product,price,place
(distribution), and promotion (education)-are 
contained in the seeding program plan. The 
use of each P must be balanced in such a way 
that the overall marketing objective can be 
reached in the most efficient manner possi-
ble. Continuous adjustments should be made 
throughout the seeding program so that by 

would continue into year 2 and for the dura
tion of the seeding program Activities by 
years would include the folk 'ing: 

Year 1-Figure 1-Determining objective, 
selecting area, planning ac'ivities, selec
ting and training staff, arranging pro
ducts, determining pricing policy, 
preparing budget, preparing monitoring 
procedures, and obtaining equipment. 
Year 2-Monitoring program, redefining 
operational procedures, retraining andredeploying personnel, ordering products 
and equipment for the next period, mak
ing necessary adjustment and expansion 

inprogram.
 

Year 3-Continuing monitoring process. 
continuing personnel selection and train
ing, appraisi',ig program rest-Its, planning 

and carrying out required acjustments in programs, planning for expansion to 
cover entire market, and ordering 
necessary products and equipment for 
next phase. 

In examining the outline given in Figure 1, 
it is important to know the scenario used to 
determine the activities and phasing periods. 
In this example, the following conditions were 
assumed. 

1 . The country is Alpha. Fertilizer distribu
tion has been handled by the extension 
service. 

2. 	 A detailed fertilizer marketing plan has 
not been developed. 

3. 	 There is no fertilizer production in Alpha.
the 	end of the program the best mix of the 4 Low-analysis fertilizers have been im4 P's will be obtained.4.owaaysfetlerhaebnim

Planning and Phasing 
It is difficult to present a detailed plan and 
specific phasing periods for a fertilizer 
marketing seeding program that can be used 
as a prototype. Plans vary to reflect methods 
for accomplishing different program objec-
tives. For example, plans for introducing a 
new product in an old established marketing 
system would be considerably different from 
tnose of a new marketing system introducing 
its first products. Figure 1 indicates the 
major activities that are to be considered in 
planning a hypothetical fertilizer marketing
seeding program and the phasing of these ac-
tivities during year 1. Many of the activities 

1. 1FDC covers each component plan in detail in its Fer-
tilizer Marketing Management "l)raining l'rogram. Con-
tact IFDC for details. 

ported and used for Years. Popular fer

tilizers are single superphosphate (SSP'), 
ammonium sulfate (AS), calcium am
monium nitrate (CAN), and complete fer
tilizers 10-10-10 and 5-10-10. 

5. 	Seeding program objectives are as 
follows: 
a. 	 'Ibintroduce diammonium phosphate 

(DAIP) in Alpha. 
b. 	 'Ibreplace SSP with I-)A. 
c. 	 'b sell 20,000 tons of DAP by year 3. 
d. 	 'lb implement tile seeding program in 

four representative market areas. 
e. 	 To determine capability and 

economics of importing in bulk and
 
bagging incountry.
 

example in liguredThe 1 will provide some 
guidelines and a check on the ny activities
that must be adequately plannei for a suc
cessful seeding program. 



Time Period 
Year 1. Months Year 2

Activity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
 
Determine objectives 


-

Select area and quantity of product
 

Prepare marketing plan
 

1. Product 

2. Sales 

3. Agronomy 

4. Advertising & sales promotion 

5. Market research 

6. Distribution 

7. Price 

8. Personnel 

Select and train staff
 

Arrange supply of product
 

Establish procedures
 
and monitor actions
 

Prepare budget
 

Plan institutional support
 

Approve seeding plan
 

Allocate funds
 

Secure needed equipment/
 
material s 

Product arives
 

Commence implementation IME az
 

1 2 3 .1 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Year 1. Months Year 2
 

TimePeriod
 

Figure 1. Planning and Phasing Major Activities in a Fertilizer Marketing Seeding Program.
 
Precautions 
 results to he developed and adopted. 

6. Preparations for measuring results of a1 

There are a number of ways in which a components and documentation for adseeding program can go wrong or fail. justing the larger marketing plan are not
Failures can often be traced to one or more made. 
of the following: 7. Staff selection, training, and deployment 

are not completed on time.1. Marketing seeding program objectives 8. Although budgets have been approved, 
ore not clearly defined, do not have there is often delay in receiving transpor
management approval and support, or tation and funds. 
are not realistic and in keeping with the 9. After the initial supply of the key pro
organization's objectives, duct and other essential complementary

2. The program is started before plans are inputs is made available, a shortage atmade, recorded, and understood and a later stage may reduce the effec
essential activities and items are tiveness of the seeding program.
arranged. 1 .,Monitoring and measurement at critical3. Promised essential institutional and stages and feedback to management forgovernment support does not come necessary adjustments are not made on
through, especially extension, subsidies, a timely basis. 
crop produce markets, irrigation, essen- 11. Communications on objectives, actial inputs, and complementary tivities, and results limit operations and 
programs. performance.

4. The seeding program becomes an end 1 2. Staff motivation and desire are limited.within itself and not a portion of a larger A seeding program requires extra work
marketing plan. and dedication for success. 

5. Ample time is not allowed for desired 



Program Managem- nt
 

The manager of the seeding program must 
ensure its success. There should be no room
for mistakes and errors. The seeding program
should be designed to overcome all forseeable 
problems. Since the seeding program provides 
a learning situation, it should include full 
details so that "how" to handle the full-scalemarketing program can be understood.
Before the program commences, the manager 
should doublecheck to ensure that certain necessary tasks have been completed. The 
checklist includes the following: 

1. 	 Be sure that the marketing objective isclearly defined and compatible with that 
for the full-scale marketing program.
The objective must be meaningful and 
quantifiable within a specific time 
period. 

2. 	 Determine the goals that the seeding 
program is to accomplish and be sure the 
program is designed to give these 
results, 

3. 	 Determine the quantity of product for 
the geographical areas covered by the 
seeding program.

4. 	 if the seeding program is to be limited
by quantity, determine exact amounts 

5. Arrange for the fertilizer and technologthat will be introduced Lo be available
when needed, 

6. 	 Select, train, and assign seeding pro-grain staff and establish their limits ofauthority and responsibility
7. 	 Determine dealer criteria and makeselections. 

8. 	 Complete arrangements for all educa
tional and promotional activities and
material required and establish 
timetable for receiving and using.

9. 	 Ensure the availability of product.
budget approval, and availability of 
funds. 

10. 	 Finalize such items as product prices,
dealer commissions, and incentive 
programs. 

1 1. 	 Prearrange procedures for monitoring
and measuring program results. 

12. 	 Arrange for documentation of findings. 

Management will have checks and balances 
built into the seeding program in the form of
job 	descriptions for each individual. Goals 
will be set for each individual by time periods.
For example, each field representative will be
responsible for certain activities, for selecting 
a specific number of dealers, for selling a cer
tain 	quantity of product, etc. Management
will keep a close watch on performance and
take the necessary actions to keep the
 
seeding program on schedule.
 

Method of Management
The same method of management should be 

used for both the seeding program and thelarger marketing effort. If a centralizedmethod of management is to be used in thelarger marketing plan, it would be unwise touse a decentralized method in the 	seedingprogram. Here again the results might notreflect those that could be achieved through
another style of management. 
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technology continues. Fertilizer seeding pro. 
grams can be used in all stages of agricultural
development and for the introduction of both
low and high technology. Seeding programs
must be designed for country- and site-specific
conditions. Figure 2 indicates the stages of fer-
tilizer use development by countries. A seeding 
program designed for use in a country where fer-
tilizer use is just developing would not have the 
same objectives as one designed for a country 

Many examples of successful fertilizer seeding
programs could be cited to indicate their 
benefits in developing an effective and efficient
marketing system. Highly successful programs
have been carried out by organizations in Costa 
Rica, Colombia, Venezuela, Philippines,
Pakistan. United States, Canada, India, and 
many other countries, 

The Indian Farmers Fertiliser Cooperative, Ltd.
(IFFCO) carried out an exceptionally effective 
fertilizer seeding program in the early 1 9 70s.
IFFCO, a consortium of some 30,000 Indian

agricultural cooperatives, raised share capital to 

construct fertilizer plants in the State of Gu-

jarat at Kandla and Kalol to produce 400,000
tons of urea and ,100,000 tons of three high-
analysis NPK grades. Grade I was 10-26-26,
grade II was 12-32-16, and grade Ill was 
14-36-12. 

At that time urea and the high-analysis NPKfertilizers were new and not generally known by
the Indian farmers. IFFCO decided that a fer-
tilizer seeding program was needed. Objectives
stated for their seeding program were the
following: 

1.'lb create a ready market for IFFCO 

products. 


2. 	 'lb establish brand identity.
3. 	 'b plan and develop an economical 

marketing system, 
4. 	 'lb help develop the cooperative distribution 

system. 
5. 	To help in training the sales-point personnel

in salesmanship, services, and sound 
management practices.

6. 'bdevelop an educational program design-
ed to help farmers improve management
practices and raise farm productivity.

7. 	 'lb provide sound agronomy-extension ex-
perience for thp IFFCO staff, 

where fertilizer use is highly developed. For ex
ample, a seeding program in Afghanistan or one 
of the countries where fertilizer use is being in
troduced could include high-analysis NPK fer
tilizers or urea in a market dominated by
ammonium sulfate. In Japan or a country where
fertilizer use is highly developed, a seeding pro
gram objective might be to introduce fertilizer 
supergranules or liquid fertilizers containing 
herbicides. 

The fertilizer -eeding program was included inIFFCO's detailed marketing plan. Staff 
members wvere hired and trained before the start
of the program. The seeding program was
started in 43 selected districts in 10 states. The 
first Rabi season (fall-wheat season) was used 
as a startup period for IFFCO's seeding pro
gram, and only 24,730 tons of NPK and urea fer
tilizers was imported and marketed through thesystem. Fertilizer was imported in bulk and
bagged in the ports of Bombay, Kandla. and 
Madras. Small quantities came in through the 
ports of Ihticorin and Vizag. During the first
full year of the seeding program, 83.38-t tons of
fertilizer was imported and marketed by IFFCO.
In the second year, 265,000 tons was imported
and marketed. In the third and final year of the

seeding program before the plants 
 came on
 
stream, IFFCO imported and marketed 100,000
 
tons of NPK and .100,000 tons of urea.
 

When the IFFCO plat.s came on stream, the
fertilizer marketing system was in place. It had

been tested and reorganized and had already

marketed 
as many tons as the new factories
 
would produce. The communications network
 
had been established. Unit trains
organized and run. had beenOver 1,500 fertilizer 
demonstrations and 500 field days had been suc
cessfully carrid out. Over 
 2,000 farmer
 
meetings had been organized and conducted by

the agronomists and 
 field representatives.

Almost all its staff members had been selected
 
and trained 
to do their jobs. The seeding pro
gram allowed IFIFCO to have a successful begin
ning. In the 1982/83: fertilizer season ending
June 30, 1983, IFI'CO produced and sold
773,000 tons of urea and 683,000 tons of
NIK/DAP fertilizers. The seeding program pro
vided IFFCO an opportunity to learn how to do 
a first-class marketing job, and it continues to 
grow. 
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Figure 2. Stages of Development of Fertilizer Use in Selected Countries.
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Fertilizer Products and Product Decisions
 

In general, fertilizers are materials applied to the soil which provide plant nutrients 
necessary for plant growth for increasing production of food and industrial crops. They are
usually classified into organic or inorganic, natural or synthetic, or solid or liquid. In this
presentation the discussion on fertilizer products will be confined to solid, inorganic, and 
manufactured fertilizer products. 

Plant Nutrient in Fertiizers 

Sixteen elements have been identified as essential to plant growth. Thirteen elements 
must be present in the soil or supplied by the application of fertilizers, in addition to
hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon from the air and water. The thirteen elements are classified 
as shown in Table 1. 

Other materials, such as lime, gypsum, and organic matter which are not classed as
nutrients also play an important role in soil chemistry and crop production. The primary
nutrients (N, P, and K) are required in the greatest quantities and generally are used as the 
basis for description and classification of commercial fertilizers. Secondary nutrients are

required in relatively large amounts but in smaller quantities than tile primary nutrients.
 
The seven micronutrients, or trace elements, are essential for plant growth but in much
 
smaller amounts. 
 Other elements that are not involved in plant nutrition are essential for 
animal health and are sometimes added to fertilizer to benefit the health of grazing
animals when the soil is deficient in that element. One example is selenium, which is
 
added to some fertilizers in New Zealand.
 

Fertilizer Raw Materials and Intermediates 

Raw materials are those which are used in the manufacture of other fertilizer 
materials. Nature supplies the raw materials for fertilizers. In the manufacture of
commercial fertilizer the three primary nutrients require the following basic raw materials. 

Nitrogen (N)
Atmospheric nitrogen, combined with the hydrogen from fossil fuels such as natural 

gas, oil, naptha, or coal, is the basic raw material for the production of nitrogen fertilizers. 
These are used to produce anhydrous ammonia, the basic nitrogen fertilizer material that 
can be (1) applied directly as a finished fertilizer, (2) used as an intermediate to make 
other fertilizers, or (3) used as a raw material to produce intermediates such as nitric acid. 

InternationalFertilizerDevelopment CenterTrainingMaterial 
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Table 1. Classification of Plant Nutrients 

Classification 

Primary nutrients 

Secondary nutrients 

Micronutrients 

Element Symbol 

Nitrogen N 
Phosphorus P 
Potassium K 

Calcium Ca 
Magnesium Mg 
Sulfur S 

Boron B 
Chlorine CI 
Copper Cu 
Iron Fe 
Manganese Mn 
Molybdenum Mo 
Zinc Zn 

Source: Frederick, M. T., and N. D. Le. 1987. "Fertilizer 
Products and Specifications," Training Program in Fertilizer 
Distribution and Handling, Europe, June 8-26. 
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Phosphorus (P)
The starting point for phosphate fertilizers isphosphate rock, a calcium phosphate 

ore found in limited deposits. The reaction of sulfuric acid (produced from sulfur) with
phosphate rock produces single superphosphate (SSP) with a nutrient value of 18%-22%
P205 and about 12% S. To produce phosphoric acid, as an intermediate, phosphate rock is 
slurried with sulfuric acid. 

Potassium (K)

Potassium, usually called muriate of potash (MOP, about 60% K20) or sulfate of
 

potash (SOP, about 50% K20) also comes from mineral ore deposits. In contrast to
phosphate rock, potash ore does not require extensive processing and can be used directly 
as potassium chloride fertilizer. Extensive processing is, however, necessary to remove 
impurities such as common salt. 

The cheapest and most common form is potassium chloride. Some crops require

potassium sulfate which is usually produced from potassium chloride by chemical
 
processes. The sulfate form is about twice as expensive per product ton as potassium
 
chloride. 

Figure I is a flow diagram of principal fertilizers. This diagram represents the 
relationship between different raw materials, intermediates, and finished products. Typical 
raw material requirements for the production of fertilizers are given in Table 2. 

Fertilizer Materials and Mixtures 

Ammonia, nitric acid, sulfuric acid, superphosphates. phosphoric acid, and potassium
chloride are the building blocks of the fertilizer industry. These basic materials allow the
production of various formulations to suit specific agronomic and crop requirements. 

Basic fertilizer materials may contain one or two of the primary nutrients. For 
example, the material may be anhydrous ammonia, containing nitrogen or diammonium 
phosphate, containing both nitrogen and phosphorus. Mixed fertilizers are mixtures of two 
or more fertilizer materials, either by merely physically mixing materials, for example,
diammonium phosphate, urea, and MOP, together called blended fertilizers. By reacting
acids (phosphoric, sulfuric, or nitric) with ammonia or nitrogen solutions and potash, a
chemical reaction is involved and the resulting products are granulatedfertilizers. 

A listing of fertilizer materials is given in Table 3. 

InternationalFertilizerDevelopment Center TrainingMaterial 
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Figure 1. Flow Diagram of Principal Fertilizers. 
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Table 2. Typical Raw Material Requirements for Fertilizer Production 

Product 

Intermediate Products 
Ammonia (NH3) 

Sulfuric acid (H 2 SO 4)d 

Phosphoric acid (H3PO4)' 


Nitric acid (HNO 3)d 

Finished Produc!s
 
Ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) 


Ammonium sulfate [(NH4)2SO4] 


Diammonium phosphate (DAP) 


Monoammonium phosphate (MAP) 


Single superphosphate (SSP) 


Triple superphosphate (TSP) 


Urea [CO(NH2)2] 


Raw Material Typical 
or Intermediate Requirementa 

(mtb/mt product) 

Natural gas 860 m3c
 

Sulfur 
 0.34 
Phosphate rock 3.4 
Sulfuric acidd 2.8 
Ammonia 0.29 

Ammonia 0.21 
Nitric acidd 0.77 
Ammonia 0.27 
Sulfuric acidd 0.78
Phosphoric acid' 0.47 
Ammonia 0.23 
Phosphoric acid' 0.54 
Ammonia 0.15 
Phosphate rock 0.64 
Sulfuric acidd 0.47 
Phosphate rock 0.40 
Phosphoric acid' 0.35 
Ammonia 0.58 
Carbon dioxide 0.77 

a. Requirements can vary considerably depending on raw materials quality and plant
design. Values presented are indicative. 
b. Metric tons (mt), except as noted. 
c. Does not include natural gas used as fuel. 
d. On basis of 100% acid. 
e. On basis of mt P205. 

Source: Frederick, M. T., and N. D. Le. 1987. "Fertilizer Products and Specifications,"
Training Program in Fertilizer Distribution and Handling, Europe, June 8-26. 
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Table 3. Listing of Fertilizer Materials 

Typical 
Chemical Nutrient Content

Product Acronyma Symbol Nutrient Wt % 

Ammonia, anhydrous - NH3 N 82 
Ammonia, aqua' NH4OH N 20-25 
Ammonium chloride AC NH4CI N 25-26 
Ammonium nitrate AN NH4NO3 N 34 
Ammonium phosphates 

Monoammonium MAP NH4H2PO4 N 10-12 
P205 45-55

Diammonium 	 DAP (NH4)2HP04 N 18 
P205 46

Ammonium polyphosphate APP C N 
CP205

Ammonium sulfate AS (NH4)2SO4 N 20-21 
Ammoniated superphosphate d N d 

dP205
Basic slag C 	 P205 10-20 
Calcium ammonium nitrate CAN f 	 N 20-30 
Calcium cya,'. -,e 	 CaCN2 N 20-21 
Calcium nitrate Ca(N03)2 N 15 
Calcium phosphates - g 	 P205 g
Fused phosphates 	 - h P205 h 
Nitrophosphates 	 . N
 

P205 
Potassium chloride MOPJ KCI K20 60 
Potassium nitrate KNO3 N 13 

K20 44
Potassium phosphates k P205 	 k 

kK20

Potassium sulfate SOP' K2S04 K20 50 
Sodium nitrate NaNO3 N 16 

(Continued) 
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Table 3. Listing of Fertilizer Materials (Continued) 

Typical 

Product Acronyma 
Chemical 

Symbol 
Nutrient Content 

Nutrient Wt % 

Superphosphate 
Single (normal) 
Triple 

Urea 
Urea ammonium phosphate 

SSP 
TSP 

UAP 

Ca(H2PO4)2.H 20m 
Ca(H2PO4)2.H20 
CO(NH2)2 

P205 
P205 
N 
N 

18-22 
46 

45-46 

P205 

a. If applicable. 
b. Chemical name isammonium hydroxide. 
c. Triammonium pyrophosphate [(NH4)3HP20 7]; pentaammonium tripolyphosphate
[(NH4)sP 3OI0]; common APP solution grades are 10-34-0 and 11-37-0. Solid APP grade is 
11-55-0. 
d. Products made hv reacting ammonia with superphosphates (SSP/TSP). Composition
and nutrient content varies with degree of ammoniation. 
e. Byproduct of steel production. Phosphate iscalcium phosphates, mainly, tetracalcium 
phosphate (4CaO. P205).
f. Mixture of ammonium nitrate (NH,4NO3) and limestone (CaCO3).
g. Monocalcium phosphate [Ca(H2PO4)2]-main phosphatic material in SSP/TSP.
Dicalcium phosphate [CaHPO4] -41%-52% P2O5.
h. Fused calcitum-magnesium phosphate-20% P205. Fused tricalcium phosphate 
[Ca3(PO4)2].
i. Mixture of dicalcium phosphate (CaHPO.Q, monoammonium phosphate (NH4H2PO 4),and ammonium nitrate (NI-h4NO3). Common grades are 20-30-0, 15-15-0, 20-20-0, 20-10-0,
and 28-14-0. Also called nitric phosphates. 
j. MOP-muriate of potash. 
k. Monopotassium phosphate (KH-2PO.Q: 0-52-35. 

Dipotassium phosphate (K2HPO,): 0-40-54. 
Tetrapotassium phosphate (K4P207): 0-43-57. 
Potassium metaphosphate (KPO3): 0-60-40. 

1. SOP-sulfate of potash. 
m. Plus calcium sulfate (CaSO).
n. Mixture of urea and ammonium phosphates. Some grades are 34-17-0, 33-20-0, and 
29-29-0. 

Source: Frederick, M. T., and N. D. Le. 1987. "Fertilizer Products and Specifications,"
Training Program in Fertilizer Distribution and Handling, Europe, June 8-26. 
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Fertilizer Description and Classification 

Fertilizer Grade 
The grade is the guaranteed analysis in weight percentage of available primary
 

nutrients in the fertilizer. The analysis is expressed in percent by weight of the three
 
primary plant nutrients as a set of three numbers in the order N:P:K. These nutrients are
 
always expressed in the same order.
 

Traditionally, the numerals represent total nitrogen as N, available phosphate as
 
P205, and soluble potassium as K20. A 50-kg fertilizer bag labeled 15-15-15 or triple 15
 
contains 15% nitrogen (N), 15% phosphorus (as P205), and 15% potassium (as K120) or
 
7.5 kg N, 7.5 kg P205, and 7.5 kg K20 of fertilizer nutrient. If a nutrient is not present it is 
represented by zero, so DAP with 18% N and 46% P205 is18:46:0. TSP with 46% P205 is 
0:46:0. Potassium chloride with 60% K20 is 0:0:60. The guaranteed analysis of weight 
percentages isused to determine the quantity of fertilizer material per hectare needed to 
supply the nutrient requirements of a particular crop. 

Where secondary nutrients and micronutrients are present in the fertilizer grade,
their concentration is included in the fourth and fifth number, as necessary. For example,
15-15-15-5S-1B fertilizer grade would contain 15% N, 15% P205, 15% K20, 5%sulfur, and 
1% boron. 

Various fertilizer grades are produced with different ratios of the primary nutrients to 
meet the requirements of various crops. When possible the grades are formulated to give 
the highest nutrient concentration possible using the lowest cost available raw materials in 
order to reduce the cost of production, handling, and transportation (per ton of nutrient). 
Some filler or inert materials may be used to achieve a specified grade. Table 4 lists some 
common fertilizer materials. 

Recently, FAO has recommended that phosphorus and potassium content be 
expressed in the elemental form, i.e., P and K rather than oxide from P20s and K20. Some 
countries such as Denmark, Ireland, and Norway have adopted the elemental basis for all 
plant nutrients, but internationally the o1 system is the one generally used. 

Conversion factors of plant nutrients are given in Table 5. 

Straight and Compound Fertilizer 
"Straight" fertilizers contain only one of the primary nutrients (N, P, or K), e.g., urea is 

a straight "N"fertilizer (46%); TSP isa straight P fertilizer (46% P205); MOP is a straight 
potash fertilizer (60% K120). 

International Fertilizer Development Center Training Material 
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Table 4. Common Fertilizer Materials 

Material N P205 K20 S Ca 

Ammonia 82 - - . 
Phosphate rock - 27-36a - -
Phosphoric acid - 5 2 -5 4 b - -

SSP (single superphosphate) 
 - 18 -22 - 12 20

TSP (triple superphosphate) 
 46 - 1.5 13
Urea 



46 -  - -
Ammonium sulfate 21 -
DAP (diammonium phosphate)c 18 46 -

- 24 
-

MAP (monoammonium phosphate)d 11 45 -55 -
Potassium chloride - - 60 --
Potassium sulfate - - 50 17.6 
15-15-15 15 15 15 - -

a. Concentration of phosphate rock is quite variable and depends on the individual deposits,
impurities, and beneficiation. 
b. Wet-process merchant-grade acid. 
c. Theoretical grade is21-53-0. 
d. Theoretical grade is 12-62-0. 

Source: Frederick, M. T., and N. D. Le. 1987. "Fertilizer Products and Specifications,"
Training Program in Fertilizer Distribution and Handling, Europe, June 8-26. 
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Table 5. Conversion Factors of Plant Nutrients 
(Between Oxide and Elemental Forms) 

P205 x 0.44 = P x 2.29 = P205 
K20 x 0.83 = K x 1.20 = KO 
CaO x 0.71 = Ca x 1.40 = CaO 
MgOx 0.60 = Mg x 1.66 = MgO
S03 x0.40 = S x 2.50 = S03 

Phosphate Rock 

P205 x 2.18 = BP x 0.46 = P20S 
P x4.95 =D x 0.202= P 

a. Bone phosphate of lime. 

InternationalFertilizerDevelopment CenterTrainingMaterial 
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"Compound"fertilizers contain two or three of the primary nutrients. They are also
called complex, mixed, complete, finished or multinutrient fertilizers. Both straight and
compound fertilizers may also contain secondary nutrients and micronutrients. 

Compound Fertilizer Production
 
The fertilizers described in the previous section were mainly straights and some


two-nutrient fertilizers, such as MAP and DAP. There is a significant requirement for

multinutrient fertilizers arising from a variety of marketing, agronomic, ar.d economic

factors. These compound or complex fertilizers may be produced from a wide range of
materials and by a wide range of chemical and physical processes. Somn of the processes 
are: 

1. 	 Dry mixing of powdered materials to give powdered blends. 

2. 	 Dry mixing of granulated or prilled materials (blends, bulk blends). 

3. 	 Mixing with water to produce liquid fertilizers as solutions or suspensions. 

4. 	 Granulation of dry-mixed materials with addition of water. 

5. 	 Granulation by chemical reaction (usually ammonia with phosphoric, nitric or sulfuric 
acids) and addition of other materials. 

6. 	 Melt processes (not widely used for compounds). 

7. 	 Compaction 'n which mixtures of dry materials are granulated between rollers under
high pressure A wide range of grades may be produced in the above process,
together with the possibilities of adding secondary nutrients or micronutrients, 
pesticides, and inert fillers. 

In all the above processes a wide range of grades may be produced, together with
possibilities for addition of macro- or micronutrients, herbicides, pesticides, and inert 
fillers. 

Physical Form 
The physical form of a fertilizer particle greatly influences the ease of application.

The 	farmer wants a fertilizer that is hard, free flowing, of uniform size, not caked, not
dusty, and easy to apply. lie wants fairly small particles of uniform size to enhance uniform
application. Fertilizer particles around the same size are more important when using amechanical spreader. To meet the farmer's needs, manufacturers have developed a variety
of processes and anticaking treatments. The most common particles are granules and 
prills. 

InternationalFerHilizerDevelopmet Center TrainingMaterial 
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Granules-Fertilizers may be produced by chemical reaction and mixing to form a 
wet slurry which is mixed or sprayed in a drum or granulator to produce agglomerated 
lumps. The required granule size is sieved out and the rest recycled. Water may be 
sprayed onto a powdered fertilizer in a rotation drum, or molten fertilizer is sprayed into a 
drum or bed to build up granules. Granular potash is produced by compaction under high 
pressure into sheets, the sheets are crushed, and sieved to give correctly sized granules, 
commonly 2-4 mm size range. 

Prills- Materials may be melted and sprayed from the top of a tall tower against a
 
current of air. By the time particles reach the bottom of the prilling tower, they have
 
solidified into small spheres called prills. Urea and ammonium nitrate are commonly
 
produced in drill form, normally 1-3 mm size range, but frequently contain smaller
 
particles.
 

The crushing strength of granules and prills varies in crushing strength. Generally
 
granules have higher crushing strengths than prills. Granules of NPK or ".,oinplete"
 
fertilizers vary widely in crushing strength.
 

Materials available in other physical forms include sulfur as a liquid, powder pellets, 
or flake; ammonium sulfate as crystals; and phosphate rock as a powder. In the production 
of TSP and SSP, after reaction the products may be cured in a pile and are termed ROP 
(run-of-pile), consisting of a mixture of powder and lumps. 

Caking of Fertilizer 

Finished fertilizers have a tendency to cake by a variety of physical and chemical 
mechanisms. Caking is a complex phenomenon. Finished fertilizers are more prone to 
cake in the presence of (a) moisture, (b) small particles or dust ("fines"), and/or 
(c) pressure. Rugged handling and exposure to a humid atmosphere can adversely affect 
finished fertilizers. Caking tendencies can be reduced by incorporating anticaking agents
chemicals added during manufacture or the use of coatings of various kinds: chemicals, oils, 
plastics, and various dusty coatings. "Treated" or coated fertilizers are much better to 
handle. If too much coating is used, the fertilizer can be very dusty and unpleasant to 
handle. 

Fertilizer Specifications 

The requirements for fertilizer specifications differ according to the intended use of 
the information. For instance, when purchasing fertilizers, specifications would normally 
be very detailed while the supplier of the fertilizer may issue a very limited specification 
sheet for his fertilizer. The fertilizer technical specification is a detailed list of the chemical 

IntetrationalFertilizerDevelopInent Center TrainingMaterial 
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and physical properties of a given material. This list of specifications is normally used inthe sales contract between the seller and buyer of the material to ensure agreement of the
product attributes. In addition to product properties, the specification will normally define

sampling, analytical procedures, and package specifications.
 

The specifications which are usually considered most important are those which have

legal significance for buyers and sellers of large quantities of materials. The final
 
consumer, the farmer, normally makes a purchase based on the grade marked on the bag,
on price, and on his visual judgment of the physical quality of the material. The grade
would hopefully be assured by a decree of the national government in the form of quality
control regulations. International traders are not protected. To protect their respective

interests, it is critical that sellers and buyers agree on a comprehensive specification. 

A well-written fertilizer specification for procurement purposes should include: 

1. Nutrient content(s) and concentration(s). 
2. Nutrient chemical composition(s). 
3. Moisture content. 
4. Particle-size range. 
5. Physical condition. 
6. Water solubility. 
7. Conditioner. 
8. Any special limitations or hazards. 
9. Packaging details. 

10. Analytical methods used. 
11. Penalties or discounts for deviation from the stated values and conditions. 

While the legal aspects of contractual agreements between buyers and sellers are
normally handled by international agents, it is still the responsibility of the buyer or seller
to prepare a clear concise and complete specification for fertilizer raw materials or
products. Examples of such specifications are given in the Appendix.
 

Fertilizer Quality 

There are three major objectives of a fertilizer quality control program. 

1. To produce an excellent product, of uniform quality at the most economical cost.
2. To assure the customer that what is on the label or guarantee iswhat he obtains.
3. To satisfy all laws regulating the distribution and sale of fertilizer products. 

The measurement of fertilizer quality can be divided into three areas. 

InternationalFertilizerDevelopment CenterTrainingMaterial 
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1. 	 Process control-Done during fertilizer manufacture to determine when the reaction 
has reached a point that will yield a good product. 

2. 	 Product assurance-Before the manufactured product is bagged, detailed chemical 
analysis and determination of physical properties, moisture content, and dustiness are 
performed to ascertain if the product meets the standard of specification's set. 

3. 	 Regulatory monitoring-The sale and distribution of fertilizer as normally regulated 
by regulatory laws to protect the consumer and reputable producers from those who 
are fraudulent or unscrupulous. This is done by randomly sampling materials 
available in the marketplace by control officials for analysis by methods validated by 
authoi ized agencies. 

InternationalFertilizerDevelopment Center TrainingMaterial 
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AID. Small Business Memo 
Trade Information for American Suppliers 

Inood By 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Agency for Infemational Dovelopment, Offics of Small Buinss 
Waakhngton, D. C. 20523 Aree ?03Codo 235-9156 

SBH 82-3 
September 7, 1982
 
(Supersedes SBM 77-3)
 
(1/L: 8-23)
 

AID FERTILIZER SPECIFICATIC;'S 

The followng specificaticris su--persede the product and packing specifications
for fertilizer contain-ed in U.S. Agency for Inteniational DevelcFent (AID)
Ccrociity Eligibility Listing, (ml.I
15:54) datci January 1, 1981, pages 61-92,
anid SM'l No. 77-3 c3ted August 12, 1977. This revision includes minor changes
in fertilizer specificatioris and significant additicnis to the inspection 
Section. 

I. FERTILI'i--- -cGPjudL 

A. AID finarcing for fertilizers normaily limutedis to products of U.S. 
source (00). Frcan time to time, lacK of access to requirements for
specific products and/<, other exMg.r cics may necessitate off-shoreprocuranent of limited quantities. For each purcnase from a non-U.S. source, prior approval of spc-cifc product,the qu-anuity, and source 
is required from AD1,'l - SER/CCI. 

B. AID finances only those fertilizers Jiich conforn product andto 
bagging specificatcA-Lcs approved by ;AID. 

C. Fertilizers confonrung to tne product specifications listed alpha
betically (Part IV) a-d with bagginrg sweciraciaticns (Part V, are

considered eligible. All fertilizers are subject to special

prov-isions 42.
 

D. 
Hequests for fertilizers not covered by the specification herein may

be surnitted through the U.S. AID Mission for revwew ard possible appro
val by AID/W - SE/cci. Ali such requests mrust ccntain details coveringthe proposed product and/or bagglng specificaticis and should justify
the need for such material.
 

E._ All invitations for bid covering tertilizers mLust be approved by AID/WSER/CCM. before official publication and/or release to the trade. 
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II. EVALUATION
 

r ien t
A. Single-Nut
 Fertilizers
 

Fertilizers will be evaluated on 
the basis of
analysis the minimum guaranteedin increments of one unit of Plant Nutrient (PN); e.g.,triple superphosphate rangfng from 46.00% to and including 46.99%P20, will be evaluated as 46%.
 

B. Multinutriert Fertilizers
 

Fertilizers 
must be guaranteed and will. be evaluatedbasis only on theof the analysis requested in the tender; e.g., 18-46-0be evaluated as will18% nitrogen and 46% P 20, or a total of 64 units of
Plan t Nutrient. 

III. DISCOUNUS 

A. Rates of Discount 

When a shipment fails to meet the grade of Plant Nutrient as guaranteed, the following discount schedule will apply: 

AdjustmentDeviation fromGuaranteed Analysis 
 Factor 

When the deficiency of any nutrient 
guaranteed is 
0.5 units or less. 
 0
 

When the deficiency of any nutrient
 
guaranteed is 
more than 0.5, but 
less
 
than 1.0 units. 


2
 

When the deficiency of any nutrient
 
guaranteed is 
1.0 units u- more 
 3
 

The above discounts will apply toallowance will be made 
eacih nutrient guaranteed. Nofor excess 
over guarantee of one 
nutrient 
to
balance deficiency of another nutrient. 
Plant Nutrientbe calculated on value willthe basis of the contract price per ton of material. 

B. Examples of Computation 

1. Analysis of triple s,,perphosphate guaranteed- 46% on by the bidder isa lot of 1,000 tons priced at $175 per ton.t e Plant Nutrient content Upon testing,
was found to be 45.2% viz., deficiencywas 46.0 - 45.2 = 0.8 of a unit. Price adjustment (discount)computed as isfollows: 
 0.8 (unit deficiency)

factor) times $3.80 
times 2 (adjustment

(Plant Nutrient 
46), times 

value equals $175 divided by1,000 (number of tons) equals $6,080 (discount).NOlT: 
 "Price" for calculatlng disccunft is tZI-t Iandcrl cost atforeicci destination. 
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2. Analyses of 16-16-8 granular mixed fertilizer guaranteedthe bidder are by16% N, 16% P 20,,
tons priced at $160. 
and 8% K20 on lot of 5,000
Upon testing, thewere found to be 15.3% N, 16.1% P2 O,, 

Plant Nutrients 

deficiency was 
and 8.8% KO, viz.,16.0  15.3 equals 0.7 of a unit of N.
both P 205 and AlthoughK20 exceeded guarantee,


these no allowance is made for
excesses 
to balance 
the deficiency in N.
ment (discount) is computed as 
Price adjust

follows:
times 0.7 (unit deficiency)2 (adjustr,-ent factor) times $4 (Plant Nutrient valueequals $160 divided by 40) , times 5,000equals (number of tons)$28,000. NOTE: "Price" for calculating discount is unitlanded cost at foreip,n destination.
C. Discount for E:.ceedin, Chlorine Tolerancein Potas sium Su-fae .. o.r.. 

Chlorine tolerance of 0.5; above specificationswithout penalty. will be permittedFor every 0.5% in excessdiscount of this tolerance, aof 5% of the computed contract cost will be charged. 

D. Non-Nutrient Deficiencies 

Non-nutrient deficiencies include deficienciescondition, In specified physicalpackaging, labeling, particle size, moisture content, and
others.
 

If, after inspection, the fertilizer is determinedat the port of by the purchaserloading to be so deficient
purchaser may 

as to be unacceptable, thedecline to accept the comnoditypriate legal and exercise approremedies. If, however, inpurchaser spite of deficienciesdetermines theto accept
entitled, in any 

the coimnodity, the purchaser shall beevent, to a reasonable adjustment in 
the quotedlanded cost for foreign destination. 
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IV. 
 AID-APPROVED FERTILIZER SPECIFICATIONS
 

A!2tONIUM NITRATE, - 33.5% GRADE (Schedule B. No. 480.6510) 

Specification
 

Nitrogen content, total ....... . 33.5% as 
N, minimum
 
Moisture content .......... 
 0.3% as 12 0, maximum
 
Coating ....... .............. 
 2.5%, minimum
 
Organic matter. ........... 
 0..1%, maximum
 
Screen size 
(Tyler) .. ........ . minimum, 90.0% 
-6+16 mesh,
 

100.0% -4 mesh, 98% 
+28 mesh;
 

Physical condition .. ........... 
 Prills or granules,
 
free-flowing, non-caking
 

Arilvtical Methods for Oualitv Control
 

Chemical 
 AOAC No.
 

Nitrogen, total ......... 
... 2.068
 
Moisture ........... 
 2.013
 

Physical 
 TFI No.
 

Sieve analysis .... ........ IV. A.
 

-2.ONILNNI?7AT, 
 - PASE STABILIZED (Schedule B,No. 480.651O) 

Soecification 

Nitrogen content, total .. ......
34.0% as N, minimum
 
Moisture content .. ............. 0.5% 
as H2 0, maximum
 Stabilizer or additive ........ 
. 1.0%, maximum
 
Organic matter ... 
 ........... 
... 0.1%. maximum

Screen size (Tyler) .. ........ . minimum 90.0% -6+16 mesh,
 

100.0% -4 mesh, 98% 
+28 mesh;
 

Physical condition .. ........... 
 Prills or granules,
 
free-flowing, non-caking
 

Analytical Methods 
forOualitv Control
 

Chemical AOAC No. 

Nitrogen, total ......... ... 2.068 
Moisture .... .......... 
 . 2.013
 

Phvsical 
 TFI No.
 

Sieve analysis . ........
. IV. A.
 



A.'-ONiUm SULFATE, STANDARD (Schedule B.No. 4dU.o525) 

Soecification
 

Nitrogen content .. ....... 20.5% 
as N, minimum
 
Free acid content ............. 
 0.10Z as 1101., maximum
Moisture content . ......... 
 . 1.0% as 1120, maximum
 
Screen size (Tyler) ......... . minimum 90.0% -6 mesh,
 

Physical condition ... ....... 
 Co.... crystalline or
 
granular, free-flowing
 

Analytical Methods for Ouality Control
 

Chemical 
 AOAC No., or as noted
 

Nitrogen ... ............ 2.065
 
Free acid .. .......... . Titration of 10% 
solution
 

to methyl red end point
 
with 0.1 N NaOHa
 

Moisture ... .......... . 2.012, dry at 129 0 -1310C to
 
constant weight
 

Physical 
 TT No.
 

Sieve analysis ......... ... IV. A.
 

a Reagent Chemicals and Standards. 5th Edition, Joseph Rosin, D. Van
 
Nostrand Co. Inc., Princeton, NJ
 

A'MONTU SULFATE, GRANULAR 
 (Schedule B.No. 480.b525)
 

Specification
 

Nitrogen content ... ......... ... 20.5% as N, minimum
 
Free acid content .. ......... . 0.10% 
as H2 S0, maximum
 
Moisture content .. ..........
... 1.0% as 11,0, maximum 
Screen size (Tyler) . ...... .. minimum 90.0% -6 +16 mesh,
 

100.0% -4 mesh, 
 98%
 
+28 mesh
 or
-Physical condition ........... +2n 

Coarse, crystalline or
granular, frea-flowing
 



Analytical Methods 
for Quality Control
 

Chemical 

AOAC No., 
or as noted
 

Nitrogen 
 . 

Free acid ...... 	 2.065
 
Titration of 10% 
solution
to methyl red end point
 

Moisture .	 with 0.1 N NaOHa
 
2.012, dry at 1290 -1310
 C tc 
constant weight
 

Physical 
TT No. 

Sieve analysis......... 

. -A.
 

a 
aReagent Chemicals and standards, 	5th Edition, Joseph Rosin, D. Van
Nostrand Co., 
Inc., Princeton, NJ
 

- 45%GRADE 
(Schedule B.No. 4bO.3OOO) 

Soecification
 

Nitrogen content.
 .......... 
 45.0% as 
N, minimum
Coating (clay, kieselguhr,

talc, etc.) ........ 
 ...
iuret 	 1.0%, minimum
content . . . . . . ... 
 2.0%, maximum
 

oisture 
content
creen size (Tyler. .. .... . . . .. ..
. .5,a120Da...... . . 0-5/, as 1120 ma-.imum
minimum 90.0% -6+16 mesh, 

Ysical condition . . . . . . . .. 

100.0% -4 mesh, 98% +28 mesh-
Prills or granules,free
floring, non-cnking 

-alytical Methods forOualit, Control 

Chemical 

AOAC No.
 

Nitrogen .. ............. 
 2.055, 2.056, and 2.057
Biure . . ............. 
 ".2.082, 2.083, and 
2.084
 
Moisture 
. ..... 
 .......... 
 2.013
 

Physical 

TFI No.
 

Sieve analysis 
.... 
 ........ 
 V. A.
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UREA, 
 - 46% GMADE (Schedule B. No. 4 
0U.3UCO) 

SDeci f icat ion 

Nitrogen content 
........... 
 46.0% as N, minimum
 
Chemical Conditioner
 
Methylenediurea (a product of the
 
addition of 
a formaldehyde
based additive) ... 
 ........... 
 0.2% RHIO equivalent, minimum
Biuret content .... 
 ............
.. 2.0%, maximum
 

Moisture content ... 
 ..........
... 
 0.5% as 1120, maximum
Screen size (Tyler) ... 
 ......... 
 minimum 90.0% 
-6+16 mesh,
 
100.0% -4 mesh, 98% 
+28 mesh;
 

Physical condition......... 
 . PrIlls or granules, free

flowing, non-caking
 

Analytical Methods for Oualitv Control
 

Chemical 

AOAC No., 
or as noted
 

Nitrogen ............... 
 2.055, 2.056, and 
2.057
 
Biuret 
. . . .................... 
... 2.082, 2.083, and
Moisture ....... 2.084
 

013
Methylenediurea 
 ........ 
 . Chromotropic acida
 

Physical 
TFI No. 

Sieve analysis ...... ............ IV. A. 

Form-Idehvde, 3rd Edition, J. F. Walker, ACS Monograph, Reinhold 
Publishing Corp., New York, NY 

URA , - 46% N, LOW BIURET (Schedule B. No. 46O.3CCO)
 

Specification
 

Nitrogen content 
... .............
 46.0% as.N, minimum
 
Chemical conditioner
 
Methylenediurea (a product of the
 
addition of a formaldehyde
based additive)... 
 ............ 
0.2% HCHO equivalent, minimum


Biuret content .... 
 ............ .
 1.0, maximuia
Moisture content 
..... 
 ........... 
 0.5% as 
NO, maximum
Screen size (Tyler)... 
 .......... .minimum 90.0% -6+16 mesh,
 

100.0% -4, 98% +28 
mesh;
 
Physical condition 
... .......... .
 Prills or 
 granules, free

flowing, non-caking
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Analytical Methods for Ouality Control
 

Chemical 

AOAC No., 
or as noted
 

Nitrogen.............. 
 2.055, 2.056, and 2.057
 
Biuret 
 .... 
 2.082, 2.083, and 2.084
Moisture ............ 


2.013
Methylenediurea 
 . ...... 
 Chromotropic acida
 

Phys ica l 
 TFI No. 

Sieve analysis 
.. ......... 
... IV. A.
 

a Fornaldehvde, 3rd Edition, J. F. Walker, ACS Monograph, 
Reinhold
 
Publishing Corp., 
New York, NY
 

DIA 2iONI !\PHOSPATE, GANU 
 18-46-0 GRADE
-LR (Schedule B. No. 40.dOO5) 

SDecificacion
 

Nitrogen content 
(nitrate free) 
.... 18,0% as 
N, minimum

Urea nitrogen ...... 
 ............ 
 1.5% as 
N, maximum
 
Phosphorus content
 
Available .... 
 ............. 
.16.0%as PO, minimum
Water solubie ..... 
 ........... 
 39.1% as 
P20, minimum
Moisture content 
... 
 ...........
.. 2.0% 
as H 20, maximum
Screen size 
(Tyler)... .......... . minimum 90.0% -6+16 mesh, 

100.0% -4 mesh, 
Physical condition................. 98% +28 meshGranules, free-floring, non

caking
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Analytical Methods 
for Quality Control
 

Chemical 
 AOAC No.
 

Nitrogen ............ 
 2.055, 2.056, and 2.057

Urea .... .............. 
... 2.080 and 2.081
 
Phosphorus
 
Total ... ........... 
.. 2 .02 6c, 2.027, and 2.028b
 
Citrate insoluble . ...... 
. 2.044, 2.045, and 2.046
 
Available ... 
 .......... .
 2.048
 
Wa.er soluble ... ........ 2.040 and 2.041
 

Moisture ... 
 ............
... 2.013
 

Physical 
 TFI No.
 

Sieve analysis ... ........ . IV. A.
 

MO.,V.O!ONIUM PHOSPHATE, GPULUR 11-48-0 GRADE (Schedule B. No. 4O.bOl5) 

Soecification 

Nitrogen content 
(ammoniacal) . . . . 11.0% as N, minimum 
Phosphorus content
 

Available ...... 
 ............. 48.0% as 
P201, minimum
Water soluble ..... 
 ........... 40.8% as 
P2 0s, minimum
 
Moisture content 
.. ......... .
 2.0% as H20, maximum
Screen size (Tyler) .. ......... ... minimum 90.0% -6+16 mesh,
 

100.0% -4 mush,
 
98Z +28 mesh


Physical condition .. 
 ......... 
.
 Granules, free-flowing, non

caking
 

Analytical Methods for Quality Control
 

Chemical 
 AOAC No.
 

Nitrogen, ammoniacal 
.. ........ 
. 2.065
 
Phosphorus
 
Total. 
 . ............. 2.026c, 2.027, and 2.028b

Citrate insoluble .. ......... 
... 2.044, 2.045, and 
2 .04 6a

Available ............. 
 2.048
 
Water soluble ........... 
 2.040 and 2.041
 

Moisture ..... 
 .............. .
 2.013
 

PhVsical 
 TFI No.
 

Sieve analysis ................. 
 IV. A.
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YONCA O0;Il P OSP}5-TF GRANULAR 13-52-0 GRADE (Schedule B No.-oo.ouI ) 

Specification
 

Nitrogen content (a-oniacal) .  13.0% as N, minimum 
Phosphorus content
 
Available 
 .......... 
 52.0% as P.O,, Minimum
Water soluble .. ............ 
 44.2% as P20,, minimum
'-oisture content 
. . .......... 
 2.0% noN 0, maximum
Screen size (Tyler) .. 
 ......... 
 minimum 90.0% -6 +16 
mesh, 100.0Z 

-4 mesh,Physical condition .. ......... 98% +28 mesh
Granulas, free-flowing, non-caking 

Analvtical Methods for Oui.iitT Control 

Che--i ca!. AOAC No.
 

Nitrogen, ar-oniacal 
 . .2.065
 
Phosphorus
 
Tocal ........... 2
 .0 2 6c, 2.027, and 2.028b
Citrate insoluble ..... 
. 2.044, 2.045, and 2 .046a

Available .. ........ 
. 2.048
 
Water soluble . ....... .
 2.040 and 2.041
 

Moisture................ 
 2.013
 

Physical 
 TFI No.
 

Sieve analysis .... 
 ....... IV. A.
 



XONOA}OlLrM PHOSPHATE. GANULAR l -52-pGRA (Schedule B. No. 410.8015) 

Specification
 

Nitrogen content 
(azzxoniacal) 
 .... 11.0% as N, ilimtir

Phosphorus content
 
Available 
 ....
Water soluble 52 as P 0 minimum . . 41.6% as P2 O0, minimum
Moisture content .2......... 
 1.0% as 1120, maximum
Screen size (Tyler) . ...... . minimum 90.0% -6+16 mesh, 

100.0% -4 mesh,
 
Physical condition 
 ......... 98: +28 mesh
hn 

Granules, free-flowing, 
non-caking

Analvtical Methods for Ouality Control 

Chemical 
AOAC No.
 

Nitrogen, a 
 oniacal ...... .. 2.065 
Phosphorus

Total. .... 
 ............
.. 
 2 .026c, 2.027, and 2.028b
Citrate insoluble ...... 
 2.044, 2.045, and 2 .04 6
Available a
 .... 
 ........
2.048
 
Water soluble .
 ....... .
 . 2.040 and 2.041 

Mois ture ...... ............ 
 2.013
 

Physical 

TFI No. 

Sieve analysis .. 
 ......... 
 .. IV. A. 

.ONOA-MONIUM PHOSPt'rE, R*UN-OF-PrL. 10-50-0 (Schedule B.No. 480.8015)
;RADE 

Snecification 

Nitrogen content*(aroniacal) . . . . 10.0% as N, minimum
Phosphorus content*
 
Available ..... 
 ............. 
 50.0Z as P20,, minimumWater soluble ... 
 ...........
.. 42.5%


Moisture content 
as P2 0,, minimum
 ...... ... 2.0% as H0,Screen size maximum
(Tyler) ... 
 .......... 
 .minimum 90.0% -6 mesh;
 

Physical condition 
.. ........
.. Free-flowing, non-caking
 



Analytical Methods 
for Oualitv Control
 

Chemical AOAC No.
 

Nitrogen, ammoniacal ..... 2.065 
Phosphorus 
Total ... ............ 2 . .0 26c, 2.027, and 2.028b
 
Citrate insoluble. ...... 
 2.044, 2.045, and 2.046a
 
Available ... 
 ......... . 2.048
 
Water soluble .. ........ . 2.040 and 2.041
 

Moisture ....... 
 .... . ..
 

Physical FTr No..
 

Sieve Analysis ... ......... .. A.
 

Nitrogen and P2O, specifications on dry basis 

TRIPLE SUPERyOSPHJE,CRA2XUkR 
 (Schedule B No. 46O.70EO) 

Soecificat ion
 

Phosphorus content
 
Available ...... 
 ............. 
 44.0 to 4 6 . as P203, minimum
Water soluble ... ........... .75% 
 of Z"mrinteed P 2 0, minimum


Free acid content ... .......... . 5.0% as 
llP0., maximum
 
Moisture content ... 
 ........... 
 4..74 p L Maximum
Screen size (Tyler)... ........ . minimum 90.0% -6+16 mesh, 

100.0% -4 mesh, 987 +28 m,Physical condition ..... ........ 
 Granules, free-flowing, non-caking
 

Analvtical Methods for Oualit-' Control 

Chemical 
 AOAC No. oras noted
 

Phosphotris 
Total ... ............ . 2 .026c, 2.027, and 2.028b 
Citrate insoluble . ...... . 2.044, 2.045, and 2 .04 6a 
Available .. .......... 
 . 2.048Water soluble .. ........ . 2.040 and 2.041 

Free acid. ........... No. 16 Section XI (AFPCb 
Moisture .... ........... 
 . 2.013 

Physical 
 TFT No.
 

3ieve analysis ......... IV. A.
 

a Offers should be made on guaranteed minimum and they will be evaluated on basis 
of lowest landed cost of P,03 
Association ofF-orlda Phn ha.rn Chr-tr__ An.] lyt-icl. ltehod- 6th Edition (1980) 

_ _Ptho 6thEditon (980 
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TRIPLE SUPPERPHOSPHATE, RUN-OF PILE (Schedule B. No. 1 d0.75O) 

Soecification
 

Phosphorus content
 
Available ............. 
 44.0 to 4 6 .0%aa s P 20 , minimum
Water soluble ... ........... .. 75% of guaranteed P0, minimum


Free acid content .......... 
 5.5% as H3P04 , maximum
Yoisture content .......... 
 6.0% as 1IO, mzximum 
Screen size (Tyler)... ... . ... minimum 90.0% -6 mesh
Physical condition .. ........... Free-flowing, non-caking 

Analytical Methods for Ouality Control 

Chemical 
 AOAC No., or as noted
 

Phosphorus 
Total .... ............ . 2.026c, 2.027, and 2.028b 
Citrate insoluble . .... .. 
 2.044, 2.045, and 2 .046a
 
Available .......... 
 2.048 
Water soluble .. ...... .. 2.040 and 2.041
Free acid .... .......... b
 . No. 16 Section XI (AFPCb )

Moisture ... .............. 2.01.3 

Phvsical TFI No. 

Sieve analysis ... .......... IV. A.
 

a Offers should be made on guaranteed minimum and they will be evaluated on basis 
of lowest landed cost of P30 5
 
Associ.ation of Florida Phosphate Chemist, Analytical Methods, 6th Edition (1980) 

'OTA'.-SSIU =C;.ORDE, ST.DA/RD (Schedule B. No. 48U.C-C(-) 

Sueciflcation
 

Potassium content, soluble 
 ..... 60.0% as 
K20, minimum 
Moisture content ... 
 ........... 0.5% as 
H20, maximu=
Screen size (Tyler).. ............
 90.0% -10 mesh, minimum

Physical condition ... 
 ......... .Free-flowing, non-caking
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Annlvticnl Methods for OuIlltY Control
 

Chemical 
 AOAC No. 

Potassium, soluble .......... 2.102, 2.103, and 2.104

Moisture .... 
 ........... 
...
 2.012, dry at 129' -131*C for
 

five hours
 

Physical 
 TFI No.
 

Sieve analysis .. 
 ........ 
. . IV. A. 

POTASSIU1 CH LORIDE, COA-RSE (Schedule B No. 
41O.5COO)
 

SDecification
 

Potassium content, soluble 
 .... 60.0% as K,0, minimum
 
Moisture content. 
 ..........
Screen size (Tyler) 0.5% as H 2 0, maximum
 .. ......... 
... 90.0% as 
-6+28 mesh, minimum

Physical condition ... 
 ......... 
 Free-flo''ing 

Analytfcal Methods for Oualitv Control
 

Chemical AOAC No.
 

Potassium, soluble 
........ .2.102, 
 2.103, and 2.104
 
Moisture .... 
 ............ 
 .2.012, 
 dry at 129* -131*C for 

five hours
 

Physical 
 TFI No.
 

Sieve analysis .. 
 ......... 
 .. IV. A. 

POTASSIUM C.HLORIDE, GFJkNTUR (Schedule B. No. '80.SCCO) 

Soecification
 

Potassium contentr, soluble ..... 
 60.0% 
as K 0, minimum
Xoisture content 
... .......... .
 0.5Z as 1120, maximum
Screen size (Tyler) .. ......... 
 minimum 90.0% -6+16 mesh, .0.00.0% -4me 

98% +28 meshPhysical condition .... ......... 
 Granular, free-flo',ing 
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Analvtical Hethods for Quality Control
 

Chemical 

ALOAC No.
 

Potassium, soluble........ 
.. 
 2.102, 2.103, and 2.104
oistur
. ........... 

2.012, dry at 1290 _13oc for
 
five hours
 

PhvsIcal 
TFI No. 

Sieve analysis ......... IV. A. 
POTASSIUM~I NITRATE, N ,R (Schedule B. No. 480.75() 

Specification 

Nitrogen content .. ........ ....Potassium content, soluble..... 
Moisture ........... ..... 

Scee siz (Ty er .. . . . . .. ..Screen size (Tyler). 

12.0% as N, minimum 
44.0% as K20, mimirum 
0.3% as H20, maimum7.%a =O a i uminimum 90.0% -6+16 mesh, 

100.0% -4 mesh, 
Physical condition .......... . 93% +28 meshGranules 


free
flowing, non-caking
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Analytical Methods for Ouality Control 

Chemical 
AOAC No.
 

Nitrogen 
. . . . . . . . . . . .
 2.068
Potassium 
 soluble 
. 2.102, 2.103, and 
2.104
 
Moisture 
............ 


2.012, dry at 
1290 -131oc 
-o
 
constant weight
 

Physical 
TFI No. 

Sieve analysis. .
 ..........
V. A.
 

PTASSI1 sULATE STAN'DAR 
 (Schedule B. No.4-O.54CO) 

Specification 

Potassium content, soluble.50.0% 
as
Moisture content K20, minimum
 

. ...... 0.0% asChlorine content K0, maimum . . .. ...... 0.5% as C , maximum
Screen size 
(Tyler) ...... ..... 90.%Physical condition -10 Mesh, minimum . . . .......
 Free-flowing, non-caking
 

AnalvticalMethod:; for 0ualit, Ccntrol
 

Chemica] 

AOAC No. 

Potassium soluble. ......... 
 2.102, 2.103, and 2.104
Moisture . . ...... . . 2.012, dry at 1290 -131Oc to
 
Chlorine .constant
C ......... weight


2.119 and 
2.120
 

PhYsIcal 

TFT No. 

Sieve analysis ......... 
 IV. A.
 

POTASSIUM SULFATE, CRAULqAR 

Secification 
 (Schedule B. No. 480.54CCO) 

Potassium content, soluble 
... 
 .....
Chlorine content 50.0% as K20, minimumMoisture content . .,
 ..... 
 2.5% as
Srnse Cl, maximumoTyent 
 ...........
 0.5% asScreen size 11'0, maximum(Tyler)......... 

minimum 90.0% -6+16 mesh,
 

100.0% 
-4 mesh,

Physical condition . . .. . 98% +28 mesh
 

...... Gr.vnular, free-flowing 
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Analvtlcal Methods for 
Oualitv Control
 

Chemical 
 AOAC No.
 

Potassium, soluble ........ 
...
 2.102, 2.103, and 2.104
 
Moisture .... .......... .. 	 2.012, dry at 1290 -131 C to
 

constant weight

Chlorine .... 
 ............ .
 2.119 and 2.120
 

Physical 
 TFI No. 

Sieve analysis .... ......... IV. A. 

SLFATE OF POTASH-.G., SLA, STAITARD 
 (Schedule B. No. 4bO.75CO)
 

Soecificaticn
 

Potassium content, soluble 
...... . 21.0% 
as K 20, minimum
 
Magnesium content, water soluble 
 18.0% as MgO, minimum 
Sulfur content ... ........... .
 22.0% as S, minimum
 
Chlorine content ... 
 .......... . 2.5% maximum
as Cl,

Moisture ccntent. ........... 
. 0.5% as 1120, maximum
 
Screen size (Tyler) .. ......... 
...
 90.0% -10 mesh, minimum
 
Physical condition .. 
 ......... . Free-flowing, non-caking
 

Analytical Methods for Oualit,. Control
 

Chemical 
 AOAC No.
 

Potassiu=, soluble ........ 
..... 102, 2.103, and 2.104
 
Magnesium, water soluble . . . . 2.138 
Sulfur total ... .......... . 2.AOla 
Chlorine .... ............ . 2.119 and 2.120 
.Moisture.... ............ . 2.012, dry at 129 ° -131°C for 

five hours 

Phvsical 
 TFI No.
 

Sieve analysis .... ......... IV. A.
 

a Journal o,.AOAC, 63, 
No. 4, 854-58 (1980)
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SULFATE OF POTASH-ACNESIA, GRAN 
 _AR (Schedule B. No. 4b.750)
 

Soecification
 

Potassium content, soluble 
...... 
 21.0% as K20, minimum
Magnesium content, water soluble 
. . . 18.0% as MgO, minimum
Sulfur content . . ....... 
 22.0% as S, minimum

Chlorine content 
........... 
 2.5% as Cl, maximum
 
Moisture content 
...........
Screen size .... ............. . 0.5% as H2O, maximum
minimum 90.0% -6 +16 
mesh
 

100.0% -4 mesh,

98% +28 mesh
 

Physical condition .... .......... .Granular, 
 free-flowing
 

Pnalytical Methods forQuality Control
 

Chemical 
 AOAC No.
 

Potassium, soluble . ...... .
 2.102, 2.103, and 2.104

Magnesium, water soluble 
 . . 2.138 
Sulfur. . .......... 
 2.A1
Chlorine ... 
 ........... .
 2.119 and 2.120
Moisture ... 
 .......... .. 
 2.012, dry at 129' 
-131C for
 

five hours
 

Phvsical 
 7-I No. 

Sieve analysis .... ....... IV. 
 A. 

a Journal of AOAC, 63, No. 4, 854-58 (1980)
 



GRANLARFET 1L'~D~L ER:(9GRAD~E
(CEE2!ICALLY OR ?HYSICALLY ..{fID) (Sc-nedule B. No. 480.8.025) 

Nitrogen content ............ . N, ini 

% asN 
A--oniacal nitrogen . . . ... 

Nitrate nitrogen ........ 
Urea nitrogen . 
Organic nitrogen.-.-.-. ....-. 

Available phosphorus content 
Potassium content . . . .% 
Secondary and =icronucrients 

-------

...... 

... 

.% P 2 0,, 

, 

minium 

inirnum 

Element Z 

Yoisture content .% O120,max-i-n 
AnticakL-ig conditioner 

% nini_-um 

=ix, superphosphace 
 nitrates must not be included. 


(T)-pe) 

Screen size (Tyler) ......... o inimum 90% -6+16 tesh, 

10o: -4 mesh, 

Physical condition ... ........ ... 
98% +28 

Granules, 
mesh 
homogenous, free

flowing, nonsegregacing, non-cakin 

Tender to specify che=ical or physical mix. If urea is included in physical 
or 
 Physical mLxes =usr 

be made vich due regard to particle size matching of ingredients. 



Analytical Methcds for Oualit: Controt
 

Chemical 

AOAC No.
 

Nitrogen

Total! . . . .. . . . .2 9 a d 2 0 0
A.......a.
Aoniacal . .. . . . . .
 .
2.065 and 2.060, or 2.063 and 2.064 
Nitrate ... ...........
Urea ......... .. 2.069
 

... 2.080 and 
2.081
 
Phosphorus
 

Total ........... 
 2.026c, 2.027, and 2.028b
Citrate insoluble........ 
. 2.044, 2.045, and 2
 .0 46a
Available.............. 

..
Potassium, soluble ........ 

2.048
 
... 2.102, 2.103, and 2.104


Secondary and micronutrients
 
Calcium . 2.121
 
Sulfur ........ 
 ......... 2AOla
 
Copper, iron, magnesium,
 
manganese, and zinc 
 . 2.1092.113b
Boron . . ........ 
 2.C012 .CO 4Moisture . . . . . . . . . .. 2.013 

Physical 

TFI No. 

Sieve analysis .. ........... 
 IV. A.
 

a Jou-nal of AOAC, Volume 63, No. 4, 854-58, (1980)
b Jour-al of AOAC, Volume 65, No. 2, 450-51, (1982) 



V. AID - Anproved waacanc! uer:r f icatc - -er! liurs 

A. Outer Bas
 

1. Polyprcpylerne Sags
 

a. Capacity
 

50-kg net or leO-lb net 

b. Fabric
 

Bags shall be made of ICO ultraviolet-stabilizedlene resin with a polyprcpywe'it of not less thanyard anr possess the Prcperties described 
2.6 oz. per square 

Trethocds. The f,)llc.ing testcolor shall be 11qttidentificaticn tan or beige. A coloredmarker (yarr slall be irserteJby tre fabric mbufc~cuer _n the weave
The identificat cn marker isto be reported to AID. 

The fabric fonmng
shal. be a tucked 

the tcp or Iottcni of the furnished bagsselvedge or naturaling not selvedge ccntainless Lvn 
a 

the ntI:er of ends pcevalentof the fanric. ;ltei~at''ely in the body
the selvedgecut and may be heat-ornicd a miuarrn< of -inch ade A rnnumixof 20 warp thrt ads per 

ath 
_ron.
 

The fabric mIst 
 be o.xven to a ceristr-uczicnto preveant exces.ive product sifting in 
tight e-rough 

liner failture ccurs. the event bag 
1n 

he bottcm seam is beacccrdanse to flat sen"..itli Federal Starndard 751a,of heat cut SSa-1, regardlessor bucked selvcige fabric."E.x;crt T pe, The side Feamshall be in accordacee751a, SSd-1. .th Federai StandardBags J-iall be turned so searimsThe sewing thread are irn-side.shall
nmiralr be U.V. stabilced, polypr-coyle-neIOCO derner .-,ith test stre-ngth of 5 graa /dearer.There is no thread color reqtirc-n' t.
 

c. 
Test tAPthods 

.Ultravolet-s!ahbl 1, test Materialnot and thread mustless than 7Ct& strenqg:gt retenticn have 
in weatheramr ter. after 200 hcurs exposureThe U.V. testing weathercmetermethlcd exqposureis 580/. Federal Standard 191.
 
Tensile 
Ftre jr h: Strength warp ard fill, each 105average. lbs.(10 sa-mples shall be tested in each directicn) withno single test below 'XJ0lbs. ) ASlol I14_2thod D-1682 (Grab M'ethod)

Pemeability: 
 A-r Penrieabinlty of the fabric in
state srould not an unstressedexceed 100 cubic feet per minute per square
foot. AS'iI.1 ,;ethod D737-75. 
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2. 	 Jute Bags 

a. 	 Capacity 

50-kg net or 100 lb. net
 

b. 	Fabric
 

New 	 fabric shall weight 9 ctces per square yard (305 gr-msper square meter) 11 porter into 12 	 shot Hessian, or heavier. 

B. 	Liner (Iner 
ca)
 

Inner loose tubular iner shall be of 4 
ml 	polyethylene film. 
Theliner shall be heat-sealed at 	the bottom. The shallfilm be of low
slip plastic.
 

Test IMethods 

1. 	 Thackrness--s.i, D374. 4-nil polyethylene film. 

2. 	 Irm-act resistance--AY ,, D1709. An inpact failure weight of 
165 g. 

3. 
Kinetic ccetfcaent of fricticn--ASI M., 189. (kinetic

ccefficlent of frictizon 0.8 mis maximum.)
 

C. 	Meth_ds of Closure
 

1. 	Outer Bag
 

Top seam stitching shall be a 
inurnurn of one irh frtn the
selvcIge. 
The 	seirn-g thread shall be 2CC hours U.V. stabilized,polyprcpylene rncnmal 10CO deruer with test strength of 5 gramsper 	de-ruer. There no coloris thread requircoent. The bagouter
shall be se...n above--not to the liner. 

2. 	Liner 

The polyethylen.e liner shall be closed at the tcp oy one of the
folIcwar.g methods after exha3usti-:g the excess air: 

a. 	Heat sealing
 

b. 	MeY-hanically applied acid resistant clip of O.150 inch miriiRdlameter (9 gauge) ccapletely crclirg 	
n 

the polyethylene liner 
to hen-retically seal it. 

c. 	Miechamncally applied bag tie 	4" Inches long, plastic-coveredwire with a '/8 inch inside lccp on eacn end. The 	 wire shallbe 	 a rarainm of 17 gauge before being covered with plastic to 
a mrummn of .6 gauge. 
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d. 	 For valve type 	bag, see alternative below. 
D. 	 Valve Ioe Baas as 	 Ln Alterm3tve-taa Ccnstrticn
 

Bags subnitted 
under this perforrance specificaticn shall perfncrwell as those mode 	 asunrder existing speciticaticnsV. C. herein) eith respxct 	 (paragraph V. A. to closLures, retenticn of printedticn and resistance 	 inforrato snacgs, tears, and 	 water vapor tranrnussiCn. 

1. 	Capacity
 

50-kg net or 
10-lb ret
 

2. 	Outer Bags
 

Bags =m:u- a M iiufacttu-cd fran 	polyprcpylene ormeeting specificaticnf 	 jute fabricstated in paragraph V. A. herein, exceptin valve bag, tc*Dano bottcni will b4 foldedper 	 seaim double selvedgeFederal Spec-,ficat 
0 Thecns S/S-N-I. side 	etill be foldedseam 	douzle, raw per 	Feal Spefcatc S/S-N-I. 

3. 	Liner (Irner Hag)
 

Li-ners must 
be rvinufaczured bCran 	polyethylc-especificaicn-is 	 filn meecingsz2.tcd i paraqraph V. B. herein, exceptis Strlp la.mTirt(.i to toric aid is 	
film 

folded over too, 	 bottmn,and edge vath fabric. 

4. 	 Inpact Resista-ce
 

All bags, ir cleding ir-sertc-d fili 
 liners, -hall be canable of 
ithe tol1.ing perforance test for inmact resistance: 

a. 	 Tei filled and searld bags ccntaining the 	product to be
Or-shaaencou-valtert in 	 spxcfic gravityphysical characteristics 	 an-d generalmust each sur-ive a single dropcn the 	butt or bcLcin, cn a shcAk a-cinne that prrdjcesfor 	each test a velccity change of 	105 irnches per secondusi.g a shock duraticn of 	 .C(2 seccnds ithout loss 	ofp r-d-,t. Ten (10) bags ccn-stitute a test lot ardten (10) bags nLst 	 allmnct the ilrUtn iipact spocif'iodwithcut a single failure. 

b. Test shall be ccncimted urzer standard tc-;rneraturedegrees F plus or 	 (73.4u.nus 1 .8 degrees F) anJ 	relative hurnidity(5,. 	plus or minus 2%) ccriticris. 

c. 	 Fill-d bags rinst 	be ulaced in the ccrdztroned atinospneresufflciint 	 fortiir before the tests are ccrdouctc-j for the bagsto ca.e? to equilibrutrn. 

5. 	Sifting 

Valve bags 1.CludIrg inserted film liners shall be capanlewthstr11.:rg 	 ofthe 	 fcllcw.'ing test for 	sifting. Testing ofand seale-J bags is 	 filledto bt- pertonned cn 	a variable frequency vibrationtable (ig ilput) fram 2.5 to 30 hz and 	 siftirg cbserved at the 
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frequercy (ies) v.tiere the mrost violent boL~x-rirg cccui-s. Loss of 
product frcmn the valve bags, due to siftLng, snill be no g'eater 
than 0.5% of net weight filled. 

6. 	 Independent laboratories kne.n to be capable of cc.dLKit'ng thle
 
above inpact resistca-re and sifting tests are:
 

TS Systc!s Corporaticn 
Box 24012 
Minnea olis, rINN 55425 (612) 937-400 

Lans.mcnt Corporaticn 
P. 0. Box 1390 
Montery, CA 93940 	 (408) 373-4791
 

Rutgers Uruversity Packagmng Science
 
and Engineering Departrnt
 
P. 0. Box -09 
Piscataway, N.J. 0885/. (201) 932-3679 

Ba is Ccm;Dany, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 568
 
Peoria, IL 61601 (309) 682-5406
 

Michigan State Universit/ 
School of Packaging 
East Lansing, MI 48824 (517) 355-9580 

Oojes- I linois, Ir. 
P. 0. Box 1035 

Toledo, Ci 42666 	 (419) 247-50C0
 

7. 	 Valve type bags are not. acc.table for rrcntnux or urea.titrate 
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VI. INSPECTICti PD 5:iPL:NG 

A. Resocnsibilitv 

1. 	 A "Certificate of Irrpecticn and Approval" must be issued foreach slupping lot by an independent inspecticn firm acceptableto AID, miless irdep:-endent inspection is waived by the purchaser
with AID's prior approval. In the event Purchaser elects not 
to irsoect the fertilizer, as this deter:iunaticn requires dAiDA
approval, they shall provide to Suq-plier written waiver of its 
ricmrt to such irnsp-ect:cn, duly eec<ute-d by Purchaser or its
agent. Said waiver shball be delivered to Supplier prior to
sailing date of the shino ocr:cerne. 

2. 	 The in-soecticns shLll be performred ard inre'tcrtc-d acccrdance 
with the Lnscrutions in the follc,-,,n.g secticns ' .B, C, and D. 

3. 	 Indepeandent inspecticns shall not: ifbe performed_ the supplier's
test sh.ows that tjhe ccrtractca ccra.C-it'y spccificatics were not 
met in full. 

4. 	 The suL.plier shall arrange and 	 grant Ue independe,:it inspectionfirm any and all reasonaole access to the ccmmdity for the purpcseof ccrductarg al' ins7pecticns and tests. The supplier shall notify
the inspec-icn tirn by tulephene, an cnfi'r, telegram,-	 by or
letter, at least tcii days before cci nht ofY.Xc--, baggirg, thatthe 	 feriler is ready for in .<'-t on It the smzplier has rtmet the contracted ccXiI.clty specit cations, the inspecticn
shall not issue any certificate, and shall 

firn 
notify th:e purchnaser,

the stppl er, and AID, 'asmngtc , at once. 

The 	 inspeczicn fir shall: 

1. 	Verify that Iche vessel holds are clean, dr-, 
 and 	ready to
 
receive th -. ca -go. 

2. 	 Verify that the spe<cified weight of cargo is loaded aboard
 
the ccean vessul.
 

3. 	 Verify that loading is ceased during inclE-rTezt weather or for 
any other rea-rs t.tucti may damiae the cargo, and that stowage
will not dsmage the cargo, or result in dcscnxlgang difficulties. 

(Should the ccrditicns of itcirs 1, 2, or 7 not be met, the

irspetcr ill nut-ify l1:Tn,-ciateiy the purcnaser, sizplier,

the slup's ca.t,.in andUDIDh,,,:t,/CPS.
 

4. 	 Examine P-gs nd r -- rt, It trt:A , ttmt i-11- bags ,ifppear to Mtset 
sp-c.faicacicni; pcn visua l u_-:- . in iddltlCn, they -hallverify that ",he.:;:rt sin p ::, ri'.s are in iccordance with 
the terTa; ot t' cctrrit. 

5. 	 S rle, prepare, d-t.ribute, ,ird turn inh alyses of sa.)les as
prescribed In Sect 1cnn IV. adri VI C. r-lAu tW e "a-iht dutenlnaticn 
prescriLbtld in (-i( VI. E. 

http:ca.t,.in


- .J 1, 

6.Furrush cicctxrencn(.r aI rlotiIf jcatxor1 11L1sprescribci 11, 	 tC~a 
_c I 

7. 	 Iirpc c io a i:reelany deviat ictnthe aCtlua-l 	 betVee~n~y 	 rO~rr~~t r 	 W-,]i thle seassatedIn thle 11-13, ln:; 	 ri 
fatCr

1 Lt-cti lo t I f y e 

C Irtiru c: - crtif'it:( li Pin riut, of 

the O~ 
 u r 0'to 
 021 c irj b r-
istoiard-~~ ~ ~ ~ 	 T'~ !si-~ 1 j.. arrange 

fi~ e *chrr'.*j ~~ 	 - i sha o 	 1111 ;1rocIic: 1 y 	 at 
Bulk t 1 
 m1 

'.' 
 1'urAtetilme at 	 marP' 

2. 	 Th 12-,2-* r e 	 ',"(-r,_;jtb ,,. *cr- atk uIgthe 	ba("g~r-I arra1-t it~s
i ~mIig 	 with 

r-c. r-sas0 U3belo-w.	 :"dlocat(-d 

3. 	 The officodl su--.-)it2,, cbt 	 ine.--J by tUluused in t:!.e 	 P prccedure-evu~t ot 	 may bea di--Ute( rccarirj(ual 1 0,', 	Of Ccrrrcdlty 
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VII. INSPFCTION CLAUSES .FOB PILJXU J.1,T 1Ccj'U,.wj4j"' 

A. When inspection is arranged by the s )pplier:
 
1. Fertilizer inspection and weight determination will be performed
by an .mndependent inspection firm for the account of the supplier
in accordance with specifications set forth herein.
 
2. The cost of 
mnspecticn and certification of weight must be included in the offered price.
 

3. Certificate of Inspe tion 
and Approval issued by 
uny ot the independent inspection fir-is 
listed in the IFB will. be accepted.
Bids must include the name of the irnpection finn 
coosen, and
the name of the laboratory to be Lsed if other than its o*An.
 
4. S,.)pliers wishing to use irspectiun firns other tian" those shownherein must receive prior approval frun A.I.D., SER/CCf4/CPS, inWashingtcn, D.C. betore the use of 
another finn.
 

B. When ispecticn is arranged by the Purchaser: 

1. The cost of inspecticn and certification 
account of weight is for theof the Purchaser and is not to be included n theoffered price.
 

2. Purrnaser at its sole cost ard expense shalllns-eoct the fertilizer have the right toat all reasonable
thereof. Spliir- agr '-

times prior to shipment
to grant Purchaser s Agents and representatives any and al1 
rescrihle access for the purpose of
insteccri at Supplier's plant, and at Supliers subcontractor's
plant, if any. P 
a--;er will prcvide the Su..plier with the
name and address of the firm t.Jich will perfonn the 
 spection
services on Purchaser's behalf.
 

3. Certificate of Inspection and Approval will be issued by one of
the independent irfpecticn firms listed in the IFB, or other
firm having prior approval of A.I.D.
 
4. 
Inspection will be perfonned by the independent inspection firm
in accordance with the specifications set forth herein.
 

GC*o 
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" - [ L ., Ik.I. dI - DI",iVtViONIUM 
Cp0 TF__,_ Pi .QSiA _; 11E1 

TYPICAL ANALYSIS TYPICAL ANALYSIS 

CIIEMICAL ANALYSIS- Percent 	 Percent 
........................
4 	 KCI 9 . CHEMICAL ANALYSIS- as is 

SK O (as is)....60.6 N (ammoniacal) ........ 18.0 (Mm.)

H 0 ....................... 0.3 P, , (A .PA .) ........... 46.0 (M in.
 

20 (dry) .................. 60.7 
 ................. 
 1.9K ................... ...... 
 50 .3 1 C aO .................. 1.1
Na ........................ 1.12 
 FeO ................. 1.3
Mg ...................... .	 A '21
0.11 	 ................. 1.2
Ca ........................ 0.11 
 MgO.................0.6
 
...................... 47 	 20.................. 0.2
 

C ..... ..... ... .. .. ... ..4 7 

0.15 Na 20 ................. 0.3
S . ........................ 

S H,O Insol................... . . . . . . . .'
F e 	 . . . 0.60 F .................... 2.0
 

....................... 0.038 SO, .................. 4.8
At ......................... 
 0 .028 
.... .. . .... 	 'Br ... . .. ... 0 .06 5 Waler Soluble A.PA. 92°° of total 

SCREEN 	ANALYSIS ISCREEN ANALYSISTYLEP STANDARD SCALE TYLER STANDARD SCALE 
% Cumulative (% CumulaIv 

+ 6 Mesh ....................
 0 
T'8M 

Mesh+esh ..................... 	 6 Mesh ............ ...... 3
35+101+t! ::::::::::9+1. . .. 8 MeMesh..................60h9
+101MeshMesh. . . 10 Mesh................. 93
 
+140Mesh ................... 99
 

..................... 98 	 ...................
+ 20 Mesh-35 Mesh ................... 99 -35 Mesh 	 99
 ................. 100
 

DENSITY BULK DENSITYPOUNDS 	 PER CUBIC FOOT POUNDS 	PER CUBIC FOOTPoured ........................ 62 Poured ....................... 58
 

edke 
ANGLE OF REPOSE 	 ANGLE OF REPOSE

Degrees .................
 
D. ....... ..... 33 1 
 D egrees .................... 26.5
 

For zrls" Call our toll-free number, 800-2.43-2980, or write to:. 

AMAX Chemical Corporation, 35 Mason St., Greenwvich, ConnecicuLt 06830. 

~ ~Ctl[MiCAL 	 CORPVORATION 
K-g ', 1 .i f~dem i el AYAX ChemcMl Corpo., ,lon 

in U SA"TPonled 

.5j1
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ARE .1 °-

ANHYDROUS AMMONIA (Commercial Grade)
 

Description: 

Colorless gas with a characteristic pungent odor. Easily liquified under pressure and very soluble in water, alcohol and ether. Used in organic
preparation. Is a hazardous liquid and gas under pressure. 

Typical Chemical Analysis: 

Ammonia 99.7 wt. %
Moisture 0.2 wt. %
Oil 5 ppm 

.",:. 
 P.O. [oL, 31l6 -"uh;a, Oklalhoma 74101, USA 
7, h. ' Li7, 
 ielex: 497523 AGRICHEM TUL 

oC oF I,,(b',,~tI~,c ,s - . Telephone: (918)588-35260~, 




(1 , r 0; 

72/70/o Run-of-Mine 
Florida Phosphate Rock 

Contract Specifications
 
Dry Basis
 

BPL Nominal 
 72.0%
 
BPL Minimum 
 70.0%
 
Moisture Maximum 3.5% 
Combined Oxides of Iron and Alrinina As mined (expected maximum 4%) 

Typical Range of Chemical Analysis 
Dry Basis 

Phosphoric Acid (P2 O,,) 32.0 - 33.0 

Calcium Oxide (CaO) 47.8 - 49.2 

Iron Oxide (Fe2O3) 1.1 - 1.7 

Aluminum Oxide (A,-05) 0.8 - 1.2 

Silica (SiO 2 ) 5.5 - 7.0 
Fluorine (F) 3.7 - 3.9 

Carbon Dioxide (C02 ) 3.7 - 4.2 

Magnesium Oxide (MgO) 0.4 - 0.6 

Arsenic (As2O,) 0.0012 - 0.0020 

Potassium Oxide (K2O) 0.10 - 0.15 

Sodium Oxide (Na,-O) 0.6 0.8-

Organic Carbon (C) 0.20 - 0.30 

Sand and Insol -5.0  7.8 

BPL 70.0 - 72.0 

S', "'P 0 Box 3166 Tulsa, Oklhoma 74101, USA 
7e- &,Trlx: 497523 AGRICHEM TUL 

~k C./~YT Telephone: (918) 58535215\ 
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fir" '\',-

GRANULAR UREA 
46-0-0 

Guaranteed Analysis
 
Nitrogen Content 
 46.0% as N, minimum
Chemical Conditioner 0.6%, maximum
Biuret Cordent 1.5%,maximum
Moisture Content 0.5% as H20, maximum 
Screen Size (Tyler) 90.0% - 6 + 16 mesh, minimum 

100% -4 mesh; 98% + 28 meshPhysical Condition Granular, free-flowing 

Typical Chemical Analysis 
Nitrogen minimum 46.0%
Moisture 0.2 - 0.3%
Biuret 1.2.1.4%
Conditioner 0.3-0.4% 

Typical Sieve Analysis 

Tyler Metric Equivalent Cumulative %
Tyler Mesh (screen opening) Retained 

+ 6 3.33 mm 1 -3% 
+ 9 1.98 mm 65-90% 
+14 1.17 mm 96-99% 
+20 .83 mm 98%
 

Typical Stowage Factor 
Cubic feet required to stow one long ton of bulk product. 

bulker 49 
'tween decker 55/60 

7 -, ,,flJ. fs-Lff *t ' .Tefx P.O. Box 3166 •Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101, USAL. % ,;L, Telex: 497523 AGRICHEM TUL 
ONEIAI[ O I01 1 9 ; Telephone: (918) 588-3526 
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GRANULAR MONOAMMONIUM PHOSPHATE (MAP) 
11-53-0 

Guaranteed Analysis 
Nitrogen content (Total) 11.0% as N, minimum 
Phosphorus content 

Available 53.0% as P.,O, minimum 
Water soluble 45.1% as PO., minimum

Moisture content 2.0% as H20, maximum
Screen size (Tyler) 90.0% - 6 + 16 mesh, minimum 

100% - 4 mesh; 98% + 28 mesh
Physical condition Granular, free-flowing 

Typical Chemical Analysis 
Total Nitrogen 11.0.11.4%Total P20 5 53.4-53.9%

Neutral Citrate Insoluble P20 5 0.2 - 0.8%
Available P20 5 minimum 53.0%Moisture 1.0-1.8%
Water Soluble P.05 45.2 - 47.8%Fe 

1.2-1.7%
Al 

0.6- 1.0% 
S 
 1.5-2.0%Ca 0.1-0.5%Mg 0.4-0.7%As 

4-6ppm 

Typical Sieve Analysis 

Tyler metric equivalent cumulative %Tyler mesh •(screei: opening) retained 

+ 6 3.33mm 1- 3% 
+ 9 1.98 mm 30 -70%
+14 1.17 mm 80 -95%
+20 .83 mm 98% 

Typical Stowage Factor 

Cubic feet required to stow one long ton of bulk product. 

bulker 40 
'tween decker 45/50 

17 P.0. Box 31flf6 •Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101, USA 

il.,l ;.r "/r "U L Telex: 407523 AGR!CHEM TUL 

ONE Of ,,(%,tLIAM ' o,,M rEs. Telephone: (918) 588.3526 
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GRANULAR DIAMMONIUM PHOSPHATE (DAP)
 
18-46-0
 

Guaranteed Analysis
 

Nitrogen content (nitrate free) 18.0% as N, minimum 
Urea nitrogen 1.5% as N, maximum 
Phosphorus content 

Available 46.0% as PO,, minimum 
Water soluble 39.1%" as PO,, minimum

Moistuie content 2.0% as H;O, naximum 
Screen size (Tyler) 900% - 6 + 16 mesh, minimum 

100% -4 mesh; 98% + 28 meshPhysical condition Granular, free-flowing 

Typical Chemical Analysis 
Total Nitrogen 18.0- 18.2%6Total P:O 46.1 -46.3%Neutral Citrate Insoluble P-Os 0.1 -0.3%
Available P.O minimum 46.0%Water Soluble P.05 39.1 •,12.3%,Moisture 1.4 - 1.8010
Fe 1.2-1.8%Al 0.6-1.0%S 1.5-2.0%
Ca 0.1 -0.3%Mg 0.3 - 0.616As 4-6ppm 

Typical Sieve Analysis 

Tyler metric equivalent cumulative %Tyler mesh (screen opening) retained 

+ 6 3.33 mm 1. 30 
+ 9 1.98 mm 30 .70%0 
+14 1.17 rmmi 80 .95% 
+20 .83 mm 98% 

Typical Stowage Factor
 

Cubic feet required to stow one 
long ton of bulk product. 

bulker 40 
'tween decker 45/'50 

" r,9 , r /< .71 
rp I. P*0. Box 26a Tijsa, O ahoma 74101, USA 

/",,.{t: /f,,c! ff ~ tTelex: 497523 AGRICHEM 'TUL 
0 -o f( W,, ( .e hon: (918) 588-3526 



AGRICO NITROGEN SOLUTION 
(UREA-AMMONIUM NITRATE) 

32-0-0 

Description: 

A non-pressure sc1ution containing urea and ammonium nitrate, in water. It is 
used for direct apru~cation and as an ingredient in the manufacture of NP and
NPK grades Peshi ides. secondary and micronutrients may be added to UAN
solution This ferthhzer may also be added to irrigation systems; either ditch or 
sprnkler types 

Typical Chemical Analysis: 

Urea 35.400/0 

Ammonium Nidrate 44 .30 %/ 

Total Nitrogen 32.00% 

Corrosion Inhibitor .15% 

pH 7.0 

Free Ammonia 500 ppm 

Typical Physical Properties: 
non-esre! soltio cotinn,t urea; and amonu nitrate int waer 1i 

Salting out ternperature 
Specific Gravity @ 60°F (1600) 

29. F (.2oc) 
1 336 

Weight per Gallon @ 60°F (1600) 11.01 lbs 

.... " . ,.r~IC t. /' 'elex:',197523 AGRICHEM TUL 
Desriio: , Teleoe: (918) 5.3526 
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Agrifl-ciemicals j U L 
Division of United States Steel ~ Y~ 

PRILLED AMMONIUM NITRATE (34.0-0-0) 

DENSE PRODUCT MANUFACTURED AT CHEROKEE, ALABAMA 

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS (WEIGHT PERCENT)
 

Total -mnical
Nitrogen (N) Guarantee Typical Range3(N4 .0 34T. 34.0-34.2 

Nitrate 
 17.0
 
Coating Agent 
 17.0
 
Moisture 
 2.0
 

0.2
 
TYPICAL SCREEN ANALYSIS (WEIGHT PERCENT, USSIEVE)

-64-3 0.0
5.0
 
-8+1,1 87.0 
-11+20 8.0 
-20 8.0

0.0
 

BULK DENSITY

Loose Bulk Density, lbs. 
per cu. ft. 
 56 
 53-60
Packed Bulk Density, lbs. per cu. 
ft. 
 -60 
 58-62
 

MAN'UFACTPURED AND STORED 
Manufactured: Cherokee, Alabama

Stored: 
 Cherokee, Alabama
 

Technical Services 
01/16/81
 



Ds Division of United States St eel 2bVL
 

14-14-14 VERTAGREEN POWR PRILS
 

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS (W;EIGH1T PERCENT)

Guarantee Typical Rane
 

Total Nitrogen (N) 
 14 .0 14.1 14.0-14.4 
Ammonical 
 14.1
Total Phosphate (P'0 ) 14.0
 
Citrate Tnsoltbec 
 P2 0 5 0.1Available P 05 
 14.0 14.0 
 14.0-14.7

Water Solube P205 


Potash (K2 0) 
13.0
 

14.0 14.1 
 11.0-14.7

Sulfur (S) 
 10.0 10.0

Boron (B) 
 0.02
 
Manganese (Mn) 
 0.05
 
Zinc (Zn) 
 0.05

Coating Agent 
 0.5
Moisture 


1.6
 

TYPICAL SCREEN ANALYSIS (WEIGHT PERCENT, TYLER)
+6 


1.2

-6+14 
 96.8
-14 


2.0
 

BULK DENSITY
 
Loose Bulk Density, lbs. per cu. ft. 59 
 58-62
Packed Bulk Density, lbs. 
per cu. ft. 
 62 60-65
 

ANGLE OF REPOSE 
 320
 

DERIVED FROM
 
Phosphoric Acid, Anmonia, Sulfuric Acid and Muriate of Potash
 

MANUFACTURED AND STORED 
Manufactured: 
 Cherokee, Alabama
 
Stored: 
 Cherokee, Alabama
 

Technical Services 3/31/80
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11-22-22 VERTAGREEN POWR PRILS WITH Mg 

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS (WEIGHT PERCENT) 
Total Nitrogen (N) 11.
Guarantee11.0 Typical 11.i0-11.5
Range 

Ammonical 1 " " 
Total Phosphate (P2 0 ) 22.2 

Citrate Insoluble P2 05 0.1 
Available P2 05 22.0 
 22.]. 22.0-22.5

Water Soluble P2 05 20.4
.otash (K20) 
 22.0 22.1 
 22.0-22.5Boron (B) 
 0.02


Manganese (Mn) 
 0.05
 
Zinc (Zn) 
 0.05
 
Magnesium (Mg) (Water Soluble)

Coating Agent 

0.50
 
1.0
Moisture 

1.6
 

TYPICAL SCREEN ANALYSIS (WEIGHT PERCENT, TYLER)
+6
 
-6+14 


97.0
-14 


2.0
 

BULK DENSITY
 
Loose Bulk Density, lbs. 
per cu. ft. 
 64 63-65
Packed Bulk Density, lbs. per 
cu. ft. 
 73 71-76
 

ANGLE OF REPOSE 
 330
 

DERIVED FROM
 
Phosphoric Acid, Ammonia and Muriate of Potash 

MANUFACTURED AND STORED
 
Manufactured: Cherokee, Alabama 
Stored: 
 Cherokee, Alabama
 

Technical Services 
5/14/80
 



Speclal Standard 
furiate of Potash 

Chemical Data Range Typical Guarantee 
KO % 60.0 -60.8 60.3 60.0 min. 
Moisture % 0.10- 0.18 0.13 

Physical Data, % Cumulative 
(Tyler Mesh) Opening 

+ 35 (420 microns) 0-15 12 
+ 48 (297 microns) 25-50 35 
+ 65 (210 microns) 45-85 70
 
+100 
 (149 microns) 75-95 86
 
+150 
 (105 microns) 93-100 95 

Typical bulk density, looso, 67-70 lbs/lI'
 
Anglo of repose, 28-30 degrees
 

Typical Chemical Analysis 
Percent 

K 50.3 

Mg 0.26 

Ca 0.02 

NaCI 3.6 

Cl 47.75 

SO. 0.04 

Insol. 0.43 

H,0 
 0.13 

IC 9 International Minerals &Chemical corporalion 



Standard 
1I-uiate of Pot.sh 

Chemical Data Range Typical Guarantee 

K O % 60.0 -61.5 60.8 60.0 min. 

Moisture % 0.06- 0.12 0.10 

Physical Data, % Cumulative 
(Tyler Mesh) Opening 

+14 (1.19 mm) 0-6 4 

+20 (841 microns) 17-32 23 

+28 (595 microns) 42-63 55 

+35 (420 microns) 66-90 76 

+48 (297 microns) 84-98 90 

+65 (210 microns) 93-100 96 

Typical bulk density, looso, 67-72 lbs/fl3 

Anglo of reposo, 29-31 degrees 

Typical Chemical Analysis 
Percent 

K 50.5• 

Mg 0.30 

Ca 0.02 

NaCI 3.5 

Cl 47.86 

SO4 1.0 

Insol. 0.30 

HO 0.10 

International Minerals & Chemical Corporation 
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Coarse 
MVuriate of Potash 

Chemical Data Range Typical Guarantee 

KO % 60.0 -61.5 61.1 60.0 min. 

Moisture % 0.10- 0.18 0.12 

Physical Data, % Cumulative 
(Tyler Mesh) Opening 

+ 8 (2.38 mm) 5-25 16 

+10 (1.68 mm) 35-70 45 

+14 (1.19 mm) 65-93 80 

+20 (841 microns) 87-99 95 

+28 (595 microns) 97-100 98 

Typical bulk density, loose, 69-71 lbs/Itl 

Anglo of repose, 31-33 degree! 

Typical Chemical Analysis 
Percent
 

K 50.7 

Mg 0.10 

Ca 0.02 

NaCi 2.8 

Cl 47.75 

SO, 0.04 

Insol. 0.45 

HO 0.12 

@International Minerals & Chemical corporation 
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Granular 
Muriate of Potash 

Esterhazy 

Chemical Data Range Typical Guarantee 

1<10 % 60.0 -61.5 60.8 60.0 min.
 

Moisture % 
 0.05- 0.12 0.07 

Physical Data, % Cumulative 
(Tyler hlosh) Opening 

+ 6 (3.36 mm) 1-10 7 

+ 8 (2.38 mm) 30-60 45 

±10 (1.68 mm) 60-90 80 

+14 (1.19 mm) 90-97 96 

+20 (841 microns) 97-100 98 
5Typical bulk density, looso, 65-68 Ibs/fI 

Anglo of roposo, 32-34 degrees 

Typical Chemical Analysis 
Percent
 

K 50.5 

Mg 0.12 

Ca 0.02 

NaCI 3.2 

CI 47.85 

SO4 0.04 

Insol. 0.37 

H30 0.07 

International Minerals & Chemical Corporation 



Granular 

Mfluriate of Potash 
Carlsbad 

Chemical Data Range Typical Guarantee 

KO % 60.0 -61.5 60.4 60.0 min. 

Moisture % 0.05- 0.12 0.07 

Physical Data, % Cumulative 
(Tyler Mesh) Opening 

* 6 (3.36 mm) TR-10 5 

+ 8 (2.38 mm) 25-50 38
 

+10 (1.68 mm) 60-90 75
 

+14 (1.19 mm) 90-97 93
 

+20 (841 microns) 97-100 99
 

Typical bulk density, 64 Ib,/Il' looo, 72 lbs/fl' packod
 

Anglo of repose, 32.34 degrees
 

Typical Chemical Analysis 
Percent 

K 50.1 

Mg 0.25 

Ca 0.03 

NaC1 2.0 

Cl 46.70 

S04 1.16 

Insol. 0.29 

HO 0.07 

r C C CO International Minerals & Chemical Corporation 
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10-50-0 

(ionoarnmonium Phosphate Powder) 

Chemical Data* 


Available Nitrogen % 


Total PO,% 


Available P,O,% 

Water Soluble PO,(As % of 
Available P0,) 

Water Soluble Nitrogen (As % 
of Available N) 

Moisture % 

pH 

'NiIrogen and PjOt specifications on bono dry basis. 

Physical Data % Cumulative 
(Tyler Mesh) Opening 

+ 20 (841 microns) 

+100 (149 microns) 

+200 ( 74 microns) 

Bulk density, 58-62 Ibs/f.1 
Angle of repose, 30.34 dogrees 

Range 

10.0-10.5 

50.2-51.0 

50.0-50.8 

7580 

88-91 

0.5- 1.5 

4.2- 5.0 

3-10 


70-90 


96-99 


Typical Guarantee 

10.2 10.0 min. 

50.4 _ 

50.2 50.0 min. 

78 

90.0 

1.0 _ 

4.7 

6 

80
 

97
 

International Minerals &Chemical Corpora!ion 
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Code 44 

Texasgulf IT ____vI__ 

10-34-0 

Typical Analysis 

Component 
Total nitrogen, as N 

Typical Percent 
10.0 

Guaranteed Percent 
10.0 minimum 

Total P20 5 

Polyphosphate, % of total P205 

34.0 

72.0 
34.0 minimum 

Iron, as Fe20, 
Aluminum, as AI 20 3 
Fluoride, as F 

0.5 
0.4 

1000 PPM 
Magnesium, as MgO 
Sulfate, as SO, 
Calcium, as CaO 

0.2 
2.2 
0.0 

Solids 
0.0 

Specific Gravity at 750 1.39E 

pH 5.95 

Color 
Green 

Viscosity 
Apparent Brookfield 
Temperature OF 
40 
60 

100 

Centipoise 

80 
70 
40 

Texasgul Chemicals Co. 
P.O. Box 30321 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27622 
(919) 829-2700 
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Soil Testing and Plant Analysis 

The goal of fertilization for the farmer, and for the fertilizer dealer serving the 
farmer, is to increase profits returned from farming through fertilizer use. It is not 
difficult to convince farmers that additional nutrients above those available from the 
soil are needed by the crop to increase his profits, the more difficult question is how 
much of each nutrient is needed 'to maximize profits. 

The most practical approach to predict fertilizer needs and identify nutrient 
problems is to use soil testing and plant analysis. An understanding of the application, 
limitations, and strengths of soil testing and plant analysis will enable marketing 
strategies to utilize these tools effectively. 

Soil testing and plant analysis techniques have been applied as guides to fertilizer 
use to firstly maximize the benefit to using fertilizers, to decrease environmental 
pollution hazards, and to avoid the development of other nutritional problems due to 
nutrient imbalances. They are indispensable tools to serve the customer. As with any 
tools they can be misused and misunderstood, leading to lost opportunities for both the 
farmer and the fertilizer dleailer. 

I. Soil Testing 

Since the 1940s, soil testing has been viewed as a valuable tool to predict 
fertilizer needs. Techniques have been developed and applied to solve plant nutrition 
problems, some of which are practically universal, while others are very specific for 
particular areas. It involves four major stages: 

1. Taking a representative soil sample from a field or part of a field. 

2. Performing a chemical test on the soil in a laboratory. 

3. Interpreting the meaning of the chemical test. 

4. Making fertilizer recommendations based on the interpretation of the test. 
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The entire process is analogous to a medical doctor diagnosing the needs of a human 
patient from a set of laboratory tests and consultations with the patient. Years of 
experiments and many personal judgments go into the process, and it all must be based 
on knowledge developed from extensive research in the particular geographical area of 
concern. 

Stage 1. Soil Sampling 
The process of soil testing is based on the assumption that the soil sample 

submitted to the soil testing laboratory is representative of a particular field. It has 
been estimated that as much as 50% of the soil tests performed in the United States 
are of less than maximum value because of improper soil sampling techniques (Jones, 
1984). The success of a soil test depends on the representativeness of the soil samples. 

A thorough discussion of the factors that affect soil fertility variation in a field, 
and correct soil sampling techniques, is beyond the scope of this presentation. 
Appropriate procedures to take representative soil samples have been developed and 
these methods are available from the laboratory and extension personnel associated 
with the soil testing facility. 

Probably the most important advice in sampling soils is to avoid unusual areas 
such as manure piles, dead furrows, old fence lines, and fertilizer bands. It is 
practically impossible to "average out" fertility differences since a very small sample is 
taken (perhaps 500 g) from such a huge soil mass (over 10" g for a 5-ha field). If a field 
varies in slope or soil type, separate samnples should be taken from the identifiable 
areas, or a decision to sample only the most predominant area should be made. 
Differences in crop management can large differences in fertility,also lead to so this 
leads to difficulties when small fields are combined into larger ones. 

The soil test and recommendation can only be as good as the samples taken. 
Every effort should be made to take good soil samples by consultations with the farmer 
and use of soil maps to try to ensure that the samples are representative. Confidence 
in soil testing is often eroded when poor sampling results in widely divergent fertilizer 
recommendations from year to year. 
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Stage 2. Chemical Test 
The chemical tests are rapid laboratory procedures which are used to predict the 

major nutrient needs of crops (N, P, K) and sometimes other nutrients, particularly S, 
Zn, or B, depending on known deficiencies of the area. Other tests for soil pH,soluble 
salts, soluble sodium, and organic matter are also performed to indicate other soil 
characteristics or problems that can be important to develop reliable liming and 
management recommendations. 

Different tests or techniques are used in different areas to obtain the best 
relationship betwe,.n the test value and crop performance. Thus, different extractants
 
and different absolute magnitudes of the derived 
 numbers are used by different
 
laboratories to meet specific soil characteristics. Few tests are universally applicable.
 

Stage 3. Interpretation of the Soil Tests 
The chemical soil test results are simply numbers with particular units of 

measurement. Without knowledge of what a particular represents andtest result 
whether that number indicates a low, medium, or high state of fertility, tile number by 
itself is meaningless. The correlation of tile number to a nutrient status of a soil is 
what is meaningful, and its reliability depends on the quality and tile quantity of 
research used to establish the relationship of yield to test value for each nutrient. 

Farmers and dealers ultimately need to know not only the status of nutrients 
(very deficient, deficient, sufficient, highly fertile), but how much of a fertilizer nutrient 
should be applied to achieve a particular yield. This is called correlation and 
calibration. However, yield is not dependent solely on soil nutrients but also on many 
other factors-the genetic ability of the crop, rainfall amount and timing. sunlight, 
diseases, insects, weeds, rooting conditions, and other factors. This makes the 
relationship of nutrient level and yield at best tenuous. Extensive field research is 
needed to estimate and integrate all the factors that influence nutrient status, fertilizer 
application, and crop yield. When trials with different fertilizer rates are conducted, 
controllable growth fac!ors are kept as optimal as possible in order for the benefits of 
nutrients to be manifest. Extensive field research is conducted for many years and sites 
to relate test results and crop response for each nutrient. 
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Stage 4. Making the Fertilizer Recommendation 

In making fertilizer recommendations many factors must be considered besides 

the nutrient status. Crops have different nutritional needs and abilities to absorb 
nutrients, so the crop, and possibly even the variety, must be considered. Their 
abilities to absorb nutrients are very related to their rooting depth and pattern, the 
crop's growth duration, and the environment in which the crop is grown. For instance, 

upland rice might have a similar recommendation to the other small grains, while the 
recommendation for flooded rice will be much different, due to the differences in N 

dynamics and P availability of flooded versus upland conditions. 

Additional factors that affect how much fertilizer should be applied, and how it 

can be best used are: 

Yield Goal -The farmer's yield goal is a major factor to be considered, since 
more nutrients are required to support the growth of a larger crop. The yield should 

be a realistic goal for the farmer, depending on the soil limitations, climatic constraints, 
pest problems, etc., that he faces. An excessively high yield goal will probably call for a 
higher recommendation than lie should use and will result in inefficient use of the 

fertilizer, reduced income for the farmer, and difficulties in maintaining a customer. 

Method of Application -The method of fertilizer application should be 

considered in recommendations since the efficiency of the nutrient use can vary greatly 
with different application methods. An examlple of this is the greater efficiency of P 

use with banded than with broadcast, incorporated applications. Based on fieldwork to 

establish the relationships, 20 kg/ha P banded might be equivalent to 40 kg/ha 
broadcast incorporated preplant. The placement effect cannot usually be shown for a 
mobile nutrient like N, but the method of N a)plication, whether split applied or 
preplant incorporated, may have a large effect on the losses of N and consequently the 
N recommendation may include management suggestions as well as rates. 

Relative Cost and Benefit -The relative value of the crop in relation to the cost 

of the nutrient must be given a large consideration in making recommendations. 
Fertilizer response follows a pattern of diminishing returns with higher rates applied. 

Since costs as well as yield can only be apl)proximated, a large part of this aspect of 
fertilizer recommendation relies on personal judgment and experience of the scientists 

conducting the soil testing correlation research and his knowledge of the relative costs 

of the crop produce and the fertilizer. 
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Previous Crop-The previous crop is very important in making fertilizer 
recommendations, particularly those for crops following legumes. The residues from a 
good soybean crop may produce 40 kg N/ha for the next crop. If the land was fallowed 
for a growing season, available nitrate m-nay accumulate and less N fertilizer will be 
needed by the next crop. In most cases, farmers are asked to supply the crop and the 
yield obtained for the last 2 years to the laboratory doing the testing. Also the amounts 
of fertilizer applied in previous years may be requested. This information may be used 
to either increase or decrease the recommendation. If the farmer applied a reasonable 
amount of N for one crop, but the crop yield was very low because of drought, for 
instance, a large part of the N would probably still be available for this crop. While if 
the farmer took off a large yield of stover, there would be little left for the next crop 
and the N recommendation may have to be increased. 

Examples of How Soil Testing Works 
If a crop is grown under particular growth conditions and a single fertilizer is 

applied at several application rates, a nutrient response curve for that site, crop, and 
season is determined. Normally, all other nutrients are applied at sufficient amounts 
to ensure that they are not deficient. Considering a particular soil test, cropping 
history, etc., a particular fertilizer recommendation, R, can be made (Figure 1). 

Curve I -Curve I illustrates a desired response curve, which would be found if the 
sampling technique, correlation, and calibration research results are all working well. 
The correlation work predicted that a response would be obtained and the rate was 
near, but not beyond, the maximum yield obtained. 

Curve ll-Curve II illustrates a situation in which a response was predicted, but 
the calibration work was not correct. Therefore, either the fertilizer was under 
applied, or growth conditions changed the expected response curve. Similarly, another 
curve with a steeper slope might have been obtained due to improper calibration and 
too much fertilizer was applied at R. 

Curve Ill-If a response shown in Curve Ill is found, the correlation information 
was not correct, since a response was predicted (since fertilizer was recommended), 
but no response was found. The farmer did not receive any profit from fertilization of 
that year's crop. 
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Curve IV-The correlation may not indicate tile degree of deficiency, and more 
fertilizer use may have been warranted. 

Few Guarantees in Life 
The entire procedure does not have a guarantee that it will work to the farmer's 

best advantage, but it is the best estimate of what rate will be tile most economically 
rewarding for the farmer. 

A properly calibrated soil test should provide the following important 
information on the use of fertilizers to the farmer: 

1. Identify the degree of deficiency or sufficiency of the nutrient. 

2. Identify how much of the nutrient should be applied. 

3. Suggest fertilizer management teclniclues. 

4. Point out factors other than nutrients that may need attention. 

If one soil sample were divided and sent to several soil testing laboratories, the 
fertilizer recommendations might %-iry tremendously, even though tile chemical test 
results are usually found to be t "ame. Tables I and 2 show examples of the 
discrepancies found in recornmen Jions from different laboratories for a split soil 
sample. It is important to note tha. in tile examples shown, the laboratory tests were in 
very close agreement, but the recommended rates varied wildly. The largest 
discrepancies in fertilizer recommendations result from differences in the philosophies 
of the testing laboratories and the motivation of tile person making tile 
recommendation. 

Soil Testing Philosophies 
Two philosophies, as well as hybrids thereof, may be applied to recommending 

fertilizer rates: (a) the sufficiency level approachi and (b) the buildup/maintenance 
approach. The sufficiency level approach is oriented to fertilize each crop, i.e., derive 
the maximum economic yield for tile current crop. The buildup/maintenance 
approach is oriented to fertilize the soil and generally is designed to cause a buildup of 
the nutrient until no more fertilizer is rccomnlended, and then annual replacements of 
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the amount of nutrients removed by the crop are applied. The buildup/maintenance 
approach may be preferable to the farmer and the dealer under some circumstances. 

Approachii;g soil testing as a fertilizer marketing tool, it is clear that the use of 
the buildup/maintenance approach may be a good short-term marketing strategy, 
particularly on very deficient soils with relatively low-risk agronomic situations. In 
higher risk, or low-cash availability situations, die sufficiency level approach may offer 
a better strategy even when the dealer's short-term profits are curtailed. 

In practice, these two philosophies are frequently integrated to try to obtain the 
best returns from fertilizer use. For soils that test very low in P or K, for instance, the 
buildup of nutrients may be recommended so maximum early benefit can be obtained 
and rates may be reduced in the future. At high soil test levels, more conservatism is 
warranted, as will be discussed more thoroughly ater. Therefore, a buildup philosophy 
may be applied for low test values of P and K, while a sufficiency approach is more 
warranted at higher test values. Crop removal must be considered to maintain fertility 
and not cause excessive "mining" of soil fertility. At very high soil test values, a degree 
of "mining" may be desirable to reduce fertilizer costs for a period of time to avoid 
nutrient imbalances, such as excess 13 causing the development of Zn deficiencies, or to 
reduce nitrate contamination of groundwater. 

Tests for Nutrients and Soil Problems 
Actual analytical procedures vary with location to meet particular needs and 

generally are not too important to users unless in-depth understanding of soil 
reactions, testing, and calibration is needed. Tests generally performed and their uses 
are as follows: 

p1I-The soil acidity or p-I is an extremely important parameter since the pH 
greatly affects the availability of many soil nutrients and provides the basis for lime 
recommendations. The p-I alone may not provide a reliable lime recommendation, 
and a measurement of "reserve" acidity mav be necessary. Consider, for instance, how 
much easier it would be to raise the pH of a very sandy soil with few protons (It) on 
soil cation exchange sites in comparison to a clay soil high in organic matter, with large 
amounts of H' ion exchange which must be neutralized. The availability of P is the 
major nutrient affected by soil p-I. In many cases, P deficiencies can be greatly 
decreased by liming the soil. The plant availability of micronutrients, which are mainly 
metals, is largely pH dependent. 
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N -Nitrogen isused by plants in the highest amount of all the nutrients. Soil tests 
which reliably predict N needs are very difficult to attain. The reasons for this are that 
available N forms are highly mobile in soil and are mainly derived from soil organic 
material. Available forms of N (nitrate in upland soils, ammonium in flooded soils) 
are continually interchanged with organic forms which are not available to the plant. 
Some laboratories use an organic matter determination to make N recommendations, 
while others use simply the crop, yield goal, and past cropping (estimate for N derived 
from previous legume crops) to make a recommendation. In semiarid areas, where 
plant available nitrate-N rarely leaches from the crop rooting zone, nitrate tests on soil 
samples taken to a 50- or 60-cm depth are used with a good reliability. 

P-Phosphorus is immobile in soils, so it tends to stay in a band or at the soil 
surface if the soil is not tilled. The P tests used are generally dilute acids or bases 
which attempt to estimate "available" P, that is, the fraction of the total P which is 
expected to be available during crop growth. Soil P can only be lost through erosion 
and crop removal, but much of the fertilizer P becomes unavailable as relatively 
insoluble compounds in the soil. 

K-Potassium that is available to the crop is held on cation exchange sites of 
organic matter and clays. Therefore, to measure its availability, K is displaced by 
another cation and the amount of K displaced is measLred. This test is practically 
universal, and with only one form of K to measure, it is probably the easiest element 
for which to establish recommendations. But other cations can affect the ability of the 
plant to take up K, so testing for other cations may be needed to develop good 
recommendations for some soils. 

Soluble Salts-These tests are used in areas where alkaline soils are present, 
generally in semiarid regions, or for closed, sealed depressions where salts accumulate. 
The tests are used to advise a farmei :,bout salt problems and to recommend 
management )ractices to help alleviate or avoid problenis. These tests are especially 
important in irrigated areas where marginal or poor quality water isused. Soluble salts 
accumulate when water is not applied in large enough quantities to leach the salts 
below the root zone. 

Other Nirients -. Besides 'le normal nutrient needs of N, P, and K, other 
deficiency problems have been identified in particular areas, principally sulfur, zinc, 
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and 	boron. In some areas and crops, even chlorine has been identified as deficient. 
These nutrients can be tested for and recommendations made with varying degrees of 
success. In many cases a tissue or is far moreplant analysis reliable to identify 
deficiencies of these nutrients and of the other remaining nutrients (Ca. Mg, Fe, Mo, 
Cu, 	Cl, and Mn) since, in general, soil tests are not very reliable. 

II. Plant Analysis 

The basic philosophy and approach to plant analysis as a tool to determine 
fertilizer needs is similar to that for soil testing. Representative, properly handled 
samples must be sent to a laboratory, and the nutrient concentrations in the tissue have 
to be interpreted correctly for the effort to have any validity. There are a few basic 
differences that should be noted: 

1. 	 Soil testing tries to estimate what is available to the plant, while plant analysis 
measures the nutrient actually in the plant. 

2. Plant analysis has the advantage over soil testing in that the plant nutrient 
contents can reflect the entire environment in which the plait grows, both below 
the ground and above. Particular growth conditions, as well as nutrient 
imbalances, can induce certain deficiencies which would not be shown by a soil 
test but ca,' be detected in the plant. However, with annual crops plant analysis 
is more like an autopsy than a diagnosis and prescription. It is usually too late to 
help the current crop, but it may be more definitive ard exacting than a soil test 
for next year's crop, particularly for the diagnosis of minor or micronutrients 
which are difficult to determine from soil tests. Tissue analyses of perennial 
crops are an important diagnostic tool to monitor nutrient status and prescribe 
fertilizers. 

3. 	 It requires a higher level of sophistication in sampling techniques, laboratory 
facilities, and interpretation than does soil testing. 

4. 	 It can be best utilized to complement rather than replace soil testing programs. 

Specific plant parts and sampling procedures are used for different crops at 
different stages of growth. As in soil testing, the sampling technique is calibrated to 
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the rest of the analytical and interpretation procedures, so it must be rigorously 
followed. The amount of nutrients in partictilar plant parts can vary widely in a crop 

over the growing season. 

Plant 	analysis is a very valuable tool under certain circumstances: 

1. 	 To determine nutrient needs of plantation or perennial crops (tree crops, coffee, 

etc.). 

2. 	 To identify visible symptoms, especially if one area of the field shows symptoms 

and the other does not. Analyses from both areas can then be compared readily. 

3. 	 To identify hidden problems. Visible symptoms may not be manifest, while 
nutrient deficiencies may be indicated by a plant analysis. 

4. 	 To survey areas for deficiencies. Where micronutrient deficiencies are suspected, 
a survey may determine problems that could otherwise require many field 
experiments with and without many different nutrients. 

5. 	 To determine if nutrients actually are entering the plant and identify interactions 
between nutrients. These interactive problems can be very difficult to determine 
from soil tests. Examples are excess P limiting Zn uptake and interactions of Mg 

and Ca with K uptake. 

Nutrients used by crops in large amounts (termed macronutrients, N, P, K, and 
S), follow a general pattern of yield to nutrient content (Figure 2), and the minor 
elements and micronutrients (Ca, Mg, Zn, Fe, Cu, Mn, Mo, B, and Cl) follow a slightly 
different pattern (Figure 3). The macronutrients tend to affect uptake and yield over a 
fairly wide range. The nutrients used in lesser aniou nts generally have a much sharper 
change from deficiency to sufficiency, and the sufficiency plateau is generally pretty 
wide. However, in certain cases, such as B, the area between deficiency and excess can 
be quite narrow. These diagrams are not universally applicable to all nutrients and 
crops, since crops vary greatly in their demand for nutrients, their response, and their 

ability to discriminate nutrient ions. 
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IIl. Relationship of Fertilizer Costs and Yield Benefit 
in Determining Recommendations 

Yield response (or similarly crop value) can be related to the application rate of 
a particular nutrient by a quadratic mathematical expression: 

Y =a + bx - cx',
 
or yield (kg/ha) = yield with no fertilizer + a linear
 

coefficient "b" times the rate of fertilizer (x)
 
- a quadratic coefficient "c" times the rate squared.
 

But to determine the economically optimum rate (EOR), the cost of the fertilizer 
relative to the value of the crop must be considered. At the economically optimum 
rate the slope of line tangent to the curve of the value of the crop is equal to the slope 
of the linear function of the fertilizer cost (Figure 4). Putting in the relative cost per 
unit of the fertilizer related to the value of the crop, the price ratio (PR), and theor 

response function (in value of the crop) distills down to the relationship:
 

b - 2cx r- PR
 
(with the coefficients the same as above, and the PR is the
 

cost of 1kg of nutrient:value of 1 kg of crop)
 

The important thing to remember about this relationship is for a very responsive 
soil (b is large), the EOR changes very little with changes in PR, while with a poor 
response (b is small, because the soil nutrient level is high or response is low due to 
climatic, management, or other limiting factors) then the EOR changes greatly with 
changes in PR. This is illustrated in Table 3. In practical terms, this means that with a 
low response, fertilizer recommendations should be kept conservative since the PR 
cannot be predicted very accurately. It also means that for two soils of equal 
production potentials, the risk associated with fertilizing a responsive soil is much less 
than to apply fertilizer to a higher testing soil, or to a soil with production constraints 
that prevent a high response to fertilizer. These are major concepts which influence 
the philosophy of making fertilizer recommendations. 
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IV. Considering Risk in Fertilizer Recommend(ations 

Tile recommendation of economically optimum fertilizer rates for a specific crop 
grown in a specific area is determined by conducting experiments with several fertilizer 
rates and obtaining a response curve for crop yield related to applied fertilizer. A 
mathematical calculation can then be used determine the fertilizer thatto rate 
maximizes profit. Under these conditions the optimum rates are determined without 
any consideration of risk, because the response curve is already known. However, 
when a soil testing laboratory, a fertilizer dealer, or an agronomist provides the farmer 
with a recommendation, a risk factor should always be involved. While 
recommendations are based on all available pertinent information (soil test value, 
expected yield, previous crop, etc.), even with the best interpretation, there will always 
be a risk of making an erroneous recommendation, partly because all determinations 
include a degree of error, and partly because other factors may drastically affect the 
crop response to fertilizer (e.g., drought, pests, diseases). Consequently, the 
determination of optimum fertilizer rates at the farmer level becomes more difficult: 
the risks change with time, and are different for different farmers (e.g., depending on 
their management level, financial conditions, etc.). Hence, some laboratories provide 
the farmers with two recommendations for an average and a high yield and let the 
farmer decide which is the more appropriate. 

An additional approach to deal 'vith the problems of risk in fertilizer 
recommendations is to include an indication in the soil test report of how serious the 
deficiencies are and the degree of response that the farmer can expect if he follows the 
recommendation. In this way farmers can evaluate the reports considering their own 
managerial and economic capabilities. 

In general, conservative recommendations are more successful when farmers are 
just starting to use fertilizers. Conservatism is also called for in areas of high risk of 
drought or with farmers of low managerial abilities. 

V. Using Soil Testing and Plant Analysis in Marketing Strategy 

Fertilizer marketing in the long run will only be successful if it meets the 
customer's needs. Soil testing and plant analyses are tools to better quantify those 
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needs. In many cases, however, the testing of individual fields on a routine basis is 
impractical. These tools may serve marketing purnoses in more general ways: 

1. 	 Marketing identification-What nutrients are needed where. 

2. 	 Developing regional or local fertilizer recommendations -especially .*mportant 
with small landholdings. 

3. 	 Long-term monitoring of trends in soil nutrient levels (a most important 
function). 

4. 	 Problem solving, such as identifying pieviously unknown deficiencies. 

5. 	 Promotional incentives. Using soil testing and plant analysis in demonstrations 
and field trials will help build credibility with farmers. 

The use of soil testing and plant anayv:;is in marketing strategies will be best used 
if the philosophies and limitations of these toolstwo are taken into consideration. 
While the explanations of determining fertilhzer recommenda!ions are presented here 
in fairly simple terms, actual recommendations can be considered to be reliable only to 
+ 15-20 kg for N, P, and K. 

VI. Summary 

Soil tests and plant analyses can be powerful tools to determine fertilizer needs, 
serve the farmer to make the highest economic yields, and to help educate and 
convince farmers of fertilizer need!,. When the tools are not used, or are used poorly, 
the farmer loses confidence in the procedures; then fertilizer application becomes 
principally an exercise of guesswork on the part of the farmer and salesmanship on the 
part of the dealer. A strong, ongoing research program to establish the relationships of 
soil test and plant analysis to fertilizer response is the backbone of the program. While 
both procedures are neither foolproof nor completely accurate, they still remain the 
best tools to predict fertilizer needs. 

Historical records of soil tests in an area are extremely valuable to monitor 
long-term changes in soil fertility, establishing whether any "mining" o.r excessive 
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buildup of a particular nutrient has occurred. Fertilizer dealers are an extremely 
important link in advising farmers and promoting sound fertilizer practices. They can 

only perform this role by being knowledgeable of fertilizer practices and soil reactions 

of nutrients. Soil testing and plant analysis, despite their limitations, provide valuable 
tools for the farmer to maximize the benefits of fertilizer use and for dealers to meet 

the farmer's needs. 
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Table 1. Comparison of Two Sets of Recommendations From Two
 
Laboratories (Cramer, 1987)
 

Fertilizer
 
Recommendations (pounds/acre)
 

Laboratory N P205 K20 
 Cost 

($/acre)' 

Field 1- Trefoil-Timothy Hay (Topdressing) 

A&L (private) 15 85 175 51.25
 
Cornell (university) 25 45 70 
 28.00 

Field 2- t.falfa-Timothy Hay (Topdressing) 

A&L 15 30 160 35.25 
Cornell 25 0 0 6.25 

Field 3-Corn (100 bu; Following Alfalfa) 

A&L 115 80 120 66.75 
Cornell 20 5060 27.50 

Field 4-Corn (100 bu; Following Corn) 

A&L 115 30 75 47.50 
Cornell 90 20 20 30.50 

a. One pound/acre x 1.12 = kg/ha. The numllers were not converted to 
kilograms/hectare because it would give an impression that very precise 
recommendations are normally given. 
b. Based on $.25/pound for N and P205 and $.15/pound for K20. 
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Table 2. 	 Comparison of Recommendations for the Same Soil Sample From Four 
Private and One University Laboratories, and Obtained Corn Yields 
With Recommended Fertilizer Rates (Olson et al., 1987) 

Reconmmendationl 
Laboratory N P.,Os K20 Cost Yield 

--------- (kg/ha)--------- ($/ha) (tons/ha) 

A (private) 220 24 
 10 121 10.65
 
B (private) 220 22 
 27 141 10.96
 
C (private) 220 
 15 0 143 10.58 
D (private) 230 18 0 
 101 10.65 
E (university) 150 0 0 59 10.71 

a. Recommendations for microntitrient application are not included in the table. 
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Table 3. Relationships of Fertilizer Response, Price Ratios, and Economically 
Optimum Rates, Using a Quadratic Function" 

Price Ratio Economically 
Quadratic Coefficients Fertilizer Response Fertilizer:Crop Optimum Rate 

(kg/ha) 

b = 80, c = 0.05 High 	 2.0 78 
6.0 	 74 

b = 40, c = 0.2 Medium 2.0 	 76 
6.0 	 68 

b = 10, c = 0.05 Low 	 2.0 80 
6.0 	 40 

a. 	 Function Y = a + bx - cx', 
where Y = yield, kg/ha x unit value, $/kg. 
a = control value (value of crop with no fertilizer). 
b = linear coefficient (the larger this coefficient the more response to the fertilizer). 
c = quadratic coefficient (the larger this coefficient, the more rapidly the yield 

decreases past the maximum Y achieved).
 
x = fertilizer application rate x cost per unit and
 
PR = b - 2 cx, or Price ratio = b - 2 cx
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Figure 1. Conceptual Response Curves to Fertilizer Application. 
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Figure 2. Conceptual Pattern of Macronutrient and Minor Element Response. 
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Figure 3. Conceptual Pattern of Micronutrient Content and Yield. 
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Figure 4. Relationships between the quadratic functions 
of crop value and fertilizer cost to estimate
the economically optimum rate of fertilizer application. 
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Soil Testing for 
Fertilizer Recommendation 

Stages 

1. 	Soil Sampling
 

- Representativeness 
of 	samples 

2. 	 Chemical Tests 

-	 Few test are universally applicable 
3. 	 Interpretation of the soil tests 

- Correlation
 
Association soil nutrient and yield
 

- Calibration
 
How much fertilizer is needed to 
achieve aparticular yield 

Crop requirements and managements
Farmer yield goals
Fertilizer and soil management practices 

Selection of critica! limits (sufficiency levels) 
4. Fertilizer Recommendations 

- Sufficiency level approach

Fertilizing the plant
 

- Buildup/maintenance
 
Fertilizing the 
soil 

5. 	 Economics in fertilizer recommendations 
- Fertilizer costs and yield prices

Maximizing profits (unconstrained, EOR)Maximizing profits (constrained, EOR)
 
- Risk in 
 fertilizer recommendations


Use of diagnostic data (Plant Analysis)

Range of recomm.-nritmin.o 



Instruction Sheet 
Purdue University Soil Testing Laboratory 

How To Take A SoilSample - And Prepare It For Testi 

To take the sample, you will need 
a sampling tube, auger or spade and 
aclean plastic pail. Get sample 
containers from your county agent. 

, 


Sample each area separately. Get 
equalsied cores or slices from 15 or 
more places using probe, auger, or 
spade. Do not mix light and dark 
colored soils together. 

6
 

place cores or slices in a clean plastic
pail. Mix them together thoroughly, 
breaking up the cores or slices. If 
soil is muddy, dry it before mixing. 
If soil crumbles easily, dry after mixing. 

To identify the sample and to record 
the cropping and fertilizer information 
about it, use a field and cropping 
information sheet. 

5 

J! 

Draw a field sketch or farm map on 
aseparate sheet and keep it in your 
files until we return your results. 

r,,
 

\" b 

5-1 Moldboard plow, 5-2 Chisel and/or disc 5-3 No-till(a) Mixed it)Mi\ed - (b)Un mxed (a)Top 2-in - (b) UniixedTake Samples from the mixd zoes in the tillae system shown aboc (5-Ia)moldboard plow. (5-2a) (5-3a)chisel and/or disk, and * top two inches of no-tll.
Take separate deeper samples from (5-2b)) chisel and/or disk and from 5-3b)
unmixed no-till zone. No-till fields that will be plowed periodically should be 
sampled to plow dept . 

Spread mixture out oil clean paper to 
dry. Do not heat in oven or on slove. 
l)o not dry in places where fertilizer 
or manure may get in sample. 

Caution! I sampliig, stat %t1(1.1'])Yio." 


I.Farm lanes and field borders. 
2. Fertilizer bands inrow crops and small grains. 
3. Areas within 8-1 0 rods of gravel roads. 
4. Any other areas which are (listinctly different, 

such as potholes, sandy ridges and eroded spots. 
Take separate samle iJinterested. 

Important! Your recommendations will he no better than lie 
information Ihat you send in with the samples. Ie 
sure to . . 

Read ,llailinghistriictito oi the Back of 77ti.sSheet 

Fill the sample bag to the line 
with air-dry soil. Discard the 
rest. Label and number the 
sample container. 

FOR LAWNS: 

Take the soil to a depth of 
2-3 inches. 

:OR (;,RI)ENS AND 

FLOWER lI,DS: 
Sample the soil to rototilled 
or plowed depth of-1.8 
inches. 

The "Infornation Sheet" is 
available from your couvn 

agent's office. 



How To Fill Out Information Sheet 

Important! 	 Your recommendations will be no better than the 

information you give. 

Use a hard lead pencil, or ball point pen. Press hard! You are making 5 copies. 

Check columns and fill in other information for each sample. 

Nitrogen recommendations depend on past cropping history as well as on 
soil properties. 

1. 	 Be sure to list all legume crops such as hay, pasture, 
meadow, seedings and intercrops.

2. 	 Describe the mixture, stand and growth in space provided. 

This information is essential because no chemical test is made for nitrogen. 

Mailing Instructions 
The 	service charge for a standard test (ph, lime requirement test,
phosphorous, potassium, soil color, texture) is quoted on a price
sheet. Remittance must accompany samles. 

Samples submitted for testing must be accompanied by the Field
and 	Cropping Information Sheet, or the Turf, Garden. or Landscape
Information Sheet, properly filled out, and(1 the remittance to cover
the cost of testing. Make check or money ordcr payable to
 
Department of Agronomy, Purduc University.
 

Samples withouthotremittance will be held while notification is sent.

If no reply is received within 30 days, samples will be discarded.
 

Place sample containers in shipping cartons provided by your
county agent. Place the Field and Cropping Information Shcet,
 
or the Turf, Garden, or Landscape Information Sheet with

remittancL in an envelope, seal it, and enclose it with the ,amples. 

Write your name and return address in the space provided. Tie or 
wrap securely and mail via Parcel Post, or United Parcel to the 
following address: 

SOIl- T:SYIN(; LABORATORY 
DEIA)RTMIENT OF AGRONOMY

I 	 PURDUE UNIVERSITY 

SOIL 	 \VEST LAFAYETTE INI)IANA 47907 

Sky 	: LAB 

V.q UE. DPT 



Plant Analysis for 
Fertilizer Recommendations 

1. 	 Plant sampling 
- Representative of the plant 

2. 	 Analytical Methods 

- Diagnostic 

Determine nutrient needs in perennial crops 
Identify hidden problems 
Survey areas for deficiencies
 
Identify interactions between nutrients
 

-	 Complement fertilizer recommendations 

3. 	 Fertilizer Recommendations 

- Critical limits (sufficiency limits) 

- DRIS norms 
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Interest in plant analysis as a crop management
tool has been stimulated in recent years by in-creased use of scouting programs and crop con-
sultants and by a higher level of sophistication
among farmers themselves. In addition, narrowingprofit margins and the continual pursuit of higher
yields has spurred this interest, 

The information provided through plant analysishelps farmers with decisions on fertilizer effective-
ness, the need for additional nutrients, and planning
fertilizer programs for future years. If used properly,plant analysis can be an important guide to efficient 
crop production because it provides a nutritionalprofile of the growing plant.

The objective of this publication is to explore the 
use .nd limitations of plant analysis in evaluating
soil fertility programs for corn. 

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS 
Plants require 16 elements for normal vegetative

growth and reproduction. Different amounts of each
element are required by different plant species,
Plant growth is restricted when: 1) not enough of 
one or more elements ,:re present; 2) too much of one or more elements are present, including toxic
levels of nonessential elements such as aluminum,
arsenic, selenium or sodium; or 3) the levels of one or more elements are adequate but out of balance
with other elements. 

The first result of nutrient deficiency, toxicity, orimbalance is a reduction in plant growth. If the con-

dition persists, visible symptoms 
 of deficiency or
toxicity appear, and plant yield is reduced. "Hiddenhunger" is a nutrient deficiency or imbalance
expressed not

in visible symptoms, but yield is re-stricted nevertheless. 

WHAT IS PLANT ANALYSIS? 
Plant analysis is the quantitative determination 

of the elements in plant tissue. Carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen are not analyzed routinely becausethey come from air or water and virtually never limit
plant growth. Chlorine is normally sufficient under
field conditions, but it may become excessive insaline soils. It is usually analyzed in special cases
only. Similarly, molybdenum deficiency or toxicity is rare, and this element is not analyzed routinely.Thus, plant analysis usually refers to analysis ofnitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), cal
cium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), sulfur (S), iron (Fe),manganese (Mn), copper (Cu), zinc (Zn), and boron
(B). Aluminum (AI) and sodium (Na) are 3ometimegincluded evan though Iey are not esbentiai elements. Aluminum can be toxic in acid soils, and
sodium improves the quality of some crops such as
beets and celery. 

Plant analysis is distinguished from tissue testing in that it is a quantitative laboratory analysis;
whereas tissue testing refers to semi-quantitative
"quick" tests of plant sap carried out in the field fortrouble-shooting purposes. Plant analysis is unique
from other crop diagnostic tests in that it gives an
overall picture of the nutrient levels within the plantat the time the sample was taken. Its use is based 
on the principle that the nutrient level present is a
result of all factors affecting the growth of the plant.The general relationship between nutrient level
and crop growth is shown in Figure 1. When anutrient is deficient, addition of that nutrient resultsin increased crop growth rind usually an increase inthe concentration o! that element in the plant. As
the level of the deficient nutrient increases, cropgrowth increases utill some maximum yield isreached. Further additions of the element will cause
the concentration of tn3t element in the plant to rise 
moie rapidly because it is not being diluted byadded dry matter accumulation. Eventually, toxicity
of that element may occur. 
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Figure 1. Relationship between nutrient supply, corn yield and nutrient concentratioi in earleal tissue. 
(Adapted from Brown, 1970). 

HOW PLANT ANALYSIS CAN BE USED for example, is not applicable to the soils of another 
Plant analysis has proven useful in confirming state until the test has been calibrated for the soilsnutrient deficiencies, toxicities or imbalances, iden- in that state. Plant analysis can be particularlytifying "hidden hunger," evaluating fertilizer pro- advantageous in determining the availability ofgrams, deiermining the availability of elements not nutrients for which there are no reliable soil tests, ortes:ed for by other methods, and studying interac- for those areas where soil test calibration has not

tions among nutrients, been done.

Determining nutritional problems. 
Plant anal- Deficiencies of most micronutrients and sulfurysis defines nutrient problems more precisely than are identified more accurately by plant analysis

does an examination of deficiency symptoms, soil than by soil test. The soil test commonly used fortests, or quick tissue tests. In addition to confirming sulfur, for example, measures only the amount of
suspected deficiencies, plant analysis can also sulfate-sulfur present in the sampled area. It does
detect toxicities or hidden deficiencies where visible not include possible contributions from othersymptoms are not manifest. One of the major uses sources such as rainfall. A high sulfur soil test indi
of plant analysis is troubleshooting crop problems. cates adequate sulfur is present, but a low test may
Farmers seem to have confidence in the technol- mean either the sulfur is not there or it was not ogy associated with p!ant analysis more so than measured. Plant analysis gives an accounting of
with visual inspection and diagnosis. The second the sulfur available to the plant.

most common use is crop monitoring 
 to evaluate Studying nutrient Interactions. Plant analysispotential nutritional problems while they can still be frequently revc ils relationships among essential
corrected or so they can be avoided in subsequent elrments. While plant physiologists sometimes 
seasons. 
 make these interactions a deliberate study, moreEvaluating fertilizer programs. Adding fertilizer often they discover these relationships when theyto the soil is no guarantee that plants will benefit summarize results of many plant analyses. This usefrom it. The form of the fertilizer might make it una- of plant analysis is important for research butvailable to plants, or it might react with the soil to beyond the scope of "routine" use and will not beform unavailable compounds. Soil scientists use discussed here. 
plant analysis to study element uptake from fertilizer
and to evaluate different methods and times of fer- PLANT ANALYSIS
tilizer application. Farmers can also use plant COMPLEMENTS SOIL TESTING
analysis to determine whether their fertilizer pro- Sometimes adequate nutrient levels may begram is performing according to expectations, present in the soil, but because of other problemsDetermining nutrient availability where soil such as insect feeding, root damage, and too muchtests are not available. Most laboratories test soils or too little moisture, inadequate amounts ofroutinely for lime needs, phosphorus, and potas- nutrients get into the plant. Plant analysis along withsium. Some have optional tests for calcium, mag- soil tests can help pinpoint the problem. Quite oftennesium, and some of the minor elements. However, the two techniques should be used together; forreliable soil tests have not been developed for all of example, plant analysis of corn earleaf samplesthe elements. A test for iron developed in one state, from central Wisconsin may show high levels of Mn 
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present, but the soil analysis identifies the real
problem as one of very acid soils. 

Soil tests normally are calibrated for the average
depth of plowing. If a subsoil is high in a particular
nutrient, the subsoil contribution will go undetected
unless a subsoil sample is also analyzed. A plant
analysis will not tell how much of the nutrients in
the plant came from the subsoil, but it will measure
the integrated effect of the entire root volume. A soil
sample typically consists of 5 to 10 cores of soil to
tillage depth from a 5- to 20-acre field. A single
corn plant, un the other hand, extracts nutrients
from several cubic feet of soil. 

LIMITATIONS OF PLANT ANALYSIS 

Interpretation difficulties. In general, 
 goodrelationships can be developed between soil

nutrient supply, nutrient levels in the plant, and cropyield for a given location in any one year. However,
differences in location, variety, time, and manage-
ment often cause variations in these relationshipsand make them difficult to interpret. Nutrient levels
in plants differ depending on the plant part sampled,
stage of maturity, hybrid, and climatic conditions.
Therefore, interpretations of plant analysis must
take these factors into consideration. For this rea-
son, most plant analysis interpretations are based 
on a specific plant part sampled at idefinite stage
of development. Greater detail on plan! sampling for
tissue analysis is n NCH-15. 

For corn, the ear leaf at silking is most com-
monly used for analysis. In most situations, this is 
too late for remedial treatment if some is needed,
The results of the analysis, then, can only be used 
to forestall future problems. In many cases, how-
ever, it is possible to identify nutrient disorders at an 
earlier stage of crop development if plants from anormal growing field at the same growth stage arealso analyzed for comparison. The normal/abnor-
mal comparison is often essential since sampling
the entire plant tends to mask the differences in key
parts of the plant. The plant must also be suffi-ciently mature to have developed a spiead in con-

centrations. 


Interrelatlonshlp of other factors. Martin andMatocha (1973) slated that "the basic crinciple of
the use of plant analysis isthat the chei,,cal com-
position of the plant reflects its nutrient supply in

relation to gowth." They caution, however, that "the

chemical composition of 
 any plant is a 'result' ofthe interaction of nutrient supply and plant growth,
Any factor that limits growth...may cause other 
nutrients to accumulate in the p!ant." They point outthat in using plant analysis as a diagnostic tool, "we are in effect attempting to infer a cause and effect
relationship from two results (yield and nutrient
concentration), either of which may have been
broug t out by some other factor." Thus, restricted 
root growh due to compacted soil layers or cold
weather can result in reduced nutrient uptake even
though the nutrient supply in the soil would be con-
sidered adequate under normal conditions, 
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Progressive deficiencies. Another limitation of
plant analysis is that it usually detects only the oneelement that inhibits plant growth the most. Rarely
are two or more elements acutely deficient at the 
same time. A corn plant, for example, may be deti
cient in K; but, because K is limiting growth, there 
may be sufficient P for the reduced amount of dry
matter production even if soil P is low. When K isadded as a remedial treatment, dry-matter produc
tion increases sharply; then P becomes deficient. 
Nitrogen stress, on the other hand, can limit theuptake of phosphorus and some of the micronu
trients to the extent that they appear to be "low." 

Sample contamination. Contamination of a
plant sample with soil particles or pesticide residuecan lead to erroneously high results for iron, aluminum, manganese, zinc, or copper. Washing thesample to remove contamination can introduce 
other contaminants if a detergent or tap water areused. Appreciable potassium can be lost by wash
ing. These problems are discussed further in 
NCH-15. 

Sample deterioration. Decomposition of a plant
sample before it reaches the laboratory will result in 
a loss of carbon (as C02 through respiration and
microbial activity) and the concomitant concentra
tion of most other elements, thereby giving errone
ously high readings. This can be prevented by re
frigerating the sample until it is delivered to the lab,
avoiding weekends if the sample is mailed, or by
partially drying the sample before shipment. Solardrying to 15 to 20% moisture prior to shipment will 
not only eliminate the likelihood of sample spoilage
but will reduce shipping costs as well. Brief drying
in a microwave oven to about 10 to 15% moisture 
will halt enzymatic activily, but care must be taken 
to avoid over-drying the sample. 

INTERPRETATION OF PLANT ANALYSES
 
Critical value 
 and sufficiency range

approaches. For most diagnostic purposes, plant
analyses are interpreted on the basis of "criticallevels" for each nutrient. The critical level has been

defined in several ways by different perscns. Jones
 
and Eck (1973) define it as "that concentration

below which yields decrease or deficiency symp
loins appear." For many nutrients, yield decreases
 
even before visible deficiency symptoms are

observed. Because the exact concentration of a
nutrient below which yields decline is difficult todetermine precisely, some define the critical level 
as the nutrient concentration at 90 or 95% of max
imum yield.


The nutrient composition of a plant changes 
asthe plant matures and with the iortion of the plant
sampled; therefore, critical levels are delined for a
specific plant part at a specified stage of maturity.
For corn, the ear leaf from tasseling to silking is 
most commonly used. For most crops, there is an
optimal range of concentration over which yield will
be maximized rather than a single point. If possible,
one would attempt to supply nutrients at the lowest 



level which still provides top yields, but because of 
the many- factors affecting yields and concentra-
tions, this point is difficult to identify. Growers,
therefore, usually strive for operating in the suffi-
ciency range. 

In the deficient range, visible nutrient deficiency 
symptoms are evident, and crop yield is less than 
75% of maximum. In the low range, there arc no 
clear-cut deficiency symptoms, yet responses to 
additions of the low nutrient are likely. The suffi-
ciency range represents the yield plateau. The 
nutrient concentration increases more rapidly as 
nutrient supply increases because there is no 
further increase in dry matter production to "dilute" 
the additional nutrient. Most nutrients have fairly
broad sufficiency ranges. The lower end of the suf-
ficiency range (or the upper end of the low range) 
represents the critical range. In the "high" range
the plant takes in more of the nutrient than is 
required for maximum production. This range is 
sometimes referred to as the zone of "luxury con-
sumption." 

If the nutrient supply is increased sufficiently, 
yields decline either because of an imbalance with 
other plant nutrients or direct toxic effects of the 
excessive nutrient. Phosphorus, for example, at 
high levels can supprc- s the uptake of copper and 
zinc and be out of balance with respect to nitrogen 
or potassium, but it is rarely toxic per se. Boron, on 
the other hand, can easily become toxic to corn if
misapplied, 

Melsted et al. (1969) point out that critical levels 
of plant nutrients "can seldom be derived through a
single carefully designed experiment." More typi-
cally, results of many experiments over a number of 
years and at various locations are averaged. Criti-
cal levels were published by Melsted et al. (1969)
and sufficiency ranges were published by Jones 
(1967) and Neubert et al. (1969), and they are 
given in Table 1. Also included are the sufficiency 
ranges used by the Soil and Plant Analysis Lab,
University of Wisconsin-Madison. These were corn-piled from a number of sources, including Jones 
(1967), Chapman (1966), and others. Agreemcnt is 
remarkably close considering the variety of sources 
from which the data were derived. 

Nutrient ranges for corn representing deficient, 

low, sufficient, h-ih, and excessive concentrations 

used by the Sc, & Plant Analysis Lab, UW-Madi-

son, are given in Table 2. For some nutrients, ex-

cessive nutrient levels have not been well-defined, 

These ranges are useful guidelines for interpreting

plant analyses, but they must not be used dogmat-
ically. Knowledge of hybrid requirements, unusual 
soil or climatic conditions, or other extenuating
information should be taken into account. 

As plant analysis becomes mo ,-,nular as a 
diagnostic tool, the need for earlie. .ipling and 
analysis intensifies so problems can ue corrected 
before serious yield l.iJss occurs. Plant analyses
interpretations at early growth stages would require
that critical levels be established for those stages.
Unfortunately, limited data are available on critical 
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nutrient concentrations for very young plants. Lock
man (personal communication) has developed suf
ficiency ranges for whole corn plants 24 to 45 days
after planting as well ao ranges for more mature 
corn (see Table 3). Nutrient uptake and dry matter 
accumulation are generlly rapid during early 
stages of growth. Consequently, nutrient concentra
lions may be expected to vary considerably with 
maturity, as reflected in the rather wide suffiriency 
range for the mobile elements. The concentration of 
these elements (N, P, K, Mg) in whole plant tissue 
is appreciable higher at 24 to 45 days than is their 
concentration in earleaf tissue. A variation of a few 
days in sampling time at this stage of growth would 
be more critical than at silking stage.

Multiple regression approach. Modern analyti
cal multiple-element analysis gives results which 
lend themselves to multiple-regression analysis for 
interpretation. Greater information is gained since 
additional complex interactions can be evaluated 
with respect to yields. Although some work in this 
manner has been done, particularly for N, P, and K,
this type of interpretation has not been incorporated 
into routine plant analysis programs.

Nutrient ratio approach. A variation of the 
multiple regression approach recently developed is 
the Diagnosis and Recommendations Integrated
System (DRIS) developed by Beaufils (1971, 1973)
and introduced in this country by Sumner (1977a,
1977b, 1979). As originally developed, as many
yield determining factors as are capabla of quanti
tative or qualitative expression are considered si
multaneously in making a diagnosis, and recom
mendations are made from that diagnosis. These
 
factors include not only scil and plant analysis data
 
but also information pertaining to climate, insects,
 
disease, varieties, etc.
 

The DRIS approach to interpreting the results of
 
plant analysis involves the analysis of thousands of
 
samples of a specific crop. The samples are divid
ed into high and low yielding populations, and the
 
analytical results from each population 
are studiedto determine what criteria can be used to distin
guish between the high and low yielding popula
tions.. As it turns 
out, ratios of plant nutrient con
centrations have given better results than simple

concentrations alone. The ratios corresponding 
 to 
the high yielding population (norms) are then com
pared to the ratios present in tlhe sample being 
analyzed. A ratio of plant nutrient concentrations by
itself cannot be used to diagnose plant problems,
but combinations of different nutrient ratios can be 
combined mathematically to determine what nutri
ents are most likely to limit yield. The results of 
such calclations are the "DRIS Indices." 

Although finer tuning may be possible, DRIS 
indices are normally calibrated so that those within 
the range of about -10 or -15 to +10 or +15 are 
considered normal and in balance. A DRIS index 
between -25 and -15 indicates a likely deficiency.
Values greater than +25 may be an indication of 
possible nutrient excess. The greater the magnitude
of the nutrient index, either positive or negative, the 
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Table 1. Critical nutrient values or sufficiency ranges for corn earleaves at sliklng to tassolling. 

Melstod Neubort UW Soil &et al. Jones el al. Plant anal.Nutrient (1969) (1967) (1969) Lab 
N, % 3.00 2.76-3.50 2.60-4.00 2.76-3.75
P. % 0.25 0.25-0.40 0.25-0.50 0.25-0.50K, % 1.90 1.71 -2.50 1.70-3.00 1.75-2.75
Ca, % 0.40 0.21 -1.00 0.21 -1.00 0.30-0.60Mg, % 0.25 0.21 -0.60 0.31 -0.50 0.16-0.40S.% . --- 0.21 -0.50 0.16-0.50Zn, ppm 15 20-70 50-150 19-75B, ppm 10 4-25 15-90 5-40Mn, ppm 15 20-150 34-200 19-75Fe, ppm 25 21 -250 21 -250 50-250Cu. ppm 5 6-20 8-20 3-15 

Table 2. Interpretive ranges fo'r plant nutrients In corn earleaf tissue at silk-
Ing to tasselling as used by the Soil & Plant Analysis Lab, UW-Madlson. 

Nutrient Concentration In Tissue
Nutrient Deficient Low Sufficient High 
 Excessive 
N, % <1.75 1.76-2.76 2.76-3.75 >3.75
P. % <0.16 0.16-0.24 0.25-0.50 >0.50
K, % <1.25 1.25-1.74 1.75-2.75 
 >2.75Ca, % <0.10 0.10-0.29 0.30-0.60 0.61 -0.90 >0.90Mg, % <0.10 0.10-0.15 0.16-0.40 >0.40 ---S, % <0.10 0.10-0.15 0.16-0.50 >0.50 ---Zn, ppm < 12 12-18 19-75 76-150 >150B, ppm <2.0 2.0-5.0 5.1 -40.0 41 -55 >55Mn, ppm < 12 12-18 19-75 >75Fe, ppm < 10 10-49 50-250 >350251 -350Cu. ppm --- < 3 3-15 16-30 >30 

< = "less than" 
> = "more than" 

Table 3. Nutriont sufficiency ranges for corn at several growth stages. (From R. 
B. Lockman, 1984. Persont,! communication.) 

Whole plant, 3rd leaf, Earl3af 
Nutrient 24-45 days' 45-0 days 2 green silks3 

N, % 4.0-5.0 
P, % .40-.60 
K, % 3.0-5.0 
Ca, % .51-1.6 
Mg, % .30-.60 
S,% .18-.40
8.ppm 6-25 
Cu, ppm 6-20 
Fe,ppm 40-500 

Mn, ppm 40-160 
Zn, ppm 25-60 
2 Seedings 6 to 16 inches i, 
3Third leaf Irom top; plants over 12 inches tall, belore silking.
3 70 to 90 days after planting.
5 Grain in developing stage up to "roasting ear."
5Poor stage-sample; grain in dough stage, beginning to dent. 

3.5-4.5 3.0-4.0 
.35-.50 .30-.45 
2.0-3.5 2.0-3.0 
.20-.80 .20-1.0 
.20-.60 .20-.80 
.18-.40 .18-.40
6-25 5-25 
6-20 5-20 

25-250 
 30-250 

20-150 20-150 
20-60 20-70 

24 to 45 days after planting. 

Earleaf Earleaf 
brown silks4 mature5 

2.8-3.5 2.5-3.5 
.25-.40 .20-.30 
1.8-2.5 1.6-2.5 
.20-1.2 .20-1.5 
.20-.80 .29-.80 
.18-.35 .16-.35 
5-25 5-25 
5-20 4-20 

30-250 
 30-250
 
20-150 20-150 
20-70 16-50 

http:0.16-0.50
http:0.10-0.15
http:0.16-0.40
http:0.10-0.15
http:0.30-0.60
http:0.10-0.29
http:1.75-2.75
http:1.25-1.74
http:0.25-0.50
http:0.16-0.24
http:2.76-3.75
http:1.76-2.76
http:0.16-0.50
http:0.16-0.40
http:0.30-0.60
http:1.75-2.75
http:1.70-3.00
http:0.25-0.50
http:0.25-0.50
http:0.25-0.40
http:2.76-3.75
http:2.60-4.00
http:2.76-3.50
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EFFICIENT MARKETING OF FERTILIZERS IN CAMEROON 

I. THE USE OF SOIL TESTS TO ASSES FERTILIZER NEED, METHODS OF 
ASSESSING SOIL NUTRIENTS AND ESTIMATING NUTRIENT NEEDS TO
 
SATISFY YIELD TARGET.
 

WHY FERTILIZERS ? 

Wherever effouLs dL1 mdde Lu aise agricultural 

efficienc.y and P. uu i oi, .ti ,ti,., 4.I over comue soil deficiency, 

by impiovinic I.!i ,m: . i Ve plcLnt is pLuduceCi. 

Because men want to produce mote, natural condiLions can 

not always sLand Lepeated high demands of nuLitiLs by plants. 

It becomes therefor a necessity to help that nature, by 

"artificially" inctaising that "FOOD" which is necessary for 

plant growth. 

Continuous use of a land witLhout any restoration brings 

nutrient ).i "FOOD" def iciency. in order Lo correct the 

deficiency, we have tu know wlat. t ll soil ias lost. Only soil 

testing can give vc, i udI U iniiutm,.idion on the present situatioii 

of soil nutL iu-iLs. Q';I? f the most popular methods of 

cortecting diis du.liFERTIiij i'I:.u .ZERS, which are 

chemical elements uccp.ALic: LALi .t1 iA-iiI g nulLiclt availability. 

IS PLANT GROWTH ONLY RELATED TO NUTRIENTS ? 

Soils ae individuals dnd their cheiimical, physical and 

mineralogical composition may vary from one place to another, 

depending on various factors like the slope, the nature of the 

parent material, the weathering stage etc. It meais, soils are 

not always alike. Some are naturally More fertile than others. 

For a plant to grow well, some specific conditions are 

required from Lhe soil and Lhe LevironmeIt. These conditions 

include SeVerdl plrarrteus s;uimiier.ized as soil qualiLies and 

soil characLeristics.
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WHY SOIL TESTING ?
 

A good soil must be fertile, and fertility can be
 

considered as a dynamic state, changing with time, the way 

that soil is used, and highly depending on the type of crop we 
are cultivating or we wariL Lu cultivaLe. 

To inciecise suil iULiiL iy, The fiust. thing Lo do is to 
make d sort of diaghosLic of soil qualities and 

characteristics. 

As surelly said i- previous interventions, plants needs 
elements like phosphorous, potassium, nitrogen, calcium, 
magnesium in great amounts and, in minor quantity, elements 
like cupper,, zinc, molybdenumi etc. 

WHICH MiETHODS FOR SOIL TESTING ?
 

To assess soil iutrienL status we use routine chemical 
analysis and specific. clidiyi.1;. 

RouLille dndlysi S is LIie sLudy of physico-chemical 
characteristics 
of soil samples. Following parameters are 

determined. 

- Particle size analysis (clay silt and sand percentage) 

- pH (water and KCL) 

- Organic matter content 

- Nitrogen, content 

- C/N ratio
 

- Exchangeable cations (Ca, Mg, K, Na) 

- Cation exchange capacity 

- Base saturation 

- Available phosphorous 

Specific analysis are more detailed analysis arid include 
the determination of followinys 

- Total phoisphoLous 

- Sul. iLe -rmd Cliihi, 
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- Free iron'and aluminium oxides 

- Exchangeable acidity (aluminiumi and hydrogen) 

- pF curve 

- Bulk density 

II. NUTRIENT UPTAKE EFFICIENCY.
 

Crop yLowtlh depends uzn- d whole teLof coridiLions in 

addition to the nut.i ent suply. The most important factors 

include : 

-cli iiate
 

- topographiy
 

-soil moisture, (drainage and water status)
 

-texture and structure
 

-soil stoniness 

-soil depth
 

-soil surface activity (exchange capacity, base
 

saturation, organic matter content) 

-salt concentration if any 

-soil reaction (acidity and alcalinity) 

-plant disease insects arid weeds 

-hazards of floods and violent winds 

According to its qualities (water availability, soil 

depth, salt deficiency, tempeiature regime, erosion hazard arid 

management), accuidiq tou its cilaLacteristics (physico

chemical condiLiuis), any * . (.lul i(- UldSSi~ieU dS actually 

suitable, potentially suiLdbie U ,iiLtsuitabei for a given 

crop. 

See table 1 : "RElationship between soil characteristics and 

soil qualities". 

See table 2 : "Soil requirement for cocoa" 

HOW CAN WE BEST USE FERTILIZERS ?
 

To increase fertilizers efficiency eveiry land before
 

utilization should be evaluated.
 



ordered minerals (allophaxies) ol free aluminium and iron is 

well 	known.
 

Nutrient uptake efficiency can be checked by foliar
 

analysis.
 

III. 	FERTILIZER USE AND SOIL pH RELATIONSHIPS
 

Nutrients in soils are held in various degrees of
 

availability to plants. Soil reaction which may be acid, 

neutral or alcaline depends o'n the proportion of hydrogen ions 

in its solution.
 

Soil 	reaction affects the availability of plant nutrients
 

in various ways. Iron, itaggnese, copper and zinc are more 

available in acid than in alkaline soils. Availability of soil 

phosphorous is sharply Leduced iti very acid soils. 

The pH of a soil may indicate the need for a soil 

amendment. It helps also in predicting toxicity when it is to 

low or micro-nutrients deficiency when it is to high. 

IV. AVAILABILITY OF SOI'L TESTING IN CAMEROON 

Official laboratories in Camiieroon for soil testing 

presently working are very few. The laboratory of the 

department of Soil Sciences of the University of Dschang and 

the IITA/USAID laboratory of Nkolbisson seem to be the only 

laboratories presently working. Due to lack of means, the 

laboratory of Ekona is haviny soie difficulties. There hasn't 

been any temptation for any private laboratory. 

5
 



Fertilizers alone cannot help to overcome all handicaps 
especially when 
those are physical like surface soil stoniness
 

or a shallow depth for penetration of roots.
 

Any land classified as iioL suiLtble, due to very severe
 
limitations, cdnol t be !SdVed" by dny kind of fertilizer 

application.
 

Even if a land is suitdble, some specific care still has 
to be taken because, for a nolmal growth and development, 
plants need sufficient nutrients in proper balanice. 

Plants nutrients aid compete with one inboth and another 


soil in entring into the roots and even in the plant.
 

An excess of potassium will tend to decrease the 
absorption of calciuit and magnesium, especially in fruit and 
vegetable crops with a high magnesium requirement. 

Conversly an increase in available calcium or magnesium 
may tend to decrease the absorption of potassium especially in 
soils low in availabie potassium.
 

Onl magnesiui deficiency soil, the application of calcium 

depresses magnesium intdke. 

Many authors like SYS (1977) proposed a cation balance
 
between the three most important elements (Ca, Mg, K) in
 

tropical weathered soils to be 76/18/6.
 

The next table represents calculated cation balance 
of a soil
 

sample.
 

Sometimes very high amounts of fertilizers may be applied 
but will not improve yield because those fertilizers form 
chemical complex witl soils constituants. The case of 

phosphorous when added in a soil containing short range 
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CLIDS/INAUER -. LABiAAIOIF;1 I "-,: . I. IA'" DEs ANALYSEJ. DES S0L, 

ETLIDE M. 'IlMEN F'tirr IAII: 07/06i.:.j0 
Bar-gangte -- T:,ark.i 
page 1. 

Echant i 1or I:er1e ,one .rde lr'. :
 
Profondeur 
 0-25
 

Code Labo 90/ 
 358 

PH-eaju 5.4
 
pH-KCI 
 4- 4 

-. Carbone organ. :1.4.7 
% Matii-r ,-?:p-Jn 
 -. f
 

N total (g.-/ - 0.74
 
Rapport C/N 
 I . 

Cat i.-rns '-c tiaag,.a_. ,:
 
Ca ( 11 1/I 'Ig I ,
 
Mg 
 0.98 
K 0.80 

Somrne (S) "3. . 1 

H 
 0.06
 
Al 0.30 
H+A1 (AE) 0.,36 

CECE (S+AE) 3.4.7 
S/CECE (.) 90 

CEC7 
 7. :1. 
-- /CEC7 )& 44' 


P-Bray 2 Ing, ) 4.. 

TEXTURE ( ) 
'-ab
: b.1 e 
Limor gro,-e ..
 

Limon rI-
In 
L irnon to ta I L 

Argi le 1.. 

Classe L i mci,.:, ar:' 1,. 

http:07/06i.:.j0
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CUDS/INADER - LABORATOIRE DE PEDOLOGIE - REDRESSEMENT CATIONS DES SOLS
 

ETUDE M. SIMEN Pierre DATE 07/06'1-!90
 
Bangangte 
page 2
 

Echantillon Terre de SUrface 
Profondeur 0-25 cm
 

Balance Cationique
 
Ca (mrq/1OOg) 1.33
 
Mg 0.98
 
K 0.80
 
SBE (Ca+Mg+K) 3. 11
 

CEC7 7.1
 
SEE/CEC () 43.80
 
Ca/Mg/K (SBE:1005 )
 

Ca (9) 42.77
 
Mg 31.51
 
K 25.72
 

Richesse relative
 

%Ca/76 0.56
 
%5Mg/18 1.75
 
'.K/6 4.29
 
Ma x. K 

Redress. 76/18/6 (RRC)
 
Fri q / " 

0. 13 
+Ca (mEq/lOOg) 8.80
 
+Mg 1. 42 
+K 0.00
 
SBE (Ca+Mg+K) 13.33 
SEE/CEC (,) 187.79
 
Possible? non
 

Redress. Al Cch. (RAE)
 
Al 0.30
 
+Chaux 0.45
 
RAE>RRC? non
 
SBE + Chaux 3.56
 
K/(SBE+Ch) () 22.47
 
FR K necess.? non
 
Excks K reste? oui 
+K 0.00
 
FR Mg ncess.? non
 
FR Ca n6cess.? oui
 
+MgO 0.00
 
+CaO 0.45
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CUDS/INADER - LABORATOIRE DE PEDOLOGIE - FUMURE DE REDRESSEMENT Ca/Mg/K
 

ETUDE M. SIMEN Pierre DATE 07/06/1990 
Bangar,:ote - Tsarki 
page 3 

Echantillon Terre de surface
 
Profondeur 0-25 cm
 

Couche arable : profondeur (cm) 

densitO apparente (g/3)

poids (T/ha) 


76/18/64

Redress. 

CaO (kg/ha) 7405
 
MgO 859
 
K20 0
 

[Ca(OH)2 ou 10285
 
CaCO3 et 13464
 
MgSO4.H20J 3067
 

ou 
[ (Ca,Mg)C03 et 4294
 
Ca(OH)2 ou 8496
 
CaCO3 et 11122
 
MgSO. H20] 0 
et 
KC1 0 

Neutral. Al ch. 
CaO (kg/ha) 379 
MgO 0 
KC1 0
 

[Ca(OH)2 ou 526
 

CaCO3 688
 
ou
 
[(Ca,Mg)CO3 et 0
 
Ca(OH)2 ou 526
 
CaC03] 683
 

et
 

K20 0
 

Ca(OH)2 chaux agricole 6teite, 
CaCO3 : roche calca:ire broyge, 
(Ca,Mg)CO3 dolomie, 
MgSO4.H20 kiw",rit-. 

KC1 mur itc ,de potasse, 


25
 
1.2 

* 3000 

72% CaO 
55% CaO 

30% CaO,20% MgO
 

28% MgO 
60% K20 



CUDS - INADER 	 LABORATOIRE DES SCIENCES DU SOL
 

D~rration. des r 6-Ulbt5t d'arialyse et conseis deumr.I..nte '.d#:#t.a SL4 # .d. ar,a.1 .#.................. .........d..
t1.f2 .... 2 .t _t # . 3 e .furupe :
 

Texture 	 Le sol a unc texture appelCe ' limon sableux' La 
Proportion ,5lev~e en ,able lui confre une bonne 

tn risquea6ration mais 	 Linalnent de lessivation 
,&leve des engrta'is. en cas de furnLr irnr-ortante. 

MO et C/N [L-lna.L--re '.t lat ivemetLen 	 0rganLiqu 


',a h , lout: coniMe ].es r6serves en ':,u t 0-. Line ftimUre 
-: c:,- - nitrirnent de rremiir- i.nif,:'rtance sera 

,:, .i.: i ,-.K la., ii ,:,1: ,:.frii: :i: . , ,7 use de 

M) ,- - e ri:,r tt entr e C S 
.1.4,mneit :7-es t di '-rr-:,>ciO t :ionr,. Cr1 'avel-r de 1a pot asse 
et d, 1 a rflaogn ,--. est del'aut., Le caloiurn en 


Phosphore 	 Le sol est Pauvre en hosphore et: Line fumlure est 
imnp-rat ive. 

PH et AE 	 Le PH. ar:peli_ 4galement la raction du sol ou indice 
de I'ac idi L:,-est faible. 1i existe urie faible 
quantit& d'.-Icidit4 6'changeable (AE 01- protons et 
alurniniUrfl) qu' il '7t souhaiL-able de neutraliser avec 
de Ia chai x.
 

CEC7 	 La cir21cit& d' &:hiqe CaticliClUe Ci pH 7 OL la 
caraic it e du sol d' 'mrinrqasie-er et de retenir les 
,Il,frncr, t, nutr'it:iTs ..O -,qLE 1, Oi t - i n :,H neutre 
, .st.dr. 
 -,.
Ci f j ,, . r-p On - q- ltD 

C I d-. '.,,., tr, sol ID-rm' I ruI.o risque de 
lessi vage dcs eiri.7 re s. cr1 I1 est-o,pluies. 
donec Cl-s-.ii 4 d :,nin- lc-,-,a:por, fcan: I ts d' ,-ngrais 
et de chi-uler- r-d'cLu . 1-',r'e .1cs.ans,.r-rt: (tous 


http:Cl-s-.ii


1 L4 t-i donnery el amendernen t 

en terant compte des rEalitcs agronomiqUes
D'apres nos calculs et 

du sol et coOt 	 de I' engrais) nous 
et ,gconorninues (nature 

550 kg de chaux 1teinte OU 700 kg
conseillons de donne-r au sal 

appliquer la chaux au moins
de calcaire broy par ha. Ii faut 

le 
deux mois avant le semis et bien incorporer ,et mlanger avec 

sol.
 

en cet ilcment
 
Vu la richesse actuelle en potasse, une fumure 


pour les cultures 	de
 
peut rester rninimnale 	pour cette annEe sauf 


terre, macobo, igname, etc...).
tubercules (poamrto, 	 :oe 


soit sous forme d'engrais
Le phosphore doit toujours kstre apport 

soit sous forrme de
 

compoS (20-1l0-10. 	 12-6-20, 10-30-10), 

dernier de prendre le


] est pr-f-',:,rable pour ce
superphos-r,hate. 1. 

super triple parce que le double contient
 super double cii Ij di 

pout , tre ut:i i i s' :i -o 1diJ ion que 
enco- , .o, ,I.. I., t'r . e 

vaus furci civ Li 'll it J':tac, " riuil 'i Idultures O 

_,_,, ' ILn: , . t p a s le 
t.ront"i , : " , 1 I 	 i" "n, I : ' r " ' 't: i 

i :"J Ccnp os, (2 0 -1 --.,l":,! . n ,-
L ,_via rl,' ' I , i ,' :,i . , ,.t , 


' 'i I.6-_1-". H I , I I ,i it _,ii fcr-m, :t".i,-- (,csOrit ie-t
10, 12-t,-
) t r'- ,.:i n i' t ij- ]'1 sulfate d' amrnmoniaClue n' en 

% d' a;.,t 
mi- it ,:lire qcl'i1 faut i-pandre plus que

contiont riUe ':-I , 
rapport . 1'LJr&c ipour avoir le mime 

le double de cet e grais pa-


resultat.
 
de 60 c.) 90 kg d' azote 

Les quantitt-, 21 cprter sont de l'orchre 

(1 0 200 kg d'ur( e; 60 kg de P 2 0 5 (130 kg de 
- l'hectare 
triple ou 60 a 80 	de double) et 30 kg j 60 kg do 1'20 (50 100 

120 kg de sulfate de potasse).kg de KCI cu 60 i 


il suffit d' apporter 	 une faible cjuantittPour les i&.mumint-use5 
j 20 kg) et P-Ou les tubercules les 

d' azot:e pciU- dmarrrer (10 


doses de pot a peuvent fltre aLigmntees.
'e 


Dr - I3. M. PALIWELSDr . M. DlIIBE 

Chef du Laboratoire
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VI. GENERAL SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS
 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 

Summary and Conclusions:
 

As it was stated at the beginning of this study, the coffee 
subsector is very important the Cameroon. Thisin economy of 

study has brought out some major findings whose macro and micro

economic impact cannot be overlooked. The major conclusions can
 
be summarized as follows:
 

1. The coffee farms in Cameroon are largely operated by old

small framers with an average age (53 years) above the life
 
expectancy (48 years). 
Farms are also old with an average of 26
 
years. The average size was found to be 0.50 and 0.70 ha for

Arabica and Robusta, respectively. These characteristics largely
explain the very low physical yield and the weak competitiveness

of Cameroon coffee industry at the World and African levels.
 

2. The expansion of this subsector is constrained by several

factors that vary according to the area. Thus, land is the major

constraint in the West and North-West while in other areas 
like

the Center and the East provinces, the major constraint is labor.

This constraint has become 
more severe in these two provinces

with the drastic fall in prices in 1998.
 

3. On the basis of past and current prices received by farmers

it was found that the profitability is very low. Several
 
producers have reacted by dropping this activity and moving into

food and vegetable crops as it was confirmed by Kamajou and
 
Nkwanou (1987).
 

4. The official prices paid to 
farmers are overestimated in
 
two major ways. First, the producer has important hidden costs

both in the acquisition of fertilizers and in the sale of his

product. These transaction costs involve transport, time spent

in traveling, fertilizer composition, grading and weighing.

Second, he suffers a financial loss through the deferred payments

especially as the opportunities for borrowing barely exist.
 

5. Potential production of coffee depends on the adjustment

of invested capital in terms of new plantations and/or

replantings. Deviations from this potential production 
are

explained in the adjustment in the variable factors and by

climatic fluctuations.
 

6. The producers are more responsive to the price of coffee

than to the price of fertilizers. This response is more

significant 
for Arabica that for Robusta. This difference in
 
response can be explained partially by the better knowledge of

fertilizer exhibited by arabica growers and also by their larger

capacity to acquire this input.
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Recommendations:
 

On the basis of the different results of 
the study, the
 
following recommendations can be suggested:
 

1. Despite the current 
negative market prospects, it is
important to ake measures with a view to preserve and to improve
the quality ot coffee production. Coffee farms constitute indeedan important endowment of the Cameroon economy. Those measures
should 
seek to create incentives for the youth to engage in
coffee production. One such
of measure lies certainly in the
creation of a global economic environment where the producer
takes a more active part. 
Another is the creation or the
improvement of reliable and viable economic infrastructures such
 
as marketing and processing.
 

2. The future viability of Cameroon coffee industry will have
to come from the improvement of its competitiveness. If it is
agreed that the authorities are not yet able to resolve the
sensitive problem of overvaluation of the CFA franc, there are
other areas where significant efforts should lead to a
substantial improvement in competitiveness. One could mention for
.examples, the 
development and utilization of better planting
material and modern inputs, cheap and better processing units,

more aggressiveness in the markets, etc.
 

3. Payments to producers should be made in or
time the
deferred payments should take explicit account of the financial
loss to be incurred by farmers 
on delayed payments. The real
price on which producers base their decision are 
indeed lower
than the nominal price 
 they receive. The fertilizer

liberalization program 
(FSSRP) will be justified only if it
 encompasses the sale of coffee and other products like cocoa.
 

4. In the present framework of government policy of
liberalization, it is vital to have a good understanding of the
behavior of the producers in the factor and product markets.
It is encouraging in this respect to note that the Government is
taking steps to disengage itself also from the marketing of the
 
products.
 

5. Results of the analysis have shown that the adjustment of
variables inputs as a response of the variation in the price of
products is a short-term phenomenon. The long-term increase in
output has come essentially from the adjustment of capital stock
in trees. It is therefore important to elaborate efficient
 measures to 
promote such investments. The previous measure 
of
paying allowances for the creation os new plantations fell short
partly because of the value od the allowance which did not cover
the farmers' expenses and other losses 
(Feze,1982).
 

7. The ultimate objective of FSSRP is to encourage 
and
facilitate the use of fertilizers which was limited in the past
by a policy of subsidies which required 
some rationing. The
liberalization 
 of this subsector which should lead to
facilitating access to farmers, reducing government and economic
costs, should be able to bring about a more intense utilization
of this factor. It has been argued that FSSRP will lead to higher
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prices for fertilizers and consequently reduce its utilization.
The results of the study have shown very clearly that the price
the farmer receives 
for his product is more important in the
purchase and utilization of fertilizer than 
the price of
fertilizer itself. This result is of great importance because of
its implications in the formulation of coffee price policy.
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),VALUATI O N AND FCRHILIZER USIE
 

(By Rostand Lomgang, Ecoto)uInist/USAI)-CrIHeroon)':
 

- INTRODIUCTION 

My presentation will consist of four main points 

1. A background which will briefly review the macroeconomic 
context over the past nine years and define thc concept of 
overvallaion; 

2. 	 A quick discIIssioll On the rite of d0v\alatliol; 

3. 	 A recent amlysis of dh, p st-dCv:1htiatni 'ertilizer prices, with 
special foctis ol dhicr i npIlicoalfil at the importer, distributor, and 
farm lcvcls; ld(l 

4. 	 Some suggestlons lult ma1I)C ohuse ,\vithlin the present and near
term1 ecO IllOIIC CIIVIroIiI11cIt. 

The itautir is rcsponsible. for ideas dvelpc iii this rcpot 



LI - BACIK(;R()It.NI) 

It has always lI s.ict tSakid e "'."r,lvauiatj 4 the CFA,..F was one of the 
most inlport:n! :,,itor',, :Ifectieo neL !A1Ca',me roon. II this respect, 
most studics have Iwrnkld,. that I lo tlli llll d,,valuatiolt Could be better for 
Callieroollialn farltrs iJnvol\'Cd ill ie lroductioil of' export crops such as 
coffee. This sectioln w,,ill quickly exl)lain the CUrises 01' tile present Cconornic 
crisis, "ith a special attention to the definition and concept of overvaluation. 

2.A. CAISES O, EI;(:ONOIC C(-RISIS 

The current economic crisis is tile result of a massive loss of competitiveness
caused by an 1t11fortlilate coinbiiatio of inmappropriate domestic economic 
policies and iolijcr cxternl shocls. Three factors are responsible for the loss 
of CoiWtl)CtivCnen.,s: 

I. n~l~prj i',tuC coZl, o lic: Ioticic,, adopted dutring tile Conmmoditvy 

booms: 

2. substantial declil_: in the lerms of Irade; and 

3. tlte appreciation of' tile real clefclivcexchange rate (REER). 

- lIIUJ~j2ojQmWit" 10110poiis 

During the coiniodity boois, ct.wen 1979 and 1986, Camverooni follcwed 
quite expansionary nacroeconomic policies. IlerIce, even Iefore the external
shocks of 1985-1986, C'amoeroon :lr,.acl li'iJ inflated and unsustaillablC cost 
structures. Civil scrvie wael" bills r,, >.;tron.ly during this period. Much of
tile higli level of, plih ilvCstlle.llt lf a; tCd to XpciIId thC public Cnltcrlpris, 
sector, lar.,,e parts of \\hich wcrc llccolionlic atnd accurmulated stit.slltial 
losses. \Vhlln rCVCllt incl:rascs slowed il thet mllidf-8(S as export led grovtlh
decelerated, Caln,1Iroo initially ilWi;.taiInCd OCxpCnditurC levels thlrou!h 
increased )orr v, ')Wj2 

.!i I ' s~i It ra <he'lL'_iii > 

The COtl)Citi\v(e,,;s )rohlenl whill exi;ted in 198a's a",,ravateu by tile 
I -li",il , coca ,atd o.'il) 

t"pped sroppI. d shm,-rI..V ;tII , 

http:BACIK(;R()It.NI
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Ajpreciatioii of tire REER 

In countries pursringT fiXilhl cxclumlc rate policy, a substantial decline inthe terms of trade NviiM Ilornallv he coni,,eni:ilted for by depreci ati tlie realeffective (ic, wei ndthe trade anhtdinflation adjusted) exchange rate torestore the profitabi:itv of dorieic CxpMI industries. Howcever, the oppositehas happened in Caulcrooli. Thie alirciaticn of the REER was the reslt of: 

a. 	 tie French Franc's appreciating by 70 % relative to the U.S 
dollar since 1985; 

b. 	 competing developing countries' in Asia, Latin America, and
Africa 	depreciating their REER, in response to deterioration in 
their own terrirs of trade. 

As a result of cost StrucAtr fiat ,vas iiot coinpetitive in 1985 and thesu~bscquent decline in the terns t" trade nd appreciation of the REER, the
CFA becaie incrcasirelv o vrv,uic,. 

2. B. 	 ( VI IV.-\ 1.I T ) .\ QIv .A. ) ( , .'.v ,'l-rY1 

As a result of tire abov, dvcl()picnt, coinrichensivc economic reform 
program \w5as nc,(.'Id ito rcslore rowtll. 0)e es:;Cnlial clenierit of stich a refo illprograil \vas i dcvalualtiol. I evCeCr, a dcvilluntion is only the starting poi ntof all ardliotLS rCfM procss. ('aiicroon Arosc inlcrnal andjtstlilnlrt Iieastir's as a way of resoI,'irry thc cuirrCilt crisis. I .ovever,it has been ill)psible tomake the niedeed ;adiistmmnt solely tlhrougl internal nveasures because of thedownward rigidity of \ages aid prices. Si ce 	 the prices of exports and importsubstitutes fell whilc 	prices oi; non-tra lIc.s (sa:lari;es, etc.) renlainred largelyunchanged, the real Mix:hange rate has appreciate~d rather than depreciated,


reducinigl" rather thai inCrreasing 
 tire inccnties for producing tradeable Loods
 
(coffee, etc.).
 

Recent estinrates by \'arious aralyticnl irelloies indicated that by 1994 tireCFAF va,; overva! red ill real terir.s b)y it least 50 % on average in doniestic currency te nns. lic mnas;-sivc Jos; of coilrr ,iti"'ciess has la(I a !Cvcl illrilact
 
on 
 the export and irlrport stil).sitttiing sector. lraditional exports had lostnIar-ket shar;i as collpctirl, cotintric-s cxta),tnded lprodtction in response tofavorable d( llrstrc pric iloIC.rri es Al ikc tIreiprofilta ility of tile SaliIe eXpOrt 
sc tors d.clinlcd ill ('rnllcm (Il 

Currcilc_ raliy llt (d". I.ati ,ll1). 1, )OCL I , ilccnwti\'eS for 
producers, will cric, tlm, ' i cIh,! itio:g oit are.el of productive activity.Prodltccrs wViill UlIdOuldl'V WN ht resnrlld Iccausc ticir incornies have fallen 
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so sharply iilthe Imst Q,. year. prt iculirl in !e last two or three. For a 
(leVaklatnitii 101l C its' d Sird eCtl.ts on pr, 'iita n, at Ieas, three conditions 
nmust he metcl 

enougih of the gain ii CFAP tcri'iiIs must be passed through to 
producers to allow tlicn t,ii.-wst• 

Producers inust be obligled to invest labor and working capital to 
rehabilitate their productive operations; and 

the private seCor iMust be ready to respond to produce demand 
for agricultural inputs with adequate quantity offered at fair 
prices. 

It isdelatable ho"w (jlickly and ho,,v fully rural producers will react to the
 
incentives ohim! by ecr for both exports and
Ili, CFAF prices ipllort
 
susbtittites. The t.ARc itc1*1tural cotlti'aiit.: in most of the export marketin ,
 
chainus which (ul p ,sitivc offo tile dcvatl in the short
,.1ill ,pciltile tof ation 
run. Unlike Arabica c i'cc, robusta coffIc antd cocoa are constrained by a
 
restri,',c :ntrv t(at still att,..llts to stabilize prices with little or
tin s','stcill 
no risk to iiar:ct and cxhort agetlis. Proc.liiccrs of such commodities tend 
to lose income as a result. Recent neglect of productive capacity Vill require 
investment to renovate the productive resmrce after this change of parity. The 
expected reaction of' cxl)rt crops jr'.rs to the I)ost-dCvallation douhling of' 
fertilizur lric.s will be'widlspread rcl.:ct,a'ce to )ilrchlase anly until they have 
higher sales pr)eeds illhand. 

III - TIIE NO).\IINAT. i)I)vAI UATION OF C".\P 

3.A. IAC'S 

Oi .January 12, 1994, meeting in Dal.ar, African Head of States and 
represeltatiyes, in coniunction with the International Monetary Fund (INMF) 
and Franec, decided to devalue the CF,, F by 50 per cent. 

Old parity ITI- = CP'AI- 5)
 
Ne. parity FFI ( 'F.I:Mt()
 

3.B . :11. .\ .I, 1, .1.. .l 5_. . - () 1._1)1 !.IA 

the,ii ii. Im 1. .>: 
arithintltic sid t ,I tlhe ia!.' ,.1.") va1,iti ; lv...vcr, I will just incntion that 
ifthe (P.F is t;,Liv ;t cliiiiar. (ic,' v''as devaltied 

This is not .-. li to iiQ , .ticl discussion on the 

tile bi tti.i; C..\h Ibv 50 
percent, whilc th 1:2 appreciated :iagiill'.,..t the C ,\I by 100 percent. 

CIS 
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No matter the true rate of devaluation, be it50, 100, or even 150 p,..ercent, the 
most important point is that the parity was changed. This is what matters to 
business persons, and more specifically fertilizer dealers and export
farm11ers WlIose revenues are directly a ffected by the 

crop 
recent change in parity. 

IV - RECENT FNO I, N O1l VEITIIIZER AN)11ICI,.S 

IMPIjCAT ON 
_AT'VA 1,+),S EVE S OF MARKETI NG 

The evolution of lertilizor lpries ,.i1! ,.prsenbt, at three dit'ferent levels (sce 
attached tables):
 

1. importer level; 
2. distributor level; and 
3. farlm level. 

4.A. IMPORTERP LEVEL
 

As a result of the 50 percent d(valnation, the imnmcdiate mechanical efflect was 
al 100 pCrcnl i(cre.t'asC il tlie CI F price of fcrtilizmci (NPK20 - 10 - 10 istaken 
here as an ex:anple a- it reprcsCll about 55 percmnt of flertiliz,:r impnrted 
under the FSSRI'). A 31 ,rrnt inrc.t in the" lp)rt clma-.and lIm:nfdlinz. 
counpled with a drop of 25 ix'rcent in 1xd cost al irnpolers' nrt:i, iav,
led to ;lni overall 85 lercent incrCasc in tie 'vholesalc pric, of fertilizer in 
Douala. Tis imcrcasL has been o1ly li'h:tlv allviated L' the fe.rtiliz.er 
subsidy, which now represents only 6 pe.C.rccnt of' the total delivered cost Of 
fertilizer, down front 9 percent of the total delivered cost prior to the 
devaluation. Customs dIties rates have been harmonized at five percent as an 
accompanying measure under the umbrella of the New UDEAC customs 
regime. 

As call be seen in tie table, the nominal devaluation is immediately negative
for importers. Increased tCe'tilizer prices w.,illreduLice its deiiiand ill the VeN 
short-term. The learning period could take at least 6-8 months. Only after that 
time would demand "oup as f'ertilizem )rices slowdown as a result of overall 
economic depression, couipled \,..ill) ".cneral drop ill reve'nues.. As you call :lso 

tl,' table, i -i onlysee ill all accommpanyin.g t.'Is W,'ill lililadc at the le.,Cl o,.
 
;istoms duties; and l)ort charg-es. I Jo'. vcr. vill ttitanl association (fl fertilizcr 
dealers, Ia fraid that accotmpanyin m asrer at tit level wVill tal<C time.. 
w ith lime actIC li.llility cri;i.; and the like.ly lilmialioll of fe'rtili,'r Sl .:idies. 
As a iatter of survival, imporrs; will have to stri'C 
 or cost reduction, :ild 
ilmliovC their buisi.S S skills. 1tc'ilil:tc' lv cret ion of aThiS (':ibe helit! 
lertilizer (l'I hrs ;is cii ii. 

http:fe.rtiliz.er
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4.1B. 	 L)lP 'lrlR IIlZ_IB Ir''( ,Vl,:l1 

The total cost for distributing fertilizers has incrcascd by 28 percent, due partly 
to the increase of transportatin cost and fuel. The cad result is a 75 pxrccat
increase in the retail prices (in the West Provinice). The real econoinic cost of 
the fertilizer, Which assumes no subsidy , has then increased onlv by 69 
percent. Once again, distributors will have to set up a miiiore efficient ma rketing 
system in order to lower their costs, thereby decreasing retail prices in an 
environment of economic depression and liquidity crisis. 

4.C. 	 FAR-ILEVEI 

At the farm level, tIle retail prices of fertilizer have increased by 75 percent 
as a result of devalu atioi. However, according to a recent amlysis, the 
benefit/cost ratio o-f)I'po.ucin arabi.;t col'l'ce has incriase.d by .47 	 pcrccilt to 
3.51, 	 from 2.38 prior Iothe dcvaltalion. The pw;.-dcvaltliol II-nefit'ccost 
ratio indicates the iiicreas,.d l)rofita)ility of fertilizer a.al)plicationi (,n arab)ica 
coffee. This is so becase fcrtiliz'r repircscls only 10-15 percent of the total 
cost of producing arabica coffee. The mvost iilupornla cost involved in arabica 
coff'ee )ro(luction is the cost of lahbor (which rcpreii-l oaout 50 percent of' the 
tot. I cost) ,vIlich has rcimained LIcangCd, or even dropl)cd, dlie to the 
ccolonlic dcprcssioii and recessiol. Dala available thirougl IIe Arabica 
Marketing lnkrmation System (AMIS) suggest that the prices ofarabica coff'e 
has increased 1b) '10 percent and will normally increase 1)y 145 percent, when 
the end-of-year bonus arc paid. I'hiS is at ributcd to : 

1. lthe inecIitical effect of tile devaluatioll 

2. 	 the full liberalization of the arahica sub-sector; and 

3. 	 the open comnpetition backed by the tiewly-instituled arabica 
markelt information system. 

If nominal \,'ages increase can be conltiiiedl, the arabica coff'ee production. as 
well as other export cr(Ts., Whlen ftIll,\' liberalized, could Ib lnanently mo:' 
Irol'itahl,.. Th1e dcv"alu1ttion, ailthough bWring anegative cffct in the short ru,

is a tool which will l,..11, inlcrcase th cIIlcti it,I'L x))rt crop;. provided 
that the liberalization spirit remains and tlha Certilizer dealers and coffee 
cxpo-trC's improve thilii cfficiency in ;l irprodtuct,;.thc :-lctie- atf tl 
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V -	 SU(,GESTIONS. 

5.1. 	 Involvemenlt into coffee exlmrts 

As explained above, after a learning period, farmers will continue to apply
fertilizers to their farms as long as they can get a higher price for their export 
crops and the benefit/cost ratio is inaikitink.ed at a higher levCl. FeiCIizer 
importers will contiliue ilnll)rtl1g L'ertilizcr .1s long as they can (et involve itC' 
coffee export. Morcover, \\'ill the plrCseIt acute liquidity crisis. a barren 
system for fertilizer and CoITe COUld be uselI. 

5.2. 	 Creation of ' fea1rtilizer dealer associntion 

Such an association is crucially needed for the following reasons 

a. 	 The remoral of the Goverlment from various activities in tie 
sub-sector will leave holes that need to be filled. This is tile 
Ol)l)ortuity for a let'tilizer del;ier tsSOciation to le a.llc to f1ilthC
 
gap and sup1)l)ort V\ario,';ls sih-activities such as ilf'ormation1 
disselll1ialioll, trainiii and \vorksliops, ctc.; 

b. 	 Ill the rcallli of accoll yill, IlleilStl'CS, SiChi aSSOCi.t0il1 coltlt 
be able to propose ideas ani also carry OLt Soni1c lobbyinig
activities in order to Stl)porlt policy I'efO'llIS illth f'erilizei sub
sector; 

c. The association to Stil)lo)rt ile )resenIt M arketinIg informatin011 Uliit 
of the TSU in order to disseminate inf'orinationi in variois as)ect
of the sub-sector, with a special attention to world market price
and retail prices at farmcrs levels (si ilar to the present
information system in tie arabica sub-sector (AIlIS). 

5.3. 	 hnJml ipjjnt i tt iv_k eTicient 

The devalualioin is a facl, and instcad of iisi.sti n ol its effects, iti:.; i\", i le 
to be liore innova\ive, morlic cftlcilt ili business nualn l t. iile 
resl)onsive to yor clicnts, aid Ilitic iill)ortratly, look f'r io,001 icr c,, ,
redticioi in all niarkctili c iau ilcl. "hluc' (1',iltilin has. lo\ exp,.d, t,1 . 
instilulioiial inefficiencies \Vhich llnov icc, l tole takeilcar of. Itis aimat:i[ter
(;f.iirvivil i h ( \ cnl reil limill ciat tl , limt iiila dc:lvallatiol, as well 
;is in view of the total subsidy Cli iii natii u. Ymo will lnov ie obli::e'd to Itill 
youtlr business, 1O1t lt VOtI" husincss Itil "voursell . 

5.4. 	 Investmenti in bulk hidii,' icilities; 

http:inaikitink.ed


TA13 Ll 1: PRE- AND i':-, '-LVAI_.A'ION FB.R''1- IZIZER COST 
N PK 20-10 - 10
 
([CF / TON) 

, -
N) C O STT -P0 N E NT PRE- DEVA .POS-T-DEVA-%I _ SL' 

- CI F C0ST ....... _ 56,000 _ 112,000 "
 

° 2•CUSTOMS DUTIES _ 5,6001 5,6001 0.00 '. 
3] PORT CHARGES & HANDLING ~ 3,000] 4,000, 33.33 
4; FSSRP SUBSIDY (7,400) (7,400); 0.00/, 

5IMPORTER MARGINS & FIXED COSTS 7,800] 5,800 -25640/ 
6 WHOLESALE PRICE-DOUALA 65,000 120,000 84._6_2 

7 TRANSPORT & HANDLING J 6,000' 8,0001 33.33/ 
81 DISTRIRI JTOR MARGINS & FIYE r.OOTS 5.000 1c . 5.nn 


R. I . 00 68 .nVE 
10 DELIVERED COST (UNSUBSIDIZED) I 83,4001 140,4001 68.350/ 



TABLE 2: ARABICA COFFEE - DISTRIBUTION OF FOB PRICE FOR VARIOUS CHARGES AND TAXES (CFAF/KG) 

N 0COST & PRICE COMPONENT OCT 1993 	 .1994NOV DEC-- JAN 3-7 JAN12 JAN10-14 JAN17-21 JAN24-21 FEB"C" PRICE (CIF) 524 540 524 	
MAR1 	 NEW-YORK 500 1,024 958 1,054 1,02 1,084 

2 THEORETICAL FOB PRICE -UUUALA 428 355 403 418 	 836 836 836 750 901 

3 	 TOTAL TAXES AND FEES 

T 	 Stamps (bill of Lading) D 
A 	 Transit charge
X 	 Port Tax E 
E 	 SealinHTax
 
S Tool 
 v 

Customs Tax

& Embarkation Tax 
 AExport Tax A 
F 	 Custom Fee LE 	 Specific Tax _
E 	 Conditioning Tax U 
S 	 Chern. Treatment Tax
 

General Fees 
 A 

4 	 EXPORTER MARGINS-
T 

5 	 VALUE EX-FACTORY 

M 	 Warehouse Rental 
0

A 	 Insurance 0R 	 Interest Charges 
N 

K Storage Losses
E Handling & Transport 
T Weighing Fee _
I Calibration Charge 	 T 

N Sorting Fee 
_
 

G Milling Charges ___
I I
 
Starrip Tax 
 1 

1 
6 PRODUCER PRICE AVERAGE 0 2200- 0 1200-250 1 1400-524 400-542 400-532 400-532 

_NK_0-0-0_FCA/G)_NPK 2-10-10 (FCFA/KG) 	 76 _____K 133 133 I 1337200325033 	 j 126 I 1181 2 411



TABLE 3: EFFECTS OF CFAF DEVALUAT!ONON PROFITABILITYOF FERTILIZERON COFFEE 
FERTILIZER ARABICACOFFEE ROBUSTACOFFE ARABIC, ROBUSTA 

COST PRODUCERPRICE PRODUCER PRIC BENEFIT/COS1BENEFIT/COSI
YEAR (CFAF/TON) (CFAF/KG (CFAF/KG) RATIO RATIO 
1987/88 45,000 520 440 7.90 4.29 
1988/89 56,400 475 __440 _ 5.93 3.60 
1989/90 60,500 250 1751 2.93 1.37
1990/91 66,300 250 1551 2.70 1.19 
1991/92 64,100 250 1551 2.79 1.34 
1992/93 66,300 220 1001 2.38 0.72 
1993/94 133,000 618 300: 3.51 1.24 

i1994/95 J 144,600 ' 637 309 1 3.43 1.07 
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Introduction 
Betore ome can speak c1"controlling quality. the words quaility and quality control need to
be de'lne~d. 

Quality can he dCfinCd as a distinguishing attrihute or characteristic. Quality control . ,-n is 
the p+rcess thlrOuh wlhich these distinl,.liShlin attributeS or charactris,,tics are e:nsured. 

Quality control Caln be done it differunt lv .ls. in the fertilizer s.,ulpply s.,ystCm and for 
di ftere.nt reasIs. 
Ill this paper we make a division between quaity contrl in the industria/lroduct io :r ndi 
coImmet++rciall activitie ol"thf fle.rtilizer Supply system. 

Quality control in industrial/production activities 
It is at the lprodJctiom level that th1e (Itrlity olf the fe~rtilizer is instilled in the pro0duct. The 
nianutacturer ,could have Ilie tollk' inr rea'ms os for (lity colntrol at tile productionl le l: 
* 	 toj prItvide thlCcICtnn me\vwitW1 Aqualit lproduct
* 	 gootd qua!lityVc t lt alssUres a1pr tfit


goi" l quality helps to I N a si mldI.Tptatiori
 

S 	 to btIll Ithl quality thaIt is nee'tded 1t Itlmet tl ,,e"11llllrr rcgulations. 

Qua!lity control i thle lntil izer industry can be achieveCd by: 
-	 utilizin,, re!li;ible: equiplim.,nt 

l'l\, I ' lltril C IllI'li l lC t 

"proicessCmill' il
 
salrt~ling ;i1l ;a1alysis
 

- trairni!n
 

47L00d rIlll;alrTIeillltl practicUs 
- ru tlatlB\ rolus 

A fter tilie quality Is lis. .J in the product proper, quality control has to he use++d drrig le 
distribution. handling aid warchousin, of tile llilize., to assure that the product Will riot 
dCradeh. il quality. 

OuIlity control ill distrihution, handling and 	 he aChlievCd by:1,,vare.htousirlg can 

-P nperi distliutiol, handling..+ IIILl \aridvaIre'holsill t chi(eLtCs anidl Colltrol
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Quality control in commercial activities
 
When a product changes hand, quality control can he callWd in again, to:
 

Cnsuree letr that S/he hOnl"ht \vhat S/lie Wanted to )uy
tie 
protect tle man11ufacturter bw ensuring the quality of the1pro ct s/he delivered 

In the trading documents ofr the fertilizer tratisaction, the quality otf the ferlilizer sho0uld he 
Stated. The dcu.tllment should leave no0 douht ah Ut the desired u(allit , Of tihe demnlandtedl 
fertilizer. 

A minimmillunl Set Of fertiliztr Specifications is lceded to define theitproduct's quality: 
a. Nultl-iti ctontent
 
1). Nutrient f(,+m (ey.&..am,oiacal, nitrate-N, water soluhility or phosphates)
 
c. Plticle size 
d. Moisture ctlntent 
c.Physical condition (prilld. grular, cmuplex, hulk, fre-flowing, dust-frec, etc.) 
t. Lvironmental safety or hialth r.strictions or limitations 
g. An;!\,tical nwiehods uedto drcllrliine chemical aid physical ypneti s 
11.Til-anC IleVel.s du to samllipling, sample prl-artion, a;alvtical variations 
i. PCnailies Or discouLts or deviation holli the stated al lowable variations or conditions 
j. Pack;ginii. dlails 

Organization of quality control 
As explained hefore. quality control is don. at different levels ilthe fertilizer supply 
systeml. The or ailiz;riril of the syten sets the roles for the parties involved. 

(m(+tll
li'ii 

Goltvernment lh;. played., pliys and cail pla. , a role inl fertilizer quality control. 
;OvernnIll nt I,-tla:ti S: 

* protectteC iS.coLsulOlni infll qu(ilit )' or adulte'raltCd prOdUtita rior 
iC p* protect th Ianu ict'urteifllU t'hr tles, Lutahli or1aliZaltiols 

* incorporatlt. o'itrl lenvirolrmrrtl;ll atnd health totlCills (C.O., toleratedt IvelI of 
cadmiUmil inl thI fertilizt, t mIixinilulm l''l.S of nitric o.xides ellissionlS durin. the 
productiol pl)IC.sS). 

The structure of a fertilizer l gslation rually encomiases most of the f mllowing: 
1. IV,;Law, act, Lcrt., Or Ordinallc 
2. Regui(Julions 
3. Definitions 
4. Type ol fertilizers which can he .WId and their Standards ofcollposition 
5. Licen.Ses i itl;And regiSt,.ati( tlirl lleults 
(. Labelring rlUuirtnletS 
7. lIfR'uTilleit ;ilt ;idhllilliSll;ativT reSpoti. SihilitiCS 
8. Inspection techni'luCs 
9. S;itll )li t,ri chIilues 
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!0. Analytical nCth¢Ods 
11. Tolerance levels 
12. Penalty system. 

The grade of involvement (iflhe government ilthe fellilizer supply system, fertilizer 
production, pricurement and distribution, deternines the role the gow:rnmneit plays in the 
fertilizer quIality and quality contril, as well as it determines the roles ot the producer aId 
tie traderI/CollslIller. 

Ini the case where the g vernment is the proiducer and/or trader/consunmer of the fertilizxr, 
tie ,jovernment should be resptnisiblC lor all tile steps of the qluality control. The quality 
and quality control caln be specilied in detail. 

In a imire privatized system tloverntlenit can set the tranie\vork for qual it' colitro in the 
production process and illthe cnmiercial activities through a suitable egisl,,on. The 
pmtiducers, tradtrs/consunurs then operate within lhese set limits. 

Contril Iby independent agencies 
Ani independent clltoil agency (like e.g., ScS, Veritas) can be caltled ill: 

/it
Inroducttoin autii'ilies 
to giVe tile lllaltlafl:_UlClt uality of tile finished product anda1second Olpinion On the 

the quality control Ol the pritduction plO~cCss.
 

Iii LU /1h'Ii't'ilO tli li s.

10 ;ISSUl't the huCr tlIthe1
qality oft"e product s/h isgoing to buy. 

The independent ;gency will be instructed on what to check and on1 hOw itshould be 
checked (sampling and analysis lthIOdCs). 
The denlading party set the rules for the dCmanding agelcy. On the level of' fertilizer 
transalctioins technical fertilizer spwcificatiris (see page 2) c inlId sewre as guidelines iii the
ide:pe'nide it cnt r ii. 

The report fi'lll tie independent agency isthen used inc;se Of dispute between the user 
and tile huyur. In the case a disoa a third laborattry can he to handle thet agreemeit, esked 
issute.
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Appcndix 
Organization involved in quality control 
There Ir lnllfinrls ()I-oI IliZaItios(lls n rmlldthe wol(.I that have cmntriblluted, ill sile form, 
to iflJrV.d frtilizelr (JualitV a d (tiality L tIt f. A list it rganiZatills ,and a brief' 
dcrCIiltion lofthc_.ir relationshipl to ,'Crtilizcr taliity ;and (jlality Coltrol follw,\s: 

I .	 A,'iClin Nati inal StMIIrd Institute (ANS;)/Anicricanl Scity fo0r Tcstiqn Materials 
(ASTN') 
-- Tl-e dt.VCl,)Iflc.it ofstatndard licthods and i)!rOdtlct sfpCciflcatiols. 

SoCity *MQ -- t ie2. 	 AnIcric; tfr litv ('(it\ (\S(C) A lca(fCIr in (lV c(pnient, 
~l(t1n1(tio, and ;piplication o)f qtulity and LIqualitV tCchnogfl.'ics for the quality 

profCssiotn, prVIttc s'ctor, t TrfnIlt, and ;NId'ciAtl11.
3. 	 /\scialtill )*Ailfricall Plant ffntrol --l:((d O Officials (AAIPF(O) an or,,;lizitioll 

)fUnited SlatcsI'frtilizcrecllltrofl officials. Hlhcir primary of)j.cctiv. is to prlmte 
tnitfrinitv in all ih;nses o'f f(rtilizer Ia\v eti'fonrcun.nnt. Thuse ph;se.s ;ar: () prmotc 
unihrnu ;nd clfi\,vc cItisl;tio , dcfi nitions, rih nIs, and c iihccmnt+_ pr:actices; (2) 
C~ralt;1-' ald Spnsr tihe of thl ost ctivu and1doption ccll ..adcqtt analytical 

icnhcnniCth.OLds 1to1fLttilizer 'W all;rdcvchl nc its: (3) high standads Of fCrtilizcr 
insfpcLction tCchu.'ncU.s Il] prccdnrcs; and (4) prmoltt cI;tand( sale nise;adl,.lat linl 

of fCcrti i 'Is.
 

4. 	 A\ssoi;Ition ,,C Offici: Analnytical ficinists (AAC) -- lhc 	dcefnicnt of sa'lif)lin4,
sanfllu pn~r+l::ton.] and anatlticafl mcuthiod,. fol fcrtifizct+rs. 

5. 	 IritiSh S;IndaLrd Instittc (BfSI) -- TIC de',Cl(f)im..nt of standLrd i cthnods and product 

(. 	 D.ntschUs InStitut fucr Nirnumn (DIN)l-Cki rn Sta;;tndards -- Thel hnstitutc) 
dfc".,'lupnleUlt t'stan mtr thl.s ;nMIl pt'WclHtt Spec-ific;ianolS. 

7. 	 lUmrife_;n li lli (lIlC') -- V lnl(IcI!,n1ii.c ( iliv T dIL\ u lt( .'slandlrdC arnalytical 
nlnI ol ;at),,_tI,I InClUt spI fiL'cai.';ltilns. 

and ,(\FriculOur;i ()rOanizatitn (FAO) 

c0itnlnII;mIni' \w'k :111d imnllSlt!J litn;atnrt, (n \various (fnlity control-related topics.
 

. ;tnSSudIIst\ tvcmv ( )lhts'lss.jUSi V St anlrrt (GOST- RUssialn 


8. tmod 	 - Of tilct.Uniitcd Nations (UN) -- las d(me 

Stand;nrds Institutc) -
tle.\,t+,hl~ni+.nitTh,..c . stianl;arI il.t ills and iproduct sptci fic~ltinns. 

n n n;n tit tI(..Ilch10. 	 1Illi; '1.;t I l , I (II;) -- dIveltpnilIClt o)f stad;ar'dR I++meth dS and rIiduct 
SlC,i fi cat IM.,. 

1.Int'rn;atioll lrtihize.r l)e~ve.~l nt ("C.'eln1crf (11-DC) -- PlUNlishCd litrntrc:, dll 
C l-istiftllnicVy \% rLr ILts,'tanhl, ll tsk,C+'k.d t ;1id1 duvclp d ; ali a it(l ds' il \ l 
(.lri1ity Ctmtr J)-rt_;1'ltd J()p+iC._. 

12. 	 Intutimal C()rm;nnii;tionn for St;nndIndlizanion (ISO0) -- 'hc (tVCI.f)Ilclt cand 
adtiotl0tn (0'of Ltnitailal StiaLrdl"IS anld f)rc'dnrcC,s. 

13. 	Natim l FcrtillinzeI )e-%vclopmenl ('cntcrl- ( NFh)C)/I'akistan SItanlirds Instituitc (PSI) 
Tlhc cvclo tiiennIf st;intd;1d andl1hdslro(Lnct splccil icitions. 

14. 	 Natioinal Fcrtilizerald lnvirnin.cnt;al Rlcs;rci (c.ntct'r (NFIIRC') Of tic Tcnnlcssee 
Valk, Athoriy (TVA)-- l'tllishicd litc'rmurc, done, ConIsultanc.'v' work, carricd out 
rescarucl, :1dI devehled aaltical iicthIds on a';rIous qt:mlity cotllrl-relatecd topics. 

15. 	 National In.Stitute., o)f Aro-'nviroFn01.,ntal Servicus (NIAFS) tf .lapan -- The 
dcvcloplnncunt of'staildaLd me1._thods aind iprndluct 	sL,,if'ications. 

http:dt.VCl,)Iflc.it
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16. 	 Standards Associati,,n of Australiai -- Tiit dC%'ClO)ltlfmlct Of standard mtthods and 
pIrOduct StCi clt i()ns. 

17. 	 United States Acncy "Or Internationail lCV\'lople..nt (USAID) -- l'ublislhcs a list o)f 
fertilizer spcifications. USAII) f-l:Uances only thowse fertilizers that co lfr111 to these 
spec if'icatio s. 
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Introduction to Marketing Fertilizer1
 

During the last 30 years considerable progress has been achieved throughout the 
world in improving living standards and better satisfying people's needs and wants. It 
has not been progress which has been achieved easily, steadily, or evenly. 

Developed countries, or more correctly, industrialized countries with relatively
free markets, have progressed the most but even these countries have faced 
considerable difficulties assuch inflation, stagnation, high unemployment, trade 
imbalances and economic readjustment. 

The newly industrializing countries, primarily in Southeast Asia, have undergone
rapid transformations from rural to increasingly urban societies which has resulted in 
increased social stress offsetting the improved economic well being of the people. 

Countries with centrally planned economies have stagnated economically and 
now are faced with political and economic reform to satisfy the needs and desires of 
their populations. 

In the least developed and developing countries of the world considerable 
progress has been made in increasing food production and raising incomes and living 
standards for the rural poor. Greater progress has been made in Asia and South 
America than in Africa, but recent years have exhibited a slowing ill the rate of change 
and increased burdens of debt hamper the ability of many countries to progress as 
rapidly as they might. 

In spite of the difficulties faced by all economic groupings the economic position
of the vast majority of the world's popuiation is better today than it was 30 years ago.
The main reasons for the improvement have been the advance of technology and the 
development of marketing. 

1. For further reading see Marketing Management by Phillip Kotler, Prentice Hall,
1984, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632. 
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The fertilizer industry, as we know it today, and agricultural production are prime 
examples of the joint technology/marketing developments of the past three decades. 
This has not been just in the developing countries. The rapid development of the 
fertilizer industry in developed countries and the subsequent increased agricultural 
productivity only commenced in the early 1960's, at the same time as the developing 

countries. 

The technology of the fertilizer sector that created the breakthroughs was related 
to production-ammonia and high analysis fertilizer production-and to the three 
technologies of the "Green Revolution"-high yielding varieties, nitrogen fertilizer and 
irrigation. The technology by itself though was not enough to create the revolution. 
Marketing was the other key ingredient. This includes not only fertilizer marketing but 
also crop marketing. 

Marketing has been described as "the creation and delivery of a standard of 
living." The vicious cycle of poverty seen in a subsistence way of life cannot be broken 
without an effective marketing system. People will not produce for a market when 
there are no buyers, and there are no buyers in a subsistence econoroy because 
everyone is producing for their own needs. To break this cycle of poverty requires 
considerable effort on the part of governments to create a climate favorable to the 
marketing concept and a high degree of marketing skills for those people charged with 

developing markets. 

Modern Marketing Concepts 

To fully understand the role that marketing plays in economic development, it is 
necessary to appreciate the modern conc.pt of marketing. There are many definitions 
of marketing, each with some merit, but all should include the following core concepts: 

" Needs, wants, and denands; 

" Products, values, and satisfaction; 

" Exchange and transactions; 

" Markets, marketing, and marketers. 

InternationalFertilizerDevelopment CenterTrainingMaterial 
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Needs, Wants, and Demands 
The starting point of marketing lies in human needs and wants. People need 

food, shelter, safety, belonging, and esteem. These needs are not created. They are part 
of the fabric of humankind. Wants, by contrast, are desires for specific satisfiers of 
these basic needs. Obviously we all need food, but we all have different desires with 
regard to the types of food we enjoy to satisfy our hunger and need for nourishment. 
Potatoes, rice, corn, and yams all supply basic carbohydrates, but our different desires 
for these basic foods determine our wants arid these are influenced by the society, 
culture, and environment in which we live. 

Demands are wants for specific products or services that are backed by the ability 
and willingness to buy them. Transportation offers a good example of how demands 
are related to the ability and willingness to buy. A resident of Bangkok may desire to 
travel by taxi but is only prepared to pay for a tuk-tuk or bus ride and therefore has no 
demand for taxis. An American business man may desire to fly the Atlantic by 
Concorde jet in three hours but is only willing to pay for the six-hour flight in a jumbo 
jet. 

These distinctions illustrate that marketers do not create needs; needs pre-exist 
mrketers. However marketers attempt to influence wants and demand by making 
products attractive, affordable, and easily available. Airlines, for instance, can 
persuade businessmen that a three-hour Transatlantic crossing will leave them more 
refreshed and ready for work than a six-hour flight, which, combined with the time 
saving, makes the extra cost worthwhile. An appeal to status may also influence 
demand in this case. 

Products 
People satisfy their needs and wants with products. Products do not just include 

physical objects. Products should be considered as anything that will satisfy a need or 
want. This includes all types of services and the benefits of product use. No one needs 
fertilizers. Fertilizers do not provide food or shelter or clothing. Fertilizers are a means 
of increasing income for farmers. It is the effect of the product that produces 
satisfaction not the product itself. Marketers look upon products as need satisfiers and 
their job is to sell the benefits or services built into the products rather than just 
describe the features. 
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Values and Satisfaction 
The consumer, given a choice of products by marketers that might satisfy a given 

want, has to decide on the most satisfying product. How do consumers achieve this? 
The answer lies in the concept of value. Very rarely will products be absolutely ideal in 
satisfying consumers wants and the consumer therefore tends to judge alternative 
products by the perceived value of each product in providing satisfaction and then 
comparing that to the cos! and convenience of obtaining the product. A rational choice 
by consumers would be based on the most value per dollar but rarely is this the only 
value concept applied. Modern theories on consumer preferences and product choice 
go well beyond purely economic rationale. 

Originally it was thought that consumers could rationally rank a group oi 
products giving meights to various beneficial characteristics and come to a product 
choice decision that optimized the value of the product choice to the consumer. This 
was called the theory of cardinal utility. It is now believed that consumers can only 
easily make a choice between two alternative products in terms of preference or 
express an indifference between two alternatives. This is a very important concept for 
marketers and, together with the concepts of value and satisfaction, forms the basis of 
marketing activities. 

A useful way to consider these concepts is to place the identification of consumer 
needs at the center of marketing activities and provide goods and services in which 
value is added by the marketer for the benefit of the consumer. This consumer need 
and value-added approach is the core of the modern marketing concept. A very simple 
example in fertilizer marketing is product availability. Making fertilizer easily available 
through the provision of stock at the village retail level prior to farmer requirements 
adds value to the fertilizer compared to stocks at a regional center or, worse still, at the 
factory or port. 

Exchange and Transactions 
The essence of marketing is exchange. An exchange is the act of obtaining a 

desired product by offering something in return. Exchange requires five conditions to 
be met. These are: 

1. Tiere are at least twe parties. 
2. Each party has something of value to the other. 
3. Each party is capable of communication and delivery. 
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4. Each party is free to accept or reject the offer. 
5. Each party believes it is desirable to deal with the other. 

If these conditions exist, then the potential for an exchange exists. The exchange 
becomes an actuality if both parties believe they will be better-off than before so that 
an exchange is a value creating process. Exchanges are processes rather than single 
events. The process involves communication and negotiation until a transaction is 
achieved. The transactions need not be monetary transactions for them to be 
considered as commercial transactions. Barter, counter-purchase, and some 
employment transactions are commercial transacti)i-i, that do not necessarily involve 
money changing hands. The terms of a transaction are usually negotiated and to 
achieve a satisfactory outcome it is essential that both parties are aware of the wants of 
each other so thvt negotiation can lead to mutually acceptable terms. The awareness 
required is achieved through communication which is a two-way process. Marketing 
therefore involves both buyer and seller in communication. The seller must create 
awareness of a product's benefits to formalize the perception of value for the buyer 
and the buyer must communicate the value placed on the product benefits to the seller. 
The ultimate communication between both buyer and seller is the completed 
transaction. 

Markets 
The concept of exchange leads to the concept of markets. A market consists of all 

the potential customers sharing a particular need or want who might be willing and 
alqe to engage in an exchange to satisfy that need or want. 

Economists usually refer to the market as a collection of buyers and sellers but in 
marketing the buyers only are usually considered as the market and the sellers 
constitute the industry. The relationship betwcen the the industry and the market is 
shown in Figure 1.There are four flows connec ing the two parties. These are flows of 
goods and services and communications fror industry to the buyers and flows of 
information and money from the buyers to the, lers. 

In a modern exchange economy markets abound but they fall into five major 
groups as shown in Figure 2. These are resource, manufacturers, middlemen, consumer 
and government markets. The exchange linkages between these markets form the basis 
of a modern economy. 
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Marketing and Marketers 
Markets are dynamic and ever changing. There are no static markets. The 

marketing environment is ever changing and the forces of the market environment 

direct n .w perceptions of wants and desires on consumers. Buyers' needs and wants are 

constantly being revised and therefore human activity related to markets has to 

constantly change in order to effect successful exchanges. Marketers need to be aware 

of these changes and need to react to them accordingly. This is part of the process of 

marketing. 

The speed of change in markets and marketing is ever increasing. The world is 

now well into the communication age; the global village is already here; time is 

compressed and the pressures for change increase daily. 

For the marketers the process of marketing in this environment requires a wide 

range of skills, flexibility and insight into the human condition. Everyone should be 

able to market themselves, but this is often a difficult task and yet the professional 

marketer is expected to creatively perform the complex interacting tasks of marketing 

that are essential for economic development. There are available to marketers several 

marketing resources to meet the challenges. These resources arc represented by the 

marketing mix and it is the management of these that creates good marketing. 

Marketing Mix 
The marketing mix is often referred to as the four P's of marketing

, Product 

" Place 

" Price 

• Promotion 

The selection of the product- that package of goods and services that represents 

a desired value-requires the marketer to understand the re(lUirements of the buyer 

and put together a product that contains value oriented benefits. This necessitates 

gathering information on the target buyers. The more well defined the target buyers 

are then the better able is the marketer to measure and then provide the desired 

benefits. 
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The use of place includes the physical distribution of product from one place to 
another, making it available to target customers when they need it. This also entails 
storage and marketing channels-wholesalers and retailers. Place functions require the 
estimation of demand to ensure that the right products are in the right place at the 
right time. 

The pricing function represents a powerful marketing tool. Price represents the 
measure of value for a product to both the buyer and the seller. Remember that an 
exchange needs to be of value to both parties; the marketer needs to profit from the 
transaction and the buyer needs to obtain value in satisfying wants. The marketer can 
use price :o influence demand and profitability, to change the target group of buyers. 
to position a product in the marketplace. 

Promotion, including the use of advertising, personal selling, sales promotions, 
and publicity, is the marketer's communication process with the target market. 
Through promotion the marketer can make the potential buyer aware of the product 
value on offer. 

Selecting the quantity, quality, and mix of these resources is entirely in the hands 
of the marketer. These are the controllable variables of marketing that need to be 
matched to the uncontrollable market variables of the market environment and the 
marketers objectives. How well the marketing mix is managed determines the success 
or otherwise of the marketing process. The concept of using the marketing mix as the 
link between the environment and the target customer is shown in Figure 3. 

Marketing Management 
Marketing management is the analysis, planning, implementation, and control of 

the marketing process. This can be considered as a six-part process: 

1. Analyzing market opportuiities. 
2. Researching and selecting target markets. 
3. Developing marketing strategies. 

4. Planning marketing tactics. 
5. Implementing marketing programs. 
6. Controlling the marketing effort. 
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It is, however, far more than this for management involves getting work done 

through others. A marketing manager relies on the work of sales managers, sales 

representatives, advertising managers, marketing researchers, product managers, 

customer service managers, market development managers, distribution managers, and 

a host of others. Motivating and training, rewarding and reprimanding, and stimulating 

and controlling are all personnel tasks required by marketing management. Above all 

else marketing management involves staying in touch with the customer. 

The Marketing Organization 

The modern marketing concept has evolved over time through various stages and 

at least five different concepts of marketing can be identified. These are: 

1. The production concept. 

2. The product concept. 

3. The selling concept. 

4. The marketing concept. 

5. The societal marketing concept. 

The production concept is concerned with achieving a high production efficiency, 

low product costs, and a wide distribution coverage which permits low p. odUct prices to 

consumers. This approach to marketing is prevalent today with commodity products 

which are not easily differentiated and low consumer prices are required to achieve 

market share. 

The product concept relies on product features that offer the most quality and 

performance. Often this approach leads to an undue concentration on the product 

rather than consumer need. The approach is often seen in new product development 

and marketing management falls into the new technology trap. 

In the selling concept marketers believe that consumers need to be aggressively 

sold in order to stimulate sale-:. Usually ,his form of marketing is employed for 

discretionary products that the consumer may not normally think of buying and a whole 

range of selling and promotional tools are used to stimulate demand. Nearly all 

marketing firms at some stage use the selling concept to stimulate demand to reduce 

unwanted inventory, bUt this is not the s:ime as positioning itproduct such as insurance 

for a continual "hard sell" approach. 
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The marketing concept challenges all of the previous approaches to marketing. 
The modern marketing concept is based on an organization achieving its objectives by 
determining the needs and w.: 'ts of target markets and then delivering the desired 
satisfaction in the most efficient manner. 

The distinction between selling and marketing was brought strongly into focus by 
Levitt (1960)2: 

Selling focuses on the needs of the seller; marketing on tile needs of the 
buyer. Selling is preoccupied with the seller's need to convert his product 
into cash; marketing with the idea of satisfying the needs of the customer 
by means of the product and the whole cluster of things associated with 
creating, delivering and finally consuming it. 

This distinction is also illustrated in Figure 4. The markting concept also holds 
that the marketing function in an organization is the integrator between production, 
finance and personnel, with the customer as the controlling force. This concept is 
represented in Figure 5. Many arguments can be put forward to support this view but 
in reality there are very few orgaaiizations that have fully embraced the total marketing 
concept. Why should this be when the theory :iid the practical evidence is so strong? 
The answers appear to lie in the realms of organizational behavior. In the same way 
that marketers believe that marketing should occupy center stage the same holds true 
for production, finance and research and development. Within organizations there is 
constant competition between these functional areas and over the lifetime of an 
organization there are stages when one area will predoninate over the others and 
often this is associated with a dominance of personality within the group. Marketing 
will frequently come to the forefront when sales decline, when there is slow growth or 
changing buying patterns or when there is increased competition. Nevertheless the 
marketing concept should be the focus of attcntion for any organization because an 
intrinsic feature is that customer need orientation enables an organization to recognize 
and adapt to the changing needs of its target customers. 

Since the formalization of the marketing concept in the 1950's more recenta 
development has been ,e societal marketing concept in which a further requirement is 
added to the marketing concept. This requirement is that the marketing concept should 
not only fulfill the desired satisfactions of customers but should do this in such a way as 

2. 1'. Levitt, "Marketing Myopia," Harvard Business Review, July-AuguIst 1960, 
pp. 45-56. 

InternationalFertilizerDevelopment Center TrainingMaterial 
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to preserve or enhance the consumer's and society's well-being. In other words 
marketing should have a social responsibility. Currently throughout the developed 
countries there is growing political oressure being exerted by the public for greater 
social control over technology and business. Agriculture and the fertilizer sector are 
prime targets for these controls and both farmers and fertilizer marketers may be 

subject to stringent controls unless they recognize and adapt to the forces mounting 
against them. Marketing organizations that follow the marketing concept are well 
aware of these changes in the external environment and the need to adapt to the 

changes in a rational and logical manner. 

Specific Characteristics of Fertilizer Marketing 
Fertilizer use is essential far increasing food production but it is only one of many 

agricultural inputs required for the development of the agricultural sector. The 
importance of developing the agriculture sector in developing countries is now 
recognized as the best means of increasing income and promoting economic 
development. This importance is reflected in the level of government intervention in 
the agriculture sector throughout the world and this intervention is widespread in the 
fertilizer sector of developing countries, in production, trade, marketing, use and 
pricing. This characteristic dominates fertilizer marketing today but fertilizer 
marketing involves the universal marketing functions and the marketing concept so 
there is growing coicern over the efficiency of government controlled allocative 
systems for fertilizers diat fail to embrace the marketing concept. 

There are, however, many specific characteri;tics of fertilizer markets and 
marketing that add considerable challenges #o the marketing process. These are 

summarized below. 

The level and growth in fertilizer demand depend on the size and growth of the 
agriculture sector. This in turn is dependent on overall government policies for 
agriculture. Fertilizer demand is a derived demand. 

Individual fertilizer consumers are generally numerous, widely dispersed, and 

purchase in small quantities. This often leads to high marketing costs. 

Fertilizer consumers are mainly resource poor and lack the ability to finance the 
purchase of fertilizer necessitating the need for credit -ystcms. 

International FertilizerDevelopment Center TrainingMaterial 
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The benefits of fertilizer use are not guaranteed; either in crop response or in 
crop output values and this increases the risk for users. 

Fertilizer is a bulky product and thus creates a high demand for transportation 

facilities. 

Fertilizer use is highly seasonal and large storage facilities are required to meet 
peak demand. 

Fertilizers arc generally commodity products with little opportunity for marketers 
to differentiate. This leads to an increased need for service to provide product benefits. 

Fertilhzer marketing in individual countries is difficult to isolate from the world 
fertilizer market in which there is increasing concentration of production and supply of 
fertilizer products and an increasing concentration of government ownership of 
production facilities. 

Fertilizer marketing does not provide largL profit opportunities for private sector 
firms and this combined with government intervention makes entry and operation into 
the marketing system difficult. 

This combin~ation of characteristics results in a unique marketing challenge 
throughout the world. Enormous progress has been achieved in the past 30 years in 
fertilizer marketing, but when this progress is examined in detail, it is obvious that the 
progress has been restricted to the development of fertilizer markets and marketing 
associated with the conIlbination of high-yielding varieties of rice and wheat, irrigation, 
and nitrogen. Fertilizer marketing developments in the past have represented the easy 
part; the future will be more difficult. The further successful development of fertilizer 
markets will require even greater marketing skills and management than have applied 
in the past. This is the creative challenge for all involved. 

InternationalFertilizerDevelopment Center 7'rainingMaterial 
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Figure 2. 
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Figure 3. 
The Marketers' Tools 
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Figure 4. 
Focus Means Ends 
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Figure 5. 
The customer as controller, marketing as integrate 
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FIGURE 3 - FLUX DE DISRTRI UTIOI DES ENGARAIS 
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P'ROGRAMMi\E [DE I(EF~ORM\II DU SOUS-SE(UTELR ENGRAIS 

RFESUIE DE LA NOTICE D'NI-OIMATON> (;ENEAZALES 

Nniissance :29 Septeinic 1987 

Ohiecfirs: Lib~raliser et PriVatiSCer I'ii11)1:tiOil C11:i diStlihiii6oii L'Il grais 

OrLmnw 	d'Ex6cttii :Coiniit Technique de Supervision (CTS)
 

II est coinpos~l de reprt~sentaints des d~partenients niinist~rieks et organisines ci-lpr~s
 

- Minist~re du Plan et de P'Ani~nagemcent dit Treiritoire (MIINPAT) President
 
- Nlinistc de l'Acgricicltiire (M INAGRI), Raipporteur
 
- Minist~re des Finances (MIIN El), Rcpr ,scnt pat- la Caissc :\itnnome d'Ainortissement, Contr6leur; 

- Ministeje (dit Dc!vcluj))pccikflt lI(liiS1t.1C ci commeriwcial (NIIN DIC), Membre 
-L'USAID, NMcnhc. 

Sj~kII tFia1IL'it-l (II )IcicTSSF 'd I%'c~k I%.*SDI I* I*etLi . '',inc IL c'isec ,cccia 

-Uni Fonds de Subven tintl 

Au.eicts Finainers: 

- Banque Fidticiaie (BF) :Celle de 92/93 cst en voic de scictioil 
- Banque Conmmerciale (BC) :Amity Bank, BICde, CAC, (CCEI, Meridien-BIAO, SCB-CL_, SCBC 

et SCHId. 
- Importateurs 
-Distrihu tellirs iindcpcndmits. 

-Personne'; morales oil phcysIICeS avanllt an MOMS titce Ifcis dcpuis I19S4 
ii)rtc1 (ICS Cnc!-'aIS M ICi LIII litIIViie1 aeiccles,es jihdits 

- iaoisilles de cccmmlei-cialisation a:iyan)loor ctinnii-es soil des iniportatecirs, soit des distrihuteurs 
aty-Ict anI 11omls One IlOiS icipccIt2 oil (10,1iibiic3 des eiiais uil dies Iciicilis cCIIcIIIqiies depois 1984 

- Onianisice de cnccilitcc~alis;itccloll hlc tiajcpccitcrSI'cowllI1IV~ilci .1.itt C inpicrante aux engrais
incporic~s (lEx. po~ssessicon: cieii dplucs de 5 000U- Wl de StLi:IC (IL'~ V- Wi'onih SdLI canet d'ensaichage 
d'&joipecents Ilie tcminspotc 

La echarg~e evicici aux BC citii cil.silitV e iideiii I'asis,1iitioc dc la BFE. 

http:lI(liiS1t.1C


88-S9 :33 
89-90 22 
90-91 :20 c 
91-92: 17 
92-93 :15 

Proc.dure du consIination (cf. tableau) : 90jourls 

Ordre d'acc~s : Ordre de r~ception de~s deiuandes par Ia B3F 

Ouiverture : Lettre de cr~dit :30. ours aprks COulSienation 

PROGRAMM'E D)E RE 

Tauix HIC 5 i h~F: 

Ec~ialiice :ISO hougs ;ivvk, Jpi ssibhicl deC JaiciloiI par ailtit:ijpatiWit 

BILAN D)E LA.CA 1PAGNE 1991-1992 (cf. tableaui) 

- D'abord tituliC L1 dtOIi dIC Iaip~Cs IuIpog tmiteuis s oot l)oLsctll~s ;ux portes dui Programmie
-tI COSidolirsII (IIIII 1111Olliril LIhaua~c 

Pour les in~iiws iaisous' ('II-l 1990-1991 "1S:vIr,)f 
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- 'eXll::o.C j)MdVlt:iO C .- RC (111:111.i kI-1 c(wi:iuc t laS IC I' :Ii'II 1c. 
- Iie . 1iICji e t listhi ric kltLi tes L;IiiicIlO5l , 
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Tr~s peu (lCitric eont pairhicip I lioujorta1:ioo des 32 0)00 T d'en-rais tots types conforidus (chiffre 
au 31 Jiillct 1092). 

Ces 32 000 TVse r~parhisscniL aiu-si qu'i stilt 

Trype Toila..c; Prix CAF (F CFA/T) 

NI'K 12-6)-20 1400T 52 500 
NIPK 20-j1- 10 21 050) T1 551750 
LJrt-i 5 *, 1it) Ti 
Siilf-ife Ld'Amnoilimng 1 300( T 3' 55 

ILe ICdIlesseliillu do1 ed'ji' 1on:i Revil.:o~ i d1cl-iN''KSS XI'.\'-id 1'.99 svinle trc le fruit
de Ia Noiuwhle 1'oliique .'\eiiciulc dtlit It: liitiIie-Iit V!,i Ia dI~V01',fictihI1 LI1. I juilttiiuoi:irioe 



Eli effteI, fes producteuIIs all-irinaiict dtiI.jelc1 991 qiic 40 %~des engLrais achclt~s ;ioIr le.cah'Ll allait aux 
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FZRTILIZIM PROGRJU.LiE UNDEiTlKazl IN Clui 	,-OON B*AND AGRICULTURE 	 THE FOODORG.J-ISATION 
IN 	 OF THE UNITED iATIONS (F A 0COLL.*U ORATION 1IT11 TIE F1D3l L IZ12UBLIC OF Ci.i2ROOfN 

1970 
FE'RTILIZiR DEi.-ONjTRATIO11 ON POTATOES 

PURPOSES:
 
- To demonstrate to the farer in his own field the 

effect 	to fertilizer use.
 
-
To train the farmer to apply fertilizers rationally.
 
- To obtain r[ore data, under as 
many conditions as
possible, about the possibilities with and 
without
 
fertilizers.
 

T Er12-DI IGI: 5 plots
 

K1 (0----) 	 0-0-45 or 80 Kg/ha of 1,.P.

P11( (-u..) 0-45-45 
or 240 	Kg/ha of S.S. + 80 Kh/
 

of i,.P.N P1 K1 (Il___) 45-45-45 or 220 Kg/ha of S.A. + 240 KS,+ 80 Kg/ha of i;.P.
,P ----i-) 
 45-45-90 or 220 Kg/ha of S.A. 
+ 240 Kg

1 1 2 (THE---
 + 160 Kg/ha of .i.F. 

C F-IE--)0-0-0 control  without fortiliz:

- Every useful" elornntary plot co:prises 5 rows ( 	 ooooo )which receive fertilizers ( except the control Plot ). 
- Round each of those 5 rovis there is a border row which doeo
not reccive fertilizer and does not intervene in the apprec:


tion of the 
fertilizer action.
 

- The order: of the 
treatnents 
( inscribed on the wood panels
varies 	 from one der.onstration to another, soto the annexed table w/hich shows 
one must refer'

the order( inscriptions ) assigned 	
of the treat ientfr 

to each t'rial. 
- Each 	dei.ion-tration has its 


cation 	
own serial nunber. The id'entifiieood 
p-inels 	should therefore be placed in front of
each eloiientary plot of the trial following the annexed table
 

- Total length of the trial : 25 m.Number 	of rows 
 .55 
- Total width of the trial 
 25 -

Number 	 of plants per rovi : 51. 

Contd, P/2
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SOLL Siv.1tLING: 

One soil sample ( 15 - 20 cn deep. ) frorl thO tc, 

soil is to be takon before the ApplitOn or fe rtili
 
zeta.*
 

In order to 	make the samaple rep:esentatiV0 of the
 
every +,vO .itepo aloti, both 

soil it will be taken once 

'.hen having 	no special too). to take this
 the dia--onals. 


suriple, one can use a matchet which is driven ipto 
the
 
ex

deep. A thin plate of tho soil is 

- '15 cns.soil 10 

the hole. Any particular spot ( firo, orC. 
tracted fro 


should be avoided. All the sub-oanplos 
belon
 

nic heap ) one kil
 
trial are gathered and imixod. About 
Zing to one 	 suall
 

gra.-mue of the resulting mixture is put into one 


plastic hag.
 

Each sample must be identified by one 
cardboard
 

label bearing the following data
 

- The naries 	of the Division
 
of the Village
 
of the Farnier
 
of the Agricultural Officer
 

- the numbcr of the trial 

- the clop 

the date of sanpling.-

The sanple will be dried in the shade.
 

All the saimples shoeulCd be gathered and sent to t
 

Chief town of the Agricultural Division.
 

SO'JING 

Spacing: 0,80 m. between rows 
on the row. 

- 0,50 D between plant 

Variety: 

Time: 

The sane variety should be used in one 
tria 

According to the local agricultural calenda 

1ode: Local methods 

FERTILIZERS : 

Forn: 

N Sulphato of Aramonia 21 % N 

pI Simple "uperphosphato 18 ' P2 05 

K -. Luriate of Potash 60 0"K2 0 

ABBREVIATIONS:
 

Suphate of ki.uonia
S.A. = 


Sinple Juperphosphate
3.S. 

iuriate of Potash
,i.= 


Contd. P/5
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SIfPLE STANDARD DO 3: 

N1 45 Kg/ha - 220 Kg/ha of S.A. 
P1 45 Kg/ha - L210 Kg/ha of S.S.
 

K1 45 Kg/ha - 80 Kg/ha of u.P, 

DOUPLE ,,TNDARD DO.,' 

K2 90 RIg/ha - 160 Kg/ha of n.P. 

1 PLOT1)Obw P.j'1 ,LL11HT.IY ITD (PLASTIC 0O1LLTS )G....UOiB'" 

Treatncnts S.A. . 

icasures leasures i easures 

(r----- ) °-0-K. 1 - -1 

U i) 1-P1 -K 1 2 8/10
 
(5_ -) 111 -P 1 -K 2 2 8/103 2
 
(FIRE-) 0-0-0 - _ _
 

PR2P.d?.VTIOI .,IT)'L'LIC.I.I OF TILE F PiTILIZ.',rs 
Tine of App!ication:
 

Imriediately the encrgence ( 90 5 ). Count the
 
eier :d plants per plot.
 

i..ethod of Appliction: 

The coloured wood pnnels gre to be placed in frontof each plot before applying fertilizars, according to theorder correspon,,'ing to the serial nuriber assigned to the 
trial
 

- Place in front of the elenantary plot to be treated a
calebcJ:-h, a basin or any other

the miitab] , conLt'inor -nd pourin fleasurer of fertilizers prescribed by the protocol. 

For rfhr plot ! 1,1 ' pour into thr zont'iiner, 2 8/I10nlas o.f.ouu'Uo Of and .easure of ;,.P. 
The plastic ijoblet .ea-urin-, 10 cs. 8/10 of a nensurecorrespond to 8 cnn;. F'ro!i the ofbottno the goblet.
 
- Iii:, thorouglhly the fort lizers the
in container in

order to obtain -n hoi:ogn;ou: i:atur . 
- Open a circulr drill ' 5 cs. deep at "10 cmn. 

around a plant de:;tined to r ive the fertilizer. 



mixture in every elerientary plot
- Divide the fertilizer ( treat d ), so s t,a ply 
( 5 ros t6 be 

into5 equil' parts 
the fertilizer in as uniform. and 	equitable manner as possible.
 

SOWING OF RL£qLACE.L-TS 

The farmer will be asked to replace the missing seed

10 days after the first so7ing.holes 
of nisning seed-holes perPlease indicate the number 

elcmentary plot. 
'.ESOING: 

as toto \Teeds well asFertilizer are profitable 
potatoes. 

When using, fertilizers clearing and \;eedin, are of th 

highest iLlportance. The trial must be regarded by the far,,er 
o pilot field, ii notand the extension staff as udel and 

the trial misses its purpose. 

Harvestin0 an( wei ghing: 

and weigh each clenentary plot separately.Harvest 
the results of the individuol wcights indNote carefully 

inscribe them in the cardboard forn. corresponding to the
then 
trial.
 

WIhen weighing is finished the whole produce of the 

tc the owner.trial is given back 

,t FIhTILIZYi? D]2,.ONTbkTIO1 Oi POTOTO-SDIAGRIA OF 

4 ,80 24n 
x 00000 x 00000 x 

0,50 m x 00000 x 00000 x 00000 
00000 x 00000 x 00000 x ouse x 00000 x 

x 00000 x 00000 X00000 x 00000 X 00000 x 

x 00000 x 00000 X00000 x 00000 X 00000 x 

x 

X 00000 X 00000 X 00000 X 00000 X 00000 X 

X OOOOO X 00000 X 00000 X OOOOO X 00000 X 

X 00000 X 00000 X 00000 X 00000 X 00000 X 

x25 Li X .00000 X 00000 X OOOOO X 00000 X 00000 

X 00000 X 00000 X 00000 X 00000 X 00000 X
 

x 00000 x 00000 x
 
51 x 00000 x 00000 x 00000 

xx 00000 x 00000 x 00000 x 00000 x 00000 
P X 00000 X 00000 X 00000 X 	 00000 X 00000 X 

X 
a X 00000 X 00000 X 00000 X 	 00000 X 00000 

X 
n x 00000 x OOOO X 00000 X 	 00000 x 00000 


00000 x 00000 X
X 00000 X 00000 X 00000 X 
x 0X
 x 0 xO XO 0 

X
a xo00 

x x X X Xx0 0 
X X Xx O x X 

x xI x5 xxl x2 
x xx xx x 

X X .,x x X 


x x X X
 
xx xx x 
X 00000x oooo x 00000 1"00000 X 00000 

0,80 ri. 

row 0,50 ri betvween plants in the rowi 
- 51 plants per 

11 between rows - 31 rows 	 0,80 
except the cuntrol I 

plot receiving fortilizers - 5 rows per : 25 x 4,80 = '120L2 
- Total surface of the elementary plot 

plot : 25 x 4 - 100z2of the clenentary
- "Useful" surface 	 = 

x 5 255 plrplot , 51 
- Number of plants per " Useful 

rous bet icen al]n ts \which 1,o net 	 -c'.2V0 f:!rtiX:(xx. h1o l(r 



------------------------------------------------------ 

F.;:ZTILIZil P'rOGR,\... U F.A.O. - CliAEXROON 

1970 

Demonstration on .......................... 	 .*. .
 

Division ............................
 
District ............................
 

Village .......... .................
 

Responsable (Aglric. Assistant )....................
 

Order of the troatments ( colours or inscriptions ) assiincd
 
by randomization to the plots fron loft to right when looking
 
at the dnonostration.
 

Nunber 	 of the plots 

r
 
Village 	 1 1' of donons-I 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 

1 tration I I I 1 
I ---------- I-------I-------- I--------I-------I------
-I - I I - I 

- I I - 1 -
- : - I-- --- -I T 

- I I I I I

- I I I 
I - I-I I ! II I! II

11 II 1I II II I 
S!I I I 

I I 
! I I I I I 

-	 I- - -T I I I II 

-I 	 I I-

II 	 II II II I
- - I 	 

! I I I I I 
II" I - " ! I J 

I I I 

I1 	 1 1" 1 I I
 

1 	 I I I I I 
I-I I I 1 I 

I I 	 ! I I
 

! ! !l I-!I 	 



PROGRAtA',E ENGPAIS 

ENTREPRIS AU. MiEROU'N PAR L'ORGANIS; ION DES 

NATIONS UIIES POJR L'ALIMENTATION : L'AGRI-

CULTURE (F.A.O.) EN COLLA13OJATION AVEC LE 

GOUVERNEMEIiT DE LA REPUBLIQUE FEDERALE DU 
CAM966N. 

1966 



- I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N -

Ii oxiste trois phases succossives dans lo orocesus r u conduit aux 
recom-nandations destines i Otre pratiou.-es D-r los aq'iculteurs. 

10) - Ln recherche , IA'aidc d'e'ais -rKcis, rigouToupaiont contrOlls e 
anatys',s. 

Cotte premibre phase est le ,ropre dos Centres et Stntion He Rechnrches 
Agronomriuo. 

2 o0 - LQs conditions do sol, do ci imnt, do milJieu au Pens 1.nrge, oronre 
c!:'.auo ctnLro cue font lr.F rHsu]t.ts Pui y sont obtenus no sont uns nlcp-Fai

rement vilablos pour to,.Los los siLu-tions w..ns lesouelies cPs r4sult-ts re
vralent Atro mis on pcatio(ue, 

La spconco phase consist:ora dorc on tne vrification On cos isu]tts 
1'aide d 'oesais tMli on dehors AJs Centres de Rechnrcho, cln- op di ff'ren
t:es rigions ouc.io r:se rr.coinndnLions Pont re-tinles. 

30) - Si I os osrais conduits en rlohors len Ce ntrrs dO ",echOrche coofir
met les 1'/sUttANs obLenus dans cos Centres, alors soulenent on c tre danp 1a 
trolsilmo ohese cui consiste b uoc6der A den d/monrtrptions dans ces cham s 
des agricul.trtrs do fa'on ) introduiro dans le pratioue 1 am1iorntion censi
ddr6'e. 

Le piogynmrmne nuo nous enLroprnons onsemble cor' esondra maul une bonne 
part h la deu>iLine phase (our los prenibres annes, c'est--rireou 'il aura 
pour objectif principal !a collocte des donnes n4 0,5,--aires nour 1'adoation de 
formulas appropre,, oar culture et par rgion). En mOme temps, on hefars des 
essais simplas ainsi ontrepris, une sO'rIA ddlmnnntrptinns sioles d'engrais 
sera 6tablie dans los champs des Pericul tours uour seonsibiliser In olus grand 
nomhre possible de p1anteurs h 1 'utilisation do s ongiais rn tPnt run facteur 
d'augnentation ren ren'oments t do conservation do In forti!itA A sol. 

Los phases 2 et 3 s'y trouvMrMit dne repr/sontes. 

- ETA LS SEM._TIU PWrNAME,' -__CCA [. SATN .DEios EM."ACE.ENTSI _o

L'objecti f prmnioer du prograome f-tent d nortor l'utiliation des engrais 
h i connaissance des awrictil tours, 10 ororywr'1o s 'adlreserp d'aord nux cul
tures vivribres, pour lPsrnuolles le ,:courn auy engrais est pou usln/ ninsi 
Ou'nux cut Lures industrielus annuellos (caton). 

Le moni teur ayiicole ost Lout iOdir uour In ]ocali:-a tion cOs emnlnace
ments norce mulil connalt mieux San 7one d'action. 

Ii connal t Ios vi]Iages et Ins p1-nnteurs, ia distribution dOns sols et 
lour uotentiel.
 

I.a loonli satio, dr.,s emp!acements dlvralt s'inspirer des ruelouos princi
p0s suiv'nts: 

http:rHsu]t.ts


- Les grands vil ages dont le potentiel de nroduction est 6
 ev& seront
d~sign6s on premier lieu. L'action s'6tendra 
aux autres villages par lo .uite. 
- Los emplacements se'ont choisis ch07 les planteurs et de pr/f'ronce 

- Ch= les animateurs iuraux.
 
-
Chez ls planteurs les plus progressistes.
 
- Dan. les champs collectifs. 
-
Autant cue possible, les essais et demonstrations serct r-oartis judicieusement sur 
1'ensemble des torres dormant lieu ) ] production duvillage choisi ot ne 
coront point groupts au m'ne n 

Le choix du 


W it. 
village so fera d preference lors d-q rfur 
ons rgionnles du
personnel de i'Agriculture.
 

-CH O X DU T E RHA I N
 
Le choix du terrain revOt une 
importance primordiale puisue de lui d/pandra pour une honne port la valour d'ensoeignument et de d/monstrntion d/sirle. 
- L'mplacement serS choisi dons les champs moine des planteurs, et do r,fdrence choz les anrlimaturs ruraux.
 

- L'omplecement doit Otre repr~sentatif de 
 'ensemble dos
tes terres environnnau point de vue topographie, nature du sol. ;euls ls typos de sol 
los olus
roprvsentatifs seront envisag6s.
 

- Le terrain doit ltre ; 

Sunifoimeot homoge~n - l'observation de la ggftntion iaturel]p donnedo bonnes indications A ce 
vent reprables ) la densitN 

sujet. Des plages do fertilit' oortlculire Pont S:et A la vigueur do lnvelopoe. Eviter les endrits o 
v'g'ttion naturelle? S y d,
i y wurait eu des cases, let tennitiares, les
emplacements de feux 
en tas ....
 

- plat do prWf/ronce  do pente extrOmempnt faible s'il n'ypossibilitY_ 0 Dos o'autre 

- unifoime ouant ) 1W'polssour do
dent i 

la coucho arable; les banesproximit de la surface York ne 
do latrito 

)euvent Otrepouvent onlover tcuto 
d/cols nuo par sondage evalour A un essai o A une d(monytrntion.
 

- Eviter do choisir un terrain trap pros d'un village vu les risques 10dgts de la part des animaux domestioues.
 

II eost n.cessnire cue la culture 
 Iau Hlle s'adresnentmonstrations se trouvo A sa 
los ersai t dlplace dons )a rotation locale.
 

- Lors du 
 choix dA terrain, il est utile d'interriger le planteur sur 
 'histoire de son champ et d'Won prendre note.
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- n'y G-t-il Jamais eu de village 7 

- Qund y-a-t--on cultiv- nour la dernlRre fols et de ciuelle culture 
slagissait-il ? 

- Le champ a-t-il d/JN requ des engris et nuand ? 

- n'y a-t-il pas d( riucque d'inondation ou d'accident H'outre nature ? 

Lore du choix du terrmin, le planteur sore inforn,4 des objectlfs du pro
gramme et du role ou'il y Joue. 

II est nkcessniro d'rssurer ou'il no pout y perdre en eucun cas /tant
donn4 nun lea engraig lui sont fournis gratuitmenent et ruo In r/cclto lui Opp&: 
tient. 

Autant quo po'slblo, len Chefs do Circonscription vu les Chefs de Postes 
Principaux devraient ncconpoogier les moniteurn lors du choix d/finitif des ter. 
rains.
 

Ltexpert do la }.A.O. visitors lul mmNo le plus grand nombre oossible 
d'evnplacemnentg avent le drpnrt de la campngne. 

- IREPARATIM DU TERRAIN -

Le planteur prparera lui-'mme le terrain selon le5 habitudes locales 
sauf pour cc cal est do I Iincin/'ra tion en tas. 

Arin d'ltre prft trnps ii lul sern ,',or'rdX do comr-enpr pr l 'emplace
ment retenu.
 

Dons le cas oi la vg(tation naturelle est habituellement incin4r/e, eli 
se fera ) feu courant sur touto la surface do 1'eniplacrnrnt. 

Si le planteur d'%ire incin/'rpr dos cecue5 d'arnchides, cotte op4 ration 
doit so faire uniformement our touts in surface en /vitant ? tout prix 1 t incin 
ration en tas. 

Quel clue eolt lo mode d'ameublissoment, charrue ou houe, 1'uniformit6 do 
travaux resto la r gle. 

- PTMUEi'AGE DEFIHITIF 

Dans la mesure du possiblo, cette op-ratitn serm contr13."- oar le person, 
nol do 1'Agriculture. 

- in prombro chose ) faire uera lo choix do 1'orientntion dla lignes. 

Dens le cas d'un terrain plat, moilleure orientation des lgnes s"re Est 
Ouest 0 - = =. E fin do permettre la mnLNme uantito. d'insolation pour toute 
les parcolles.
 

Deno lo cnn d'un tcrinln on pento 16gro, cc rui entralno souvent uno 
variation do in fertilit6, In point lo plus fertile so trouvant au point 1e ol 
bas, il est indispeiisable dans un essai d'orienter los lignes dions 1e sens de 
pento afin q,,o cheque nivoau de fertillt6 soit repr%ent4 dans chnckjno dQs par 
cellos constitunnt 1'ossai ou In d6nonstration. 



Piquetaga proprement dit 
(
 

-LAnc _!(Luerr -0_f otin'e_P@ _'tomb tre ... .. .. .. - - ---- --- placer I 'a)-ti' . t falre DI a r 

un jalon on BI' selon tin nremier slit 
inent quo so donne apr~s avoir d~term 
I 'orientation de I1'es:,al, 

pp
t nt I tendro une corde d A en y port-
D o .c I I ~ fo*-rn--ent aux dimensionsA D 5 l'aide d'un ruban reprises proou Ocam~treau c c,,

• tocole.
 
Plac rujalon on n Di 

DIO - Elev r la perpendiculaire AC' et y port,
 
0 C' AC salon le protocole. Placer un jnln

• on C. 

-placer l'apparoll en B.Viser le jalon A et 41ever la perpendiculare oDDD dey Darttr l'aldcd~cam-tre lelont duune cordd tendUd entre B et D'. 
- Si l'op~ration a At4.bAen effectue, en'paidedt'n 'snoreil on D et entirant sur D, C doit so surtrouver 'alignemnent re.
 

- SaP 
 rnlarenln
 
D la m/-thode basEe sur le nrincipe
utilise du carr do llhyot6nuse dutriangle rectangle 6gal la sommet des r 9 d deux outres Ots. 

(Cotte m'thode est la plus employre). 

Cx' 
5 !,
 

3' 
5 3 +\4'- . 

4 z
52 2322 



Solt N 61ever la perpendiculoire AC sur AD. 

Prlparer une corde non extensible en faiont dr.s noeuds ou en plqnnt 

dea tlgen do for on X, Y, Z, W. comne cl-dessous . 

4
X 3 m Y m Z 5n W 
------------------------ 0 

Pincer deux jalons on A et B diptants do la lonquour impos/e par le
 

orotocolo et tendre une cord3 entre A et B. 

Ie nocud Z sur la corde joignnnt A ,Q
Placor le nlonud Y au jilon A et 

jalon h cot endrolt. Placer un jelcr.
Rassenbler les noeuds X et V1et placer un 


porter in distance voulue sur cet alignement.
 en prolongemrent de A - VY1 et 

'ei
 
Cott[o pre:ni'2re op~rntLon trmnin&e, on inqtrinli~e los so-ntn (e 

par de gros pioiuet3 ni possible.pIace:nenL 

Afin do faciliter le3 semis, il est recc:mond/ de plr;uetor toutO IQ 

petits piouetq pour le lignes traitl'es et do oirluets de p1
lignes N l'aide do 

los lignes do boidure qui ne vecoivent pas d'engraic.
fort diarn?tre pour 

gros
 
piquets 9 . . o .. .. o .. . .. 9 


piquets 
I I I I tt 


. . . . 0
0 . . . . . . . . o . 
(iciuote
 

moyens 

D'UH LLONTCI O3ITE DE SURFACEPREI.EVE , TEl ECI CO,'O 

est destin4 ) 1 'analyse. II dolt donne
L'clantillon dr! sol p:r'lev. 

e s du sol sur lenuol est (tabli Ie disposi 
une idre rnoyznno d, carat/ristiu 

co point rdo vue do 1]a r(ponse des engr 
et peormottre certaines interpretations 

quo 1 'on pout en tirpr, ii
I'intrOt des renseipnent5Etant donn( 

avec soins et conscience.
importe que ce prbvement soit effectu6 

1'on dinpose d'une sonde creuso, il suffit le Il'enfoncer de 20 Nh 
Si 

iPon retire dons le s.chet destin4 
2_crns et de placer le cylindre do sol cuo 


1'6chontllion.
 

Kv
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On repute cette op6zation tou. leo 2 h 3 pas on chainant le long a93diagonales du quadrilatre constitu6 deu 
par l'essai ou la d16monstration. 

Tous cos pr61hvemnnto sont places daujs le M4n11 sachet ot oorntite-e'- doncl1 6chantillon moyen du VoI rolatif A l'empbLcement coati,"I*' 

Cot 6cliantiilon atteindra au mnois le Ioids C ii "Cg. dofaut doPout Utiliser i iA so. lo ontte. Oileoc - 25 cimo e': pLr I ouvement d'Ion arriro, on ouvro l oImttrou our ur face duquol on pr6i(Jvo ut azo do 9ol q10oll place Lfld ic sachet. Le resto du prx'ces!juo ost lo wuiw o ,o la 0on1do. 

- I D P U T I F I C A TI 0 N 
D~s le pr6lbvement terim.n6, 
 placer une 6tiquette co :tz- i l'int6rieuidu sachet, en y melitionnmzt 

- le noa du planteur
 
- le nor de In Circonsciption, Departement, District
 
- lo nom du %.illatq;
 
- la date;
 
- la nature du "hislooitLf : D Kil 
 :D4ansf 'ation Nil
 

E Mil : Bssa: .iil otc...
 
- le n' do l'essai ou do
 
D-onstratiz,.
 

-S E CH AC E 
Cot 6chantillon d)it 8tr 
sch6 lombre pas d'ftre l'objet de d6azita do rats ou 

dans uii local o' il no risque
autres dprr(dateuxa.S6chtuLtillon ont 6ta16 Autant que possible,
our du 
 apier jumuqu'h parfaito dossication. On pout alcrole replacer dris un sachot quo l'on avait laiss6 sur l'6chantiloni po3rdUnt le
 

s6chago.
 

Avant do forme le sachet, on place h l'int6rieur l'6tiquette dlident.'
do l'6chantillon, on foiro et on attacho la mC-e 6tiquetto A l'oxt6rieur. 

- CEHTRALI SAT I OII-

Leo 6chaiLilloj

so chargera

1 s sc ont reals au Chef do la Circonscription Agricolo qul
, lormqulil gora en possession do ious les 6chantillons docription do les sa Circomn,faire parvelitr au Chief-liou dovers la R6,ion dloi i15 soront diri6Yaound6, Lea 6chaxwtillons soront stock6o provisoiremnnt al Chef -liou do laR6gion on attenlant quo dea dispositiono soient prises pouxr leur acheineeont
 
vers Yaound6.
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lie Pas faire (to prfllevoraont 'I il cmndroit oii seraient~ucuinuWon
atirooor~niqo~,co q.LL 

des 
no '(rui6zconte pazi Itenserblao t donuorait uno i(160fiui:3,jo do ).a toenou' du11',OJ. oil mathr or, u 

- Offct'ur 10 Pr5Thbvc~OnM t avallt i'aIpplicatjon des congrnai.. 
- veil'Ico'r a no Pazt ut]iivor jour cot 4cliatiblozi un sacliet nt*u- colitonudo jlnn(_x-aw. i'viter tCUte conltam:lJnationi possiblo do l? 6 clzrtjllon. 

-S E M~I S
 

La iioubro do0 plruit.,i par parceliec 6bLant 
 un Iacteur importmnt do in production, ili laiporte 

-quo 1i-e no:iibre do pl.azitz se -rapprochoc au~tant quo possiblo du nomnbrc doIp~lint0 r,--qU-i 10parU prIo tocolo.
 

- 110 lo nomhxo :(jo plLluita 
 zoit 10e mc~ autajt quo posoi~ie dCLU toutes 

-da:l; iei; et~irdeac,n.A tation sur riz In quanti t6 dle so-ncjnco par ucelo or.iid,2ltique d;aius lo cans d'uno omis ou enl'a la volc-o lifmo.Le llomrnb.T de pIs ; ora i.: oni§' pour touto ios parcoiles dam-Is IC, cCL3 dlo 

S ixt iiodnL ; ; ;c-y N, oraLt ictoir au cans extr~me: do ;'oirparTcelo a. iaz:0 foux-II,ir n 1omx par 
une 

t plant infri.Ur DIntiS Unl rOndeIC.30etglobul hu~ior~c,1ri d 'wzin parci~llo tivec i131;andnn cotto dorid ro
parclo le10i0uL - d in cA inif~riour.
 

Du ~ 'ia~[a~ (in r(:p;t.f J ouobru do JIigno3 par pareUlo ot lonomnbro do plint:3 nCn -I7r 


L'utj.i', tic'x, 


par l'~]j I pa IQ prTotocolo. 

d.J) cot.Ir.; hxnoo-id:, de rayimeurs cont do moyons dly palrvc-
nix et connuzj do LOU-'. 

flani Joca o o:± mcu-.iquo, ii irnporto do r6L;1er lo semoir do fai'oiiairnpco Ionrcct-~t f dcalit;6: doanind63. 

Le ,oie' foc tuera a la dAte optimnile propro Lr elimiquo terroir At leoaericultourn cro coj1llici.3 Infillni~(ll(- c..omis de'Lutont par ia pmrcoile d 'essuLx ou do delmann brat.ioi. 

Si lo ur cst (10,oil;bi)2102 
6gal al 

coutu ioca.o, lo noinbrp (to bi-iions soracolili. clu iiuaru (I i gixeo indiuqu6 poar ce pro tocoic. 

Le., o erc.nj 11i~ljic-40 tcoroz-nt rxutwnt qjuo poojiblo los inoiliouroc tuemonc;-juti-iS(o lcci03~ t 

http:infri.Ur


I) IDINTIFICATI'OIN.
 

S'effoctie 
lorn du 3oflhIn.
 
Dano l~e cas do drom~traticil 
 1e3 pl.aciuo~n sont colordescOol-ur et 6-civent en diff'rentestro plac~es corm11-i1iiOst ilqc5aui protocojeon 0~odpar dlcz ce d ux lie tro n es c ,,nt-BIcg Oj I,,, rI1 L' doLI 1-40'2lrL1 lj4nies est pair, devjnu,ci la~noribro do 1jG-Jog, e-St irnpir).
 

Pgg .e coo d'e.saign, leg plmvuo 
 ('i-3 1) cibivent Otrocur 10o d131 ,oceo eciay)ell. retpecL.-'nt ltoOJi",ju]g rai 'r~ f:Rrn u pl')tocole. 

enen 
d n 

Leuj ena nceszn92aiiru 2xit envuy63 dang1 103 111apectijonn Agricoleg-- oc'nt vc-,ztil6.q dan:; le:3 d'otd:. ffb-rentgs O~~r~~ Ct D~t-it ocoiJoLa prcparat-ionde m,2,lang: lioUdc-vrait'u t;: cfX'"ctufm'o rnLr chacun dog mon:.tottrspart au Pr~:~'mpour prcn7attce qUi 1,:,jr~l en :jjjs c.!; 1(mcri-ratiomdontL ii.al wIn reopoll.saiu-1l6e.
 

-3e c-):i'y)rL1r Strl 4 t- z a LX LUrCtiVOCJ cOt 1methOdoQG rePric0 dzn 

Protocolcj LI~furcnfts aux ~~gjr~r~o 
 o~Jg
 

X CtPuclzar,3c do pro -- ra:'. turp.da 
 j ~ r,.., 1 .~-'s diff,:y ri -:3.Jr.c :.o~ i-e~ 
. ~ o~ ji do donpr toutesxp~c~j~ 

Si ul Ci-cr1r1!-, 1:C.,. 2 F.3.cL-n vCc oj I- smri. d vaLt 'tro 

quo :ri.. 
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V I S I T F 

Lors des visites des villages dans l e sont Inrtai1';s les e3cats
et $frnonstratiorachacuin do naug se rendre en priorit4 aux essals ot c'/marstr-,tion! 
pour en observer l'6volutian et l'entretion. 

Lo raysan sora Initress ot r-clalr6 sur les diff6rencos r'ui npp.1rc t.rcn
pondant la p, riodc v~cj6tatlIve et en ternp3 n-pportun, des visites sraont Ora.UsC6os 
pour los autre.,; paysans du village. 

-RF COL T E S 

J.i re~colte npp)oxLlent all pknitaur mal3 sera tenu doii la-Inner Ie p-POduits de r'Uol-to dons lours sacs rPPCiSjt. -U C ~ C3PC 'SGOl I: 

11 Srrait Fcuh i-*a..!-~(U;,~ lo Chco' do P-'ste prc-i'Ide lv-~~r.e nux nor;cqs

en p 
 - du miicitcur loco!, cc lpic~r~.1ieu loctures, 1 'llr~or.'i dauv 

R A IPP 0 R T 

Il vorait souhait-oblo c'ue moniteur constitu, dossierchaque un "FRORAII-
ME ENGRAIS" coriten'nt taut"- lefs notesP,-, Protocoles ot corro~pondmice 4changr'o. 

LCO I'ul)IftS ot observnitionn sc-rant consign(s clan les foirnulan-a qu
lour seont e:' prochaincuient. Cez foimulalires rcirnlio F'insl cluo taut r.I1'.e, (I
eoumqnt sor -c;s par lo, vale ic rarc[iiua 1"~ Inspection Agricolo -4U5.' .r
mettre. ca n5.. prcr,,-:,s ou les pir;erlir 1'oexnert : G. LArrfora l 11 
E~cperLtF.A~' Direction do 1 'Agriculture 1.P. 107i3 - Yijr

.o d~CL~ tout -Lrc?uo d- prto, las eyxpe'ux.ti n3 d9'Arrelcn't r.)~~c
f aitles p~a- nimqJ ou Ion= I Iense,mbler, paurr i t L"tre rcm Is n nn i ns pi prc-.. 

Sn*Lmcaurir auc'mr ri!Fquo doe perdre le fruit 6r twnus I es effar--s 
concinti. IAeL ?1o:U-IL-. dev'rajt caenfons: los ; et observations~ cieno~ un cahic:v i'.' or leIcanzrv.cr7 dons loz- a:'chives do la 7cne dont '.1 a In chnarge. 

YACC[JDE, :Juln 1966 

.G. TJ\I3RUhDES. 
Expert F.A.00 (0. t.U. 
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The story of the largest nion-oil American Company in 

Cainerooln, threatenedby unscr)uulous local businessmen 

on!y too anxious to grabeverythingfor thcm selves 
Who ar 

nd the absence of legislative icanyouincentives. 

to Lura Stotz, the ManagingAccordingBy NOUCIK PROTUS B. 
D .rtorforAfrica, IBEseL:%asitsgoal tohelp 

C ,oonians while also gettinghelp from
HE IBE GROUI' INC COMMENCED 

:roonians. MissStotzbelievesthat "the
operationsinCajoerdoitinMarchl993 , C 

11,000 11 .e shccessful IBE is, the more
witd the importation of over ( merooiians too will prosper."Thebenefitmetric toimes of urea and ammonium sul-

vs Group one case. "The Doala-basedwritten version of judgement passed on the 
ofics aoud dstibuor an, yetots~nto her ia-IBE
eat2 fertilizers. Theiroffice iunDial,,which for Cameroonians will include employmei I

affliaesandrer,::;ntaiv 


isal.o Africa Ileadquarters, is one of fifteen 

offices aroundaffili'aies and 
Me world, -viththe majority of them in the 

former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. 

IBE is a multi-million dollar company 

that deals in vari us itrests ringing from 

airand ',,a c,polltion controls tirugh the 

production and m.ir.>ting of fertilizers, to 
telex equipment,tr.:dCL in cranes, trU, 

crudeoil, s;w;ar, cOmnuter hard,vare, etc. 

In spite of the attitL, of the American 

i;overnment not to encourag,e further for-

cJi;n inv'.tmnts inCameroon followingthe 
the 1992 Octoberirregularitits related to 

py ,ent IBEdecided tobring its.Icti'n, 
to Ca nwro(n. Accordin; tloavail-i-,rtise 


able iformation, IBE ci icrnsin Caneroon 

may Vbal umt insignificant c,;atred to the 

ta I.hire c,qi Ll. 13ut tiley haveI:im alv s t 

for just under one year.i(C. n in Came iin 

possibilities, diecreatinnof revenue forlocalB 

distributrs and, by extension, to their i 

mediate economic partners, provided of 

course, that the company can operate.in an 

atmosphere that permits it to sustaina prof-

itable presence in the Country. 
Among the initial projects programmed 

within the framework of the company's ex-

pansion in Caieroon is to dredge and revi-

uilisethe Doualaport. It isnot excluded that 

other ports in the country may be consid-

In this wise, IBE has opened discus-ered. 
sioni with the World Bank and the Cam-

eroon Ports Authorities in view of a joint 
efforL Studies are also underway on the 

a urea and ammo-possibility of creating 

m production plant utilizingnatural gas
ni 

or flared off in local oil pr}rduction.
burned oer 
Thisplant shallbe capableof proddcingt 

1.5(X) metric tomnesofammonia and close to 

1994CAMEROON LIFE, MARCH 

1000 metric tonnes of lrantlar urea per day. 

It isworth mentioning thiat financing for die 
50 million dollar project has already been 
guarantedbysomeof thebiggest American 
industries specialised in the field. Should 
the project be implemented along witha 

ferulizer blending and bagging facility, sev
thousand direct and indirect job open

ings would be created. 
But a group of agen,.; who were en

trusted with the management jviuch an 
enterprise thought itbpportune 

to rundown the financesand inoralcredibi[
ity of the company through high scale swin

dling,extravagance and even an attempt to 
steal the whole company. What is interest
hg is that this group was led by one Peter 

(who passes for Pierre Lnma atother 

resident Sheldon 
Silverstondurigtheinaugural week of Presi

the deal with IBE Pstruck 

Bill Clinton in January, 1993. 

: !To wipe out such counter-productive 

practices, the IBE initiated legal action and 
invol ved in twelve court cases, 

Miss Stotz describes as 'bee hives". 

All the judgements passed so for, have been 
inthefavouroftie lBEbutexecutionofsuch 
'hasnot been forthcoming - partly due to a 

strike by the judiciary. Stotz wonders: "If 

you cant get court decisions enforced, how 
expect to get abuilding permit for a 

new project?" As a result of the failure of the 

Camerognauthoritiesto enforcecourtdeci 
sions,someoflBE'simmediateprojectshave 
been put on hold? A ship load of fertilizers 
thatwasdue toarriveDouala inlanuaryhad 
to be delayed because the company's funds 
are blocked, pending the publication of a 

Africa Managing Director holds that her 

headquartersinNew York isn)tpreparedto 

sink another two million dollars into Cam

eroon when there is no incentive for and 

protection tof foreign investment. 
Laura Stotz took over as Managing Di

rector of the Africa -eadqtarters in July 

1993 following the dismissal of Peter Luma. 
tLIheevenflielBEdeesslesadprcre 

African Countries, namely: Tanz.ania,Sierra 

Leone, NILorocco,Tunisia,South Africa,,Zm

bia, Sudan, Uganda, Kenya, Malawi and 
by the found.er andCameroon. Headed 

major share-holder Sheldon Silverston the 
IBE Group incuhdes four principal compa

are in the
nies. Silverston's main partners 
former Soviet Union. 

http:found.er
http:operate.in


Co ns~tiutional afeguards"
 
- Vr..SHELDON SILVERSTOI; 

In ine following two exclusive interviews, CAMEROON LIFE tries to 

find outfrom PresidentSilverston andIBE DirectorBill Grantwhat steps 

have been taken to ensure a neatandprofitablemanaSenentof the business 

inAfricaandalsowha tshortandlongtermbenefits the averageCameroonian 

can C' ct from the 113E Group of Companies. . 

Caweroon Life : llow did it occur to you to set 'qy business in C.L:IVe understand that the activitiesof the JBEgroup INC. i 

Caim.roon? Cameroon are presently at a near-standstill. How do yo 

Shel,lon Silverston: We wereapproached by a fiiend of my son explain this state of affairs? 
%.'ho indicated that he had relationships in Cameroon that S.S We have taken a "wait and see" attitude. If the peqple al 
would en.:le us to establish business there with an open door the Government take action to protect us and enforce the cou 

to nrofitab!e investments if we could show the benefit of such decisions weare prepared tocontinue and restart an aggresii 

i,',est.menLs to the Government and people, investment program. The prime judgement on our part regar, 
ing investment is profitability + benefit to the host country. 

C.L:lWas thereapro tocolaia','reeinentlbtween IBEandCarneroon?
 

If so, what were the terms? C.L:IBE was alrcowly becoming a referenc company in t,
 

S.5 : A bi-lateral trade and payments agreement was signed by fertilizer market..What is being done to promote this image 
the gover.rnent of Cameroon and IE. S.S : IBE's world-wide fertilizer shipments total in excess ol 

million tons per year. As such we are a factor in the glob 
C.L:h: ren months ofpresence in Cameroon, wvoulilyousay that market. Our success depends on our ability to deliver consii 

L has attainedits initial objectives? ently competitive prices and our good reputation. 
have not obtained. 

ou:initialobjectives as most . C.L.lave you everconsi 
0; our ti.e has been spent "Our future in Caneroon depends on the ered pulling out 
in Court tryiny' to recover Caineroon, particular 
ourassesand investments kcc?!C :;d :c ZovornTaon of Caineroon. following the uncoveri 

S.S : W',%e 

for a group of thieves.h Government aggressively supports of racketwithin therco 

. fho docisions of the courts, punishes crimi- pany? 
U C.L:Yourecentlyinitiatel nals, encourages foreign investnent, sup- S.S:While thereare thl 

a wdona legalsuitagainst ports business and makes decisions that withinsniorianagell 
a certain Peter Luma. who have recomriend 

Vllaimt, exactly, was amliss? beeist ain ,pullingh have both longh and shorthnIEhsafnrange economic out, I do not wi 

5.5 : Pierre Louma (also benefits to the nation, then IBE has a fine todosounlessdieGove 
, Peter future hero. " mert makes it clear td!.,:imn as Luma), 

Dole Olanubi, and _.. ..... ... _..__-_ ..... ... . theylaveno interestin p....... ... 
-Er'auel Okorno no all tecting foreign investm 

d.verted funds for their own purposes, illegally delivered mer- and pursuing criminals. 
ciiandise that belonged to IBE to third parties, thlra tened our 
p.ars=-onnel with bodily harm, harassed our pt)uple to such an C.L:What contribution do you expect from Cameroon g 
extent that,..,ehad toemploysecurityguards, blauintlystoleour Camneroonianstoward the success and continued stay here 
mrcha:idise and ,assets claiming them as their own, etc. Al- IBE? 
,h!ouh Louma and Olaniuli are now in hiding they cannot hide S.S: Weexpect an environment that encourages businessinv 
fore',.r .nd eventually will be puniislid for their crime. ment, one that is thoughtful todevelopment and one t'at assi 

us in judging whidi investments and business would be m 
C.L :ha are some of the major problems facing IBE in beneficial to Cameroon. 

w.as CuMiiflittcd and though proven we have not C.L'Are th-reamytangiblebenefitsthat theairrageCameroon 

:, able to culect ptyme'rnts for merchandise that belonged to can expect from tire presence here of IBE? 

•-l..ihe catrt process, where we have %oi each ani every S.S : In addition to increased direct employment provided 
..7 : ii, hc.s DcOn, sw',, an-d enfrccniet, even after judgement, IBE, there will be )ncreasked indirect employment for th 

.:. -. , :,a,,',r. providing goods and services to IBEand to the employees of I 
(wlh would have bLIn unable tu purchase st.ui without thej, 
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provided). One should not underestimate the value of training" eroonians Should Stop The
and learning obtained from working for and with us, taking . -ot' 

assistance from us in ventures where we provide expertise and . ,'ChopBroke P'; Attitude
capital and local energetic and honest people provide the work
force and operations, etc. Further, transactions under the bi- " 
' Broke " Atiu
-BILL GRANT

lateral trade and payments agreement certairdy yield substan
tial benefits to the people of Cameroon. Other American po.ten-.

tial investors in. particular will look,to IBE's experience in , . '
 
deciding on whether or not to invest in business, plant and

equipment in Cameroon. ';" '2 ,
 

C.LDoes your experience in Cameroon encourageyou to ven
ture into otherparts ofAfrica? 
S.S.:. We do not believe countries have identical traditions,
economic conditions, business ethnics, or government policies

justbecause theyare located in the same continent. Certairiy the 
 j

economics of doing business in the Sudan is quite d:fferent than
in Cameroon. In addition the resources of the two nations are 
 -.
different so that one cannot judge investment in one ard relate - ,

itto the other.Thus far our experience inCameroon,started with '.7
.
 
such'optimism, is not a happy one. Nonetheless we believe that -, ,(.if the Government encourages investments and enforces court
decisions our experience can become a model of what can and 

Al 
should be done. !"
 

C.L 
 How do you see the future of the IBE Group Inc. in "
 Cameroon and Africa? 
. 

. .
 
S.S : Our future in Cameroon depends on the people and the 

-"-" 

Laura Stotz(MAnaging Dir;ctorIWEA Wic),American AmbssadoorIsomGovernment of Cameroon. If the Government aggressively and IBE DIrvctor B/ll Grant.
supports the decisions of the courts, punishes criminIals, encour
ages foreign investment, supports business and makes dec|- Cameroon Life:Is there any special relationship betveen thesions that have both long and short raage economic benefits to Republican Partyand the IBE Group of Companies?he nation, then IME has a fine future here. If the Government Bill Grant:Sheldon Silverston, President of tie IDE Group ofof uas
turns itnbation the finesuting hed a the ove t Companies, is one of the largest individual coiltributors to theto
flee without retribution, IBE's future here is bleak and will not Republican Party and to the Party's many candidates for stional office. I am a former Republican U.S Congressman.last too much longer. This would be a great sorrow as ourexperience cannot be kept secretand it willaffect other potential C.L:Ilow big is IBEfinancially?investments/investors. B.G :IBE isa world-wide company with international offices in 

New York. It is also represented on the other continents withC.L :IBE is one of only two non-oil American companies in particular emphasis in Lurope, Africa and the Far East.
Cameroon. English-speaking Caneroonians are. wondering
whether you have intentiosoetigubsieshthiot UgnaTaznaMoocadTuia.htmtitdth 
paro aen.' ons ofsetting uip business;n theirown C.L IBE already had agencies in Zambia, Kenya, MalarX4,
partof Caoaeroon.S.S: Our initial concept to expand and penetrateallareas of Tunisia. WhatrnwtivatedthedierCuteroncw was dpenetralso B.G : Cameroon has a Port at Douala. Ilat, its

to, nur nvestm t choice of Carneroonpgs Africa headquarters? geographicalthe Cameroon with not only our presence but also investments 
andguidance.RefurbishingoneofCameroon's 

access to WestCentral Africa,and the bl-lateral traceagreement
ports, followinb we initially signed with the Government led us to choosefurther study of the geographical and technical elements of the Cameroonas ourheadquarters. And wehad signals ofa willingproject, remains one of our highest priorities. Bringing new life ness to conduct proper business that drew us directly to yourto the port ofa region revitalizes the econori4' of that region. All country. It is our company's creed that for us to pros per, othersthis isnowbeing held inabeyance pendingourviewing enforce- shoulyd prosper with us... that the creation of capitalincreasesent of the court's decisions. r 
 the quality of life. If business Is conducted properly and with 

e integrity, children can be educated, homes can be bualtand lives 
C.L:Is the recent devaluationof the CFA Francgood news to 

will te enriched. 
you? w 

' C.L:Whataresomeofthemajordifficulties,if any, thatlBEhasS.S• The devaluation of the CFA hurts us in so far as the value faced in Cameroon?of bank accounts and accounts receivable has been halved. B.G Yes, we have experienced problems In Cameroon. ImportNonetheless, we applaud the devaluation as it is essential, and export is less ieasible because theportat 1ualaneedstobeOver alued currency leads to de-facto rationing. If what we dredged to allow the passage of deeper-draft vessels. Andenvisioned for Cameroon can be brought about one might find 
we

initially had trouble with some fraudulent activities by a fewin some years to coma that the Government creates its own employees and a couple of distributors. Of course, it Is .;waysrescriptionof free foating currency cutting ise from the drag easy foran outsider to find fault. But having invested substin.of otJher Central African economies that are less developed. tial capital and resource: ;n Cameroon, we flope we're earningI Itrust and some small claim to make constructive suggestions.
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Cameroon desperately needs eitherbetterhighway facilities of flre company's initial objectives. 
ora railroad from the interior to the coast. Itwill not matterhow B.G :We want to Freatly enlarge our investment in Lmeroo 
productive Cameroonian farmers can become or how great the Wewant tocreatejobsand helipbuild theeconomy. But we mu 
dreams are of an agricultural revolution if there is no way to get first receive help in stopping the criminal activities that beset ' 
products to the portsand no harbor deep enough to bring in tile ... and we must be paid by those people who hae witlhle 
size vessels needed for a true exporting nation. If there is to be payment from us; w iich I count the same as withholding he 
real infusion of major, meaningful capital from outside Cani- to all of Cameroon in the form of business and jobs. 
eroon (which will be needed for necessary.value-added indus- " 
try) then there first needs C.LWeunderstandthatt 
to be in place some kind of . IBE Group Inc. was near 
enforcea.rble, perha s un- ruinedb certainindivid 
forrri, commercial code. "IBEwilinotbe ruinedby any individu- als in tie Douta offi, 
Shared capital will never •has any action been tak 
find you unless there is a als in Cameroon. But investment into aganst the said individ 
uarantee of expatriiaLing as? Wha t is being done 

investments. It is C m a n o dprevent such situatio 
absolutely critical. Ca eo nc udb ., iil i occurfreomld rig again? 

Equally significant, I .G.:1..E will notbe ruin 
believe, is theneedforim- and criminal actions in those cases byanyindividualsin Cai 
placable constitutional eroon. be. 
rights and liberties. It is o n h. 
guarantees of individual where necessary. Judicial proceed- Carneroon couldoutidetmnt . 

have filed civil and crin 
my belief that such 9ua.: nl actions in those ca,ings have moved painfully smow. 
antees will rapidly tacili-	 ,__ where necessary. Judic 
tate the demise ofa linger-	 proceedings have mov 
ing "chop bro'e pot" attitude found among some people. painfully slow. I ive a saying that applies to tile prevention 

iving said that, I want to emphasize our appreciation for re-occurrence of fraud to I-BE... "Ifyou fool me once, shame 
the marvelousiy proud and helpful citizens of Cameroon... and you. If you fool me twice, shame on mel 
ourawe of the magnificent natural inheritance of your country. I . 
You have been blessed. It is time to take your birthright and C.L:Youareanexperiencedlpoliticianandaconfirredbus;ne 
enhance it. We hope ve can be partners with you in fulfilling man. how do you appreciate tie npt'roach to business. i t(fr 
your national destiny. and the prospects of/econonic development in the coni inen 

B.G :Ifcriminal interference and gross personal greed could 
C.L:lt would apearthat some of yvqxr majorbuyers in Cam- harnessed in Africa's business intercourse there is absolutely 
croon are not prompt in payingfor tiieir supplies. Can you doubt in my mind that in its Sub-Saharan regions Africa cot 
confirm this? be oie of the bread-baskets of the world. Witl proper trans[" 
B.C :As in all businesses, there will be some hard times. Not all .ation infrastructure, a strong commer:ial code and judick 
our buyers have been prompt in paying. In fact, a couple have applicationsof fertilizers(presently Africa fertilizes atonly I 
been downright criminally fraudlent. But we are pursuing the rate of tie rest of the world), Africa cou!d feed itself, an 
those debts. For us to continue, those must be collected and the major portion of the globe.., and at the same time lift itself. 
individuals prosecuted. of relative economic malaise, create jobs ed uca te its children, 

take for its nations positions of strength in tile world con 
C.L:Despitethe problemsIDEfaced, you must have had reason nity. 
to be satisfied in some respects, thatis in connection wvith some (Interviewed by Nouck Protus 

113 E: 	 it Buea High Court. Te local partnors thon triod occupation. Surprise, surprise, no litigation.
S. 	 a,;rng p0 er" to ,akeover the ccmnpany. Result? Litigation in fore moving Into no&v premises, IBE wos a( 

Buoa ard DouaJa courts. The IBE agent inchago accosted by another Bailif of HUissior with aS 

of stevedoring, otc SEBAMS (now In liquidation) of a debt LOUMA (LUMA) had suppa"(y 
MANY A STOR HAS BEEN TOLD OFe xtod high customsduos andfurtoralt ?2mpt0d000 rinthnARoolthcmpany. IBEaonl 

Foroin Aornpohies to hike up the anoint of rents duo. Result? - No litiEtion,at just fold up and leave 2.D.000 Francs CFA. Result? 
becauso tkkycannolcopowiththoloc,:lpros'ures Litigaton in Douala Court of First Instamco. Its whichJulsdictlonyethastoevlsltodbyBE? 
oladptingtodoirgbusinsCarnrooianstyi. s43s agool Group One, tikd to d(.rvial the pro- tabour courts. That alrnost happened, but 

. IBE's, is a diterent story. When its saga will coeds at sale of fertilizer to CAMSUCO.'Rostlt? nvoidod by an out of court settloment with on 
be written only t,,o words could chaacterizo it ... Liti.:abonin Yaounde High Courtand Courtol First Its former errployes, (a rolbativ of LUMA -os 
STAYING POWER. Instance. . . .. I LOUMA). 

As of datl, IBE has done more litigation than Aother agent tried to benefit fr .,,rt ap. On one shipmnt of fertilizer all thisll Wn 
business. It has boon in court with every po,'od to b contused situation by trying to v.11- vcour aq.tinttoforolgrirestors,Canomosi 
C4rnoroonian ithas had to doalwith. The sad tact draw cottee dopositod agairt an unpaid delivory ruel iDE cortanty hn boon undrbhat and Is 
is,ourcountryanlitscitizooscanolybeoshcornod of forblizer. Result? litation - 3 suits In the n'nthoeklitchn".Thosowiso guyswhocnacuL 
in the procoss.Yos, IBE chose who to dekal withl Douala Court of First Insan,;o. to run IBF oMi Of 'w'neroon toiled to esiti, I 
iso should good faith and 'gving everyone a EarlieriltookacourtordortomovoMr. LUMA urid tc rockon with n certain Shotwd,- SIve-
Uielcob beb!amod? (or is it LOUMA) Peter (or Is it Pierre) who had liowmucthlorigorIDErorninsislnUuo'Kltct)io 

IDE Africa Caineroon was created wituout IockodalltUioolticosanddoca,'ed'AMI3E*. BE horncetorth dtpnd on lie role our Insutibut 
conforming wth local lr, through the fault of fird LUMA and later rncod out atorhaving paid dockie to play In protectlng foreign invostme 
dishcnouriblo Carneroonians. Result? Iti.gaonI the landlord rnnts covering even periods of noo-
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The ME Group of Companies 
- Cr0 ,ilg itvh Caincloon-

OUR VISION: To establish BE as a permanent presence in Cameroon by providing a 
consistent supply of high quality fertilizer and agricultural products, anticipating the evolving 
requirements of the local market, and maintaining the most affordable prices. 

OUR STRATEGY: With our willingness to fully finance our operations and our control of several 
of the factors of production, IBE's comparative business advantage lies itour ability to import 

i a high quality product at the lowest possible price in response to the changing needs of the 
Cameroonian farmer. 1 1!
We believe that the market knowledge of several independen-t!local distributors, and their

existing relationships within the community of farmers and agribusiness leaders, complement
 
well our company's primary strategic advantages.

In short, IBE seeks to blend our strengths with those of Cameroonians to deliver the most
 
affordable products to our customers.
 

OUR PROJECTS:The short-term objective is 
to increase our 1994 fertilizer imports at least 
200% over our 1993 totals. If successful with initial sales, we will seek to bring in upwards of
30,000 tons of fertilizer for distribution both nationally and continentally to cooperatives,
independent farmers, brokers, and parastatals. 
Cameroonian famrers' requirements well exceed their present access to affordable supply even 
though world market prices and exporters' pricing systems provide little incentive for sufficient 
fertilizer application.
We're trying to bridge that gap .. to supply fertilizer at reasonable prices so that a farmer's 
investment will be more than warranted by his increased production. Furthermore jve are
working to establishai raw material commodity purchase and barter program to gi,.8'farmers 
and cooperatives alternative sales outlets. 

While IBE is a relative newcomer to the Cameroon fertilizer market, our company enjoys
International respect as one of the largest suppliers of high-quality fertilizer in the world, at 
more than 2 million tons a year. As we become better acquainted with the Cameroon market,we seek to be good neighbors to the farmers and businessmen of this country. We are steadfast 
in our belief that only by helping the people of Cameroon to prosper will IBE too succeed. 

B.P 591 Koumassi Douala Phone: 42 61 62 



"£e ij!uroup inc. 
AFRICA HEADQUARTERS 

(Post Box 591 
Koumassi - Douala, Cameroon 
Telephone : (237) 42-61-62 
Facsimile :(237) 43-01-27 

COMPANY PROSPECTUS
 
and
 

FERTILIZER MARKETING PLAN
 

April 1, 1994
 

The IBE Group: Principal Operating Companies
 

The IBE Group Inc. IBE Trade Corporation

IBE International Corporation TranSov Corporation
 

Affiliates and Representative Offices
 

Moscow, Russia Sofia, Bulgaria Mexico, D.F. 
Kiev, Ukraine 
Odessa, Ukraine 
Lutsk. Ukraine 
Lvov, Ukraine 

Budapest, Hungary 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
San Jose, Costa Rica 

Hong Kong 
Santo Douingo, D.R. 
Guayaquil, Ecuador 
Douala, Cameroon 

Nations Where Sales and Procurements Are Made
 

The United States 
Canada 

South Africa 
Morocco 

Bulgaria 
Roxania 

Mexico 
Guatemala 
El Salvador 

Tunisia 
Tanzania 
Sierra Leone 

Hungary 
Spain 
Sweden 

Costa Rica Caseroon Finland 
Honduras India Portugal 
Panaaa Pakistan Poland 
Colonbia The C.I.S. Deniark 
Ecuador 
Venezuela 

China 
Japan 

United Kingdom 
Austria 

Brazil Korea Switzerland 
Paraguay Philippines Norway 
The Sudan Italy Taiwan 
Zambia Germany Indonesia 
Malawi France Doainican Republic 
Uganda Holland Haiti 
Kenya Belgiui Jamaica 

THE IBE GROUP OF COMPANIES 



Management Statement of Goals and Strategy
 

For more than twenty years the IBE Group of Companies has been
 
assisting nations, provinces, states and entities with their long
term economic development requirements through its expertise in
 
technology, production, logistics, computerized procurement
 
programs, global marketing strategies, and financing.
 

The Group's diverse projects have included infrastructure
 
improvement, construction, modernization of existing plant and
 
equipment, the provision of new plant and equipment, and
 
production. IBE finances its projedts through innovative
 
arrangements such as trade finance, barter, and bi-lateral trade
 
and payments agreements.
 

Products of the IBE Group of Companies
 

Air Pollution Controls Barges Benzene 
Alum Brick Factories Cement 
Aluminum Ceramic Tile Plants Cereals 
Ammonia Construction Equipient Coal 
Ammonia Arms Conveyors Coffee 
Ammonium Nitrate 
Amonium Sulphate 

Cranes 
Earth-moving Equipment 

Computer Hardware 
computer Software/Networking 

Cobalt Fork Lifts Cotton 
Diammonium Phosphate Loading Facilities Crude Oil 
Furfurol Oil By-products Diesel Fuel 
Iron Ore Oil Production Products Edible Oils 
Hono Amionium Phosphate Oil Transmission Technology Foodstuffs 
Titanium Dioxide Pipelines Grains 
Urea Port Maintenance Equipment Methanol 
Urea Condensators Road-building Equipment Rubber 
later Pollution Controls Roof Tile Factories Steel 
Water Treatment Chemicals Spare Parts Sugar 

Trucks Telex Equipment 

Industrial Development:
 
Plant, Equipment and 11odernization
 

IBE undertakes turn-key projects and also provides equipment and
 
upgrading as needed in existing facilities. Our guiding philosophy
 
is that each project, installation, product supply or other must be
 
a showcase; implemented to the complete satisfaction of the
 
customer and in accordance with the technical capacity of the host
 
nation. The continued rapid growth of our business is testimony to
 
the results we have delivered around the world.
 

A large percentage of the IBE Group's present projects are being
 
conducted in Russia and the C.I.S. nations because urgent
 
industrial production is so important to those countries. Our
 
factories include brick, ceramic tile and roof tile factories at
 
Togliati, and brick production factories at Krasnoyarsk,
 
Sevrodonetsk, Beresniki and Kuybisliev. And, we are building 25
 



more brick and tile plants in the former Soviet Union, including 3 
for the oil industry. We oversee the construction of each plant

from the initial phases 
 until the point it becomes fully
 
operational.
 

The Group's other projects of which we are especially proud include
 
the first agricultural development project under Title IV, 
Public
 
Law 480 for India; a livestock development proljlam financed under
 
the Cooley Title Law in the Philippines; and -he first private

bilateral trade and payments agreement with Zamb.ta.
 

Logistics
 

Having capacity in finance, technology, commodities'and marketing

is not enough if there is not the ability to deliver what is needed
 
in a timely manner and at. the lowest cost to the customer. The IBE
 
Group maintains a full.-time ship ch-artering operation in which
 
vessels are hired both 
for single voyage- and time charters. The
 
Group charters more than 75 tanker 
and dry cargo vessels per year
 
and prides itself on its transport efficiency.
 

IBE and Cameroon
 

In March 1993. 
the IBE Group Inc. commenced operations in Douala,
 
Cameroon with the importation 
of more than 11,000 metric tons of
 
Urea and Ammonium Sulphate fertilizers.
 

After just six months of business, the company established a larger

and more permanent 
branch office, and named Cameroon as its
 
headquarters for the whole of 
its expanding Africa operations. As
 
we build a partnership of opportunity with the 
people of Cameroon,

there are several locally-based projects that the company is
 
considering.
 

First, IBE seeks to dramatically expand its commodities trading
 
program. This prospectus will explore in 
some depth the long-range

objectives for fertilizer importation. We also have begun

exportation of arabica coffee, and are 
researching other crop
 
markets for future purchases.
 

In October of 
last year, IBE reopened discussions with Cameroonian
 
Ports Authorities and World Bank officials in Washington, D.C. and
 
Yaounde on the subject of 
a joint effort to dredgE and revitalize
 
Douala Port. We remain encouraged by thz progress of continued
 
negotiations on this potential venture.
 

IBE is also exploring the feasibility of erecting a urea and 
ammonium production plant utilizing natural gas burned or flared
 
off in local oil production. This $150 million project, for which
 
the largest U.S. producer of nitrogen-based fertilizers has already
 
pledged financing and technical support, 
would be capable of
 
producing 1,300-1.600 HT of ammonia and 600-1,000 HT of granular
 
urea per day.
 



We continue, as 
well, to review the possibility of building a

fertilizer discharge, blending and bagging facility in Douala.
 

Fertilizer Program Objectives
 

Vision:
 

To establish IBE as a primary fertilizer importer to Cameroon, and

eventually, to of
all sub-Saharan 
 Africa, by providing a

consistent, high 
 quality supply, anticipating the evolving
requirements 
 of the local market, and maintaining the most
 
affordable prices.
 

Strategy:
 

With our ability to fully finance our operations, and with our

control of several of the factors of production, IBE's comparative

business advantage lies in our ability to import a high quality

product at the lowest possible price in response to the changing

needs of the Cameroonian farmer.
 

We believe that 
 the market knowledge of several existing

distributors and their relationship with 
farmers and agribusiness

leaders complement well our company's primary strategic advantages.
 

In short, IBE seeks to 
 blend our strengths with those of
Cameroonians to deliver 
the most affordable products to our
 
customers.
 

Projects:
 

We have already begun constructing a network 'of associates with

brokerage rights to existing stocks of 
fertilizer. We anticipate

that this 
system will develop into a comprehensive distribution

effort which will ultimately encourage even more independent agents
to 
become involved in fertilizer marketing.
 

IBE's goal for the 
1994 campaign is to increase our fertilizer

imports at least 200% over 1993
our totals. If successful with
initial sales, we plan to bring 
in upwards of 20,000 tons of

fertilizer for distribution both nationally and 
continentally to

cooperatives, brokers, private corporations and parastatals.
 

Our indepth review of the available market research, in addition to
field trips and discussions with fertilizer users, suggests that

Cameroonian farmers' requirements well exceed their present access
 
to affordable supply. But world market prices and the 
produce
buying system itself currently provide little incentive for farmers
 
to invest much money in fertilizer.
 

We're trying to bridge that 
gap . . . to supply fertilizer at 
reasonable prices so 
that a farmer's investment will be more than

warranted by his increased 
production. And at 
the same time, as
 



outlined above, we are attempting to establish a consistent raw

material commodity purchase program to 
 give farmers and
 
cooperatives alternative sales outlets.
 

Tactics:
 

Our initial marketing efforts 
are targeting 22 of Cameroon's
 
largest cooperatives, unions, 
distributors and agribusinesses.

Provided that we secure signed 
sales contracts demonstrating

sufficient customer interest, withwe will commence in mid-April

purchasing a commensurate quantity of fertilizer for late Hay

importation. As we have previously noted, our 1994 goal for 
the

Cameroon market is to prepare at least 
two ships of more than
 
10,000 tons each.
 

Summary:
 

While IBE is a relative newcomer to the Cameroon fertilizer market, 
our company enjoys international respect as one of the largest

suppliers of high-quality fertilizers in the 
world. As we become
 
better acquainted with the Cameroon market, we seek to be good
neighbors to the farmers and businessmen of this country. We are
steadfast in our belief that only by helping the people of Cameroon 
to prosper will IBE too succeed.
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NORTH WEST COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION LIMITED
 

The North West Cooperative Association Limited is an Association
 

of Cooperative Unions which was formed in 1959 as Bamenda Cooperative
 

Marketing Association Limited (B.C.M.A. LTD). All the Cooperative
 

Unions affiliated to her marketed their produce through her.
 

In 1968 when the member Unions decided to,market their produce
 

directly to the Produce Marketing Board, the name was changed from
 

B.C.M.A to Bamenda Cooperative Association (B.C.A.) 
 The Association
 

was coordinating the activities of the Cooperative Unions and operated the
 

Supply Service as wel! as maintaining the operation of the common
 

property of the Unions e.g. Coffee Mills.
 

FROM B.C.A. TO N.W.C.A. Ltd.
 

The Bamenda Cooperative Association at an Extraordinary Meeting
 

on 29th March, 1978 resolved that B.C.A. be transformed into North West
 

Cooperative Association Limited (NWCA Ltd).
 

The N.W.C.A. Limited is made up of eleven Cooperative Unions.
 

These Unions are:

1. Kom Area Cooperative Union Limited
 

2. Nso Area Cooperative Union Limited
 

3. Santa Area Cooperative.Union Limited
 

4. Nkambe i f i 

5. Bamenda " " If 

6. Ndop I f " to 

7. Bali " of " go 

8. Pinyin " " of 

9. Moghamo " '" " , 

10. Oku-Noni" " " of 

11. Mbengwi " " " " 

The eleven Cooperative Unions are made up of 73 Primary Societies
 

with about 40,000 farmers.
 

,/2
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The Objectives of N.W.C.A. Limited:
 

The objectives of NWCA Limited are to:

(a) Process and market the produce of member Unions at the best
 

prices possible.
 

This includes:- Coordination of Crop estimates;
 

- Contract management:
 

- Quality standards and quality control;
 

- Providing a wide variety of coffee/produce
 
information;
 

- Stock control;
 

- Phytosanitary treatment in stores etc.
 

Diversify into other activities beneficial to the members after
 

proper feasibility studies have been carried out and the approval of
 

Board and General Body received.
 

(b) Provide Internal Audit Services to Association, affiliated Unions
 

and their member Societies with a view to providing reliable
 

information and ensuring that accounts of all her affiliates are
 

externally auditable at competitive prices.
 

(c) Provide engineering and transport service to the Association
 

affiliated Unions and their member Societies with a view to ensuring
 

quality processing at the lowest cost possible.
 

(d) Provide a Farm Support Service. This involves bulk purchasing and
 

disbursement to member Unions and users of all agricultural inputs at
 

more competitive prices.
 

(e) Transformation and sell some of its green beans with a view to
 

encouraging coffee consumption.
 

The N.W.C.A. Limited is the mouth-piece and the resource pool for
 
advice to affiliates. To achieve this objectives it may acquire, set-up
 
use and manage offices, stores, processing machinery necessary and where
 
within its area of operation she may conclude business agreements or any
 

type of Agreement and carry out transactions with a view to achieving the
 

objectives of the Association.
 

../3
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The Organisational Structure of N.W.C.A. Limited:
 

The General Assembly which is the supreme authority of the Association
 

is made up of 60 members headed by an elected President.
 

The Board of Directors is made up of 13 Board Members. There is a
 

General Manager who is responsible to the Board of Directors and he
 

implements the Board's decisions.
 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
 
60 MEMBERS
 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
 
13 MEMBERS 

GENERAL MANAGER
 

MARKETING FINANCE ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPLY ENGINEERING AUDITING ROASTI1.jG 

DEPARTMENTA NTS SERVICE SERVICE SERVICE SERVICE UNIT 

DEPT. 

N.W.C.A. Ltd. has a Staff strength of about 35 members. It is divided
 

into seven Service as follows:
 

(a) Marketing Department;
 

(b) Finance and Accounting Service;
 

(c) Engineering Service;
 

(d) Administration;
 

(e) Audit Service;
 

(f) Supply Service;
 

(g) Roasting Unit.
 

ji 
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N.W.C.A. Limited markets Arabica Coffee, Robusta Coffee and Cocoa but
 

quantity of cocoa is insignificant.
 

NWCA Production for the Past Years:
 

ARABICA ROBUSTA
 
YEAR 	 COFFEE COFFEE
 

TONNAGE TONNAGE,
 

1989 5,714,109 1,195,122
 

1990 2,722,851 529,767
 

1991 2,209,659 66,070
 

1992 4,609,117 676,954
 

1993 2,670,425 276,073
 

1994 2,624,215 225,833
 

N.W.C.A. Limited started the marketing of Arabica Coffee in the World
 

Market only in 1990. However, we are improving in the arabica coffee
 
iarketing every year in terms of quality. 
For now we are marketing Robusta
 

Coffee locally since our quantity is very small.
 

Supply Service of NWCA Limited:
 

N.W.C.A. Limited procures farm inputs in bulk and disburses to member
 

Unions and users at more competitive prices. At the beginning of the
 
season each Unioi. estimates how much fertilizer and other farm inputs
 

they may need. After getting the requisition from our Unions, we pro xire
 
the farm inputs, make sure 
that we take care of users who are not members.
 

Fertilizer Procurement for the Past Years:
 

Year N.P.K. Sulphate of Urea TOTAL SUPPLIER
20:10:10 	 Ammonia 40%
 
Tons Tons Tons. Tons
 

1988 5.300 
 1.000 700 7.000 CAMATREX
 

1989 - 2.200 600 2.800 "
 

1990 2.500 - 2.500 IBEX
 

1991 ..-
 of 
1992 2.7uO  - 2,700 PELENGET
 

1993 
 - - 500 500 COMPLEXE JBN 

1994 - 247 	 247 IBE
 

10.500 3.447 1.800 15.747
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Before 1994 gets to an end, we may likely order about 2,000 Tons of
 
N.P.K. 20:10:10 and 500 Tons of Urea 46% depending on the reaction
 
of our farmers and requisition from our Cooperative 
Unions.
 

PROBLEMS:
 
1. Poor Road Infrastructure - fertilizer is ungble to reach farmers
 

at the grass root at certain areas due to poor road infrastructure
 
especially in the rainy season.
 

2. 
High Prices of Fertilizers: 

-

Due to devaluation of the franc CFA, prices of fertilizer have
 
doubled and as such small farmers cannot afford fertilizer
 
especially food crop farmers.
 

To end, we thank the Organizers of this SeL 
. . .L-..ting
 
of fertilizers in Cameroon and we wish that more of such Seminars should
 
be organised in future.
 

THANK YOU VERY MJCH.
 

NORTH wcoi uuuIetHAIVE ASSOCIATION LIMITED,
 
P.O. BOX 41, BAM.FNOA, 

TEL. NO. 36 12 12
 

36 21 35
 

FAX No. (237) 36 12 12
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Introduction 
The subject is very largie and complleX. -'ly ObjcCtivC is not to give you an academic
COtLr.C Oil leiti lizCr p)rOctirtellnlt ht inlro1duce pra-ctical )oint.s (I" discusSionIs on tile
subject. I hope- tim;r llth,_ 1 111sinr will hc. rr,IVl ,lionlll tl troet Of, this 

Fcrtilizer - .CI utuerrtii',I-. bel;Wilh..l ii nI 011lli011s in view t a Il,'iVe OOLquality l)r.Otdlct. My analysis viill h im;llcliklrly ,;tsed Oin rmlritirnt- trainsiSpOt, the mnlain 
transport u.Sed in IitCrnational fcrtilize, tIade. 
It is important for the buyer to Ihave dilfUrenIt sorces of' Iprocurement which ci allow
I1im to con pINrc prdinct's quIal ity and prics.
The buyer .diould ;also know thle It+aterms whichIrtc lite key clements ot' contlicts of
sale, since they tell the parties wh en ach 01 the++m has to support costs and risks.I take the lihurty to tCcus Ily speech On thireU elCments becauose Iy sa Ill experience ofeight (8) years in African fertilizer hu.siness shweOvcd me that their lack of understanding
or ignorance car involve a lot Of problems bet\VCen buyer and seller, and consequently awaste of tille and a fainllcial loss. I will add somenc otler important issues.
 
For I ILstiM Of iIietllloIC,', I wann to s)ar;it 
 tile subject into 2 parts:* arI+; : Kefl'ore tilt' Prtiilt+hi . to u r lti.,.,,hil+m trnt 

S P;iri II: i\l'rl tlwu l)ItI IrrnI 1ci-.Itpil*IIt.It 

I. Before the purchase/contract/shiproent 
Tlring': wlrich I think ill'I I nt ;rre. 
1) To be stuiL' that i/it' /roductI/l.% a O,(J(l qualiO ,InI view t0 a plotlLIIrit with a goTodl quality, alter the choice of feirtilizer type, it isessential :,r1 tile htycr to set the pn lrt<ci's sp cifications that ha|ve to be met by the 

supplicr. Tile sl-cficttio1ns have to he plcise.
In Calcroil ftir cxamplle iII the pIast, wlen teVrl'nulntal agencics like MINAGRI
and FONAIDER wurc the main importers o)f fertilizer, the type of fertilizer which wascurrently tused excepted in cotton c ( p \vr,, NP K complex 1(-30- 10.1For cotton 
crop, NP1K S13 (c(lle)lx) 15-2(1-1+-6+1 and 22-10-1.5 +5 + Iae still used.Specifications like tle nutrient fom (t.g.: N hased (il ;ammon11lia or nitrate, P2 0 5soluhility ) have an effect on fe'rtilizer prics: iii the c;se of1 N1IK 1(-3(1-10, the
finishetd piothrCt wiill N comilg t(ttarlly lrnm ;anrnnmi;i ant " great souibility of total 
P205 shouldIre nloe01C-Xpci,;ver than tile e witli N barsetl ol nitrate and a less
solurbility of totrl I)20
"It is very impotnt to 

5. 
define the re restutld fe'rtilizer priulrets, with a ininirntrn set

of teclh ical seipc hrrt r1;nr;inrree.. ; !" I p l r etfi. rtin,; t 11 aid that .h nit lim t tile
numbehr oI sLrpliCrs.I ll Order to ,rvOid ,,etr iyers slirill lIoteet hemselves
by tle llg iot only tile ra L'e (is it is (lmit ill Mallli ;rI(l I'utrkilli: Faso), hut also thev;Irinrtror inlp;itile+s size'. oI'bl riled Icriiliztr,, t Ill r;ixi llirll I(/cl;ehl riroistuirc 
c t erlltll I 1 1\ i hiv ,l \v. :I,. I, lI , 'l ihlt, It ", tl, Ill' t 0 111111(-\" (I )iou l ;arid G !ner, 

Tle quality citrtl irus b le ome hy ;r irrrllterrtht'rrt SrrrvCyOr. TlIe well knownsirvCyOrs inl Atricarn Fertilizer hrisinuss ;re SGS and VERItAS. Generally, the
Coltlol "is I;Intld h fo1re, hoaldillg (thlrirri. iri itl and 1011ng)t rl arid dli'illg 
trnluradirr,, 
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For imuch de-tails, kindly refer I0 My presentation Im quality control dated March 31. 

2) 	 A good koletdg,'e oJ ciJ'erenI soutrceIs If)roLUF'l : 
The main sources of fertilizer upply for Central Al'rica are Europe, West Africa 
(CCtc dl 'irc, S6neigal, and Niceria ) and now South Africa after the lifting of 

CUieiil'(1'l,: A f;icto y wil ilcip:cilty (fo'I Ili,00 T per yealir of NPK (complex 
aInd bed 
SdnIcgal: A factory ............................ 250,000 T per year of NPK (complex) andsimple fertilizer (MAP, TSP) and DAP. 

* 	 Nigeria: -Two (2) granulation plants: 
- one with 100,00,(T of SSP per year 
- one 750,(00T of urea and DAP per 	year and 

produces N'K (15-15-15, 20-10-10, 25-10-10). 

- Four (4) operating blending plants with a total capacity of about 
650,ooT per year.


Nigeria expots only 
 Ll;i whilc ('6Cc dIvoic and S6ni1galI sell many of their 
produclion in the other Afric;aIn cmntrics. 
COVIceLI'lli I the last S."()I)I'(Y'N tlltl closed in .luly 1993, C te d'lvoire and
Sdnd3gal were the n1ili1n cmlilutlhirs. 'lle tender was lnally awarded to C6te dIvoire: 

- I,(T()tT of 1M(-30- It in hIms ;l1271.9(0 FFUR CIF Douiala 
- 7,500T(Tl' 15-20-15+6S+ Il,inbags at 1275.00 FFR CIF Douala 
- 7,50T(1 of 22-10-1 5+5S+ 113 in bags at 1325.00 FFR CIF Douala.
 

The recent devaluation ('FCFA will increase the prices.
 

The existence of different sOLiCeS of i)rOCurlent should promote open and 
competitive fertilizer markets. 
Il-DC-Africa's main objectives for the fertilizer trade inthe region are: 
* 	 competition among suppliers
* 	 strengthening of national capacity on the collection and analysis of information 

on the fertilizer trade 
" transparency oftlle market 

rreduction of the costs.
 
For achieving these objectives, I:FDC-A has three (3)technical tools: the African
 
Fertilizer Trade and Marketing 
Information Network (AFTMIN), the monthly
bulletin "Arican Fertilizer Market" (AFM)and the African Fertilizer Trade and
 
Informatimn Sc-vice (AFTIS). 'Ihese tools are vital int'ornation for use by traders, 
exportel's aind p(licy ma kers. 

3) 	 The contracicrt rm: 
l-hv you want to( buy? 

S IIY.' ItIill 0i1ti1 it1l.' ('. i 'I ll,, :i 	 the'ILId 	C I' I' 15S years betw eenllUU 

.'<,Cl. , 1;1t ad 	Ind in tui\ls). "lih iod ol deliveries and the quantity of 

tc
C'ach slillit hla ITe S)cCIlLed. 
• 	balter (e.g., rice/fertilizer, oil/fecrtilizer. 
* 	 tender (Annex I). 
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4) How lImitch in quantity a/ in WIlhat [aeking ?(annex]).
" 
prices depend on quantity. Ir the quantity is important, the price shouhd be more

interesting (saving in costs production and in freight rates).
In general, it is considered that 5,JOT are a minimum for a conplex plant tohave reasonable costs which involve competitive prices and for maritimetransport to obtain good freight rates.For the blending process , small quatities 
can be produced at almost no additionnal costs. 

the packing chosen (bulk or bag) may have financial advantages according to 
port handling, storage, infrastructuire, etc.It is difficult for hulk fertilizer to have a precise qtantity (5,OOOT) ;there isalways a variation (plus or minus 5% or 1W%in practice). This variation can be 
on one party's option (buyer or seller). 

5) The trade leris:Itcrtcons (see ane.2 
Incoterms are international trade Inues established by a non-governmentalorgalnizat i n: thy. Icnter h 'linbiiol 4,"("'onlli'ce (I(V) Which is based in Paris.lhw 1411 .- l1' i il ll. ,I I( ' t 111t.itellllllI fiiIN. l Ill inlltri na it al trade. 
n1w I Ctli L 10,i l l il Iil ,.c Id "lt. ett ilics it avoid a 

IIIlcoIclls d l vheilthe prUpUtytc hl 
 t IhC ploduct is transferred I'ol the seller totile blyer. Transfer of property means transfer of responsibility and consequnently ofrisks. However, in fertilizer business, this rule has to be taken with less severity, forexample, if the product which is in the huyer's warehouse is segregated despite theseller's guatec, his responsibility is engaged. The feriilize, price varies according
to the trade temIIapplicable: cx \vwrks price is dif'ecit to C+F price.

In annex, I plrCscneld ihe incoternis usually cmployed in the fertilizer trade.
In Africa, the practice shows 
 in some cases, tie rCfelence oh' tcrnis different fromincoterms: FI\V (franco-in \vagon ), it is said "rendu I destination non ddclharg" i.e.,delivered at destination in wa goi1. This practice is not a constraint it buyer and seller
have the Same. understanding of the terill Sed. 

6) Gon'u,'ni,, hiii. 'uiIntm' theinh , ,.',..llth,I, de/initoinofjrue lniere. 

7) Hoin: do \titiiant topat:." .(,(*J. /), , /1h (W reClil.
lii portant to imake a linkage btWeell Ilithpayilierit and the respect of technical 
SpecilIC:liors and y htith ltsellcr. 

II. After the purchase/contract/shipment 

1. -How to reccivc the cargo? ( shipping documentsiannex 4}, preparation of 
puirt/eril, stevedores arrangenent according to p(sition of sale IFOB ,C+F}2. Confirm'nation (f1quality and quatity (se. 7 of Part 1)

3. Settlemnent ofdespatch aind dumin i lage
4. Cargo damage claim ifany (prohlel (ot'insurance). 



I 

Co iiclisi i: 

As indicatcd in he innIilIi60on. I ,vWiS 'utcr-s'ted to locus your attention not to all 
maltters tcording frtlizti p, ictJrC,:i.nt (I v..ry wide topic which may take several days
and m:iy he presented Imr l l I)) hilt i shoew you ;Ind discuss with you some of dLe area 
thought irl (I'rtal. 
A lot of liIteratu re exists conce-rning how to handle carefully international trade. This 
inmateri al has to he available in your Chabier of Commerce. Kindly note that for all 
issues related to fertilizer, IFDC, and pairticularly it's Division I'or Africa called IFDC-
Africa , will give you With pleasure expert advises. 
In west and central Africa , thc majority of lirmers has no access to fertilizer. A major
problem is that a good regional marketin'' system for fertilizers does not exist. A good
marketing system begins with a suitable soLiCC Of supply. In this order, many dealers 
have to pLut their demland of fertilizer together and negotiate competitive prices with 
suppliers. 

References 
(1) : (;uid t incOtmcl., 199)0, ICC, No 461/9(0 
(2) Visker l1I.IM , [:'iilizef seltClion and technical fertilizer specificalions: 

the Iasis fOr NIaLIlit y Product, [I"DC-Africa, Togo, 1993. 
(3) • S. Dioiuf and II. (;e'rlcrI Bulk Bcno.ling in Sub-Salaran Africa, 

IFI )( '-Aftinc .,AIKl. NVemer ]IK93. 
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J 
 Subject: general tender conditions for delivery of fertilizers under

Netherlands development aid programme.
 

We heceby inform you that if we 
in future invite you to 
submit offers for delivery of fertilizers with particular tender conditions we will always refer to
the following general 
tender conditions.
 

I. QUALITY TERMS 
FERTILZERS
 

The quality has 
to meet the 
terms which are mentioned in E.E.C. regula
tion 76/I16/EEC.
 

I I. ___:.,_ ' T t:: .' '.' :;c. 

- new woven polypropylene out"er bags provided with polyethylene innerbags containing 50 
kg net plus 2% spare bags;
the polypropylene bags have 
to meet the 
following quality specifica
tions:
 
a. 900 x 900 denier,
 
b. min. 12 
x 12 tapes per square inch,
c. tensile strength before illumination: 
lowest value in length and
width direction 350 N according to grabtest astm d 1682, drawing


speed 30 cm/min,

d. tensile strength after illumination: 
average strength at least 70%
after 200 h. illumination in the weather-o-meter according-to method


ccc-t-191-b 5804,

polyethylene 
inner bag min. 0.07 
mm thickness;
inner bags should be seale'd separately, while outer bags should be 
sea
led with acid-proof thread 

III. ORIGINF I-', _I'
I i'
 

- The Netherlands or one of the. other countries mentioned on the list ofeligible 
source countries,
 
- The country of origin has to be mentioned in your offer.
 

mav89043 8 9 097/A&V.
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IV. PRICE
 

- per metric ton net in dutch guilders on the basis of the delivery terms 

mentioned in the particular tender conditions; 
- in case of bulk-shipment 0.5% goodweight has to be supplied, free of 

charge. 

V. TENDERS
 

- Tenders submitted by telex, telefax or by mail in sealed envelopes will
 
be accepted. The tender has to refer to the number of the tender with
 

the particular tender conditions.
 

- Manufacturer's certificate: 
each tender must be accompanied by a cable, telex, telefax or letter of
 

the manufacturer of the fertilizer which must be mailed by the manufac

turer directly to us, authorising the bidder (if an other than the ma

nufacturer) to tender the manufact irer's product. 
This manufacturer's-certificate mu;st state: 

- name and address of the manufacturer;
 
- name and address of the bidder;
 
- available quantity and product;
 

- number of the particular tender conditions and statement that the ma

nufacturer can meet all terms mentioned in the particular tender do
cument, especially terms concerning the availability of the product,
 

quantity, quality, packing and delivery terms.
 

- Bid/performance bond.
 
Offers must be accompanied by a bid/performance bond.
 

This bond (bankguarantee according to V.I.B.-terms, deposited by a Ne

therlands bank which has an agreement with V.I.B.) has to amount to not
 

less than two percent (2%) of the bid price and shall indefinitely be
 

in favour of V.I.B. and collectable by V.I.B. upon the failure of the
 

bidder to hold his offer open and/or fulfil all his obligations in ac

cordance with the terms mentioned in the general and particular tender
 

conditions.
 

The bond will be released by V.I.B.:
 

- within 10 days after bidder is informed that he will not receive a
 

notice of award; 
- otherwise: within 10 days after we have received and approved the re

quired documents mentioned ih point IX. and any required documents 

mentioned in the particular tender conditions. 

- Tenders not conforming to thcS,- -.pOcificatio1ns will not be accepted. 
The tenders will be read ouL ini pub1i c at our office at 13.30 hrs (lo

cal time) on the closing daLe of the tender. 

The results of the tender will be forwarded to those tenderers who of

fered in conformity with the tender conditions. In case no award is ma
de the results of the tender will not be published.
 

The adjudication is with all proper reserve.
 

VI. VALIDITY OF TIIE "ENDRS 

During three weeks after closing date.
 



-3 VII. After adjudlcication 

we 


called the supplir 
will send the successful tenderer (hereinafter
a contract according to
The Netherlands law shall apply to 

the tender conditions.
In case of disputes a Netherlands this contract,

court will have exclusive Jurisdiction.
 

VIII. INSPECTTON
 

be carried out by V.I.B. 


If shipment takes place from a Dutch or Belgian harbour inspection will
on weight, quality and loading of the vessel.

During inspection samples will be drawn for quality analysis.
 

-

carried out by an 


If shipment takes place from a developing country inspection will be
independant inspection 
company for account of buyer,
 
at port/place of loading on weight, quality and loading of the vessel/
truck/wagon.
During inspection samples will be drawn for analysis.
We reserve 
the right to have 

Inspection-certificates 

the samples analysed in the Netherlands.
 
will be
ding of the cargo. 

issued soonest after compietion of loa-
Inspection 
and analyses 
take place in accordance with the E.E.C. regu
latiorns 
77/535 and 79/138.
We reserve 
the right to

E.E.C.-regulation reject any quantity failing to comply with
nr. 
76/116/EEC and the general and particular tender
 
conditions and any rejected quantity should immediately be replaced
without any additional payment.
 

IX. DOCUMENTS
 

- transport document:
 
3/3 original bill of lading plus 3 copies in case of shipment by sea
vessel. The bill of lading must be signed by the master.
 
If transport by land is contracted and follows
original 
 the seatransport 3/3
 

"combined transport" bill of lading plus 3 copies is requir set criginal waybill plus 3 copies in case of shipment by train
and/or truck;
 

The transport document must state:
 

a. net weight and product;

b. gross weight;
 
c. number of bags and spare bags;
d. marks and iumher;
P. consignee i'idf. clean on board nctify address;(in case of shipmentration that the goods by train and/or truck:are loaded/taken over a decla

in apparent goodand condition); order 
g. freight (pre)paid;
 
i. reference 

h. final place of delivery (if other than port of discharge);
to number and date c/p (in case of shipment by seavessel)
- true copy charterparty plus 2 copies (in case of slipment by
seavessel).
The c/p must state our minimum conditions which are 
available at our
office;
 

- certificate of origin plus 4 copies;
- original invoice plus 8 copies;
-
 pro forma-invoice plus 4 copies;
 
- b-form; 
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- inspection, weight and quality certificate (to be provided by or on be
half of V.I.B.); 

- insurance certificate plus 4 copies (in case of C.I.F. delivery). 

All documents have to be made out in the name of the consignee who will
 
be mentioned in the particular tender conditions and have to be forwarded
 
to our address. Inco-terms 1980 are applicable.
 

X. TRANSPORT BY LAND
 

If in the particular tender conditions transport by land is required, the
 
total costs-of this transport will be paid after presentation of the re
quired documents and receipt of a bank guarantee (V.I.B.-terms):
 

- covering 10% of the total amount for transporc by land in case a "fiata 
through b/1" is applicable

- covering 100% of the total am unt for transport by land in case any 
other forwarding document i; being used for transport by land, 

The hankgua ri rit.ce wi I I he re ,.c,,d aftc'r supplier has fulfilled all obli
gations concerrning this delivr,' and after we have received a taking-over 
certificate signed by the consignee. 

XI. PAYMENT
 

Payment will take place by the NIO-bank within 14 days after we have gi
ven our approval to the doctuments mentioned in point IX. and any required
 
documents mentioned in the particular tender conditions.
 
Any commission or other bankexpenses are for account of the supplier.
 

XII. LIABILITY
 

Except in the event of force majeure supplier is liable for all costs,
 
damages and interests arising as a result of his failure to honour his
 
obligations.
 

XIII. PENALTY CLAUSE
 

Except in the event of force majeure, the supplier, without prejudice to 
his liability for all costs, damages and interests arising as a result of 
his failure to honour his obligations, shall in addition pay a penalty of 
max. 2.0% of the contract value over any quantity of product not 
delivered in compliance with the terms. 

However, if the fertilizer arrives at its destination later than a fort
night after the period specified in the particular tender conditions a
 
penalty is due of max. 4% of the contract value of the goods which have
 
not arrived in time.
 

XIV. CANCEI.IATION OF CONTRACT 

If shipment by seavessel, train or truck is delayed for more than a
 
fortnight after the stipulated period buyer has the right to cancel the
 
contract.
 
The penalty clause is applicable in case of shipment after the period
 
stipulated in the particular tender conditions. 
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XV... FORCE MAJEURE
 

of force majeure the V.I.B. determines, in consultation, the mea-
In case 

the V.I.B. considers necessary in the given circumstances.
 sures 


VOEDSELVOORZIENINGSIN- EN VERKOOPBUREAU.
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4. ',9 Big categories in the FERTILIZER sector + 2 sub-categories 

- For any carrier 

1) EX WORKS (EXW) 

2) DAF (Delivered At Frontier) 

DDP 

DDW 

3) CFR (Cost & fret) 

4) CIF (Cost Insurance Fret) 



- Ship carrier: 

5) DES (Delivered Ex Ship). Before 90 

= Free Out 

* At arrival 
6) DEQ (Delivered Ex Quay). Before 90 

= Liner Out 

7) FAS 

* At loading 
'8) FOB 

Railway carrier (at arrival): 
9) FI'vW = FrCe In \Vigonl 



Annex 4: Shipping document .
 
... ....
. 

*ChrterParty
 

:; .;O.... m nt i
::i, ..t.......e 1)u men si 

C.... •. O rig.n I. . .... 

.nspection.. Cert..c..: 

Other.Docuent 



(chemimex 	 fertilizer services b.v.
 
1I fertilizers and fertilizer raw rnaterials 

van der heiidenstraal 16 
61 le oud-beijerland 

o.bcY 1521 , inist[.rc de l'Agriculture 
?60ha cud-bejerlnd , . et de 1 Elevage 
eneihnerands L t Service des Intrant:s et la 

lephone (0)1860- 19844 Mecanisation Agricole 
lex 2EG24 r "e nt B.P. 7005 
x (0)18,50 - 19886 Ouagadougou 

v.k. d rL hcn!60407 

inkrel3:,? H. Ai,rt d,2Bar/ & Co N.V 	 ot1 .r 
terdarm - nt. 2 5-1,79.339 	 ten letml

the 13th of December 1991 

)ur ref. 

,ref. 	 invoice no. 3084
 
file no.1237/91
 

Shipped per m.v."VARINA" from Morocco to Abidjan 

Marks Description 	 AmounLt 

One side : 1.490 mt D.A.P.
 
for 500 mts dap: packed in 50 kg wpp/pe bags
 
dcnation neerlandaise 2% empLy c)p!en mouth sparebags
t 

engrais
 
dap 
ouagadougou burkina faso
 
poids net 50 kg
 
n'utilisez pas de crocs (red capiLals) 

for 990 mts dap:
 
donation neerlandaise
 
engrais AT THE PRICE OF Hfl. 492,16 pint
 
dap C + F F.O. Abidjan : lfl. 733.318,40
 
bobo dioulasso burkina faso
 
poids net 50 kg
 
n'utilisez pas de crocs (red capitals)
 

Reverse side for bcth _q prti-_-_es: 

chemimex fertilizec sevicers b.v.
 
OLd-bei jerland
 
pays bas
 
+ emblem
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One side 
 700 mts T.S.P.
for 300 mts tsp: packed in 50 kg :pr/pe bagsdonation neerlandaise + 2% e:pt:-y open mufth s.arebacs 
engrais
 
tsp

ouagadougou burkina faso 
poids net 50 kg

n'utilisez pas de crocs (red capitals) 

for 400 mts tsp:
 
donation neerlandaise
 
engrais 
tsp 

AT THE PRICE OF Hfl. 405,31 p:mt
C 4 P P.O. Ahidjn ILFI.. 283. 717,hobo diou 1a 2'o bu rkina fas.o 

poid nut 50 kj
WnuL.i]1isez pa;s de ceoc, (red wv,,pita]Is) 

Reversc .< .* ve. , lcth _ cuant iti 

cud-bei jer Land 
pays has
 
+ emblem 

Toal C + F F.O. Abidjan Hf].. 1 .017.035,40
 

Origin: Morocco
 

Supplied under The Netherlands Development 
Aid Programme. 

Payment: 
by telegraphic transfer to our
 
Account No. 26.54.79. 399, with our 
bankers H. Alheri. de Nary & Co..,V. 
Rotterdam, T ,,, t*[.hen. fad: 

http:26.54.79


1521 

chemimex Terflizer services b.v.
 
ilizer raw materials 

/; Li fertilizers and frt 

der hcjdcn'ra! 16 
oud.beeter!and 

Po' .,' F, 960)a oud- ,er ,rid 
therlands 6,130 %AZ H E..B'OEK 

one (0)1860 193144 
!5624 cie rn 
1860C.-I' -.' :% 

dordrcchl E,407 

Iale iI. A!L-,t do Pidry Co N.V Cu, -

Jam -t. 2. 5̂- 70 339 the , 3 L.h Dec :u r 1:9 9 1 

eL.
 

fil'.'c.i Cc ic)0. 4 

file ro.1237/91 

Shipped per M.v. "VARINA" from Morocco to Abidjan 

Mar ks 
----------------.... . .. . ..... 

. 
........ 

i ; [ , 
... ................ . . . . . ... . ... ...... 

AzOun t 
... ... 

On gjc, 't. . .. . . 

for 500 m E da 
doration noerndaise 
dOFa p o.,.2.e ri c;:-- a z 

p pa ckd i . 50 ;.j ' i 
+ 2L empLy o,:,er' m-uh 

; 
s.:;areb)Ags 

dap 

Ouagacdo1(ju Stbiirl i 
poids netL 50 kg 
ni'utilisez pas de 

fi:;o 

crocs (red capit-als) 

for 990 nits dap: 
donation neeriland ise 

AT TIE PRICE OF fill. 492,16 pmLengrais 
C + F F.O. Abidjan = lfl. 733.318,40dap 

bobo dioulasso burkina faso 
poids net 50 kg 
n'uti]isc,:, pas de croc:; (rcd capit.a .s 

RC'Cy ':; : 2;~ '";. "2 I~~t •( i' i 

OuJ- ,: ,: .z'
 
pays bci:; 

+ emblCM 
u:r; oI]; q 



F El L copy F1 LF. IsI; .. tI(J A ,L -IA I'A [, . ,
1URG. KESSENPLEIN 3 IrALLiNE .
 
0431 KM HOENSBROEK 


":22, CO DTRAINSPOI(T 
-F-EXBILL OF LADING

7HE NETHERLANDS issued subject to ICC Unlorrn nules for a

Combined Transport Document (ICC publicaicn 2.8)
 

nsigned to order ot 

INISTERE DE L'AGRICULTURE ET DE L'ELEVAG
 
ERVICE DES ItN'RANTS ET _-A :CNISATION
 
GRICOLE
 
.P. 7005, CUAADOUG.O 

SAKE DE L'AGRICUV:A EE V'
 
'EL> ;AGE.cS"ERVICE ............
 

ECA SATION AGRICOL'.
 
.P. ;005
 
JAG;. JOUGOU
 

AH1 W . . 

)rtlof C . l:.q,o A d,'y:1, 
OUACADOUGOU 

arks a - uni: rs NunI,-r and ird p,'i.scka rL-'tjf, r o f r<.:-:.J, r , vt ui-jtf L . .:.-r, 

)NE SIDE: 
)ONVTOU NEERL.IDAISE 500 mE DAP 502.000 kgs

NGR,\IS packed in 10.000 bags
 

)AP + 200 empty bags 
)UAG..DOUGOC BURKINA FASO 
?OID- NET 50 KG 
1'UT!:.ISEZ PAS DE CR(Y.S 
RED CAPITALS)
 

REVEXCE SIDE f 
H..:.'x F-ETILZE R AREL OUT ABIDJAN UNT-I.L ISQ L 

3ERV: IFS B. V. CONSIGNEE'S W4ARFrV DDH-P"ED CUSTOMS CLEARED,)UD- -:IJERL.ND EXCLUDING IP E,\"J.TIS 
?AYS 'AS 
t* EH !L,.EZM 

acccrdinj to Ift declnratio H"fh'j cc Sig or 

the go:&, and instructions are accphd and droaff with sutjnct o im Standard Conditions printed o wvnrfoaf. 
'This d '-.urnent may be issuod only bya rrr~n her o kfa org;wnisaiern affiliated to fib Futdoraiol of Dutch For d.irrrrtA p;rIs' A'socia. 
lions (F E ." 

ral~en" ".-.,qt~ p,', t -.IJOrd-,_a , c ndIonr , t o:o. <r :'re *ncl'nn,,,at It' plfx t2c rLUCL 't. ,.rt u i ;n rrior.Iyl
)ne ci . ' ,,,lt,irnt,, Tn-ns,r,>t [:l:.. i ed atjv-.. 

,., :~.C ;.1 l ,tat , .. .,.,, , fj*f r..- vrct. , n cr tlt;r .j,; Ir"iiV "r,..'. tin ":i''ui . C'.nu-t~il 

-. .i ,Iago t low. 0 'A I-- .. '",. 

Drr 

http:IJERL.ND


Daniel C G riffi'th (. 	 V.
 
Intornational Cornmodity Sahiplers and Analytica! Cheinsts 

Our ref.: V/139861 	 ]ele rio (010; .172035502 

3191 KE H.,-liet F1 Telex287(031st December, 1991 

P0. F' x .175 Telefax (010) 416 ,2-4.
31 :0 AK IthCvlet RI Chani!'re cl Cormerce: 

Rotterdani 11'.K9 

R.!OhP'T OF j IZP':TFON 

Client TO WHO. I'' MAY CONCERNJ 
Material lh I,,'tAT, IN BAGS ('1. S P.) 

Tender no. 198/91. 
Vessel v.y."VA U '' 
From P'ort o 1. (C.:afoco) 
To : .bi, ja:, 

We hereby confirii- havi ref.,':ted in:;pecLion of 700,000 ]:c: 
..... , C i p "(SEVEN HUNIDRED , LCK:.A,.,,) oT "' e SulT:pio:;plie 

in bags. 

We confirm also that tle prdIuct was free of any oroic,n matters. 

INSPECTION
 

CONDITION OF' CARGO 	 The holds of the vessel were inspected 
prior to loading and found suitable to 
load the material in bacjs and that 
hatchs covers were found free of rust 
or other contaminants. 

WEIGHT 	 7 00 etr ic Tons as5 e.idtto nd by 

Al ALYSIS RESULTS : 	 PY0, ,i,90 % 

.Xoi;tukf-: 	 ,50 '% 

.;a ,and on b(half of, 
DANILI,.C. GRIjFFI f'I (HOLLAND) 5.V. 

/7.
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CrE NAME. 'CONGENILL". EDITION 1978 -- BILL OF LADING 

m r Lmn wirt ci'ATEMlPAnrnc. 

Chemirnex Fertilizer Services B.V. 

p.O. Pax 1521 II..... 

3260 BA Cud Beijerland 
The Ne ther.aiyrs 

50AEM - Abidjan Fo:.0.- 0.U., . f'.:.K Y.V," . . ,'"'ar 

01 BF 1727....... 
Rond Point de Nou'eau Pw:- Mecanisation A:ricole 

IAbidjan - Cote d'lvoire B.P. 7005 
_ _ __Ouagadougou 

%ootyaIddf 5S 

Wblnisre de l'Agriculture et de 1'Elevage
 

Service des Intrants et la
 

iecanisation Agricole
 
B.P. 7005 
Ouagadougou 

vei.e Pori r1 a 

WVARINA Morocco
 

-Abidi nn
 

one side: I .490 mt PAP packed i n 29.800 bags +
 

for -Rsdap: 596 cmpLy bags - grossweight 1.495.900 iis
 

donation neerlarjaise
 
engrais
 
dap
 
ouagadougou burkina faso
 
roids net 50 kg
 
n utitisez pas, Qie cr',Z3 (red capitals)
 

for 990 mrs dap: 
donation neerlardlaise 
engra LS 
dap 
bobo dioulasso burkina faso 
poids net 50 kg 

.Qutilisez pas Ce crccs (red capitals) 

>1everse side for both quantities: CLEAN ON BOARD 

chemimex fertilizer services b.v. 

oud-beijerland " FREIGHTl PREPAID 

pays bas 
+ emblem
 

t.^]~ res' S'L C, dV'ae nwg)l.,,Ja:.C.~j.o IC, 

Frelhi Dayab4C aS r 
SHIIPPED T,, .L. ,r,,,avv.. n , , ... 1cr-'t,,c,C"rART.R PANTY dated 28th N;ovemhz 1991 

, :,.'. ,:'. . .,. . '', .. , :''
CnE~~~~~~~p,. . T ~~~~~~~~.. . A.. . . . . . . . . . 1 . 1. 

i r, c, -;. 

'IC UVisd 6V 

& ZonL-bly%VYJ 9 Polrar (a s ai t oy 
IL'eBaC 3 3 C lI.. 
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Fertilizer Pricing 
Theory and Practice 

Introduction 

"How much is it?" This question always brings buyers and sellers together with
 
buyers defining how much they are prepared to pay and sellers defining how much they
 
are willing to accept for a product or service. The convergence of buyer's and seller's
 
needs and wants through the pricing mechanism is a fundamental aspect of marketing.
 
Price, along with product, place, and promotion, is a marketing management tool that
 
should be used by marketing managers to achieve their marketing objectives.
 

Price has been formally described as "a communication to the buyer of the terms 
under which an exchange can be made." However, the price that is communicated for a 
product or service must be acceptable to the buyer and must provide the seller with a 
margin sufficient to promote capital renewal for business growth. 

In fertilizer marketing, price is a principal determinant of fertilizer use but not 
the only one. Fertilizer products per se are not being sold to farmers. The results of 
fertilizer use are being sold. This can be termed "effect marketing." Farmers will not 
use fertilizer in the absence of sufficiently favorable fertilizer crop responses and 
attractive value cost ratios. A rule of thumb applied to developing countries is that 
average value cost ratios need or more forto be 2:0 to provide sufficient incentive 
farmers to buy and use fertilizers. This ratio can be altered by adjusting either the 
fertilizer or crop price or both. In an effort to keep consumer food prices low, most 
developing countries have elected to adjust fertilizer prices by subsidizing fertilizer 
production or marketing activities, including procurement. As a consequence, 
government intervention in determining fertilizer prices is the norm in most developin4 
couiiries with governments often exercising indirect and direct control of fertilizer 
prices. The role of developing country fertilizer marketing managers in determining 
prices, whether in public, private, or cooperative sectors, has been constrained by 
government action. Often insufficient attention has been paid to pricing strategy. 

The development of subsidized fertilizer markets creates an open-ended 
increasing budgetary expense for national governments and there is an increasing need 
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to curtail such annual expenses especially in those countries where the fertilizer market 
has been significantly developed. In these circumstances the adjustment to less 

government regi,!ation and more competitive marketing requires a full understanding 
of financially efficient pricing principles and strategies. The theory of these will be 
examined from the viewpoint of the economist, the accountant, and the marketing 

manager before examining practical pricing decisions. 

The Economist's Viewpoint 

Economists have done more work on pricing than any other group and have given 

us the theoretical background which helps us to understand the process. 

A simple element of economic theory is that in a situation of perfect competition 
there will be a going price level which fixes the price that a company entering the 
market can charge. This means that if the company charges a price above the going 

price it will not sell anything and, if it charges below the going price, it will be able to 
sell all that it offers-but could sell the same amount at the going price. This situation 

is represented in graph form in Figure 1. 

In defining perfect competition the economist expects the following conditions to 

hold: 

1. That the product or service is homogeneous. 

2. That there is a large number of buyers and sellers, such that no one buyer or 
seller is large enough to significantly alter the pattern by either restricting 

demand or supply or increasing supply or demand. 
3. Buyers and sellers are in close touch with one another. 
4. There is no preferential treatment. 

Perfect competition is theoretical. The act of marketing seeks to alter at least two 

of the parameters. Firstly, the homogeneous nature of the product or service and 
secondly, the treatment of customers. The purpose of marketing is to take the demand 
curve and lift it and tilt it. The demand curve then looks more like that shown in 
Figure 2. 
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Given this demand curve, the marketing manager is now in a position to have a 
pricing policy. If he charges a higher price (Pi) lie will tend to sell a relatively small 
amount (Qi); if he charges a lower price (P2) he will tend to sell more (Q2). 

This introduces another main concept of economists, that of demand elasticity. 
This is a measure of the relationship between two sets of changes which are 
interdependent. The first is a change in price level, the second a subsequent change in 
the amount demanded. If we have a fertilizer priced at $10 per bag and sell 10,000 bags 
and alter the price to $9 per bag to discover that we now sell 13,000 bags, we can work 
out the elasticity of demand for the product. 

Remember that we are measuring two changes. The first, price, changes from $10 
to $11 .-an increase of 10%. The second, the number of bags sold, changes from 13,000 
to 12,090-a reduction of 7%. Elasticity of demand at this point is then -0.7; a 10% 
higher price gives a 7% decrease in sales. Elasticity of demand is the percentage 
change in demand divided by the percentage change in price. 

If we now do the same sort of manipulation but assume a different market 
response-say an increase in demand of 5% for a 10% reduction in price-the elasticity 
of demand becomes -0.5. If the factor is greater than 1 this is called elastic demand, if 
less than 1, inelastic demand. The slope of the curve is a reflection of the elasticity or 
inelasticity of demand. Graphically it can be represented as in Figure 3. 

In the elastic demand situation a small drop in price results in a significant 
increase in sales and therefore sales revenue. A similar price reduction with an 
inelastic demand does not significantly alter the amount purchased. Conversely, if 
demand is relatively inelastic, raising prices will not result in a high loss of sales. 

There is a particular relevance here for the marketing manager. The most 
creative task in marketing is to make the demand for a product or service relatively 
more inelastic, primarily through product and promotional strategies. 

Products which have a low price elasticity of demand, inelastic demand, are 
usually those which are staple necessities for users and have few or no substitutes. For 
example, in a rice consuming country price has little effect on rice demand. Products 
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which exhibit high demand price elasticity, elastic demand, are usually those with many 
substitutes or are not essential products for the consumer. 

The marketing process can move products towards greater inelasticity, which 
provides greater flexibility in setting prices, by employing product and promotional 
strategies which differentiate them, rendering them less prone to substitution. A 
promotional strategy that assists in developing greater reliance by the customer on a 
product or service reduces elasticity. 

The converse of price elasticity of demand is income elasticity of demand. This 
concept measures percentage changes in demand as a function of percentage changes 
in income (or purchasing power). Products or services for which demand does not 
increase with increased purchasing power are income inelastic such a staple food items, 
basic clothing needs, and shelter while most consumer goods are income elastic. 

For fertilizers the general situation is that income elasticity of demand is higher 
than price elasticity of demand. In other words farm income has a greater effect on 
fertilizer use than fertilizer price. The two concepts can, and should, be linked by using 
the realfertilizerprice as the measurement criteria. The real fertilizer price is measured 
by the ratio of actual on-farm crop output price to fertilizer price. This is the Crop 
Fertilizer Price Ratio or CFPR. When this ratio is used for calculating demand 
elasticity then both price and income effects on demand are taken into account. As an 
illustration Table I shows the evolution of official paddy procurement price, urea retail 
price, and the CFPR in Bangladesh. Thus in 1982/83, although urea prices increased 
by 12% the CFPR only increased by 6%. In developing countries the fertilizer elasticity 
of demand measured in this way has generally been shown to vary between -0.3 and 
-0.6 in the short run and -1.5 to -3.0 in the long run. The short run is meant by the 
immediate or impact elasticity and long run means the final adjustment of demand 
response to a price change. The initial reactions of farmers to price changes are 
constricted by many factors and it takes time to adjust to new circumstances. In 
general, a 1% increase in real fertilizer price will reduce fertilizer demand by between 
0.3% and 0.6% in the short run and 1.6% to 3% in the long run, although most 
elasticity estimates have not taken account of nonprice factors and therefore tend to be 
overestimated. 
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Table 1. Evolution in Official Paddy Procurement Prices, Urea Retail Prices, and 
the Implied Price Ratios in Bangladesh 

Procurement Estimated Urea 
Fiscal Year Paddy Price Retail Price FCPR 

------------ (TK/md)-----------
1972/73 33 43 1.3 
1973/74 45 65 1.4 
1974/75 77 109 1.4 
1975/76 77 109 1.4 
1976/77 78 130 1.7 
1977/78 84 130 1.5 
1978/79 84 152 1.8 
1979/80 110 196 1.8 
1980/81 115 239 2.1 
1981/82 124 287 2.3 
1982/83 135 322 2.4 

Source: Mudahar (1984). 

The level of demand elasticity reflects many factors and not just price. The actual 
price effect is a reflection of the underlying crop fertilizer xesponse function and the 
farmer's aversion to risk. Availability of credit to purchase fertilizer, availability of 
markets to sell crop output, farmer knowledge, and perception of fertilizer benefits and 
farmer commitment to fertilizer use all affect the demand elasticity. Therefore, over 
time demand elasticity changes with the maturity of market segments and at any one 
time demand elasticity varies with the magnitude of real fertilizer price changes. 

For the moment it will be useful to try to link our notions of elasticity with the 
real world in which the marketing manager has to operate by examining the financial 
background to pricing. 

flhe Accountant's Viewpoint 

The traditional base for pricing is the system known as "cost plus." In this system, 
all the costs involved in producing, or procuring, and marketing a product are 
calculated and then a sum, either fixed or as a percentage of costs, is added, which 
gives the price charged. It is useful to note that because all prices are derived from 
basic costs plus some addition, the essential feature of the "cost plus" system is that 
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costs plus 	the additions are the only considerations in arriving at a price. Many retailers 
still arrive at a price by adding a fixed percentage to the price charged to them by the 
manufacturer. This ignores any market or marketing considerations. 

It is important to recognize that the accountant has objectives which differ in 
many cases from those of the marketing manager. The accountant is concerned with 
accounting for all organization costs in as reasonable a way as can be found. This 
usually includes the arbitrary allocation of overhead costs to individual products or 
services to calculate afully absorbed cost for each item sold. 

Table 2 	 illustrates a fully absorbed costing method and cost plus pricing
calculation for a fertilizer marketing organization in a developing country. For the sake 
of simplicity it is assumed that only two products are sold, urea and DAP. 

Table 2. 	 Fully Absorbed Costing and Cost Plus Pricing 
for Urea 

Urea DAP 
----- ($/ton)---

f.o.b. cost 	(bulk) 110 200 
Freight 25 22 
Port discharge 15 15 
Bags 10 10 
Direct labor for bagging 10 10 
Bagging overheads 2 2 
Distribution freight costs 35 35 
Warehousing overheads 8 8 
Interest for 3 months @ 15% 8 11 
Marketing overheads 15 15 
Administration overheads 5 5 

Total costs (fully absorbed) 243 333 

larketing 	margin @ 12.5% 30.4 41.6 

Selling price 273.4 374.6 
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At the selling prices shown in Table 1, assume that 20,000 tons of urea and 
5,000 tons of DAP are sold. The total costs and revenue to the organization will be as 
shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. 	 Total Costs and Revenue for 20,000 Tons Urea, 
5,000 Tons DAP 

Urea DAP Total 
- -------- ($million)------

Fully absorbed costs 4.86 1.665 6.525 
Marketig margin 0.608 0.208 0.816 

Revenue 5.468 1.873 7.341 

There are two major problems with this "cost plus" approach from the marketing 
decision point of view. Firstly, the calculated price has been arrived at without 
reference to market conditions. Secondly, the allocation of overheads can easiiy 
obscure the genuine contribution which a product is making to the organization. 

The Marketing Manager's Viewpoint 

From the marketing point of view only two product pricing characteristics are 
required. These can be simply represented as: 

Market Response] X Contribution] 

Market response represents the likely response in the marketplace to a given unit 
of marketing effort placed behind each product. In economists' terms this is the 
elasticity of response. 

Contribution represents the contribution to overhead (or fixed) costs and profit 
which each product makes after meeting the costs directly associatedwith that product. 
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The definition of costs is important in understanding the concept of contribution 
analysis. Several terms are used interchangeably for three types of cost: 

Variable or direct costs. 
Fixed or indirect or overhead costs. 
Total or fully absorbed costs. 

Variable costs vary directly with the level of production or marketing volume.
 
Fixed costs are costs that do not vary with production or marketing volume.
 
Total costs are the sum of variable and fixed costs, which when applied to
 

individual products, incorporate an allocation of fixed costs to each product. 

Contribution is defined as selling price minus variable cost and it is the 
contribution to fixed costs and profit. Using the contribution concept the original costs 
in Table 2 break down into two components-variab;e and fixed costs-as shown in 
Table 4 from which contributions can be calculated as in Table 5. 

Table 4. Variable and Fixed Costs 

Urea 
--------

DAP 
($/ton)-------

Variable costs 
Fixed costs 

213.00 
30.00 

303.00 
30.00 

Table 5. Contribution 

Urea DAP 
S($/ton) 

Price 273.40 374.60 
Variable costs 213.00 303.00 

Contribution 60.40 71.60 
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Contribution can now be seen as relative not only to profit, but also to the fixed 

costs. It can be expressed as a percent of the selling price; 22% for urea and 19% for 

DAP. Note that these contribution percentages are in reverse order of the marketing 

margins originally calculated in the "cost plus" pricing calculation. 

If this is now related back to the original market demand the picture is as follows 

in Table 6. 

Table 6.Total Tons, Revenue, Direct Costs, and Contribution 

Urea DAP Total % Revenue 

Tons Sold 20,000 5,000 25,000 

Revenue, $ million 5.468 1.873 7.341 
Variable costs, $ million 4.26 1.515 5.775 (79%) 

Contribution, $ million 1.208 0.358 1.566 (21%) 

Sales cover the direct costs, the allocated overheads, and the marketing margins. 

The average weighted contribution is21%. 

Contribution analysis allows one to calculate the breakeven sales-thatis the sales 

revenue that has to be generated to cover the direct and overhead costs only. This 

calculation is simple once the contribution percentage has been calculated. In the 

above example total overheads are $750,000 and the weighted contribution is 21%. 

The breakeven sales are $0.75 million - 0.21 = $3.516 million. Put another way, this 

says that $3.516 million sales with an average contribution of 21% yields $0.75 million 

contribution, which covers all overhead costs. 

The simple sum can also be used to find the necessary sales to generate not only 

a breakeven figure but also a given marketing margin or profit. In the same example, 

to generate the original profit of $0.816 million this amount isadded to the total 
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overheads of $0.75 million and the resulting sum of $1.566 million is divided by the 
1.566contribution percent of 0.21 viz. -= $7.341 million. .21
 

Table 7 illustrates what happens if the price of urea is adjusted upwards or 
downwards by 5%. These calculations show that to generate the original profit, with a 
5% lower price, sales revenue has to increase by 22.8% and sales volume by 29.3% 
while with a 5% higher price sales revenue can fall by 14.4% and sales volume by 
18.45% because of the changes in contribution for each unit sold. These calculations 
can be represented graphically as shown in Figure 4. 

Table 7. Pricing on the Basis of Contribution Analysis 

Current Price 5% Lower 5% Higher 

Price/ton, $ 273.4 259.73 287.07 
Variable cost/ton, $ 213 213 213 
Contribution/ton, $ 60.4 46.73 74.07 
Contribution, % 
Overheads, $ million 

22.09 
0.6 

17.99 
0.6 

25.8 
0.6 

Breakeven revenue, $ million 2.716 3.335 2.325 
Breakeven, tons 
Profit, $ million 

9,935 
0.608 

12,841 
0.608 

8,101 
0.608 

Sales revenue to generate original
profit, $ million 5.468 6.715 4.682 

(% change) 22.8% -14.4% 
Sales volume to generate original 
profit, tons 

(% change) 
20,000 25,854 

29.3% 
16,310 

-18.4% 

Contribution analysis provides the necessary background against which to 
evaluate the elasticity of demand around a particular price level. For any given 
overhead cost structure and contribution the impact of actual price changes on 
marketing margins (or profits) can be compared to estimated demand elasticity. For 
example, in the data on Table 2 a 5% increase in price requires no more than a 18% 
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fall in sales volume to maintain the original profit level. Without a change in crop 
prices the actual fertilizer price increase is a real price increase and a demand elasticity 
of -3.6 (-0.18 + .05) is required in the marketplace to achieve the marketing objective. 
If the demand elasticity in the marketplace is estimated at only -1.5 then it is most 
likely that the required sales volume will be achieved because a 5% increase in 
fertilizer price will only result in a 7.5% fall in sales volume. 

Using the same data but changing the marketing objective to one of reducing 
fertilizer costs to farmers then a A 5%different scenario arises. reduction in price 
requires a 29% increase in volume to achieve the original profit level, implying a 
required market demand elasticity of -5.8 (.29 + -0.05), way above the estimated 
elasticity of -1.5. The marketer is then faced with the task of reducing costs, both 
overhead and direct costs, to maintain profitability. In the example used, if overhead 
costs cannot be reduced then direct costs have to be reduced from $213/ton to 
$203.5/ton to achieve the dual marketing objectives of a 5% reduction in price and 
maintenance of profits. Again, the calculation is simple as in Table 8. 

Table 8. Calculation of Direct Cost Reduction to Maintain Profit 

Current sales volume 20,000 tons
 
Sales volume with a 5% lower price 
 21,500 tons (+7.5%) E = 1.5 
Expected sales revenue 21,500 tons x $2 59.73/ton 

$5.584 million
Less fixed costs $ .600 million
 
Less required profit 
 $ .608 million 

= Total variable costs $4.376 million 

Variable cost/ton $203.54
 
Contribution/ton 
 $56.19
 
Contribution as % Sales Price 
 21.63% 

Contribution analysis plus an analysis of market demand combines the best 
concepts of the marketer, the accountant, and the economist. It takes account of the 
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market as well as internal cost considerations. Unfortunately, as with many theoretical 
concepts, there are some difficulties in practical application. 

Practical Application of Pricing Theory 

In the real world of fertilizer marketing pricing policy and strategy has to be 
developed for markets varying from monopolistic to highly competitive. Monopolistic 
markets in which there is only one seller or in which government regulation determines 
price, both require price levels to be set in line with marketing objectives. The 
contribution analysis is straightforward, although many marketing organizations in 
developing countries fail to keep adequate costings. While this aspect is easily rectified 
the determination of the demand function ismore difficult. 

Determining the Demand Function
 
The problems with demand functions are that:
 

1. 	 Nonprice factors alter the level of the demand function. 
2. 	 Elasticity changes with time. 
3. 	 The underlying crop response function only reflects the impact of price on 

application rates but not on fertilized areas. 
4. 	 In most developing countries there is inadequate data on demand by crop 

segment over time. 
5. 	 The theoretical precision of demand elasticity isoften not realized in practice. 

Nonprice factors can raise or lower the level of the demand function. Increased 
irrigation area, high-yielding varieties, and credit availability will increase the level of 
demand and mask the impact of price elasticity. As market segments mature, that is as 
more farmers use fertilizer at close to optimum rates, elasticity tends to fall. Farmers 
using fertilizer at close to optimum rates do not have to reduce application rates to 
maintain marginal product in response to increased fertilizer prices as much as those 
farmers using fertilizer at lower rates. 

Faced with changed real fertilizer prices, farmers can react in three ways: change 
application rates, change the area fertilized, or change both. In situations where 
farmers have a good understanding of fertilizer use and fertilize their total crop area, 
their reaction to real fertilizer price increases is usually to drop the application rate. In 
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developing market segments, where understanding of and commitment to fertilizer use 
is low, farmers tend to react to fertilizer price increases by reducing the area fertilized 
as well as reducing application rates. 

Fertilizer marketers can try to establish demand functions for fertilizers by 
several methods: 

- Direct attitudinal surveys 

- Statistical analysis 

- Market testing 

- Subjective analysis 

Whichever method or combination of methods is used the final estimate of
 
market response to price changes is heavily reliant 
on the experience of the marketing
 
manager and the understanding of the customer. 
A good market information system
 
which allows the manager to consider the individual crop segments can lead to
 
excellent subjective analysis.
 

Marketing Objectives 
The demand function and internal cost considerations place upper and lower 

limits on pricing levels but the actual price is arrived at through a careful consideration
 
of the marketing objectives and the reaction of competitors in competitive markets. A
 
specific market goal in terms of volume, 
 marketplace, leadership, or in terms of 
attracting retailers, distributors, or agents will determine an appropriate price level. 
Volume and marketplace are very relevant to fertilizer markets in developing
 
countries.
 

Market Development Objectives-In the introduction phase of market 
development when farm incomes are low, fertilizer knowledve is poor, distribution 
systems are expensive, and crop marketing systems inadeqdate, relatively low fertilizer 
prices are necessary to make the use of fertilizers attractive. As balanced sector 
development occurs during the takeoff stage, raising agronomic potential, adoption 
and learning by farmers, efficiency in distribution and crop marketing, and farm 
incomes while lowering farmers' aversion to risk in usi;lg fertilizer, then fertilizer price 
levels can be raised. The timing and sequencing of changes in the real price levels of 
fertilizer are specific to each situation but a common objective should be to avoid large 
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absolute levels of change because these create uncertainty in the minds of farmers, 
retailers, and wholesalers. 

Channel Objectives-Pricing policies aimed at attracting retailers or wholesalers 
should be based on providing margins commensurate with the marketing tasks 
performed by the retailers or wholesalers. A retailer who only takes orders, has little or 
no stock or storage facilities should not get the same margin as an active retailer 
providing credit, storage, on-farm selling, and organization of farm demonstrations. 
The marketer, in setting objectives for a retailer, should provide margin baseda on a 
combination of the cost to the retailer of performing the tasks and the value to the 
organization of having those tasks performed. 

Distribution Objectives- Fertilizer markets are characterized by high seasonal 
peaks. Excessive distribution costs in terms of freight and/or stock holding costs often 
occur. Seasonal discounts to encourage off take and stock piling by retailers or farmers 
can reduce the cost of seasonal peaks. "Fhe level of discount should be matched to the 
cost savings for the marketing organization and provide an incentive to the buyer. 

Territorial Objectives -Often a pricing objective is to provide all farmers with 
fertilizer at the same price. This entails subsidizing those farmers further away from 
the supply point (factory or port) and penalizing the farmers near the supply point. 
Various arguments can be made for and against such policies but a uniform price 
policy tends to hide the real cost of freight subsidies and penalties and distorts resource 
use. The use of direct subsidies to farmers in remote areas does not penalize other 
farmers. hnmpromise approaches can be taken such as regional pricing points where 
prices are quoted ex-regional store. Wherever such a system is applied it is important 
for the marketing organization to record the actual freight costs between regional 
warehouses and then be able to coml)ute the price averaging. 

Volume Objectives -The use of volume discounts, a common practice in 
developed countries, enCourages the establishment of wholesalers and leads to 
economies in freight by encouraging larger shipments. Volume discounts can be 
supplemented by minimum order quantities which provide marketng organizationa 
with increased dispatch efficiency. 
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Product Mix Objectives-Product mix pricing considerations often mean 
modifying a product price to achieve a desired product mix. A marketing organization 
selling urea, ammonium nitrate, and ammonium sulfate can price these products in 
several ways such as: (1) equal price per unit of nitrogen on-farm; (2) equal 
contribution per product ton; (3) equal contribution per ton nitrogen; (4) product value 
basis; and each method will give rise to a different product mix and a different total 
contribution. The marketer should search for a mutual set of prices that maximize 
contribution on the total product mix. This exercise is difficult because of different 
demand and cost interrelationships and product substitution. Modifying nitrogen 
product prices on a value basis is preferable because this takes account of the 
perceived value in the marketplace which can be modified with product promotion 
strategies. In the above case the differences in agronomic efficiency and the value of 
sulfur should be used to modify prices to achieve the required product mix. 

Commodity Objectives - When products being sold are very similar 
(commodities), their prices are generally very competitive, suci as inl the international 
fertilizer market and in the fertilizer markets of developed countries. Prices tend to be 
similar due to the effects of competition. In markets where products are alike and 
prices are similar, marketing organizations can adopt high volume, low price strategies 
or place a strong emphasis on other nonprc'e marketing elements such as distribution, 
promotion, services, credit, and incent;ves. 

Marginal Objectives-In situations of oversupply as thosesuch that occur 
periodically in the world fertilizer industry, the fully absorbed cost of production or 
marketing cost has little influence on price. During the mid-eighties world prices for 
fertilizers fell below the full cost of production due to falling demand and oversupply 
on the world market. Major producers sought to maintain sales volule and capacity
 
utilization by aggressive pricing based 
on variable production costs. This strategy can
 
only be short-lived bccause the basic cost of mnufacture does not change and a
 
contribution to overheads has to 1,e made. The rationalization of the fertilizer industry 
in North America and Europe restL!ted from too much product being marginally priced 
for too long in response to intene price competition from low-cost producers in North 
Africa, the Middle East, and Eastern Europe. 

One aspect of commodity products such as fertilizers is that over time the real 
price of the prod:'.t falls. Calculations made for urea, amllonium nitrate, and DAP 
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show that the real prices of these products has fallen 1%-2% per year over the past 
15 years. These real price falls arise due to the impact of experience (learning) in 
prciduction and the removal of barriers to production over time. This becomes an 
important considerat)n in planning new fertilizer production investments. 

Fertilizer Pricing in Developing Countries 

In most developing countries the value cost ratios for fertilizer use were initially 
too low to induce farmers to use fertilizer. In efforts to keep consumer food prices low 
(because of low incomes) most developing countries elected to adjust fertilizer prices 
by subsidizing production and/or marketing activities. These policies were reinforced 
by the energy and fertilizer crisis of the 1970s. As a consequence, government 
intervention in determining fertilizer prices is the norm in most developing countries 
and many governments exercise direct or indirect control of retaii prices. 

In a review of pricing policies in selected developing countries, Mudahar and 
Kapusta (1987) made the following observations and comments. 
1. 	 Both ex-factory and retail fertilizer prices are fixed by government to achieve 

predetermined goals of production efficiency and price parity with agricultural 

commodities at the farm level. 
2. 	 Actual farm prices often vary from official levels, being higher during scarcity and 

lower when there is a glut, reflecting deficiencies in fertilizer supply management. 
Deregulation of retail prices in Bangladesh in 1983 did not appear to have any 

adverse effect. 

3. 	 Uniform prices across a country are prevalent. 
4. 	 Some countries have the same retail prices for different fertilizers irrespective of 

nutrient content or cost, which has no social or economic justification. 
5. 	 Retail prices are often held constant (in nominal terms) over extended periods, 

causing the real price to fall. 
6. 	 Retail price rises when implemented have often been in large discrete jumps with 

adverse effects on consumption. 
7. 	 Where dual pricing policies have been practiced black markets and leakage occur 

and the system is administratively difficult. 
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8. High cost domestic fertilizer industries established to achieve fertilizer security 
can be self-defeating insofar as high retail prices cause falls in fertilizer 
consumption and agricultural production. 

9. 	 Farmers in most countries are not paying the economic prices for fertilizer. 
Subsidies lower the cost below the world market price. 

These observations and comments reflect a need for developing countries to 
implement pricing policies and strategies that are based on the underlying principles of 
pricing; namely contribution analysis and demand elasticity principles combined with 
gradual change to price levels as sector development proceeds and the use of nonprice 
factors to raise demand and reduce price elasticity. 

Further Reading 
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Fertilizer Packaging 

1. Introduction 

The package is an essential item in the fertilizer systems of the developing countries. 
Marketing and distribution managers may not always be aware of the importance of the 
packag,.. as it affects their costs and the quality of the fertilizer delivered to the farmer. 
Various aspects arc considered in this presentation to provide food for thought and perhaps 
to stimulate action in reducing both packaging and fertilizer damage costs while at the same 
time improving package and fertilizer quality. 

2. Why Bag? 

In asking this questio i, we come up with what may appear to be some very obvious 
answers. We should not forget, however, that commodities in bags can be handled by all
manual methods through any system and on all forms of transport without any special 
equi)ment whatsoever. Other poSSible systems include (a) palletized bags, (b) sling loads 
of bags, (c) mini-bulk or 1-ton bags, and (d) delivery in bulk. These all require a degree of 
mechanization not usually available in the developing countries. 

In considering movement of fertilizers, many factors are involved but it comes down 

to: 

1. Customer requirement. 

2. Protection of the product. 

The farmer in the developing countries usually requires a relatively small quantity 
in a conveniently handled form, but he also wants a gua antee of the weight and quality of 
the product. I fe is thertore looking for a factory-finished, tamper-proof hag. The fertilizer 
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bag usually consists of a strong outer bag of sufficient strength to contain the product and 
a polyethylene liner to reduce moisture pickup. The farmer is often very interested in the 
reuse value of the bag. 

For the marketing man, a quality package can help sales and improve the company 
image. The printing on the bag is also necessary to define the contents and can also be 
used to give various messages to the consumers. In many countries this is regulated by law; 
for example, in India by the Packaged Commodities Rules (1977). 

3. What Weight of Bag? 

Loosely referred to as the "size" of the bLg, this is usually 50 kg and sometimes 25 kg. 
A 50-kg bag is about the maximum acceptable one-man lift that can be handled through a 
manual system and by the farmers. A 25-kg bag is preferred by farmers for ease of 
handling, transport, and use. It isapproximately two-thirds the cost of a 50-kg bag, but twice 
as many per ton are required, so that overall 25-kg bags are approximately one-third more 
costly to the producer (US $3-$4/ton). In addition, the 25-kg bag may almost double filling 
and handling costs. The 50-kg size is therefore more economical to the producer and, 
largely for this reason, has become the generally accepted standard "size." 

Larger bags (50 kg instead of 25 kg) are more prone to damage, particularly because 
of increased use of the hook (see below). In some places 100-kg bags are still in use. These 
were once much more common but because of handling difficulties have been phased out. 

Smaller bags are mentioned later. 

For a particular weight of fertilizer, the actual size of the bag is, of course, 
determined by the density of the particular product. For a relatively low density or "light" 
product, such as urea, a larger and more expensive bag will be needed than for the same 
weight of a high-density or "heavy" product, such as TSP. Some values are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Packaging Volume of Fertilizers
 

Product Bulk Density Volume for 50 kg 

Urea prills 740 kg/M 3 	 68 LTSP granular 1,120 kg/m 3 


MOP granular 1,050 kg/rn 3 
45 L
 
48 L 

Most fertilizers can be accommodated in two sizes of bags: 
1. 	 60 cm x 100 cm (flat dimension) for low-density (light) fertilizers, such as urea and 

ammonium nitrate. 
2. 55 x 90 cm, for high-density fertilizers, such as phosphate potash and NPKs. 

Bag size should, in any case, be tailored to the particular product to minimize 
package costs. However, the exact size can only be determined by trial and Ullageerror. 

(free space) of 10%-15% 
 is left to give the sealed bag the right handling characteristics. A 
too tightly packed bag is more difficult to handle and stack and is more likely to burst open 
when dropped. A too loosely packed bag is like handling a bag of water. 

In recent years, growing interest in 25-kg bags has been observed. There is also 
interest in 10-kg and 5-kg bags as starter packs for small farmers. The 10-kg and 5-kg sizes 
may be overpacked in a "standard" 50-kg bag and handled through the system using existing 
manual methods. 

4. Hooking 

The greatest single source of danageand loss in handlingbaggedfertilizers is caused by 
handling with hooks. This is particularly noticeable in port handling. 

The problem is not simply that the holes caused in the bags may lead to leakage and 
loss of product. The real problem is the puncturing of the inner, waterproof liner. As noted 
earlier, fertilizer must 	be protected from moisture, so the bags have an inner waterproof 
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liner. Once this liner ispunctured, moisture can readily enter the bag, causing severe caking 
and physical loss of quality, in addition to the physical loss of fertilizer. This damaging 
effect continues after leaving the port or factory throughout the system of handling and 
storage, right up to the time that the fertilizer is used by the farmer. It is then very 
important to the receiving country that bagged fertilizer should not be handled with hooks. 

In considering how to stop hooking, we must start by recognizing: 

1. Hooking is a very efficient way of handling bags. 

2. Picking up 50-kg bags manually is difficult. 

3. Handling 50-kg bags is very hard physical labor. 

If we had to do this job ourselves, we would find it much easier to pick up bags using 
hooks in the hold of a ship than without them. In order to eliminate hooking, it is therefore 
necessary to compensate for the increased difficulty. More men per gang will be required 
to handle at the same rate. Alternatively, extra payment or lower targets may be neccssary. 
A slightly higher cost of handling will then have to be accepted, but this should be more 
than compensated by a reduction in fertilizer damage and losses, both in and after leaving 

the port. 

The attached article (Appendix I) tells how a USAID logistics officer in Bangladesh 
in the early 1980s managed to eliminate hooking of fertilizer bags in Chittagong port. This 
has become Bangladesh Government policy for all products. It is important that any such 
action must have official and continuing support. It is very easy for hooking to creep back 
in if management relaxes its efforts. 
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5. Bag Types 

5.1. Introduction 
Accepting a weight of 50 kg fixes the volume of the bag, but there is still an almost 

unlimited range of options in terms of materials of construction, form of the materials 
(thread, tape, sheet, etc.), treatment of ma.Iterials, strength, shape, use of liners, types of 
liners, surface treatment, closure of bags and liners, printiig, etc. We will consider the main 
options. 

5.2. Materials of Construction 
A wide range of materials is used for construction of fertilizer bags, including jute, 

cotton, polypropylene, polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride (PVC), and paper. These may be 
used singly or in almost any combination. 

The most commonly used materials for constructing fertilizer bags are jute, woven 
polypropylene (WP), woven polyethylene (PE), PE film, and paper. Bags produced from 
these materials have been developed with regard to practical requirements of strength, 
resistance to damage, cost, reuse value, ease of handling, and availability of raw materials. 
Frequently, a combination bag is used; this generally consists of an Outer bag with a liner 
of polyethylene film. Combinations of materials may also be used. In woven bags, the warp 
may be jute and the weft polyethylene. "Single" film materials may be co-extruded with 
different materials or different types of polymer of the same material, e.g., a polyethylene 
two-layer co-extrusion may have UV-treated anda a low-slip layer on the outside and a 
high-slip material on the inside. 

5.3. Methods of Construction 
Bags have traditionally been produced from natural fibers and woven materials and, 

more recently, from plastic materials which are heat extruded to form tubular film. This 
tube may be used as such or cut into thin strips, which are processed into woven material. 
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Bags are produced as a true tube in the case of most single-film plastic bags, and also 
for circular woven bags. These have an advantage in not having a sewn side seam, which 
can be a source of weakness. Otherwise, bags are made from a flat sheet, which is folded 
and the seams then made in the side and bottom. The seams may be joined by sewing, 
gluing, or heat sealing. 

The woven materials for bags use a weave of specified weight and strength. Bags 
made from natural fibers, such as jute or cotton, use fibers which are roughly circular in 
cross section. Woven synthetic materials, e.g., polypropylene or polyethylene, are usually 
woven from flat tape or ribbon. Woven types have the ability to close up or "self-heal" to 
some extent after being snagged or hooked. 

Many fertilizer bags are fitted with liners and these are discussed in a later section. 

The most common type of bag for fertilizer use is the open-mouthed pillow bag. 
Pillow bags are most commonly made from jute, woven polypropylene, woven polyethylene, 
or single-film polyethylene; gusseted bags are usually of polyethylene or paper. Construction 
varies, with the most common being sewn seam for jute; sewn seam or tubular weave for 
woven polypropylene or woven polyethylene. Polyethylene film bags and liners are produced 
as an extruded tube, heat sealed at one end. Other construction nethods may be use]l, such 
as pasted square bottoms for paper bags or heat-sealed square bottoms for PE bags. This 
type of construction offers the advantages of a square-ended pack which stands and 

palletizes well. 

A recent interesting development is the "form and fill" process. In this process, two 
reels of flat PE film are fed into a rectangular former in a filling machine. The weighed 
fertilizer is filled between the two films, which is then scaled around the former. This 
produces a pillow-type bag which i; heat-sealed around all four sides. 
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5.4. Shape of Filled Bag 

Many 	bags are of the "pillow" type, sealed or sewn across both ends. 

Others have folds or gussets, which may be in the bottom or in the bottom and sides. 
Gusseted bags are generally of polyethylene or paper construction. After filling, the 
gusseted bag has a square-sided configuration. This gives compact and stable stacking. The 
bag also stands more conveniently in use. Bags with a gusseted base or manufactured with 
square ends (usually PE and pape) I are also termed "block bottom." 

The bag corners may also be mitered by being sewn or sealed the cornersacross 
before filling. This gives a more square corner and eliminates the ears, which are liable to 
damage curing handling. 

5.5. 	 Valved Bags
 

A special type is the valved bag 
 or "valve pack." This type of bag is usually 
constructed of paper or polyethylene film and has an opening, generally at a corner, with 
an internal flap or labyrinth valve which acts as a self-sealing closure after filling. The 
paper-valve bag may have an external flap or spout which is manually tucked in after filling. 
An adhesive patch may also be used to seal the valve after filling. Machines are also 
available for PE bags which can heat seal the valve after filling. Although valve bags are 
more expensive than the open-mouthed type, they are attractive for production because they 
eliminate the closing operation after filling. Valved bags are generally not recommended 
for use in developing countries for the following practical reasons: 
1. 	 Easy access for pilfering or adulteration. 

2. 	 Spillage during handling (sifting from the valve). 

3. 	 Entry of moisture. 

5.6. 	 Aspect Ratio (or Shape) 

Aspect ratio is the ratio of width to length. Accepting 50 kg as the standard weight 
of material we wish to package, and a particular type of construction, what "shape" package 
do we use? Any aspect ratio might be used, implying an infinite number of choices. Our 
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choice, however, is limited by some very practical requirements of our handling system; i.e., 
what shapes can be palletized, stacked, shipped, and handled efficiently and economically? 
Consider aspect ratios of 1:1, 1:2, and 3:2 (Figure 1). 

1:1 results in a square bag which is awkward to handle and stack. Secure stacks 
cannot be made since interlocking of bags is difficult (Figure 1A). 

2:1 results in a rather elongated bag configuration with limited stacking and palleting 
patterns available (Figure 11B). 

3:2 is the most commonly used ratio, yielding fairly economic use of materials and 
good stacking and interlocl:ing characteristics (Figure 1C). The second layer is turned 1800, 
the third layer is the same as the first, and so oil. A pattern of five bags to the layer and 
four bags high results in a unit of I ton or six high for 1.5 tons. When considering the 
interlocking and relative stability of block stacks using each of these patterns, the 3:2 ratio 
has definite advantages. A pinwheel stacking pattern issometimes used. This is quite space 

efficient, as shown in Figure 2. 

It should be remembered that fertilizer is very often stacked in these types of pallet 
patterns when in storage, even though not actually on pallets. C rrect aspect ratio is then 
of importance to ensure a well made and stable stack. 

The rectangular five-bag pattern shown in Figure IC is standard, particularly for 
palletized fertilizer carried on road trucks. The square six-bag pattern shown in Figure 1D 
gives good interlocking and might be preferred to the "standard" five-bag pattern. Why is 
the six-bag pattern not used for transport'? Some simple calculations may give the answer. 

1. Assume a 50-kg packed bag size of 55 cm x 83 cm (2:3). 

2. A five-bag pattern is 1.38 M x 1.65 M (5:6). 

3. A six-bag pattern is 1.65 M x 1.65 M (6:6). 
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Figure 1. 
Aspect Ratios and Pallet Patterns
 

Bag 
 First and Odd Layers 
 Second and Even Layers
Aspect Ratio Pallet
(1, 3, 5, etc.) 
 (2,4, 6, etc.) Aspect Ratio
 

1:1
 

122
 

2
 

3:2
 

3
 

2:3
 

1
 

6
 

1.5 
 5-Bag
 

Pattern 

6:5
 

2:3
 

1 

1.5 6-Bag 

Pattern 

6 
6:6 
(:6 

(1:1) 

For B, C, and D, alternate layers are stacked in different directions to achieve interlocking.
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Figure 2. Pinwheel Pallet Pattern
 

5 

2 3 

2 

3 

5 

Unused area, 1 in 25 = 4%
 

Alternate layers are stacked in alternate directions
 
to achieve interlocking.
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4. 	 Transport regulations allows a 2.5 m truck platform width, with a load overhang of 
approximately 0.25 m on each 	side, for a maximum load width of 3.0 m. 

It is then clear that two six-bag pallets cannot be carried side-by-side on the truck 
(3.3 m) while two five-bag pallets at 2.76 m are a comfortable fit. 

If it is necessary to make the best use of a defined space for palletized material, such 
as in filling an ISO container, firstly there are a limited number of pallet sizes which will fit 
into the container efficiently. Then there are a limited number of interlocking pallet 
patterns which can be used. It is quite possible that the standard bag size will not fit 
efficiently with mechanical (palletized) handling and the bag size may have to be changed. 

5.7. 	 UV Protection
 

Fertilizer bags will be exposed to 
 sunlight during transportation and storage 
operations and require protection from the ultraviolet rays present in sunlight. Ultraviol' t 
(UV) 	 radiation causes rapid deterioration of untreated polyethylene and woven 

polypropylene materials, resulting in failed bags and lost fertilizer. 

It is essential that UV stabilizers or additives are used to protect against UV damage. 
Commonly used additives are carbon black, CYASORB UV531, cadmium yellow and other 
pigments. Tests have shown that bags can be safely stored outdoors for over 12 months 
when treated with these stabilizers, although uncovered outside storage is not recommwnded. 
It is always advisableto coverbags stored outside to protect against both UV attack and rainfalL 

The cost of full UV stabilization is only around US l¢/bag. (See attached copy of 
telefax 	from Zakkencentrale, Appendix II.) 

Full UV stabilization should be included in any specifications. 
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6. Bag Liners 

Liners are normally made from polyethylene film and are essential for many 

fertilizers in order to reduce moisture pickup. They may serve three main purposes: 

1. 	 To retard pickup of Moisture. 

2. 	 To prevent sifting and loss of fine particles. 

3. 	 To prevent contamination. 

It is important to realize that although the liner may be considered waterproof, it is 

in fact a semipermeable membrane, which allows water vapor diffusion through the film. 

The rate of diffusion is: 

1. 	 Proportional to the difference in relative humidity outside (RH of the air) and inside 

the bag (CRII of the product). 

2. 	 Proportional to the area exposed. 

3. 	 Inversely prolortional to the thickness of the liner. 

In practice Ole rate of moisture pickup is very low, but it is important to realize that 

a sealed liner does not give a hermetically sealed package. 

The USAII) specification for WP bags with a PIE liner requires a liner thickness of 

four mill or 0.1 mm. A thickness of 2 mil i:, fairly common. Bags with laminated liners 

may go down to I rnil or 0.025 im. The best protection against moisture pickup is given 

by single-fil in polyethylene bags, commonly around 7 rmil or 0.175 mni. 

Liners are usual lV made from tubular extrusions of polyethylene and may be placed 

loose in the bag ("ctIffed"), lalin iated to the outer bag by gluing or by heat, or may be sewn 

into the outer bag. Some are gusseted and almost all are heat sealed at the bottom. A 

'1 ril 	= one ihousandlh of an inch. 
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loose liner should be longer than the outer bag to allow for heat sealing, wiring, tying, or 
folding of the top. It should also be wider than the outer bag in order to be a loose fit 
inside which will not be stretched and split when the bag is filled. 

7. Bag and Liner Closure 

7.1. Closing of Outer Bags 

Woven types of bags and paper open-mouthed bags for fertilizer are closed by 
sewing. It is strongly recommended in all cases that the to!) of the bag isfolded over before 
sewing to obtain a strong closure and good sealing. 

This is particularly important with bags with laminated liners, which have a smooth 
inside surface. Turning over tile top not only gives I much stronger closure, but more 
important, it minimizes entry of aii and moisture (leading to caking) through the top of the 
bag. It also avoids loss of fertilizer. When sewni unfolded, the stitches and the gaps 
between the stitches are visible from the to) of the bag. l)uring manual handling, small 

quant'ties of fertilizers trickle out from these gaps, causing dirty handling conditions and 
darnage to facilities. 

Single-film polyethylene bags are closed by heat sealing. These bags have pinholes 
in the sides or ends which allow escape of trapped air after packing, usually assisted by bag 
squeezers cr flatteners. The pinholes are carefully designed and located so that air can be 
released while preventing eifistu re from entering the bag. A typical arrangement might be 
4 x 1 mm holes punched through the empty bag at eachc nd, 10 cm from the end and 10 cm 
apart. This has beerr fouid to release air satisfactorily but to allow little entry of moisture. 
Iloles in the contact areas of the bags m'iy he affected by capillary action or "wicking" of 

water between bags. 
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7.2. Closing of Liners 

The best closure for a polyethylene loose liner is heat sealing, but this requires 

additional equipment and significant additional handling and cost. Other alternatives 

include tying with string or wire, rubber bands, or simply folding or tucking without tying. 

The tendency is to use the simplest method, which is folding or tucking, but it is very 

difficult to ensure that this is done properly on a regular productiol basis. It is also 

important to ensure that as much trmpped air as practicable is expelled to prevent ballooning 

of the 	sealed bag, which can result in unstable stacks or bt,'st liners. 

Where the liner is laminated to the OuijC bag, as with the jute bag and woven 

polyethylene bag in India or with the "expor:" bag with a sewn-in loose liner from Europe, 

it is important that the top of the bag is fohled over before sewing to obtain a satisfactory 

closure as noted above. 

7.3. 	 Importance of the Sewing Thread 

The type of sewing thread to be used requires very careful consideration. Factors to 

be tLen into account include the material of the bag, whether hand or machine sewn, type 

of sewing machine, type of stitching used (e.g., chain, lock, overhcad, etc-), produCt, and 
handling and storage methods to be used. Clearly, the stitChing must not be the weake;t 

link in the chain, allowing the top seam sewn during filling to fail during handling, either 

initially or after aging in storage. Similar co.2,iderations apply to the side and bottom seams 

made by the bag maim facturer. h'lhe aid sewing thread comeseams under greatest strain 

when a bag is dropped or otherwise roughly handled. 

Coinmoo ly used threads include natural fibers; e.g., cotton and jnite, or synthetic 

fibers, such as viscose rayon, nylon, polyester or polypropylene, or blends of these, e.g., 

nylon/cotton. 

The synthetic fibers are generally stronger than the natural fibers :ind less susceptible 
to natural decay or chemical attack by the fertilizers. They may, however, require different 
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sewing techniques or special lubrication or finishes to reduce wear and ensure smooth
 
operation of the sewing equipment.
 

The closure must also be able to withstand any condilions to which the bag will be
 
exposed. It will be noted in the USAID Specification (Appendix III) that the UV stability
 
test 
covers both the bag material and the specified polypropylene sewing thread. 

On overall performance, the best sewing thread may be polyester, because of its high
 
strength and high resistance to UV and chemical attack. 
 Synthetic materials are generally
 
better for the filling operation because they are less likely to break than the natural fibers.
 

8. Damage Levels and "Shrink" 

A commonly quoted level of damage or "shrinkage," when speaking of
 
handling systems for bagged materials, is 1% per handling operation. This level is far too
 
high, unrealistic, and totally unacceptable. Damage can be reduced mainly by proper
 
management and 
 supervision throughout the system - from specification of packages 
through the packaging operation, transport, handling, and warehousing. Damage must be 
monitored, measured, costed, responsibility assigned, and reported to management. The 
goal should be to reduce loss throughout the whole system to a level of less than 1%. 

Damage can result from many actions in the handling system. The most common 
damage/loss occurs through bags torn by using hooks in handling operations, causing both 
physical loss and deterioration in quality. The bags and, hence, the fertilizer may also be 
damaged by various other problems: Faulty bags - either wrong specifications or poor 
construction; faUlty packaging inattention- to detail in closing or filling bag; cuts and 
tears  from dropping, handling, conveying, or use of hooks; seam fa;lure - from poor heat 
seal, faulty sewing, poor duality thread, or imperfections in weave; water damage - from 
atmospheric moisture (humidity) or from exposure to rain or other source of water; and 
knocks and dirt - from storage environment. 
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Prevention of all these types of damage is possible through attention to each 
component in the handling system to ensure that the proper bags are used and that they are 
properly closed, handled, stored, and transported. This is an extremely important 

management function. 

9. "Loss" and "Damage" Costs 

It is very important to be clear as to what is meant by damage, and more particularly 
"loss." Most so-called losses are inaccuracies of measurement and, in some cases, theft. 
Damage is not necessarily a loss, because the contents of a damaged bag might all be 
recoverable. True loss is only that quantity i'hich is so damaged as to be unusable or 

irrecoverable. If, in packing an import shipment, all bags are 1 kg overweight, a 2% shortage 
is assessed. This is not, however, a true loss. Even stolen material is not a true loss to the 
agricultural system. All such apparent and real losses should, of course, be identified and 
minimized. Damage of 1% may involve only 0.1% true loss or spoilage (plus costs of 

recovery and bags for repacking). 

On a throughput of I million tons/year at $200/ton, the turnover is $200 million. 
"Loss" of 1% or 10,000 tons represents $2 million. Saving only 0.1% of throughput 
represents $200,000; therefore, the effort and expenditure to control and reduce damage is 

very well worthwhile. 

10. Specifications 

The importance of proper packaging specifications to both buyer and seller is self
evident. Specifications must not only be technically satisfactory but properly "managed" by 
the fertilizer manufacturer by strict inspection and control of packages, as supplied, and by 
strict control and checking of the packaging process. A sample specification provided by 
USAID is attached (Appendix III). A manufacturer's specification is also attached 
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(Appendix IV). A buyer's specificationwill be much more detailed and covers many specific 
requirements. The buying contract should also cover delivery inspection. 

The basic specification should cover requirements of size, material of construction 
(including thickness and strength, warp and weft for woven materials), type of construction, 
construction of seam, type of sewing thread and stitching, liner, anti-slip treatment, UV 
inhibition, anti-static treatment, surface finish for printing, method of supply (number per 
bundle, whether on pallets, etc.), testing methods, inspection, and acceptance procedures. 
Altogether, expert advice is needed. 

Incorrect specification, acceptance of poor quality or substandard bags, or changes 
in features, such as fabric strength or the kind of sewing thread used, can cause enormous 
problems throughout the system. For example, severe problems are sure to arise from a 
poor side seam or end seam. It is also important in the distribution chain that the material 
strength of single-film polyethylene is adequate, and that the heat seals are well made 
both the bottom seam made by the bag manufacturer and the top seam made by the 
producer. 

When purchasing fertilizer, before writing one's own package specification, it is 
advisable to obtain a copy of the prospective fertilizer sellers' package specifications for 
shipments to other markets. This procedure could enable development of a more realistic 
package specification, which the seller could much more easily meet with benefits to both 
parties. 

11. Common Types of Fertilizer Bags 

As discussed earlier, a wide range of sizes, materials, and methods of construction 
is possible for fertilizer bags. The most common size is 50 kg and a small number of 
common types have evolved. The principal characteristics of five of the most commonly 
used types are as follows. 
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11.1. 	 Jute With Polyethylene Liner 

Considerable development of jute bags has been carried out by the Indian Jute 

Industries Research Association (IJRA), particularly the jute sack with a bitumen laminated 

PE liner of around 1-mil thickness. 

Jute bags in the correct weight and weave are strong, handle and stack very well, and 

have excellent reuse value. Jute has poor chemical resistance and is susceptible to attack 

by acid phosphates (SSP & TSP). 

11.2. 	 Woven Polypropylene or Woven Polyethylene 

With Polyethylene Liner (WP/PE) 

These are the most widely used shipping or "erport" packages. They are relatively 

expensive ar'd very strong but can be slippery, resulting in unstable stacks, unless some anti

slip treatment is used. These bags have good resistance to most fertilizer chemicals; they 

are nonabsorbent, and shed moisture well. The relatively rough texture causes them to be 

abrasive to handlers' hands. Excellent reuse possibilities exist for these bags. 

The polyethylene liner may be loose ("cuffed"), or sewn in. Laminated liners are not 

common. A fairly recent development in Europe is toward an unofficial "standard" type of 

bag for export fertilizer, produced in very large numbers by bag merchants, offering 

advantages in cost and ease of filling. This is a woven polypropylene bag with a loose 

polyethylene liner which is, however, sewn into both the bottom seam and the top seam 

around the open bag mouth. The liner is heat sealed at the bottom, just above the stitch 

holes of the bottom seam. 

The sewn-in liner type offers benefits for production, compared to the loose liner, 

because it is easier to put on the filling spout and the liner cannot collapse into the bag. 

Some companies are now heat sealing the liner through the outer bag after filling. The seal 

is below the stitching and does not adhere to the outer bag. This gives what is probably the 

best all-round package on protection and performance. 
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11.3. 	 Woien Polyethylene (PE) With Laminated 1PE Liner 
This has developed in the past few years, particularly in India, but is used in a 

number of countries. The PE outer layer is not as strong as polypropylene but is still 
adequate and cheaper. The bag turned out to be popular with farmers for its reuse value, 
not so much as a bag but for making waterproof sheets. 

With its smooth internal finish, it is important that the top of this bag should be 
turned over before sewing to minimize entry of moisture. 

11.4. 	 Single-Film Polyethylene 
These bags are widely used in the United States and Europe for domestic shipments 

and sometimes for export. The film thickness determines the relative strength of the 
package. This package is most secure against pilfering or adulteration, sheds water well, and 
has good stacking properties. It is better, in fact, than most people assume - better than 
woven polypropylene, for example. It is also stronger than is generally assumed, although 
it is easily Cut or slit by sharp objects or rough surfaces. This, in fact, turns out to be an 
unexpected advantage, since this very strongly discourages hooking. 

These bags have been made from linear low-density polyethene (LLD) which has 
been noticeably improved in strength over the years. Recent developments of highly or 
ultra-linear polymers (ULLD) give even greater strength and resistance to tearing. 

11.5. 	 Multilayer Paper 

This type of bag can , custom tailored to the required strength by varying the 
number of layers and the material of the various layers. It handles and stacks very well. 
A polyethylene film liner is usually laminated to the inner layer as added product protection. 
Paper 	bags are resistant to atmospheric moisture (humidity) but easily spoiled when wet. 
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12. Bag Costs 

It is not possible to give more than cost indications, because of variations in costs of 

raw materials and differences in specification or quality. 

The approximate cost of pillow-type 50-kg bags for urea is as follows: 

I Approximate Cost 

Jute with loose PE liner $0.40-0.45 
Wpa with loose PE' liner (cuffed) 0.35-0.40 
W) with laminated PE liner 0.30-0.35 
WP with loose, sewn-in liner 0.35 
Woven PE with laminated PE 0.25-0.30 
liner 0.20-0.30 
Single-film polyethylene 0.35-0.40 
Paper (4 ply) 

a. WP = woven polypropylene. 
b. PE = polyethylene. 

The smaller bags required for higher density products, such as DAP, TSP, and potash, 

cost 3 or 4 cents less than the above prices. 

Gusseted bags cost around 5% more. Valved bags cost 25%-30% more than the 

plain types. 

Close attention must always be given to package quality and costs. Underpackaging, 

i.e., having an inadequate package, can lead to excessive costs for losses and damage. 

Overpackaging - having a package of an unnecessarily high standard - creates too high costs 

for the packages themselves, although this may benefit the farmer in reuse value. 

Reuse value is of importance to the farmer. If reuse value is taken into account, the 

best overall package on cost and performance grounds is woven polypropylene with a PE 
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liner (a resale value of 20c/bag has been quoted). If the manufacturer does not take resale 
value into the equation, another type will be chosen. 

The significance of package costs is sometimes overlooked. If an organization is 
handling 1 million tpy, at $0.40/bag, the bill for packages is $8/ton or $8 million/year. A 
reduction of only 1 cent (2.5%) in package cost is $200,000. Packaging costs could be 
reduced by reducing the size of the existing bag (is it too long?), or by reducing the 
thickness or strength of the material (is it too stong?), or by changing to a different bag? 
It would seem that a reduction in length or strength equivalent to 2.5% of package cost 
would be easy to achieve. Costs are, however, always a balance, as indicated in 
"Underpackaging." If the "saving" of 2.5% in package cost causes additional product losses 
and damage of only 0.1% at $200/ton, this overcomes the package saving of $200,000. 

13. Selection of a Package 

In selecting a package, many technical factors, costs, and marketing (customer) 
considerations must be taken into account. Availability of raw materials may be the 
deciding factor, as with jute in India and Bangladesh. Debits and credits 'or each package 
type cannot merely be summed. Different weightings and cost consequences apply in each 
specific situation and management judgment on the balance of factors is necessary. Where 
a change is made in packaging, perhaps to reduce costs, field trials should be carried out to 
assess performance in the specific handling system and to obtain customer reaction. 

Let us all remember we do not yet have a perfect package for all conditions and 
should always be looking out for ways of improving packaging effectiveness, whether this 
means lower cost for the same performance or better performance for the same cost. 
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14. Management and Control of the System 

It is suggested that in a larger system, a PackagesManageris an economic investment, 
as indicated by the potential for savings in the section on "Damage Costs." He is also 
essential for proper coordination and optimization of departmental interests throughout the 
system. In a company manufacturing and marketing fertilizers, package specifications and 
performance are of prime interest and importance to: 

1. 	 Purchasing and Supply departments. 

2. 	 Production. 

3. 	 Distribution and Warehousing. 

4. 	 Marketing. 

5. 	 Customers. 

Any change that isbeneficial to any one of these functions could have adverse effects 
in other parts of the system. 

The Packages Manager should then be expert in his field, operate as a specialist, and 
monitor and coordinate the total system, including: 

1. 	 Package specifications and procurement. 
2. 	 Inspection and quality control of packages received. 
3. 	 Packaging methods and production performance - sewing, sealing, weights, etc. 
4. 	 Transportation, handling, and warehousing performance - handling methods and 

problems (particularly damage level and losses). 

5. 	 Customer claims. 
6. 	 Development - awareness of new materials and methods. 
7. 	 Monitoring of the balance of overall cost, loss and damage levels. 

The packages expert (manager, advisor, or coordinator) may be a handling engineer 
or work in conjunction with a handling engineer. He should repay his costs many times over 

in: 
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1. Reduction of package costs and damage levels. 
2. Elimination of the majority of production packaging problems. 
3. Improvements in quality of product delivered to customers (customer satisfaction). 
4. Reduction of customer complaints and compensation claims. 
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JA , , 	 anymore," Maddy says. The clue to sol 
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~ 5~9NJLV ~ the ports, spreading an av.'arenes, ofA A , ; • magnitude of the preventable losses. 
by Alexanderina Shuler hooks to unload ships. The problem with local-hire member of the stait, Robert C 

using them on fertilizer bags is that they salves, "yas especially valuable to 
Who Would dream that small holes puncture the heavy-duty sacks. The hole v,'ork," Maddy notes. "Bob knovs pe

in fertilizer bags could cost as much usually closes up; undetected is the large everywhere and is respected. That was 
as $5 million a year and could make hole 	 in the inner plastic bag. By the time ical 10 our getting our message across 
a difference whether a lot of people a bag leaves a ship, it is rolled, tumbled, having people accept the changes we 
went to bed hungry or adequately fed? jerked and otherwise moved innumerable posed." 

It's very real, AID's Paul Maddy says times. Full of energy and enthusiasm, Gor 
emphatically. Hie's all too familiar with As it continues on its long, rough jour- yes commanded the attention of labc 
the problem having just successfully ney from dock to rice paddy or wheat field, and governrent officials when he 
completed a two-year effort to do several pounds of fertilizer pellets, which proached them with, "Hooks snaicare 
something about it. have moved into the wall between the outer food from tie Mouths Of our child 

Maddy, an agronomist by training, and inner bags, have dozens of chances to Hooks can't produce more rice but I 
now a logistics officer in the Bangla- escape as the bags suffer tears, snags and lizer can." 

desh mission's agriculture section, stretched seams. As Maddy puts it, "Once "Workers need to understand what thelps monitor and document the those 	 pellets get in that wall, they're half- pens and why, if a problem is to be 
movement and receipt of AID-financed way to It's game sees Maddy says, onBangladeshfreedorn.first!" a of who rected," elaboratingHe smiles at his humani- staff's effort. "It's a matter of educal 
commodities. In Bangladesh, fertilizer zation of the pellets but the point is well Order someone, 'don't use hooks!' and 
makes up a sizeable portion of these made. may get some results, but they'll be terncommodities-i1 million tons a yearfrom several international donors at 	

r
Also, moisture is absorbed, impairing its rary. As soon as the ofhcials are outhe going rate of $255 per ton. a effectiveness-the chemical properties are sirht the hooks will start svinging,"

thef oincedoraitie or 5p e t n r. t adversely affected and the fertilizer clumps, As they went about their work, .afinanced fertilizer shipments in recent which 	 means ittends to spread unevenly says the slaff became aware of sev 
years have ranged from 60,000 to when the farmer puts it on his field. rnrsconceptrons people held. First, t100,000 tons. 

Whenever possible, spilled fertilizer is
For as long as anyone can remem-

was the idea that workers don't careswept up and rebagged. Often, the spils would not cooperate. Get tough insic
ber, stevedores in Bangladesh-like goes urdete-ted; only by getting down on Furthernore, sorne people insisted ho
all over the world-have used hand one's knees can sprinklings be seen. are necessary provide rapid unloadto 
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One suggestion Maddy frequently heard 
was a special bag, perhaps with handles 
on both ends, would help. 

Maddy counters that workers do care if 
they are made to understand why they
should care. He maintains that labor lead-
ers told him they would have been respon-
sive to his idea earlier if they had been 
properly approached. 

In response o Maddy's contact with theuIonareCispon tort idscontactsid,"weunion at Chitagong port, its chief said, "we 
like to express our heartfelt thanks to you 
and AID for your concern to the losses be
ing sustained by the people of Bangladesh
due to damage to fertblizer. We are in 
agreement with any proposal that will help 
better operations in Chittagong port as well 
as safeguard the interest of the dock work-
ers." He closed by offering full coopera-
lion. 

Maddy says the idea that just because 
workmen use hooks does not mean they 
are bad workers was one they encouraged
supervisors to keep in mind when they 
talked with the v'orkers, whose real con-
cern was sore hands. Once the workers 
were shown they could work without hooks 
and not gel sores-by three people lifting
with both hands held flat under a bag-
they were cooperative. Labor agreed to re-
write contracts that would specify "no 
hooks" under any circumstance. 

The first two misleading ideas dispelled, 
Maddy points out that rather than make a 
special bag that would cost substantiallymore than the ones now being used, why
not use available human resources. The 
extra hands means a very slight additional 
cost in comparison to special bags. The 
money instead goes toward buying more 
fertilizer. 

Finally, Madridy says the rate of unloading)
actually increased with more men working)to load bags into larger net or platform
slings. Another misconception disproved. 

The idea is not a flash in the pan. Maddy 
says the government-aiming to meeting 
its goal of food self-sufficiency by 1934
is institutionalizing the changes. The fact 
that government, labor and contractors are 
discussing and negotiating the problern, 
not only at the docks but throughout the 
country as the bags of fertilizer proceed inthe distribution chain, is good news. As 
Mary notes, the problem can be solved, as 
crews in Chalna and Chittagong, where 
vessels have discharged cargoes without 
using hooks, have shown. 

For his part in the rwd-year campaign, 
Maddy last month received AID's Meni
torious honor Award. Ho's been with AID 
and the International Communication 
Agency since 1959, During his 20 years 
with AID, he's served in Nigeria, Sudan,
Liberia, Vietnam and Panama. Prior to that 
he was a farmer and agriculture vocational 
teacher in the Iowa public school system.
Maddy has bachelor's and master's de
grees from Iowa State University. 
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We herewith thank you very much for your fax regarding the UV-stabillnation.
 
In fact UV-stabilisation for PP woven bags 
can be determined by two wellknown testmethods: The American Standard 5804 U.S. Federal Standard 191 
and
The European Standard ASTM G 5384, which is intended to be also an per CEN
(European Committee for Standardization).
 
At the moment purchases of bags are not mentioning explicit qualifications
to the UV-stabilisation, 
no 	 as
that bag manufacturers sometimes add a very light
UV-stabilisator, 
or a too light UV-stabilinator and then the bags
ted as 
 are indica"UV treated" (instead of UV-stabilizd) 
or
the 	 they even add nothing toraw material, whereas also several bag manufacturers have various ways
for working up the 

quently there are 

raw materials with- or without UV-stabilisators. Conseno good rules, nor qualifications 
as to the UV-atabilioation.
 

The best solution would be that when buying bags the buyers arrange that an
independent control company such as SGS (Soci't4 G6n~rale de Surveillance)
takes samples from a certain lot of bags and then seals the special bags as
well as 
the lot and then have examined the UV-stabilisation, 
or another
solution can be that the bag supplier guarantees the quality of the UVstabiliaation in the bags which are to be supplied.
 
As t-o 
price comparison we may say that when the woven PP bag with PE innerliner amounts to US$0.40/bag and a perfect UV-stabilized bag amounts to
US$0.41, which will say that per metric ton fertilizer the price for the bags
will not amount to US$8.00, but to US$8.20 per ton. Indeed a very small
difference in price for let us say a ton of DAP in bulk amounts to US$225.00,
 arid 
bagging in 50kg bags amounts to USD12.00/ton and bags: 20 pieces of 50kgs
UV-stabilized bags will amount to 
US$8 .20/ton, resulting in a total amount of
US$245.20. (Instead of US$245.00 for not UV-stabilized bags).

For this small price difference the fertilizer trader and the ultimate user
will then receive tho fertilizer in perfect condition. This is specially
important for countries which are not well-equipped in the receiving ports
where it also occurs that the bags are stored in the open-air during some
weeks till 
some months, after which period then a long inland transport has
to be effected.
 

So in general we 
can tell that, if bags do not Comply with the qualities
mentioned in the beginning of our letter: 5804 U.S. Federal Standard 191 
and
ASTM G 5384, the bags are not UV-stabilized.
 

We hope that we with the above gave you the necessary details as
UV-stabilisation and in case you like more details please do not hesitate to
 
to
 

contact us.
 

Faithfully yours,
 

ZAKKE.CE.TRALE 
 .V. 

Copy of telefax of June 1, 1989, from

Mr. Frits Buise, Managing Director of
 

SZakkencentrale 

.- e *. /of 	 B.V., to Dr. W. E. ClaytonIFDC.
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APPENDIX III
 
PACKAGE MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATION
 

PROPEXR DATA SHEET 
 AMOCO FABRICS COMPANY
 
PATCHOGUE PLYMOUTH DIVISION
 

1-96
 

Suggested application - Government Spec Export Chemical 
and Fertilizer Bags.
 

Propex 1-96 is engineered to provide a high strength fabric for use in bagging
fertilizer and chemicals when prolonged exposure to weather is
a necessary

consideration. 

PROPERTIES TEST METHOD TYPICAL CERTIFIED 

MATERIAL 
COLOR 
WEIGHT, OZ/YD2 
UV RESISTANCE 
STRENGTH 
RETENTION, % 

AFTER 400 HOURS OF 
EXPOSURE, FEDERAL 
TEST METHOD STANDARD 

POLYPROPYLENE 
BEIGE 
2.65 
82 

POLYPROPYLENE 
BEIGE 
2.6 MIN. 
>70 

#191, METHOD 5804 

TENSILE STRENGTH, LBS. 
WARP 
FILL 

115 
110 

105 MIN. 
105 MIN. 

SLIDE ANGLE, TAPPI 27 25 AVERAGE 

AIR PERMtABILITY ASTM D-737 4  20 <35 
Cfm/FTL 

SELVEDGES TUCKED 

AMOCO FABRICS COMPANY 
Patchogue Plymouth Division
 
Suite 150, 550 Interstate North
 
Atlanta, GA 30339
 

Tel. (404) 955-0935
 

Issued April 21, 1977
 

The information presented herein, while not guaranteed, is 
to the best of
our knowledge true and accurate. 
Except when agreed to in writing or
specific conditions of use; 
no warranty or guarantee expressed or implied
is made regarding the performance of any product, since the manner of use
and handling are 
beyond our control. Nothing contained herein is to be
construed as permission or as a recommendation to infringe any patent.
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APPENDIX IV
 

II.B.5: AID-Approved Bagging Specifications - Fertilizer 

a. Outer Bags: 

(1) Polypropylene Bags 

(a) Capacity: 

50-kg net or 100-1b. net 

(b) Fabric: 

Bags shall be made from 100% ultraviolet-stabilized polypropylene
 
resin with a weight of not less than 2.6 oz. per square yard and
 
tensile strength-warp and fill, each 105 lbs. average (10 samples
 
shall be tested in each direction with no single test below
 
90 lbs.). The color shall be light tan or beige. A colored
 
identification marker (yarn) shall be inserted in the weave by the
 
fabric manufacturer. The identification marker is to be reported
 
to AID.
 

The fabric forming the top or bottom of the furnished bags shall
 
be a tucked selvedge or a natural selvedge containing not less
 
than the number of ends prevalent in the body of the fabric.
 
Alternatively, the selvedge may be heat cut and formed a minimum
 
of 1-inch wide with a minimum of 20 warp threads per inch.
 

The fabric must be woven to a construction tight enough to prevent

excessive product sifting in the event bag liner failure occurs.
 
All permeability of the fabric in an unstressed state should not
 
exceed 100 cubic feet per minute per square foot.
 

The bottom seam is to be flat sewn in accordance with Federal
 
Standard 751a, SSa-I, regardless of heat cut or tucked selvedge

fabric. The side seam "export" type shall be in accordance with
 
Federal Standard 751a, SSd-1. Bags shall be turned so seams are
 
inside. The sewing thread shall be U.V. stabilized, polypropylene

nominal 1000 denier with test strength of 5 grams/denier. There
 
is no thread color requirement.
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(c) 	Test Methods:
 

Ultraviolet Stability Test--Material and thread must have not less

than 70% strength retention after 400 hours exposure in

weatherometer. The U.V. testing-weatherometer exposure method is
5804 Federal Standard 191. Tensile strength--ASTM Method D-1682

(Grab Method). Permeability--ASTM Method D737-67.
 

(2) 	Jute Bags
 

(a) 	Capacity:
 

50-kg net or 100-lb net.
 

(b) 	Fabric:
 

New fabric shall weigh 9 ounces per square yard (305 grams per
 
square meter) 11 porter into 12 shot Hessian, or heavier.
 

b. 	 Liner (Inner Bag)
 

Inner 	loose tubular liner shall be of 4-mil polyethylene film

having an impact resistance of 165 g cm. The film shall be of
 
low-slip plastic (Kinetic coefficient of friction 0.8 m/s

maximum). The liner shall be heat sealed at the bottom.
 

(1) 	Test Methods
 

(a) 	Thickness--ASTM, D374
 

(b) 	Impact Resistance--ASTM, D1709
 

(c) 	Kinetic Coefficients of Friction--ASTM, 3028
 

c. 	 Methods of Closure
 

(1) 	Outer bag: Top seam stitching shall be a minimum of
 
one inch from the selvedge. The outer bag shall be
 
sewn above--not to the liner.
 

(2) 	Liner: The polyethylene liner shall be closed at the
 
top by one of the following methods after exhausting
 
the excess air:
 

(a) 	Heat sealing.
 

(b) 	Mechanically applied acid-resistant clip of
 
0.150 	inch minimum diameter (9 gauge) completely

circling the polyethylene liner to hermetically
 
seal it.
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(c) 	Mechanically applied bag tie 4-1/2 inches long,
 
plastic-covered wire with a 3/8-inch inside loop
 
on each end. The wire shall be a minimum of
 
17 gauge before being covered with plastic to a
 
minimum of 16 gauge.
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WAREHOUSING: LOCATION, SIZING, TECHNICAL ASPECTS1
 

Why Warehouse? 

Ideally, fertil izer should move fro,' 'hc point of production or 

import directly to the retailer or consumer on a regular basis, without any 
intermediate handling or storage, and preferably as a full load in the
 

transport vehicle. The consumer or retailer would then store 
the product,
 

with offtake seasonality determining the rise and fall in stock levels.
 

In practice, this ideal is not attainable but should still be 
retained as a target and a key objective. We should still plan to move 

fertilizer through the system on a regular basis throughout the year, as far 

as possible towards the point of final use for storage. The key level for 

storage and redistriLution for marketinj piuo o.es is then likely to bc at the 
district 	level. 1he district warthouses ma' then serve as transit cerLers 
from where material is transshipped, preferably directly to the retail level
 

(retailer or co-op).
 

Because of predictable variations in consumption patterns and 
uncertainties in the supply system, it is t'r,rfor'e necessary to maintain a 
network of such warehouses serving as intermediate storage. 

2. 	Location
 

A variety of factors may be quoted as criteria in selecting
 

locations 	 for warehouses. One su h group is a- follows: 

Theoretical Approach to Selecting Warehouse Locations
 

2.1. 	Proximity to market area. 

2.2. 	Locate in areas allowing the least freight expense.
 

2.3. 	Ready tvailability of onward transportation, utilities and labor.
 

2.4. 	Areas affording the lowest tax and insurance rates. 

2.5. 	Locate in the pr)x iI'i t v of the least. , I'i ,' r'de olF transportation and 

supply route. 

1. Prepared by W. E. Clayton, Transportation/Distribution Specialist, IFDC,
 
Muscle Shoals, Alabama.
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2.6. Avoid areas susceptible to natural disasters.
 
2.7. Locate in 
areas affording the best security and law enforcement
 

protection.
 
Most of these, however, are unrealistic or of only academic interest
 

in the real-life situation in a developinj couritry. 
 The principal determining
 
factor is obviously the need to he located central ly in
a major offtake at-ea.
 
The next is to be located on a 
major supply route. In almost all cases, this
 
location 
is the only major town in the entire area. It is the communication
 
center, the center of administration, and the focus of agricultural
 
activities. The najigr locations thus efect 
 hemselves. The
 
exact 
siting at the selected location ismuLh more difficult and requires
 
further detailed onsite study. As far 
as possible, the warehouse should be
 
served directly by the primary transportation mode, usually rail or barge, but
 
availability of land at such favorable locations is likely to 
be very limited,
 
and transshipmeit may be necessary.
 

Practical 
location factors may then be outlined as follows:
 

Practical Approach to Select i W_
are house L.ocations 

1. Locate in a principal demand area.
 

2. Locate on a major supply route.
 
3. Serve directly by primary transport (i.e., make road, rail, and/or water
 

connected).
 

4. Consult local experts.
 

3. Sizing
 

Many factors are involved in determining the required capacity.
 
They may, however, be broken down to 
three principal items:
 
3.1. Offtake Pattern.
 

3.2. Supply Pattern.
 

3.3. Safety Stock.
 
We have previously stressed the iwni)ortance of an accurate and 

reliable demand forecast. Definition of the uftake_ pattern on a mon thly 
basis, with projection for the required number of years ahead, takes into 
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account factors such as seasonality, types of product, availability of
 
transport and the marketing situation, present and future.
 

SYpj is hopefully on a fairly regular basis, but must be defined
 
as well as possible, taking into account and
all production, import 

transportation variables and probabilities.
 

Safety stock is decided as a consequence of the first two factors
 
and is laid down largely as 
a policy matter, but based on experience, judgment
 
and calculation of supply and offtake probabilities on simple
as or
 
sophisticated a level required.
as Account must 
of course be taken of factors
 
such as 
availability of alternative hired accommodation to cover peak
 
requirements, or use of temporary outdoor storage. 
 In Bangladesh this has
 
been up to five months for some locations but this lcvel is now being reduced. 

It will Ken be appreci :ted that Qi/i cf a warehouse requires
 
consideration of 
the overall supply, distribution, and marketing system, 
as
 
well as local features. Calculation of storage capacity is considered later.
 

4. Types and Con.truction Costs
 
We will rot. go into great detail, 
b t will recognize principal types
 

of structure, divid2d very generally 
as follows:
 
4.1. Permanent Structures--Reinforced concrete 
(RC) foundations and flooring
 

with built-in waterproof layer. 
 RC beam or steel frame structure, with
 
brick walls, asbestos or corrugated iron cladding. 
 Roof of concrete
 
slabs or steel frame and corrugated sheeting. 11gh capital but good long
 
term investment. As provided under USAID programs 
in Bangladesh.
 

4.2. Local--May be concrete or brick flooring, brick or 
corrugated sheet sides
 
and corrugated sheet roofing with steel 
or wooden frames. A good 
investment in tie intermediate and siallr size ranges. 

4.3. VillagLe--Great variety. Concrete, brick, 
.r mud flooring, walls of local 
brick, corrugated sheeting or wood. Roof of corrugated sheet or tile,
 

usually on wood frame.
 
4.4. Outdoor Storae--Requires sound, well 
drained base and dunnage platforms 

(such as pall ,ts). Cover with QQp9duble wai;preof sheets, tarpaulins or 
plastic. Secure with ,et, ropes or weights.
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This option should not be overlooked for storage to cover peak
 
demands or for emergency. 
With proper management, there is no
 
significantly greater loss 
or damage. Minimal 
costs.
 

Const,'u.t un coskt are both t.,e- .,d co ry-specific. A 
reinforced c'ncrete, permano:mt-type structu:re in the United States 
currently 	costs around $250/m 2 
or $23/sq. ft. 
 The USAID warehouses in
 
Bangladesh are around the 
same level. 
 A locally 	designed and constructed
 
warehouse 	 seen recently in India, with concrete floor, brick walls and 
corru;atcd s£!, roofing, cost w7,, or m a".an 	 ft, 

5. 	Corrosion
 

Almost all fertilizer materials are corrosive to 
some degree. Water

is the most important factor in enhancing corrosion effects and it is 
therefore 	oF the 'reatest 
importnce to ,'iWN thi.>1i effect by 	keyrir'H
'
 
fertilizer and water (as liquid or as vapor in humid air) as far- apart as 
practicable by:
 

5.1. Correct design.
 

5.2. Use 	 of correct materials. 
5.3. 	Proper opeatiou:.
 

We generally have little control 
over the 	first two, but should be
 
able to do something about the last. 
 Roofs and drainage must be kept in good

condition. Any water or 
spillage should be cleaned up 
immediately. Control
 
of humidity is of cr 	t ical i npor'ancc ard i. ';', ,;vd in the fo l wwir,
 
section.
 

It should be appreciated that we 
are concerned with protection of
 
both the warehouse and the 
fertilizer.
 

Using care and cominon sense in the 
selection 	of materials of
 
construction avin any probl., for exa- ,, 	concrete floors should he
 
resistant 
to fertilizer materials, particularly ammonium nitrate, and should 
have a dampproof course to protect against rising ground water. Steel should
 
be well protected with suitable paint, 
 Fittings 	for corrugated roofs should

preferably be or ytainl.ss steel, although o.- iary ste,1 roof trursse haae 
given long and atisa'.tory serv, in Ort N 'W reh'ouses in pert 
locations. Steel frame structures with corrugated sheet cladding can give 
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satisfactory service, although the bottom of the walls tends to corrode. This
 

can be overcome by-making the lower sections of brick or concrete.
 

6. 	Ventilation
 

This is a critical factor in storage under tropical conditions
 
because of the potential for pick-up of moisture by the fertilize,., with
 

subsequent deterioration of physical quality. The significance of ventilation
 
is often 	not appreciated in both design and operation of warehouses.
 

The controlling factor is the Critical Relative Humidity, or CRH of
 
the fertilizer. This may be broadly defined as the value of the relative
 
humidity 	(RH) of the atmosphere, above which the fertilizer will pick up
 

moisture 	and below which itwill not (and ifwet, may lose moisture). Some
 
CRH values for commercial fertilizers and their mixtures are shown in
 

Figure 1.
 

In addition to the value of CRH as an indicator of moisture pickup,
 
factors such as solubility and tendency to caking also play an important part.
 

As we know, urea is more susceptible than DAP or MOP to the effects of
 
moisture 	because of these factors. It is also the material handled in the
 

greatest 	quantities.
 

The CRH value of urea decreases with increasing temperature,
 

although 	not ,-ry rapidly, e.g. CRH of pure urea at 70°F = 78%, and at 100°F
 
70%. At 	rel ,ve humidities above the 70% range, urea will therefore pick up
 

moisture. U fortunately, such high relative humidities are very frequently
 

encountered in the tropics.
 

Atmospheric relative humidity changes fairly rapidly with change of
 

temperature, increasing as temperature decreases. As temperatures drop in the
 
evening, relative humidities increase to very high levels overnight. Data for
 
Bangladesh are given in Figure 2. It will be seen that overnight levels in or
 
above the 70% range are experienced throughout the whole year, together with
 

high daytime levels over a good part of the year.
 

In order to protect fertilizer in storage from the effects of
 

moisture, the first line of defense is obviously the package, which must be of
 
water resistant construction, securely closed and undamaged. The next
 

protective measure is to avoid unnecessary introduction of "wet" air into the
 
warehouse (i.e., any air with a relative humidity above the CRH of the
 
fertilizer). We may then have to consider measures to control moisture levels
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Figure 1
 

Critical Relative Humidities of
 
Commercial Fertilizer and of Mixtures at 30"C 

Urea 46- -

Ammonium Nitrate 
AN 34,,0-055 4 

Atom.Nitrate Limestone 
CAN 26- 55 55 5 

Ammonium Sulfe 7RH 50 50 5 
AS 21 ,'0-0 

Ammonium Chloride7 0 5 55 5 
26 -0-0 

T riple S uperph osph le 
TSP 0-46-0 

>8 6 7 0 5 5 5 6 

Diammonlum Phcsphote 
DAP 18-46-nO 0 8\6 0 - 6 4 

Monoommonium Phosphate 

Potassium Chloride 5 56 5 55 5 5 5 
MOP O-G 70 65 t0 55 <515 

Potassium Sulfate 75 6 5 5 5 7 4 ,15, 
SOP 0 -0-50 7 75 5 6 0 5 

Sodium Nitrate 1-- 27 55' 05 -b 56 05 05 

Nitric Phosphate 

20-20-0 5 5 7 5 5 

I05 55 -I 70 


Nitrate NPK 20 1 -0 5 55  ' 5 
NitraeNPK 17-17-17 5 
 1 

Sullfae NPK 1 -1 -1 7 '5 <1 

Urea Ammonium Phophole 5 
UAP 28-28-

Urea Ammonium Phosphate 
U,,AP 35-17-0 5 

*Reagent Grade Sall.
 

Note: Determinalinpoutions hwerenmadeorn commercial
matmaerials by TVA. CFRH Values are approximate and may vary several Points depending on 

Source: IFDC. 1984I. Humidity FactorsAffecting StorageandHandlingof Fertilizers,Paper Series P-5, International 
Fertilizer Development Center, Muscle Shoals, At, U.S.A. 



Figure 2
 

Chittagong: Average Relative Humidity
 
3-Year Monthly Averages
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in the warehouse, since it is impractical to seal off the warehouse
 

completely. Conventional methods for control of moisture levels include:
 

(I)air conditioning, (2)dehumidifying, (3)heating of the air (to lower its
 

RH), together wittl (4)limiting the entry of moist air. In most cases, the
 

first three are uneconomical or impractical and only the fourth is a practical
 

option.
 

In a humid climate, it is therefore recommended that entry of humid
 

air to the warehouse must be avoided to the maximum extent possible. It is
 

recommended that warehouses should not have permanent ventilation. They
 

should, however, be capable of being ventilated. In principle, a warehouse
 

should be ventilated only when the humidity is low--60% RII or less. In
 

practice, this is likely to be when the sun is shining and conditions are dry.
 

At all other times, the warehouse should be kept closed, except for working
 

access or when working conditions are unacceptable.
 

When a product which may be affected by moisture is in storage for
 

an appreciable time, it could be beneficial to encase the stock in plastic or
 

other waterproof sheeting. In fact, a well-protected stack of bags in outdoor
 

storage may store at least as well as an unprotected stack in a warehouse
 

which is open daily.
 

Statements have been noted to the effect that high temperatures
 

contribute to caking of fertilizers in storage. At the temperatures
 

encountered even in closed warehouses in the tropics, this effect is not
 

considered significant for the most commonly used fertilizers. It is not,
 

therefore, necessary to ventilate warehouses on temperature control grounds
 

for the benefit of the product, but may be necessary to allow reasonable
 

working conditions.
 

7. Calculation of Capacity
 

A knowledge of storage capabilities is necessary for preparation of
 

storage plans, when negotiating hire of warehouse accommodation or when
 

calculating costs of providing storage by alternative methods.
 

It is possible to calculate approximate sturage factors from first
 

principles, knowing only the bulk density of the particular products. The
 

storage density of the bagged product is assumed ab(,ut 5% less than the
 

density of the loose product in bulk because of the spaces betv,een the bags.
 

Factors for three common products are as follows:
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B
 
A Storage Factor for Bagged


Product Bulk Density Product (5%Less Than A)
 
(ton/m3) (ton/m 3)
 

Urea prills 0.74 
 0.70
 
Granulated TSP 
 1.12 
 1.06
 
Granulated MOP 
 1.04 
 0.99
 

Assuming bagged fertilizer, block stacked without pallets, 
some
 
calculations using these factors are 
shown in Table 1. These relate fairly
 
well to actual experience. In establishing storage standards, measurements
 
for your particular products and particular methods and height of stacking
 
must be made. Bulk density in storage is a useful tool and simpler than
 
attempting to define numbers and dimensions of bags, which can vary
 
considerably, e.g., a 50-kg bag of a particular product may pack tightly,
 
whereas a slightly wider bag will pack loosely and be thinner in the stack,
 
but spread over a greater area. However, once you have established a storage
 
factor for a particular product, it is
a simple matter to measure a stack,
 
calculate the volume, and then the approximate weight in the stack.
 

Table 1. Warehousing Storage Capabilities
 

Product Density Heigh 
 Capacity
 

Urea, prills 0.70 3.5 m 2.45 tons/m 2 
of stacked area
 
TSP, granular 1.06 3.5 m 
 3.71 tons/m 2 of stacked area
 
MOP, granular 0.99 3.5 m 
 3.46 tons/m 2 of stacked area 

(11-12 ft) 
Weighted average for 60/30/10 mix : 2.93 tons/m 2 

say 3 tonsrn 2 of stacked area
 
Allowing 1/3 
access space = 2 tons/m 2 of warehouse area
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Remember this calculation is only an indicator and is for the stack
 
height specified. 'Higher or lower stacks give correspondingly higher or lower
 
capacities.
 

An allowance of one-third for access 
space may appear generous, but
 
is fairly realistic in practice. 
 It is a figure that is frequently
 
underestimated. Consider Figure 3 for a 
40 x 100 m warehouse. Allowing 1 m
 
between wall and stacks and 1 
m between stacks, with 5 m for main access
 
corridors and a 100 m
2 wurking area for re-bagging damaged material, 
the area
 
available for stacking is only 70.5%. 
 This is a maximum, since if material 
is
 
being moved in and out, working space in the stacks is neded. 
If this is as
 
little as 10%, then a maximum of 60% of the total area 
is usable for stacking
 
fertilizer, with 40Y. access 
space. In general, it can be assumed that at
 
least 1/3 of warehouse space is required for access purposes. The figure can
 
be much higher. For example, a 
design for a 20-ton village storage unit is
 
shown in Figure 4. The space occupied by stacked fertilizer when completely
 
full is only 54% of the storage section.
 

On the previously calculated basis of around 3 ton/m 2 of stacked
 
area, the 4,000 m2 warehouse used as 
an example can accommodate 8,000 tons
 
maximum at 67% available area.
 

Itshould not be forgotten that we are paying for soace in a
 
warehouse, i.e., volume, not area. 
 Ifwe can stack twice as high, we can
 
halve the cost of the storage space. (Against this, where plenty of storage
 
area is available, there is 
no point in stacking high; this only adds to
 
handling costs.)
 

This is illustrated in Table 2.
 

Table 2. Warehouse Capacities and Capital Costs
 

Permanent 
 Local Village

Structure Construction Warehouse
 

Construction cost, $/m2 
 250 94

Stacking height, m 

62.5
 
5 
 4 2.5
Capacity of stacked area 4.2 ton/m 2 3.4 ton/m 2 2.1 ton/m 2
 

Capacity allowing access areas 2.9 ton/m2 2.4 ton/i 2 1.5 ton/m2
 
Capital cost per ton of
 
warehouse capacity, $/ton 
 86 39 
 42
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Figure 3
 

Warehouse Area Utilization
 

40m
 

Separation between stacks 1 m L_--
Distance of stacks from wall 1 mL-

Main access corridors ,,R IIbag100 m 

5 

4,000 m2 
Total area 


Rebagging area 100 m, 

2,820 m2 
Stacking area 


Access area 1,1,90 m2 29.5%
 

i*441 
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Figure 4 

Fertilizer Storage 
(23 ton) 

5.5 m 

0.3 m 

5.!; m, 
1.3 rn 

Office 

Total area* 30.25 m' 

Stacked area 16.20 m' 
2Access area 14.0 m2 46% 

*Excluding office and chemical storeroom. 
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8. 	Stacking Height
 

Considerable misunderstanding exists regarding the height to which
 
bagged fertilizer can be stacked, manually or in palletized form. 
 Positive
 
statements are soinetimes made, such as "you cannot stack more than 20 bags
 
high." 
 It is assumed that above this number, bags may split, granules may be
 
crushed, or the product will cake. These effects are 
not generally
 
experienced in practice, except for caking of the lower layers. 
 This is only
 
a problem in longar term storage, say 6 months or more. With good quality
 
fertilizers, the caking in the bottom layers in shorL-term storage is usually
 
easily broken up pn handling.
 

A stack of 20 bags of urea is around 3 m high. Stacks of 35 bags
 
are not uncommon and CCM inMalaysia reported a few years back that on
 
stability 	grounds, stacks were limited to 35 bags for woven polypropylene
 
rather than 45 for single-film polyethylene.
 

At these 	heights, properly constructed bags and reasonable-quality
 
granules 	should not suffer any damage. Fertilizers stacked in bulk piles may
 
be up to 	15 m, or more than twice as high as a 45-bag stack.
 

In practice, for any particular type of bag, stacking height is
 
determined mainly by the safety and stability of the stack, as determined by
 
the skill and experience of the workers and judgment of the supervisor or
 
manager, assuming no limitation due to the height of the building.
 

In short, we should not accept arbitrary limits on stacking height.
 
This should be determined for a specific location on the grounds of safety and
 
stability and the quality and caking characteristics of the product.
 

For palletized material, manuafly formed pallets are less stable
 
than autopalletized materials. 
 For 6 layers x 5 bags (1-1/2 ton), manually/'
 
formed pallets may be stacked 3 or 4 high, autopalletized units 4 or 5 high.
 

9. Protection of Stacks
 

Consideration should always be given to placing a plastic sheet (or
 
sheets) over the top of a stack to protect it from (a)leaking roofs,
 
condensation, etc., (b)bird droppings, dust, and dirt. This is especially
 

important 	in long-term storage.
 

Additionally, for long-term storage, consideration should be given
 
to wrapping the entire stack in a plastic sheet. 
 This may 	be of light gauge
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since its purpose is to stop the flow of air, specifically moist air, through
 

the stack.
 

10. Warehousinq Costs
 

Rather than attempt to detail costs in a particular country let us
 

consider the relative contribution of the main cost components. These are:
 

10.1. Inventory CQsts
 

10.2. Costs of Rental or Ownership
 

10.3. Operating Costs
 

10.4. Handling Costs
 

10.5. 	Product Loss and Damage Costs
 

Using the two-season offtake pattern (Figure 5) we will consider a
 

regional warehouse with a throughput of 25,000 tpy. Inventory levels and
 

costs are then as shown in Table 3.
 

Table 3. Inventory Levels and Costs
 

For 25,000 tpy Throughput
 
Two-Season
 

Offtake Pattern
 

Maximum Stock Levels
 

30% 7,500
Peak of variable stock above base level 

4,250
Base stock level (2 months) 	 17% 


47% 11,750
Maximum Inventory 


Approximately 6,000 m
2
 

Warehouse 	Size Allow 


Average Stock Levels
 

15.3% 3,850
Average stock above base level 

Average base stock (2months) 	 17.0% 4,250
 

32.3% 8,100
Average Inventory 


Value of average inventory
 
$2,025,000
at $250/ton 


304,000
Annual interest at 15% 

Cost of inventory for
 

$12.2/t
25,000 tpy throughput 
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Figure 5. Variation of Total Stock Levels. 

t 30 

Assuming Two Month's Base Stock 

Max. StocK 300/6 + 17% = 471/o 
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If the warehouse was constructed at a cost of around $250/m 2, then a
 

12,000-ton or 6,000-m 2 building has a capital value of $1.5 million. Assuming
 
a 20-year life and return on capital of 10%, the capital recovery factor is
 
11.7%. Allowing 2.5%/annum maintenance, the owner must therefore recover
 

14.2% 	or $213,000/annum without profit. In our case, this is $3/m2/month or
 
$8.6/ton throughput at 25,000 tpy to cover capital charges and building
 
maintenance costs nnly. These costs would of course be proportionately less
 
for lower capital'cost structures, also for existing older buildings which may
 
already be substantially or fully depreciated.
 

On these bases, approximate warehousing costs are shown in Table 4.
 

Points to be noted are:
 

10.1. 	The overriding importance of inventory cost.
 
10.2. 	Part of the inventory cost, the base or safety stock level, is
 

controllable, the other part is not.
 

10.3. 	If not strictly controlled, loss and damage costs [5] could easily
 

exceed total operating costs ([3] plus [4] in Table 4).
 
Costs may be spread by using as a multiproduct location, e.g., for
 

storage of crops, pesticides, seeds, or equipment.
 

As discussed separately, consideration should also be given to
 
pricing incentives or early delivery rebates to reduce peak stock requirements
 
and inventory levels, as well as options for short-term storage or outside
 
storage to cover peak periods.
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Table 4. 	Principal Warehousing Cost Components, 25,000 tpy Throughput
 
(Assumptions as in text.)
 

Two-Season
 
Offtake Pattern
 

($/t)
 

1. Cost of Inventory 
i. To cover offtake 

variations 3,850 t $5.8 
ii. Base stock (2months) 4,250 t 6.4 

TOTAL 	 8,100 t $12.2
 

2. Warehouse Re.ital 
at $3/m2/month 
6,000 m2 8.6 

3. 	Operating
 
Management, supervision, secretarial, labor
 
$35,000/year 1.5
 

4. 	Handling
 
In and Out $1/ton each 2
 

5. 	Loss and Damage
 
Loss 1% 2.5
 
Damage 1% (half recovered) 1.2
 

$28.0
 

11. Inventory Turnover
 

The rate of turnover is essentially the number of times the
 

inventory is sold in a given period of time, usually I year. It is calculated
 

by dividing the a,,nual sales by the average inventory over the year. A figure
 

used more frequently, perhaps because it is easier to calculate, is the
 

warehouse turnover or the annual sales divided by the warehouse capacity.
 

Inventory turnover is often quoted as a measurement of warehousing
 

efficiency. It must, however, be used with great caution. It may be a useful
 

measure in a developed economy where the warehouse manager is able to vary his
 

ordering pattern, use different suppliers, or hire storage accommodation at
 

short notice to cover peaks. In considering movement and storage of
 

fertilizers in developing countries we are, however, often talking of
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centrally 	controlled systems with regular movement through the system, and
 
storage at receiving locations. There is an inevitable stock buildup within
 
the system dictated by the offtake pattern. This inevitable amount of
 
fertilizer must bp stored somewhere, preferably at receiving locations in the
 
market areas. Overall inventory costs are virtually fixed and warehousino
 
costs must be paid for somewhere in the system. Inventory turnover is then
 
not necessarily a measure of efficiency at the district warehouse level, 
more
 
a reflection of lpcation of stocks. It is dictated very largely by the
 
offtake pattern, over which we have very little control Comparing the
 
two-season pattern with a sharply peaking one-season pattern, we may find the
 
following on sales of 25,000 tons.
 

In the examples used previously we had:
 

Two-Season One-Season 
Offtake Pattern Offtake Pattern 

Av. Inventory 
Inventory turnover 

8,100 t 
3.1 

11,000 t 
2.3 

For equivalent operations, the difference in inventory turnover is
 
no indication at all of relative efficiency. Higher throughput at the same
 
location will 
give lower cost/ton on paper. In the present case, additional
 
storage (a larger warehouse) is needed in the one-season pattern so the
 
differential is even greater than indicated by a "turnover ratio."
 

12. 	 Operating Features
 

Detailed operating procedures need to be worked out for each
 
specific location. There are, however, a number of fairly obvious basic
 
features for efficient operation which should be implemented by any efficient
 

'qarehouse manager as follows:
 

12.1. 	Preparation of a layout plan.
 
12.2. 	Correct stacking, including use of a dunnage base, close control of
 

handling methods, uniform stacking methods, one product per stack,
 
separation between stacks and walls, separation between stacks, adequate
 

gangways which are kept clear.
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12.3. Keeping a stock card for each stack as 
well as a stock record in the
 
office.
 

12.4. Good houselkeeping, i.e., 
removal and rebagging of all damaged bags;
 
immediate cleanup of all 
spillage; 
a clean and tidy warehouse at all
 
times.
 

12.5. MaintaininU the building in good condition.
 
12.6. Close supervision of labor, safety, and security arrangements.
 
12.7. Limiting access only to those with business in the warehouse.
 
12.8. Recording all movements.
 

13. 	 FIFO: First In-First Out
 
Storage operations should generally be on 
a first-in first-out
 

basis. This must not, however, be applied as 
a fixed principle. Each
 
situation should be studied on 
an overall cost basis.
 

For example, consider an intermediate warehouse of 1,000-ton
 
capacity serving a district with 
an offtake of 12,000 tons/year, i.e., 
an
 
average of 1,000 tons/month. 
 If offtake is fairly regular, or at least two
 
seasonal, and if all fertilizer is passed through the warehouse (perhaps for
 
administrative reasons), the turnover ratio is 12, 
which would be viewed by
 
some as highly efficient. However, two points to note are:
 
1. 
Handling 	1,000 tons/month into a warehouse while loading out
 

1,000 tons/month appears highly inefficient. Direct delivery, bypassing

the warehouse, should be possible, with major savings in transport cost
 
and some 	savings in handling in and out.
 

2. FIFO 	is not important because residence time is short.
 
However, 	in all 
cases where extended storage is involved, FIFO
 

should be applied. 
 Older stocks should always be moved out first, and old 
or
 
damaged stocks should always be moved out as 
soon as possible.
 

l4. Inventory Control
 

We cannot cover detailed procedures in this short presentation.
 
Good record keeping is, however, essential.
 

The Manager should know on a daily basis for all 
products:
 
14.1. Opening stock
 

14.2. Quantities received
 

14.3. Quantities dispatched
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14.4. Closing stock
 

14.5. Any 	losses or damage
 

14.6. Quantities in transit
 

14.7. Orders outstanding
 

These figures should be maintained on a daily basis and normally
 

transmitted daily to central management, with summaries, weekly, monthly,
 

quarterly and annually as may be agreed.
 

Stock checking should be undertaken at least on a monthly basis with
 

a more detailed stocktaking quarterly. A formal annualistocktaking should be
 

undertaken for audit purposes.
 

Independent unannounced spot checks on stocks and operations should
 

also be made by central management.
 

15. 	 Management
 

Good warehousing management is vital, yet its importance is often
 

not appreciated.
 

The warehouse is the last point to handle the goods before they are
 

accepted by the customer and the documents initiated here are critical to all
 

company financial activities.
 

In the examples discussed previously, for the .1,9-seasonofftake
 

pattern, the average inventory isover $3 million, with another $1 million for
 

the structure!
 

A good manager will ensure firm control over all activities
 

associated with care of the warehouse and stock under his control. While he
 

must accept responsibilities in these areas, he must also be given sufficient
 

freedom of control and authority to operate efficiently within established
 

company limits.
 

Central management must lay down company warehousing policies and
 

procedures and ensure that they are complied with. At the same time, they
 

must maintaii close contacts with managers at District level and be responsive
 

to problems which develop and be prepared to assist with information, services
 

and training as necessary.
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THE GROWTH OF BULK BLENDING IN THE INTERNATIONAL MARKET 

Assuning that the goal of any fertilization program is haszC;allv "to produce the best crop yield
consistent with long term agronomic planning at the most economical cost." Bulk Blending
offers a very practical and cost effective supply alternative. 

Production alternatives for the preparation of granular compound fertilizer containing two or 
more tile primary nutrients can be divided into two major categories : 

A. Physically mixing various proportion of granular materials to obtain a desired nutrient 
ration concentration. Such processes do not alter the physical and chemical characteristics 
of the granular materials. 

B. Processes that require chenical reaction, liquid addition, or melting of some or all of the 
indredients to form a granular product. 

Actually, tile physical Ilending of fertilizers was the predccessor to chemical granulation.
early bulk blending operations, only powdered 

In 
or finely divided nitrogen, phosphorus, and 

potassium materials were available. With the development and use of semi-granulation process
during the period between 1950 and 1960, many of the problems associated with the use of
powdered material were significantly decreased. Semi-granulation technology was later 
advanced to the continuous process used to produce most granular fertilizer today. Compound
fertilizer preparation rapidly evolved into a highly complex engineering operation. As such, its 
economics depended on large scale operations. 

The large growth and availability of granular products set the stage for th,.' emergence of bulk
blending as the maj(1. production alternative for supplying granular compound fertilizers to the
United States farmers. Today, there are approximately 8,000 bulk blending plants in the
United States. Bulk blends account for approximately 70% of the solid compound fertilizers 
sold in the United States today. 

Although the transition to bulk blendirg has not been so pronounced in other parts of the
world as in the United States, the trend toward bulk blending has been steadily increasing.
Furthermore, bulk blending is expected to be the first production alternative selected in many
developing nations. The primary reasons for the growth of bulk blending may be summarized 
as follows 
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COST -- If a significant production cost adv,,mtage for either process can be obtained, it 
should be due to tile cost of raw materials since they represent about 60% to 70% of the total 
production cost. In many cases, all materialsraw must be imported and the cost of granular 
mateial for bulk blending may be equal to or less than those for chemical granulation. 
Obviously, this depends oil many variables and is not predictable from year to year. However, 
bulk blending has a marked advantage over chenicail granulation in terms of the required 
capital investment. The capital cost of a 100,000 metric tons per year chemical granulation 
complex designed to produce compound N.P.K. fertilizers from imported ammonia, 
phosphoric acid, sulfuric acid, ammoniu insilsull'a(e and potash would be 3 to 4 times more than 
the cost of a bulk blend plant designed for the same capacity. A study by International 
Fertilizer Development Center (IF7DC) in 1981 indicated that considering material cost at that 
time and all plant operating costs that a saving of about $1.00 per unit of nutrient could be 
realized through bulk blending vCrsus chemical granulIation. There is also a significant energy 
savings in a bulk blend plant versus a chemical grmulation pllnt. Studies dlne by IH)C 
indicate a saving of about $3.00 per metric ton of product pro(luced for electricity and fuel in a 
bulk blend plant versus a chemical granulation plant. We are all well aware that material prices 
fluctuate quite drastically. However, prices of raw materials have often resulted in a lower 
finished product price for materials alone iir bulk blending versus N.P.K. granulation. 

SIMPLICITY -- From a process and operating viewpoint, bulk blending is much simpler than 
a chemical granulation plant. There is considerably less equipment in a bulk blend plant and it 
requires less expertise to operate and less maintenance to keep running. Whereas, a chemical 
granulation plant rcquires equipment designed to deal with chemical reactions and precise 
metering; a bulk blend plant only requires a precise scale system and efficient mixer to ensure 
the production of a good product. 

LOCATION -- Because bulk blending units are relatively inexpensive to instal and simple to 
operate, several small units can be located aIt sIMLrte ic Icat.lliollS ear CollSllllptio area1s, thus 
offering a more refliable supply of[ Ifmlizer to regions that may bc distant from a large 
granulation complex. The higher cost and the more complex mechanical and technical nature 
of the chemical granulation units do not make the installation of several small granulation units 
practical. 

QUALITY -- The widespread acceptance of bulk blending has been largely due to the 
production of good quality products that rival the best chemically granulated products. For 
many years the quality of bulk blends was debatable, primarily due to tile availability of 
granular materials of compatible size. In order to Iproduc bulk blends of a good quality, 
certain steps Mnust Ib f' llowevd 
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A. 	 Raw materials must be closely matched in particle size. This is probably the most critical 

factor in the production of good bulk blends. Most commercially available granular 

fertilizer materials used today for bulk blending are in the size range of minus 6 plus 16 

mesh (Tyler). 

B. 	 Materials should/chemically compatible to prevent them from reacting with each other. 

C. 	 Weighing and mixing systems are extremely important and should be designed properly 

D. 	 Transportation and storage systems should be designed to minimize segregation. 

Bulk blends are made from high quality granular materials such as, D.A.P., urea, and potash, 

and if additional elements are required, it is simply physical mixing, not a chemical reaction 

required. Therefore, none of the agronomic effectiveness is lost in a bulk blend. On the other 

hand, compounds are sometime over anmmoniated (losing water-solubility), and when 

secondary or micronutrients are added, the resulting chemical reactions may reduce the 

agronomic value of the fertilizer. 

PRODUCT FLEXIBILITY -- Since buik blends are not subject to the process restrictions 

associated with chemical granulation, a large number of nutrient ratios can be made from a few 

granular raw materials, such as urea, diammonium phosphate, and potassium chloride. 

Examples of some of the nutrient ratios and grades that can be made by using these three raw 

materials are 

Examples of Grades of Bulk Blended Material 

Nominal 	 Maximum Grade, wl Nominal I Quantity of Material Required PerM u GMetric Ton of Product k,"' 

Nutrient latio N I'-,0 K-() trea I)AI' KCI 
1:1:1 19 19 19 261 418 321 
1:1:3 11 11 35 159 255 586 
1:2:1 15 30 15 75 669 256 
2:1:1 26 13 13 482 293 225 
2:2:1 22 22 11 310 49)9 191 
3:1:1 31 1) I0 ((I)00 226 173 
4:1:1 33 8 ] 	 _67(0 18-1 140 

a.Material analysis urea 45% N.DAP 18% N and 46% P205, and KCI 60 K20. 

.~ :\ 
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In addition to providing the traditional N.P.K. nutrient requirements, bulk blends are well
suited for incorporating micronutrients. Bulk blending provides the means by which a local
plant can provide varying fertilizer grades to satisfy the specific needs of the local farmnr. As
agronomic techniques become more sophisticated and more widespread, the need to respond
to specific crop requirements has become increasingly important. Where chemical granulation 
can typically provide from four to ten grades from one installation economically, the number 
of grades that can be offered from a bulk blend plant are almost limitless. 

Product flexibility is especidilly imporlant in developing regions because sufficient crop
response data are uLIusually not available to make a reliable prediction of tile long-term
nutrient requirements necessary to justify the installation of a relatively inflexible chemical 
granulation plant. 

Bulk blending has beeome p)oIplar as a rmetlid by which a local plant can provide varyinig
fertilizer grades io satisfy tile specific plant needs of the individual farmers with relatively
simple and inexpensive equipment. The granular materials produced by the !arge manufacturer 
are shipped in bulk to the plants who generally provide the finished N.P.K. product to their 
customers in bags. Bulk blending appvars to have much in its favor with lower capital
investmerit and virIual I y no process restrictions allwiing the productiori or more ratios which 
are economical to produce in almost any quantity. There factors make bulk blending the most 
feasible production alternative for compound fertilizers in many countries. 
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CASE STUIDY
 

Experiences with Bulk Blending in Nigeria
 

Fertilizer in Nigeria
 

Before 1988, Nigeria depended largely on imports to meet the bulk of the
 
national fertilizer requirements. The supply-demand gap created by an
 
upsurge in demand in recent years had to be filled through imports, but
 
the scarcity of foreign exchange and untimely release of funds led to 
erratic and so;netimes inadequate fertilizer supply during this period.
 
The objective of Government policy was to develop domestic production
 
capacity to meet the bulk of national fertilizer requirements.
 

Nigerian Goverorment policy to develop domestic fertilizer production
 

Nigeria has vast reserves of natural gas, most of which is wastfully
 
flared. A joint venture between the Federal Government of Nigeria and
 
M.W. Kellogg of America led to the commissioning in 1987 of the National 
Fertilizer Company of Nigeria (NAFCON).
 

This company produces 1,000,000 tonnes per annum of Ammonia, Urea, DAP
 

and Compound Fertilizers, making use of the abundant natural gas as a
 
source of energy and hydrogen.
 

The company works consistently above design capacity. NAFCON has been
 
so successful for Nigeria that the NAFCON II project is already well
 
under way. NAFCON II will effectively double the company's output of
 
NH and Urea.
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NAFCON has therefore significantly increased Nigerian domestic fertilizer
 
production capacity, and has made possible the establishment in Nigeria
 
of NPK Bulk Blending PLants.
 

Raw materials for Bulk blending
 

One fundawental prerequisite for a successful Bulk Blending operation is
 
the availability as raw materials of good quality granular intermediates.
 
The availability of a high proportion of locally available granular raw
 
materials can significantly improve the viability of a Bulk Blending Plant.
 
In a situation where foreign exchange is scarce, the purchase of materials
 
with local currency is much easier.
 

Granular Urea
 

It is important to emphasize the suitability for Bulk Blending of NAFCON
 
Granular Urea. Most Urea available on the world market is produced by
 
the prilling process. Prilled Urea often has a median size rather smaller
 

than that of DAP. 

Granular Urea from NAFCON has a granulometry which is close to that of 
DAP, MOP, and other blending intermediates. Closely size matched raw 
materials give a Bulk Blend which is less likely to segregate during 
handling. 

NAFCON Urea granules have a low specific surface area, and are coated 
with Urea-formaldehyde to resist degradation by humidity - an important 
factor in the humid coastal areas. 



Bulk Blending Plants in Nigeria
 

In January 1989 Fertilizers and Chemicals Ltd. (F+C).opened Nigeria's
 

first Bulk Blriding Plant in Kaduna, Nigeria. F+C turned out 100,000
 

tonnes NPK in the first year, and 164,000 tonnes in 1990. The average
 
production is 100,000 tonnes per annum during the first four years of
 

operation.
 

In June 1990, a similar Plant was commissioned in Minna, Nigeria under 

the name of Moiris Nigeria Limited (MNL). 

These plants each have installed capacity of fifty tonnes per 

hour . This rate ot production may be exceeded during times of peak 

demand, while lower production may be expected at other times, due to 

a number of factors to be studied in this paper. 

Development of local raw materials 

Wherever possible, the Bulk blending company should encourage the 
development of local raw material sources. In Nigeria, the program 
for expansion of NAFCON is receiving priority attention from Government
 
This will satisfy both local and export requirements for Nitrogen
 

products.
 

Meanwhile, Nigeria's reserve of Phosphate rock is under investigation.
 

In a country with proven reserves of Phosphate Rock, a Bulk blending
 

company might be encouraged to invest in mining, benification and 
granulation of the rock - such projects are under consideration 
at present. This type of investment has high start up costs. Great 
care must be taken in the location of proven reserves of economically 
recoverable minerals. In cases where the costs are prohibitive to 
private sector, Government investment might be necessary. 

Limestone Granulation
 

F+C Ltd. has invested in the mining and granulation of Calcitic and 
Dolomitic limestones at Okpella, Nigeria. This plant, West African 
Fertilizers Limited (WAFERT) was commissioned in February, 1993, and 
produces 60,000 tonnes per annum of D)olomitic limestone Granules. 
These granules are used exclusively by F+C and MNL as a component of 
bulk blended NPK products. 

Planned expansion of this plant will increase Nigeria's domestic 
fertilizer production capacity. 

Raw Material Imports 

To operate a Blending Plant in Nigeria, it is normally necessary to 
import two or more of the raw materials. Importation of bulk granular 
fertilizers requires the following:
 

Finance: access to foieign exchange
 
Bulk handling facilities
 
Storage
 
Transportation
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Finance 

A typical shipment of 7,500 tonnes DAP represents US $ 1,500,000.
 
Before such an amount of foreign exchange can be secured, a company 
must bid in the highly competitive financial market. The 
administration of such transactions is a costly and time consuming
 
burden for management. The inherent simplicity and economy of 
operating a Blending Plant can become overshadowed by the 
administrative burdens of import management. 

Bulk Handling facilities
 

Handling bulk fertilizer requires grabs, hoppers, conveyors, elevators, 
payloaders and dump trucks. All these facilities must be provided by 
the importer. 

In Port Harcourt, Nigeria, F+C has established a Bulk Handling terminal
 
for offloading bulk fertilizer at 3,000 tonnes per day.
 

Fertilizer is recovered from the vessel with 4 tonne hydraulic grabs,
 
and deposited onto a conveyor system which stockpiles the material 
inside the storage building.
 

Storage 

An importer is unlikely to find a purpose built Bulk fertilizer store
 
lying empty at the Port. Normally it will be necessary to convert and
 
modernise existing vacant structures.
 

F+C has 15,000 tonnes bulk storage in Port Harcourt, situated in two
 
warehouses. The buildings were renovated and converted for fertilizer,
 
with the installation of overhead belt conveyors. 

Humidity 

One of the major risks of handling bulk fertilizer in the tropics is 
the likelihood of deterioration due to humidity. These risks are 
accentuated in the West African ports where the rainy season extends 
through most of the year, with high humidity throughout. 

Whilst fertilizer in sealed bags is less vulnerable to degradation, 
bulk fertilizer will rapidly deteriorate following exposure to high 
humidity or rainfall. Bulk fertilizer should be stored indoors in 
large piles and covered with tarpaulins to minimise the effect of 
surface exposure.
 

Transportation 

Transportation of bulk fertilizer must be in sealed, weatherproof 
containers, with discharge capacity to accommodate the provisions for 
offloading at the Blending Plant. 

F+C makes considerable use of Rail transport, using covered hopper 
wagons formerly designed for coal. Since road transport plays a 
major role, F+C has invested in a fleet of trucks with specially 
designed bottom discharge trailers. These offer security from the 
weather, and minimal labour requirement at the offloading point. 



Operation of the Blending Plants
 

F+C has two Bulk Blending Plants each having 50.t.p.h. installed
 

capacity. The plants are situated in areas where much of Nigeria's
 

fertilizer is used.
 

During the period of peak demand, the plants may be expected to package
 

800 tonnes per day, week after week. There are also periods during the
 

year when production will be lower due to a number of factors.
 

Demand seasonality
 

The main season for fertilizer use in Nigeria begins in June with the 

establishment of regular rainfall. Demand is high during this period. 

Demand for fertilizer products during December, January, February and 

March is virtually nil. 

Producers could take this opportunity to build up stocks in preparation 

for the planting season. This however requires substantial investment 

in raw materials and storage facilities. Intt ;t incurred on the value 

if products in stock will erode the Blender's profit margin. 

F+C Ltd has normally found it necessary to continue production off season 

in order not to lose allocation of Urea from NAFCON which is normally 

available on a monthly quota and for which NAFCON has limited storage 

capacity. 

In the extreme case, a Blender could continue production during the 

first quarter of the year and not sell any product. This occured to 

F+C in the first quarter of 1993 during which time a stockpile of 

11,810 tonnes accumulated. Obviously, this is an extreme situation
 

which must be avoided by planning and scheduling off season sales, with
 

discounts or incentive schemes for early collection and payment.
 

Product type and formulation
 

Products and prices thereof are agreed annually by contract between 

the Blenders and the Ministry of Agriculture Product types are 

authorized by the National Fertilizer Te:i ical Committee, an advisory 
body of Soil Scientists and Agronomists. 

Accent is on the higher Nitrogen cintent products, since these have
 

higher local content and can therefore be more easily supplied by
 

the blenders.
 

Micronutrients and Secondary Elements 

Long term research has shown that soils in some areas of Nigeria are
 

deficient in micronutrients and secondary elements. Recommendations 

have been published by Government for the inclusion of Zinc, Sulphur, 

Magnesium and Boron in blended fertilizers. 

F+C Ltd bulk blending plants have the facility to produce complex 

blenda containing sevun or more nutrients. During the last four 
years, blends have been produced containing Zinc, Sulphur, Calcium 
and Magnesium formulated in a close approximation of the Government 

recommendations. These products have been under observation in 

field trials for 4 years and limited quantities have been marketed. 

V 



Micronutrients
 

With micronutrients such as Zinc and Boron, attention must be given
 
to the high cost of bulk blended compounds containing these elements.
 
Zinc and Boron will be likely to give economic yield response only
 
when applied as a component of fertilizers formulated for specific
 
crops and soil types, following soil analysis.
 

The recommendation of products containing Micronutrients for blanket
 
application over large regions or zones of the country might be 
wasteful of these nutrients and shotl:s be considered with caution. 

Distribution of special formulations
 

Central control of distribution in Nigeria by NAFCON has resulted in
 
some degree of rationalization whereby certain region-specific
 
fertilizer products are directed to their target zones.
 

Soil acidification
 

To achieve a profitable yield, farmers in Nigeria are likely to apply
 
Nitrogen at a rate of 120 Kg N/Ha. In order to prevent soil
 
acidification and subsequent yield reduction, F+C advocates the 
use of 
blended NPK products containing Magnesium and Calcium granules. These 
balance the effect of the fertilizer and serve as a useful source of 
secondary elements. 

Bulk Blending in Nigeria - the outlook for the 90's 

Nigeria will soon have three major Bulk BLending Plants in
 
production, and two more plants planned for construction. Until 
NAFCON expands the Urea production facility, these Blending Plants 
will not be able to work at design capacity. When NAFCON II is on 
stream, then these five plants will have adequate capacity to 
produce Nigeria's realistic NPK requirement. 

Food production in Nigeria could be substantially increased if serious
 
attention was given to the following tL.ree areas: 

i) Delivery of Products direct to Nigerian farmers 
ii) Delivery in time for the planting season 

iii) Improved fertilizer use efficiency
 

Points (iii) above is an important factor. The farmer himself can 
significantly improve his output and profits if he places his fertilizer 
in the right place at the right time during development of the crop. 

Correct and timely placement of the fertilizer will of course vary 
according to: 

Crop 

Soil type
 
Cultivation System
 

Climate 

It is the responsibility of the Bulk Bleaders to become familiar with 
these factors and to advise farmers accordingly. 
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Training Module 

Fertilizer Blending 

Foreword 

This module on FertilizerBlending presents an overview of the technical concepts 
involved in blending and places fertilizer blending into perspective with other fertilizer 
supply and production alternatives. The advantages and disadvantages of blending are 
described. Other modules are available which describe in greater detail the design and 
operation of blending plants, product quality control, and the marketing of blended 
fertilizers. 
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Slide 1. FERTILIZER BLENDING 

Slide2. Introduction-Traditionally, multinutrient fertilizers or compounds were 
produced by chemical granulation processes. We are going to discuss 
blending. 

Slide 3. What is meant by fertilizerblending? 

Fertilizer blending is the deliberate and careful mixing together of two or 
more dry fertilizer materials to obtain a mixture (blend) of the desired 
nutrients in a predetermined ratio and concentration. The process of 
blending does not involve chemical reactions between the materials; each 
material retains its identity. 

Slide 4. The term blending connotates controlled mixing of the different components. 
It implies attention to quality and therefore is preferred to the term wiving 
which may be understood by some to be a less precise procedure. 

Slide 5. Dry blends are commonly prepared using graularmaterials of well matched 
particle size, although the size of the materials may often fall outside the 
generally accepted granular range of 1-5 mam. As a result, the quality of 
blends can be quite variable. Factors affecting blend quality are discussed 
later. A more closely matched range than 1-5 nm is preferable. Liquid 
mixtures, e.g., solutions and suspensions, might also be considered as blends, 
but liquid mixtures are beyond the scope of this Module. 

Slide 6. What is bulk blending? 

Bulk blending or bulk blends are termother names for fertilizerblends. The 
bulk blending originated in the United States presumably because most 
fertilizer blends were sold in bulk and applied directly to the field without an 
intermediate bagging step. 

InternationalFertilizerDevelopment CenterTrainingMaterial 
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Slide 7. Why are some fertilizers blended? 

Blending provides a convenient way to apply more than one nutrient at the 
same time. This convenience is usually cost effective if the crop requires the 
application of more than one nutrient at the same time. 

Slide 8. What is the difference between blends and compounds? 

Slide 9. Blends are dry mixtures of different particles, in which the individual 
ingredients retain their own identity. The particles do not agglomerate, 
react, or combine to form a different particle or granule. 

Slide 10. Compound or complex fertilizers are manufactured by combining and/or 
chemically reacting a number of solid and liquid materials to form granules 
that are more-or-less homogeneous in composition. Granular compound 

fertilizers are sometimes used as blend ingredients. 

Slide 11. Flow much of the world's fertilizer is blended? 

Not much. Of the approximate 375 million tonnes of fertilizer products 
consumed annually worldwide, only about 26 million tonnes (about 7%) are 
in the form of blends; of this, the United States and Canada account for 
about 12 million tonnes. Another 60 million tonnes (16%) are in the form of 
compounds, while about 30 million tonnes (8%) are in fluid form (mostly 
nitrogen solutions and anhydrous ammonia). The remainder (nearly 
260 million tonnes or about 70%) is used as straight (as-manufactured) 

materials such as urea, annlonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate, annlonilill 

phosphate, superphosphate, and potash. 

InternaTionalFertilizerDevelolmient CenterTrainingMaterial 
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Slide 12. Estimated World Production of Blended Fertilizers 

Estimated Annual Production 
Country Million Tonnes % of Total 

United States 10.0 38 
Canada 
 2.0 8 
Brazil 6.0 23 
Western Europe 4.2 16 
Central America/Caribbean (Total) 1.0 4 
Japan 0.8 3 
Others 2.0 8 

TOTAL (1992) 26.0 

Slide 13. Why is blending not more widely practiced? 

The answer to this ouestion may be better understood by looking at the 
reasons why the concept of blending developed so rapidly in the United 
States and why its development was slower in Europe and elsewhere. 

Slide 14. The major sources of N, P, and K were and still remain on the periphery of 
the United States while the major market for fertilizer in the Corn Belt is in 
the center of the country. Therefore, the cheapest way of supplying the 
farmers was to bring N, P, and K products together in the use area and to mix 
them for economic application. Since farm size is large enough to justify 
bulk supply and application, transportation of the primary materials israw 
also cheapest in bulk. In the United States, fertilizer blending developed 
most rapidly in the "Corn Belt" where the use of nitrogen is high. By the 
late-1960s, anhydrous ammonia and nitrogen solutions had gradually replaced 
a major portion of the growth in solid nitrogen fertilizer use. Today the 
major nitrogen source of the U.S. farmer remains anhydrous ammonia and 
nitrogen solutions. Because these liquid nitrogen fertilizers are applied 
separately from the dry fertilizers, most bulk blends in the United States are 
low in nitrogen. Blending of nongranular and semigranular fertilizers began 

InternationalFertilizerDevelonnett Center Tr'ainingAlat'rial 
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in the "Corn Belt" in the 1940s. By 1947, at least four blenders were reported 
to be operating in the state of Illinois. These rather crude blends were 
generally made from such materials as ground phosphate rock and 
nongranular superphosphate, ammonium sulfate, and potash; they tended to 
cake and were difficult to apply uniformly. The development of modern 
granulation technology in the 1950s tolead the widespread availability of 
granular nitrogen, phosphate, and potash materials by the mid-1960s. These 
materials were well suited for the manufacture of homogeneous free-flowing 
blended fertilizers. 

About this time, because of the increased use of directly applied anhydrous 
ammonia and nitrogen solutions, a strong demand developed for phosphorus 
(P) and potassium (K) fertilizers containing little or no nitrogen. With this 
fertilization practice, and because fields are large (typically 50-100 ho), 
farmers used tailor-made bulk blends for each field based on soil tests for P 
and K. This gave the American farmer the flexibility to fertilize each field 
differently. This flexibility also nicely served the concept of applying the 
required P and K fertilizer before planting followed by multiple applications 
of nitrogen at the times and rates defined by the climate, soil, and crop. 
Fertilizer blenders developed this "prescription-type" fertilization practice 
(including custom application) as a marketing tool which fitted well with the 

farmers' needs. 

However, it should be noted that such an approach is not always the most 
cost-effective way when fields are small and when fertilizer is sold in bags. In 
the U.S. market, blends are usually mixed and spread within few hours.a 
Bagged blends need special precautions in production and storage. 

Slide 15. 	 As fertilizer production developed in Europe during the early to mid-1900s, 
granulation plants produced relatively high-analysis NPKs. Tailor-made 
blends were generally not available because materials suitable for blending 
were not available. Most straights were powdered, low-analysis products. 
The availability of suitable analysis COmlund fertilizers such as 26-13-0, 
20-20-0, and 15-15-15 slowed the development of blends. Ammonium nitrate 
was, and continues to be, the preferred straight nitrogen fertilizer. Recently, 

Interna0ionalFertilizerDevelopment Center Training A!atetial .,
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however, the 	 use of blends is beginning to increase as many of the older 
compound fertilizer plants are being closed for economic reasons. 

Slide 16. 	 In developing countries, the quantitative need for fertilizers containing all 
three primary nutrients (N, P, and K) for use at planting time is not, even at 
this date, clearly defined. For the small farmer with an average of 4 ha of 
land and an average field size of less than 0.5 ha, the convenience and value 
of using multinutrient fertilizer treatments is questionable. Adequate 
supplies of concentrated sources of straight N, P, and K fertilizers at the 
village level together with farm-level education on their correct use could 
lead to cost effective use of fertilizer at the farm level. This is particularly 
the case with those farmers growing modern rice and wheat varieties which 
use relatively high levels of nitrogen fertilizers which are applied at intervals 
after planting the crop. It should also be noted that these small farmers in 
the developing countries account for about 40% of the world's total fertilizer 
consumption. 

The potential of adulteration of blended fertilizers along with difficulties in 
consistently ()h, A..ically and chemically conpatible raw materials has 
also hindered the development of bulk blending in developing countries. 

Slide 17. 	 Other reasons most often cited for the slow development of l)lending 
worldwide are: 

1. 	 When using a multinutrient fertilizer, farmers are accustomed to 
compounds which look more homogeneous; they perceive blends to be 
inferior. 

2. 	 The promotion of blends requires a stronger marketing effort which is 
often weak or 	lacking, especially in the developing countries. 

3. 	 The production of good-quality blends requires ingredients that are 
granular and closely matched with regard to particle size. Such 
materials are not always readily and economically available- especially 
in many of the developing countries. 
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4. It is more difficult to uniformly incorporate small quantities of 
secondary and micronutrients in blends than it is to incorporate them in 
compounds. 

5. Producers of compounds have little incentive to promote the 
widespread production and use of blends since, in most markets, such 
blends would be a replacement for compounds. 

Slide 18. 	 How much do blending plants cost? 

Slide 19. 	 The cost of a blending plant can vary quite widely. A typical plant in a 
developing country location may cost in the range of $1.5 to $3.5 million. 
Blending plants in the United States seldom cost more than $0.5 million 
because large storage facilities are not needed. 

In the United States raw materials are readily available and transport 
facilities are good. Thus, the U.S. blender does not have to maintain large 
on-site inventories of raw materials. 

Slide 20. 
Blending Plant in a Developing Country 

Approximate Range 
in Cost, Million US S 

Machinery and other mechanical 
equipment 0.3 - 0.5 

Bulk raw material and bagged
product storage 1.0 - 2.5 

Administration and maintenance 
facilities 0.2 - 0.5 

TOTAL 1.5 3.5 

Storage for ship-load quantities of raw matermls is usually 
the largest cost item. 

Slide 21. 

Slide 22. 
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Slide 23. 	 This slide shows the approximate fixed capital investment required for 
alternative NPK production processes. Refer to Table I for a breakdown of 
estimated fixed capital investment. 

Slide 24. The resulting production cost for a 15-15-15 fertilizer is shown. Refer to 
Table 2 for a breakdown of estimated production cost. 

These cost data are for illustration only and could vary significantly 
depending upon a number of site-specific factors. 

Slide 25. 	 How much fertilizer can a typical blending plant produce? 

A granulation plant runs continuously and its output is in tonnes per year. A 
blending plant with much lower capital generally operates on an 
as-required" seasonal basis. A blend plant output is quoted in tonnes per

hour. Even 	the simplest blending plant can produce 	 15 to 20 tonnes per 
hour. The annual capacity depends almost entirely upon the length of the 
consumption (production) season. If a 15-tonne-per-hour plant operates for 
an average of 6 months per year, it could produce about 50,000 tonnes per 
year. An average blending plant in the United States produces only about 
5,000 tonnes per year because of the very short spring planting season. 
However, the operating rate of many of these U.S. plants is quite high - about 
50-100 tonnes per hour-because they must meet a very high seasonal 
demand often over a period of less than 8 weeks. 

The annual capacity of a blending plant depends almost entirely upon the 
length of the fertilizer consumption season and the amount of product 
storage (inventory) that is economically feasible to maintain. 

InternaTionalFertilizerDevelopment Center Training Material 



Table 1. Estimated Fixed Capital Investment for Various NPK Production Processes
120,000 Tonnes Per Year at 75% Capacity Utilization
 

Developing Country Location
 

NPK Production Process 
Bulk Compaction Steam Chemical 

Blending, Granulation Granulation Granulation 
----------- (US S x 1 million) ----------

Battery-limits process unit 0.4 4.6 5.9 9.4 
Bulk storage (dry raw materials and products)a 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.1 
Bagged product storageb 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Liquid storage - - - 1.6 

(ammonia, phosphoric acid, and sulfuric acid)c 
Auxiliary and support facilitiesd 0.4 1.0 1.2 1.9 

Total Installed Cost 2.9 7.7 9.2 14.5 

Project management and startup e 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.7 
Interest during construction t 0.2 0.6 0.7 1.2 

Total Fixed Capital Investment 3.2 8.7 10.4 16.4 

a. 22,000 tonnes total, except 15,000 tonnes for chemical granulation. 
b. 5,000 tonnes total. 
c. 3,000 tonnes each for ammonia, phosphoric acid, and sulfuric acid. 
d. 15% of cost of process unit and total storage facilities. 
e. 5% of total installed cost. 
f. 8% of total installed cost. 



--------- 
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Table 2. Estimated Production Cost for Various NPK Production Processes - 15-15-15 Product
120,000 Tonnes Per Year at 75% Capacity Utilization 

Developing Country Location 

NPK Production Process
Bulk Compaction Steam ChemicalBlending Granulation Granulation Granulation 

(US $/tonne product) ---------

Fixed Costa
Operating labor 1.4 2.9
Overhead and general expensesb 1.4 2.9 

2.9 3.5
 
Maintenance (labor and materials) 

2.9 3.5

0.5 2.6 3.1Insurance and taxesc 4.8 

0.6Fixed capital recoveryd 
0.2 0.8 1.2
4.6 12.4 14.8Subtotal 23.3
8.1 21.4 24.5 36.3 

Variable Cost
Electricity (US $0.04/kWh) 0.2 2.0 1.2Steam (US $10.0/tonne) 

0.0 
2.0 

0.6Water (US $0.5/tonne) 
0.0 

0.3
0.0 0.5Fuel (US $8.0/million kcal) 

0.0 1.0
0.0 0.0 1.4Bags 0.8

10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0Contract labor (bagging) 1.01.0
Miscellaneous chemicals and supplies 

1.0 1.0
0.3 0.5 0.7Raw Materials 1.0138.9 126.8 126.8 128.9Subtotal 150.4 140.3 14-2 145.0 

Total Production Cost 158.5 161.7 16.7 181.3 

a. Refer to Table 1 for total fixed capital investment estimates. 
b. 100% of operating labor. 
c. 1.0% of total installed cost.
d. 17.1% of total fixed capital investment (15 years at 15% annual interest rate). 
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Slide 26. 	 What are the major advantages of blending compared with other methods for 
producing mixed (multinutrient) fertilizers? 

1. 	 Blending plants are relatively inexpensive to build and operate. A 
blending plant in a developing country with a capacity of 
100,000 tonnes per year may cost less than US $3.0 million; whereas, a 
chemical-type granulation plant with the same capacity may cost 

US $10-$15 million. 

2. 	 Blending plants can be operated on an intermittent basis without 

adversely effecting product quality. 

3. 	 Blending plants can make small batches of product-for example, 
1-5 tonnes and the grade can be changed for every b)atch. One highly 
automated plant in Thailand produces 50-kg (single bag) batches. A 
chemical granulation plant usually needs to produce at least 200 tonnes 
per grade for economic and quality purposes. 

4. 	 Blending plants can use a large variety of raw materials because they 
are not as tightly restricted by chemical reaction criteria as are the 
chemical-type granulation plants. Precautions about raw material 
compatibility in blending plants are discussed next. 

Slide 27. 	 How does one make good-quality blends? 

The 	four essential elements needed to make good-quality blends are: 

1. 	 Use raw materials that are compatible with respect to particle size and 

chemical reactivity. 

2. 	 The individual ingredients must be carefully weighed. 

3. 	 The ingredients must be thoroughly inived. 
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4. 	 After mixing, the blended product must be carefulyv handled to avoid 
separation (segregation) of the individual ingredients. 

A more detailed discussion of these four essential elements follows. 

Slide 28. This sample illustrates the result of a uniform particle-size distribution of two 
different materials contained in the blend. The individual materials in such a 
mixture do not tend to separate (segregate) when the blend is handled or 
transferred. 

Slide 29. 	 This sample illustrates severe segregation. The larger particles tend to 
accumulate on the outside of a pile while the smaller particles accumulate 
near the middle or core of the pile. In the case of a bag of fertilizer, the 
smaller particles move toward the bottom. 

Slide 30. 	 The degree of particle-size compatibility is determined by analyzing the 
particle-size distribution of each material used in the blend. 

Slide 31. 	 Test sieves are used for this purpose. 

Slide 32. 	 The particle-size distribution ( particle size compatibility) of the materials 
can l)e compared in a number of ways. Plotting the test sieve results on a 
simple graph gives a good visual impression. 

Slide 33. 	 Chemical compatibility 

Slide 34. 	 Some fertilizer materials naturally tend to react with each other, especially 
during long-terin storage in bags. Table 3 shows the chemical compatibility of 
some commonly used blend natei ials. Others not shown are compatil)le. 

Slide 35. 	 These mixtures should be avoided because they are not chemically 
compatible. 

Slide 36. 	 1. Urea plus a1nmoni]ll nitrate or ammoniu nitrate-containing 
materials. These urca mixtures are the most reactive of all conlmmon 
fertilizers and lierefore should bc c( m)le telyV avoided. 
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Slide 37. 2. Urea plus single or triple superphosphate.
 

Slide 38. 3. 
 Diammonium phosphate plus single or triple superphosphate. 

Avoidance of these mixtures is especially important if the blend is going to be 
bagged Lnd stored for any appreciable length of time. 

Slide 39. Before making a large quantity ofa blend containing any new or unfamiliar 
Slide 40. material, always make a small test batch to determine if the material is 

chemically compatible with the other ingredients of the blend, either by 
visual examination or using the small bag caking test. 

Slide 41. After selecting materials that are physically and chemically compatible, the 
Slide 42. next step is to accurately weigh each ingredient of the blend. 
Slide 43. 

Slide 44. Although some blending plants measure the materials by volume, this should 
be avoided because the volume-to-weight relationship of most materials 
varies widely. 

Slide 45. After careful weighing, the ingredients of the blend must be thoroughly 
mixed. 

Slide 46. Many types of mixers are used-

Slide 47. 1. Concrete-type. 

Slide 48. 2. Rotary drum-type. 

Slide 49. 3. Paddle-type. 

Slide 50. 4. Screw-type. 

Slide 51. 5. Livering-type. 
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Slide 52. 6. Tower-type. 

Slide 53. Rotary mixers are most common in the United States and give good results. 

Slide 54. In the United States, most mixers are operated on a batch basis. 

Slide 55. Internationally, there are some high-capacity plants that use a system based 
on continuous weighing and mixing. 

Slide 56. After mixing, special care in handling is needed to avoid the risk of unwanted 
segregation (separation) of the individual materials in the blend. Especially 
in blends where the materials are not completely matched. 

Slide 57. 
Slide 58. 

Slide 59. 
Slide 60. 

Special handling precautions for blends handled in bulk
1. Baffles in storage hoppers, trucks, or rail 

wagons. 

Slide 61. 2. Multiple piles in storage bins, trucks, or rail wagons. 

Slide 62. Immediate bagging of blends is recommended to minimize risk of segregution 
and adverse climatic effects; for example, the absorption of moisttre in humid 
locations. 

Slide 63. Are there any other precautions that should be 
farmer receives a high-quality blendcd fertilizer? 

taken to ensure that the 

Yes, the list of precautions is quite variable depending upon the location and 
particular farming practice. Some of the most imt)ortant factors besides 
(1) particle size and chemical conpatibility, (2) accurate weighing, 
(3) careful mixing, and (4) appropriate handling follnw. 

Slide 64. Minimize the use of urea in the bleni 
3 months) storage is anticipated. The 
mixtures are quite variable and uncertain. 

if long-term (in excess of about 
storage properties of urea-based 
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Slide 65. Do not mix hydrated copper sulfate (micronutrient source) with blends 
containing urea. Very small quantities of certain hydrated 

Slide 66. metallic salts react with urea to form a wet, sticky mass; 
hydrated copper sulfate is the most notable example. 

Slide 67. To minimize the risk of hard caking during storage, a small quantity (about 
1%-2%) of conditioningpowder (clay) should be added to the blend. 

Slide 68. Moisture-resistantpackagingis essential for urea-based blends. Bags should be 
Slide 69. lined with plastic and tightly sealed since most fertilizers naturally tend to 
Slide 70. pick up moisture from the air. Such packaging is generally advised for all 

products, especially in humid areas. 

Slide 71. Sunniary 

1. 	 About 7% of the world's fertilizer is blended (about 26 million tonnes 
annually). 

2. 	 The promotion of blends requires a stronger marketing effort than that 
required for straight materials or homogeneous compounds. 

3. 	 The quality of a blended fertilizer is determined almost entirely by the 
close matching of the particle-size ranges of the ingredients. 

4. 	 The presence of urea adversely affects the physical quality of most 
blends. 

Slide 72. 5. 	 Blending plants are relatively inexpensive to build and operate. 
Storage for raw materials and products is usually the costlymost 
component in a blending plant. 

6. 	 Blending plants are very flexible with respect to capacity and grades 
that can be produced. 

7. 	 It is difficult to uniformly mix small quantities of micronutrients into 
[)]ends. 
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Slide 73. 8. 	 Blends that are bagged require special care in preparation to ensure 
that each bag of product meets the stated guarantee. If bags of blended 
fertilizer are handled many times they may tend to segregate if 
particle-size ranges are not closely matched. This problem could 
become serious if the farmer purchases his fertilizer loose from the 
retailer. 

Slide 74. 	 Fertilizer blending can, in many instances, provide a practical method for 
supplying multinutrient fertilizers. However, the criteria for producing 
high-quality blended fertilizers are quite rigid. Thus, the widespread 
application of blending will depend heavily upon meeting the criteria for 
production and use as described in this module-particularly well-matched 

particle-size ranges. 
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Demand Forecasting Techniques
 

The objective of this paper is to introduce and discuss briefly several different
forecasting methods available for ma!:ing fertilizer demand projections. No knowledge
of econometrics or advanced forecasting methods is assumed. 

Many types of forecasts are needed to support a successful marketing program.
Business decisions would be much easier to make if the future pattern of sales were 
perfectly known. Forecasts are toneeded determine the product and geographic
markets that will earn the highest returns. Even in markets where profit is not the
objective, the government must forecast where the business can make the largest 
contribution to society. 

Forecasts are needed to estimate the level of fertilizer demand or market share
with alternative prices, promotional activities, and economic situations. Projections are
needed to assess the need for additional production facilities and to evaluate whether 
present mixing, bagging, handling, warehousing, and transportation facilities are 
adequate. Forecasts are needed to determine how much fertilizer the company should
produce or import and the number of trucks needed to transport the fertilizer and
when. Forecasts are needed to the costestimate of producing fertilizer assuming
different levels of technology, wage rates, raw material prices, etc. Forecasts of
conditions likely to exist 5 years ahead are needed to guide the planning process. 

It is a common practice to differentiate between short- and long-term projections.
The decision to he made determines which time period is more appropriate. For
example, the general manager deciding whether to build a new urea plant will need
annual projections on fertilizer consumption of 10 years or more from now. On the
other hand, the retailer considering how many bags of urea to order may only need 
forecasts on sales in his district for the next 3 months. 

Many techniques are available to assist in making these forecasts. These
techniques range from simple and inexpensive procedures to methods that are very
sophisticated, complex and expensive and require extensive training in econometrics. 
Some forecasting techniques are basically quantitative; others are qualitative. It is 
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always a good idea to graph your data as a first step to help in selecting the techniques. 
Regardless of the technique used good forecasts must be based on accurate historical 
data. Most forecasting techniques used in the fertilizer industry can be divided into the 

following 12 broad categories: 

1. 	 Agronomic requirements 

2. 	 Food requirements 

3. 	 Leading indicators 

4. 	 Survey techniques 

5. 	 Graphical extensions of trends 

6. 	 Percentage growth rates 

7. 	 Absolute changes 

8. 	 Expert estimates 

9. 	 Delphi method 

10. 	 Trend fitting with statistical procedures (regression) 

11. 	 Cause and effect regression 

12. 	 Other econometric models 

There is no best forecasting method. One of the limitations of any forecasting 
method is that government policies, such as the removal of a fertilizer subsidy or the 

creation of a major irrigation development, can have a tremendous impact on fertilizer 
use. Politics and the resulting policies can he very difficult to predict, particularly in the 
distant future. It is impossible to say that one method is always better than another. For 

a certain type of forecast, one method may be superior. For another forecast a simpler 
method may be more practical. It is not worth spending $1,000 on a forecast to make a 

$100 	decision. The method you decide to use should be based on the following factors. 

1. 	 The degree of aCCLuracy required-llow important is the decision for which this 

forecast will be used? 
2. 	 The an1ounlt Of time needed to prepare a forecast-If the forecast deadline is in 

the next few minutes, you do not have time to develop a model. 
3. 	 DIata available to Iise in developing your forecast -If historical price data are not 

available, you cannot develop a model using prices to make the forecast. 

4. 	 Accu racy of available data -If you have price data that are not for the same item 

for all years or are not correct, they may not be useful. 
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5. Length of forecast-A survey might be used to determine which crops a farmer 
will grow next year, but rmnight be useless in projecting crop acreage 15 years from 
now. 

6. Availability of comLputers and Computer programs -Regression models can be 
difficult to use without a computer. 

7. Availability of funds and other resources- If you have no money to buy Coml)uter 
time or to hire help for doing a survey, you may be forced to use other methods 
to make your forecast. 

8. Your assumptions about the future-Will events unfold as they have in the past 
or will there be a substantial change? 

Agronomic Requirements 

A method sometimes used in projecting fertilizer consumption is based on 
cropped area and recommended levels of fertilization for each crop. Fertilizer trials 
under farm conditions determine a fertilizer response curve (production function). 
Supported by soil or plant analyses and current price relationships of fertilizer anid 
crops, a fertilizer response curve can ,-e used as the basis for the formulation of 
fertilizer recommendations. 

Assumptions about the area to be planted to each crop will enable the forecaster 
to project fertilizer consumption by multiplying recommended application rates by the 
expected acreage of each crop. Ideally, this method should be the most accurate of the 
forecasting techniques; however, past l)erformance has shown that farmers rarely use 
fertilizer at the recoinmcnded rate. Thus, either some percentage of the 
recomnendation must be assumred in order to arrive at the forecast, or actual usage 
levels per hcctare of each crop Must be known. Since these detailed data are not 
available for most countries, this projection method is usually not practical. This 
procedure can be used to represent the maxinum projection Ie,ei ny fIssuming that 
farmers fertilize at the recommended rate. This approach is sometimes eferred to as 
the "agronomic potential." 
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Food Requirements
 

Projected fertilizer consumption with this method is derived from projected 

requirements of food or from nutritional targets to feed the increasing population. 

Food requirements can be derived from a regression equation (to be explained later in 

this paper) relating the change in the demand for food to factors, such as projected 

population growth and the projected change in real disposable income. The per capita 

consumption of food can also be projected. Introducing a governmental objective of 

attaining self-sufficiency in food or meeting a specified nutritional level will then 

determine production targets. The future areas of each crop must then be projected. 

The required increases in yields to meet the production requirenments can then be 

estimated. These projected yield increases then determine the projected change in 

fertilizer consumption, either by subtracting the projected values of the various other 

yield-increasing factors, by making use of a fertilizer response curve, or by postulating a 

fixed ratio between yield and fertilizer consumption. Key variables in this type of 

forecast are food consumption per capita, population growth rates, shifts in diets to 

more meat as income levels increase, fertilizer use per hectare of each crop, and 

changes in area of each :iop. This is a more theoretical way to make fertilizer 

consumption projections. Because much of the data needed must also be projected, 

this method may not be practical. However, it may be used as a check with other 

projection methods. 

Leading Indicators 

One method for making short-term forecasts is with the use of leading indicators. 
If a forecaster has the good fortune to discover an economic series that leads 

(precedes) the one he is trying to forecast, he can use the leading series to forecast 

short-term changes just as a meteorologist uses changes in a mercury barometer to 

forecast changes in the weather. 

This approach to forecasting has been used for centurics. Merchants, thousands 

of years ago, used the arrival of trading ships as leading indicators of business activity. 
Andrew Carnegie, a U.S. industrialist, is reported 1o have used the nuimber of smoking 

industrial chimneys to forecust business and the demand for steel. Today, many 
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economists measure the health of the U.S. economy by the amount of newspaper space 
used for "help-wanted" advertisements. If the economy is good, companies will be 
hiring; hence, more advertisements will be placed. Therefore, help-wanted space is a 
leading indicator. In most cities a building permit must be issued before a house is 
built. Thus, building permits become a leading indicator of the demand for 
construction materials. 

The possible leading indicators for fertilizer market demand in a country, for 
example, might be the average farm income of the previous year, the amount of credit 
used by farmers by a certain date, or the amount of high-yielding seeds sold by a 
certain date prior to planting time. Higher crop prices may increase the demand for 
fertilizer for the following crop and thereby increase price. Thus, crop prices may be a 
leading indicator for fertilizer prices. 

In practice, the use of leading indicators is not as simple as it might seem. There 
are very few series that always correctly indicate changes in another economic variable. 
The indicators that have good records of forecasting directional changes fail to lead by 
a consistent period. Even those that lead by a predictable period may not provide 
accurate information about the magnitude of change that can be expected. 

If there are several leading indicators for a variable you want to predict, it is 
possible to combine these into an index that is "smoothcr" and has less random 
fluctuation. It is even possible to weight these indicators by their importance. Such a 
series may have less tendency to produce false signals of change for the predicted 
variable. 

Another way to use more than one leading indicator is to determine the number 
of "leading" indicators that are rising or falling at a given point in time and express this 
as a percentage. For example, if you have 10 leading indicators that are relatively 
reliable in predicting fertilizer demand and 8 are rising, the index would be 80%. 

However, even with these two indices for leading indicators, it is still difficult to 
estimate the change in an economic variable. Leading indicators are still very helpful in 
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short-run forecasting, especially in calling the turning point. This procedure is 
obviously not suitable for long-range forecasting. 

Sur'eys 

Short-term forecasting is often based on surveys. Each month in the United 
States, from July through November, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
surveys a sample of farmers asking each one how many bushels per acre of corn or 
other crops they feel they will produce based on current conditions. This survey helps 
USDA forecast each month how large this year's production is likely to he. Each 
month a new survey is taken that reflects changes in crop conditions during the past 
month. USDA also makes a similar survey to find out how much fertilizer is applied to 

each crop. 

Many privately owned companies also make farmer sureys. They might ask 
farmers what fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides they plan to use (luring the next 
cropping season. Using the results of these surveys, companies then plan their 
manufacture of these products and inventory levels at their retail outlets. 

In taking a survey it is important that the selected sample represents the 
"population" in which you are interested. The most simple strategy is to list all farmers 
and then randomly select a small number from the entire list to survey. Each farmer 
should have an equal chance of being included in the survey. Depending upon the 
variation within the poplation and the clcgrce of precision needed, a small sample can 
generally be used to predict the same statistic for the entire populatiol. Formuias are 
available to compute the actual samlle size needed. 

If we were trying to forecast fertilizer usage for the cotntry, we might find out we 
needed to sample only 500 farmers. The smaller the sample error we want and the 
more variability we have in usage the more farmers we have o survey. We would 
sample these farmers at random and then apply these results to all farmers in the 

country. 
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A stratified random sample could be used to measure anticipated fertilizer usag4e 
by maize farmers and rice farmers. We could stratify these farmers into two groups and 
draw a random sample from the rice farmers and a random sample from the maize 
farmers. We would then analyze how each type of farmer plans to change usage this 
year compared with lkst year. By knowing how much fertilizer was used by rice farmers 
and maize farmers last year, we could estimate how fertilizer usage this year would 
change. 

Cluster samplhg is where, instead of trying to randomly select farmers to 
interview from a list of all f.Armers in the country (such a list may not be availtble), we 
divide the country into many small geographic areas or "clusters" and sample all 
farmers within randomly selected clusters. 

It is very important that the questioritire is designed So that the questions are 
clear and not asked in such a way isto) bias the answer. I terviewers have to be 
properly trained. it nrc likely toPcr.sm irterviews be expensive anld time consumiii. 
However, surveys can he very helpful in nmtking short-term forecasis. 

Surveys are helpful in sh rt-rarnige forCcastling but are obviO slv not su ited for 
long-range forecasting because reslmndcents generally have not made plans for 
5-10 years ahead. 

Graphical Extensions of Trends 
Regardless of the forecasting methdl to be used, historical data should first be 

plotted to recognize trerIds that are occurring. One of the most simple and probhbly 
most common method of forecasting is extending these trends to future years with the 
use of a ruler or a straightedge. 

In extending treid; gratphically you pr)oject the future by free hand if cycles or 
seasonal ities are present. If tile data do not contain seasonals or cycles, wou can 
"eyeball" a trend line by extending the path of the historical data. This is known as 
trend extrapolation. No niathe matical formulas are involved. 
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There are three major advantages of graphical analysis compared to statistical 

models. 

1. 	 It saves time. For this reason they are widely used in business where approximate 
results must be obtained in the minimum time. 

2. 	 Graphic curves are more flexible than rigid niat he mat ical furctions ard, hence, 
may fit the data more closely. If tile (a contain obvious higls and lows that 

were caused by unusual circumstances, these can he easily ignored. 

3. 	 Graphical projections are very easy to explain to others. 

There are just as many major disadvantages. This procedure reflects the 

subjective errors of the analyst. Ili1 personal bias, mistakcs ill ,nunient, .llid optical 

errors all affect the results. Natlie mtical cIrves ca ii be expressed Iw f )rnili s that 
provide the best fit accordino to s(mnle stated criterion. Such results have at least Ile 

appearance of greater exactness thai d( hand-drawn cui rves and, lience, may carry 

more conviction wit h the reader. 

In extending trends it is imiprtant to recognize cycles and seasoralities. 

Sometimes these cvclcs are predictable. The fertilizer industry is also characterized 1y 
cycles. Firms tend to overexpand when profits are large and fail to expand fast enongh 
IC meet future demand when prices are low. These tendencics cause fertilizer prices to 
also he very cvclical. Il doing any type (o short-terii forecastiig, it is important to 

recognize vich stage of tile cycle you are iii. 

Ill addition to cycles, it is also imp(rtant to recognize seasonalities. Ai aialysis of" 

seasonalities can vastly improve short-terii forecasting results. [:or example, miaxirmumiii 

fertilizer usage norinally occurs at the major planting time while tile I west 
cornsu ml)tion is inl tile winter montls. In projectiig monthly co1nSLIi)ti(il, thiis ni USt be 

taken into consideration. 

If monthly sales data for a particular product indicate that, oni tbe average, March 

sales are 20% above the average for the year, this must be reflected in your 

projections. Likewise, if December is 20% below the average, this should also be 

considered. 
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Annual sales might be estimated at $120,000 or $10,000/nonth. However, the 
March sales projection would be adjusted to $12,000 (1.20 x S10,000), and December 
sales would he adjusted to $8,000 (.80 x $10,000). Graphing historical data first helps us 
recognize both seasonals and cycles that are in the data. 

Graphs utilizing 12-month moving averages are sometimes used to remove 
seasonalitics. In doing this the point graphed for each month is the average valtie for 
the preceding 12 months. This makes a smoother graph, hut it takes considerably more 
time to construct the graph if monthly data for several years are used. 

Percentage Growth Rates (listorical Growth Rates) 
A co ininn nethod that is usetd in rmaking pr(jections is to look at what growth 

rates have been in recent years and to assume that each year in the future consumption 
will increase at this rate. 

This procedu re is very often used, but it is generally a very poor method. If we 
are projecting fertilizer consti mption, we Imight calculIate the percentage increase and 
note that increases during the past 5 years havc ranged between 9% and I I 
(Table 1). Unless we have a valid reason not to, we probably will projcCt that this :inrd 
of growthIi will continue. We might estimate that the average annual growth during die 
next 5 years will be 10%. 
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Table 1. 	Percentage Change in Fertilizer Consumption 
From Previous Year 

1983 9.3 
1984 8.5 
1985 11.0 
1986 10.8 
1987 8.0 
1988 9.2 
1989 10.3 
1990 9.5 
1991 9.8 
1992 9.9 
1993 10.1 
1994 
1995 

1996 Assume 10.0% annu.al increase 
1997 
1998 

Most COu ntries with substantial consumption are increasing consu)mption at a 

slightly slower growth rate each year hecause the base becomes larger and the 
percentage increase is harder to maintain as the market beco mes mature. The cUrve 
representing a counlrv's consumption increasing at a Constant pcrcentag.e bends 

upward (Figure 1). A related approach is to pr)oject a fture year at aI comp)ound 

growth rate and then connect the beginnirg ard ending p~(ints. 

Table 2 shows what the CO[isul mpt ion of each on rien t w(hd be, ISSuinirig various 
growth rates and 100 r1t consumption in Year 0. The cUrve in Figure 1 was derived 

using a 10% annual compouind growth rate. Table 3 uses the same Year 10 

consu mt)tion for each rate, but has the sile ann absoItle ircrease each year. The 

)lot of these figures is a straight line. The straitlit line in Figure I was 1)11ttcd frorm the 
10% growth rate shown in Table 3. Note in 'ablc 3 how the growth rate frOiim year to 

year varies using this procedure. Again, using a 10%; comiponlndcd rate until Year 10 

and then assuming the samC absolLte increase (ach year (straight line), tile rate of 
growth varies from 15.9% in Year I to only 6.5% in Year 10. 
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Figure 1. Two Ways to Reach 10% Compounded Annual Growth at the End of 10 Years. 
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Table 2. Fertilizer ConsLmption Based on Various Growth Rates Each Year 

Rate Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 

5.00 100.0 105 110 116 122 128 134 141 148 155 163 
6.00 100.0 106 112 119 126 134 142 150 159 169 179 
7.00 100.0 107 114 123 131 140 150 161 172 184 197 
8.00 100.0 108 117 126 136 147 159 171 185 200 216 
9.00 100.0 109 119 130 141 154 168 183 199 217 237 
10.00 100.0 110 121 133 146 161 177 195 214 236 259 
11.00 100.0 111 123 137 152 169 187 208 230 256 284 
12.00 100.0 112 125 140 157 176 197 221 248 277 311 
13.00 100.0 113 128 144 163 184 208 235 266 300 339 
14.09 100.0 114 130 148 169 193 219 250 285 325 371 Q 
15.00 100.0 115 132 152 175 201 231 266 306 352 405 
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Table 3. 	 Fertilizer Consumption Based on Various Compound Growth Rates for 10 Years With Straight Line Connection This Yearand Value 10 Years From Now (Number underneath in parentheses is annual growth rate) 

Percentage
Rate Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 	 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 	 Year 10 

5.00 100.0 106 113 
 119 125 131 138 
 144 150 157 
 163

(6.3) (5.9) (5.6) (5.3) (5.0) (4.8) (4.6)

6.00 	 (4.4) (4.2) (4.0)100.0 	 108 116 124 
 132 	 140 147 155 
 163 171 179
(7.9) (7.3) (6.8) (6.4) (6.0) (5.7) 	 (5.4) (5.1) (4.8) (4.6)7.00 100.0 110 119 129 139 148 
 158 	 168 
 177 187 197

(9.7) (8.8) (8.1) (7.5) (7.0) (6.5) (6.1) (5.8) (5.5) (5.2)8.00 100.0 112 123 135 
 146 	 158 170 181 
 193 204 216
(11.6) (10.4) (9.4) (8.6) (7.9) (7.3) (6.8) (6.4) (6.0) (5.7)9.00 100.0 114 127 141 155 168 
 182 	 196 209 223 
 237


(13.7) (12.0) (10.7) (9.7) (8.8) (8.1) (7.5) (7.0) (6.5) (6.1)10.00 100.0 116 132 148 
 164 	 180 196 212 
 228 243 259

(15.9) (13.7) (12.1) (10.8) (9.7) (8.9) (8.1) (7.5) (7.0) 	 (6.5)11.00 100.0 118 137 155 174 
 192 2JO 229 
 247 266 284

(18.4) (15.5) (13.4) (11.9) (10.6) (9.6) 	 (8.7) (8.0) (7.4) (6.9)12.00 100.0 121 142 163 184 
 205 226 247 268 
 290 	 311

(21.1) (17.4) (14.8) (12.9) (11.4) (10.3) (9.3) (8.5) (7.8) (7.3)13.00 100.0 124 
 148 	 172 196 220 
 244 	 268 292 316

(23.9) (19.3) (16.2) (13.9) 	

339 
(12.2) (10.9) (9.8) (8.9) (8.2) (7.6)14.00 100.0 127 154 181 
 208 	 235 262 290 
 317 344 371


(27.1) (21.3) (17.6) (14.9) (13.0) (11.5) 	 (10.3) (9.4) (8.6) (7.9)15.00 100.0 130 
 161 	 191 222 252 
 283 	 313 344 
 374 	 405

(30.5) (23.3) (18.9) (15.9) (13.7) (12.1) 	 (10.8) (9.7) (8.9) (8.1) 
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We should 	note here that a small change in the slope of your line or in the annual 
rate of change does not make much difference in your projections the first year, but it 
has a big impact on projections several years in the future. The longer the projection 
period used, the larger the difference beconics. If consumption in 1993 is250 tons 
there is not 	much difference in a 5% and a 6% forecast for 1994. 1lowever, look at tile 
difference a 5% versus 6% annual growth makes by tile year 2010 (Table 4). 

Table 4. 	 Table Illustrating Difference a 1%
 
Change in Growth Rate Makes
 

Growth Rate 
Year 5% 6% I)ifference 

1993 250 250 0
 
1994 262 265 3
 
2000 352 376 24
 
2010 573 673 100
 

Absolute Changes 

A similar procedure is to project a constallt absolti!e change each year, if past 
changes have been relatively constant ('1Table 5). Note that a conslant increase implies 
a smaller percentage change each year. For example, an increase of 50 from 1,000 to 
1,050 is a 5.0% growth, but a1 increase of 50 from 1,800 to 1,850 is only a 2.8% growth. 

A projection that is a straight line represents a constant absolute change cach year. 

Markets may vary inlmaturity. For ximple, increases in fertilizer consumlnption 

generally occur in three pllses. Plase oneiCrllresets tle rapid gr )wthIi dui1ririg early 
stages of development. Phase two is the tinsiti(n period between rapid developnient 
and a rnatu re market and is cha racterized as a rising straight lille. lPhiase three is the 
older mature market in which decreasinig rates of increase are observed. In makinrg 
projections it is important to recognize which phase you ire in. l'his is a major 
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limitation of assuming that today's and yesterday's rates of increase (either o a 
percentage or absolute basis) will be those experienced in 5 or 10 years. 

Table 5. Absolute Change in Consumption From Previous Year 

Consumption Percent Increase From Previous Year 

1982 1,000 
1983 1,050 5.00 
1984 1,100 4.76 
1985 1,150 4.55 
1986 1,200 4.35 
1987 1,250 4.17 
1988 1,300 4.00 
1989 1,350 3.85 
1990 1,400 3.70 
1991 1,450 3.57 
1992 1,500 3.45 
1993 1,550 3.33 

1994 1,600 
Projections 

3.23 
1995 1,650 3.12 
1996 1,700 3.03 
1997 1,750 2.94 
1998 1,800 2.86 
1999 1,850 2.78 

Expert Estimates 

Another way to forecast cons!mlption is to let "experts" who are familiar with 
farmers and the farming conditions estimate fertilizer usage. The estimate is based on 
the experts' "opinion" rather than a formalized procedu re. Tiiese experts can estimate 
nationally or several experts can be used, allowing each to estimate f(. he region with 
which he is most familiar and then comnl)ining these regional estimates to obtain a 
na:.ional estiimate. This method is usually limited to short-term projections. The validity 
is only as good as the experts selected. 
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Delphi Method 

A related method is the "Delphi Method" which takes individual estimates of 
several "experts" and returns them to each "expert" to be revised after the group's 
projections are This a secondreviewed. starts round of individual estimates. The 
degree of consensus should improve with each round. 

Trend Fitting With Statistical Models (Regression) 

The most frequently used method of making projections is by extrapolation of 
historical trends. Projections based on past trends assume that the events in the future 
will unfold as they have in the past. It assumes that there will be no unpredictable 
shocks to the system, such as wars, strikes, flood, recession, or drought. 

Trend extrapolation can be done graphically, or a simple mathematical equation 
can be used to describe the historical data (called a "time series" in statistics). An 
equation provides an objective and concise expression, but the form of the equation 
places certain limitations on the possible shapes of the fitted curve. 

The most widely used procedure to determine the "best" equation to fit the 
historical data is that of "least squares." This criterion states that the best fitting curve i 
the one in which the sunm of the squarced deviations of the data from the trend line is 
the smallest. This criterion requi res that tihe sum of the deviations of the data a)ove 
the trend line mus. C.ual the sum of the minus deviations below the line so that the 
grand total of the deviations is zero. 

The general equation of the straight trend line is 

Y = a + bX 

where 
Y = the value of the time series or the dependent variable. Y might be 

fertilizer consumpltion in Year X. 
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a = a constant that represents the value of Y (fertilizer consumption) 

when X is zero. 
b = the slope of the trend line (or the change in fertilizer consumption 

each year in our case). 
X = the independent variable or the value that is known. In our case we 

let X be the year, i.e., 1990. 

By taking a very simple example, we can derive the equation for the line. This is 
done only to show how the regression line can he fitted to the data. 

Table 6. 	 A Hypothetical Example of 
Fertilizer Consumption 

Year 	 Fertilizer Consumption 
. - ('000 tons) -----

X Y 
1987 1 
1988 2 
1989 3 
1990 4 
1991 5 
1992 6 
1993 7 

These values are plotted in Figure 2. Thus we see that Y would be zero when 
X = 1986 and the line increases I unit per year (or 1,000 tons). Thus our equation 
should be Y = -1986 + 1.OX. We can prove this is so by solving equations for the 
constant term and the regression coefficient (slope). 

To mathematically find ; (constant term) and 1h(slope) in our equation, we solve 
the following equations: 

Equation (1) EY = Na + hbX 
Equation (2) ZXY = aZX + bZX 2 
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Figure 2. Fertilizer Consumption by Year. 
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Substituting the values from Table 7 and using Equations 1 and 2 the equations 
now can be simplified. 

Table 7. Computation for the Simple Example 

Year Consumption 
x Y XY x 2 

1987 1 1,987 3,948,169 
1988 2 3,976 3,952,144 
1989 3 5,967 3,956,121 
1990 4 7,960 3,960,100 
1991 5 9,955 3,964,081 
1992 6 11,951 3,968,004 
1993 7 13,951 3,972,049 

13,930 28 55,748 27,720,728 

Ex ZY EXY ZX2 

Equation (1) 28 = 7a + 13,930b 
Equation (2) 55,748 = 13,930a + 27,720,7281 

Multiplying Equation (1) by -1990 to get rid of the "a" term we get 
Equation (1) -55,720 = -13,930a- 27,720,700 
Equation (2) 55,748 = 13,930a + 27,720,728b 

Adding the two equations we obtain 
28 = 28b or b = I (slope) and substituting for b in equation I 
means a = -1986 = (constant) or Y = -1986 + .0X 

which, as we could see earlier in this very simple example, Is our equation. Generally, 
the data do not all lie onl a straight line and, thus, we cannot determine its equation 
without doing the calculation. 

You can see from these simple calculations how difficult it is to calculate 
regressions manually, particularly if there are several variables and many observations. 
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There are calculators that allow you to compute the coefficients fairly easily. However, 

these generally can handle only one dependent variable (Y) and one independent 
variable (X). There are many coml)uter trograms that have been developed to 

calculate regressions and the assoc,'ated correlations. At IFDC the program that is 

generally used is the Statistical Analysis System (SAS). There are a number of 
regression programs that are available for microcomputers. These programs are 

probably available in your country. The LOTUS 1-2-3 spreadsheet also has the 

capability to calculate regressions. 

Cause and Effect Regression Techniques 

These techniques seek to establish a causal relationship between fertilizer use 

and one or more factors influencing demand. These factors might include crop prices 
received by farmers, fertilizer prices paid by farmers, credit availability, interest rates, 

farm income, irrigated area, area seeded with high-yielding varieties, the availability of 
crop markets, fertilizer availability, rainfall, crop mix, government's fertilizer price 

subsidies, cro) stql)l)rt prices, and number of retailers. For policy analysis and 

planning, cause and effect models are more meaningful than other methods includiliw 

trend extrapolation. An example of this type of model might be 

Y = a + bX1i + b2X2 

Fertilizer use = 10.0 + 1.5 x rice price + 3.2 x urea price. 

Selecting the variables to include in the equation is an important l)art of this 

technique; usually, it is worth running correlations with variables. The variables 

selected must make economic sense. 

Use of causal models requires a considerable amount of accurate data to 

determine exact relationslhips. A naljor limitation is that the values of the 

demand-influencing factors (indCpCndent variables) must also be p)rojectcd in order to 

project fertilizer market demand. Indeed, it may be harder than projecting fertilizer 

consumption because (1)thcre may be more year-to-ycar fluctultion in these variables 

and (2) the,c are several mo- variabies to estimate. Anotther problem in the use of 
regression models, when mobre tIian one indcpendent variable is used, is 

intercorrelations between the variables. FaICtorS, such as irrigated crop area and use of 
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high-yielding varieties (HYVs), are intercorrelated because HYVs tend 'o be used in 
irrigated areas; the two factors are not independent but rather highly related factors in 
explaining variations fertilizer Inaccurate historical data andin use. inappropriate 
handling of intercorrelations between market forces and other statistical problems can 
prevent a forecaster from establishing a meaningful causal relationship between 
fertilizer demand and each demand-influencing factor. There is a big difference 
between models that "fit" historical data and models that will accurately "predict" 
future conditions. 

Other Econometric Models 

We have used a straight line of the formula Y = a + bX. With the use of some 
imagination, we can use the same principles to fit data that are not linear. Other 
equations used by Harris and Harre (1979) in fertilizer demand projections in various 
countries included the following: 

Y = a + bX + b2X 2 

Y = a + b (I/X) + b2 (Log X) 

Y =a + biX + b2 (1/X) 

Y = a + biX + b2 (Log X) 
Log Y = a + biX + b2 (Log X) 

There are also many other types of econonetric models that have been used in 
forecasting. These include various forms of exponential or logarithmic curves including 
the Gompertz curve, two- and three-stage least squares, simultaneous equations, 
distributed lag models, instrumental variables, etc. However, the purpose of this paper 
has been to provide very simple examples of forecasting rather than to cover more 
advanced topics. 
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Presentation of Your Forecast 

Presentation of forecasting results is very important. Before your manager or the 

decisionmaker in your company will use your results, he has to understand what you 

have done and what the limitations are of the forecasting procedure you have used. 

Generally, you will be asked to write a report summarizing your results. Do not 
try to overwhelm your readers with numbers. A short report that is well-written has a 
much better chance of being read and understood than does a long report full of 
numlbers. Graphs: and charts are a good way to present your results. If your forecast is 

based ol certain assunmptions, you may want to indicate what effect a change in these 
assumlptions would have on your forecast. In your report, clearly state the niethodology 

and assumptions you have used in making your forecast. 

If you can make an oral presentation of your report, it will give you the 

opportunity to explain much better what you have done and why and to answer 
questions anyone might have. Again, your presentation should be concise and well 

organized. 

Sum maiy 

In this paper, we have briefly discusseC several forecasting procedules. Leading 

indicators and survey techniques are best u',ed for short-term forecasting. Graphical 

extension of trends, percentage or absolute changes, and trend fitting with statistical 
procedures are more suited for longer term forecasting. The technique chosen also 

depends on accuracy required, time available, aid data and other resources available. 

Even after the method used to make our prediction is selected and the forecast is 

made, the job is not complete until a presentation has been made to management. The 
presentation can be oral, written, or both. Either way it sh1ould be short and concise, 

but briefly explaining the methodology used, the result, and the implications of the 

results. 
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Dealer Selection and Development 

,troduction 
In the awricultural sctor. the main recomnmenditions f h' i -i.-Oiill StruCtUral 
adjustmenlt lproi nt include reduction, %'v'ltielt' thiIlliitOl ot' subsidies (ofagricultural
inl)Lits (teitiliZCIs, l~ .. artr'ialS, tI'. ) 'Ind tilie Withdra\valicidts, Irticulturt ofgOVCHllHllt'It h oitll ;ICI.'liC..itS .S-UC:I ;IS I~'ltiliZt 'l li++U tll ll ;i'i,, ll,,, (h h a(seri IItiilI V , l 'S Vu te lihi e ;Ilnl.Oll 

u ' thu thIi . I
 
F ir lt.'itili/ci l ,t,'t ii ' ilItt\,,, 
 i ik , c i Itl'C0tt. tr iL'S: 

%JilNic NeC(AlC.Ounri1 Ii's \\ 1111 IiiJ\\% iiil)VACIiieii
* Co+uier~s il \,Inch tle p i .cti pl;qs a key role (Sencgl and tiger in 

franciplht inc v.t A\rica) . 

Ill the firt;itCIry,', there.. ;are COtlultliCS inl transition \vhCer the p, ate seCItor IS Started 
to intervene (e.. \'I:rli inlllon-cotton zone, Beninil with the gradual \Withdra\\,al of the
Stale fron the imlo)rtationi and diStrbtutiorn of" agriculturatl inIputs in cotton production, 
Callirooll ill lor-Cottoil Zone). 

In the scope oh' plv:itizaltionl, it is impurtant t have a suitable selection of' fertilizer 
delr.es who will he ale to pl;av a role in thi,, development of fertilize u 

It is necessary ti i ia e policy reforms in vievwif ll: ,Wng for an openfniorable condition. 
and colpetitive citilizer rmrkts; but it is also r.luinired to (lus oil the ".skills ol" private
sector and coope-atiye dealers purhrl-nill th( distributionl, whoIClesale, 'nd.Cretail
functions tht mist c broadneId ill tIle ttext of their pr:lctical application i' a Fully
mrukct-oricnted pviv;itizcd competitive iiaijkrt"( I ). 

Di trihtitini i ;I pir dih l ;Iiins,, tu i ;ikc it ; iv:Il:lI. It, il c t si. rll. 

\\'l%:it I"tlc 'rit k(ilt :I I.t ltriciZL dc.lt.I . (i) in tith r w.rLIs how it) il;ikt :I del(.:ier
SCih tiCi.' I \ Illri trnniiC. thi., i.s-, Iuilithl 111',[ )It, li the secon11d IMit I will talk about

tie Usscntial coinditio ns that lc;rCt's Will need [Fr their dCvehIllCnt and theC devCloplent
 
of' the fertilizer :i. ,.rkt.
 

I. The profile of a good fertilizer dealer
 
My analysis wIll hu Ibscd On 
 tile Sn;l' .,,tCS.teXrienjUc conIcCrrlinrl th, .'Settlelrint Of a
plivate flit liei ti,tliltltln network. lin el; gIi, the PIV 'ltllt1+'ll is, oVr te ylle s ago
now , no0 I ,t,, inv nl\,t . l:eI FtiliV/ r (liStiibnltiiur, fro a few'ai ll Croips inucludi rig c otton,
Which Ire Still Cilttlltd ,hthe ipulic enterprise, thCSocitltt )ru It DrVelOpeullelnt di
Textile (SMUI) M~II ). 'ivi;tion is c'llcttive fomr creal !'irtilizer. The lLice left by
publctiiii isns Ihii, tlledn bl NublSitii;irvlhN(l I"NvI,t. saleh. in Industri s (liirliius
dI I ; rl (l.( - y I lINt has cretC-IN(d ;rtristi tit u li t ni k.'tc, .d Of pri,,atec.ir pw
dalers, which covers d.ir_ ns or 
The privd at 1t'tili/'r p urti.ie 

Ie rIrs whre gi m Wi tilizur are usud. 
ir ritw-i k. \\'hich 'xismt in S ireg;il, is lprticuliily due 

to the f ct thIat a iL;I IrduIltry, lt ralr\ It tIlw N i rirll a;se,tL . it,.i l i;ive ethavState as 
its tiijriCliert inl Ir'i r,"th-i lvt hi al .. , 
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A) At thi (le lrtiliz.'l C;il h unain activity isthe SaIC 1l Ioh ' ;I ,SeCOld ;ICivit', 1h 

relateI to another sector (e.g. I'Od products like .-,i,!,ar, rice, oil, etc.).
 

- The dCalur h;s to be well estahlished iII rural zone, in Other vt ..s he has to know 
the ;I1ricltur;l sctor. 

- IeI u.musthIvC suit;lC warehouses f'u aIr0d ferltilizur storage. 
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How to Reach the Small Farmer 

Reaching the small farmers with fertilizers arid technology is a common problem 
in many developing countries. This is a case study involving the small farmers in the 
country of Utopia. 

Utopia is located in the central section of Africa. Approximately one-half of 
Utopia lies within the rain forest and the other half within the savannah zone. There is 
a tremendous agricultural potential in Utopia. The soils are fertile, there is plenty of 
sunshine even during the rainy season, and there is plenty of water for crop production 
except during the short dry season of November-March. 

Utopia has a large navigable river that transverses the country. The name of the 
river is Madila. It forms in the mountains in the north and empties into the Atlantic 
Ocean near the southern seaport city of Serendip. Serendip is the only seaport city in 
Utopia. Imported items including fertilizers arrive in Serendip and are transshipped 
upcountry by railroad or trucks. Railroads serve the major cities. Rail service has 
been slow and has forced the use of trucks for delivery. Truck delivery of fertilizers has 
been handicapped since there are only two major highways running north and south 
and only three highways running east to west. 

Up country approximately 200 km from Serendip and along the Madila River 
there is a large parcel of land with slightly more than 50,000 ha. The area is known as 
Dunnieville. A soil survey and study revealed that this land is more suited to rice 
cultivation than any other area in Utopia. The farmers in this area prefer to grow 
cassava, sorghum, and millet. Rice has been grown in very small plots and only for 
home consumption. The farmers in the Dunnieville area are smaller than the national 
average and on the average own 6 ha each. 

The Government of Utopia has been importing between 200,000 and 
250,000 tons of rice annually. Government planners have given consideration to the 
idea that Utopia could become self-sufficient in rice production if the potential rice 
area around Dunnieville could be developed. There are several things that must be 
worked out if rice is to be produced on a large scale in this area. Among the chief 
problems are: 
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a. 	 There are no secondary roads leading into the Dunnieville area. The 
government has plans to build some secondary roads in Utopia in the next 
development plan. Connecting roads to Dunnieville could take as much as 
5 years to complete. 

b. 	 Farmers in the Dunnieville area prefer to produce cassava, sorghum, and millet. 
The study showed farmers would resist growing rice. The primary reasons for the 
resistance seemed to be that farmers thought they would make more money on 
cassava, sorghum, and millet, and these are also a preferred food. 

c. The price of fertilizer in Utopia has been subsidized at approximately 45% of the 
total cost. The Governme-.t wants to eliminate the subsidy on fertilizers. At 
present farmers are paying the following prices. 

Urea - N 98/ton
 

AS - N 63/ton
 
NPK - N 68/ton
 

20% P205 - N 62/ton
 
d. 	 It has been reported that on rice AS and 20% phosphate will produce yields 

comparable to those produced by urea and NPK fertilizers. It may be possible 
that NPK would also produce good yields. If so, only one fertilizer product would 
have to be shipped into Dunnieville. Research at the station near Serendip has 
shown that approximately 90-40-60 kg/ha isneeded to produce rice. 

e. Farmers in some sections of Utopia have been receiving N 650/ton for their rice 
this year. The cost of producing rice at the research station is approximately N 
450/ton. The Government of Utopia has been paying N 850/ton for imported 
rice so far this year. 

f. 	 There are no fertilizer dealers in the Dunnieville area. There is one agricultural 
officer (AO) that lives and works in the area. The AO has averaged selling 
20.8 	tons of fertilizer per year in the area during the past 3 years. The AO has 
not made much effort to sell or promote fertilizer use since he has other work. 
Ammonium sulfate has accounted for 50% of the fertilizer sales. Fertilizer has 
moved into Dunnieville by farm tractor and trailer during the dry season. The 
AO thinks a strong case can be made for a warehouse to store fertilizers and 
other essential inputs. 

g. 	 The Government of Utopia has taken an official position to start moving toward 
privatization in agriculture businesses. The Government recently announced a 
decision to build a new fertilizer complex within the private sector. The 
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Government has formed a partnership with a private firm to build the fertilizer 
plants and build a marketing system in Utopia. 

h. There are approximately 7,500 farm families living in the Dunnieville area. 
There are eight different family groups (tribes) in the area. They hardare 
workers and get along well on community projects. The groups do not mix on 
marriage and family matters. Men do the heavy work in crop production whereas 
the women do the weeding, fertilization, harvesting, and marketing of surplus 
crop produce. 

i. Credit has been a problem for the purchase of essential inputs. A credit scheme 
will be needed for the area. 

Procedure 
The class will be divided into groups. Each group will elect a spokesman to 

present the group's solution to the questions. Each group will have up to 10 minutes to 
present their recommend'ations. Following each presentation the remaining three 
groups will question or challenge the remarks of the group giving the presentation. 
Each group will be expected to defend their recomnendationIs. Five minutes will be 
allowed for the rebuttal and defense. During the presentations the three groups
listening should prepare questions for the presenting group to defend. 

Problems 
1. Based on the above facts, the President of Utopia has requested your group to 

prepare a position paper on making the country self-sufficient in rice production. 
The President wants your paper to include a reply to the following: 
a. Prepare an outline of a 3-year fertilizer marketing plan for the Dunnieville 

area. 
b. Prepare a budget to support the marketing plan utilizing up to N 8.00/ton 

of fertilizer consumed. 
c. Who should own and manage the recommended marketing system? 
d. Should the area be developed on a large-scale farming plan or continue 

with the small farmer? 
e. Recommend a pricing policy for rice. 
f. What type credit scheme is recommended, if any, to support the 

recommended marketing system? 
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How to Reach the Small Farmer 
(Case Study Analysis and Resolution) 

Determine the Facts and List in Order of Importance 

1. 	 Government planners are considering to make Utopia self-sufficient in rice 
production. 

2. 	 The Government of Utopia is importing 200,000-250,000 mt of rice annually. 
3. 	 Dunnieville-an area well-suited for growing rice-is approximately 200 km up 

the Madila River from Serendip. 
4. 	 Seventy-five thousand hectares are available in Dunnieville for rice culture. 
5. 	 Farmers in Dunnieville have little interest in growing rice because they do not 

know how to grow rice or how to market it. 
6. 	 There are no roads leading into the Dunnieville area. The area is reached only 

during the dry season. 
7. 	 The only research station is near Serendip where there is experience in growing 

rice and amount of fertilizer needed. 
8. 	 Rice is grown on a few 1- to I12-acre plots for local consumption in Dunnieville. 
9. 	 The agricultural officer in Duinnieville is currently selling fertilizer. He makes 

little effort to sell fertilizer as he has other work to do. 
10. 	 Fertilizer sales in the Dunnieville area are only 20.8 tpy. Ammonium sulfate 

accounts for half of the fertilizer sales. 
11. 	 Farmers in Utopia have been receiving N650/ton for their rice. Production cost 

at the research station at Serendip reported at N450/ton and the government 
has been importing rice at N850/ton. 

12. 	 The Madila River transverses the country and it is navigable. Two major 
highways run north and south. C:ily three highways run east and west. There is 
rail service to major cities but it is poor. Most transportation is done by trucks. 
Serendip is the major seaport in Utopia. All importeC goods pass through 
Serendip. 

13. 	 The government has joined with a private company to build a fertilizer plant in 
Utopia and to set up a partnership with the company for marketing fertilizer in 
Utopia. 

14. 	 There were no fertilizer dealers in the Dunnieville area. 
15. 	 There is a credit problem for purchasing essential inputs in Utopia. 
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16. 	 The farmers in Dunnieville are small averaging 4 ha each. 
17. 	 Building roads into the Dunnieville area will take about 2 years from the start of 

construction and the government has plans to build secondary roads in Utopia. 
18. 	 There are around 10,000 farm families in the Dunnieville area. They represent 

about eight tribes. They work well together but do not mix socially. 
19. 	 Fertilizers are subsidized at 45% of total cost in Utopia. 
20. 	 Soils are fertile, plenty of sunshine, plenty of rain except in the dry 

season - November-March. 
21. 	 The country of Utopia is located in the central section of Africa - half lies in the 

rain forest and half in the savannah zone. 

Identify the Problems 

1. 	 There are no roads leading into the Dunnieville area. 
2. 	 Farmers in the Dunnieville area know little about growing rice and there is no 

one to teach him. The farmer does not know what the real incentive is for 
growing rice under improved practices. 

3. 	 Farmers in the Dunnieville area do not know how to market rice and cannot get 

crops to market. 
4. 	 The only research in the country on growing rice has been located in Serendip. 

No research has been done in the DUnnieville area. 
5. 	 Lack of credit to purchase essential inputs affects all farmers in Utopia. 
6. 	 There are no fertilizer dealers in the Dunnieville area and apparently no 

waiehouses to store fertilizer or other essential inputs. 

Suggested Courses of Action 

1. 	 Crash program to build roads and establish a port onl the Madila River to serve 

the Dunnieville area. 
2. 	 Start rice research trials in the Dunnieville area. Determine best varieties, 

planting dates, fertilizer recommendations, and cost of production. 

3. 	 Get the priate industry and/or government to build rice mills in the Dunnieville 
area to process the farmers rice, thus creating a market for rice in the Dunnieville 
area. Extend government credit through the rice millers to the farmers. 
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4. 	 Increase the price of rice and reduce imports of rice in relationship with the rice 
production in the Dunnieville area. This is essential to create a demand for rice 
produced in the Dinnieville area and to give the farmers a good incentive. 

5. 	 Get the government/private sector fertilizer company to set up dealers in the 
Dunnieville area, build warehouses, put on rice fertilizer demonstrations, hold 
farmer meetings with the extension officer on the techniques for growing rice, 
varieties, weed control, etc. 

6. 	 Have the extension service strengthened in the Dunnieville area. Have them 
launch a promotional program on growing rice with the private/government 

marketing company. 
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Methodology for Analyzing Cases 

As many of you know, the case study method is extremely popular in the United 
States. Its popularity has been particularly enhanced by its use at the world renowned 
Harvard University School of Business. The case method does serve as an excellent 
teaching device aimed at bridging the gap between classroom type teaching and 
business (work) organizations. IFDC has found the use of cases particularly valuable in 
terms of strengthening analytical activities and improving speaker effectiveness in 
presentations to management. In performing a case study, the participant must sort out 
relevant information from the case, organize the facts into a clear statement of the 
problem, identify possible solutions, recommend the most appropriate course of action, 
and develop an implementation plan for the solution. A well-organized lecture on a 
marketing topic may be very thorough and the participant may visualize application of 
the concepts to his own situation. However, by putting the participant in the position of 
manager and presenting him with various problems and/or business opportunities, he 
tends to focus more seriously on the problem and quickly recognize that any decision is 
interrelated with other factors; most importantly he learns about the decision making 
process, the essence of the manager's work. 

No single methodology for dealing with case analysis is ideal for all situations. 
However, one approach that has proved successful in most instances involves six steps 
as indicated below. 

Step 1 
Read the case carefully and make notes of the firm's strengths and weaknesses 

and key market characteristics (i.e., competition, market size, growth trend, etc.). 

Step 2 
State the important facts about the case. A restatement of the facts helps to fully 

understand the situation being studied. This may involve preparing a diagram of 
certain relationships, e.g., the channel members in the marketing system or the physical 
flow of fertilizer through the distribution system for a particular market segment. 

When listing the facts about the case, the most important facts should be listed 
first and the least important last. The facts should also be categorized to (1) separate 
objective facts from opinions and assumptions and (2) group facts pertaining to certain 
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characteristics (i.e., market size, competition, pricing and marketing cost, financial 
condition of the firm, etc.). 

Step 3 
Identify the firm's problems and/or profit opportunities. It is critical to separate 

the problems from the symptoms and secondary issues. For example, it is not 
meaningful to identify the problem as low market share, since low market share isonly 
symptomatic of the underlying problem-possible poor product quality, late fertilizer 
arrival at the retail point of sale, etc. The real problem should be identified and agreed 
to by the case study team. The problems should be listed in order of priority. 

Step 4 
Identify and evaluate the alternative courses of action. All reasonable courses of 

action (technically and economically feasible) should be identified. Each alternative 
should be fully evaluated, identifying the advantages and disadvantages of cach. 

Step 5 
Recommend the preferred course of action. Based upon the above evaluation, 

select the course of action that provides the best approach to dealing with the problems 
or opportunities. The reasons for selection of the preferred alternative should be 
stated. 

Note: The participant will be expected to defend his recommended course of 
action upon presentation of the case study. 

Step 6 
Implementation plan. A strategic plan for implementation of the 

recommendation should be outlined including (a) the activities that are to be carried 
out, (b) the personnel requirements, (c) the timing and sequence of required events, 
and (d) a budget for the plan. 

The case study approach is an invaluable tool. It helps to develop the analyst's 
analytical abilities and helps to sharpen management presentation effectiveness. 
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Fertilizer Marketing in Goodland 

Goodland is a medium-sized country located in the tropics. Yields and agricultural 
production have been declining in recent years. Vegetables, rice, corn, cassava, tea, and 
rubber are the major crops. Cassava, rice, and corn are major export crops purchased by 
the Government at domestic prices and sold internationally at higher prices. 
Agricultural exports are an important source of foreign exchange and have been 
decreasing the last 2 years. The country is self-sufficient in food production and uses 
about 700,000 mt of fertilizer per year. Land is of moderate fertility and fertilizer usage 
per hectare is (28 kg of nutrient per cultivated hectare) the lowest of any neighboring 
country. Farmers who have moved away from the farm say that there are only a few 
places to sell their excess production and at low prices. Farmers are leaving the farms 
for a better life in the city. The remaining farmers produce enough food for themselves 
and enough for the city needs. They ask "why should they use fertilizer?" They say "there 
is no incentivc to produce surpluses." 

For several years the Government has been trying to encourage fertilizer use and 
offers fertilizers at a subsidized price equal to 50% of the Government's imported cost 
plus, "marketing costs" (currently running at 35% of import costs). Because fertilizer 
costs are going up, the fertilizer subsidy has become a drain on the economy. All 
fertilizer prices are set by the President of Goodland at the same price "anywhere" in the 
country. The Universal Bank has requested Goodland to eliminate the subsidy in 5 years 
if Goodland wants their continued assistance. 

There is only one small fertilizer plant in the country which is a privately owned 
urea plant and which is running at full capacity and producing 150,000 mtpy. Total urea 
consumption in the country is 350,000 mtpy but total fertilizer usage has been increasing 
at the rate of only 1%-2% annually for the last 4 years. The Government does not allow 
the urea company to market fertilizer in Goodland or to export fertilizer. The 
Government through the Ministry of Agriculture imports all needed fertilizer by use of 
negotiated purchases and buys urea at the plant's gate at production cost plus 7%. 

Urea is imported in bags while DAP and potash are imported in bulk and bagged 
at the port. There have been problems with the bagging machines at the port and, due to 
large unemployment problems, the Minister of Agriculture has decided that all bagging 
will be done by hand. 
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All fertilizer is marketed (distributed, promoted, and warehoused) by the Federal 
Extension Service. Extension offices are located in each province and district. There are 
around 15,000 farmers per extension agent. All provincial offices have phones but less 
than 25% of the district extension offices have phones. District extension offices cover 
their districts on foot and/or on bicycles. It takes 2 weeks to get a letter from most 
district offices to the capital. Extension agents spend very little time teaching farmers 
new production methods due to their administration and fertilizer related duties. 

There are no brand names for fertilizer sold by the Federal Extension Service. The 
extension agents receive no commission for selling fertilizer and, in fact, managing 
fertilizer warehouses, selling the fertilizer and keeping up with funds collected takes 
time away from other important jobs the agents are supposed to carry out. Only about 
90% of the funds from fertilizer sales can be accounted for. This further contributes to 
the Government's losses. 

An interview with a local farmer gives a clue to many farmer's frustration. The 
farmer said, "He picked up his order form to buy three bags of DAP last week, but by 
the time he waited in line to get it stamped, the extension office, where the fertilizer is 
warehoused and that sells the fertilizer, was closed. He returned the next day, but the 
office was closed because the extension agent was participating in a meeting at the 
university. Fie returned this week and obtained his fertilizer-the bags were hand sewn 
and looked underweight." 

For the last 3 years farmers have had trouble getting fertilizer, because of poor and 
late forecasting of demand by the Federal Extension Service. The General Assembly 
was late in receiving the import reqtuirements and passing the agricultural 
appropriations bill an~d foreign exchange was not available to import all the needed 
fertilizer. Many extension agents sold (out the back door) what they had at double the 
official price because of the shortage. Farmers bought about half of their normal 
requirements at this price. 

The district extension agents are frustrated also. They get blamed when fertilizer 
doesn't arrive on time, they get accused of short bag weights, of not being open 24 hours 
a day, and they are often accused of black marketing. Agents, however, privately say 
"they need the extra income selling fertilizer provides because their pay is very low." 
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The Government although "socially oriented" has a stated policy to encourage the 
development of the private sector and private industry. The private urea company has 
approached the Government about importing and marketing fertilizer. The company 
argues that this would free the extension agent to concentrate their efforts on other 
assignments helping farmers adopt modern production practices. 

The private urea company is a subsidiary of an international company with its own 
shipping fleet. The company feels that they could reduce the Goodland Government's 
fertilizer losses (subsidy) by at least 30% if they were allowed to import all fertilizer 
needed, had freedom to set retail prices at 30% over import costs or plant gate costs, 
and had freedom to sell to private retailers anywhere in the country. If the company 
were allowed to import and market fertilizer as stated above, management officials are 
also interested in discussing with the Government the possibility of building a new plant 
to meet most of the fertilizer needs of :he country. 

Procedure 
The class will be divided into five teams. Using the "Case Study Method" each 

team will prepare a one-page summary of their recommendations. Each tean will elect 
a spokesperson to give a 7-minute presentation of their recommendations. Each team 
will be allowed 3 minutes to defend their recommendations against questions from the 
other teams. Each team will turn in a one-page outline on their recommendation before 
presentations are given. Team 1will go first, followed by teams 2, 3, 4 and team 5 last. 

Assignment 

Ministry of Agriculture 
You are the Minister of Agriculture. The President of Goodland is complaining 
about the frustrations farmers are having with the fertilizer program, declining 
agricultural exports, poor farmer incentives, and the increasing financial burden on 
the government of maintaining the fertilizer program. The President needs the 
farmers' votes in the next election but needs the Universal Bank's continued 
support. The President has given you 7 minutes to present a one-page summary of 
your recommendations. Your job depends on what you recommend. 
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Fertilizer Marketing in Goodland 
(Case Study Analysis and Resolution) 

Determine the Facts and List in Order of Importance 

1. 	 Fertilizers are subsidized at 50% of the total cost. Fertilizer subsidy is a drain on 
the economy and the Universal Bank wants Goodland to eliminate subsidy in the 
next 5 years if Goodland wants the bank's continued assistance. 

2. 	 Farmers are unhappy with the current "extension service" fertilizer distribution 
system due to difficulty in getting supplies, delays, and shortage. Bags are 
underweight and hand-sewn. 

3. 	 Yields and agricultural production have been declining in recent years. 
4. 	 Farmers are leaving the farms and going to the cities because of low incentives to 

produce surpluses and lack of markets for surplus. 
5. 	 Agricultural exports are important sources of foreign exchange beenand have 

decreasing the last 2 years. 
6. 	 The country is self-sufficient in food production and uses about 700,000 tons of 

fertilizer per year. 
7. 	 Vegetables, rice, corn, cassava, tea, and rubber are major crops; cassava, rice, and 

corn are major export crops purchased by the Government at domestic prices and 
sold internationally at higher prices. 

8. 	 A private urea company claims it could reduce costs of the government by 30% if 
it were allowed to import all fertilizer needs and had freedom to market fertilizer 
anywhere in the country and freedom to set prices at 30% over imported cost or 
plant-gate cost. 

9. 	 All fertilizer is marketed through the federal extension service; there is one 
extension officer for 15,000 farmers. 

10. 	 Forecast of demand by the extension service is poor and late, resulting in 
shortages and fertilizers being sold at black market prices. 

11. 	 The Government, through the Ministry of Agriculture, imports all fertilizer 
materials using negotiated purchases and buys urea (150,000 tons) from the 
private fertilizer plant cost 7%. and areurea at plus Urea, DAP, potash 
imported in bulk and bagged at the port of import. Fertilizers are being bagged 
by hand at the port. 

12. 	 Extension agents receive no commissions for selling fertilizer. Selling fertilizer 
takes time away from other important extension agent functions. Only about 
90% of the fertilizer revenue is accounted for. 
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13. 	 Communication to the provinces is poor, and extension officers cover their 
districts on foot and/or bicycle. Extension agents spend little time teaching 
farmers new production methods. 

14. 	 Extension agents are poorly paid. Selling fertilizers above the gazetted prices is 
one way extension agents generate additional income. 

15. 	 The Government has a policy to encourage the pri,dte sector. 
16. 	 There is one small urea plant in the country producing 150,000 mtpy. Urea 

consumption totals 350,000 mtpy in the country. Sales have been increasing at 
the rate of only 1%-2%/year. 

17. 	 Fertilizer use is low, only 28 kg/cultivated hectare. 
18. 	 The private urea company wants to build a fertilizer plant in Goodland to meet 

most of the fertilizer needs of the country. 

Identify the Problems 

1. 	 Fertilizer subsidy has become a drain on the economy. 
2. 	 The Universal Bank requested Goodland to eliminate subsidy in 5 years if 

Goodland wants the bank's continued assistance. 
3. 	 Current "extension fertilizer marketing -.ystem" is not serving the farmers well. 
4. 	 The Government's pricing policy has resulted in a lack of incentive for farmers to 

increase production. 
5. 	 Yields and productions have been declining in recent years. 
6. 	 Extension service marketing of fertilizer results in 10% of the fertilizer sales 

being unaccounted for. 
7. 	 Poor and late forecasting of demand results in shortages. 
8. 	 Extension agents' involvement in fertilizer marketing leaves little time to teach 

farmers new production methods. 
9. 	 Imports of fertilizers are not adequate to meet demand, which results in fertilizer 

being sold at black market prices. 
10. 	 Communication is poor to district locations and there are too few "extension 

agents." Extension agents must cover their districts on foot or bicycles. 
11. 	 Extension agents receive low pay. 

Suggested Courses of Action 
1. 	 Allow several private companies and farmer associations to import fertilizers and 

market it in Goodland and set official maximn retail prices at an average c.i.f. 
import cost plus 30%. Take the extension service out of fertilizer marketing. 
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2. 	 Eliminate fertilizer subsidies within 5 years. 
3. 	 With the savings resulting from elimination of fertilizer subsidy, increase the 

number of extension offices and agents, increase pay levels, and provide each 
extension worker with a bicycle and/or motorbike to cover his territory. LaUnch 
an extension/dealer program to increase crop production using modern practices 
and field demonstrations. 

4. 	 Increase the Government's purchase price for export crops to levels reflecting 
international prices and assist export associations in exporting crops. 

5. 	 Fund agricultural research with the goal of supporting export crop production, 
reducing production costs, increasing quality, and providing technical support to 
extension agents. 

6. 	 Negotiate a contract with the private fertilizer company to build a fertilizer plant 
in Goodland if this program can reduce fertilizer costs. 
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Fertilizer Transport Modes 

1. Introduction 

This presentation is intended to cover the characteristics of the various modes of 
transport and transport vehicles used by the fertilizer industry. 

2. Choice of Transport Mode 

Methods of selection of transport mode or "optimal routing" may be discussed 
theoretically, but in practice there is often little choice when planning fertilizer or other 
movement. Where there is a choice, selection is usually straightforward. 

Transport choice is determined by (1) availability, (2) cost, (3) flexibility and service 
factors. If a port or factory is not rail connected, the fertilizer will be moved by road or 
water. If both are available the choice is made on cost grounds, and water is likely to be 
cheaper. It is also necessary that sufficient capacity to the required destination is available. 
This is usually not the case for movement of an entire cargo by water, so that road is more 

often the preferred choice. 

Whatever the choice, the most important factor is the efficient management of the 

system. This means defining the most effective routing and mode of transport in advance, 
then controlling the operation to ensure best use of limited resources. 
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3. Characteristics of Transport Modes 

3.1. 	 Relative Costs 

Road is usually the cheapest mode for distances up to 150-250 ki. This break-even 

range assumes realistic cost levels, and may be quite different if artificial cost levels are 

mandated by government, e.g., by means of subsidies or controlled freight rates for rail. At 

greater distances, rail is cheaper than road. Barge is usually cheaper than rail. The relative 

costs are illustrated in Figure 1. 

3.2. Flexibility 

As is well known, road is the most flexible and convenient mode. Rail and barge 
movements must frequently make use of road transport for delivery to the final destination. 

Rail is essentially inflexible and requires advance planning for movements from the 

factory or port (1) to procure wagons, (2) to arrange shunting engines to move the wagons 

for loading, and (3) to arrange locomotives and schedules to move the trainloads on the 
main line. The inflexibility is also evident inside the factory or port, where loading to rail 

tends to be discontinuous because of the need to shunt wagons for loading. Rail shunting 

often stops other road and crane operations. Continuous loading or ship discharge is 
relatively easy to arrange into lorries. In addition, the operator can control the number of 

lorries 	used, but usually has no control over supply of rail wagons. 

Barge is usually the least flexible, serving a very limited number of destinations. 

3.3. Energy Use 

In terms of energy usage, barge is the most efficient, rail next, and road last. 

Currently this is not normally a consideration in transport choice. 

InternationalFertilizerDevelopment Center Training Material 
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4. Transport Constraints 

Lack of transport is often cited as a constraint to fertilizer movement. Fertilizer may 
represent only 3%-4% of national goods movements so that there is usually more than 
enough transport capacity. The main problem is that use of the transport is not properly 
planned. Fertilizer use is seasonal, so handling and transport to inland locations must be 
preplanned and phased to avoid congestion and artificial transport "shortages" created by 

peak demands. 

A second reason for alleged transport constraints is that low rates are frequently 
offered for fertilizer. Naturally, the transport operator will carry other goods for higher 
rates. We are then told there is a "shortage" of transport for fertilizer movements, but other 

goods are being moved. 

5. Road Transport 

5.1. Road Transport Costs 

All transport-operating costs are made up of standing costs and running costs, also 
known as fixed costs and variable costs. All transport tariffs which are based on actual costs 
should approximate to a straight line relationship, as already seen in Figure 1. 

Fied Costs, or standing costs, have to be paid whether the vehicle is used or not. 
They are expressed on a time basis, such as annually, weekly, or daily. Variable costs, or 
running costs, are incurred only when the vehicle is running, so they are calculated on a per 
kilometer basis. The costs involved as follows:are 
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Fixed Costs Variable Costs 

Driver's wages Fuel 
Rent and property taxes Lubricants 
Insurance Tires 
Interest or vehicle cost Maintenance 
Licenses and vehicle taxes Depreciation 
Administration 
Profit 

(Note: Some costs, such as maintenance, may be treated as 
partly fixed and partly variable. Depreciation can also be 
treated as a fixed cost.) 

These costs vary significantly from country to country. If, purely as an example we 

use $100/day + 50¢/km for a lorry carrying 10 tons, the cost for a round trip of 100 km is 
$150 or $15/ton; 200 kin, $20/ton; 300 kin, $25/ton, and so on. This is illustrated in 

Figure 2(a). Look carefully at Figure 2(b) and note that rates quoted on a cost per ton per 
kilometer are not meaningful unless tied to a specific distance, yet costs are often quoted 

on this basis. 

On main road journeys, the lorry owner may quote on a per ton basis based on 
distance, as above. In the factory or port, lorries are frequently used for shuttle services 

over very short distances. In this case the distance basis is clearly inappropriate and the 
lorry owner will charge on a time basis, per day or per hour. This is important because it 

is now up to the hirer to use the lorry efficiently. With any shuttle system, efficient use of 
the transport means reducing terminal time. Travel time is almost negligible, so loading, 

offloading, and waiting time must be minimized. 

An overall balance of system costs must always be recognized, however, and it may 

be economically justified to hire additional lorries at hundreds of dollars per day, to avoid 

ship demurrage charges of thousands of dollars per day. 
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5.2. Types of Lorry 
General-Familiarity with the main lorry types is useful when considering handling 

and movement options. A wide range exists and only the most common types are 
mentioned below. 

Body Types-This may decide the handling system which can be used. Payload may 
also be limited in closed vehicles. 

For bag transport: 

1. Flat deck or open lorry. 	 Needs careful stacking, can take pallets. 
2. 	 Sided lorry, open top. Loaded manually from rear. Cannot take
 

pallets.*
 
3. Closed or box type. 	 Load from rear. Best security and weather
 

protection. Cannot take pallets.*
 
(*Unlcss special forklift truck attachments are used.)
 

For bulk transport: 

1. Sides (as "2"above) fixed body. 	 Difficult to unload. 
2. Sided, open, tipping body. 	 Common type. 
3. 	 Hatch top, tipping body. Rear discharge, using fully opening door or
 

small hatches.
 
4. Hatch top, fixed body, bottom 	 Common for grain and similar free-flowing

discharge. 	 products. Caking may be a problem. 

These are il!ustrated in Figure 3. 

Axle Configuration-This, together with 	axle loadings, determines the payload of the 
vehicles and their maneuverability. 

InternationalFertilizerDevelopment Center TrainingMaterial ( 
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1. 	2-axle rigid. Most common vehicle in 
developing countries. 

2. 	 3-axle rigid. 

3. 	 4-axle rigid. Large and difficult to maneuver. 
4. 	 3-axle semitrailer. (tractor-trailer or articulated 2-axle tractor and single-axle 

vehicle) trailer. 
5. 	 4-axle semitrailer. 2-axle tractor, 2-axle trailer. 
6. 	 5-axle semitrailer. 3-axle tractor, 2-axle trailer. 
7. 	 Lorry-trailer combination. (drawbar 

combination)
 

These are illustrated in Figure 4.
 

5.3.Overloading and Road Damage 

Overloading is a serious problem because of the damage caused to the roads, both to 
the national highways and to roads and wharves inside the port. Road damage is 
proportional to at least the fourth power of the axle load. This means a very rapid increase 
in road damage a overloading increases. Some calculations for 4-axle and 5-axle 
semitrailers (5 and .bove) are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Road Damage Effects, 4- and 5-Axle Lorries With Evenly Distributed Loads 

Road Damage Effect
 

Number of Standard Axles
 
Per 100 tons Carried Relative Damage
 

Payload 4 Axle 5 Axle (5 Axle Compared to 4 Axle)
 

(tons) 
 (%)
 
20 24 
 15 62
 
25 40 24' 60
 
30 63 38 60
 
35 101 57 	 56 
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Two features are notable: 
1. The rapid escalation of road damage with increasing payload (or overload). 
2. The lower damage level for 5-axle compared to 4-axle vehicles. Road damage is 

reduced by almost 40%. 

Overloading isa major problem in most developing countries because weight regulations 
are usually not enforced. The greatest road damage is caused by the use of 2-axle tractors 
in 4-axle semitrailer outfits. The requirement to use 3-axle tractors (5-axle outfits) world 
cut down road damage significantly, as shown in 'Fable 1. 

Overloading on movements within factories and ports issometimes overlooked, because 
legal load limits are not observed. This is clearly a short-sighted policy. 

6. Rail Transport 

Where available, rail movement is the most effective and lowest cost method for 
(1) large tonnages, (2) over longer distances, and (3) on a regular basis. The most economic 
and effective system is a unit train operation, also called "block" train or "company" train. 

By this we mean a complete trainload of wagons operating on a private-siding to private
siding basis, say factory to transshipment point, and on a completely regular, prescheduled 
and timetabled basis. The empties return as a complete trainload directly to the loading
 
factory and are permanently allocated to that traffic. 
 This is a key definition and attention 
must be paid to every part to produce a successful operation. 

The system requires preplanning and close cooperation between, in our case, the 
fertilizer company distribution manager and the railway board at the top level. It also 
requires that a lot of traditional thinking must be discarded, such as demurrage payments, 
which no longer apply, and train loading and offloading times, which not relatedare to 
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wagon loading times. The train does not go through the local station sidings, or shunting 
yards, or other marshalling points, and should only stop for changes of crews or engines. 

The system works best when the train isscheduled regularly on the same day every week 
at the same time. This enables the railway to build the movement into its timetable, like 
a passenger train, and the fertilizer company to plan its operations at both the production 
end and the offloading end as regular permanent arrangements. 

The fertilizer company has a contract with the railway and pays a fixed sum per 
trainload, including return of the empty train, and guarantees a minimum number of transits 
per year. If less than a full trainload is sent, there is therefore an automatic cost penalty. 

The railway permanently allocates the required number of wagons to service the 
operation and must provide adequate spareage for maintenance. The fertilizer company 
should have adequate siding capacity at its factory so that trainloads of empties may be 
returned directly to the site. Wagons are then checked to be fit for loading and cleaned. 
The railways should also have routine checking, maintenance, and inspection available onsite 
so that the train can be cleared before leaving the site. Similarly at the receiving end. 

At the receiving end the fertilizer company should have its own facilities. These need 
not involve high capital outlay, but should consist, as a minimum, of a siding (railway supply) 
with veranda-type covered storage space sufficient to accommodate one full trainload of 
material. This operates as a transshipment center from rail to road. It would logically be 
associated with storage, but this must not be allowed to confuse its purpose as a 
transshipment operation. 

A practical schedule with enough spare days built in to guarantee regularity would 
perhaps allow 1 day for loading at the factory, I day for the outward journey, I day for 
Gffloading, and I day - r the return journey. Allowing 3 days for inspection, maintenance, 
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cleaning, and spare days, the unit train should achieve a guaranteed 1-week turnabout. 
Experience in most countries is that odd-wagon dispatches would normally require at least 
a wagon-month for the same trip (3 weeks in transit and 1 week for relocation for the next 
loading). This would require four times as many wagons to move the same tonnage as would 

be needed for a unit train service. 

A calculation of wagon requirements for movement of a quarter million tons per year 
on a regular basis is shown in Table 2. A matching back traffic operating to the same level 
of efficiency as the planned unit train service is unlikely to be available. If such a back 
traffic could be integrated, greater cost savings to the railway system can be achieved, more 
particularly if very long hauls are involved. 

In practical operation, consider the system as in Table 2, with one location taking 
50,000 tpy as one 1,000-ton train ever, week, on the same day, at the same time, with 
24 hours allowed for train turnaround. The fertilizer company should have its own receiving 
siding, with veranda-type covered storage, to acco:.'mflodate the full trainload of material. 
This we will designate a transshipment center (TC). On arrival, labor must be available to 
offload, some direct to truck, but the majority to temporary storage under cover alongside 
the train. One week is available for dispersal of the product before the next trainload 
arrives. The TC manager is then able to organize dispatches by truck on a regular basis 
throughout the week. These dispatches should be prescheduled well in advance to dealers 
and retailers, in association with the Marketing Department, in line with the stock building 
plan. As far as possible, product should move directly by truck from the rail wagon or TC 
lineside storage as far down the distribution chain as possible to the point of final 
consumption for storage. This is where the closest collaboration between marketing and 

distribution is important. 
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Table 2a. Wagon Requirements for Wagonload and Unit Train Operations 

Wagon Days in Traffic 

Odd Wagons (20 tons) 
Unit Train With Matching 

Return Traffic (50 x 20 tons) 
Dedicated Unit Train 

(50 x 20 tons) 

Days Days Days 
Request 
Check/clean 
Load 
Outward travel 

2 
1 
2 

21 

Check/clean 
Load 
Outward travel 

1 
I 
I 

Check/clean 
Load 
Outward travel 

I 
1 
1 

Return load factor 60% 8 
Offload I Offload 1 

Transfer to "B" I Return travel 1 
Load 
Return travel 

1 
1 

M/CE check 
Spare 

I 
1 

Offload 1 
Transfer to "A" 1 
M /CE check I 

._ Spare 2 
Total 34 12 7 

Table 2b. Number of Wagons Required to Move 5,000 Tons Per Week 
(5 trains of 50 x 20 ton wagons or 250,000 tpy) 

Unit Train With Matching 

Odd Wagons Return Traffic Dedicated Unit Train 
Calculated number 1,214 430 = 215 (for one-way traffic) 250 

2 

Add M/CE 15% and round 1,400 250 290 
off totals 

It 	should be noted on 	a unit train service that: 
1. 	Return of empty wagons is not inefficient; the system permits high efficiency, continuous 

wagon use for the product being carried, even after allowing for return of the wagons 

empty. 
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2. 	 Running speeds should not be high, causing maintenance problems, but should be at 
normal speeds. Movement on a timetabled path allows continuous travel so that 
considerable distances be covered,can e.g., at an average of only 30 km/hour (say 
20 mph), 720 km is covered in 24 hours. Delivery is much faster but running speed is 

not! 

3. 	 Costs are not high; because of considerably higher rail operating efficiencies, reduced 
rates per ton should be negotiable, in the range of 25%-50% of full commercial rates. 

4. 	 Wagon availabilityis no longera problem because the wagons are permanently allocated. 
under contract and are effectively "owned" by the unit train operator. 

A further useful feature of unit train operation is that the system can be initiated at full 
operating efficiency on a one train per week basis and additional trains added as experience, 
organization, and equipment is improved. 

7. Barge Transport 

This is the least flexible of all modes in that it is rarely available on the desired routes 
and is slow. However, where available, it is the cheapest mode for regular longer distance 

movements. 

Major barge movements exist in Bangladesh; the United States, on the Mississippi and 
Great Lakes systems; and the Rhine, linking the North Sea with the Netherlands, Belgium, 

Germany, and Switzerland. 
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Figure 1. 
Relative Transport Costs for Main Modes. 
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Figure 2. 

Road Transport Costs. 
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Figure 3. 
Some Vehicle Body Types for Bag and Bulk Transport. 

BAG TRANSPORT 

1. 	OPEN DECK OR "FLAT" 
-_ 

~III II T 

2. 	SIDED, OPEN TOP ©o 	 L J 

3. CLOSED VAN, BOX, OR
 
CONTAINER TYPE 
 © 

BULK TRANSPORT 

1. 	SIDED, OPEN TOP, FIXED BODY ii itJ
(AS "2" ABOVE) @J 

2. 	SIDED, OPEN TOP, TIPPER K 
3. 	TIPPER, FIXED HATCH TOP,
 

REAR DISCHARGE
 

4.1FIXED HATCH TOP, BOTTOM.r
 
DISCHARGE 
 C© 

Note: There is an almost unlimited number of combinations of vehicle types, including: rigid orsemi-trailer; fixed or tipper body (rear or side discharge); with or without trailer; open top, fixed canvan top and/or sides, closed top, hatch top; number of axles and axle configuration
(discussed later). 

rI,,, 



Figure 4. 
Axle Configuration for Rigid and Semi-Trailers. APPROXIMATE 

TYPE PAYLOAD AT 10-TON 
AXLE LOADING 

RIGID (TONS) 

2 AXLE @ 9 

3 AXLE ©-© 17 

4 AXLE © ,) " 21 

SEMI-TRAILER 
(TRACTOR TRAILER) 
(ARTICULATED VEHICLE) 

3 AXLE ® 18 

4 AXLE © - 21 

5 AXLE © ©@()- 25 

TRACTOR-TRAILER COMBINATION 
(DRAWBAR COMBINATION) 4 AXLE - 22 

6 AXLE ) 
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Consumer Identification and Buyer Behavior 

That "customer is king" is not a new concept. As early 1776 Daniel Defoeas 
wrote in the Complete English Tradesman, "The sum of the matter is this, it is necessary 
for a tradesman to subject himself, by all ways possible to his business, his customers 
are 	 to be his idols by allowance, he is to bow down to them and worship them." 
Marketers need to know the customer and develop philosophy in which "customer is 
the king." However, it is not easy to please the king. 

That customer is king is accepted in all management-oriented organizations. 
Peter F. Drucker has said that the purpose of business is customer creation, innovation, 
and 	conversion of latent demand into effective demand. In modern marketing we often 
hear of the marketing concept as being the basic, guiding philosophy of a company's
 
operations. Simply defined, the marketing concept 
 is a customer orientation with a
 
long-term profit objective. A business cannot just exist without customers. Let us
 
consider who is a customer.
 

A Customer 

1. 	 A customer is not an outsider to the business; he is a definite part of it. 
2. 	 A customer is not an interruption in work; he is the purpose of it. The
 

organization does 
 not do him a favor; he is doing a favor by letting the 
organization serve him. 

3. 	 A customer is not a cold statistic. He is a flesh and blood human being With
 
feelings and emotions.
 

4. 	 A customer is not someone to argue or match wits with. lie deserves courteous
 
and attentive treatment.
 

5. 	 A customer is not dependent on the organization; rather, the organization is
 
dependent on him.
 

6. 	 A customer brings his wants. It is the job of the organization to handle them
 
properly.
 

7. 	 A customer makes it possible for the organization to pay salary to staff working in
 
the laboratory, in the refinery, in the field, or in the office.
 

8. 	 A customer is a source of information which can aid in the planning,
 
development, and implementation of the marketing strategy.
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9. 	 A customer may be a source of favorable or unfavorable communication with 
other customers depending upon his opinion of your business. 

10. 	 A customer is the most important person to your business. 

A business therefore has the threefold task to (1) maintain relations with regular 
customers, (2) convince occasional customers to become steady ones, and (3) win new 
ones. This is a continuous task. 

It is 	 recognized that customers are neither simple in themselves nor in their 
behavior. An organization must know who its customers are, what they want, how they 
buy, 	and how they use and react to its products. This requires aI study of the buying 
decision, which is only one act of the process that begins before and ends after the 
decision. The stages in the buying process are: need identification and assessment; 
prepurchase activity; purchase decision; use behavior; and post-purchase attitude. Each 
stage 	is important to the organization for building an effective marketing system. Since 
this 	program is limited to fertilizer as the product, we will limit our discussion to the 
customers of fertilizers. 

Customers of Fertilizer 

Fertilizers are distributed to the ultimate customers through a chain of 
intermediaries. Each intermediary is a customer and markets are thus segmented on 
the basis of the customers. The customers of fertilizers are: 

1. 	 Consumers (farmers). 
2. 	 Fertilizer producers. 

3. 	 Wholesalers. 

4. 	 Brokers/agents/importers/exporters. 

5. 	 Marketing organization. 

6. 	 Retailers/dealers/stockist. 

By definition consumers are the end users of fertilizers. In many countries they 

are: 

1. 	 A few large commercially viable plantations that produce rubber, oil palm, 

banana, coffee, tea, etc., for export. 
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2. 	 A large number of traditional farmers who produce food crops for their own 
family or village use. 

3. 	 A limited number of commercial farmers who produce a variety of crops, both 
food and export, for sale in the village or city, as well as for their own use. 

4. 	 Special government-sponsored crop production projects. 

What Are the Needs of Various Types of Customers? 
Farm size and types of crops grown will segment small farmers with limited 

individual fertilizer potential large and commercialvolume or farmers with a 
high-volume potential and whether or not several different types of fertilizers are 
needed and the volume. The size of holdings and types of crops grown show that: 

1. 	 Small farmers require an intensive marketing approach and distribution network 

backed by technical service. 
2. 	 Large commercial farms, like tea estates, rubber estates, and coconut growers, 

purchase in large volume and could be served directly from product source 
points. A different marketing approach with different promotional and 
distribution programs is needed. Such type of customers are better served by 
personal services which are highly technically oriented. 

3. 	 Number of farms, total cropped area, crops grown in a geographic area, and past 
fertilizer usage history will indicate sales volume potential. This potential for a 
region influences the number of sales points needed; the need for warehouses; 
their location, size, and inventory levels; types and volumes of different products; 
and seasonal variations of use. 

4. 	 Whether crops are irrigated or rainfed, local or high-yielding varieties will have 
an impact on seasonal volume and type of product needed in an area. 

5. 	 Farm size is an important factor in determining product package size. Small 
farmers may require a 25- or a 50-kg bag, while larger commercial farms would 
possibly obtain a saving with tulk deliveries. 

Where Is the Farmer? 
The questions of where the farmer is and how to reach him are important factors 

in any marketing strategy. To build a farmer profile, it will help to know: 

1. 	 Farm crops grown by region or area. 
2. 	 Farm size and number of farms of a particular size in an area. 
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3. Levels of fertilizer consumption by regions or by areas. 
4. Major markets where farmers market their output or buy inputs. 

This information is an important working tool in helping to evaluate a marketing 
strategy, develop a channel system, and determine where marketing efforts should be 

strengthened or reemphasized. 

What Is His Economic Status? 
The current economic status of the farmer is important in order to determine the 

potential he has as a fertilizer user. Farmers' economic conditions generally vary from 
region to region and will range from bare subsistence farmers with little or no 

disposable income to large commercial farmers with large input requirements. A 
farmer's economic status may be categorized based on his earned cash income in a 
year and is one indication as to how good a user he could be. 

An awareness of the farmer's need for and access to credit to purchase fertilizer 
is also important. He must have access to funds to purchase fertilizers. By providing 
farmers credit, marketers may be able to increase sales significantly. 

Personal Status 

Education is an independent variable and has been found to be significantly 
correlated with adoption of fertilizer use. Farmers who participate in social 

organizations or activities increase their knowledge input, of which fertilizer knowledge 
is a part. Social participation has been found to have a positive correlation with 
fertilizer use. Many investigations have proved that age is one of the significant ,ictors 
influencing adoption of new practices, including fertilizer use. Marketers need to 

divide their customers according to their level of education, social participation, age, 
and also should study their attitude, level of knowledge about fCrtilizers, and level of 

their achievement motivation. These factors will assist the marketers in developing an 
effective marketing strategy. For example, when developing a fertilizer demonstration 
program, uually a leading farmer in the comnmunity is asked to participate. Only by 
knowing the. customers can the leading, more innovative farmer in the comm1unity be 
identified. 

Characteristics 
Farmers are viso identified by characteristics of their being innovators and early 

or late adopters. A different type of marketing strategy will be required for different 
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characteristics. Following are the characteristics of consumers as developed by 
Everett M. Rogers and published in his book Diffision of Innovation: 

1. 	 Innovators-Venturous, with access to modern technology, village leadership in 
state organizations, farming practices usually not approved of by everybody. 

2. 	 Early Adopters- Progressive, above-average education, leaders in the 
community, seen by neighbors as "good" farmers. 

3. 	 Early Majority-N/More conservative and traditional, slightly above average 
education, many informal contacts with the community. 

4. 	 Late Majority-Skeptical of new ideas, slightly below average education, few 
contacts with the community. 

5. 	 Laggards (or Late Adopters) -Agricultural practices based on the supernatural 
and on folk beliefs, fear of debt, low level of education, relative isolation from 
the community. 

The development of fertilizer use advances by stages, according to tile total 
amount used, the rate of increase, and tile amount applied per hectare. 

1. 	 In the introductory stage the total consumlption, the rate of increase, and the leve! 
of consumption are low as most farmers have little knowledge of fertilizer use. 

2. 	 In the takeoff stage the total consumption may still be low, blut the annual rate of 
increase is rather high, often more than 15%, and fertilizer use per hectare 
reaches a medium level in certain areas. 

3. 	 In the third stage a high level of fertilizer use is maintained. The total demand 
and tile application rate per hectare are high, but the growth rate slows down to 
1%-3% annually. 

These three stage; are important in developing a Imarketing strategy. 

A farmer is Subject to tile marketplace in which lie sells his farm products. An 
understanding of his marketing FrobleIs will give an insight into his attitudes of 
investing in fertilizer. Fertilizer is an investment for the farmer. He uses it because Ile 
believes that it will produceLbigger and better crops and thlt the sales of his surplus 
will repay his investment and hopefully return him a profit. Without this expectation, 
he very likely will not buy or invest in fertilizers. 
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Wholesalers/Retailers 

The type of customer an organization has depends to a large extent on the 

strategy designed to serve a market. In some markets the strategy may require 

wholesalers to move the product to retailers. In another situation, as in export sales, 

the customer might be an importer/broker. For adequately serving the customers

producers, wholesalers, agents, dealers, and marketing organizations-the required 

information should include the following: 

1. Name, business, address, location, and age. 

2. Residence address. 

3. Type organization. 

4. Financial position. 

5. Facilities. 

6. Business activities. 

7. History of blusiness. 

8. Type and number of customers/consumers served. 

9. Area covered. 

10. Services provided. 

11. Knowledge of agriculture and area. 

12. Road and rail service and condition. 

Motivating Forces 

Customers may have the same hierarchy of needs; however, the methods of thus 
satisfying the need could be significantly different. If a fertilizer marketing organization 
were selling to both a wholesale and farmer/customer, a different approac.i would be 

called for. Forces that motivate, for example, two types of customers are: 

Wholesaler/Retailer- Motivating Forces 

1. Profits. 

2. Assurance of satisfied customers. 

3. Opportunities for repeat sales. 

4. Product un1iqueness. 

5. Product with strong advertising/promotion. 

6. Product with customer appeal. 
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7. Products with good storage life. 
8. Fertilizer complements other lines. 

Farmer- Motivating Forces 
1. Increased yields with lower costs per production unit. 
2. Ease of use. 

3. Reliability in product, in supply, and in time. 
4. Convenient supply source. 

5. Credit. 

6. Good fertilizer recommendations. 

7. Delivery service. 
8. Customized containers (e.g., small bags, large bags, bulk). 

A fertilizer marketing organization should attempt to identify the motivating 
forces for each customer and use these to develop and improve the service offered. 

Customer Profile 
In general terms, the fertilizer marketing organization is responsible for 

obtaining the required data for a customer profile. Specifically, this task becomes the 
responsibility of the field representative (FR) managing a sales territory. The FR will 
have the support of the Market Research Department on field surveys, adoption 
demand studies, interviews, etc., and also assistance with the analysis of data. 

Buying Behavior
 
Knowing 
 the customer also means having an in-depth knowledge and 

understanding of the factor,, inflenricing the consumruers' buying habits. The factors as 
shown in Figure 1 are divided into cuitural, s(wial, personal, and psychological. Some 
of these factors are so interrelated that it is difficuIt to separate a cause and effect. 

Cultural and social backgrounrids sirrely affect psychological behavior and 
economic circumstances often define the social class. What is important in Figure I is 
the idea that what a person actually needs can le very different han what lie thinks lie 
needs and What you thiink lie needs. Only on the lasis of a good customer survey can 
you identify what lie really needs, and educate [ iiin to appreciate tl," ,eneeds. Only 
when you are selling to him lhings lie really needs are you deve,, ..g your market 

correctly. 
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CHAPTER X 

FARMER-CUSTOMER SERVICES 

A customer is the most important asset of a business. The business may market a qualityproduct and price it right, but the product will not move wi'hout customers. The customersare the life support of any business, and, therefore, the purpose of a business is to create newcustomers and retain existing ones. A business can only succeed if it concentrates on thecustomers. 

Farm Size 
The customers of an agri-input dealer in Jamaica are small and large farmers. They own155,314 farms. The size of their holdings ranges from 0.5 acre to over 100 acres. About 93%of the farms are less than 10 acres in size. Such farms account for 36% of the total acreage
(Table 1) [1]. 

Table 1.Number of Farmers and Number of Acres in Farms by Size Group of Farm [1) 

Number Number ofSize Group of of %of%of Acres Acres inFarm in Acres Farms Farms in Farms Farms 
<0.5 22,227 15 3,962.5 a
0.5 -<1 18,459 12 10,689.3 1
1-<2 
 31,694 20 38,313.7 4
2 - <3 22,932 15 49,874.4 5
3-<5 24,705 16 87,742.0 10
5 - <10 22,595 15 144,122.6 16
10 -<25 9,837 6 136,315.9 1525 - <50 1,774 1 57,567.1 6
50 -<100 591 a 38,260.0 4
100 and over 500 a 356,998.4 39Total 155,314 100 923,845.9 100 

a. Insignificant.
 
Source: Provisional Farmers' Register, 1982.
 

Prepared by R. S. Girot. Program Manager, Human Resources Development, Outreach Division, InternationalFertilizerDevelopment Center (IFDC),Muscle Shoals, Alabama, U.S.A. Paperpresented in the Farm Services TrainingProgram, June 1-5, 1992, Kingston. Jamaica, organized by the Ministry ofAgriculture, Jamaica Commodity TradingCompany, International Fertilizer Development Center, and Canadian Intemational Development Agency. 
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Sales Volume 

To stay in business, a dealer has to attain a certain sales volume of fertilizers, pesticides, 
herbicides, seeds, services, and other products. How to achieve that volume will, in turn, 
depend on the number of farmers who patronize the dealership. The dealership, therefore, has 
to make sure that it enjoys and retains adequate patronage to be in business. It has to formulate 
astrategy that will lead to repeat sales from existing farmers and attract new farmers to increase 
the volume of business. In this process, customer service assumes paramount importance. 

Customer Service 

In serving the farmers, distributors and retail dealers in Jamaica need to market not only the 
inputs but also services that will help the farmers in selection of crop varieties; determining 
how much and when to apply fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides; and water and pest 
management. Harvesting and storage and disposal of output should also form part of the 
services. Further, the dealership needs to assist the farmers in obtaining short- or long-term 
credit from the financial institutions, in soil testing and fertilizer recommendations, and in 
developing a farm plan to minimize the risk to the farmer. 
The dealership should realize that a satisfied farmer is the best form of business promotion. 
The dissatisfied farmers tend to be far more vocal than the satisfied ones. Adissatisfied farmer 
is likely to complain to friends and neighbors much more than a satisfied farmer will 
recommend the dealership to others. The difference between good and bad service leads to 
a rise or fall in sales volume. Dealerships with the service advantage in the marketplace are 
always winners in a free competitive market situation, especially when product differentia
tions are m~ninal. 

What Is Customer Service? 

The dealership should understand that customer service means all features, acts, and 
information that augment the customer's ability to realize the potential value of a core product 
or service. This description of customer service concentrates on the value of products and 
services as they are used [2]. 

Strategy 

Without a strategy for customer service, the dealership will not know exactly who its farmer
customers are and how much it should invest to satisfy them. The essence of any strategy is 
to segment the customers to be served. Segmentation is the process of identifying groups of 
customers with common characteristics so that a program of services can be designed for each 
segment of the customers. 

Segmentation 

An agri-input dealership can segment the customers [41 on the basis of four criteria: 
measurability, accessibility, substantiality, and feasibility. Thecriterion of measurability will 
assist the dealer in determining whether the business that may accrue from a segment can be 
measured. Through the accessibility criterion, the dealer will find out whether the customer
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farmers can be reached. Is adequate infrastructure developed in that area where they are
located? Is there a good network of roads? Answers to these questions and others will define
accessibility. The criterion of substantiality assumes importance as it will determine thevolume of business. This criterion will tell the dealer if the volume is substantial or not. If thevolume is not substantial, perhaps it is not worthwhile to tackle this segment. The dealer isalways trying to determine whether to invest resources in one segment or the other. There arecompeting propositions. The final criterion of feasibility will help the dealer to decide on 
which proposition to act. 
On the basis of these criteria, the dealership can segment the faimers and develop a package
of services that will best meet the need of a particular segment. Each segment will require a 
different package. 
The process of segmentation will assist the dealership to know where the farmers are; theireconomic status, personal status, and characteristics; and motivating factors [5]. Thisinformation can be used by the dealer indeveloping a successful customer-service program. 

Where Is the Farmer? 
The questions of where the farmer is,what he grows, and how to reach him are important. The answers will help the dealership to know the location of farm, crops grown, farm size andnumber of farms of a particular size inan area, levels of fertilizer consumption by areas, major
markets where farmers market their output or buy inputs, sources of irrigation water, and the 
rainfafl pattern. 

Economic Status 
The current economic status of the farmer isimportant in order to determine the potential hehasas an agri-input user. Farmers' economic conditions will ringe from mere subsistence with
little orno need for inputs to commercial operations with large input requirements. Afarmer'seconomic status may be based on his earned cash income in a year, and it is one indication 
as to how good a user he could be. 
An awareness of the farmer's need for credit to purchase inputs isalso important. He must have
 
access to funds to purchase his requirements. By arranging credit for farmers, the dealership
 
may be able to increase sales.
 

Personal Status 
Education has been found to be significantly correlated with adoption of use. Farmers whoparticipate in social organizalions or activities increase their knowledge of inputs. Age has
also been found to be a significant factor in influencing adoption of new farm practices, 
including fertilizer use. 
Dealer, hips, therefore, need to segment farmers according to their economic status, educa
tion, and age, and they also should study the farmer's attitude and level ofknowledge of inputs.
These factors will assist the dealership in developing an effective service strategy. Forexample, a leading farmer in the area is usually asked to participate indeveloping a fertilizerdemonstration program. Only by knowing the clients can the dealer identify the leading, more 
innovative farmers in the area. 
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Characteristics
 
Farmers are also characterized as innovators, early adopters, informal leaders, the majority,

and nonadopters. A different type of service strategy will be required for these different
characteristics. These characteristics show values of farmers in terms of trying new ideas, 
respect, deliberateness, and skepticism [1]. 
A farmer is subject to the marketplace in which he sells his products. An understanding of his
marketing problems will give an insight into his attitudes toward investing in inputs. Inputs 
are an investment for the farmer. He uses them because he believes that they will produce
bigger and better crops and that the sales of his surplus output will repay his investmdnt and
hopefully return a profit. Without this expectation, he very likely will not buy or invest in 
fertilizers and other inputs. 

Motivating Factors 
Farmers, like all of us, are subject to need for food, safety and security, social recognition, and 
selfrespect; however, the methods ofsatisfying these needs vary significantly. Forsatisfaction 
of these needs of the farmers, the dealers should appreciate the factors that will motivate the 
farmers. Such factors should include: 
1. Increased profit through higher yields with lower costs per production unit. 
2. Ease of use. 
3. Reliability in product, in supply, and in timeliness. 

4. Convenient supply source. 
5. Credit. 
6. Good fertilizer recommendations. 

7. Timely delivery service. 
8. Customized containers (e.g., small bags, large bags, bulk). 
9. Advisory services. 

10. Efficient and prompt pre- and post-sale service. 

Profile 
Having segmented the customer-farmers, the next step of the dealership is to develop a 
customer-farmer profile. The profile is a record of the farmer's farm, family, and credit 
history, use of inputs, soil test values, crops grown, educational level, personality, age, and
motivating factors. This record ismaintained on 3" x 5" size cards or in a personal computer
(PC) if the dealership has one. To assist the dealership in the construction of profiles, a
worksheet has been developed which can be used to collect information for the record. This 
worksheet is shown in Figure 1. 

Traits of Farmers in Jamaica 

Large and small farmers of Jamaica possess different traits. They are products of their own 
environment, tradition, and culture. The dealer must, therefore, work with them differently [6]. 
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Customer-Farmer Profile Worksheet Date 

1. 	 Farmer Name 
Age (Approx)2. 	 Address 

Phone
3. Family Situation 

4. 	 Personality Description 

5. 	 Interests, Hobbies, Etc. 

6. Educational Background 

7. 	 Business Situation:
 
Acreage owned, by crop

Acreage rented, by crop

Cattle (heads)
 

Labor-employes
 

Major equipment

Tillage practices
 

Current fertilizer
 
Years with dealership
 
Other farm input suppliers

8. Factors likely to be important to this farmer inpurchasing fertilizer 

9. 	 Past experiences with the farmer 

10. 	 Anticipated problems in servicing the farmer 

Figure 1.Example of Customer.Farmer Profile Worksheet. 
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Large farmers operate as businessmen. They estimate demand, costs, and selling prices of 
crops and determine the viability of producing the crop. Serving such farmers requires the 
dealership to have technical knowledge on NPK grades, with costs, for discussions with 
customers. Also, the dealer will need updated knowledge on farm technology, fertilizer 
recommendations, methods of applicatior, and new products. The dealer should realize that 
large farmers buy in bulk. They will patronize the deoler if they are offered a high level of pre
or post-sale service on a continuing basis. 
The small farmers, on the other hand, need to be tackled differently. They grow traditional 
crops, often in mulicrop systems, whereas the large frs:i rs generally monocrop. They 
purchase popular fertilizer blends and are influenced by the "going" practices in the area. 
Generally, they buy an "all purpose fertilizer" rather than a grade of NPK for aspecific crop. 
While dealing with small farmers, the dealer needs to know what satisfies their specific needs. 
Often the small farmers follow the practices handed down by the older generation. They will 
accept change but will need to be convinced of the benefits of the change. Demonstrations help 
in convincing them and should be used by a dealer in persuading them to accept a change. 
The dealercan win the confidence of small farmers through personal contacts by visiting their 
farm and providing them advice while they are inthe process of crop production operations. 

Needs Identification 

A recent article in FarmStore [7], discusses five methods suggested by Joel Ebbertt of Agri 
Business Group, Indiana (U.S.A.), to identify needs of farmers. Ebbertt's methods are surveys, 
monitoring complaints, probing needs, the coffee shop, and focus groups. 
The dealer, through surveys can investigate specific issues by just asking farmers. Monitoring 
complaints provides an opportunity to uncover customer needs. People have a specific 
problem when they complain-a late delivery, wrong billing, poor product performance. 
Complaints signal a need fora change. Face-to-face meetings between business and customers 
remain one of the best ways to probe for needs or opportunities. Through meetings, dealers 
can determine if customers are happy with the level of service. During informal conversations 
in a coffee shop-like setting, awealth of information can be gathered. Agroup of 8 to 12 key 
customers or prospects should be brought together to determine needs through group synergy 
ata breakfast or supper meeting at a local restaurant. The dealers can then ask customers about 
their needs and wants. Specific questions can be answered by the focus groups of customers. 

Full Range of Inputs and Services 

To win the customer-farmer's loyalty, the dealership should extend a full range of services, 
inputs, equipment, storage, and credit from one location (Figure 2). The dealership location 
should display posters and charts on products like fertilizer plant protection chemicals, on 
application methods, on retail prices, and on other factors in easy-to-understand language, as 
shown in Figures 3a and 3b [3]. 
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Full service 
for the farmer 
in one location 

Technology
and 

education 
Seed Storage 

CropFertilizers Equipment protection 
hire chemicals 

Farm supplies 
Limited processing

Credit andmanufacturlig Marketing 

Figure 2. Range ofservices and Inputs offered by dealership. 

Conclusion 
To serve the customer- farmer, the dealer should, on acontinuing basis, update his knowledgeon the products offered and information on his customers-farmers. He should provide advice on crops to be grown and keep up with the developments in marketing of outputs and theirprices. By providing the needed services and assisting the customer-farmer in making aprofitfrom his farming operation, the dealer will generate trust and thus build a bond of loyalty and a lasting relationship. This process will lead to repeat sales, which will enable the dealer tostay in business. A"thank you" card after each sale and prompt attention to customer needsgoa long way inbuilding relationships. Apositive attitude by dealeremployees is an important
factor in customer service and dealer operations. 
An efficient, effective, and timely customer-farmer service will sustain the business of thedealership,. The dealership that concentrates on the service constantly adjusts the business tomeet the needs of the customer-farmer. It is not enough to satisfy the farmer; his visit to the
dealership must be made memorable. 
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PROTEIN FORMATION
 
TILLERING
 

GREEN COLOR 

RAPID GROWTH 

GOOD FOR YIELDS 

HEALTHY ROOTS 
FLOWER SETTING 

GOOD YIELDS 

RESISTS LODGING 

/.F 

S 	 RESISTANCE
 
BALANCED UPTAKE
 

WATER UTILIZATCN 
QUALITY PRODUCT 
CARRIER 
BETTER YIELDS 

Figure 3a. Examples of visual displays promoting fertilizer use and good crop management 

practices [4]. 
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WATER MANACEMENT 
TIMELY IRRIGATION IS MUST 

T1UIRP-3 ~I nAT C GA- LL CROWNROT 
INITIATION TlUIRhNG STAGE .Xfr'ING STAGE 

- AM5TA 	 M-UDA" t .*f-'s ,A,, 

CRITICAL STAGES FOR IRRIGATION. 

a' TILLERING
 
bl PANICLE INTIATION
 
0I GRAIN FILLING
 

DRAIN THE FIELD FOR
 
a' WEEDING
 
bi FERTILIZER APPLICATION
 
c SPRAYING
 
d) BEFORE HARVEST 
 FLOWERINGSTAGE MILK GRAIND-VEIOeMENT 

I 80.90AYS STAGE 103-120 DAYS 

Figure 3b. Examples or visual displays promoting fertilizer use and good crop management 
practices (4]. 
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Developing a Fertilizer Dealers' Association 

Introduction 

This paper will discuss the potential role of a Fertilizer Association, the need for the 
organization, and will present the initial steps in developing the organization. 

Background information about the importance of the fertilizer sector in agricultural 
development of a country, and the need for and role of a fertilizer Association, as part of 
that development will be emphasized. A stepwise plan that can be used in establishing, 
equipping, and operating the offices and Board meeting facilities is proposed. Staffing 
requirements for the Association are also discussed. Recommendations on specific outputs, 
services, or endeavors that the Association should undertake in monitoring of fertilizer 
supply and demand are made. Development of training and technology transfer activities is 
also discussed. Potential budget items for the first 3 years of operation are included. 

Rationale for a Fertilizer Association 

The gradual transition from a public to a private sector fertilizer marketing system 
may result in temporary difficulties. Problems such as withdrawal of the government from 
fertilizer distribution, development of a good commercial credit system for fertilizers, 
elimination of fertilizer subsidy, enactment of a national fertilizer act, and efficient port 
clearance of imports must be successfully resolved during such a transition period. 

It is difficult for the government to serve as catalyst of change in the fertilizer market 
since the government may often dominate the market. As the marketing system evolves from 
a public system to a private system some entity must emerge to coordinate and represent 
the interests of the government, the fertilizer distributors, merchants and traders, various 
donors and most importantly, the nation's farmers. Thus, during the transition period it is 
important for the fertilizer marketers to begin to develop their own capability to deal with 
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certain 	issues (e.g., market monitoring and intelligence, liaison with the Government on 
fertilizer and agriculture-related issues, distributor training and technology transfer, and 
dealer 	or retailer and farmer education on fertilizer use, etc.). A well-organized fertilizer 
Association can be an effective force for deve loping those important capabilities and 
representing the mutual interests of fertilizer sector on many critical issues related to 
continued fertilizer development and improved marketing. Furthermore, formation of the 
Association is another key step in the institutionalization of private sector fertilizer 

marketing. 

Association Specifics 

Description 

A National Trade Association should be a recognized and registered organization 
under a government act. The Association should be a self-operating, nonprofit organization 
established by and on the behalf of the fertilizer sector and agribusiness firms in a country. 
As a nonprofit entity, the activiti ', ,:,..;of the Association will be determined by its 
members, directed by an elected Board of Directors. A Standing Committee of Officers, 
elected froim the Board, should be composed of the President, First and Second Vice 
Presidents, Secretary, and Treasurer. The Standing Committee will secure and hire, with the 
approval of the full Board, an Executive Vice President to staff, equip, and manage its office 
and be responsible for carrying out the programs and policies of the Association. The 
Association shall be licensed and registered under the correct government act or ordinance. 

OBjectives 

The objectives of the Association should generally encompass the following: 
1. Encourage policy reform that supports continued fertilizer market liberalization and 

privatization. 

2. 	 Establish a management information system (MIS). The MIS should provide accurate 
and timely information on fertilizer market supply and demand (domestic and 
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international). This information can be used in making decisions that will enhance 
fertilizer supply and availability. 

3. 	 Work with government agencies, ministries, and legislative bodies to obtain fair and 
equitable laws regarding fertilizers and their transportation, distribution, and use. 

4. 	 Improve quality assurance on fertilizer analyses (grade), weights, and measures. (To 
assure that the farmers, dealers, distributors, and traders are receiving a full measure 
of the product purchased and delivered.) 

5. 	 To work with research and extension education institutions in obtaining fertilizer use 
results on different crops and soils and disseminating it to members, and to inform 
farmers and villagers about the results. 

The specific objectives, for further details, are presented in Appendix I. 

Purpose
 

The primary purpose of an Association should 
 be to advance the continued 
development of the fertilizer sector of a specific country, in general, and to improve 
fertilizer supply, distribution, marketing, and use for increased agricultural production, in 
particular. 

Goals
 

The goals of the Association should cover the following:
 
1. 	 To representthe collective interests of the Association members in matters related to: 

(a) fertilizer policy reform, (b) training and technology transfer, (c) fertilizer market 
information monitoring, collection, evaluation, and dissemination, (d) proper use of 
fertilizers for increased food production, and (e) other matters related to fertilizer 

sector development. 

2. 	 To serve as a vehicle for providing information to the Association members and 
training and technology transfer to dealers, farmers and villagers, the general public, 
and other relevant entities on matters related to the fertilizer use. 
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3. 	 To promote devel.,pment of an agricultural production system that allows for 

sustainable growth in meeting the food and fiber needs of a growing population 

through the judicious use of an adequate supply of properly manufactured, imported, 

and marketed fertilizers. 

4. 	 To improve the availability and wise use of fertilizer and its distribution and 

marketing throughout the country. 

Description of Activities 

The activities of the Association will be subject to the overall direction of the Board 

of Directors. The Association should be headed by the President and other officers such as 
First and Second Vice Presidents, Secretary, and Treasurer. These officers are normally 

elected by and from the Board. Collectively, the Officers form the Standing Committee of 

the Association. After establishment, the day-to-day management of the Association will be 
with a hired Executive Vice President, under the direction of the Board. The Executive Vice 

President will manage the operation carrying out the programs and policies of the Board of 
Directors. The activities will reflect the priority interests and needs of the Association 

members. An illustrative list of the type of activities that may initially be considered is as 

follows: 

1. 	 Publish a weekly/biweekly fertilizer trade bulletin. 

2. 	 Organize market-driven training, technology transfer seminars, and workshops for 

members. 

3. 	 Establish a mini-library of fertilizer literature for members. 

4. 	 Publish a bimonthly technical bulletin on "best use" fertilizer practices for different 
rops, both field and horticultural, for farmers. 

5. 	 Develop linkages with the Ministry of Agriculture, agricultural research and extension 
organizations to represent the member's views on key issues and questions regarding 

fertilizer needs and use or technology transfer. 
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Organizing the Associaion 

Legal 	Status 

The Association should be established under the specific laws or ordinances for a 
given country as specified for trade organizations. It should be a nonprofit, nonbargaining 
entity, and, as such, should be exempt from all taxes, duties, and levies, etc. 

Membership 

Membership in the Association by firms, companies, or individuals should be 
voluntary and open to all sectors of the fertilizer manufacturing and marketing (e.g., 
fertilizer business houses, agribusiness houses, transportation firms, etc.) and to those 
interested in helping achieve the objectives of the Association. There should be voting and 
nonvoting membership categories. 

1. 	 The voting membership might be categorized as follows: 
a. 	 Category I-Fertilizer Manufacturers or Producers 

b. 	 Category II-Fertilizer Importers and Exporters 
c. Category III-Fertilizer Supplier Agencies or Representatives 

d. 	 Category IV-Fertilizer Distributors and Merchants 

2. 	 The nonvoting membership categories may be as follows: 
a. 	 Associate Member - Associate membership is for those who are part of the 

agricultural input business, but do not come under any other appropriate 
membership category, but are interested in helping the Association achieve 
its objectives. Associate members shall be dues paying. 

b. 	 Honorary Member - An Honorary membership is given by the Association 
to those individuals, firms, or institutions it wishes to honor because of their 
exceptional contribution or service to the Association and its members. 
Honorary members shall not pay any dues. 
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3. 	 Membership Application Form - An illustrative Membership Application Form is 

presented in Appendix II. 

Memorandum and Articles (Bylaws) 

The Memorandum of the Association should list details such as the official names 

of the organization and location of the registered office of the Association. The 
memorandum of the Association may also give very specific details concerning the objectives 

of the 	Association. Appendix I details the general objectives listed earlier. The Articles or 

Bylaws 	should clearly define and govern the operation of the Association. An example of 

Bylaws 	is given in Appendix III. 

Structure/Staffing 

The staff required and structure of the Association will evolve over time as its value 

and service to its members grows. This section outlines those as being necessary during the 

initial organizational stages of development. 

Organizational structure - Initially, the structure will be simple and reflect the 
limited staff/funding required for startup operations. Figure 1 is an example of an 

organizational structure for a Fertilizer Association. 

The Board of Directors should be elected by the members at the annual general 

meeting. Directors should initially be elected for 1-, 2-, and 3-year terms. After that, each 

Director should be elected for a 3-year term. 

The Standing Committee should include the President, two Vice-Presidents, the 

Secretary, and Treasurer elected from and by the Board of Directors. Tenure of the 

Standing Committee should be for 1 year or until the next committee isproperly constituted. 

After the first year of operation, the Association's staffing requirement will be related 

to the output or services desired by its members. Once the Association is successfully 

organized, registered, and licensed an Executive Vice President should be hired. The 
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Executive Vice President should hire a staff and have the office fully operational within 
1 year of being hired. 

Budget 

The funds needed to establish and operate the Association will be from the member's 
own resources and will be governed by the projected cost of the startup plan and operation 
costs. Illustrative budgets for the first 3 years of the Association's operation, including capital 
expenditures and fixed and variable costs are presented below: 

Budget for the First Year 
Cost Classification 
1. Capital Expenditure 

a. Land/office building 
b. Office items 
c. Desk 
d. Tables and chairs 
e. Typewriter (electric) 
f. Installation of phone 

2. Operations Cost 
a. Personnel: 

(1) Coordinating director 
(2) Special assistant (1) 
(3) Secretary (1) 
(4) Messenger (1) 

b. Office occupancy: 
(1) Telephone 

c. Meeting expenses: 
(1) General convention 
(2) Public notice (2 newspapers) 
(3) Annual general meeting 
(4) Board meetings 

d. Office supplies: 
(1) Subscriptions 
(2) Stationery 
(3) Postage 
(4) Books 
(5) Miscellaneous 

e. Transportation: 
(1) Driver 
(2) Car maintenance 
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Budget for the Second Year 
Cost Classification 
1. Capital Expehditure 

a. Office decoration 
b. Desks 
c. Tables and chairs (office) 
d. Boardroom and library 

(1) Chairs 
(2) Conference table 
(3) Library shelves 
(4) Blackboard 

e. Computer and printer 
f. Purchase of car 
g. Photocopying machine 
h. Library shelves 
i. Projector screen 
j. Public address system and projectors 

2. Operations Costs 
a. Personnel: 

(1) Executive vice president 
(2) Publications officer 
(3) Special assistant 
(4) Secretary 
(5) Driver 
(6) Messenger 
(7) Guard 
(8) Office rent plus boardroom and library 

b. Publication expenses: 
(1) BFA news bulletin (bimonthly) 
(2) Car maintenance 

c. Subscriptions: 
d. Meeting expenses: 

(1) Board meetings 
(2) General meeting 
(3) Special seminars/workshops 
(4) Stationery 
(5) Postage 
(6) Telephone 
(7) Books 

Subtotal 
Total fixed and variable costs 
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Potential Income Sources 
1. 	 Application fee and subscription 
2. 	 Levy a fee based on per-ton of fertilizer sold 

(might not need to implement until later in the development)
3. 	 Membership dues 

Budget for the Third Year 
Cost Classification 
1. 	 Capital Expenditure 

a. 	 Desks 
b. 	 Tables and chairs 
c. 	 Computer and printer (second) 
d. 	 Office decoration (2 offices) 

2. 	 Operations Costs 
a. 	 Personnel: 

(1) Executive vice president 
(2) Training & technology specialist 
(3) Fertilizer monitoring & evaluation officer 
(4) Publications officer 
(5) Five enumerators (one per division) 
(6) Travel allowance 
(7) Office secretaries (2) 
(8) Driver 
(9) Messenger 

(10) 	 Offices and boardroom rent, etc. 
(11) 	 Publication expenses: 

(a) 	 BFA news bulletin (monthly) 
(b) 	 Office equipment maintenance 
(c) 	 Car maintenance 

b. 	 Subscriptions: 
c. 	 Meeting expenses: 

(1) 	 Board meetings 
(2) 	 General meeting 
(3) 	 Training/seminars 
(4) 	 Stationery and computer paper 
(5) 	 Postage 
(6) 	 Telephone 
(7) 	 Books 
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Board of Directors 

Standing Committee 

Executive Vice President 

Office
Secretar 

[Messenrger 

Fertilizer Planning, Training and DriverMonitoring and TechnologyOfficer Evaluation Officer Specialist 

t r Guard 
Statistical Assistant Special Assistant 

Messenger [ 

Data Enumerator Messenger 

Figure 1. Example of an Organizational Structure for a Fertilizer Association. 



Appendix I 

Memorandum of Association of the Fertilizer Association 

Name 

I. The name of the Association shall be the 
a representative nonprofit trade organization with individual 
firms, companies, or manufacturers of the whole country of 

members, agencies, 

Registered Office 

II. The registered office of the Association will be situated in 

Objectives 

III. The objectives for which the Association is established are: 
1. To provide a nonprofit trade organization that will bring together and 

represent all sectors and members of the fertilizer inidustry, 

including distributors, merchants, importers or exporters supply agencies, and 

manufacturers. 

2. To coordinate the efforts of members of the Association in pronoting the 
privatization and open marketing of fertilizer crop nutrients and other inputs 
to the farmers and villagers of 

3. To work with the government agencies, the Parliament, and Ministries to 
solve mutual problems and obtain fair and equlitable laws regarding fertilizers 

and their distribution and use in 
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4. 	 To encourage research and experimentation on the proper use of fertilizer 

nutrients on various crops and soils by organizations mandated to research 

such matters. 

5. 	 To work with the Directorate of Agricultural Extension and International 

organizations in obtaining the results of research on nutrient needs and 

fertilizer use on crops and soils and to disseminate that information on 

farmers, dealers, distributors, and merchants to improve fertilizer use and 

efficiency to improve crop and food production. 

6. 	 To encourage fertilizer dealers, distributors, and merchants to conduct 

demonstrations that can be used to show the benefits of proper fertilizer 

nutrient use to farmers and villagers. 

7. 	 To collect, monitor, and publish fertilizer data and statistics needed by the 

members and the government for monitoring and improving fertilizer 

availability, distribution, and use in the country. Such information may be 

released to the press, radio, and TV media to keep the public informed about 

fertilizer consumption and benefits, and the progress being made through 

proper fertilizer use. 

8. 	 To promote the highest standard of business ethics, integrity, and 

professionalism between and among the members of the Association and 

others. 

9. 	 To serve as an arbitrator, but not as an attorney, in solving problems and 

minor disputes so that peace and harmony may exist, and the best interests 

of the Association and its members, as well as , be kept in mind 

at all times. 

10. 	 To promote, protect, and safeguard the interests of all the members of the 

Association who are distributors, merchants, importers or exporters, supply 

agents, dealers or retailers, manufacturers of fertilizers, or persons, 

organizations, or bodies directly or indirectly connected with the fertilizer 

trade sector in 

11. 	 To keep and maintain the highest standard of unity and cooperation among 

the members of the Association in the conduct of business carried on by them. 
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12. 	 To consider and deal with all questions and matters concerning the 
manufacture, transportation, and trade of fertilizer in general and to devise 
ways and means to overcome any difficulty or problem arising in connection 

therewith. 
13. 	 To develop, through product promotion, wider and new uses of fertilizers and 

related products. 
14. 	 To discuss, promote, or oppose any measure-s connected with the fertilizer 

distribution and use, in general, and members, in particular. 
15. 	 To support and promote the concept of maximum profit yields in all sectors 

of agricultural production, toward an environment-friendly sustainable growth 
in agriculture production for the benefit of the country and its farmers. 

16. 	 To promote soil fertility in the country and to promote, sponsor, and 
encourage soil testing facilities in to increase the effectiveness of 

fertilizer use and agricultural production. 
17. 	 To support and promote by all available means all types of agricultural, 

agronomic, soils, fertilizer, ail J related research efforts for the advancement 
of agricultural production in the country. 

18. 	 To promote experimentation and research that will assist in the general 
development of industries, enterprises, or objects connected with the use of 
fertilizer in and to study the potentialities of any matters which 
may be conducive to the attainment of all or any of the Association's 

objectives. 
19. 	 To promote and become members and/or associates of all national and 

international organizations or bodies directly or indirectly related to fertilizer 
use, soil fertility and enhancement, and advancement of environment-friendly 

sustainable agriculture. 
20. 	 To promote by all available means the manufacture and production of all 

types of fertilizers in the country, provided it is economical to do 	so. 
21. 	 To actively promote self-sufficiency in food and agricultural production in the 

country and support all state policies in that regard. 
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22. 	 To establish and promote contacts with foreign countries and international or 

foreign organizations, and develop relations with them in order to enhance the 

trade, distribution, and manufacture of fertilizer in 

23. 	 To collect, maintain, and distribute or supply all data, statistics, and other 

informatiorn necessary for the promotion and advancement of fertilizer use in 

through letters, circulars, periodicals, or through press and other 

publicity mediums. 

24. 	 To act as principals, agents, managers, trustees, or secretaries for any society, 

committee, Association, or body directly or indirectly related to fertilizer, 

whether incorporated or not. 

25. 	 To obtain or develop informational books, brochures, visual aids, and 

educational items for members and distribute them on a pro-rata, nonprofit 

and no-loss basis. 

26. 	 To raise funds, secure the payment of money by means considered necessary 

or in a manne,- consistent with the Association's objectives for proper or 

convenient promotion of the objectives of the Association and for meeting its 

financial obligations. 

27. 	 To purchase, lease, or exchange or otherwise acquire and to alter, improve, 

develop any land, buildings, houses, estates, farms, fittings, and furniture or 

any other movable or immovable properties, licenses, rights or privileges, as 

the Association thinks necessary or expedient for accomplishing the objectives 

of the Association. 

28. 	 To elect officers, appoint staffs, agents, managers, secretaries, contractors, and 

constitute 	agencies and/or branches of the Association in any place within 

, whatsoever. 

29. 	 To accept any request, gifts, donation or subscription towards any fund or 

endowment and to establish and support institutions or trusts calculated to 

benefit the members of the Association, its enployees or ex-employees or 

their dependents, and to grant gratuities, pensions, and allowances, and to 

subscribe, donate, or grant money for and/or promotion that advances 

fertilizer use, agronomic research, soil fertility enhancement, and 
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environment-friendly sustainable growth in agricultural production, or 
charitable or benevolent objects or for any public, general or useful objects 
and for agriculture in general. 

30. 	 To arrange for giving relief, medical or otherwise, to the members of the 
Association, its employees or ex-employees or their dependents and to 
establish and maintain temporary hospital, dispensary, nursing home, and 
other institutions and to support them by aids, donations, or grants. 

31. 	 To bring suits and take legal actions, civil, criminal, revenue or otherwise, 
whether original or appellate, and to grant vokalatnamas authorizing legal 
practitioners to appear for and on behalf of the Association before all courts, 

civil, criminal, revenue, or otherwise. 
32. 	 To draw, make, accept, discount, execute, and issue checks, drafts, pay orders, 

promissory notes, and any other negotiable or transferable instruments. 
33. 	 To pay for services rendered or to be rendered in connection with formation 

and registration of the Association or for furtherance of its objectives. 
34. 	 To represent and act for the members of the Association before all Ministries, 

departments, or agencies of the government and all types of public and 
private, national and international organizations and agencies whose activities 
affect the manufacture, distribution, transportation, trade, and use of 
fertilizers and to nominate its representative(s) for such organizations, if 
required. 

35. 	 To contribute to the progress and advancement in every lawful manner and 
do all lawful acts to promote the welfare of the members of the Association. 

36. 	 To improve the efficiency of services performed by all segments of the 
members of the Association, fertilizer distributors, merchants dealers, and 
retailers throughout the country. 

37. 	 To raise and recruit membership for the Association from among the 
distributors, merchants, traders, dealers, manufacturers, supply agents, 
importers, and exporters of fertilizers and related agricultural input products 
in , and from among persons, bodies, organizations, departments 
or agencies directly or indirectly related to fertilizer use in . And, 
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to categorize such membership into several categories, and define eligibility 

requirements and attach thereto, respectively, such qualifications, preferences, 

rights, titles, status, conditions, and privileges as may be determined from time 

to time by the Board of Directors of the Association. 

38. And generally to do all such other acts and things as may be necessary from 

time to time in connection with the affairs of the Association or for the 

attainment of the above objectives or any of them. 

AND IT IS HEREBY DECLARED THAT THE objectives specified in several 
paragraphs of this memorandum shall, unless otherwise expressed in such paragraph, be 

regarded as independent objectives, and accordingly, shall be in no way limited or restricted 

in application (except when otherwise in such paragraphs by reference to the objects in any 

other paragraph), and may be carried out in as full and ample manner and construed and 

applied in as wide a sense as if each of the said paragraphs defines the object of a separate, 

distinct and independent Association. 
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Fertilizer Association Application for Admission as Member 

For official use only 

Date Application Membership Membership Name of

Received 
 Number Number Category Division 

The President
 
Fertilizer Association
 

Dear Sir, 

I desire to apply for admission as a member of the Fertilizer Association. 
I hereby declare that I am not subject to any of the disabilities stated in Article (10) of 
the Articles of Association of the Fertil;zer Association. 

1. 	 Name cf:
 
(person/organization)
 

2. 	 Father's name: 
(in case of person) 

3. 	 Address (any change in address to be promptly notified to the institute): 
a. 	 Permanent: 
b. 	 Present: 
c. 	 Business: 

4. 	 From which District: Division: 

'Source: Report on the Development, Structure, and Organization of the Bangladesh Fertilizer Association. 
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5. 	 Types of firm:
 

Proprietorship
 

Partnership
 

Company 

6. 	 Types of business (Tick):
 

Distributors
 

Dealers/wholesalers
 

Retailers
 

Importers
 

Manufacturers
 

Suppliers' agent
 

Exporter
 

(Certificate in support to be submitted) 

7. 	 Interested to become a membership of (Tick): 

Category I 

Category II 

Category III 

Category IV 

8. 	 Duration in the fertilizer business: year 

9. 	 Source of Capital: 

a. 	 Own _% 

b. 	 Borrowed _ .% 

10. 	 Annual turnover: $ 

11. 	 Number of employees in your fertilizer business: 
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12. 	 Membership with other Trade Associations: 

Name 	of Association Category Date of Membership 

13. 	 Name and address of three persons, at least two of whom should be members of the 
Fertilizer Association. 

Name 	and Address Membership Number 

14. 	 Any other particular/information that the candidate may like to furnish about himself 
or his business. 

15. 	 I enclose a Bank Draft/Pay Order/Crossed Check for sLIm of $ 

( ) as: 

a. 	 Application fee $ 

b. 	 Annual membership subscription or dues $ 

Total $ 
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16. 	 Declaration 

I, the undersigned, do hereby declare that: 
(PRINTED NAME) 

1. 	 The above statements are correct. 

2. 	 In the event of my admission as member of the Association, I will be 
governed by the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the 
Fertilizer Association and the regulations/articles made here under, and 
currently in force. 

3. 	 I will advance the objectives of the Association to the best of my ability and 
will attend the meeting thereof as often as I conveniently can during the 
tenure of my Membership. 

Yours 	faithfully, 

Signature of the Applicant 

Date: 
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Act VII of 1913
 
(Company Limited by Guarantee and Not Having Share Capital)
 

Article of Association 

of 

Bangladesh Fertilizer Association 

Registered Office: 

NE(D) 3A, Guishan Avenue
 
Gulshan
 

Dhaka - 1212
 
Bangladesh
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Companies Act 1913 (Act VII of 1913)
 

(Company Limited by Guarantee and Not Having Share Capital)
 

Article of Association
 

of
 

Bangladesh Fertilizer Association
 

Preliminary 

1. The Regulations contained in Form "B" in the Third Schedule of the Companies Act 

1913 shall apply along with the regulations herein adopted by this Articles of 

Association. 

2. The marginal notes in these Articles shall not direct the construction hereof, and in 

these presented, unless there be something in the subject or context inconsistent 

therewith. 

'"he Act" means the Companies Act 1913 for the time being in force. 

'The Companies Act" means the Companies Act 1913 (Act VII of 1913) or 

any modifications or reactment thereof, for the time being.
 
"Association" means the BANGLADESH 
FERTILIZER ASSOCIATION. 

"Officers" means and include the President, 1st and 2nd Vice Presidents, 

Secretary and Treasurer who are members of the Standing Committee. 

"The Directors" or "Board" means the Board of Directors of the Association 

for time being. 

"Committee" means the Standing Committee and other committees of the 

Association for the time being. 

'Source: Report on the Development,Structure, and Organization of the Bangladesh Fertilizer Association. 
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"Office" means the Registered/Head Office of the Association for the time 
being.
 

"Registrar" means 
the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies, Bangladesh. 
"Special Resolution" and "Extraordinary Resolution" have the meanings 

assigned thereto, respectively, by section 81 of the Companies Act, 1913. 
"General Meeting" means the general meeting of the Association. 
"Year" means the English calendar year. 

"Month" means the English calendar Month. 
"Register" means the Register of Members for the time being of the 

Association kept in pursuance of Section 31 of the Companies Act 1913. 
"Executive Vice-President" means the Executive Vice-President of the 

Association who shall be a full-time paid employee of the Association. 
"In Writing or Written" means printed, lithographed or any other mode of 

representing or reproducing words in legible form. 
"Persons" shall include any firm, joint stock company, corporation or any other 

body of individuals, whether incorporated or not: 

"Special Meeting" means meetings called for special purposes, either for 
transacting business or conveying information or continuing
education to members or others. Special meetings may be
called by the Board of Directors or by the members. 

"Board Meeting" means meetings of the Board of Directors for development
programs and making policy decisions for the Association. 

"Distributor or means a person or business that sells or distributes
 
Merchant" fertilizer primarily to deles or retailers.
 
"Importer or means a person or business that imports or exports (other

Exporter" than a manufacturer or producer) fertilizer that is then sold
 

to distributors or merchants o, other countries.
 
"Manufacturer" means a 
factory, company. or business that manufactures or 

produces fertilizer nutrieat,,. 

"Proxy" means one who acts or casts a vote for another, or the 
written instructions by which he is authorized to do so. 
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Words importing singular number shall include plural number and vice versa, 
and words importing masculine gender shall include feminine gender and vice versa. 

Membership 

3. 	 a. The Association shall be organized on all Bangladesh basis and may have 
branches anywhere in Bangladesh. 

b. 	 The number of Members of the Association shall be unlimited. 

4. 	 Categories of Membership 

There shall be four categories of voting members: Category I, Category II, 
Category IIl, and Category IV. 

There shall be two Categories of nonvoting members: Associate and 
Honorary. 

These are outlined below: 

a. 	 Voting Membership Categories 
(1) 	 Category I: Fertilizer Manufacturer or Producer (voting member). 

Any plant or firm that manufactures or produces fertilizer nutrients or 
soil amendments that are sold to exporters or traders or distributors or 
merchants in Bangladesh. 

(2) 	 Category II: Fertilizer Importer or Exporter (voting member). 
An individual, business, or firm that primarily imports, exports, or 
trades fertilizers to distributors or merchants. 

(3) Category III: Supplier Agents or Representatives (voting member). 
The agent or representative of a company based overseas that provides 
fertilizers or input supplies to importers. 

(4) 	 Category IV: Fertilizer Distributor or Merchknt (voting member). 
An individual, business, or firm that has dealers or sells to independent 

dealers or retailers that market fertilizer. 
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b. 	 Nonvoting Membership Classes 

(1) 	 Associate Member 
An Associated membership is for individuals, firms, Ministries, 
Councils, Institutes, or groups that are interested in and support the 
objectives of the Association and are willing to work for the successful 
accomplishment of those objectives, but are eligible for anynot 

category of voting membership. 

Associate members shall submit an application fee when 
applying for their membership and pay a subscription or dues. 

(2) 	 Honorary Member 

An Honorary membership shall be given by the Board of Directors to 
individuals, groups, or firms who have given or provided extraordinary 
service or made outstanding contributions to the Association in 
meeting its objectives or to the industry. Honorary members are non

dues paying. 

5. 	 Membership Application 

a. Individuals or firms shall apply for membership by submitting a written 
application on a form provided by the Association, which contains specific 
information to determine the class of membership, along with a signed 
statement that the applicant agrees to comply with Memorandum and Articles 
of Association. All applications shall be submitted to the President or 
Executive Vice President of the Association to be acted upon during the next 
Board of Directors' meeting to correctly determine the membership category, 
and any additional dues according to the dues schedule. 

b. 	 The prescribed application form shall be available at the office of the 
Association and shall be accompanied by the prescribed application fee 
determined from time to time by the Board of Directors, when it issubmitted. 

c. No application for Membership of the Association shall be entertained unless 
the same is accompanied with the application fee and Membership 
,ubscription or dues paid in advance in the form of Pay Order/Demand 
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Draft/Crossed Check from any scheduled bank of Bangladesh in favor of the 
Association at the rates for the time being mentioned below: 

For Voting Members 
Category I 
Category II 
Category III 
Category IV 

For Nonvoting Members 
Associate 
Honorary 

Application 


Fee 


15,000 

7,500 

5,000 
1,500 

750 

Membership Dues for One
 
Calendar Year or Part Thereof
 

20,000
 
10,000
 
7,500
 
2,500
 

1,500
 

The Directors may change the application fee and membership dues 
at its discretion from time to time. 

The Directors may pass resolutions to specially receive donations from 

the Members. 
d. The President shall submit Applications for Membership to the Board of 

Directors for their approval. Membership begins upon approval by the Board. 
e. If an application for membership is rejected, the applicant shall be informed 

of the reason or reasons for such rejection. 
f. In the event of an application be-ing rejecteck, the application fee and 

membership fee received from the application shall be refunded to the 
applicant and no further application from the same applicant shall be 
entertained for a period of six months from the date of such rejection. 

g. On ap,roval of the application, the applicant shall be issued a Membership 
Certificate, as prescribed by the Board of Directors, valid for a period 
specifically mentioned thereon and the membership shall commence from the 
date of the issuance of such Membership Certificate. 
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h. 	 The membership shall be renewable every calendar year on payment of 
annual subscription and other charges as may be determined by the Directors 
from 	time to time. 

A member who had resigned from the Association or has been expelled 
therefrom shall not be entitled to refund of his application fee, annual 
subscription, or any other dues after he ceases to be a member. He shall 
however, remain liable to pay any dues or charges to the Association 

outstanding against him. 
j. 	 The annual membership subscription or other dues, as determined by the 

Board of Directors from time to time, shall pay in advance for the next year 
by the 31st of December of the current year. 

k. 	 Any member who fails to pay his annual subscription and dues in advance by 
the 31st of December of the current year, may do so within 31st March of the 
next year (for which the subscription is due) without any charge for late 
payment. Thereafter a late payment fee of Tk 2.00 (Taka two) per day shall 

be charged up to 30th June. 
I. 	 If the member fails to clear his dues within 30th June, then he shall be served 

with notice for payment of his dues, and if he fails to clear his arrear dues 
within 31st July, his name shall be struck off the register. 

m. 	 If a member is admitted during the course of a year, he shall have to pay the 

full amount of subscription for the accounting year. 

6. 	 Register of Members 

a. A register containing the names and addresses of all the Members of the 
Association and their authorized representatives, if any, shall be kept at the 

Head Office. 
b. 	 All changes in the addresses or other particulars of the Members shall be 

initiated by them immediately in writing to the Executive Vice President and 
Members shall have the right to inspect the Register and suggest corrections, 

if any. 
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c. 	 The names of every Member who had resigned or been expelled or had 

otherwise ceased to be a member shall be struck off the register. 

7. 	 Rights and Privileges 

All members shall exercise and enjoy the rights and privileges as presented in these 

Articles of Association of the Association. 

8. 	 Membership Representation 

Category I, Category II, Category III, and Category IV Members shall select one (1) 
individual to represent the member at meetings involving the affairs of the 

Association. The designated representative of the member shall be the voting 

representative for balloting or voting on issues. The designated representative shall 

be informed by providing written notice to the President or Executive Vice President. 

9. 	 Membership Withdrawal 

A member may withdraw from the Association by giving written notice to the 

President or Executive Vice President. A member withdrawing will be responsible 

for any and all obligations to the Association incurred prior to the date of the notice 

of withdrawal, and shall not be entitled to a refund of any unexpired dues. 

10. 	 Cessation From Membership 

A member shall cease to be a Member of the Association if: 

a. 	 He becomes or is found to be of unsound mind by a court of competent 

jurisdiction. 

b. 	 He applied for relief as an insolvent debtor, or is adjudged insolvent 

11. 	 A member shall be liable to be expelled, or his rights and privileges with the 
Association shall be liable to be withdrawn by a Resolution of the Board of Directors 

passed by two-thirds majority of its Members present at a meeting specially convened 

for the purpose, for any of the following reasons: 
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a. 	 Neglecting or refusing to admit, abide by, or carry out any decision of the 
Board 	of Directors. 

b. 	 Indulging in any unethical business practice in the field of trade commerce or 
industry. 

C. 	 Intentional violation of the Articles, Rules and Regulations, or the Bylaws of 
the Association. 
Provided that a Member shall not be so expelled unless he had been given an 

opportunity of explaining his position in writing and/or in person. 

12. 	 Any Member expelled under Article 11 above shall have the right to appeal, in 
writing and/or in person within one month from the date of the resolution referred 
to therein, to the General Body of the association and the appeal shall be placed at 
the next Annual General Meeting and the decision of the General Meeting thereon 

shall be final. 

13. 	 A member who has resigned or been expelled, or has otherwise ceased to be a 
member, shall remain liable to pay all outstanding dues to the Association and he 
shall not be entitled to refund of any money paid to the association. 

14. 	 Restoration of Membership 
Any Member whose name has been struck off the register due to resignation, or 
nonpayment of dues shall be eligible for re-enrollment subject to the approval by the 
Board of Directors, on payment of application fee afresh and all arrears dues or 
charges outstanding against him. 

15. 	 Board of Directors 
The Board of Directors shall initially consist of twenty-two (22) members, plus the 
immediate past President as an ex-officio member making twenty-three k23) 
responsible for the management of the affairs of the Association and for discharging 
the function, assigned to it under these Articles. 
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16. 	 Composition of and Representation on the Board 

The board shall be composed of the following persons, namely: 

a. 	 Three (3) Directors to be nominated by BCIC. 

b. 	 Three (3) Directors to be elected by the Category II members. 

c. 	 Three (3) Directors to be elected by the Category III members. 
d. 	 Three (3) Directors to be elected by the Category IV members. 
e. 	 Ten (10) Directors to be elected, two from each of the five Divisions, by the 

members of the respective Divisions of Bangladesh. 

17. 	 Election of the Board of Directors 

a. 	 Election of the Directors mentioned in clause (b), (c), (d), (e) of Articles 16 
shall be held at the annual General Meeting of the Asseciation. 

b. 	 Where any dispute arises regarding any such election, it shall be referred by 
the Board, to the Directors of Trade Organization appointed by the 

Government. 

18. 	 Duration of the Board 

a. The duration of the Board shall be initially one-, two-, and three-year terms. 
After that each Director will be elected for three-year terms, from the date 

of its first meeting on the expiry of which a new Board shall be constituted in 

accordance with the provisions of these Articles. 
b. 	 Notwithstanding the expiry of the duration of the Board under clause (a) 

above, it shall continue to function until new Board is constituted in 

accordance with the provisions of these Articles, and upon such constitution 

the Board so functioning shall stand dissolved. 
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Election Procedure 

19. a. Date of Election: The date fixed for the annual meeting of the Association 
under these Articles in a year in which election to the Directors is due shall 
also be the date of election of Board of Directors. 

b. Member Entitled to Vote: A member of the Association whose name stands 
entered in the Register 90 (ninety) days (30 days in case of first year) before 
the date of election to the Board shall be entitled to vote in such election and 
his name shall be included in the voter list prepared for the said election. 
Provided that such a member shall not be so entitled if: 
(1) The fees payable by him have not been cleared up to date. 
(2) His name stands removed from the Register for any reason whatsoever 

before the date of election. 

c. Election Commission: 

(1) There shall be an Election Commission, hereafter referred to as 
Commission, consisting of a chairman and two other members to be 
appointed by the Board (Ad-hoc Committee for 1st year) for the 
conduct of election to the Board under these Articles. 

(2) The Chairman and members of the Commission shall be appointed 

from among the members. 
(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in these Articles the Chairman and 

the members of the Commission shall not be a candidate for election 
to the Board nor any of them shall be proposer or seconder of any 
candidate in such election. 

d. Appointment of Returning Officer: 
(1) The Commission shall for the purpose of election of the Board appoint 

a Returning Officer who is not a member of the Association. 
(2) The Commission may appoint any person or persons not being a 

member of the Association to assist the Returning Officer in the 
performance of its functions. 



e. 	 Procedure for Election: 

(1) 	 The date of election, as determined by the Board, shall be notified to 

the members of the Association, and a list of members entitled to vote, 

together with a notice stating the number of seats in the Board to be 

filled, shall be circulated by the Commission among all the members 

at least 	sixty days before the date of election. 

(2) 	 Within thirty days of the issue of the notice under subregulation (1) 

nomination of the candidates for election to the Board shall be sent in 

prescribed Form to the Election Commission, duly proposed by the 

member of the Association and seconded by two other members of the 

Association with an undertaking in writing by each member proposed 

as to his willingness to be the Candidate for election and to serve the 

Association in the event of his election. Proposer, seconders, and 

candidates will be from the same category of membership. If the 

candidate nominated for Divisional representative, his proposer and 

seconders will be from same Division. 

(3) 	 The same member shall not be nominated simultaneously for a 

Member;hip Category representative and Divisional representative. 

f. 	 List of Nominated Candidate: The Commission shall, within five days from 

the last day of receiving nominations, cause to be affixed at such place as it 

may rczcide a list of candidates on whose favor nominations have been 

received stating their particulars and particulars of their proposers and 

seconders. 

g. 	 Scrutiny: 

(1) 	 The Returning Officer shall examine the nomination papers in the 

presence of any person attending the scrutiny under subcl,1se (.) and 

decide any objection raised by any such person to any nomination. 

(2) 	 The candidate, their proposers and seconders, and any other person, 

not exceeding two, authorized in this behalf of by each candidate may 

attend the scrutiny of the nominations and the Returning Officer shall 
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give them reasonable opportunity for examining the nomination 

papers. 
(3) 	 The Returning Officer may, either of his motionown or upon any 

objection, conduct such enquiry as he may think fit and reject any 
nomination paper if he is satisfied that: 

(a) 	 ihe candidate is not qualified to be elected to the Board of 
Directors; 

(b) 	 The proposer or the seconder is not entitled to vote; 
(c) 	 Any provision of these Articles has not been complied with; 
(d) 	 The signature of the proposer or the seconder is not genuine or 

has been obtained by force or fraud: 

Provided that: 

(i) 	 The rejection of a nomination paper shall not invalidate 

the nomination of a candidate by any other valid 

nomination paper. 
(ii) 	 The Returning Officer shall not reject nomination paper 

on the ground any defect which is not a substantial 
nature and may allow such defect to be remedied 

forthwith. 
(iii) 	 The Returning Officer shall not enquire into the 

correctness or validity of any entry in the voter list. 
(4) 	 The Returning Officer shall endorse on every nomination paper his 

decision, accepting or rejecting it, and shall, in the case of rejection, 
record a brief statement or reasons therefore. 

(5) 	 Where the nomination of a candidate has been rejected by the 
Returning Officer, an appeal shall lie within a period of three days 
from the date of such rejection to the Commission and any order 

passed by the Commission on such appeal shall be final. 
h. 	 Publication of List of Validly Nominated Candidates: After the scrutiny of the 

nominations under clause g the Commission shall, within three days from the 
date of such scrutiny, prepare and publish a list of validly nominated 
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candidates in the election to the Board showing their membership number, 
full address, and category of Directorship (Membership category Director or 

Divisional Director). 

Withdrawal: A candidate whose nomination has been accepted as valid may, 

by notice in writing signed by him and delivered within seven days of the date 

of scrutiny to the Commission, withdraw his candidature. 

j. Uncontested Election: If the number of validly nominated candidates for 

election to the Board be equal or less than the number of seats in the Board 
fixed for respective category of membership the Returning Officer shall make 

a return to the Commission and there shall not be any election for that 

category. 

k. Publication of List of Contesting Candidates: If the number of validly 

nominated candidates for election is more than the number of seats in the 
Board for respective category of membership, the Commission shall within 

five days from date of withdrawal day, for which the Commission shall fix a 

date, prepare and publish a final list of contesting candidates mentioning 

category of Directors specified in Article 16. 

1. Death or Cessation of Membership Before Election: If a candidate whose 

nomination has been accepted as valid dies or otherwise ceases to be a 

member of the Association before the date of election, the election shall be 

conducted among the remaining candidates only. 

m. Election: 

(1) As soon as the agenda of election is taken up in the Annual General 

Meeting the Commission shall provide to each member or to proxy 

entitled to vote by following: 

(a) Two ballot papers shall be prepared in such Form as the 

Commission may specify with its common seal for recording 

votes; one ballot paper for electing three Directors from his 

category and another ballot paper for electing two Directors 

from his Division. 
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(2) 	 The ballot papers shall contain the names of all the contesting 
candidates and there shall be a vacant space against each such name 
for making vote by a cross (x) mark. 

(3) 	 The member entitled to vote shall mark the cross (x) mark against the 
names of such contesting candidates as he may consider fit for election 

to the Board of Directors. 
(4) All the ballot papers shall then and there be put in the election box 

kept at tihe elcectinn booth and no ballot paper shall be put theon 
election box after specified time and shall be counted for determining 

the election result. 
(5) 	 A member entitled to vote shall put cross (x) marks the space against 

the names of any three candidates in the ballot paper specified for 
electing Membership Category representative and put cross (x) marks 
against the names of any two candidates in the ballot papers specified 
for electing Divisional representative. 

(6) 	 A ballot paper shall be invalid if: 
(a) It does 	not bear the common seal of the Commission. 
(b) 	 It does not bear cross (x) mark on its blank space. 
(c) 	 The member has not put cross (x) mark in the blank space 

against such member of candidates as there are seais to be 
filled in; three cross for Membership representative category 
and two cross for Divisional representative. 

(d) 	 The member has put cross (x) mark in the blank space against 
the name of more candidates than the number of seats to be 

filled in. 

(e) 	 The member has put more than one cross (x) mark in the blank 
space against one candidate or has put any other cross mark (x) 
in the 	blank space against any candidate. 

(f) 	 The member has written such words or given such signs on the 
ballot paper whereby he can be ident~fied. 

(g) It is not put in the election box within specified time. 
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n. 	 Proxy Voting 

(1) 	 Only in case of his being physically absent may a member cast his vote 

by proxy in a General Meeting. 
(2) 	 The instrument of proxy (Form A) shall be in writing, duly signed by 

the member or voting representatives and duly stamped and lodged at 
the registered office of the Association at least seventy-two (72) hours 
before the time appointed for the meeting, and in default the 
instrument of proxy shall not be treated as valid. 

(3) 	 Before the meeting proceeds to business, the instrument of proxy shall 
be scrutinized by two scrutinizers appointed by the Election 
Commission and the validity or otherwise of the instrument of proxy 

shall be ascertained. 

(4) 	 Any instrument appointing a proxy shall be in the following form: 

(Form A) 
Bangladesh Fertilizer Association 

PROXY FORM 

I, , of , being a Member of the 
Bangladesh Fertilizer Association hereby appoin of 

as my proxy to vote for me and on my behalf at the [ordinary or 
extraordinary as the case may be] General meeting of the Association to be held on the 
_ . day of and at the any adjournment thereof. As witness my hand this 

day of ,19. 

Revenue 
stamp 

Signature of the Proxy 	 Signature of the Member 
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o. 	 Counting of Votes: 
(1) As soon as the specified time of election is over the Commission shall: 

(a) 	 Open the election box/boxes and arrange counting the ballot 

papers. 

(b) Count 	the valid votes cast in favor of each candidate. 
(c) 	 Prepare a statement showing the number of votes cast in favor 

of each contesting candidate and the number of invalid votes. 
(2) The Chairman and members of the Commission shall authenticate the 

Statement by putting their signature and thereafter hand it over to the 
President of the annual General Meeting for declaration of results. 

p. 	 Determination and Declaration of Election Results: 
(1) 	 Such number of candidate as there are vacancies to be filled receiving 

the highest number of votes shall be declared elected by the President 
and in the event to an equality of votes between two or more 
candidates for the last vacancy, lots shall be drawn by the President in 
the presence of the Commission and the candidate in whose favor lot 
is drawn shall be declared elected by the President. 

(2) 	 The members who are elected under Articles 19(X) shall also be 
declared elected by the President. 

q. 	 Notification of Election Results: 
(1) The Secretary shall send a list of successful candidates to all members 

of the Association within one week of the date of election. 
(2) 	 The names of persons elected to the Board of Directors and also the 

names of persons nominated to the Board by BCIC shall be published 
in the official News Bulletin. 

r. 	 Discipinary Action Against Aembers in Relation to Elections: A member of 
the Association shall be liable for disciplinary action by the Board if he adopts 
one or more of the following practices directly and indirectly with regard to 
the election to the Board of Directors, namely: 
1. 	 Bribery, that is to say, any gift, offer, or promise by a candidate or by 

any other person with the connivance of a candidate of any 
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gratification to a person whomsoever, with 	 the object directly or 

indirectly, of including 

(a) 	 A member to stand or not to stand as, or to withdrawn from 

being a candidate at an election; or 
(b) 	 A member to vote or refrain from voting at an election, or as 

a reward to: 
(i) 	 A member for having so stood or not stood, or for 

having withdrawn his candidature, or 
(ii) 	 A member for having voted or refrained from voting at 

an election. 

20. 	 Powers and Functions of the Board of Directors: 

The Board shall have the following powers and functions: 

a. To carry out the aims and objects of the Association. 
b. 	 To make such arrangements as are considered necessary for the election of 

the new Board of Directors. 
c. 	 To constitute the Standing Committee and other committees. 
d. 	 To continue and manage the affairs of the Association until the next ploperly 

constituted Board takes over in accordance with the provisions of these 

articles. 

e. To look after and manage all property, movable, held by the Association. 

f. 	 To elect officers and appoint committees or subcommittees for any purpose 
and frame such rules and regulations or bylaws in this regard as may be 

deemed fit. 
g. 	 To delegate any of its powers to the Standing Committee or any Sub-

Committee. 
h. 	 To appoint or dismiss the Executive Vice President and other staff necessary 

for the efficient functioning of the As-;ociation, and to frame rules and 
regulations or bylaws regarding their terms, salaries, and conditions of service. 
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i. To keep or cause to be kept by any one or more persons appointed by the 
Board, proper books of accounts in which shall be entered true and complete 
accounts of the monetary affairs and transactions of the Association. 

j. 	 To secure for the Association membership in the Federation of Bangladesh 

Chambers of Commerce and Industry. 
k. 	 To present the views of the Association on any matter relating to the objects 

of the Association. 
1. 	 To convene ordinary or extraordinary General Meetings of the Association. 
m. 	 To nominate Members and Delegates to represent the Association in any 

forum, body, seminar, workshop, group, etc., related to the aim and objects 

of the Association. 
n. To defray expenses, subject to availability of funds of delegates selected and 

deputed by the Association to represent it at conferences and meetings held 
in Bangladesh or abroad. 

o. 	 To expel any Member from the Association or re-admit such :xpelled 
Member, either on its own initiative or in compliance with the resolution of 
the General Members of the Association. 

p. 	 To commence, institute, prosecute, and defend all such actions and/or suit
on behalf of the Association as may be deemed necessary or expedient, and 
to compromise or submit to arbitration any action, suit, or dispute or 
difference. 

q. To deal with matters affecting all the Members of the Association. 
r. To accept and take such measures, not inconsistent with the Memorandum of 

Association or these Articles, as may from time to time be considered 
necessary for the achievement of the aims and objects of the Association. 

21. 	 Board Meetings: 

Regular Board meetings 
The Board of Directors shall meet immediately after the Annual General 
Meeting of Association foi the purpose of electing the Officers of the 
Association. Additional Board meeting-; may be stheduled monthly on the first 

K 
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b. 

Monday of each month, at a location and time as determined by the Board. 
Notice of the meeting shall be given at least five (5) days or more prior to the 

meeting. 

Special Board meetings 
Special meetings of the Board may be called by the President, or by the 
Secretary on the written request of any three (3) Directors. Notice of special 
meetings shall be provided at least five days before the meeting, except in an 

extraordinary circumstance. 

22. Quorum: 
At any regular or special meeting of the Board, the presence of eight (8) Directors 

shail constitute a quorum for transaction of business. 

23. Proxies: 

A Board member may vote by proxy at any regular or special meeting, provided a 
signed written proxy is in the hands of the Secretary forty-eight (48) hours before 
vote on the specific item is called. 

24. Ad isory Members: 

Advisory members of the Board may be appointed by the President, with the 
approval of the Board of Directors. They shal! include individuals who share concern 
for the industry and the objectives of the Association. (Members of a Ministry, the 
University faculty, Agricultural Research Council or Institute staffs, or Directorate 
of Agricultural Extension staff are among those that might be considered to serve as 
Advisory members of the board.) Advisory members are nonvoting, 

25. Honorary Directors: 

The Board of Directors may appoint nonmembers as Honorary Directors. Any such 
appointment shall be for a fixed term and require a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the 
Directors present at a meeting at which a quorum is present. An Honorary Director 

2J 
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shall be a nonvoting member of the Board and shall not constitute part of a quorum 
or be eligible for election as President, Vice President, or Officer of the Board. 

26. 	 Vacancies on the Board:
 
Any member of the Board of Directors who fails 
 to attend three (3) consecutive 
meetings, without just cause, may be removed from the Board by a two-thirds 
majority vote of the Board present at any 	regular or special Board meeting If a 
Board member terminates his employment with a member company or terminates 
his fertilizer business as related to the Association's objectives, he shall submit his 
resignation to the President, and the position is declared vacant. Such vacancies on 
the Board shall be filled for the remainder of the unexpired term by appointment by 
the Board from that specific category, until the next scheduled election has taken 
place. 

27. 	 Compensation: 

No member of the Board of the Directors shall receive compensation for the time 
or services rendered to the Association. However, each Director shall be entitled to 
receive Tk 200 as fees per Board meeting attended by him. 

28. 	 Limitations: 

The Board of Directors shall not have the power to commit the Association to 
expenditures beyond the funds available. No recommendation, representation, or 
report of any Officer, Committee, or member of the Association shall be binding 
upon the Association, nor shall it be considered as representing the opinion or policy 
of the 	Association, unless approved or accepted by action of the Board of I)irectors. 

29. 	 General Meeting: 

a. 	 The first General meeting shall be held at such time, not more than three 
months, after the incorporation of the Association and at such place, as the 
ad-hoc Committee may determine. 
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b. 	 A General meeting shall be held once in every year at such time (not being 
more than fifteen months after the preceding General meeting) and place as 

may be prescribed by the Directors or, in default, at such time in the month 

following, and at such place, as the Directors shall appoint. In default of a 

General meeting being so held, a General meeting shall be held in the month 

next following, and may be called by any five (5) members in the same 

manner, as possible as the called by the Board. 

C. 	 The above-menLioned General meeting shall be called ordinary meeting.,, all 

other general ineetirgs shall be called extraordinary or special. 

d. The Directors shall, on 1 requisition in writing by at least one-third (1/3) or 

more members, call an extraordinary or special meeting. 

e. 	 Any requisition made by the members must state the object of the meeting 

proposed to be called, and must be signed by the requisitioner and deposited 

at the registered office of the Association. 

f. 	 On receipt of the requisition the Board shall forthwith proceed to call a 

general meeting. If they do not proceed to cause a meeting to be held within 

twenty-one (21) days from the date of the requisition being deposited tile 

requisitionists or any other five members may themselves call a meeting. 

30. 	 Quorum of General Meeting: 

If the number of menlbers of the Association at the time of meeting dous not exceed 

ten, the quorum shail be five, or iithey exceed ten, there shall be added to tile above 

quorum, one for every five additional members with the limitation that no quorum 

shall be transacted in such meeting unless there is a quori,-' If no quorun is formed 

within thirty minutes of the timle fixed for the meeting, tile meeting shall be 

adjourned to tihe same day in the next week at the same time and place as was 

appointed for holding the meeting, and if no quorum is present in the adjourned 

meeting, the meeting shall be adjourned sine die. 
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31. 	 Notice: 

At least fourteen (14) days' notice for Annual General Meeting intended to pass 
ordinary Resolutions, and at least twenty-one (21) days' notice for an Extraordinary 
or Special General Meeting intended to pass any Special Resolutions, specifying the 
place, and time and date of the Meeting shall be given to nll Members of the 
Association, either personally, or by sending it by post to him to his 	registered 
address. Accidental omission to send such notice to or its nonreceipt by any Member 
shall not invalidate the proceedings at such meetings. 

32. 	 Parliamentary Procedures of Meeting: 

a. 	 Every question submitted to a General Meeting shall be decided by a simple 
majority of the Members present and voting at such meeting. 

b. 	 No extraordinary or special Resolution, particularly a Resolution seeking 
amendments to the Memorandum of Association or these Articles, shall be 
deemed to have been passed unless it has received the votes of three-fourth 
majority of the Members present in person or by proxy. 

c. 	 The President may, with the consent of the Members, adjourn any meeting 
from time to time and from place to place, but no business shall be transacted 
at any adjourned meeting other than the business left unfinished at the time 
from which the adjournment took place. 

d. 	 At any General Meeting, unless a poll isdemanded by at least five Members, 
a declaration by the President that the Resolution has been carried, and an 
entry to that effect in the book of proceedings of the Association shall be 
conclusive evidence of the fact, without proof of the number or proportion of 
the votes recorded in favor of or against the Resolution. 

33. 	 Majority Vote: 

a. At all member meetings of the Association, if a quorum is present, a majority 
vote of those present shall rule, except as otherwise specified in these Articles. 

b. 	 The President or the Member presiding over a meeting shall in the event of 
equality of votes at the time have a second or casting vote, provided that no 
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casting vote shall be exercised in connection with any election of the 

Association. 

34. 	 Standing Committee and Other Committee: 
a. The Standing Committee shall consist of the President, First and Second Vice 

Presidents, Secretary, and Treasurer elected from and by the Board of 

Directors. 

b. 	 Other committee: Board may constitute other committees or subcommittees 
like Investigation and Disciplinary Committee, Finance Committee, Technical 
and Research Committee, Convention/Seminar Committee, Additional Board 
for News Letter, Audit Committee, Public Relations Committee, etc. 
Chairman of the Committees will be from Director and members may be 
included from general member..Duties and responsibilities of the committee 

will be determined by the Board. 

c. 	 Duties of Standing Committee 

The Standing Committee shall receive and review all proposals submitted to 
the Association, and present the same, with recommendations to the Board 
of Directors for consideration. Three (3) members of the Committee shall 
constitute a quorum for transaction of business. Meetings may be called by 
the President or any three members of the Committee with at least five (5) 
days' notice. 

35. 	 Officers: 

The officers of the Association shall be the members of the Standing Committee 
consisting of the President, First and Second Vice Presidents, Secretary, and 
Treasurer elected from the membership of the Board of Directors at the first Board 
meeting following the Annual Meeting. An Executive Vice President shall be hired 
by the Board to administer the programs and policies developed and approved by the 
Board 	will be treated as officer, but not a member of the Standing Committee. 

A. 
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36. 	 Terms of Office: 
Each officer shall take office immediately following his election and shall serve for 
a term of one (1) year or until his qualified successor for the office is duly elected. 

The term of office for each elected officer shall not be for more than two 
successive terms, but after an interruption of one year an individual may be 
re-elected to the office previously held. Each officer will be eligible for election to 
another office after one oi two years in a given office. 

37. 	 Election of Officers 
The Board of Directors shall appoint an Officers' Nominating Committee, composed 
of the immediate past President of Association, who will serve as Chairperson of the 
Committee, and four (4) current members of the Association. 

The Officers' Nomination Committee shall select a slate of nominees from the 
Board of Directors for the offices of President, First and Second Vice Presidents, 
Secretary and Treasurer of the Association. The Committee chair shall present this 
slate to the Board of Directors at the first Board meeting following the Annual 
meeting. Other nominations may be made from the floor, with the consent of the 
individual being nominated. From the nominated candidates, officers will be elected 
by the Directors. 

38. 	 Duties of the Officers: 

a. 	 President
 
The President of the Board shall serve 
 as chief elected officer of the 
Association and shall preside at all Board meetings and all member meetings. 
The President is not charged with direct administrative responsibilities. 

b. 	 Vice Presidents 
The First and Second Vice Presidents of the Board and Association shall, in 
the absence or inability of the President to act, perform the duties of the 
President. In addition, they will perform such other duties as the President or 
the Board of Directors may assign. 
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c. 	 Secretary 

The Secretary of the Association shall attend all meetings of the Board and 
members, and see that the minutes (proceedings and actions taken) are 
properly recorded. He shall serve as Secretary of the Board and the Standing 
Committee. He shall be the custodian of the official documents and records 
of the Association; shall give notice of all meeting of members and the Board 
of Directors; and shall perform such other duties as requested by the 
President or the Board of Directors. 

d. 	 Treasurer 

The Treasurer shall have supervision of the monies and financial records and 
accounts of the Association. He shall work with the Audit Committee of the 
Board. He shall arrange for the annual audit of the Associatior. records by a 
certified accountant and submit the results of the audit to the Board and to 
the members at the Annual Meeting. He shall periodically provide reports to 
the Board on the financial progress of the Association, and shall have 
supervision of the funds with guidance from the Board, in accordance with 
these 	Articles. He shall serve as Chair of the Finance Committee. 

Executive Vice President 

39. 	 Employment: 
The Executive Vice President shall be the salaried administrative officer of the 
Association. His appointment or termination shall be made by the President of the 
Association, with the approval of a majority of the Standing Committee. His salary 
and responsibilities shall be determined by the Standing Committee under whose 

direction he operates and to whom he is responsible. 

40. 	 Duties: 
It is the Executive Vice President's responsibility to carry out the programs and 
policies under the direction of the Board, Standing Committee, and President of the 
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Association. 
The Executive Vice President shall work closely with the Secretary and 

Treasurer and aid them in their work of keeping records and receiving and disbursing 
funds in connection with their Association duties. 

The Executive Vice President shall have authority to employ and discharge 
other employees of the Association. He shall have charge and responsibility of the 
office or offices and property of the Association. He shall be responsible for 
conducting the everyday business affairs of the Association. He shail prepare reports 
on programs or projects, income, and expenditures, and keep the President, Audit 
Committee, and Board fully appraised of operations and items that they need to 
consider. 

The Executive Vice President shall be the main liaison with government 
officials, legislative bodies, and the Ministries of Bangladesh when and where actions 
and activities involving fertilizer sector affairs are concerned or being considered. 

41. Bonds: 
Trust and Surety Bonds shall be furnished by the Executive Vice President and any 
other employee of the Association as the Standing Committee may direct. The 
amount of each Bond shall be determined by the Standing Committee and the 
premium of such Bonds shall be paid by the Association. 

Activities 

42. Publication and Information: 
The Association may issue bulletins, newsletters, member handbooks, news or media 
releases (press, radio, or TV), or any other publication deemed necessary in keeping 
members or the public informed or in keeping with meeting the objectives of the 
Association. 

Farmer and villager educational brochures nutrienton deficiencies on 
different crops, both field and horticultural, and proper use and amounts of fertilizer 
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applied nutrients for optimum economic production may be published by the 
Association for purchase and distribution by its members. 

The Association may develop informational packets for members that can be 
used with local Thana, District or Division press, radio, or TV stations for 
educational and promotional effot on fertilizers. 

43. 	 Seal of Association: 

The Association shall have a common seal which shall remain under the custody of 
the Executive Vice President in the office of the Association. Every instrument to 
which the seal of the Association is affixed shall be countersigned by two signatories 
either the President and or by the Secretary and/of Executive Vice President or any 
Director if so authorized in that behalf. 

44. 	 Notice: 

a. A notice to be given by the Association to any member may be given either 
personally or by sending the same by post to him at his address as appears in 
the register of members or by announcement in any local newspaper. 

b. 	 When a notice is sent by post, the service of the notice shall be deemed to 
have been effected by properly addressing, prepaying, and posting the letter 

containing the notice. 
c. 	 The accidental omission to give notice to or the nonreceipt of notice by any 

member shall not invalidate the proceedings at any meetings. 

45. 	 Books of Accounts: 

a. 	 The Directors shall keep or cause to be kept all necessary books of accounts 
of the Association with respect to the following: 
(1) All sums of money received and expended by the Association and the 

matter in respect of which the receipt and expenditure took place. 
(2) 	 All assets and liabilities of the Association. 
(3) All purchases and sales of goods and materials by the Association. 
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b. The books of accounts shall be kept at the registered office of the Association 
or at such other place as may be decided by the Directors. The books of 
accounts shall remain open to the inspection of all the members of the 
Association during usual office hours. 

46. Bank Account: 
All money on account of daily collection and other subscriptions realized by the 
Association shall be deposited in a Bank appro~ved by the Directors. Withdrawals 
shall be made by means of check under the joint any two, including the President or 
the Secretary and Executive Vice President or the Treasurer assigned as signatory by 
Board Resolution. 

47. Indemnity: 

The Board of Directors shall have the power to provide indemnity (protection) for 
the Directors, Officers, Executive Vice President, and Agents of the Association from 
liability to the extent authorized by law. 

48. Financial Year and Budget: 
a. The financial year of the Association shall be from 1st January to 

31st December, in each English calendar year. 
b. All moneys and funds of the Association shall be under the control of the 

Board of Director, and money not immediately required by the Association 
shall be deposited into the bank account standing in the name of the 
Association or otherwise profitably invested as the Directors may think fit. 

c. At least three months before the commencement of each financial year the 
Executive Vice President shall prepare a budget for the next year showing the 
probable receipts and expenditure of the Association for consideration of the 
Directors, so as to place the same before the members at the Annual Meeting 

for consideration and approval. 
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49. 	 Audit of Accounts: 

a. 	 The appointment and fixation of remuneration of the Auditor who must be 
a Chartered Accountant shall be decided by the General body in the Annual 
General meeting and his duties and functions shall be regulated in accordance 
with provision of section 144 of the Companies Act 1913. 

b. 	 The Directors may fill up any casual vacancy of Auditor, if any, and decide 

upon his remuneration. 

c. 	 Appointment/charge of the Auditor will be as per Companies Act 1913. 

50. 	 Audit Committee: 

There shall be an Audit Committee of the Board, consisting of the President, Vice 
President, and the immediate past President of the Association. The purpose of the 

Committee shall be to audit operating procedures, personnel, salary administration, 
provide management appraisal of performance, and advise and make 
recommendations to the Standing Committee and the Board of Directors concerning 

these items. This Committee will not function in lieu of a financial audit of the 

Association's books by professional auditors. 

51. 	 Amendments: 

Amendments to these Articles of Association shall be subject to the prior approval 

of the Government and shall be made whenever required by the Government in 

public interest. 

52. 	 Disputes: 

Any dispute or difference of opinion in regard to the interpretation or scope of 

application of these Articles of Association, which cannot be resolved by the 
Association itself, shall be referred to the Director of Trade Organizations appointed 
under the Trade Organizations Ordinance, 1961 (XLV of 1961) and the ruling given 
by the Director shall be binding on the Association, its Officers and Members. 
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53. 	 Winding Up: 

The Association shall be wound up or dissolved voluntarily whenever a special 
Resolution is passed requiring the Association to be so wound up. If the Association 
be wound up or dissolved and there should remain, after satisfaction of all its debts 
and liabilities, any property whatsoever, the same shall not be paid to or distributed 
among the Members of the Association, but shall be given or transferred to some 
other institution or institutions having objectives similar to the objectives of the 
Association to be determined by the Members of the Association at an Extraordinary 
or Special General Meeting convened for the purpose. 

J
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We the several persons whose names, addresses, and designations are subscribed below are 
desirous of being formed into an Association in pursuance of these Articles of Association. 

SI Name, Address, and Signature of Signature of 
No. Designations of Subscribers Subscribers Witnesses 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 
19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

Dated the day of ,19 

.) 



(Form B) 

Fertilizer Association Application for Admission as Member 

For official use only 
Date I Application I Membership I Membership I Namneof]I 

Received Number Number aegr Division 

The President 
Fertilizer Association 

Dear Sir, 

I desire to apply for admission as a member of the Fertilizer Association.I hereby declare that I am not subject to any of the disabilities stated in Article (10) ofthe Articles of Association of the Fertilizer Association. 

1. 	 Name of: 
(person/organization) 

2. 	 Father's name: 
(in case of person) 

3. Address (any change in address to be promptly notified to the institute): 
a. 	 Permanent: 
b. 	 Present: 
C. Business: 

4. From 	which District: Division: 

5. 	 Types of firm: 

Proprietorship _ 

Partnership 

Company 
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6. 	 Types of business (Tick):
 

Distributors
 

Dealers/wholesalers
 

Retailers
 

Importers
 

Manufacturers
 

Suppliers' agent
 

Exporter
 

(Certificate in support to be submitted) 

7. 	 Interested to become a membership of (Tick): 

Category I
 

Category II
 

Category III
 

Category IV
 

8. 	 Duration in the fertilizer bnsiness: - year 

9. 	 Source of Capital: 

a. 	 Own 

b. 	 Borrowed 

10. 	 Annual turnover: $ 

11. 	 Number of employees in your fertilizer business: 

12. 	 Membership with other Trade Associations: 

Name 	of Association j Category Date of Membership 

InternationalFertilizerDet'elopment Center TrainingMaterial 
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13. 	 Name and address of three persons, at least two of whom should be members of the 
Fertilizer Association. 

Name 	and Address Membership Number 

14. 	 Any other particular/information that the candidate may like to furnish about himself 
or his business. 

15. 	 I enclose a Bank Draft/Pay Order/Crossed Check for sum of $ 

( ) as: 

a. 	 Application fee $ 

b. 	 Annual membership subscription or dues $ 

Total $ 

IntemationalFertilizerDevelopment Center TrainingMaterial 
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16. Declaration 

I, the undersigned, do hereby declare that:(PRINTED NAME) 

1. The above statements are correct. 

2. In the event of my admission as member of the Association, I will be 
governed by the Memorandum and Articles of Association of the
Fertilizer Association and the regulations/articles made here under, and 
currently in force. 

3. I will advance the objectives of the Association to the best of my ability and 
will attend the meeting thereof as often as I conveniently can during the 
tenure of my Membership. 

Yours faithfully, 

Signature of the Applicant 

Date: 

InternationalFertilizerDevelopment Center TrainingMaterial 
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Effective Communication in Fertilizer Marketing 

Effective communication is an essential element in the management of any 
portion of a fertilizer marketing system. Without good communications there cannot 
be good management. Without good management we all know what happens to a 
fertilizer marketing program. What is communications? There are several definitions 
of communications. These range from highly academic technical ones to generalized 
versions that suggest all human activities are forms of communications. The definition 
that is generally used in the fertilizer industry is: "Communications refer to the transfer 
of information via an understandable message from a sender to others." 

Communicating does not guarantee the success of a fertilizer marketing system. 
It is possible to communicate the wrong information at the wrong time and to the 
wrong people. Giving people information they do not need can interfere with their job 
performance. Sound information that is misinterpreted can create problems that would 
otherwise not have existed. Communicating instructions to an employee does not 
necessarily mean that the instructions will be carried out. Communications should be 
used selectively and with sound judgment. It is impossible to review all aspects of 
communications in this lecture. The discussion will center around some of the biggest 
communications problems in mar'.ging fertilizer marketing. 

Types of Communication 

Communication in fertilizer marketing usually occurs in three ways. It may be 
spoken, written, or transmitted via nonverbal forms. Spoken communications may be 
the single most important way of communicating in marketing management. Most 
organizations today have some informal means of talking as their most effective means 
of communicating. The president of one well-known fertilizer company holds monthly 
"No Agenda" meetings with a rotating predetermined group of marke.ing and 
production staff. Seminars that are carried out by many organizations are other forms 
of spoken communications. One of the objectives of the coffee break we have during 
this fertilizer marketing training course is to provide time for an interchange of spoken 
ideas. Japanese companies are keen on breaks during the day for sports activities as a 
means of improving communications within the organization. Management within 
fertilizer organizations places a top priority on effective oral communications. 
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Oral communications are not always easy, although we generally agree it is easier 

to talk than to produce the written word. Care must be taken to use the expression that 

produces the exact message as intended. In this course, for example, several first 

languages are used. English is not always easy to understand. With English we have 

American and British spoken where different terms are used to definle the same things. 

Oral expressions must be clear so that the receiver can understand the message 

correctly. 

The written word may be the most powerful drug known and used by mankind. 

Once a well-known politician said, "Man does not live by words alone, despite the fact 

that sometimes he has to eat them." Written messages are a vital aspect of the 

manager's job in all fertilizer organizations. Organizations are spending huge sums of 
money to increase the efficiency of comm'unicating the written Message. Office 

automation, telecommunications, and information processing machinery are all tools of 

speeding up communications, both oral and written; however, emphasis is on the 

written message. 

Nonverbal communication is often referred to as body language. It, too, is an 

important type of communication. This type of communication supplements, amplifies, 

and clarifies spoken communications. Body language includes eye contact, facial 

expressions, gestures, and posture. These body languages can be used to suggest 

approval, nonagreement, boredom, anxiety, contentment, and so forth. One study 

reported that a message',, oral content is responsible for 7% of attitude change, while 

vocal characteristics accounted for 38% and facial expressions accounted for 55%. 

Importance of Communication 

The importance of effective communications in fertilizer marketing goes far 

beyond the application of a managerial techniqlue. The role of communications is to 
provide an informational system whereby management can plan, organize, motivate, 

direct, and control the various segments of the organization. Communications is the 

very life blood-the heartbeat-of the organization. It provides the means for 

accomplishing the managerial job. 
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Communication Model 

The most basic and simplest communication model has only four parts: (1) a
 
sender, (2) a message, (3) a communication channel, and (4) a receiver.
 

Sender 	 C nrun c ro>nReceiver 

If the sender in the fertilizer marketing organization is a manager, the purpose in
 
communication is often to get an employee, the receiver, to carry 
out some desired
 
action. For example, an employee may be instructed to ship 10 tons of 5-10-15 sulfate
 
in 25-kg polypropylene bags to dealer B. B. Ogola in Serendih 
on May 15 with certain
 
conditions. The task is to avoid garbling the message at any point along the
 
communication channel to the receiver so that the right product in the right amount is 
shipped to the right place, in the right condition, and at the right cost. 

Communication Roadblocks 

There seem to be many stumbling blocks or roadblocks to effective
 
communications in the fertilizer industry. It may seem like there are more 
roadblocks
 
because of our close association with the business. The number of roadblocks 
 is not
 
necessarily more although it may appear to be. Roadblocks to communication include:
 

1. 	 Poor Timing-A good manager must know when to comAMunicatc. You cannot
 
assume 
a warehouse employee knows to unload all fertilizer, especially when it 
arrives in an unusual condition: wet, spilled, different bags, etc. 

2. 	 Inadequate Information-Not too much and not too little. Why include methods 
of paying the freight to the warehouse employee when lie is not involved. Use 
clear symbols to convey a message. The information must be meaningful to the 
employee. This can mean using correct grammar, spelling, and punctuation, and 
correcting typographical errors. 
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3. 	 Inappropriate Channels-If the task of the sender has been properly performed, 
then the channel will determine the effectiveness of the communication. Should 
the manager write the message, make a phone call, talk face to face, or use a 
combination of these? The medium (channel) must be matched to the message 
and receiver. 

4. 	 Noise-This refers to any situation that interferes with or distorts the message 
being communicated. Noise may be a roar of trucks or too many instructions in a 
given message. Scientific measures of oral messages have shown that 50% of a 
message will be forgotten within minutes after it is received. 

5. 	 Selective Perception -This is a very individual process. How a message will be 
perceived by a person depends on past experiences, emotions, mental images, 
observation, and beliefs to mention a few important factors. An employee may 
resist a message because past experiences have proved that the manager does not 
live up to his word. Suppose a general manager has promised to pay the expenses 
for one of the marketing staff members to attend a weekend seminar on 
improving fertilizer sales. However, time after time he has never made good on 
his promise. Will the marketing staff person ignore a message that he should 
attend another seminar? 

6. 	 Premature Evaluation-This is when a receiver evaluates the contents of a 
message before the communication is co)mpleted. The marketing person above 
would most likely prematurely evaluate the manager's message to attend another 
seminar at the organization's expense. Premature evaluation can, however, be 
positive. Take this example: Suppose the sales manager tells Amit, "You are the 
best salesman on the marketing staff. I have a special job for you to do in starting 
up the new west Sabba territory. I'd like for you to put on a series of training 
lectures." Do you think Amit has already made his mind up to (1o the best job he 
can, even before he heard the complete message? Most likely he has. 

7. 	 Emotions -If emotions are brought into play, the outcome may he different. Now 
suppose Amit had just witnessed another salesman get fired because the sales 
manager thought a series of training lectures had failed. How receptive would 
Amit be to the sales manager's flattery now? The mention of carrying out a series 
of training lectures might prompt resistance to the message. 
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8. 	 Beliefs and Attitudes-These affect communication effectiveness, although their 
influence is not quite as obvious. Beliefs cause people to hear or see in a message 
only what they want when the information causes them mental conflict. The 
tension state resulting from information that contradicts currently held beliefs 
and attitudes is called cognitive dissonance. Sometimes a receiver may avoid a 
message altogether, if there is fear that it will violate a basic belief. Hitler, for 
example, avoided those field commanders that insisted on telling him the war was 
going badly in the closing down period of World War II. What happens when the 
message cannot be avoided? Take Amit above. Suppose a new sales manager 
comes in and rates Amit as a good salesman but careless at lecturing to trainees. 
Amit might take the message and correct the deficiency. Amit might hear the 
compliment and completely reject the criticism. 

Avoiding the Roadblocks 

the effective communicator can take a number of actions to avoid the 
ioadblocks to communication. Effective commu nication requires that the receiver feed 
information back to the sender. Feedback refers to information transmitted by a 
receiver back to the original sender of a message. Many communication experts believe 
that a true "communication" cannot take place until the sender has received 
confirmation from the receiver that the message has been received. The expanded 
communication model now appears as: 

Feedback
 

Message Message
 
Sender Communication Receiver
 

Feedback
 

Studies comparing one-way and two-way communications generally conclude that 
information is transferred more accurately when there is feedback. The receiver can 
better clarify his or her understanding of what the sender means. Feedback costs 
money. Discussing, quizzing, and repeating take time, and time is money. If the delay is 
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too long, the extra accuracy is worthless. Two-way communication appears to be most 

appropriate in instances when a situation is unclear and the quality of the action is 

important. If action must be taken quickly in a situation that is clear cut and specific, 

one-way communication may be adequate. 

Improving Listening Skills 

Stuart Chase, a well-known communication expert, stated that, "Listening is the 

other half of taiking." Listening definitely should be an inherent part of the total 
communication process. In many situations it is not. For many people listening is 

almost impossible; they are thinking about what they will say when they get the floor 
and the chance to speak. The ten commandments for good listening are: 

1. Stop talking. 

2. Put the talker at ease. 

3. Show the talker that you want to listen. 

4. Remove distractions. 

5. Empathize with the talker (point of view). 

6. Be patient. 
7. Hold your temper. 

8. Go slow on arguments and criticism. 

9. Ask questions. 

10. Stop talking. 

God gave man two ears and one tongue, which indicates man is supposed to 

listen more than he talks. 

Practice Empathy 

Semanticist S. I. Hayakawa states: "The meaning of words are not in the words; 

they are in us." If meaning must be found in something beyond words themselves, then 

true communications must involve a degree of empathy-the identification with 

another person's perspective. In disagreements no person should speak before tt'hy 

have restated the ideas and feelings of the previous speaker accurately and to the 
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satisfaction of that speaker. Empathy is an important component for the efficient 
functioning of the organizational communication system. 

Basic Communication Guidelines 

Numerous rules have been suggested for 	 improving the communication in a
fertilizer marketing organization. Most of the rules have been formulated to eliminate 
the roadblock mentioned above. Some rules for improving the organization's 
communications include: 

1. 	 Eliminate ambiguities. 
2. 	 Use proper followup. 

3. 	 Avoid negativism. 

4. 	 Use proper timing of messages. 

Fertilizer Distribution and Handling Problems 

The 	 list of problems created in fertilizer marketing because of ineffective 
communications is long. We have all heard similar complaints: 

1. 	 Why did you not deliver the fertilizer by the date requested?

Why did you not inform me sooner
2. 	 that you could not supply all the fertilizers I 
ordered? 

3. 	 Why did you purchase the wrong fertilizers? 
4. 	 Why was the wrong price list sent to the retailers? 
5. 	 Why did you not tell me the warehouse would hold another truckload when the 

inventor), sheet indicated it was full? 
6. Why was I not told about the organizational policy and procedural changes?
7. 	 Why did you not inform me that the supply of DAP was finished? I could have 

shifted the farmer to TSP and urea. 
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Communication in the Marketing System 

The organizational structure employed for the marketing system influences the 

ease with which effective communication can be made. Regardless of how complex and 

inefficient the organizational structure might be, the communication network 

employed must overcome organizational weakness and provide effective 

communications. As stated earlier, the role of communication is to provide an 

informational system whereby management can plan, organize, motivate, direct, and 

control the various segments of the organization. The channels of communication can 

be formal as in a military unit or informal like the office grapevine. 

Policy is made by the board of directors and communicated to the general 

manager for implementing. Information is gathered from the operating personnel in 

production and marketing and fed to the board for determining policy. This 

information may pass upward from (1) the warehouse staff to (2) the salesman to 

(3) the regional sales manager to (4) the marketing manager to (5) the general 

manager to (6) the board of directors. We have already illustrated what can happen to 

a message when it is orally received and relayed by several people. A message can and 

often does lose some of its true meaning. We expect the oral message (information) to 

become distorted, but usually we think the written message remains true. In many 

cases this is not so. For example, let us say that a warehouse manager records on a 

proper form information stating that a particular material being stored is normally 

received in poor condition resulting in caking and that reclaiming and rebagging are 

required increasing handling costs. This intornmation is reinterpreted and rewritten 

several times as it is passed up the organizational ladder. By the time the information 

reaches the board of directors it states that the material in question is as good as 

similar products from other suppliers; however, reclaiming from storage is more 

difficult. The policymakers agree to send the same materials for another year. In this 

example the distorted information fed to the board could be very expensive before the 

fact is made known that handling costs have increased due to the use of this material. 

Communication distortion is usually a greater problem for tile upward flow of 

information than for the downward flow. It is a natural tendency for subordinates to 

support management's edicts and wishes and to filter out information that would be to 

the contrary. Managers often find it difficult to get an honest opinion from 

subordinates. When this is tile situation the formal comnlmunication channel can be 

supplemented with surveys, private lines to management, suggestion boxes, etc. In the 
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above example involving the poor material, it would appear that the subordinates were 
trying to tell management what they wanted to hear. 

Monitoring Communication to Determine Effectiveness 
What do we mean by monitoing? Like communication, the word "monitoring" 

means different things to different people, depending on the background one has an'd 
the context in which one uses it. For example, it could mean "to watch," "to observe," 
"to check," "to evaluate," "to audit," "to keep track of," "to follow up," "to control," or "to 
regulate." However, for our purposes, let us define "monitoring" as "keeping track of 
how communication efforts have resulted in maintaining or improving employees' job 
performance. Then, what specifically might marketing management staff monitor? 
There are several things which would be worthwhile to monitor. These are: 

1. 	Fertilizer sales by retailers. 
2. 	 Fertilizer sales by sales terri, ories or salesmen. 
3. 	 Materials loss in the handling system. 
4. 	 Days lost due to sickness. 
5. 	 Inventory level-check planned level versus the actual level for each product at 

each storage location regularly. 
6. 	 Operating conditions of automobiles and trucks-audit the conditions of special 

pieces of equipment for operating life against the planned period. 
7. 	 Product quality-check the product quality before and after storage. 
8. 	 Product and bag losses and damages - in and out of the warehouse. 
9. 	 Compare warehousing costs by nmnths and years. 
10. 	 The quantity and quality of feedback from employees. 

Next, how is monitoring done? Basically, there are two types of monitoring. One 
type is physical monitoring and the other type is written monitoring. For physical 
monitoring, there are several methods that can be carried out, depending on what is to 
be monitored. These methods, for example, are: 

1. 	Personal visit (for spot checking, regular inspection, or special-purpose trip). 
2. 	 Computer. 

3. 	 Recording devices. 

4. 	 Weighing scale. 

5. 	 Television/camera. 
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For written monitoring, the methods include written or computer reports of 
various types. For example, a report may be a status report, an activity report, a cost 
performance report, a service performance report, or a job performance report. The 
monitoring can be carried out regularly or on the "as needed" basis. 

The type and method of monitoring management use: will depend on what 
management wants to monitor. The type and method will also be determined by how 
fast, how often, how precisely, and the cost. In some instances, more than one type or 
method of monitoring may be required. 

Summary 

Fertilizer marketing managers must know how to effectively communicate with 
others in their organization. Managers must make communication happen. The good 
manager (leader) will work around or eliminate the communication roadblocks. He is 
a good listener and practices empathy. The good manager is prepared to build 
flexibility in the formal communications channels that are planned by mi.anagement and 
designed to accomplish the task for which managers have responsibility. Good 
managers are also aware of the benefits of informal communication channels and 

,ared to use them for effective management. Communications should be monitored 
t Jetermine effectiveness. 
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What Managers Do
 

The most common definition of management is "getting things done through 
others." It is an appropriate definition as it identifies what management does. In fact, 
management is responsible for effectively utilizing three types of resources: physical 
(material), capital (money), and human (men). Management is the activating force 
that combines these resources into useful goods and services so important to 
developing and maintaining high standards of living in any nation. In fact, all of us 
either manage or are managed by other people. 

Management practices can be traced throughout history beginning with the Bible. 
But the systematic study of management is comparatively recent. It is based on three 
approaches which are discussed below. 

Classical Approach 
Frederick Taylor, known as the father of scientific management, is credited with 

certain principles that will increase productivity. The principles he developed are: 
1. Research- Find the "one best way" to perform the work. 
2. Standardize-Apply tile "one best way" to all similar jobs. 
3. Selection - Choose the individual best suited to perform a job. 
4. Training-Instruct the individual how to perform the job. 

Frank Gilbreth also contributed significantly to scientific management. Gilbreth 
concentrated on motion study and identified basic on-the-job motions. These motions 
helped in studying how to accomplish work most efficiently. Fe also developed 
mechanisms that could accurately time how long a job took. The work of Taylor, 
Gilbreth, and their coi.emporaries laid the groundwork for the modern industrial 
engineering departments. 

While scientific management concentrated on managing work performed by 
blue-collar workers, other individuals focused on higher levels of the organization and 
on managing the organization as an entity. Hlenri Fayol identified 14 principles of 
management that lie believed applicd to managerial situations. Of these, the most 
widely known are the following four principles. 
1. Authority should be equal to responsibility. 
2. Un - of command (one superior). 
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., The Scalor chain. 

4. Unity of direction. 

Fayol called these principles and not laws of management. The principles are to be 

applied judiciously and with common sense. 

Behavioral Science Approach 

Methods and findings of psychology, sociology, and other behavioral sciences 

have increased knowledge of human behavior. The most famous studies at the 
Hawthorne plant of Western Electric in 1939 brought the importance of human 

behavior in the work environment into sharp focus. The studies proved that 
productivity increased when attention was given to the workers - in this case six voung 

women and an observer in a relay assembly test room. Through 23 different phases, 
various changes were made in the conditions under which women operated; rest breaks 

were increase(] from two to six, light lunches were provided, even the incentive system 
was changed. No matter whatever changes were introduced, prodLICtivity continued to 

rise until it stabilized at a relatively high level. By isolating the women from 25,000 
workers at Hawthorne and by inviting their cooperation in the study, the investigators 

had given them a new sense of their own worth, and they had come to feel important. 

A later phase of the study showed the existence of informal groups in the organization, 

such informal groups had arisen out of the formal organization. 

The Hawthorne study introduced the human relations movement in the 
management field. In this regard, Maslow's hierarchy of needs threw light on the 
motivation of workers. Maslow's hierarchy of needs covered in ascendiin order 

(1) physical and physiological needs, (2) safety or security needs, (3) love or social 

needs, (4) ego or status needs, and (5) self-actualization or self-realization and 
self-fulfillment needs. An individual, stated Maslow, would move from one need level 
to the next. An individual's first concerns are with meeting his or her immediate 
physical needs. Once these needs have been satisfied, an individual's concerns focus 
on security needs. When one feels secure, new needs will emerge-i.e., social needs. 
Once physical, safety, and social needs have at least been partially met, the individual 

will move to ego needs and once ego needs have been satisfied, the individual will 
move on to the self-actualization needs. Maslow',; hie..,rchy of needs has become 

widely accepted in the management field. 
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Douglas McGregor contributed theory X and theory Y to the behavioral aspect 
of management. He propounded theory X which said that subordinates were 
uninspired workers who avoided responsibility and work assignments and used strict 
supervision. He also propounded theory Y which implied that subordinates would 
view work as rewarding if given a chance by their surperiors. Improved 
communications and greater employee participation in decisions Would be a most 
desirable format for management. 

Systems and Quantitative Approach 
The systems approach sees the organization as a separate but interacting 

component that must work together. The output of system is greater than the sum of 
individual parts. The organization attracts resources in the form of inputs (3 M's) from 
the environment, process these into output (goods/services) which is then distributed 
to the society in which the organization operates. Environment influences the 
organization and vice versa. 

The quantitative approach originated from the operations research the British 
developed during World War II. A small group of scientists was called on to solve 
numerous complex military problems, one of which was determining the best size for 
convoys. The chief constraints were (1) the need for minimizing shipping losses and 
(2) the number of escort vessels; the escort vessels could subsequently be used to 
prosecute the war effort directly. The researchers discovered that large convoys having 
the same number of escort ships as a smaller convoy, lowered shipping losses. Other 
wartime problems included studies of defenses against German U-boats and of 
bombing patterns over enemy territory. 

Today, operations research is applied to whole systems or substantial parts 
thereof instead of merely to individual problems. It also relies heavily on 
mathematical modeling, that is, mathematically representing the system under study. 
The rise of operations research has coincided with the development of the computer, 
which allows manipulating large quantities of data within the models. Two examples of 
the systems and operations research approaches in management are a linear 
programming model that minimizes an objective such as costs in a manufacturing 
operation, and the program evaluation and review technique (PERT), a planning and 
controlling technique. 
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The three approaches-the classical, behaviorial sciences, and the system and 

quantitative approaches-continue to influence the present-day management which 
incorporates significant findings of these approaches. 

Process of Management 

The management process consists of four functions that must be performed by 
every manager. These functions are: (1) planning, (2) organizing, (3) leading, and 

(4) controlling. 

Planning 

Planning is a critical function of management and a continuing responsibility of 
every manager. It consists of setting objectives, assessing the future by developing 

planning premises, and developing courses of action designed to accomplish these 
objectives. Plans should contain methods for controlling the operation of the plan. 

Plans are categorized on time, use, scope or breadth bases. Classifying plans on a 

time dimension involves three categories: short (1 year or less), intermediate (between 
1 and 5 years), and long range (5 years or more). A classification scheme based upon 
use divides plans into single-use and standing plans. Programs, projects, and budgets 
are all one-time, single-use plans. Standing plans are predetermined courses of action 
developed for repetitive situations; they include organizational policies, standard 
procedures, and rules. The third classification method is based upon scope or breadth 
and includes two types: strategic planning and tactical pianning. Strategic planning 
focuses upon what the organization will do in the future and involves the determining 
of objectives and adoption of courses of action and allocation of resources necessary to 
achieve these objectives. Tactical planning is much narrower in scope; its primary 
focus is upon how the activities specified by strategic plans are to be accomplished. 
Flexibility is an important ingredient for planning. 

Organizing 
Organizing is the act of planning and implementing organizational structure. 

People and other resources are organized so as to accomplish the objectives of the 
enterprise. The division of work activities is called departmentalization. The five 

bases for departmentalization are function, geography, product, customer, and process. 
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Coordination is an important need in any organization, particularly large, 
complex ones. Rensis Likert argues that managers serve as linking pins between the 
groups they manage and the higher level groups to which they report. These 
overlapping managers can play important roles in achieving coordinative efforts of 
different departments. 

Authority is the legitimate power a manager possesses to act and make decisions. 
Responsibility is the obligation of the manager to carry out assigned duties. Authority 
and responsibility are often delegated, or assigned, to subordinates who are then held 
accountable for their performance. Effective delegation should be based on the scalar 
principle, which holds that authority and responsibility should flow in a clear, unbroken 
line from top management to supervisory levels. An organization where extensive 
delegation is commonplace is considered to be decentralized. If little authority is 
assigned, the organization is termed centralized. 

Unity of command is a basic concept in organizational structures. In this each 
organizational member reports to only one superior for any single function. The span 
of management-the optimal number of subordinates a manager can effectively 
manage-is another key organizational concept. Organization charts are typically used 
to depict the organizational relationships. 

Line and staff relationships are also important in organizations. There are three 
types of authority: (1) line authority, the relationship between a superior and a 
subordinate; (2) staff authority, which is advisory in nature; and (3) functional 
authority, the power to direct or require certain procedures, policies, or specific 
practices in other departments not under the direct supervision of the person or 
department possessing this authority. 

Leading 
Leading is tile act of motivating people to perform certain tasks intended to 

achieve specified objectives. Leading involves the use of power, which is the ability of 
a person to influence the behavior of another person. Leaders have five sources of 
power: reward, coercion, expert, reference, and legitimate. 

Leadership style is tile way a person uses available power in order to lead others. 
These styles a-e: (1) authoritarian, (2) benevolent authoritarian, (3) consultative, and 
(4) participative. 
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Controlling 
Controlling is a critical managerial function for determining whether objectives 

of the organization are achieved and whether actual performances are consistent with 
plans. Five general controls are used ii the organization: (1) financial controls, 
(2) production controls, (3) organizational controls, (4) inventory controls, and 

(5) quality control,. 

Managers are expected to observe employees at their workplaces, review the 
performance, and take such agreed-upon action as may be needed. On-the-job 
conferences arv often the bes, means of helping a subordinate. Regularly scheduled 
reviews allow both the subordinate and the manager to determine if a job is being, 
done. Training needs are discowred. Mana(,enient appraisal proceeds in six steps: 
appraise the elements of performance; appraise overall performance; analyze 

perform,'.nce; identify improvement and development needs; appraise capacity for 
advancement in current organization; and appraise capacity for advancement 

elsewhere. A personnel inventory of individuals within the work unit is made. 

A primary function of a manager involves growth and development of his team. 
He understands how people learn and he can teach a job. It has often been said that 

the best supervisors are the best teachers. 

The control process has important behavior implications for the entire 

organization. Managers can increase the likelihood of positive attitudes on the part of 
employees if they communicate the relevance, fairness, and appropriateness of the 
standards; encourage worker participation; and provide prompt feedback and realistic 

avpraisals. 

Management concepts have a universal application to all problem-solving 
situations. The concepts are appropriate for all organizations. 
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INTRODUCTION
 

THE STANDARD CHARTERED GROUP
 

The Standard Chartered Group was founded in 1853 and today
operates through more than 700 offices in over 50 countries, with
 
a worldwide staff complement of 30,000 people.
 

Standard Chartered is a multinational banking group,
headquartered 
in London. We draw our main strengths from our
comprehensive networks in the Asia Pacific Region, Africa, the
Middle East and South Asia 
and from a range of products and
services which are marketed across 
the world.
 

In addition, there are substantial banking and finance businesses
situated in the UK and continental Europe, and in North America,
plus a significant respresentation in Latin
major American
 
locations.
 

TRADE FINANCE
 
Trade Finance has been a cornerstone of our business for 140
 years. Our 
aim is to facilitate trade between countries by
combining our international business expertise with technological
advances. Trade represents a particular strength based 
on the
ner-work of branches and subsidiaries. Speed and flexibility
ensure that trade finance offices across the globe deal directly
with each other throagh an increasingly integrated network.
 

Our group specialises in providing solutions through innovative
structuring of 
cross-border transactions 
to meet the needs of
both exporters and importers alike respect of
in finance and
 
guarantees.
 

As some of you are already aware, we are also the FIDUCIARY BANK
in Fertilizer Sub-sector Reform Program which means 
that we
manage the funds that have been put by USAID at 
the disposal of
the Cameroonian People in respect 
of Fertilizer Sub-sector
Reform, and coordinate with the commercia. banks who deal
directly with operators to deliver this service.
 

OBJECTIVES :

We are here today to talk about the banks role in the Fertilizer
Sub-sector and to familiarize participants with the workings of
documentary collections and letters of credit.
 

(Stencil objectives)
 

Banks 
are the result of a social need for particular service
expertize in an economic process. In many respects in addition
to being a 
profit generating business, they act as intermediaries
 
in certain business transactions.
 

Fertilizer is an agricultural imput. Those fertilizers that we
are familiar with are NPK Fertilizer, UREA and AMMONIUM SULPHATE
which as you have seen 
is of grat advantage to the farmers and
 
their production.
 



Up until 1987 Fertilizer was imported by FONADER and was highly

subsidized by the government. The major implications of this was 
that (A) There was no competition in the fertilizer market and
 
(B) the price at which fertilizer was being sold in Cameroon was
 
not at all relevant to what it cost.
 

With the introduction of FSSRP in 1987, the sector begraT! to be

liberalized and to a larger extent Commercial 
banks started
 
taking risks on individual importers. Competition was created and
 
costs consequentially reduced. The subsidy also reduced from 60
 
1 to 5 %. 

The overall results of this is that we have farmers who know and 
have seen the attributes of fertilizer and who use fertilizer to
 
boost their production and we have people whose business it is
 
to sell and distribute fertilizer. But since fertilizer is not
 
produced in Cameroon it has to be imported.
 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
 
It is 
an accepted fact in economic theory that each individual
 
country should concentrate its efforts on that form of production
that best utilizes its resources and that will produce the
optimum increse ir the country's GNP. Thus we have countries that 
remain primarily agricultural while other countries which have 
reached a more developed stage, concentrate their resources on
various manufacturing activities. As a consequence of this, it 
is necessary to exchange commodities between countries so that
 
what is produced in one country can be made available to other

countries. This exchange of commodities is basically termed
International Trade and is conducted by individual importers and
experters in each country. The importers and exporters will thus 
be geographically separated, often thousands of miles 
apart.

Their knowledge of each other is rarely extensive, the goods they
trade in will take days or weeks before being finally delivered.
 

The role he bank plays in international trade is significant in
view of the fact that money is used as medium of exchange when
 
commodities 
change hands. When business is conducted on an

international scale, it is not always possible for importeres to
 
make payment directly to the exporteres and in this respect the

Bank acts as the inLermediary between importers and exporters and
in this respect the Bank exporters and on their behalf effects 
payment or receives remittances and verifies the documents 
justifying the existence of the goods and their delivery.
 

The methods for effecting payment or receiving remittances 
through the medium of the bank have primarily been
 

(Stencil Open-Account)
 

a) 
 Cheques or bank drafts made out in favour of the suppliers
 
in any nominated currency as in Open Account Trading.
 

b) Telegraphic transfers which have remained one of the
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quickest ways of remitting money.
 

c) Mail transfers which operate in a way similar to the bank
 
draft.
 

d) Drawing a bill of exchange which operates in much the same
 
way as a cheque except that it is drawn on individuals
 
rather than a bank as in supplier credits.
 

Besides being an intermediary where money is concerned, the bank 
is also able to minimise and reduce the risks faced by both
 
importers and exporters. Credit risks will be reduced when both
 
the importers and exporters are able to get accurate and up-to
date reports through their banks' information service. Exchange
 
risks are reduced when forward contracts are entered into.
 

One method above all which has been found to transcend many of
 
the difficulties faced by both the importers and exporters in the
 
use of documentary letters of credit issued by banks.
 

(Stencil Documentary Collection)
 

DOCUMENTARY COLLECTIONS
 

A DOCUMENTARY COLLECTION IS A PAYMENT MCFI.NISM IN WHICH AN 
EXPORTER USES A BANK AS HIS AGENT IN COLLECTING PAYMENT FROM AN 
IMPORTER VIA THE PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS.
 

FINANCIAL DOCUMENTS
 
(EG. BILLS OF EXCHANGES)
 

ACCOMPANIED BY COMMERCIAL DOCUMENTS
 
(EG. INVOICES, PACKING LIST, B/L ETC.)
 

(Stencil Parties Involved in a Collection)
 

PARTIES INVOLVED IN A COT LECTION
 

- SELLER / DRAWER 

- BUYER / DRAWEE 

- REMITTING BANK 
(SELLER'S BANKER) 

- COLLECTING BANK 
(AGENT OF THE REMITTING BANK / BUYER'S BANKER). 
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(Stencil Considerations)
 

CONSIDERATIONS BEFORE USING DOCUMENTARY COLLECTION
 

(1) IMPORTER CREDIBILITY / REPUTATION
 

(2) 
FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESTRICTIONS
 

(3) SPECIALLY MANUFACTURED / PERISHABLE GOODS
 

(4) POLITICAL STABILITY OF IMPORTING COUNTRY
 

(5) 
IMPORTING COUNTRY REGULATIONS.
 

(Stencil Documentary Collections)
 

DOCUMENTARY COLLECTIONS 
- ADVANTAGES TO 
THE EXPORTER
 

(1) CONTROL OVER GOODS
 

(2) BANK ASSISTANCE IN OBTAINING PAYMENT
 

(3) LOW COST
 

(4) FINANCING OPTION.
 

(Stencil Risks to Exporter)
 

DOCUMENARY COLLECTION 
-
 RISKS TO THE EXPORTERS
 

(1) NON-ACCEPTANCE OF SHIPMENT
 

(2) NON-PAYMENT OF TRADING ACCEPTANCE
 

(3) FOREIGN EXCHANGE TRANSFER RISK
 

(4) POSSESSION OF GOODS WITHOUT PAYMENT
 

(5) DOCUMENTARY RISK.
 



DOCUMENTARY CREDITS 

A DOCUMENT ISSUED BY THE BANK AT THE REQUEST AND ON THE 
INSTRUCTIONS OF ITS CUSTOMER (IMPORTER) 

IN FAVOUR OF A BENEFICIARY (EXPORTER). 

THE BANK UNDERTAKES TO PAY THE BENEFICIARY PROVIDED 

THE EXPORTER COMPLIES WITH THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE 
CREDIT. 

ATTRIBUTES OF DOCUEMNTARY CREDIT 

- A commercial device 

- Facilitates movement of goods 

-
 Provides protection to buyer and seller 

- A conditional payment order 

- The beneficiary must comply with the terms of the credit tobe certain of obtaining payment. 

-
 Ensures thp xpoter will receive pa,-ent f'o 
 his goods.
 

- Assures the importer that he will not have to part with his
money until documents 
are presented exactly in accordance

with his initial instructions.
 

DOCUMENTARY 
CREDITS
 

ARE SUBJECT TO 
 ICC UNIFORM 
CUSTOMS AND PRACTICE FOR

DOCUMENTARY 
CREDIT
 

(1993 REVISION).
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DOCUMENTARY CREDIT
 

The buyer arranges for his bank to issue a documentary credit in
favour of the xporter. This is frequently advised through a bank
to the exporter, but it may be sent directly.
 

Once a bank's irrevocable credit 
has been advised to the
beneficiary the issuing bank must honour all drawings made which
conform to the terms of the credit. This applies irrespective of
whether or 
not the importer reimburses the issuing bank 
; hence
the need or otherwise for security backing for 
a documentary
credit application is a matter for each bank to 
assess relative
to individual customers. The application for a documentary credit
signed by the importer legally binds him to reimburse the issuing
bank for all drawings made which conform to 
the terms of the
 
credit.
 

Such reimbursement 
for sight drawings will required
receipt by the issuing bank of 
be on
 

an airmail or 
telex advice of
drawing from a bank overseas or, if the 
credit provides for
drawings at a term 
(up to, say 180 days sight) on maturity date

of the term drawings.
 

Should discrepancies in the documents presented relative
drawing under a credit to a
 come to the notice of the issuing bank,
either by advice from an overseas negotiating/paying bank, 
or
from their own checking of the documents, the drawing can be paid
only with the concurrence of the applicant (importer) . Afterreceipt of advice of the discrepancies from the issuing bank theapplicant must decide, within a reasonable time, on the basis of
the documents alone, whether or not 
to agrc- to payment. If
agrees, the documents are regarded as being in order, and he isbound to reimburse the issuing bank for the payment. Thereasonablde time 
to reach a decision is a question of fact for
individual cases, but 
it is normally no more than 24 hours ;
should the importer decide not to rectify 
the drawing, the
documents are held to 
the order of the 
overseas negotiating or
paying bank which has the responsibility for giving instructions
 
for protection of the shipment.
 

(Stencil L/Cs)
 

FUNCTIONS OF DOCUMENTARY LETTERS OF CREDIT
 

- ARRANGEMiENT BY BANKS TO FACILITATE INTERNATIONL TRADE IN

SETTLING INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL TANSACTIONS.
 

- A FORM OF SECURITY FOR THE PARTIS INVOLVED.
 

PAYMENT PROVIDED DOCU14ENTS COMPLIED WITH THE TERMS AND
 
CONDITIONS OF THE LETTER OF CREDIT.
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PARTIES 
TO A L/C TRANSACTI /
 
1 - IMPORTER / 
 BUYER / APPLICAT / OPENER
 

2 - EXPORTER / SELLER
 

3 - ISSUING BANK
 

4 - ADVISING BANK
 

5 - CONFIRMING 
BANK
 

6 - BENEFICIARY / EXPORTER / SELLER
 

7 - NEGOTIATING BANK
 

8 - PAYING / REIMBURSING BANK.
 

THINGS TO AVOID WHEN ISSUING A L/C :
 

D 0 N 0 T
 
- CALL FOR DOCUMENTS THAT BENEFICIARY CAN'T OBTAIN.
 

REQUIRE DETAILS THAT'S NOT WITHIN ISSUER'S KNOWLEDGE.
 

STATE CONDITIONS THAT CAN'T BE EVIDENCED.
 

TH. INGREDIENTS 
OF A L!C
 

1 - ISSUING BANK
 

2 - APPLICANT
 

3 - BENEFICIARY
 

4 - ADVISING BANK
 

5 - AMOUNT 

6 - TERMS OF PAYMENT
 

7- DESCRIPTION OF 
%OODS 

8 - PORT OF SHIPMENT
 

9 - DESTINATION.
 

10 - TRANSHIPMENT.
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11 - PARTIAL SHIPMENT
 

12 - LATEST SHIPMENT
 

13 - EXPIRY DATE
 

14 - DOCUMENTS REQUIRED
 

15 
- SPECIAL CONDITIONS OR INSTRUCTIONS
 

16 - REIMBURSEMENT INSTRUCTIONS
 

17 - UPC 1993 REVISION, ICC PUBLICATION 500.
 

MAIN REASONS FOR REJECTION OF DOCUMENTS
 

1 - LATENESS -

Credit expired, late shipment and presentation.
 

2 - ERRORS
 

Mainly in invoices and transport documents.
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AVOIDIN PROBLEMS IN LETTERS OF CREDIT
 

1. 
 L/C must conform with underlying sales contract.
2. Must be irrevocable and preferably confimed.
3. Description, quantity 
and price of the gollds are in
accordance with terms of 
contract.

4. Comply with insurance requirements.

5. Obtain all required documents in the required time andwithin the validity of the LC.
6. 
 Be able to export full quantity on a vessel direct from the
port of loading to port 
of destination, if 
part- shipments
and transhipment 
are prohibited.
7. Ship goods within specified period. Present documents tothe bank within 21 days from ofdate shipment unless ashorter time is stipulated in the LC.
8. In any case, shipment must take place thebefore credit 

expires.
9. Do not ship goods before the promised letter of creditarrives as decisions could then takenbe that are not inaccordance with the oriignal 
terms of the 
credit.
10. It 
helps if: the documents 
are in a logical order, i.e.
which they appear in the letter of credLt. 
in
 

11. Strict compliance with specified LC te-ms. Nothing should
be assumed. No spelling mistakes.

12. All documents must be consistent with each other in allrespects but particularly with regard to shipping marks and
package numbers, which must appear on all documents inorder to identity them wich each other.
13. Documentsr not called for in the LC should not be presented,because superfluous paper giving extra detail has beenknown to cause banks to 
refuse payment.
 

14. The draft must be drawn by the benefic:iary 
on the parties
specified in the credit, or as requested by the advisingbank. It 
must be drawn in accordance with the terms of the
LC and with the requisite reference number.
 

15. Draft must be correct in words and 
figures;
16. Is payahlc dt: sight 
or a t enor as per LC terms. 
1.7. Draf t. is correctly dated.18. Bill of lading must he issued by a shipping company or its
accredited agent and signied behalfon of the shipping 

company.

1.9. Bill of lading must, be shipped on board un ess the LC 

states otherw:i.se. 20. Any amendimont Lof Bi] of ladi;, should he dul y sigpe anddated by the shipping company.2.• i 1] of lad(jg must b, in a complete set:, with the requirednumber of nonenogot iab]e copies, each negot iabie copy beings:igned by Lho rhi Pp ig compary22. Bi]. of lIadirfl mus t h! reeoI rom any o. 
dot. rim-mn~al c. ausesadded )y Lh. shippig company to 
Aidnicito damgo, Lo goods 

or pack in.
23. Hill of ladi nj lmust covey thu en . ire voyage. 

http:otherw:i.se
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24. 
 Precise notation on Bill of lading concerning payment.Freight prepaid or payable at destination.
25. 	 Goods description on 
the Bill of lading must. be quoted in
either qneral or specific terms but wording chosen mustnot conflict with the credit, nor the other documents.26. 	 B/L must show Ports of shipment: and discharge in agreementwith the terms of the etter of credit.B/L 	must be endorsed
27. 	 on the reverse if made out 	 to

shipper's order.
28. 	 B/L bemust presented within the time specified in thecredit for presentation of document. If 
no such period has
been 	 stipulate, banks will refuse documents presented laterthan 	21 days from the date of 
the B/L.
29. 	 B/L bear a shipmentmust 	 date on or before the lastshipment date shown within the letter of credit but in any
event within the validity of credit.
30. 
 Insurance cover must agree precisely wJ.th the terms of the

letter of credit.
31. 	 The date of the insurance document is not later than theshipment date, or 
if dated after shipment, bears a clauseto the effect that cover commences riot later than the dateof shipment, to ensure that the goods are 
fully ensured.
32. 	 Insurance amount payable is in accordance with 	the terms ofthe LC and is in the same 	 currency as the credit.
33. 	 The marks, weight, description of goods on insurancedouments, agree totalin with the bill of lading and all
the documents.


34. 
 Invoices are completed by the beneficiary, are in the name
of the buyer,
35. 	

unless the credit specifies otherwise.Totals of all invoices agree with letter of credit.36. 	 Shipment terms on invoice agree the37. 	 If visa 
with letter of credit.required on invoice, this is done by the authority

stipulated in the credit.
38. 	 Full and exact description of goods
as detailed letter of credit 

is 
and 

hown 
that 

on the invoicein the the quantityand specification are as called for.39. 	 No additional charges or deductions not authorized in theletter of credit should be shown on the invcice.40. 	 Proforma invoice numbers or reference numbers are asrequired by the letter of credit and are shown.
41. 	 Marks and weights, numbers and ofname vesselinvoice agree with 	 on thethe Bill of lading and the documents areconsistent with the 	 marks and weights detailed in theletter of credit.
42. 	 All the details quoted and the description of goods in theCertificate of Origin, agree with the letter of credit, theB/L and other documents. THE Certficate of Origin shouldnot conflict with other documents with regard to value and
 
country of origin.
43. 	 Packing 
list must show the content 
of each individual
 
package.
 



When you approach a bank as an importer of fertilizer or for the,
distribution 
of fertilizer, there 
are certain conditions that
make you eligible to work with them.
 

(Stencil Eligibility)
 

Either you have the money to do the operation in which case if
you are a businessman of good reputation there is no problem, or
you are going to ask for credit.
 

CREDIT in simple terms means You ask the bank to assist you by
advancing either to you or to someone on _ur behalf mone, or a
commitment to pay a certain amount of money.
 
The eligibility for credit in general terms is based on the FIVE

Cs CREDIT
 

1 - Capital 
 How much is the owners stake in the
 
businesses 
 ; Does he work with borrowed
 
funds ?
 

2 - Competence 
 Is he trained ? Does he have experience and

is he familiar with this 
area ?
 

3 - Confidence 
 Does he command confidence in the market ?
Does he have a good reputation ?
4 - Credit Worthiness 
 Has he got a good credit track
 
record ? Does he honour his
 
engagements ? 
Has he 
 taken credit

before and how did he handle it
5 - Capacity ?Is he overtrading ? Can he handle the level
of business that he is contemplating to


do ?
 

If the answers 

then 

to all of these are satisfactory the bank would
examine essentially 
two aspects 
of this customer which
relate to opportunities provided and threats imposed by external
fatcors and his individual performance.
 

These are defined as follows :
 

BUSINESS RISK 
given by the environment, the economy, the market,
the competitors, the product, the logistics, the terms of a sales
contract 
(External factors affecting his performance).
 
THE FINANCIAL RISK 
given individual performance by the figures
and the balance sheet, profit and loss and projections.
 
CREDIT is either given on a clean basis meaning without security
but this is not common in developing countries because in order
to this the bank would have to be sure without reasonable doubt,
beyond occurrences that are 
created by man, or acts of God that
this meny would be repaid ! Or it is advanced backed by
 



guarantees ; and this is more common.
 

(Stencil Types of Guarantees).
 

Some types of Guarantees are :
 

a) Cash collateral meaning that money has been set aside or is
 
available should there be a default in payment.
 

b) Bank Guarantees, meaning bank of good standing is commited to
 
pay should there be a default in payment.
 

c) Pledge on stock meaning that good have been consigned to the
 
bank.
 

d) Charge on floating assets, meaning that movable assets like
 
equipement, cars, furniture, have been promised to the bank in
 
case of a default in payment.

e) Mortgage on fixed assets or property. Mortgages are also of
 
two types but we are not going into the details.
 

Guarantees in themselves should not substitute a repayment
 
source. Banks are not interested in owning or selling your

property but in doing straight forward business. No matter how
 
good the security is, if the bank is not sure that repayment will
 
come from conduct of normal business or other specified source
 
accepted by the bank, customer will not be able to get credit
 
facilities. More specified assistance is available through your

various banks for importation and distribution, and you should
 
ask them how you can go about this. There are however banks that
 
have preferred business sectors.
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WAREHOUSING: LOCATION, SIZING, TECHNICAL ASPECTS'
 

1. Why Warehouse?
 

Ideally, fertilizer should move from the point of production or
 
import directly to the retailer or consumer on a regular basis, without any
 
intermediate handling or storage, and preferably as 
a full load in the
 
transport vehicle. The consumer or retailer would then store the product,
 
with offtake seasonality determining the rise and fall 
in stock 	levels.
 

In practice, this ideal is not attainable but should still be
 
retained as a target and a key objective. We should still plan to move
 
fertilizer through the system on 
a regular basis throughout the year, as far
 
as possible towards the point of final 
use for storage. The key level for
 
storage and redistribution for marketing purposes is then likely to be at the
 
district level. The district warehouses may then serve as transit centers
 
from where material is transshipped, preferably directly to the retail level
 
(retailer or co-op).
 

Because of predictable variations in consumption patterns and
 
uncertainties in the supply system, it is therefore necessary to maintain a
 
network of such warehouses serving as intermediate storage.
 

2. 	Location
 
A variety of factors may be quoted as criteria in selecting
 

locations 	for warehouses. One such group is as follows:
 

Theoretical Approach to Selecting Warehouse Locations
 

2.1. Proximity to market area.
 
2.2. Locate in areas allowing the least freight expense.
 
2.3. Ready availability of onward transportation, utilities and labor.
 
2.4. Areas affording the lowest tax and insurance rates.
 
2.5. Locate in the proximity of the least expensive mode of transportation and
 

supply route.
 

1. Prepared by W. E. Clayton, Transportation/Distribution Specialist, IFDC,

Muscle Shoals, Alabama.
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2.6. Avoid areas susceptible to natural disasters.
 

2.7. Locate in areas affording the best security and law enforcement
 

protection.
 

Most of these, however, are unrealistic or of only academic interest
 
in the real-life situation in a developing country. The principal determining
 
factor is obviously the need to be located centrally in a major offtake area.
 
The next 	is to be located on a major supply route. In almost all cases, this
 
location 	is the only major town in the entire area. It is the communication
 
center, the center of administration, and the focus of agricultural
 

activities. The major locations thus effectively select themselves. The
 
exact siting at the selected location is much more difficult and requires
 

further detailed onsite study. As far as possible, the warehouse should be
 
served directly by the primary transportation mode, usually rail or barge, but
 
availability of land at such favorable locations is likely to be very limited,
 

and 	transshipment may be necessary.
 

Practical location factors may then be outlined as follows:
 

Practical Approach to Selecting Warehouse Locations
 

1. 	Locate in a principal demand area.
 

2. 	Locate on a major supply route.
 

3. 	Serve directly by primary transport (i.e., make road, rail, and/or water
 

connected).
 

4. 	Consult local experts.
 

3. 	Sizing
 

Many factors are involved in determining the required capacity.
 

They may, however, be broken down to three principal items:
 

3.1. Offtake Pattern.
 

3.2. Supply Pattern.
 

3.3. Safety Stock.
 

We have previously stressed the importance of an accurate and
 

reliable demand forecast. Definition of the offtake Pattern on a monthly
 
basis, with projection for the required number of years ahead, takes into
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account factors such as 
seasonality, types of product, availability of
 
transport and the marketing situation, present and future.
 

Supply is hopefully on a fairly regular basis, but must be defined
 
as well as possible, taking into account all 
production, import and
 
transportation variables and probabilities.
 

Safety stock isdecided as a consequence of the first two factors
 
and is laid down largely as a policy matter, but based on experience, judgment
 
and calculation of supply and offtake probabilities on as simple or
 
sophisticated a level as required. 
Account must of course be taken of factors
 
such as 
availability of alternative hired accommodation to cover peak
 
requirements, or use of temporary outdoor storage. 
 Tn Bangladesh this has
 
been up to five months for some locations but this level 
is now being reduced.
 

It will then be appreciated that sizing of a warehouse requires
 
consideration of the overall 
supply, distribution, and marketing system, as
 
well as local features. Calculation of storage capacity is considered later.
 

4. TYpes and Construction Costs
 
We will 
not go into great detail, but will recognize principal types
 

of structure, divided very generally as 
follows:
 
4.1. Permanent Structures--Reinforced concrete (RC) foundations and flooring
 

with built-in waterproof layer. 
 RC beam or steel frame structure, with
 
brick walls, asbestos or corrugated iron cladding. 
 Roof of concrete
 
slabs or steel frame and corrugated sheeting. High capital 
but good long
 
term investment. 
 As provided under USAID programs in Bangladesh.
 

4.2. Local--May be concrete or brick flooring, brick or corrugated sheet sides
 
and corrugated sheet roofing with steel 
or wooden frames. A good
 
investment in the intermediate and smaller size ranges.
 

4.3. Villaqe--Great variety. 
 Concrete, brick, or mud flooring, walls of local
 
brick, corrugated sheeting or wood. 
 Roof of corrugated sheet or tile,
 
usually on wood frame.
 

4.4. Outdoor Storage--Requires sound, well drained base and dunnage platforms
 
(such as pallets). 
 Cover with double waterproof sheets, tarpaulins or
 
plastic. 
 Secure with net, ropes or weights.
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This option should not be overlooked for storage to cover peak
 
demands or for emergency. With proper management, there is no
 
significantly greater loss or damage. costs.
Minimal 


Construction costs are both type- and country-specific. A
 
reinforced concrete, permanent-type structure in the United States
 
currently costs around $250/m 2 o' $23/sq. 
ft. The USAID warehouses in
 
Bangladesh are around the 
same level. A locally designed and constructed
 
warehouse seen recently in India, with concrete floor, brick walls and
 
corrugated sheet roofing, cost $87/M 2 
or around 	$8/ft2.
 

5. 	Corrosion
 

Almost all fertilizer materials are corrosive to 
some degree. Water
 
is the most important factor in enhancing corrosion effects and it is
 
therefore of the greatest importance to minimize this effect by keeping
 
fertilizer and water (as liquid or as 
vapor in humid air) as far apart as
 
practicable by:
 

5.1. Correct design.
 

5.2. Use 	of correct materials.
 

5.3. Proper operation.
 

We generally have little control 
over the first two, but should be
 
able to do something about the last. Roofs and drainage must be kept ingood
 
condition. 
Any water or spillage should be cleaned up immediatpl,, Control
 
of humidity is of critical importance and is discussed in the following
 

section.
 

It should be appreciated that we 
are concerned with protection of
 
both the warehouse and the fertilizer.
 

Using care and 
common sense in the selection of materials of
 
construction avoids many problems. 
 For example, concrete floors should be
 
resistant to fertilizer materials, particularly ammonium nitrate, and snould
 
have a dampproof course to protect against rising ground water. 
Steel should
 
be well protected with suitable paint. Fittings-for corrugated roofs should
 
preferably be of stainless steel, although ordinary steel roof trusses have
 
given long and satisfactory service in fertilizer warehouses in port
 
locations. 
 Steel frame structures with corrugated sheet cladding can give
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satisfactory service, although the bottom of the walls tends to corrode. 
 This
 
can be overcome by making the lower sections of brick or concrete.
 

6. 	Ventilation
 

This is a 
critical 	factor in storage under tropical conditions
 
because of the potential for pick-up of moisture by the fertilizer, with
 
subsequent deterioration of physical quality. The significance of ventilation
 
is often 	not appreciated in both design and operation of warehouses.
 

The controlling factor is the Critical Relative Humidity, or CRH of
 
the fertilizer. 
This may be broadly defined as the value of the relative
 
humidity (RH) of the atmosphere, above which the fertilizer will pick up
 
moisture and below which itwill 
not (and if wet, may lose moisture). Some
 
CRH values for commercial fertilizers and their mixtures are shown in
 

Figure 1.
 

In addition to the value of CRH as an indicator of moisture pickup,
 
factors such as solubility and tendency to caking also play an important part.
 
As we know, urea is more susceptible than DAP or MOP to the effects of
 
moisture 	because of these factors. 
 It is also the material handled in the
 
greatest quantities.
 

The CRH value of urea decreases with increasing temperature,
 
although 	not very rapidly, e.g. CRH of pure urea at 70°F = 78%, and at 100 0F = 

70%. At 	relative humidities above the 70% range, urea will therefore pick up
 
moisture. Unfortunately, such high relative humidities are 
very frequently
 
encountered in the tropics.
 

Atmospheric relative humidity changes fairly rapidly with change of
 
temperature, increasing as temperature decreases. 
As temperatures drop in the
 
evening, 	relative humidities increase to very high levels overnight. Data for
 
Bangladesh are given in Figure 2. It will be 
seen that 	overnight levels in or
 
above the 	70% range are experienced throughout the whole year, together with
 
high daytime levels over a good part of the year.
 

In order to protect fertilizer in storage from the effects of
 
moisture, the first line of defense is obviously the package, which must be of
 
water resistant construction, securely closed and undamaged. 
 The next
 
protective measure is 
to avoid unnecessary introduction of "wet" air into the
 
warehouse (i.e., any air with a relative humidity above the CRH of the
 
fertilizer). 
 We may then have to consider measures to control moisture levels
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Figure 1
 

Critical Relative Humidities of
Commercial Fertilizer and of Mixtures at 300C 

Ura46-0-0 7 

Amrmonu mnNtrte 5 5c,,/ 4 5r-'
 

Reagent Grade Salt. 

Note: Determinations were made on commercial materials by "TVA.CRH Values are approximate and may vary several points depending onproduction method and source o7 material. 

Source: IFDC. 1984. Humidity Factors Affecting Storage and Handling of Fertilizers, Paper Series P-5, InternationalFertilizer Development Center, Muscle Shoals, AL, U.S.A. 
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in the warehouse, since it is impractical to seal off the warehouse
 
completely. Conventional methods for control of moisture levels include:
 
(1)air conditioning, (2)dehumidifying, (3)heating of the air (to lower its
 
RH), together with (4)limiting the entry of moist air. Inmost cases, the
 
first three are uneconomical or impractical and only the fourth is a practical
 

option.
 

In a humid climate, it is therefore recommended that entry of humid
 
air to the warehouse must be avoided to the maximum extent possible. It is
 
recommended that warehouses should not have permanent ventilation. They
 
should, however, be capable of being ventilated. In principle, a warehouse
 

should be ventilated only when the humidity is low--60% RH or less. In
 
practice, this is likely to be when the sun is shining and conditions are dry.
 
At all other times, the warehouse should be kept closed, except for working
 
access or when working conditions are unacceptable.
 

When a product which may be affected by moisture is in storage for
 
an appreciable time, it could be beneficial 
to encase the stock in plastic or
 
other waterproof sheeting. In fact, a well-protected stack of bags in outdoor
 
storage may store at least as well as an unprotected stack in a warehouse
 

which is open daily.
 

Statements have been noted to the effect that high temperatures
 
contribute to caking of fertilizers in storage. At the temperatures
 
encountered even in closed warehouses in the tropics, this effect is not
 
considered significant for the most commonly used fertilizers. It is not,
 
therefore, necessary to ventilate warehouses on temperature control grounds
 
for the benefit of the product, but may be necessary to allow reasonable
 

working conditions.
 

7. Calculation of Capacity
 

A knowledge of storage capabilities is necessary for preparation of
 
storage plans, when negotiating hire of warehouse accommodation or when
 
calculating costs of providing storage by alternative methods.
 

It is possible to calculate approximate storage factors from first
 

principles, knowing only the bulk density of the particular products. 
 The
 
storage density of the bagged product is assumed about 5% less than the
 
density of the loose product in bulk because of the spaces between the bags.
 
Factors for three common products are as follows:
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B
 
A Storage Factor for Bagged


Product Bulk Density Product (5%Less Than A)
 
(ton/m 3) (ton/ 3 )
 

Urea prills 0.74 
 0.70
 
Granulated TSP 
 1.12 
 1.06
 
Granulated MOP 
 1.04 
 0.99
 

Assuming bagged fertilizer, block stacked without pallets, 
some
 
calculations using these factors 
are 
shown in Table 1. These relate fairly
 
well to actual experience. In establishing storage standards, measurements
 
for your particular products and particular methods and height of stacking
 
must be made. Bulk density in storage is
a useful tool and simpler than
 
attempting to define numbers and dimensions of bags, which can vary
 
considerably, e.g., a 50-kg bag of a particular product may pack tightly,
 
whereas a slightly wider bag will pack loosely and be thinner in the stack,
 
but spread over a greater area. However, once you have established a storage
 
factor for a particular product, it is
a simple matter to measure a stack,
 
calculate the volume, and then the approximate weight in the stack.
 

Table 1. Warehousing Storage Capabilities
 

Product Density Height 
 Capacity
 

Urea, prills 0.70 3.5 m 
 2.45 tons/m2 of stacked area
 
TSP, granular 1.06 
 3.5 m 3.71 tons/m 2 of stacked area
 
MOP, granular 0.99 3.5 m 
 3.46 tons/m 2 of stacked area 

(11-12 ft) 
Weighted average for 60/30/10 mix = 2.93 tons/i 2 

say 3 tons/m 2 of stacked area
 
Allowing 1/3 access space 
= 2 tons/m 2 of warehouse area
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Remember this calculation is only an indicator and is for the stack
 
height specified. Higher or lower stacks give correspondingly higher or lower
 
capacities.
 

An allowance of one-third for access 
space may appear generous, but
 
is fairly realistic in practice. It is a figure that is frequently
 
underestimated. 
 Consider Figure 3 for a 40 x 100 m warehouse. Allowing I m
 
between wall and stacks and 1
m between stacks, with 5 m for main access
 
corridors and a 100 m2 working area for re-bagging damaged material, the area
 
available for stacking is only 70.5%. 
This is a maximum, since if material is
 
being moved in and out, working space in the stacks is needed. If this is as
 
little as 10%, then a maximum of 60% of the total 
area is usable for stacking
 
fertili:er, with 40% access space. In general, 
it can be assumed that at
 
least 1/3 of warehouse space is required for access purposes. The figure can
 
be much higher. For example, a design for a 20-ton village storage unit is
 
shown in Figure 4. The space occupied by stacked fertilizer when completely
 
full is only 54% of the storage section.
 

On the previously calculated basis of around 3 ton/m 2 of stacked
 
area, the 4,000 m2 warehouse used as an example can accommodate 8,000 tons
 
maximum at 67% available area.
 

It should not be forgotten that we are paying for spare in
a
 
warehouse, i.e., volume, not area. Ifwe can stack twice as high, we can
 
halve the cost of the storage space. (Against this, where plenty of storage
 
area is available, there is no point in stacking high; this only adds to
 

handling costs.)
 

This is illustrated in Table 2.
 

Table 2. Warehouse Capacities and Capital Costs
 

Permanent Local Village

Structure Construction Warehouse
 

2
Construction cost, $/m 250 
 94 62.5
 
Stacking height, m 
 5 4 2.5

Capacity ef stacked area 4.2 ton/m 2 3.4 ton/m 2 2.1 ton/m 2
 
Capacity allowing access areas 2.9 ton/m 2 2.4 ton/m 1.5 ton/m2
 
Capital cost per ton of
 

warehouse capacity, $/ton 86 39 42
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Figure 3 

Warehouse Area Utilization 
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5 100 m 

Total area 4,000 m2 
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Stacking area 2,820 m2 

Access area 21,180 m = 29.5% 
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Figure 4 

Fertilizer Storage
(20 ton) 

14 5.5 m 

.8 ~ Storeroo 

5.5 m 
1.3 m 

Total area' 30.25 m' 

Stacked area 16.20 n2 

Access area 14.05 m 46% 

'Excluding office and chemical storeroom. 
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8. 	Stacking Height
 
Considerable misunderstanding exists regarding the height to which
 

bagged fertilizer can be stacked, manually or in palletized form. Positive
 
statements are sometimes made, such 
as "you cannot stack more than 20 bags
 
high." 
 It is assumed that above this number, bags may split, granules may be
 
crushed, or the product will cake. 
These effects are not generally
 
experienced in practice, except for caking of the lower layers. 
 This is only
 
a problem in longer term storage, say 6 months or more. 
With good quality
 
fertilizers, the caking in the bottom layers in short-term storage is usually
 
easily broken up on handling.
 

A stack of 20 bags of urea is around 3 m high. Stacks of 35 bags
 
are not uncommon and CCM in Malaysia reported a few years back that 
on
 
stability grounds, stacks were limited to 35 bags for woven polypropylene
 
rather than 45 for single-film polyethylene.
 

At these heights, properly constructed bags and reasonable-quality
 
granules should not suffer any damage. 
Fertilizers stacked in bulk piles may
 
be up to 15 m, or more than twice as high as a 45-bag stack.
 

In practice, for any particular type of bag, stacking height is
 
determined mainly by the safety and stability of the stack, as 
determined by
 
the skill and experience of the workers and judgment of the supervisor or
 
manager, assuming no limitation due to the height of the building.
 

In short, we should not accept arbitrary limits on stacking height.
 
This should be determined for a specific location on 
the grounds of safety and
 
stability and the quality and caking characteristics of the product.
 

For palletized material, manually formed pallets are 
less stable
 
than autopalletized materials. 
 For 6 layers x 5 bags (1-1/2 ton), manually
 
formed pallets may be stacked 3 or 4 high, autopalletized units 4 or 5 high.
 

9. 	Protection of Stacks
 

Consideration should always be given to placing a plastic sheet 
(or
 
sheets) over the top of a stack to protect it from (a)leaking roofs,
 
condensation, etc., (b)bird droppings, dust, and dirt. 
 This is especially
 
important in lony-term storage.
 

Additionally, for long-term storage, consideration should be given
 
to wrapping the entire stack in a plastic sheet. This may be of light gauge
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since its purpose is to stop the flow of air, specifically moist air, through
 

the stack.
 

10. Warehousing Costs
 

Rather than attempt to detail costs in a particular country let us
 

consider the relative contribution of the main cost components. These are:
 

10.1. Inventory Costs
 

10.2. Costs of Rental or Ownership
 

10.3. Operating Costs
 

10.4. Handling Costs
 

10.5. Product Loss and Damage Costs
 

Using the two-season offtake pattern (Figure 5) we will consider
 

regional warehouse with a throughput of 25,000 tpy. Inventory levels and
 

costs are then as shown in Table 3.
 

Table 3. Inventory Levels and Costs
 

For 25,000 tpy Throughput
 
Two-Season
 

Offtake Pattern
 

Maximum Stock Levels
 

Peak of variable stock above base level 30% 7,500
 
Base stock level (2months) 17% 4_250
 

Maximum Inventory 47% 11,750
 

Warehouse Size Allow Approximately 6,000 m2
 

Average Stock Levels
 

Average stock above base level 15.3% 3,850 
Average base stock (2 months) 17.0% 4,250 

Average Inventory 32.3% = 8,100 

Value of average inventory
 
at $250/ton $2,025,000
 

Annual interest at 15% 304,000
 
Cost of inventory for
 

25,000 tpy throughput $12.2/t
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Figure 5. Variation of Total Stock Levels. 
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If the warehouse was constructed at a cost of around $250/M 2
 , then a
 
12,000-ton or 6,000-M2 building has a capital value of 
1L5 million. Assuming
 
a 20-year life and return on capital of 10%, the capital recovery factor is
 
11.7%. Allowing 2.5%/annum maintenance, the owner must therefore recover
 
14.2% or $213,000/annum without profit. 
 In our case, this is $3/m2/month or
 
$8.6/ton throughput at 25,000 tpy to 
cover capital charges and building
 
maintenance costs only. 
 These costs would of course be proportionately less
 
for lower capital cost structures, also for existing older buildings which may
 
already be substantially or fully depreciated.
 

On these bases, approximate warehousing costs are 
shown in Table 4.
 
Points to be noted are:
 
10.1. The overriding importance of inventory cost.
 
10.2. Part of the inventory cost, the base or safety stock level, 
is
 

controllable, the other part is not.
 
10.3. 
If not strictly controlled, loss and damage costs [5] 
could easily
 

exceed total operating costs ([3] plus [4] in Table 4).
 
Costs may be spread by using as a multiproduct location, e.g., for
 

storage of crops, pesticides, seeds, or equipment.
 
As discussed separately, consideration should also be given to
 

pricing incentives or early delivery rebates to reduce peak stock requirements
 
and inventor) levels, 
as well as options for short-term storage or outside
 
storage to cover peak periods.
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Table 4. 	Principal Warehousing Cost Components, 25,000 tpy Throughput
 
(Assumptions as in text.)
 

Two-Season
 
Offtake Pattern
 

($/t)
 

1. Cost of Inventory 
i. To cover offtake 

variations 
ii. Base stock (2months) 

3,850 t 
4,250 t 

$5.8 
6.4 

TOTAL 8,100 t $12.2 

2. Warehouse Rental 
at $3/m2/month
6,000 m2 8.6 

3. Operating 
Management, supervision, secretarial, labor
$35,000/year 

1.5 

4. Handling
In and Out $1/ton each 2 

5. Loss and Damage
Loss 1% 
Damage 1% (half recovered) 

2.5 
1.2 

$28.0 

11. Inventory Turnover
 
The rate of turnover is essentially the number of times the
 

inventory is sold in a 
given period of time, usually I year. It is calculated
 
by dividing the annual 
sales by the average inventory over the year. A figure
 
used more frequently, perhaps because it is easier to calculate, is the
 
warehouse turnover or the annual sales divided by the warehouse capacity.
 

Inventory turnover is often quoted as 
a measurement of warehousing
 
efficiency. 
 It must, however, be used with great caution. 
 It may be 	a useful
 
measure in a 
developed economy where the warehouse manager is able to vary his
 
ordering pattern, use 
different suppliers, or hire storage accommodation at
 
short notice to cover peaks. In considering movement and storage of
 
fertilizers indeveloping countries we 
are, however, often talking of
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centrally 	controlled systems with regular movement through the system, and
 
storage at receiving locations. There is an inevitable stock buildup within
 

the system dictated by the offtake pattern. This inevitable amount of
 
fertilizer must be stored somewhere, preferably at receiving locations in the
 

market areas. Overall inventory costs are virtually fixed and warehousing
 
costs 	must be paid for somewhere in the system. Inventory turnover is then
 

not necessarily a measure of efficiency at the district warehouse level, more
 

a reflection of location of stocks. It is dictated very largely by the
 

offtake pattern, over which we have very little control. Comparing the
 

two-season pattern with a sharply peaking one-season pattern, we may find the
 

following 	on sales of 25,000 tons.
 

In the examples used previously we had:
 

Two-Season One-Season
 
Offtake Pattern Offtake Pattern
 

Av. Inventory 8,100 t 11,000 t
 
Inventory turnover 3.1 2.3
 

For equivalent operations, the difference in inventory turnover is
 

no indication at all of relative efficiency. Higher throughput at the same
 
location will give lower cost/ton on paper. In the present case, additional
 

storage (a larger warehouse) is needed in the one-season pattern so the
 
differential is even greater than indicated by a "turnover ratio."
 

12. 	 Operating Features
 

Detailed operating procedures need to be worked out for each
 

specific location. There are, however, a number of fairly obvious basic
 

features for efficient operation which should be implemented by any efficient
 

warehouse manager as follows:
 

12.1. 	Preparation of a layout plan.
 

12.2. 	Correct stacking, including use of a dunnage base, cl3 e cont,'ol of
 

handling methods, uniform stacking methods, one product per stack,
 

separation between stacks and walls, separation between stacks, adequate
 

gangways which are kept clear.
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12.3. Keeping a stock cara for each stack as well 
as a stock record in the
 
office.
 

12.4. Good housekeeping, i.e., removal and rebagging of all 
damaged bags;
 
immediate cleanup of all spillage; 
a clean and tidy warehouse at all
 
times.
 

12.5. Maintaining the building in good condition.
 
12.6. Close supervision of labor, safety, and security arrangements.
 
12.7. Limiting access only to those with business in the warehouse.
 
12.8. Recording all movements.
 

13. 	 FIFO: First In-First Out
 
Storage operations should cenerally be on a first-in first-out
 

basis. This must not, however, be applied as a fixed principle. Each
 
situation should be studied on an overall cost basis.
 

For example, consider an intermediate warehouse of 1,000-ton
 
capacity serving a district with an 
offtake of 12,000 tons/year, i.e., an
 
average of 1,000 tons/month. If offtake is fairly regular, or at least two
 
seasonal, and if all fertilizer is passed through the warehouse (perhaps for
 
administrative reasons), the turnover ratio is 12, which would be viewed by
 
some as highly efficient. However, two points to note are:
 
1. 	Handling 1,000 tons/month into a warehouse while loading out
 

1,000 tons/month appears highly inefficient. Direct delivery, bypassing
 
the warehouse, should be possible, with major savings in transport cost
 
and some savings in handling in and out.
 

2. 	FIFO is not important because residence time is short.
 
However, in all 
cases where extended storage is involved, FIFO
 

should be applied. Older stocks should always be moved out first, and old 
or
 
damaged stocks should always be moved out as soon 
as possible.
 

14. 	 Inventory Control
 

We cannot cover detailed procedures in this short presentation.
 
Good record keeping is,however, essential.
 

The Manager should know on a 
daily basis for all profiucts:
 
14.1. Opening stock
 

14.2. Quantities received
 

14.3. Quantities dispatched
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14.4. Closing stock
 

14.5. Any 	losses or damage
 

14.6. Quantities in transit
 

14.7. Orders outstanding
 

These figures should be maintained on a daily basis and normally
 
transmitted daily to central management, with summaries, weekly, monthly,
 
quarterly 	and annually as may be agreed.
 

Stock checking should be undertaken at least on a monthly basis with
 
a more detailed stocktaking quarterly. A formal annual stocktaking should be
 
undertaken for audit purposes.
 

Independent unannounced spot checks on stocks and operations should
 

also be made by central management.
 

15. 	 Management
 

Good warehousing management is vital, yet its importance is often
 
not appreciated.
 

The warehouse is the last point to handle the goods before they are
 
accepted by the customer and the documents initiated here are critical to all
 
company financial activities.
 

In the examples discussed previously, for the one-season offtake
 
pattern, the average inventory is over $3 million, with another $1 million for
 

the structure!
 

A good manager will ensure firm control over all activities
 
associated with care of the warehouse and stock under his control. 
 While he
 
must accept responsibilities in these areas, he must also be given sufficient
 
freedom of control and authority to operate efficiently within established
 

company limits.
 

Central management must lay down company warehousing policies and
 
procedures and ensure that they are complied with. 
At the same time, they
 
must maintain close contacts with managers at District level and be responsive
 
to problems which develop and be prepared to assist with information, services
 

and training as necessary.
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Developing an Agrochemical 

Marketing Plan 

Introduction 

Planning is an indispensable activity that we all must do. Without doubt, some 
individuals are better at planning than others. Then, on the other hand, some people are 
more successful than others which may be because they are better planners. Even to be here 
participating in this training course required some planning. Such things as who would fill 
in at your work during your absence, where the funding was coming from, when you would 
leave, and maybe who would take care of your family while you are away are example-s of 
routine activities that had to be planned. 

What isplanning? Is planning something we all do without giving much consideration 
to the process involved? Webster's Third New International Dictionary defines planning as 
"to devise procedures or regulations for in accordance with a comprehensive plan for 
achieving a given objective" or "a method of achieving something" or "an orderly 
arrangement of parts in terms of an overall design or objective." 

Written Plan 

It is not necessary to write out and analyze every little plan that we carry out. Some 
plans are so simple and routine that they can be formulated in our minds. For example, you 
have two loads of diffe;ent fertilizers to deliver to the warehouse. Should you take the urea 
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before the DAP or should you eat your lunch before starting the delivery are simple 

decisions in an overall plan that will not require a written plan. The alternatives are so 

limited that an analysis of each can be made in the mind and an appropriate action can be 

decided upon. 

The break-even point for written plans versus simple planning seems to be when 

significant amounts of time and money are involved. A written plan identifies and records 

the desired objective and possible actions that may be necessary to accomplish the objective. 

This allows the manager time to reflect on the actions and equate them with available time, 

resources, costs, and priorities. The written plan can be set aside and taken up again for 

analysis without a loss in the issues to be decided. Additional staff can be requested to 

review the plan and possible actions. Everyone will be considering the same factors. A 

written plan aids in communicating and leaves less room for misinterpretation. By writing 

down possible courses of action based on an analysis of the facts and issues at hand, there 

is less possibility of leaving out some important activity. 

A National Agrochemical Subsector Plan 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss an agrochemical marketing plan, but before 

doing so, the importance of a national agrochemical subsector plan needs to be addresied 

since the marketing plan should impact the objectives of the subsector plan. 

Every developing country should have a detailed written plan for developing its 

agrochemical subsector. The plan should be an action schedule of events designed to 

produce desired results. As government staff and administration change, the new people can 

continue to work the plan toward completion. It takes several years to develop an efficient 
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and effective agrochemical subsector. Once a plan has been established and set in motion 
it is important to have continuity in carrying the plan out to completion. A good plan that 
is in harmony with a country's straLtegy of self-sufficiency in food production through the 
most cost-effective manner does not necessarily have to change with the new administration. 
Many countries attempt 5-year plans. Generally this is not adequate time to develop an 
efficient agrochemical subsector. A plan covering perioda of 10-15 years is normally 
required. 

In many developing countries agriculture is a major contribution to the GNP and 
provides a livelihood to a high percentage of the labor force. Since agrochemicals are a 
major contributor to increasing yields, a national plan seems essential. There are some 
11 components of an effective agrochemical subsector. 
1. 	 A basic agricultural research program. 
2. 	 A research program to develop indigenous materials. 
3. 	 An efficient agrochemical and other essential crop production input marketing 

systems. 

4. 	 An effective agricultural extension system. 
5. 	 A structured crop produce marketing system. 
6. 	 A program for agricultural personnel development. 
7. 	 Infrastructure to assist the agriculture and agrochemical subsectors. 
8. 	 An effective agriculture credit program. 
9. 	 Complementary support by government and private organizations. 

10. 	 Positive government policy. 

11. 	 A national plan. 

A national agrochemical subsector plan should contain action programs and 
commitment to the following: 
1. 	 Identify national agricultural goals and action plans by time periods required by the 
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agrochemical subsector in reaching the goals. 
2. 	 The country's expectations and strategy for supply and manufacturing. 
3. 	 Identify the type agrochemical marketing systems that can best meet the needs of the 

country. 

4. 	 Provisions for the allocation of resources required to carry out the plan. 
5. 	 Make plans available to all key participants so roles can be fully understood and 

executed. 

6. 	 Include timeframes for monitoring and evaluating different components of the plan. 
7. 	 Establish provisions for taking corrective measures and keeping the plan on the right 

course. 

The Marketing Plan 

In discussing a marketing plan one specific agrochemical will be addressed. Since 
fertilizer marketing is often a problem, fertilizer will be used as an example, however, the 
principles would apply to other products. 

One of the first steps in building a fertilizer marketing organization is to study the 
potential markets and determine a marketing st:ategy for servicing the markets. The 
organizational structure and staffing will be designed to serve the markets in the most cost
effective manner. The next step is the development of an annual fertilizer marketing plan 
by the marketing manager and the marketing staff. Plans are normally for a 5-year period. 
Each year, one year is dropped because it is history and another year is added to the plan. 
The plan should become more realistic with the passage of time since the prior year's 
experiences can be utilized in adjusting the existing 4 years in the plan and formulating 

activities for the new year to be added. 
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Grass Roots Planning 
Successful modern fertilizer marketing organizations use the grass roots method of 

developing an annual marketing plan. That is, plans for marketing are developed from the 
bottom up and not from the top down. Based on the available information and 
recommendations from staff, the marketing manager will announce the marketing strategy 
or concept of operation for the marketing organization. The concept will usually include: 
1. 	 Geographical boundaries of the market to be served. 
2. 	 The market segments, i.e., small farmers, estates, etc. 
3. 	 The channels of distribution and number to be employed, i.e., company-owned stores, 

wholesalers, independent dealers. 

4. 	 The profit objective. 
5. 	 The marketing organization structure with staffing to be employed. 

6. 	 The financial policy. 

7. 	 Target dates for marketing operation. 

8. 	 The required sales volumes. 

9. Training objectives.
 

i0. The organizational image desired to be established.
 

These 	decisions guide the preparation of detailed programs of action which form the 
marketing plan. It becomes the means of coordinating all activities so they can be used to 
the best results. It sets out what is to be done by whom, when, and where. It allocates the 
resources necessary to accomplish the tasks outlined. 

The retailer is very much involved in helping to produce the marketing plan for the 
marketing organization. The marketing organization staff will norm, 'ly help the retailers 
formulate their own individual miniplan. The marketing organization will then add the 
retailer plans together, add their own needs, and decide upon a course of action to satisfy 
both the retailer network and the marketing organization in servicing the targeted markets. 
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Plan 	Outline 

The annual marketing plan can be prepared in several different styles and formats. 

Each functional plan that makes up the annual plan will usually have some nine different 

subheadings. The following is an outline for guiding preparation of the plans. 

1. 	 Scope of Plan - Make a statement of how and why this function ties into the 

objectives of the organization. 

2. 	 Abstract and Analysis of the Informtion Base - State the information that pertains 

to this marketing function within the industry and the market. Identify the fertilizer 
market, the competition, current products, government policy, and the organization's 

internal resources, both strengths and weaknesses. Where information is incomplete, 

state and justify assumptions. 

3. 	 Identify Opportunity Areas - State what could be done to expand or change the 
market. Cite new uses for the product, new products, new technology, and changes 

in farming condition>. 

4. 	 Objectives - Statements of what are to be done by each marketing function in 

quantitative terms. State long-range goals as a marketer and the provision of services. 
5. 	 Strategy - Carefully state the strategy to be employed to reach objectives. 

6. 	 Tactics: Ac.ion Schedule - Set forth specific and detailed action schedules, 

timetables, key tasks, responsibilities, personnel, and budget needs. 

7. 	 Assumptions - In planning, certain assumptions are made. The assumption that can 

impact the plans should be listed. 

8. 	 Appraisal and Control - Identify a system for reviewing progress toward achieving 

the objectives. Set dates of review and the individual responsible for the appraisal, 

control, and revision. 

9. 	 Government Policy - A statement of governmental policy needed to support fertilizer 

marketing and use. 
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A "self-fulfilling" prophecy is that when people are convinced that objectives and 
goals are worthwhile and attainable, they will find ways of attaining them. People influence 
the outcome of their organization by attitudes and concerns they adopt, and planning is a 
method of selling positive attitudes to the marketing organization. Care should be taken to 
always set attainable goals and objectives. 

Marketing Plan Components 

The annual fertilizer marketing plan will normally have eight functional component 
plans: 

1. Product. 

2. Sales. 

3. Promotion. 

4. Distribution. 

5. Price. 

6. Finance. 

7. Personnel development. 

8. Audit. 

When these component plans are combined together and form the annual marketing 
plans, they create a powerful synergistic effect. The weight or importance assigned to each 
plan determines the marketing mix. The marketing mix changes over time because farmers 
will shift to new products and practices. 

The key features of each plan are offered as a means in helping to understand the 
functional aspects and what should be contained in each. 
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1. Product Plan 
The purpose of the product plan is to ensure that the fertilizer marketing system has 

a good product to meet the farmer's requirements. As mentioned above, products must 
change to meet the changing demands of agricultural production. The product plan must be 
based upon research findings and improved practices. For example, the agronomic 
requirements for crop production at present can be met with the following: 

20-10-10 

10-30-10 + 5S 

6-24-24 

0-20-20 

10-25-5 

18-46-0 

Urea 

The method for supplying the quantities needed as forecast in the sales plan is 
determined. The DAP, urea, and 20-10-10, for example, may be imported through stipulated 
ports while the other products could be blended locally. 

The packaging specifications by quantities should be stated. Some quantities may 
need to be in 50-, 25-, and 10-kg woven polypropylene bags while other quantities may need 
to be in jute bags. The liner requirements should be given and the methods for closing the 
bags should be indicated. Marking on the bags should also be indicated. If some quantities 
of the products are to be imported or supplied in bulk, the handling and shipping 
rcquirement should be detailed. 

In some countries a part or all of the fertilizer products required may be 
manufactured locally. The product plan should include quantities to be manufactured by 
time periods along with any quantities that may need to be imported. 
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2. 	 Sales Plan 
The sales plan establishes sales objectives and action programs for accomplishing the 

objectives. The plan establishes sales targets for each fertilizer product in each market for 
the approaching year and the next 4 years. Opportunities for increasing fertilizer sales, i.e., 
new marketing channels, new crops, additional irrigation, etc., should be highlighted. The 
sales plan establishes the sales organization and administrative procedures to be followed. 

The sales plan should identify the customers to be served and the quantity of 
fertilizers by products, bagging, and timeframes required. Each retailer should make a sales 
plan. The marketing organization will consolidate the sales plan for each retailer into one 
sales plan for the organization. The sales plan must be adjusted to meet the needs of each 
sales organization. 

An example of each component plan is not presented in the Appendix. However, an 
example of a sales plan is shown in the Appendix. This does not signify that the sales plan 
is more important than the others. They are all equally important. 

3. 	 Promotion Plan 
Promotion includes personal selling and educational programs. Personal selling 

consists of such activities as point-of-sale giveaways, farm visits, talking with farmers, etc. 
Educational programs include dealer and farmer meetings, demonstration research 
programs, etc. The promotion plan outlines the promotional strategy for the organization. 
By necessity it must be tied very closely to the sales plan and marketing strategy of the 
organization. The plan should include: 

a. 	 National advertising plans for radio and newspaper. 
b. 	 Gifts such as pencils, calendars, planting guides, and informational booklets. 
c. 	 Farmer field days and demonstrations. 

d. 	 Fertilizer research to be supported. 
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e. Dealer demonstrations. 

f. Retailer educational meetings for farmers. 

g. Crop production contest. 

h. Soil testing campaigns. 

The objective for each activity by time periods and methods of accomplishing each 
should be included in the plan. The agronomist, promotion manager, salesmen, and retailers 
will assist with developing and carrying out the promotional activities. 

4. Distribution Plan 
The distribution plan identifies how the tonnage of fertilizer that is forecast to be 

sold will move from the supply point (factory, warehouse, port, or where title passes) to the 
farmer. The plan should achieve a balance between tile economics of the operation and such 
factors as the desired level of service, warehousing, and frequency of handling. The costs are 
determined and the level of service established in consultation with sales. The plan should 
include: 

a. Warehouse requirements. 

b. Modes of transportation to be used. 

c. Delivery schedules. 

d. Documentation information. 
e. Communication techniques with accounting, sales, and supply. 

f. In transit control procedures 

g. Railway, trucking firms, and ports to be utilized including contracts. 

Place utility is added to fertilizer product as they move through the distribution 
network. Values in the form of profits and crop production are added. Fertilizers left in 
warehouses and stores and farmers that did not receive a vupply for use at planting can be 
very costly to the marketing organization and to the country. 
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5. Price Plan 

The price plan identifies and recommends the company's terms of sales and needed 
government action required for fulfilling the objectives. The price plan sets forth the 
marketing organization's method of determining fertilizer prices as to a fixed return on 
investment or a cost-plus basis. The organization's response to competitive pricing should 
be established. The price plan should identify a course of action on donor fertilizers and 
government fertilizer subsidies to prevent a downturn in the growth of the fertilizer 

subsector generally and the marketing organization specifically. The price plan should be 
closely linked to the finance plan. The price plan should contain the following information: 

a. Current importing and manufacturing costs by product. 

b. Fertilizer subsidies (if any). 

c. Desired versus actual return on investment. 

d. Donor fertilizer price effects. 

e. Elasticity of demand. 

f. Crop prices and markets. 

g. Inventory policies. 

h. Finance, distribution, transportation, and sales costs. 

i. Company policies on how prices are set, how often they are changed, and who has 

this authority? 

j. Discounts for off-season, volume, etc. 

k. Projected prices by product. 

6. Finance Plan 

The finance and price plans are interrelated because each affects the other one 
substantially. Working capital costs money. If the collection of fertilizer sales is not timely, 
the cost for working capital can be extended. The cost of capital can be minimized by 
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utilizing low interest loans and the time period the capital is needed. Large carryover of 
fertilizer stocks from one season to the next can also be costly. The finance plan should 
outline those things necessary to keep finance costs to a minimum and should include: 

a. Sources of funds. 

b. Interests rates. 

c. Procedures for obtaining funds. 

d. Terms of purchases and sales. 

e. Payment collection procedures. 

f. Repayment schedules. 

g. Capital required by timeframe, product, zones, or territories. 

h. Accounting, allocation, and audit procedures to be used. 

i. Inventory policies and projections. 

j. Financing costs for budgeting. 

7. Personnel Development Plan 
The marketing organization will only be as good as the people employed and 

developed to operate it. Management should select the best possible candidate for each 
position and develop them to their full capacity. The function of training is to develop each 
staff member of the marketing organization to their highest level of performance. Too often 
staff members are brought into a fertilizer marketing organization because of family 
connections, etc. This should not be the case. The best person for a job should always be 
selected. This policy pays dividends in the long run. The purpose of the personnel 
development plan is to identify training requirements in a career development framework. 
The plan should be developed in conjunction with the training officer, agronomist, salesmen, 
and the manager of departments. The plan should include the following information: 

a. Establish organizational policy for staff selection and training. 
b. Identify orientation training programs for new staff including retailers by time 

periods. 
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c. Identify longer term training programs by time periods and subjects, i.e., accounting, 

salesmanship, agronomy, required for staff members. 
d. Establish dealer meetings to be conducted by time periods and subjects. 
e. Identify self-development programs for individuals as needed. 
f. Schedule the preparation of educational materials that are needed for training. 
g. Establish a monitoring procedure for determining the effectiveness of training 

programs. 

8. Audit Plan 
The marketing organizations must have established procedures to ensure quality 

control and ensure honesty and integrity at all levels. Any chance for fraud or theft must be 
eliminated. The plan should establish controls and information on the following: 
a. A procedure for safeguarding assets. 
b. Provide checks to ensure that quantities produced, imported, sold, and inventoried 

account for all prod icts. 

c. Measure and v., ity performance. 

d. Monitor planning and forecasting operations. 

e. Define authority limits. 
f. Maintain proper accounting techniques and standards. 
g. Ensure a high-quality unadulterated product and correct weight. 
h. Establish procedures for handling cash. 
i. Ensure that debts are paid and revenues collected on a timely basis. 
j. Ensure that all responsible employees understand the monitoring and audit plan. 
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Executive Summary
 

Many times an executive summary of the marketing plan may be advantageous. It can 
also be harmful in some instances because management that should know the plan in detail 
never gets around to studying it as they should in order to have a complete picture of 

fertilizer marketing. 

The executive summary is an abbreviated edition of the fertilizer marketing plan. It 
should be designed for senior staff who need to have a quick understanding of the plan or 

need to have a ready reference from time to time. 

The executive summary should highlight and summarize the important issues in the 
marketing plan. It provides the important issues but not the details. Normally, the executive 

summary should not be more than 5-10 pages. 
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Appendix 

Example of a Sales Plan 

I. 	 Scope of Plan 
The purpose of this is to specific targets for each product in each market for the 
coming year and to forecast sales for the next 4-year period. 

II. 	 Abstract and Analysis of Information Base 
A. Sales by product during current year or year just concluded ('000 tons). 

Product 	 Total North South 

Urea, 45-0-0 	 62.2 42.2 20.0
Ammonium sulfate, 21-0-0 8.1 2.1 6.0 
TSP, 0-46-0 92.8 54.1 39.2
Potassium sulfate, 0-0-50 26.2 12.0 14.2
15-15-15 2.1 1.5 0.6 

TOTAL 191.9 111.9 80.0 

B. 	 The fertilizer market is increasing at 10%/year. The organization's current 
share is 15.2%. 

C. 	 Estimate the total tonnage of products sold in the country or region served.
D. 	 The fertilizer is used on the following crops: 

Crop 	 Percentage of Annual Total 

Rice 62
 
Corn - beans - vegetables 
 15 
Estate crops 23 

E. 	 Establish where supplies in of plantexcess or supplier capacity can be 
obtained. 
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F. Our competitive situation is: (fill in blanks) 

Estimated 
Competitor Plant Location Market Share Tonnage 

1. Grow More Ltd. Nakuru 	 5% 5,000 
2. TDY Company Nairobi 3% 	 7,500 
3. 
4. 
5. 	Other factors concerning competition are: 

a. 	Co-op selling 20-20-0 below cost. 

b. 

C. 

6. Assumptions: (Planners should make assumptions in a clear, simple 
statement and obtain approval for them from the supervisor. Some examples 
are cited.) 
a. 	A field representative can call on an average of 30 dealers. 
b. 	The average dealer will sell 200 tons of products during the year. 
c. Urea is more profitable to the organization than ammonium sulfate, and 

P205 is more profitable in mixed goods than in TSP. 
d. 	Manufacturing capacity can reach 38,711 tons of N, 19,267 tons of P. 
e. Sales will be for cash at point of delivery. 
f. 	 Two (2) demonstrations with 1 field day for each will be sponsored by the 

retailer. 

g. 

7. 	Describe NPK company's resources, capabilities, and weaknesses. (Write in 
two or more short sentences.) 
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III. Opportunity Areas for NPK Company Sales (Examples could be:) 
A. Diversify market to solicit business in new areas by the establishment of 50-plus

independent dealers to serve the vegetable and flower producers. 
B. Develop a separate sales system to reach the estate market directly. 
C. 	 Implement an agronomically oriented sales-support program through retailers 

to ensure movement to farmers. 
D. 	 (fill in others) 

E. 

IV. Objectives and Strategy 
A. 	 (Complete the blanks in the table below using your best judgment and 

information obtainable.) 

Product Sales Forecast ('000 tons) 

Example 
This 

Coming 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year 5th Year
Product Year( H)Hence Hence Hence Hence 

Urea 75.2 
Ammonium sulfate 8.3
 
TSP 
 44.8
 
Potassium sulfate 
 32.7 
Muriate of potash 49.0 
15-15-15 20.0 
16-20-0 10.0 

TOTAL 240.0 

B. Define NPK and straight material marketing approach and strategy. 
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V. Action Schedule (Some Examples) 

Completion
Action Person Responsible Date 

A. 	 Training field representatives Hy Rater-(Training Manager) November 1 
B. 	 Dealer selection Dean Master-(Marketing 

Manager and Salesman) December 15C. 	 Dealer training initiated Hy Rater (Training Manager) January 5 
D. 	 Dealer identification Albert Falusi-(Salesman February 10 

and Promotion Manager)
E. 	 Assist dealer with John Doe (Agronomist and March 1 

demonstrations Salesman) 
F. 	 Farmer educational meetings John 	Doe (Agronomist and April 1 

Salesman)
G. (Note: Planner should add any actions 	that involve special effort by field sales 

force. 	Check with other marketing functions.) 

H. 

1. 

VI. 	 Appraisal and Control 
A. 	 Performance of each individual will be evaluated. Salary adjustment and bonus 

will be given as needed. 
B. Monthly reports of progress will be summarized by salesmen and/or forwarded 

to managers of sales, marketing services, and distribution managers. 

VII. 	 Pricing 
A graph of pricing history and projections should be made here. 
(Note: Any other information relating to pricing can be presented here, as the sales 
planner may elect.) 
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VIII. Future Action Programs (Examples of Type Questions to Answer)
A. How many dealers will be needed next year?
B. How many new field representatives or salesmen will be needed to service new 

dealers added? 

C. How many end users (customers) will be served in the system? 

D. Will satellite stores or truck sales in day markets be required and, if so, where 
and how many 

E. How many sales campaigns should be mounted? 

F. New criteria to be used for dealers' selection in the future include: 
1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

G. New items to be included in a dealer agreement (contract) are? 
1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 
H. An early season discount program to take advantage of the farmer's storage is

needed. The following program is recommended for Year 2 from now. 

I. What government policy is needed to support increased fertilizer consumption? 

InternationalFertilizerDevelopment Center TrainingMaterial 



Module F: Conclusion
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SUMMARY REPORT
 

Workshop on
 

Efficient Marketing of Fertilizers in Cameroon
 

Bamenda
 
March 28-April 8, 1994
 

INTRODUCTION
 

The Fertilizer Sub-Sector Reform Program (FSSRP) has introduced
 
many reforms in the fertilizer sector. The reforms have led to
liberalization in fertilizer imports and to improvements in fertilizer
distribution through privatization and brought in elements of
competition. 
 It is important that the improvements are sustained and
enhanced. 
 This can be achieved by making available for the fertilizer
sector a cadre of well-trained, motivated and dedicated, private-sector

entrepreneurs. To develop this cadre, IFDC, on behalf of
USAID-Cameroon, designed, developed, and conducted a 2-week in-country

workshop on 
"Efficient Marketing of Fertilizers in Cameroon."
 

OBJECTIVE
 

The workshop aimed at strengthening selected business skills of
private-sector entrepreneurs in Cameroon's fertilizer sector. 
 In the
 near term, training would facilitate operations at all levels of the
marketing activities in Cameroon; 
and in looking ahead, the training
would increase the likelihood that reforms achieved to date under the

FSSRP will 
take hold and be sustainable.
 

LOCATION AND DATES
 

The workshop was held March 28-April 8, 1994, 
in Ayaba Hotel,
Bamenda, North West Province. This location was ideal 
as Bamenda is
situated in the fertilizer consuming area; thus it provided 
an
opportu, ty for field trips in the coffee and cocoa growing areas.
 

INAUGURATION
 

The workshop was inaugurated by tihe Honorable Mr. Daway RoI,
Secretary of State for Agriculture, Government of Cameroon, in the
absence of the Honorable Minister fDr Agriculture, Mr. S. Njinyam.
Present at the opening was tVr. 
 Alinga Ateba Innocent, Secretary General,
Ministry of Plan and Regional Development and Chairman of FSSRP
Technical Supervisory Committee, and other distinguished invitees.
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CONTENTS
 

The workshop dealt with subject matter in 6 modules. These
 
covered key aspects of fertilizer marketing, agronomy, management and
 
communication, fertilizer use and promotion, pricing, privatization, and
 
doing business in open and free markets. The modules and coverage under
 
each module 	follow:
 

Module A: 	 Introduction
 
Registration; Inauguration; Program Description;
 
Introduction; 3aseline Exercise, IFDC Story
 

Module B: 	 Cameroon Agricultural Sector
 
Agriculture in Cameroon; Global Fertilizer Use
 
Perspectives; Fertilizer Use Data in Cameroon;
 
Cameroon Fertilizer Sub-Sector Overview;
 
Subsidized/Small Farmer--FSSRP; SODECOTON--PSIE;
 
Modern Agricultural Sector; Cameroon's Agri-Input
 
Markets; The FSSRP Technical Support Unit and
 
New Agriculture Policy
 

Module C: 	 Fertilizer - Technical Aspects

Essential Nutrients and Their Role in Crop Production;
 
Fertilizer Products and the Product Decision;

Developing A Soil Testing Program; Economics of
 
Fertilizer Use; Price Policy Analysis/Fertilizer;

Fertilizer Quality Control and Regulations; Response
 
Database Presentation
 

Module D: 	 Fertilizer Marketing

"What is Marketing?"; Introduction to Marketing

Fertilizer; Fertilizer Marketing Channels in Cameroon;
 
Fertilizer Marketing in Cameroon; Market !nformation
 
Sources for Fertilizer; Fertilizer Procurement;
 
Fertilizer Pricing; Fertilizer Packaging; Fertilizer
 
Storage; Fertilizer Transportation; Fertilizer Bulk
 
Blending and Bagging; The Fertilizer Marketing Plan;
 
Consumer Identification and Buyer Behavior; Fertilizer
 
Promotion Programs; Demand Forecasting Techniques;
 
Dealer Selection and Development; Role of Credit
 
in Fertilizer Marketing; Presentations on Case
 
Study, "Reaching the Small Farmer," and participants
 
presentations on their respective organizations.
 

Module E: 	 Business Management Skills
 
Developing a Fertilizer Dealers Association; Effective
 
Communication in Fertilizer Marketing; "What Managers

Do"; "Work Smarter, Not Harder"; Financial Management

and Analysis; Financing of Fertilizer Importation and
 
Distribution
 

Module F: 	 Conclusion
 
Program Summary; Followup Exercise/Program Evaluation; 
Closing Ceremony; Individual Meetings with Faculty
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DAILY PROGRAM SCHEDULE
 

The daily program schedule listing dates, time, title of
 
presentations with briefs on each, and responsibility isgiven in
 
Appendix 1. A total of 50 training activities was conducted.
 

FACULTY
 

The core faculty consisted of 5 IFDC specialists and a regional

consultant who were primarily responsible for the conduct of the
 
workshop. These specialists and the consultant were:
 

1. 	Mr. Ram S. Giroti, Coordinator, Human Resource Development
 
(Workshop Coordinator).


2. 	Mr. T. Alan Nix, Production/Marketing Specialist, Outreach
 
Division.
 

3. 	Mr. Souleymane Diouf, Marketing Specialist, IFDC-Africa Division,
 
Togo.
 

4. 	Mr. Henny G.M. Gerner, Economics/Data Base Manager Scientist,
 
IFDC-Africa Division, Togo.
 

5. 	Mr. Pim Volkert, Agricultural Economist and Associate Expert,

IFDC-Africa Division, Togo.


6. 	Mr. Ian J. Scarr, Technical Director, Fertilizers and Chemicals
 
Ltd., Kaduna, Nigeria.
 

The above faculty was supplemented by speakers from FSSRP,
 
Cameroon fertilizer sector, and Cameroon's Ministries of Agriculture and
 
Plan and Regional Devrlopment.
 

A list of faculty is given in Appendix 2.
 

PARTICIPANTS
 

Forty-two participants from the fertilizer cector of Cameroon
 
attended. 
 The participants were drawn from the following organizations.
 

1. Private commercial banks
 
2. Fertilizer importers
 
3. Fertilizer distributors
 
4. Cooperative organizations
 
5. Ministry of Agriculture
 
6. "!inistry of Plan and Regional Development
 

The participants were experienced professionals and were highly

motivated with a strong interest to iearn new ideas. The FSSRP
 
Technical Supervisory Committee (TSC) selected highly qualified and
 
motivated participants. The list of participants is attached as
 
Appendix 3.
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FIELD TRIPS
 

To supplement the classroom discussions and to provide

participants with firsthand information on the agriculture and
 
fertilizer sectors, two field trips were organized on March 30 and
 
April 1, 1994.
 

On March 30, participants visited The Farmers House, a fertilizer
 
retailer. Here the participants saw a one-stop center where all the

needs of farmers for fertilizers, seeds, agricultural chemicals, and
 
advice are available. Participants visited the North West Cooperative

Association (NWCA) in Bamenda where they observed the unloading of
 
fertilizer bags from trucks and general warehousing practices. This
 
field trip also included a visit to the NWCA coffee processing plant at
 
Santa Union. The Chairman and Manager of this cooperative plant were on
 
hand to brief the participants on the operations.
 

The field trip on April 1, 1994, took the participants to the Soil
 
Testing Laborator' at the University of Dschang; and a visit was also
 
made on this day to PROLEG, a free trade zone where green peas ara grown

for export. The participants were taken to the Foumbot Market where
 
they saw small retailers selling fertilizer in 50-kg bags and in small
 
quantities. The retailers which the participants visited were L Maison
 
der Plantuer and Protecton des Soles et Vegetoux.
 

METHODOLOGY
 

Participants were quite attentive throughout the training period.

Their active participation and interaction enhanced the learning
 
process. Lectures, case studies, panel discussions, and group

discussions techniques were employed for best results. 
 An environment
 
in which the maximum level of learning took place was created. Slides
 
and overheads were used for quick and easy grasp of the subject matter
 
of each presentation. Videos on management, communications, financial
 
management, bulk blending, and customer service was 
used.
 

PARTICIPANT PRESENTATIONS
 

Participants were giver, an opportunity to make presentations on
 
their respective organization and operations. In all, presentations
 
were made on 17 organizations. These presentations offered an
 
opportunity for the participants to exchange information and develop

business 
c ntacts among the group. This proved to be useful as the
 
workshop was the first opportunity for the professionals and
 
entrepreneurs to come together at one place.
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CASE STUDY AND PANEL DISCUSSION
 

A case study on "How to Reach the Small Farmer" was conJucted as a
 
means to encourage interaction among the participants. For discussion
 
of the case study, the group was divided into 4 subgroups for problem

solving and case presentations. The case study also offered 
participants an opportunity to use Lhe knowledge and skills learned

during the program. The case study dealt with all aspects of fertilizer 
marketing in which each group had to make decisions on promotion,
credit, and service to the farmers. A panel discussion on the role of
credit in fertilizer marketing was organized in which constraints to 
flow of credit for distributors and farmers was discussed.
 

LANGUAGE
 

The primary language of instruction was English. However,

simultaneous interpretation in English and French was provided

throughout the program duration.
 

TRAINING MATERIALS
 

IFDC provided 50 copies of each presentation made by its
 
specialists at the workshop together with copies of three publications:

The Fertilizer Handbook published by the Fertilizer Institute of the
 
U.S.A., Farm Servicing Handbook and World Fertilizer Market Information 
Sources published by IFDC.
 

Also, training materials consisting of program booklet, pens,
writing pads, notebooks, hats, tote bags, and leather portfolios were
 
provided. Copies of presentations of Cameroon speakers were made
 
available to participants. The materials provided to participants are
 
valuable references for their work. 

FORMATION OF A FERTILIZER ASSOCIATION
 

As a result of the discussions which followed IFDC's presentation 
on "Developing a Fertilizer Dealer Association," participants initiated
 
a move to form an association. A small group was formed to work out the
 
details of the association.
 

COORDINATION
 

Mr. Daniel C. Moore, Program Coordinator, FSSRP, was the prime 
contact for the workshop. Mr. Moore was assisted by Mr. Richard Molu,
Technical Coordinator, FSSRP, who was present throughout the program and 
Mr. Felix Nkonabang, Administrative Coordinator, FSSRP. Mr. Rostand 
Longang of USAID was present in the and 11r. Amin offirst week Pakzad 
USAID was present in the second wcek to render assistance during the 
program. 

FSSRP provided secretarial staff which handled logistics in 
assisting participants with accommodations and photocopying of 
presentation papers. 
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CONCLUDING SESSION
 

The concluding session consisting of an evaluation of the
workshop, participants' recommendations, and certificate distribution
 
was held on April 8.
 

PROGRAM EVALUATION
 

Evaluation formed an 
integral part of the workshop. The feedback
 on various aspects of the program was obtained from the participants

through an evaluation form. 
 The program received an overall rating of
4.424 	corresponding to very good to excellent on 
a scale of I to 5 (1

being poor and 5 excellent).
 

PARTICIPANTS' RECOMMENDATIONS
 

Also during the closing session, Mr. Nwatchok Yakan, a
participant from Societe Nationale Des Hydrocarbures (SNH), thanked, on
behalf of all participants, the Government of Cameroon, USAID, and IFDC
for organizing and implementing the workshop and expressed that similar
 programs should be organized regularly. In particular, lie made the

following recommendations on 
behalf of the participants.
 

1. Improvement of the fiscal/customs reqaiirement related 
to

fertilizer importation. More specifically, the elimination
 
of the 5% taxes on fertilizer importation.


2. The organization of agricultural products markets and the

elimination of various constraints affecting agricultural

marketing. This will 
improve farmers' reve'ues and help in
 
increasing fertilizer use.
 

3. 	 The creation of bulk blending facilities and even the local
 
production of fertilizer.
 

4. 	 The creation of an enabling environment that will facilitate
 
the use of a credit line at 
the disposal of distributor in
 
the FSSRP.
 

5. 	 The continuity of activities of the Technical 
Support Unit
 
and its development.


6. 	 The creation of a Fertilizer Dealer Association which will
 
help inharmonizing policies in the sub-sector.
 

A copy of the participants' remarks is given in Appendix 4.
 

CERTIFICATE DISTRIBUTION
 

Mr. Alingz Atebe Innocent, Chairman of FSSRP Technical Supervisory

Committee and Secretary General of the Ministry of Plan and Regional

Development, gave certificates to the participants. In his closing

address, he echoed the sentiments of the participants in acknowledging
the benefits which the participants had derived during the 
two weeks of

the workshop. 
 He thanked USAID and IFDC for the workshop and, in

particular, mentioned formation of the Fertilizer Dealer Association.
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FOLLOWUP
 

IFDC will place the names of the participants on its mailing list
 
to receive the IFDC Quarterly Newsletter and brochures of training

programs. These will keep the participants informed of IFDC activities.
 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
 

IFDC thanks USAID-Cameroon for allowing IFDC to participate in

human capacity building for the Cameroon fertilizer sector. IFDC hopes
that the professionals and entrepreneurs trained in the workshop will be

able to bring about improvements in the fertilizer sector and will
 remove constraints to free and open markets in fertilizers. IFDC is

pleased at the formation of the Association as a result of tne workshop.

The assistance given by Mr. Daniel Moore, Mr. Richard Molu, and
 
Mr. Felix Nkonabang isgreatly appreciated.
 



Appendix 1 

Workshop on 

Efficient Marketing of Fertilizers in Cameroon 

March 28-April 8, 1994 

Bamenda, Cameroon 

Serial Activity 

Number Number Time Activity 

Monday, March 28, 1994 

Module A: Introduction 

Al 0830 Registration 

2 A2 0900 Inauguration 
Official opening. 
Welcome speech to participants. 

0930 Break 

3 A3 1000 Program Description, Participant Introductions, 
and Baseline Exercise 
An overview of program objectives and activities. 
Participant introductions. Opportunity for 
participants to obtain an indication ot th, ir 
knowledge of fertilizer marketing and use through 
an IFDC test exercise. 

4 A4 1130 IFDC Story 
An overview of IFDC, including a summary of 
program activities, staffing, funding, physical 
facilities, etc. with focus on IFDC-Africa. 

1200 Lunch 

Responsibility 

R. S. Giroti 

IFDC 

S. Njinyam 
Minister 
Ministry of Agriculture 

R. S. Giroti/ 
T. A. Nix 
IFDC 

R. F. Giroti/ 
H.G.M. Gerner 
IFDC 
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Serial 
Number 

Activity 
Number Time Activity Responsibility 

Monday, March 28, 1994 (Continued) 

5 B1 1300 

Module B: Cameroon Agricultural Sector 

Agriculture in Cameroon 
An overview of the agricultural sector in 
Cameroon, including policy, production,
marketing, and outlook. 

B. Nami 
Ing6nieur G6n6ral 

d'Agriculture H.C. 
Director 

Department of Agriculture 
Ministry of Agriculture 

6 B2 1400 Global Fertilizer Use Perspectives 
Perspectives on world fertilizer production and 
consumption. Africa and Cameroon's place 
therein. 

F. Nkonabang 
Ing6nieur Agro-Planificateur 
Sub-Director 
Sub-Department of 

Agricultural Production 
Administrative Coordinator 
FSSRP Technical Support 

Unit 
Department of Agriculture 
Ministry of Agriculture 

H.G.M. Gerner 

1430 Break 

7 B3 1500 Fertilizer Use Data in Cameroon 
Presentation of time-series farn- and macro-level 
data on fertilizer use in Cameroon. Dicstibution 
.' reports. 

3. Tarounga 
Statistician 
AEERD 

8 B4 1615 Cameroon Fertilizer Sub-Sector Overview
Breakdown and overview of sub-sectoral 
breakdown of Cameroon's ferth; Lr sector. 

R.Molu 
Ing6nieur Agro-Pedologue 
Technicai Coordinator 
FSSRP Technical Support 

Unit 
Department of Agriculture 

1645 Adjourn 

Ministry of Agr!"ulture 
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Serial 
Number 

Activity 
Number Time Activity Responsibility 

Tuesday, March 29, 1994 

Module B: Cameroon Agricultural Sector 
(Continued) 

9 B5 0830 Subsidized/Small Farmer-FSSRP F. Nkonabang 
Overview of the FSSRP program: Characteristics 
and results, including discussion on the role of the 
subsidy. 

1000 Break 

10 36 1030 SODECOTON-PSIE 
Overview of the PSIE program: Characteristics and 
results. 

D. F.Sim6on 
Economist/Statistician 
Ministry of Plan and Regional 

Development 

1200 Lunch 

11 B7 1300 Modern Agricultural Sector 
Series of brief, 20-minute presentations by
representatives of Cameroon's plantation sector. 

Representatives of 
Modern Agricultural 
Sector 

1445 Break 

12 B8 1500 Cameroon's Agri-Input Markets 
Overview of seeds and pesticide sectors in 
Cameroon. 

J. Elang 
Deputy Director 
Department of Agriculture 

Mr. Djongue 
Sub-Director 
Sub-Department of Plant 

Protection 
Department of Agriculture 

13 B9 1600 The FSSRP Technical Support Unit R. Molu 
Presentation of the GRC's Fertilizer Information 
Unit, its role and functions. 

1630 Adjourn 
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Serial 
Number 

Activity
Number Time Activity Responsibility 

Wednesday, March 30, 1994 

14 

15 

Cl 

C2 

0830 

0930 

Module C: Fertilizer-Technical Aspects 

Essential Nutrients and Their Role in Crop
Production 
The essential nutrients (including micronutrients)
needed for crop production are discussed. 
Nutrient deficiency symptoms in crops are
identified and the need for a balanced fertilization 
program in sustaining good yields is discussed. 

Fertilizer Products and the Product Decision 
Physical and chemical specifications of fertilizer 
materials are discussed. Recent trends in
nitrogen, phosphate, and potash fertilizers are 
examined. 

F. Meppe 
Soils/Systems Agronomist 
Institute of Agricultural 

Research 
Ministry of Scientific and 

Technical Research 

T. A. Nix 

16 03 

1030 

1045 

Break 

Developing a Soil Testing Program 
A discussion of the use of soil tests to assessfertilizer needs. Methods of assessing soil 
nutrients, estimating nutrient needs to satisfy
yield targets, and determining expected nutrient 
uptake efficiency are examined. Fertilizer use 
and soil pH relationships are discussed. 
Customer service is emphasized. Availability
of soil testing in Cameroon. 

M. Doube 
Chief 
Soil Science Department 
University of Dschang 

17 04 

1200 

1300 

Lunch 

Field Trip: North West Province 
1. Fertilizer Retailer: The Farmers House 
2. Fertilizer Storage: NWCA- Nkwen Rural 

Developmer . Center
3. Fertilizer Stockist: Akum Farm Services Center
4. Coffee Processing: NWCA, Santa Union 

Provincial Delegation of 
Agriculture 

North West Province 

1630 Adjourn 



Serial 
Number 

Activity 
Number Time 

18 C5 0830 

19 C6 0930 

1015 

19a 1030 

20 C7 1100 

1200 

21 C9 1300 

22 D1 1415 

1500 

23 D2 1530 

1630 


Activity 

Thursday, March 31, 1994 

Module C: Fertilizer-Technical Aspects 
(Continued) 

Economics of Fertilizer Use 
The profitability of fertilizer use is discussed. 
The most commonly used indicators of the profit-
ability of fertilizer are examined. Data for 
Cameroon are presented. 

Price Policy Analysis/Fertilizer 
Data from a UCD study sponsored by the FSSRP 
are presented by the investigator for discussion. 

Break
 

Devaluation and Fertilizer Use 
A brief examination and discussion of the effects 
of the recent devaluation of the FCFA on fertilizer 
use and crop production in Cameroon. 

Fertilizer Quality Control and Regulations 

Discussion of the importance of quality control 

and fertilizer legislation in fertilizer sector 

development.
 

Lunch
 

Response Database Presentation 

Presentation of the IFDC-Africa fertilizer data base. 

Module D: Fertilizer Marketing 

What is Marketing? 

Film/discussion on the evolution of marketing. 

Break
 

Introduction to Marketing Fertilizer 
Marketing is defined and the marketing functions 
required at the macro/micro-levels are discussed. 
Examination of major decisions confronting 
marketing managers to match resources of 
organization with needs and opportunities in their 
markets. 

Adjourn 

Responsibility 

F. Kamajou 
Dean, Faculty of 
Economics and Management 
University of Dschang and 
H.G.M. Gerner 

F. Kamajou 

R. Longang
 
Economist
 
Office of Economic
 
Analysis and Policy 
Reform Implementation, USAID 

S. Diouf, IFDC/ 
Representative of Soci6t
 

G6n6rale de Surveillance
 

R. Molu/H.G.M. Gerner 

T. A. Nix 

H.G.M. Gerner 
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Serial Activity 
Number Number Time Activity 

Friday, April 1, 1994 

24 C8 0830 Field Trip: West Province 

1. Fertilizer Stockists: Foumbot Market 
2. Modern Agricultural Sector: PROLEG 
3. Coffee Plantation: COOPAGRO 
4. Soils Testing: UCD 

Saturday, April 2, 1994 

Rest 

Sunday, April 3, 1994 

Rest 

Responsibility 

Provincial Delegation of 
Agriculture, West Province 
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Serial 
Number 

Activity
Number Time Activity Responsibility 

Monday, April 4 

Module D: Fertilizer Marketing (Continued) 

25 D3 0830 Fertilizer Marketing Channels in Cameroon R. Molu 
As a lead-in to participant presentations, an 
overview of Cameroon's fertilizer marketing 
channels is presented. 

26 D3 0845 Fertilizer Marketing in Cameroon 
Participants from each company make 10-minute 
presentations including company profile, their role 

Participants/IFDC 

within the company, and the company's fertilizer 
marketing system and/or strategy. For commercial 
banks, their bank's perspectives on financing
fertilizer importation and distribution are presented. 

1000 Break 

D3 1030 Fertilizer Marketing in Cameroon (Continued) Participants/IFDC 

1200 Lunch 

D3 1300 Fertilizer Marketing in Cameroon (Continued) Participants/IFDC 

27 D4 1530 Market Information Sources for Fertilizers P. Volkert 
The importance of accurate and timely market 
information to support fertilizer business decision-

IFDC 

making is discussed. The availability of market 
information from various sources is discussed. 

1630 Adjourn 



Serial Activity 
Number Number Time 

28 D5 0830 

0945 

;2 D6 1000 

30 D7 1100 

1200 

31 D8 1300 

1400 

32 D10 1430 

1630 

Activity Responsibility 

Tuesday, April 5 

Module D: Fertilizer Marketing (Continued) 
Fertilizer Procurement 

S. Diouf
 
Key factors involved in efficient fertilizer
 
procurement are outlined, with focus on market

Intelligence, procurement techniques, financing

considerations, cargo inspection, etc.
 

Break
 

Fertilizer Pricing 
S. Diouf


Fertilizer pricing practices are discussed. A
recommended approach to pricing in a market
based economy is presented. 

Fertilizer Packaging 
T. A. NixThe principal considerations in fertilizer packaging
 

are discussed. Bag specifications, method of
closure, and handling and storage considerations
 
are examined. 

Lunch
 

Fertilizer Storage 
I.J. Scarr
The principals of fertilizer storage are discussed, 
 Fertilizers &including facility location, warehouse size, Chemicals, Ltd.
inventory control, and technical considerations. 
 Nigeria 

Break 

Fertilizer Bulk Blepding and Bagging I. J. Scarr
The characteristics of fertilizer bulk blending and
bagging facilities, and their role in productflexibility and price. An examination of bulk
blending and bagging potential for Cameroon. 

Adjourn 
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Serial 
Number 

Activity 
Number Time Activity Responsibility 

Wednesday, April 6 

Module D: Fertilizer Marketing (Continued) 

33 D14 0830 Demand Foreci;sting Techniques P. Volkert 
A discussion of fertilizer demand forecasting 
techniques. 

0930 Break 

34 D15 1000 Dealer Selection and Development S. Diouf 
The role of the fertilizet (and agri-inputs) dealer is 
reviewed. The dealer selection and development 
process is discussed. 

35 D13 1100 Fertilizer Promotion Programs S. Diouf 
The importance of promotion in fertilizer marketing
is discussed, with emphasis on farmer meetings,
fertilizer demonstrations, production contests, 
promotional literature, and radio advertising.
Examples from Cameroon are presented. Group
assignment: Develop a cost-effective fertilizer 
promotion campaign for b target market in 
Cameroon. 

1200 Lunch 

36 D16 1300 The Role of Credit in Fertilizer Marketing Representative of Cameroon 
The role of farm-level credit in fertilizers 
marketing is discussed. Types of credit 

Cooperative Credit Union 
League (CamCCUL) 

arrangements are presented, with examples 
from Cameroon. 

1400 Break 

37 D17 1430 Group Presentations R.S. Giroti/ 
Work groups present their marketing projects. T. A. Nix 

1630 Adjourn 
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Serial Activity
 
Number Number 
 Time Activity 

Thursday, April 7 
Module D: Fertilizer Marketing (Continued) 

38 D9 0830 	 Fertilizer Transportation 
The principles of fertilizer transportation are
discussed, including technical and efficiency
considerations. 

0930 Break
 
39 
 D12 1000 	 Consumer Identification and Buyer Behavior 

A discussion of the techniques used in evaluating
buyer behavioral patterns and in identifying targetmarkels for the fertilizer marketing organization.
Examples from Cameroon are discussed. 

Module E: Business Management
 
40 El 
 1100 	 Developing a Fertilizer Dealers Association 

The potential role and utility of a fertilizer trade 
association for Cameroon. Guidelines for
formation of such an association. Examples from
other associations are discussed. 

1200 	 Lunch 
41 E2 1300 Effective Communication in Fertilizer 

Marketing 
Effective methods of communication are
discussed. Participants will be involved in a

"hands-on" exercise.
 

42 
 E3 1400 	 What Managers Do 
A film presentation on the role of the manager inthe modern business world. 

1500 Break 
43 E4 1530 	 Working Smarter, Not Harder 

A film presenltatio- on improving time use 
efficiency. 

E5 	 160044 	 Financial Management and Analysis 
Techniques of financial management used in 
business management and planning are 
discussed. 

1700 	 Adjourn 

Responsibility 

T.A. Nix 

R.S. Giroti 

R.S. Giroti/
 
1'. A. Nix
 

R.S.Giroti 

R.S.Giroti 

R.S. Giroti 

T.A. Nix 



Serial Activity 
Number Number Time 

45 E6 0830 

0945 

46 Dl 1015 

47 F1 1100 

48 F2 

49 F3 1230 

1300 


50 F4 1430 

1630 

Activity 

Friday, April 8 

Module E: Business Management 
(Continued) 

Financing of Fertilizer Importation and 
Distribution 
Methods and arrangements of financing fertilizer
importation and distribution are discussed, with 
specific examples drawn from Cameroon. 

Break 

The Fertilizer Market Plan 

A discussion on the components of a marketing
 
plan.
 

Module F: Conclusion 

Program Summary 

Followup Exercise/Program Evaluation 
Participants are allowed an opportunity to test their 
post-course knowledge of fertilizer marketing. 

Closing Ceremony 

Lunch
 

Individual Meetings 
Participants and/or IFDC staff may schedule 
individual meetings to discuss points of interest. 

Program Concludes 

Responsibility 

A.Ngu
 
Account Relationship
 

Manager
 
Standard Chartered Bank
 

Cameroon
 

A. Khan
 
Corporate and Institutional
 

Banking Manager
 
Standard Chartered Bank
 

Cameroon
 

T.A.Nix 

R.S.Giroti 

R. S. Giroti/ 
T.A. Nix 

A. A. Innocent 
Secretary General 
Ministry of Plan and Regional

Develcoment 

Chairman
FSSRP Technical Supervisory 

Committee 

IFDC 
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WORKSHOP ON 
EFFICIENT MARKETING OF FEPTILIZERS IN CAMEROON 

March 28-April 8,1994
 
Bamenda, Cameroon
 

Speakers/Resource Persons 

Mr. Stephen Njinyam Mr. Joseph ElangMinister Deputy Director
Ministry of Agriculture Department of AgricultureYaounde Ministry of Agriculture
CAMEROON Yaounde 

CAMEROON 
Mr. Alinga Ateba Innocent
 
Secretary General 
 Mr. Henny G.M. GernerMinistry of Plan and Regional Scientist--Economics/Data Base ManagerDevelopment International Fertilizer Development
Chairman Center-Africa
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Appendix 4
 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE TECHNICAL SUPERVISORY
 
COMMITTEE
 

the participants thank thQ Government of the Republic o' Cameroon
for its initiative 
to organize a workshop on efficient fartilizor
markoting in Cameroon. 
For two weeks, we 
had tha opportunity, in
a very excellent environment and couplod with uooful matorials, 
to
liston to presentation madu by high level experts.
 
Fertilizer marketing, as we finally learnt from this sominar, is 
a
vary complex business which requiru a lot of skills.
necessity to have hence, tno
a vory effioient information 
collection
dissemination system. and
Documents handed out during the workshop and
exohangee of ideas 
among partioipants help 
them to
problems and raiss major
issues remaining to be solvad
lovol. at thg govornmontmlThe following rupresent
workshop: of 

problems raised during the(1) tho elimination 
 subsidy that
difficult for farmers to 
will make it
 use fertilizers: (2)credit booauoo lack of access to
of high interest ratde 
 and mismanagement
resources; (1) orlack of good working rolationship between bankoe:and importero/distributors of fertilizer; 
 (4) the non-use of line
of credit at the disposal of distributors; 
 (5) tho Imnlinunt phaseout or the Technical support Unit 
(T13U) of the Fertilizor Sub-
Soctor Reform Program (FS13RP) 1 (6) the government has tried, wittinthe present economic crisin, 
to solve 
somo of the problems. We
have take them into account in the following recommondations!
 

- Improvement of the fiscal/customs rocuiromont related to
fertilizer importation. 
 More specifically,
olimination of the :% taxes the
 
on fertilizer importatin.
 

- The organization or agricultural products markets and :neelimination of various oonstraints affecting mgriculturalmarketing. 
This will improve farmers' revanuo. and help
in incroasing fertilizer use.
 
- The creatLon of bulk blending facilities and ven the


local produotion of fortilizer.
 
- The creation of an enabling environment that will
facilitate 
the use of credit line at 
the diapooal of
distributor in the FBSRP.
 

- The continuity of aotivitieo 
 of the TGU and its
development.
 

- The creation of a fartilizer doalr aRoociation which
will help In harmonizing policies in the sub-sector.
 
This seminar hao been extremely useful. Once again, wo truly thank
the govornment, UDAID and IFDC, hoping that such Inlitiativ0s will
be replicated in the future. 

Done in Bamendh on April 9, 1994 



MONSIEUR LE PRESIDENT DU COMITE TECHNIQUE DE SUPERVISION DU PRC 

Les participants remercient le gouvernement Camerounais pour I'heureuseinitiative qu'il a eued'organiser le s~minaire sur la Commercialisation 
Efficace des Engrais au Cameroun.
 

Pendant deux semaines 
 nous 	 avons eu droit, dans de trbs bonnesconditions mat6rielles et p6dagogiques, 6 des 	 communicationsd'excellente qualit6 prdsent(es par des orateurs d'un 	 haut niveau de 
competence. 

La commercialisation des engrais, nous nous en sommes finalement renducompte grace ce s~minaire est trbs complexe en ce sens qu'il 	y aplusieurs composantes dont 	il faut tenir compte. D'oti la n~cessit6 d'unsyst6me efficient de collecte, de production deet diffusion de 
I'information. 

L'abondante documentation qui nous a 6t6 remise, et les 6changes entreparticipants ont permis d'une part d'6voquer les problmes pouvant btrer6solus dans un cadre contractuel arrbt6 d'accord parties entre lesop6rateurs et d'autre part d'en relever d'autres qui seraient du domaine decomp6tence des pouvoirs publics et qui feront I'objet de 
recommandations. 

Parmi 	les problbmes 6voqu6s
 

La suppression des subventions qui met les instrants agricoles 
hors 
de port6e des utilisateurs. 

Les difficult6s d'accbs au cr6dit dues 

Aux taux d'int6rbts 6lev6s qui nencourageont pas ce mode 
de financement; 

A une 	gestion approximative des demandeurs qui ne r6pond 
pas aux canons en vigueur. 

Le manque de conviviabilit6 entre los institutions financi~res et les 
importateurs/distributeurs d'engrais. 

La non utilisation jusqu'6 pr6sent de la ligne de cr6dit mise en place
dans le cadre du PRSSE i la disposition des distributeurs. 



La cessation prochaine des activitds de I'unit6 de soutien technique. 

L'incertitude quant 6 I'6 coulement des produits agricoles qui
d~courage l'utilisation des engrais. 

Les pouvoirs publics nous en sommes conscients essayent de s'acquitterau mieux de leurs obligations dans le contexte difficile de crise6conomique actuelle en g6rant les contraintes impos6es par colle-ci. Nousavons essay6 autant que faire se peut d'en tenir compte dans nosrecommandaLions qui sont les suivantes.
 

- L'am6lioration 
 des conditions fiscalo-douani6res pour lesimportateurs/distributeurs d'engrais notamn-ient la suppression de
la taxe de 5 % ?i l'importation. 

- L'organisation dU march6 des produits agriccles et la suppressiondes entraves de toute nature qui permettront d'accroitre les revenusdes agriculteurs et encourageront la consommation des engrais. 

- L'incitation 6 l'installation sur le territoire national d'une unit6 demrlange et pourquoi pas de production d'engrais. 

- La cr6ation do conditions propices 6 l'utilisation pour lesdistributeurs de la ligne de cr6dit mise place dansen le cadre du 
PRSSE. 

- La n~cessit6 du maintien et du d6veloppement des activit6s deI'unite de soutient technique qui devra am~liorer son systbme dediffusion de I'information. 

- La crdation d'une association des operateurs 6conomiques de lafili6re engrais qui serait un cadre de concertation et d'harmonisationdes strat6gies de commercialisation rendues aujourd'hui
ndcessaires. 

Enfin nous ne le dirons jamais assez, ce s~minaire nous a 6t6 d'un grandapport. Nous remercions uneflois de plus le Gouvernement, I'USAID etI'IFDC tout en 6 mottant le voeu que cette initiative soit sans cesse
renouvel~e. 

Fait 6 Bamenda, le 08/4/1994 



Put Your Name if You Wish 

International Fertilizer Development Center 

Program Evaluation Form 

Workshop on 
Efficient Marketing of Fertilizers inCameroon 

March 28-April 8, 1994 
Bamenda, Cameroon 

In seeking to Improve IFDC's program activities, we rely on your feedback. Complete and sincere 
answers are appreciated. 
I. Technical and administrative aspects of this program (place an "x"on the line opposite each 

item under one of the numbers) 

A. Technical Aspects 
1 2 3 .4 5

hem Poor Fair Good Very Good Excellent 
(P) (F) (G) (VG) (E) 

Achievement of objectives 
Individual consultation with the participants 
Individual consultation with speakers 
Knowledge gained from program 

B. Administrative Aspects 

1 2 43 5
hem Poor Fair Good Very Good Excellent 

(P) (F) (G) (VG) (E) 
Length of daily schedule 
Planning of activities 
Length of program 
Amount of free time 

C. Methodology 

ham 
1 

Poor 
2 

Fair 
3 

Good 
4 

Very Good 
5 

Excellent 
(P) (F) (G) (VG) (E) 

Presentation/discussion 
Case studies 
Depth of information (elementary-advanced) 
Value of reference material 
Quality of discussions 



2 

D. Program Structure Design 
1 2 3 4 5 

Item Poor Fair Good Very Good Excellent 
(P) (F) (G) (VG) (E) 

Contents ingeneral
 
Marketing factors
 
Fertilizer background and product knowledge
 
Fertilizer distribution and promotion
 
Pricing
 
Demand forecasting
 
Marketing management
 
Agronomics
 

E. Physical Factors Related to Program Location 
1 2 3 4 5 

Item Poor Fair Good Very Good Excellent 
(P) (F) (G) (VG) (E) 

Physical arrangements of training facilities 

Quality of living arrangements, lodging,

and transportation
 

Quality of audiovisual used
 
Frequency and arrangements of daily
 

schedule breaks
 

F. Field Trips Organization and Relevance 
1 2 3 4 5 

Item Poor Fair Good Very Good Excellent 
(P) (F) (G) (VG) (E) 

Planning and coordination of field trips 
Relevance to program content 
Frequency of field trips
 
Duration of field trips adequate
 

II. Ingeneral, I would rate this program (circle one number) 

Poor (P) Fair (F) Good (G) Very Good (VG) Excellent (E) 

Ill. Additional Comments (ifany): 

If you need additional space for comments, please use reverse side of this page. 


